


=DAY THE 21ST  APRIL 1980 

The House resumed at 10.30 am. 

PRESENT: 

Mr Speaker (In the Chairl) 
(The Hon A J Vasquez CBE, MA) 

GOTE.3.111=7T: 

The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan CBE,.MVO, QC, JP - Chief 
Minister 
The Hon A J Canepa - Minister for Economic Development, 
Trade and Labour and Social Security 
The Hon H K. Featherstone - Minister for Public Works 
The Hon H J Zammitt - Minister for Housing and Sport 
The Hon Dr R G Valarino - Minister for Municipal • 

Services 
The Hon J B Perez - Minister for Medical and Health 
Services 
The.  Hon D Hull QC - Attorney-General 
The an R J Wallace CMG, CBE - Financial and Development 
Secretary 

OPPCSITICX: 

The Hon 2 J Isola GE - Leader of the Opposition 
T'ne-Hon G T P.eSano 
The .Hon Major..RJ Peliza 
The Hon W.'r Scott 
The Hon A T.Ledde, 
The Hon r..7 Haynes 

The Hon J Bosbano 

A "0.7...-7.**,. 

The Hon I Abecasis - Minister for Tourism.. ) 
and Postal Services 

The Hon Major P  J Dellipiani, ED - Minister 
. for TAlcation 

who were • 
unable to 
attend due 
to illness. 

ATTD:TDAlICE: 

A Garba_rino Esq MBE, ED - Clerk of the House of 
Assembly . 

PRAYER 

.Mr. Speaker recited the prayer. 
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MR SPEAKER: 

Gentlemen, before we proceed with the business of 
the House, as you all know our Minister for Tourism 
and Postal Services has suffered a tragic accident. 
He is being taken to the United Kingdom for treatment 
and I am sure I am expressing the wishes of all the 
House when I say that I hope he has a speedy recovery 
and that he will be back in the House with us in the• 
not too distant future. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, thank you for those words. As it is 
probably generally known, he was flown to a Neurological 
Unit in Scotland yesterday. He underwent a scanning 
immediately on arrival at about 7.00 or 7.30 in 
the evening and a preliminary investigative operation 
has been made and depending on the results of the 
investigations they will decide whether or not they 
mar' carry out a najor operation today. We will all be 
praying for his recovery. • 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Mr Speaker, I would very much like to associate 
myself.with all the remarks which have been made 
from this side of the House. We heard the news with 
great grief and we sincerely hope that Mr Abecasis 
will have a full recovery and be with us again for a 
long time. 

MR SPEAKER: 

Perhaps I would like to say that our Minister for 
Education is now practically recovered: 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: • 

Mr Speaker he will need a little accommodation 
• from Honourable Members so that he can come just 
to take his part in the general debate when he will 
deal with departmental estimates. That is I think 
as fax as we can take' it and I think it is only fair 
that he.should do that if he can do it. 

MR SPEAKER: 

It seems to be an occupational hazard now, but I ;ee 
that our Financial and Development Secretary has a sort 

.of halter. May I say that he is the first member to 
come to this House without wearing a tie. For a very good 
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reason, but I hope members will not take this as the 
thin edge of the 'wedge. 

DCCU=TS LAID 

HON PrINCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Mr Speaker, I beg leave of the House to move under 
Standing Order 7(3) to enable me to lay on the 
table the Estimates of the Government's Revenue 
and Expenditure for the financial year 1980-81. 

MR SPEAK:a: 

.This is for the purposes of laying on the table out 
of time the statements. and the estimates. 

Ordered to lie. 

TIC!! PINA:7CIAL AND DY,T•MOPTMIT .SECRETARY: 

Mr Speaker, Sir, I ueg leave (51' the House to move 
under Standing Order 7(3) to enable me to lay on 
the table. of the House the AccOunts of the 
Government of Gibraltar for the year ended 31st 
March 1979, together with the Report of the . 
Principal Auditor' thereon. 

Despite the determined efforts of the Accountant . 
General and the Principal Auditor I very much 
regret that it was not possjble to have the 
accounts aid the report printed and sufficient 
copies available to bring before the House at the 
opening of this meeting last month. This is, Sir, 
regrettably the second year in which the accounts 
and report have been prepared but because of the 

hiccups in the administrative Tachinery it has not 
proves poseible to get them printed and circulated 
earlier. I trust that the House will accept my . 
apologies for this  delay .and I assure it we will 
make every endeavour to improve on the timing next 
year. 

Mr Speaker ordered the document to lie. 

SUSPENSICN OP STANDING ORDERS 

HON FINA7CIAL ..A.NDe DEV=OPMENT SECRTATJhRf: 

Sir, I have the honour to move the suspension' 
of Standing Orders Nos 29 and 3u in respect of the 
1980-81 Appropriation Bill 1980,. 

This was agreed to. 
135'. 

BILLS 

FIRST MID SECOND READING. 

THE APPROPRIATION (1980-81) ORDINANCE, 1980. 

The Hon the Financial and Development Secretary 
.moved that a Bill for an Ordinance to appropriate . 
an amount not exceeding £38,328,382 to the service 
of the year ending 31st March 1981 be read a first 
time. 

Mr Speaker. put the question which was resolved in 
the affirmative. 

The Bill was read a first time. 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Sir, I have the honour to move that •this Bill be 
now read a second time. 

Before I begin my formal speech, Mr Speaker, may I 
say that this is the first time that I have known a 
House stretching the neck of the Financial Secretary 
before and not after the estimates: 

Sir, in moving this Bill I shall make a statement on 
the Government's estimates of revenue and 
expenditure which I have- just laid before the House 
and which have been in the hands of members for some 
time. 

At the outset I propose to review briefly the wider 
ecoromic scene against wish that of Gibraltar must 
be viewed. 

In 1979 the world economy was dominated by concern 
about oil, initially its supply and later its price. 
The full impact of changes in the supply and price 
of this commodity has not yet been.felt. Nevertheless, 
the increase in price, which more than doubled in a 
little over a year, has led to widening payment 
imbalances, a slowing down in world trade and the 
fuelling of inflation already•well banked by 
increased earnings, steadily rising costs of raw 
materials and falling output. The impact of oil' price 
rises'on world trade was for 'a time cushioned by a 
higher than expected fixed investment in a number of 
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the major overseas eeeeemies  and a fall in the 
persona/ savings ratio. in the United States.'Neither 
of'these redeeming features are likely to coniinue 
this year; both could be reversed. 

That then are the main world.Prospects for 1980? 
Briefly, they are slow growth, falling domestic 
demand, rapid inflation, massive balance of 
payments deficits for the industrial world as a 
whole and projected increases in international oil 
pricey of some 60 per cent. Even though OECD 
countries as a whole are egiving high priority • 
to the .control Of inflation mainly through tigit 
monetary policies, the indications are 'of inoreases 
in consulter prices of over 11i per cent. 

In the U despite increased production from the 
North Sea, the gross domestic product rose by 
only 0.6 per cent last year.•'At the same time 
earnings had risen_ by over 18 per cent and unit 
labour costs by about the same.percentage: 
raw materials had risen by. nearly 25 'per cent. 
Industrial competitiveness was poor and. domestic 
'demand slugeich, despite the boost. given to real 
personal disnesable incomes-by direct tax changes 
the Budget andethePre—Budget boom in expenditure 
in.anticipation•er VAT increases. The,underlying 
rate of inflation, ie encluding seasonal, foods, 
indirect tax increases and rates, was about 14 
per sent. Retail. price increases were of the 
order-of 171 per cent; fixed investment 
declined by 4.2 per cent; manufacturing employment 
continued to fall but until the last quarter of 
the year this was offset by increases in the 
service sector, 

The forecasts for 1980 indicate continued' , 
stagnaticn; a fail in industrial output of 
between 2 and 31 per' cent and in manufacturing 
production of 3.7 per cent; an increase in 
unemplcyment from 5.17 per cent to 6.6 per cent of 
the labour force, i.e. Unembloyment rising to 
over 11 million; fixed investments falling by a 
further 4 per cent; a balance of payments deficit 
on current account of L1.75 billion; increases in 
retail prices of between 18 and 19 per cent and in 
the underlying rate cf inflation of 16 per cent. 
After a sharp rise—ih labour costs per unit to some 
23 per cent in the first half of the year, the figure 
should tall back to about 17i per cent — the same 
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rate as at the end of 1979. Projection of 
increases in earnings vary from 15 to 20 per cent 
at the end of 1980 which compares with 181 per cent 
at the end of 1979. Increases in raw materials other 
than oil are likely to.halve from 24.8 per cent to 
12.4 per cent. The auguries for 1981 are'less bleak 
but still give cold comfort. I suggest that we should 
not frighten ourselves by looking quite so far ahead 
into the world and UK economic scene and that we 
should now turn to the state of the economic health 
of Gibraltar. 

First, how have we fared on the oil front? In the year 
ending 31 Deaember 1979, the percentage price 
increases before duties and tax were 61 per cent or' 
mofeae': and slightly.  under 47 per cent for automative 
gae oil. In the first three months of this year the 
increases• for these two commodities have been 11.7 
per cent and 8.4 per cent, respectively. The effect 
of such increases in oil prices on. the budget can 
perhaps most quickly and best be seen by comparing 
actual eapenditure on fuel and fuel sundries under 
Head 4 — Electricity Undertaking in the. Estimates 
now-before the House. Actual expenditure on this 
subhead -in 1978-79 was W836,039;- the 1979-30 
approved -estimate was L1.14m;- the .revised estimate is 
L1.42m and the estimate for this year L1:92m. 

•• • • 
In the-wider context. and less - overtly but 
regrettably just as• effectively the increases in 
oil prices, increases in other raw materials, increased 
earnings, falls in productivity and increases in 
labour.costs per unit will be reflected in the cost 
of the goods we import. Let us now take a look at 
our own index of retail prices as compared with that 
of the United Kingdom which provides some 65 per 
cent of our imports. In doing so we must bear in 
mind that. it takes time for the type of increases 
mentioned earlier to work through the UT eeoncmy until 
they are reflected in. the prices we pay. It is also 
important to rev. ember that our main concern is with 
tae underlying rate of inflation, ie the figures that 
exclude the recent increases in indirect taxes and 
rates introduced in the June Budget of the United 
Kingdom. 

Retail prices in Gibraltar last year rose by some'e  
15 per cent — the same order of increase that has 
been experienced over the past four years. This 
compares with UK rates of 13.9 per cent. for the 
underlying rate and 17.4 per cent for the retail 
price. During the same period, food prices in 
Gibraltar increased by under 9 per cent, an all time 
low since 1970, compared with 13 per cent in the UK. 
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It is useful to measure Intl-flan in 1979 against 
increases in earnings and to aseess the impact on 
real disposable incomes. In the year October 1978 
to October' 1979 average weekly earnings for full—
time adult men rose by about 15% to around £80. This 
figure takes account of the first stafr;e of the public 
sector industrial pay settlement amoanting to an 
increase of 9% plus it  per week and reflects an 
average increase of some 10% in the priVate sector. 
In reel terms, therefore, the level of disposable 
incomes for an average Gibraltarian family rose in 
this period by around 2%. When the remaining stages 
of the 1979 pay.settleeent are paid this month, real 
disposable incomes fcr the average weekly wage earner 
will have risen by a further 5% to•7%. 

Althoegh average earnings in the official sector 
. continued to be ahead of those in the private sector 
the difference is less marked for the monthly. paid. 
The differential for the weekly paid employee was. 
maintained at around 10% in - October 1979;  the 
corresponding figure for' the monely—paid fell to 25% 
compared, to 45% in October 1978. . 

The October 1979 Eaiployment Survey shows that there 
has been - no appreciable change in the level of 
employment in either the official or the private 
sector. The Government; through the Expenditure 
Committee, continues to keep a close watch over 
its own employment levels and the level of 
recruitment. Greater emphasis being'placed on 
redeployment to meet now demands for serrices 
rather than expansion. With the award last 
fironcial year of contracts to the private teeter 
totalline over ElOm there should be a signiiicant 
increase this year in the numbers employed in.the 
Private sector construction industry. Applications 
for development aid licences indicate an increased 
level of activity within the private sector as a 
whole. 

. Gibraltar's total imports in 1979 rose in volume 
and value. Tn value by £16.1m, an increase of 41% 
from f.39.4'm to a record total of £55.5m, slightly 
more tran half of this increase Was in imports of 
petroleum products at around £8.34m, an increase of 
103%. Non—fuel imports rose by £7.72m to £39.1 
million, an increase of 25% over the previous year.• 
in terms of volume there were increases of 8% in 
foodstuffs, 33% in fuels and just under 23% in 
wines, spirits' and malts. 

Other notable features of the 1979 import figures 
were the continued decline of food imports as a 
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proportion of total consumpticn, the increased 
importation of motor vehicles, durable household 
goods, particularly furniture, and of basic building 
materials.. Foodstuffs accounted for some £11 million, 
or nearly 20% of the total import bill. Some 1,300 
motor vehicles were imported — an increase of 11% 
on the figure for 1978. Predictably perhaps, imports 
of colour television sets fell by 15%. There are 
indications that domestic demand for theSe sets is. 
nearing saturation:' Furniture • imports at £0.62m 
increased in value by 55%, and durable household 
goods at £0.5m by some 30%. Imports of building 
materials at £2.4m rose by 40%, reflecting the . 
increasing level of activity in the construction 
industry. 

The. total export figure for 1979 was £19.45m 
compared with £11.86m-in. 1978 a rice of around 
64%. The value of exports, excluding .petroleuM 
prcducts, was ZA.70m, an increase of 45%  over the 
1373 figure: The -value of fuel oil and petroleum 
products exported as- bunkers rose by 72%, from 
£8.6m to £14.8m,,and by 11% in terms of volume 
from 150,000 tons to 167,000 tons. 

The overall balance of visible trade in 1979 was 
therefore a deficit of E36.1m compared with £27.6m 
in 1978 and 1.25.7m in 1977, an adverse change of 
24% over the year. If petroleum products are 
excluded, the deficit stood at L33.4n compared with 
E28.2m in 1978. It is estimated however that, 
invisible earnings aid flows and tourist expenditure 
exceeded the visible trade gap, and that Gibraltar 
last year once again enjoyed a modest surplus on 
the balance of payments. 

The performance of the tourist industry in 1979 was 
.pa7A9.cularly encouraging. The total number of arrivals 
wooe by 24%,  from 119,000 in 1978 to 148,000 in 1979,. 
the highest total recorded since the closure of the 
frontier in 1969. Arrivals by air from all destinations 
rose by 15%, sea arrivals by 31%, arrivals of all 
visitors at hotels increased by 14% and tourist 
arrivals by 13.6%. Sleeper occupancy rates rose to 
53%, an increase of over 10% on the preyious year. 

Tourist expenditure for 1979 is estimated at 
E9.0m compared with £6.9m in 1978, an increase of 
around 10% in real terms. This improvement is 
largely accoUnted for by increased charter air 
traffic, some 75% increase in seats offered and used; 
an increase of 12% in yacht arrivals an increase of 
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some 54% in excursionists and tourists from 
cruise ships and of 14% in the number of sea 
'excursionists from Morocco. 

1979 was also a gtcl year for the port. The number 
of ships calling at Gibraltar totalled - 2,752 • 
compared with 2,651 in 1978, a rise of 4%. Total 
tonnage entering the port rose by 27.5% from 17.98 
million tons to 22.93 million tons. 

The number of containers landed increased from 
1,154 in 1977 to 2,107 in 1978 and by 20 per cent to 
2,536 in 1979. These, increases placed a heavy.  
burden on port space and facilities hampered as these 
were by the reclamation workhetween Jetty 2 and 3 
which in itself necessitated-a reorganisation of.  
•t he limited space available. The situation was 
exacerbated by .traffic and weight restrictions over 
the Viaduct Bridge introduced in November last year. 
The problems at the Port will to'an extent improve 
when the reclamation pi-eject is completed at the end of 
this year and with the release ataabout the same time ._ 
by tha Admiralty of Jetty' No 4 and its shed for ' 
commercial use. Nevertheless, the start of work on a 
new generating station on Jetty No 5 will restrict. 
shipping operations in that area for some time. 

The Government is fully aware of the important 
contribution the. Port makes to the economy of 
Gibraltar and has put in hand the commissioning of'a 
major feasibility study of the Port, its future 
organisoticn and role..TheNinister for 3conomic 
Development, •Trade, Labour and Social Services will 
announce further details of this'study in the course of 
this debate. 

Although the foregoing statistics portray a somewhat 
encouraging picture of developments in the economy of 
Gibraltar last year, they do so a:sainat a background 
of ominous clouds overshadowing the world economy 
and, in particular, that of the major manufacturing 
countries. In an open economy .such as that of 
Gibraltar we are bound to, experience the effects of 
worldwide inflation. TUrthermo7:e, the strict 
monetarist policy being pursued by }MG and the high 
level of interest rates comes at a difficult-time when, 
as I shall be mentioning later, we need to borrow 
extensively to complete the 1973-a1 Development 
Programme. 

• 
However Yr Speaker, it would be wrong to end this 
brief economic survey on a pessimistic note. UK 
Defence -spending is. expected to increase in real 
terms and this could well have beneficial effects 
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for Gibraltar occupying as it does an important 
strategic position on the southern flank of 
and giving access to first class naval training areas. 
We are also fortunate in that we are not producers of 
primary. products at the whim of shifts in demand and 
supply for our commodities. 

It is difficult at this juncture to quantify the'likely 
effects for the economy of the lifting of 
restrictions by Spain. All that can be said at this 
stage is that the effects on the economy will' need to 
be closely monitored. 

However -gloomy the world economic scene, let us, 
Mr Speaker, be confident in tie resilience and . 
resourcefulness of the people of Gibraltar to face and 
overcome the difficulties inherent in the present 
world recession. 

It might bethought Mr Speaker, that this economic 
preamble was the curtain raiser revealing a 
desperate state in the finances of the Government. 
This as far from so. If you. will bear with me a little 
longer I hope to strike a happier note. 

I turn now to the Governmentts financial-position 
beginning with a brief- comment on the. out-turn for 
1978-79. 

The Consolidated Fund Balance as at 31st Mardh 1979:• 
was at this time last year estimated. at•E308,000'. 
The actual balance on closing the accounts on 31st . 
March 1979 was £898,000, an. improvement of £590,000. 

• 
Actual revenue. in 1973-79 fell shOrt of the revised . 
estimate by £43,000 or only 0.1G% of the revised 
estimated figure for the year. Recurrent expenditure 
fell short of the revised estimate by £G12,000. 
To this must be added a-reduction of £99,000 in the 
buegetEry contribution originally proposed for the 
telephone service 'fund, making a total saving over the 
revised estimate of £711,000. The net improvement' 
of £668,000 produced by these variations way reduced 
to E590,000 because of a net loss of £78,000 on the 
management of the Consolidated Fund investments portfolio. 

The revised estimates for1979-80 show a significant 
improvement over the figures projected in the financial 
statement accompanying the approved estimates for the year. 
The estimated surplus is expected to rise from. La.1Cm 
to £2.6m. Despite substantial budgetary contributions 
amounting to some £1.2m both the Housing Fund and 
Potable Water Fund -are now expected to be in daficit on 
the 31st March 1980. The former by £91,306 
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and the latter by £338,700, in total £430,006. 
ene overall improvement in the value of the reserve 
is nevertheless still substantial and I will comment 
briefly on the major factors whiah have led to this 
impncvement..Recurrent revenue for the yeaznis note/ 
estimated £32.04m; this.  is £2,37m more than 
originally estimated. The largest single increase 
is Z.1.05m from Income Tax. This arises from two 
factors. First, the public sector, pay settlement was 
higher than estimated with a consequential Increased 
yield. Second, there were a number of pa;; • . 
settlements in the private sector averaging out at 
an increase in earnings of 10%. As pointed out by my 
predecessor-in las't yoaris.budget . statement, the 
orieinaa estimate too,'_ nc account of any possible 
inerease.in revenue from that source. Revenue from 
impert'detiee continues to ehow an upward trend and the 
yield in 1979-80 is expected to exceed the estimate by 
ere0.18m. There is an estimated imprcvement in 
departmental earnings of Z0.45m: £0.25t is ancounted for 
by increased sales by the Post Office Philatelic Bureau . 
and £0.17m by a hiEher yield from the Currency Note 
Income Account which reflects the increase in the 
value of notes in circalatioh (froM £5.65m at 31st 
:.:arch 19?9 to a .current level of EG.72m). Finally, 
income from reimbursements is expectee no rise by 
£0.47m. A more substantial payment from the Admiralty 
to cf the higher cost of running the 
police force Will increase the yield from this head of 
revenue by £0.22.7.4 the balance arises almost entirely 
frem the recovery of expenditure incurred by the 
funded services. 

Revised estimated expenditure for 1979-80 is £29.43m • 
or £0,94m more tan estimated. The revised estimates 
of departmental expenditure now include the sum of 
£1.82m f:er the 1979 pay settleaent. The more 
significant increases are £230,000 in the Electricity 
Departmeat te meet the higher cost of fuel: £210,000 
as a renult of the eoubling of the rate cf Family 
Allowances eith effect from the 2nd July 1979 which 
was pa rt of the-Government'e 1979-00.  "Budget Package", 
8130,000 beieg the -rosy; adiitional cost of the 19'(9 
pay settlement; £90,000 to meet the increase in 
employers' seeere cf contributions to the Social 
Insurance Fund: £0)0,030 for Police overtime which had 
been underestimated; and Z58,000 payable to overseas 
agencies of the Post Office Philatelic Bureau on 
a higher level of sales. All these items-of additional 
expenditure have already been approved by this House. 
The figure of.00.94m -fholudes £112,000 for increased 
expenditure. on pensions and gratuities payable from 
Consolidated Fund Charges. 
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All. these increases, totalling £940,000, were 
unavoidable some were partly or wholly offset by 
revenue. It must be emphasised, that the 
improvement in the Gove=ent's finances stems 
not Merely from a more bouyant revenue position 
but is a direct ocnsequence of the-Government's 
determination to exercise tighter control over 
departmental expenditure. The Expenditure. 
Committee has played and will' continue to play an. 
important role in the 'control of public expenditure 
and in obtaining value for money spent.. There is no. 
room for complacency 'and every effort will be made to 
improve budgetary control and to contain growth. 
in public expenditure._ 

The foregoing figures indicate that the expeted 
out-turn for 1979-80 is more satisfactory than 
originally projected. Recurrent revenue should 
exceed recurrent expenditure by £3.82m. After 
provision for budgetary contributions to the Potable 
Water Service Fund and the Housing Fund'amoUnting 
to £1.21m the net surplus for the year is 
estimated at £2.6m. The revised estimated 
Consolidated Fund balance on 31 T.T.arch 1980 is 
thus put at £3.5m or £2m more than originally 
estimated. 

A Consolidated Fund balance of ii:3.5m represents 
approximately 10% of recurrent revenue. The size of 
the reserve is a matter of judgement and must depend • 
not only •on the current level and cost of the 
Government services but also on the size of the 'public 
debt, the cost of borrowing, the general health of 
the economy and potential lenders- assessment of our 
credit worthiness. 

I new turn to the Funded Services. 

The revised estimates for 1979-80 and the estimates 
for 1930-21 for the Public Utility Undertakings and 
the Housing Fund are cot out in Apeendices A, B, C 

D to the printed estimates. Let us now exanine the 
f,.nancial operations of each fund taking the out—turn 
for 1978-79 as the starting point. . 

The Elecetridity Undertaking Fund brought forward a 
.surplus of £176,452 from 1978-79 when it received a 
budgetary contribution. of £634,694. As the result .of 
the higher tariffs introduced at the last Budget ' 
and the operation of the fuel cost adjustment forrrula 
the fund is expected to pay its way in 1979-80 and 
to carry forward a 'surplus. of £101,400 into 1980-81 
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compeer:el to an originally estimated surplus of £35,600.-  
The cuticok fee- 190O-C1 is less favourable. The surplus 
to be brought forward from 1979-80 will be absorbed by 
rising ccsts including salaries and wages and by an 
increase in capital charges arising from the urgent need 
tc develop .the• power services. The estimated deficit for 
the year is £549,000. 

• • 
The Potable Water Service Fund received a budgetary:  
centributi= 2f £238,000 in 1978-79 but an estimated 
surplus of £8,500 for the year •dli not materialise; 
on. the 31 March 1979 the fund showed a deficit of 
£58,000. Motwithetanding the higher tariffs 
introduced with 'last year's budget and a budgetary 
contribution of £356,300 the 'revised .estimated out-turn 
for 1979-60 thaws an estimated deficit of £338,700. 
The main reason for this was an overestimate in the value 
of bills issued and, to a lesser extent, higher-than 
projected operating costs. The projected defidit as at 
31st .,:arch 1931 is £957,,600. • 

The Telephone Service fund showed a modest surplus of 
£11,106 on closing the accounts for 1978-79. Tt was 
Possible during that year to bring to account 
accummulated profits from the trunk call service and 
to credit the fund with the slim of £199,000 from that 
source compared to £90,000 oriceinally estimated. As a 
result of ';:hic improvement .a proposed budgetary 
contribution of £149,000 was reduced tc 1,50,000. The 
revised estimated out-turn for 1979-80 shows a slight-
improvement over. the orizinsl estimate and the fund is 
expected to show a surplus of E11,200 compared to an 
originally estimated defibit of £19,200. There was no 
budgetary contriutien in 1979-CO. . 

The out-turn for 19!:0-81 is less encouraging. A 
Projected increase in income will be more than offset 
by estimted increaser in expenditure. The effects, of the 
1979 pay„  settlement, the estimated cost of a further pay 
eettleneLt in 1980, rising costs generally and the 
reeayment of amortised. expenditure on the development of 
the srvice are •expected to raise expenditure in 1980-81 

nosesy 34% to £1.02m. In the result the fund is 
estimated to show a deficit .of £187,200 on 31.March 1981. 

Finally there is the Housing Fund. The out-turn for 1978-
79 was very close . to the revised estimated operating 
result for that year, The 'fund showed a deficit of 
£107,000 after receipt of.a budgetary contribution of 
£968,000. The revised position for 1979-80 shows a deficit 
of £91,300. 

There is-little changTefor 1980-81. Eetimated expenditure 
for the year is 1:157,000-less than in the previous year. 
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This reflects the Government's decision to intrcduce 
revised teeancy agreements eith a view to redn.cing 
expenditure on minor internal maintenance.. This saving 
will however be more than matched by increased 
expenditure on backlog of heavy maintenance under the 
Improvement and Development Fund. This sdtch in 
priorities from internal to external maintenance should 
improve the value of the Government estate and provide a 
better opportunity for improved productivity by the • 
Public Works Department labour force. Income from rents 
is expected .to rise by £75,000. The uncovered deficit 'on 
the 31st March 19.81;. at £699,900 is therefore less.than in 
1978-79 and 1979,-80. 

The Draft Estimates 1980-81. 

For reasons already explained there has been a • 
considerable improvement in the Consolidated Fund balance 
which is currently 'estimated at-£3.5m. It is with this 
level of reserves that we move into 1980-81. 

The outlook for that year is enccuraeing. Recurrent 
revenue estimated at 1:36.11m exceeds recurrent 
expenditure, at £32.48m by £3.63m. This is the estimated 
operating surplus for the year. There are however 
uncovered deficits on the funded services amounting to 
£2.39m and the net surpluo.lt..therefore £'124m: The pro-
jected 

 
consolidated Fund balance as at 31 larch 1931 is 

thus £4.74m. This is the basic position reflected in 
the Draft Estimates before the House. theeChief 
Sinister will announce to the .House during the course of 
this debate the policy which the Government has decided to 
adopt to reduce the burden of'these uncovered deficits on 
the general revenues. 

'I turn now to the more important items of revenue as well 
as those that call for special comment. By way of 
general comment I should say that the review of the 
level of fees and charges for various Government services 
is an ongoing process; a number of these fees have-been 
revised during the year 1979-80, others are still being 
examined. 

Tet:e; on income sre estimated to yield £14m, that is 
almost.  40% of the Government's total revenue. The. 
estimate is based on the current rate of collections and 
takes'no account of possible pay awards in the private . 
• eector. As provision for £1.8m for the projected cost of 
• a pay settlement in 1980 has been included under • 
expenditure provision has had to be included for the • 
Income Tex effect of this settlement which is estimated 
at £1.3m for the whole of the public sector. 

The estimate for indirect taxation is as usual _based on 
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the yield in 1979-20 eith an appropriate addition 
for tha effects• of inflation on ad valorem deties 

The estimated substantial increase in the yield from 
Head 5. Revenue from Government property reflects the 
Government's. intention tc review charges for hostel 
accommodation. These charges were last increased in 1978. 
It in essential because of rising costs to introduce the 
higher charges early in the new financial year. 

Total revenue from Head 6 Departmental earnings shows 
very. little change from the revised estimate for a979-80 
or Indeed' from actual collections in 1978-79. .An 
estimated drop in revenue of £150,000 from the Philatelic 
Bureau is largely offset by a number of increases under 
various items of revenue within this head. Worthy of 
mention is the currency tote income account which in 
1930-31 is expected to yield some £700,000. As I said 
earlier this increase in a very useful source of revenue 
reflects the growth in the value of notes in circulation 
aef4 the Prevailing high rates of interest. • 

Revenue from Head 7, interest, is expected to be 
slightly more than twice as much as in 1979-80. There are 
two reasons. First, the income from Consolidated Fund • 
fevestmants 2".es expected to rise by £150,000 from 
£2C0;000 because bf-the improvement in the Consolidated 
Pad 1e7 anceaand the current high rates of interest. The 
eetimats ateumes that-theee rates will not vary . • 
substantially throughout the coming year. -Second, the 
inte-eset recoverable from the funded services for amort-
isedaxpenditure ^rill rise by some £200,000 from £114,000. 

Finally, a brief co--ent on Head 8 Reimbursements which 
projects an _:crease of £250,000 over the Revised 
Estieate for 1979-CO. Thisresults mainly from increased 
expenditure 'ey the Public Utility Undertakings. The 
expenditure is recoverable by the Consolidated Fund in 
accordance with the regulations governing the financial 
operations of the undertakings. 

Total esUmated recurrent expenditure for 1980-81 is 
£3.e5m more than the reVised.estimated for 1979- 

20. It nrovides £1.Cm fer•the eslimated coet of the 1980 
ray tettleaent. As in previous years this figure can only 
be rerarded as a tentative estimate: the actual cost of 
the settlement will clearly depend on the increases to be 
awarded to tee numerous grades coecerned and the possible 
staring of any such award. There is ne provision for any 
budgetary cntributiens to the funded services in the 
recurrent expenditure. 

Departmental estimates now reflect the full impact of the 
1979 pay settlement and: accordingly show significant' 
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increases over the approved estimates for 1979-80. The 
largest increase is in expenditure from Consolidated Fund.  
Charges which now includes at 04 miscellaneous subhead 
3 £536,000 being the cost of the employer's share of 
contributions to the Social Ieeurance Fund. Provisicn 
for these contributions was previously provided for under 
the Treasury. This Head also reflects the higher cost of 
,servicing the public debt. The latter reflects the cost 
of servicing an additional C2m borrowed' in1979-80 to meet 
the local costs element of the Improveeent and Development 
financing and the proposed borrowing of £4m in 1980-81 
for the same purpose. The cost of pensions and gratuities 
also payable from Consolidated Fund Charges continues to 
increase significantly as the result of the higher level of . 
salaries and wages and the annual award of increases related 
to movenents.in the Cost of living index. 

The second substantial increase is to be found under Head 
e Electricity Undertakings. Subhead 5 Fuel and Fuel • 
Sundries. This reflects the rieingcost of fuel.. However, 
the application of the fuel Yost adjustment formula, 
enables the Electricity Undertaking Fund to recover 
increases.in the taut of fuel from consumers. 

As mentioned earlier in this speech there is a substantial 
reduction in recurrent expenditure by the rousing 
Department. This is explained by the Government's decision 
to accelerate the pace of work in the backlog of heavy 
maintenance programme, met from the Improvement. and 
DeVelopment Fund, and at the same tine to reduce the 
Government's commitment for internal repairs. 

The Improvement and Development Fund. 

Total estimated expenditure froM the Improvement and 
Development fund in 1980-81 is put at £9.8m. £5.6m 
of this amount „falls to be ;set .from CDA grants and the 
balance from local funds. To complete the 1973-01 Develop-
ment Programme a further £13m will be required of vhich 
:come £qm will fall to be Met from local fueding, The total 
lest puolic debt at 31st March 1990 was some £6.6m. This 
'sum already includes £2m borrowed from Barclays Dank 
International Limited last financial year. It is intended to 
raise some £2m internally from the Note Security Social 
Insurance and Post Office Savings Balk Funds. The balance 
will probably need to be raised partly on the London Market 
by borrowing and partly through export credit guarantee 
department loans for power development and the international 
subscriber dialling service. An enabling Bill will be 
brought to the House later this year. 

mentioned earlier the.heavy coot of borrowing on the 
London Market now that the minimum landing rate is at 
17%. We are currently paying slightly over 19% for leans, 
negotiated on the open market. If these high interest rates 
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continue and the best indications are that there will be 
no- substantial fall in interest rates over the next few 
years, we shall neJd to review the extent to which we 
should borrow commercially. 

• 
It is because cf the Quantum of this projected borrowing 
that we need to ensure that the Consolidated Fund Balance 
remains at a level which will enable the Government to 
meet servicing costs as well as demonstrate its credit 
worthiness tc potential lenders. 

I should make it clear to the Holise that tla Estimates 
were prepared, scrutinised approved by the Council of 
7inisters and then circulated, to members before it was 
known that Spain was proposing to suspend restrictions 
against Gibraltar.. Clearly:  the lifting of restrictions 
will- necessitate some amendments to the Estimates. During 
the.  course of the Committee Stage of this Bill an 
anendment will. be  proposed for., consideration by the House. 
I sill. mention the nature of these shortly'. At the same 
time theTreasury and ail departments will need to 
monitor ';he 'economic situation and the implications for 
both Government Revenue and. Expenditure closely 
throunhout the year and to keep the House fully •appraised 
of the position. 

1uldlike to-remind members of the House , that the 
field work cf the input-output study of our economy will 
reach its final and most important atage- dUring:thesdourse 
of the nemt two months. It'may appear- that this study has 
lost its value in the context of likely .changes in the 
economy once Spanial:-reStrictions are lifted. This is by no 
seems SO. The study eisnatill soli ical to give us a 
detailed insight into the structure of the economy and the 
inter-relationship between the various sectors.. This 
information will enable us to assess the impact of the 
lifting cf restrictions on the economy as.well as 
identifying those areas of economic activity which should 
be stimulated and developed. 

Now for the Hansard record Sir, I will summarise the 
Government's financial position and changes to the 
Estimates as they will apnea- in the Revised Financial 
Stateaent which will be circulated as soon. the 
Honourable and Learned Chief .Minister has spean. 

aT ase now able tc be much more accurate about certain 
revised estimates than when the Estimates were printed - a 
month ago. Actual collections to the 31st March on Income 
Tam are new expece'd'to fall short of the figure shown on 
page 9 of the Draft Estimates by £100,000. The Revised 
Eetimate is Z11.4m. But .there are a number of improvements 
totalling £292,300. The more important is £130,000 from 
import duties. Other minor improvements-  are Head 3 Subhead. 
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1 General Rate £29,500; Subhead 2 Salt Water-Charges 
XJ.,200; Subhead 7 Taxes, Companies (Taxation and 
Concessions) Ordinance £16,600; Head 4 Licences, 
Subhead 5 Wireless £6,000; Head 6'Departmental Earnings 
Subhead 26 Post Office Savings Bank - surplus £18,000. 
The accounts for the Savings Bank have not yet been ' 
closed. Nevertheless, it is now possible to assess the 
operating result for the year on the basis of actual 
figures for deposits and changes in the value of 
investments. The ' revised figure for the yeer is. 
£30,000. Finally, there is an improvement of £10,000 on 
interest from Consolidated .Fund investments which is 
expected to produce £210,000. The net improvement on the 
revised 'Estimates of Revenue for 1979-80 fs thus Z1224300.. 
The net operating surplus for 1979.80 is accordingly 
'estimated at £2,725,900 and the Consolidated Fund Balance 
on the 31st March 1980. is put et £3,623,923. 

Given the revised revenue figures it is desirable to 
reconsider the Draft Estimates for 1980-81 in respect 
of certain revenue items. In particular the estimate 
for import duties for the coming year can be increased 
by £150,000 to £5,450,000. Other minor changes will be 
made to the estimated. yield from the taxes - Companies 
(Taxation and Concessions) Ordinance and to Wireless 
Licences. The former will improve -by .£15,000 and the 
letter-by.£5e0.00. The revenue improvement 'is therefore 
£170,000,. But as .a result.' of additional capital • 
expenditure to be incarredeon-behalf.- of the Electricity 
Undertaking Fund. which I• will explaineshortly, the 
Revenue Estimates under Head -7 intereet from-Public 
Utility Funds must. be  increased by £12,400 and under 
Head 8 reimbursements Subhead 9 Public Utility Funds -
Electricity by £9e200. The total estimated increase in 
revenue for 1900-81 is therefore £191,600. 

There are also i:wo changes to be made to the Draft 
Estimates of Expenditure in respect of the Education and 
16edica3 Departments. The amount prcvided under Head 3 
Education Subhead 6 as a contribution to the scholarships 
fund is being reduced by £40,000 as a result of the 
British Government's decision not to apply the higher 
tuition fees to students. at universities from the EEC. In 
the Medical Department it is necessary toimprove and 
rationalise the Dental Services and provision is being 
made under Subhead 82 Dental. Equipment -for £20,000 to meet 
the cost of providing new dental equipment at the Health 
Centre. The necessary amendments to the Appropriation Bill 
will be moved at a later stage in these proceedings. n 

The Improvement and Development Fund estimates of 
expenditure for 1980-81 also require to be amended. 
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The announcement that Spain proposed to suspend 
restrictins ;;ill give rig e to eeeential expenditure-in 
customs ct,ntrol at the .Frontier $s well as the provision 
of ca=, parks. Other works may be necessary to cope with 
an increased flow of visitors. Accordingly provision 
is 'being made under Head 104 Miscellaneous Projects 
Subhead 11 Restoration of Communications with Spair/ for 
£250,000. This iter will be reserved and funds released 
cn proof of need tc the Treasury. The House will be kept 
informed en the need for the utilisation of these funds. 

Since the Estimates were preparc.. the Government has 
been able to c:nsider .fully in consultation with its 
advisers how best to proceed with urgent repairs 
recuired on 1:0 11 Engine at the Generating Station. It is 
intended to purchase a new crankshaft at a cost of 
£92,000. This is the e•cpanditure which. I mentioned 
earlier in. connection with the Electricity lindertak.'mg 
Fund account and its effects on•the estimated revenue for 
19.0—Si. Finally, it is also necessary to provide. 
£4,000 for site investigations at Bayside in preparation 
for the proposed building of a number of bedsitters in 
the area. 

• 
Total expenditure from the Improvement and_ Development 
Fund for 198C-31 is thus expected to mine by x.'346,000 to 
L10,129,182. The fund is now expected to be in deficit 
by C184 886 on the 31st March 1981. The Revised 
FinanciL. Statement will show the new -eo3ition. The 
Appropriation all will also have to be amended to 
provide for !;..he' new services I have described. 

I tike this occasion, Mr Speaker, to thank all the 
members of my staff, Ministers-  and Heads of Departments 
and all tha lbackroom,  boys who never come to public. 
notice for the help they have given in the preparation 
of the Estimates now being considered by the House. The 
7ntimatea and my speech are the product•of many weeks of 
hard eork, lond discussions and compromises. As a 
newcsmer to the Gibraltar scene I have in many areas had 
to be led gently by the hand to avoid the snares and 
nitfells that are found in every economy but are not 
ia:ediately anparent to the unitiated. I owe a Great debt 
of gratitude to all who haVe helped me and in particular 
to the staff in my immediate office. To them and to you 
all I say thank you. 

• 
Mr Speaker I commend the Bill' to the House. 

MR SP A: • 

I will now call on. the Chief Minister to make his 
contribution. 
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HOP CHIEF MMSTER: 

Mr Speaker, the draft Estimates of Revenue and 
Expenditure now before the Houce were as the Mon . 
the Financial and Development Secretary has stated, 
formulated before there was any indication that the 
restrictions might be removed in the near future. The 
announcement on the question of the restrictions came 
only eleven days ago and, while the new situation will'. 
no doubt bring about changes in the pattern of our 
economy, it would obviously be premature, and wrong, 
to attempt to re—cast the estimates until the changing 
pattern can be discerned more clearly and with greater.  
certainty. If adjustments are seen• to be necessary as 
the situation develops, we will come back to the Hodse; 
in the meantime, it• is the Government's intention to 
proceed with the'estimates as drafted, subject of 
coursc to the amendments that the Financial and 
DevElopment Secretary has already indicated. 

Our economic policies must, therefore, be seen as 
being conceived in pursuance of aims conditioned by 
circuriatances as they have existed and continue to exist 
up to now. Thought is, of course, already being given 
to the changes that are likely to take place in the 
future so that any adjustments of policy that may be 
required might be made promptly: 

Before outlining the Government's policies 'and proposals 
for the coming financial year, I would remind the House 
of the main planks of the Governmentlz budget policy 
at this time last year. The .Government was advised by 
the then Financial and Development Secretary and, as' 
we all know, the figures amply justified his assesement 
that we were in a difficult, even grave, situation. 
Perhaps the most significant and depressing feeture was 
the Consolidated Fund balance on 31 March 1979. The 
original estimate had been C1.6 million: the revised 
estimate was £300,000. On closing the accounts the 
actual balance on 31 March 1979 was £098,000. 

Faced with these figures, and of course only because of 
these figures, the Government had to take quick and 
de';ermined acti-)n both to increase revenue and to 
curtail expenditure. Neither of these courses was 
popular but to have failed to take them, in the 
situation before us then, would have been rash and 
irresponsible. Vie increased the charges for electricity, 
water and telephones and raised the rents cf Goverxtsent 
housing. We introduced a package on Income Tax and 
Family Allowances which, while benefitting those in the 
lower income groups with faAliesn would raise 
additional revenue from those who could afford it. We 
taxed the luxuries — tobacco, .alcohol and gambling. We • 
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levied extra charges on the motorist. We brought 
television licence fees up to a moze realistic level. 
We introduced. a 20% Lurcharge on general goods except 
clothing and footwear. 

Our policies last year were based on realism and 
fairness: the realism of facing up to a very serious 
situation and the fairness of placing the main burden 
of.additi:nal taxation an non—essentials as well as of 
providing relief to those with lower incomes and families 
to•support. 

So much for ret•enue raising. In so far as curtailing 
expenditure was concerned, it will be recalled that I 
announced the appointmert of a committee, under the 
chairmanship cf the Minaater for Labour and Social . 
Security, charged With the task of eXaninging 
Government expenditure right across the board and to 
select those areas in which expenditure could be reduced 
or eliminated. A parallel committee of officials was 
appointed to make detailed. departmental investigations 
into. thearorking of overtime with a view to eliminating 
all but the most essential.. 

The result cf these. measures, designed 
Governaent expenditure to the minimum, 
supplementary provision throughout the 
representing .4..2%.of —total expenditure 
a.-.nual'supplemi7,ntaries over.the.last 3 
15% of expenditure. 

I want to take this opportunity to pay particular 
tribute to my HOn Friend the Minister for Labour for his 
.conscientious, determined:  and successful work in the very 
difficult area of redueing and containing public 
expenditure. I' Wish to thank also all those who assisted 
him in this task in the Expenditure and Overtime 
Committees. 

• 
Although, as Hon Tlembers will have seen from the draft 

.Eetimates, cur financial position today is better 
than had been expected, it is my intention to keep in being 
both the Expenitl.re are! tl'e OVertime 'Committees, They will 
continue to meet regularly and to apply the same strict 
criteria as last year. 

Unpopular .hough our measures of taxation and 
curtailment of expenditure undoubtedly were, it is clear 
that, generally speaking, and as I predicted—at the time, 
'the increased charges were absorbed by the average 
household.— mainly because of pay increases arising from 
parity — without—too great difficulty. I think that 
today we can afford to express' some satisfaction at the 
'results of the policies we adopted last year. This would, 
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I think, have been fully justified even if we had 
succeeded only in achieving the aims we had set 
ourselves, ie a projected Consolidated Fund balance of 
E1.2m at 31 March this year. As it happens, the 
estimated balance is of the order of £3.5m. 

As the Hon Financial and Development Secretary has • 
explained, in his very lucid and intereating report, 
the main reason for this improvement was an increase in 
revenue •of some £2.4m whereas expenditure increases, 
as I have said, were held to about £1'.0m. A little under 
half of the increase in revenue is attributable to direct 
taxation. There were' also marked increases in reimburse—
ments, interest and departmental earnings. ProvisiLnz for• 
supplementary expenditure were held to a lower level 'both 
in money and real terms than in the last few years. 

Our'policies for the coming year, as will beaseen, 
will continue to be based on realism and fairness. We have 
added one further dimension this year: a degree of 
consolidation. 

In so far as expenditure is concerned, the Expenditure 
and Overtime Committees will, as I have said, continue 
their starling work. I believe and truce that they will 
find their work a little easier this year because Irthink 
that those who are at'the'receiving end cf their activities' 
are under firm and direct instructions from me to ensure 
that every possible effort is.nade,. at every- level in 
every department, to achieve. the utmost economy in 
public expenditure. Daring the courseacf.February and 
March I held meetings with Ministers and Heads of 
Department and senior' officials who work to Ministers 
and impressed upon them the need to concentrate on 
three main issues: 

greater efficiency in carrying out 
departmental responsibilities, which of course 
in itself leads to economies; 

greater and constant awareness of the need to 
contain the growth of public expenditure; 
and. 

• 
a greater awareness also cf the need to 
keep the public informed of departmental 
activities. 

In so far as the last of these is Concerned, some sectors 
of the press, who, rightfully, are demanding in the 
service they expect from :
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 eGoverntent, have already 
Commented on the improvements which have been achieved. 
I hope that further improvements will be made. As to the • 
'efficiency of departments, I have no doubt that. all 

to keep 
was to hold 
z'ear to about Elm, 
compared with 
years averaging 



concerned are fully aware of what is expected of them and 
that eveil hid her etaddardn of perfoemance than in the • 
pact aill be aohievel. nat c.ncorns us most closely today 
- the containaent of public expenditure - will also, I am 
certain, be hzrne very 7110.11 in nind by those who are 
recraneible f.r the alainistration of public money as well 
as by those ,11,C monitor that adrainistratiOn. 

Tc look now at the figures for 19M-81, the estimated 
operating aurpl after allowing for uncoverld deficits 
oh the Funded 

ua  
Services ameunting to £2.4m, wi:.1 be 

£1.24md  ThiS is better than last year's projection but, 
as I have.said, it is our carefully considered view that 
this year the~ is a need for consolidation aid fox 
setting our finances cn. a firmer and more stable 
foundation than has been popaible in the recent papt. 

:t must be apparent to all that, with a few exceptions - 
fdr ehom we ahall be oa.::ieg reasonable provision -. 
the nentinuntica of sanity of pay on the one hand and the 
dee rce cfbe..eine:I: activity on the other. together add up 
t7:  a geaslal dronperity. This cannot be.  denied. Nor - can  
anyene deny either that the proviaion made. last year for 
the Consolidated rand balance was minimal, nct to say even 
ria:dy, It is therefore our in tenticn, as I have said, to 
consolidate add build upon both the more satisfactory 
eat-tarn fur last-year and on the femoral prosperity which 
ed4 nes, 

• 
The view could be taken that, in general terms, the 
re-onenieE of cpeeunicaticns with Spain and the 
de el. of noaaal economic activity in the priyate 
sector will be beneficial to Gibraltar's economy. I would 
not 'dissent from that general view but there are two • 
good reasons why this should not deflect the Government 
from the course it.had set itself when formulating these' 
estimates. The first reason, as I have already explained, 
is that we must Wait and see; the second is that 
prudence demands that, whatever happens, We build up ' 
a.more reasonable reserve than in the past. If in fact, 
and as is to be hoped, Gibraltar's economic prospects 
improve that will be a bonus. In any case, with so many 
in factors that may arise out of the opening of the 
frnntier it is vital that we should be in a strong 
financial position to meet any unexpected eventuality. 

I do not wish to alarm the House. What I have said does 
not mean that this is going to be a tough budget; certain-
ly not the kind of budget that people hssa been led to 
expect 'by the suggestions made -before the general 
election to the effect that that election had been called 
in Order to enable a power-hungry Party to regain office 
and then impose harsh measures on the electorate. That is 
nat the case at all, 
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First of all, it was already clear to me at the time 
that the position was going to be better than we Could 
have expected, and indeed was predicted, last year; • 
secondly, in recommending a dissolution of the House, 
I was -motivated solely, as I made clear at the time, loy 
the additional costs and by the practical aspects of 
having a bye-election and, within a relatively short 
space of time, the general election which would have 
been necessary in any case. Indeed, had I not 
considered that the reasons I have referred to were 
public interest considerations, purely political 
thinking would have pointed to a bye-election followed 
by a general election later this pear after what was 
likely to be a not too unpleasant budget.'We do not, 
however, indulge in thip kind of political playing 
about and, in any event, we were confident that the 
Gibraltar electorate, with its well--known wisdom 
and common-sense, would have made the same choice in 
autueln this year as they did in February. 

The actual measures that we- are proposing to the House 
are consistent with our economic philosophy. In my 
statement on the estimates two years ago I said that 
the funded services should be made self-sufficient in 
gradual though substantial stages, depending on the 
way the economy deYeloped, and that it was beyond 
question that a progressive reduction of. subsidy.to  
final self-suffibiency had to be our aim. Vie went some 
way in this direction last year when I stressed that 
electricity, water, telephones and housing are 
commodities,.no different from others such as food 
and clothing, which must be paid for by the consumer. 

We continue to pursue this policy again this year. 

In so far as electricity is concerned, a budgetary 
contribution cf £265,000 will be made mainly to 
offset that pert of the deficit on the Electricity 
Undertaking Fund which relates to power development. 
The talmce of the projected deficit of £570,600. 
will be met by a modest increase in tariffs which 
will add about £2 to the monthly bill of the average 
consumer. 

We wiAl continue to subsidise the potable water service 
for the domestic consumer at an estimated cost of some 
£600,000 in 1980-81. This is generous by any standards. 
The tariff for all non-domestic consumers will be 
increased to cover the costs of this service and that 
for domestic consumers increased by around 239 which' 
will represent an increase of 75p a month for the 
average consumer. 

Pending the outcome of discussions with Cable and' 
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Wireless on the Government's share of trunk call fees, 
part of -the additional' cost of running the telephone 
servise will be passed on to subscribers. Tariff 
changes of 15% .on rentals in order to achieve 
be introduced later in this meeting 'of the House. The 
additional cost will be of the order of .E135,000, 

In so far as housing is concerned, the Provisions in 
tenancy agreements requiring tenants to meet the cost of 
minor internal repairs and maintenance will be 
strengthened and more firmly enforced. This will 
enable the Government to redeploy its funds and labour 
to the more essential tasks of external and heavy 
maintenance on the government estates.Provided that 
progress can be made in the course of the year in 
implementing the Government's new proposals that will 
shortly be announced for the sale of flats to tenants it 
is not intended to increase rents this year. The 
situation will however be reviewed in October. If progress 
in the sale of dwellings is not satisfactory, some 
increase in rents will be essential to keep pace with 
building and maintenance costs. The estimated deficit on 
the Fund in 198.0-81 is £699,900: A.b1n5get.contribution 
of £700,000 is proposed. 

• 
The Government'Saim is a Consolidated Fund balande of 
betwaen five .and.six 'million. This- is, in our view, 
modest, prudent and necessary. 'The Hon Financial.  and 
Development Secretary has referred to the need for 
substantial borrowing and for-  :this reason alone,.. that is to 
say, that.we establish our credit-worthiness an a 
Government. and. as a community; a reasonable reserve is 
desirable. There are, of course, other reasons as 
well. 

The measures I have described in respect of the public 
utilities will reduce the budgetary liability for 1980-81 
•to £1.57m and the Consolidated Fund balance on 31 March 
1981, allowing for this reduction and the.changes announced. 
'by the Hon Financial and Development Secretary, will rise 
to £5.89m. 

There han for some time been growing. pressure both inside 
and outside the House for improved income tax allowanceo. 
The changes to the Income Tax Ordinnnce made in the 
Finance Bill 1979 provided for a more graduated system of 
income tax. Personal allowanceswere increased but these 
increases were to a great extent of:"se.t.by higher rates of 
tax. The financial position last year precluded any 
substantial relief except for those with large families or 
on low incomes. In. the light of the improved financial 
position reflected in the 1980-81 Estimates, 1 can now 
announce, against the measures I have described, that we 
propose to provide relief on Income Tax'Allowances and 
Family Allowances in order, once again, to help those with 
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family commitments. As far. as Income Tax is concerned, 
there will be an acYitional £100 for a single person, 
£200 for a married person and £50 for the first child. 
Family Allowances will be increased by £1 per week per 
entitled child. The tax relief and the increased Panily 
Allowances will representhenefits to the taxpayers 
amounting in total to £820.000 this year and to £1.1m 
in a full year. There Will therefore be a need for some 
increases in indirect taxation if we are to achieve a 
reserve of about £5.5m which, as I have said, we consider 
to be prudent and necessary. 

The'programme presented in the draft Estimates reflects 
the Government's determination-to increase Gibraltar's 
stock pf.social capital in the form of housing and 
schools. At the same time a start will be made on the 
construction of the first phase of a new generating 
station-at No. 5 jetty North Mole and the installation 
cf a Subscriber International Dialling Telephone System. 

The estimated expenditure on development projects in • 
1979-9,0 was £4.5m. Teat is an improvement of 70% over the. 
previous year's figure of £2.6m. During the last 
financial year contracts totalling £10.8m were awarded 
for projects financed from the. Improvement and Development 

,Fund. Ofthis,amount £9:6m was for new projects and £1.2a 
'for modernisation or renovations. The Girls' Comprehensive. 
School representS slightly less than half of'the amount 
for new projects. 

• • 
Total_proj.ected expenditure on. the Improvement and 
Development Fund for 1980-81 is £10.12m. Whether or not . 
this targetwill be achieved depends very much on the 
performance of contractors and the supply Of materials 
from outside Gibraltar. In detailed and probing 
discussions with consultants and contractors the Govern-
ment has been assured that the expenditure target can be 
met. I can assure the House of the Government's 
determination to ensure that the work represented by 
th:,s expenditure figure is carried out during thiS 
financial year. 

The Financial and Development Secretary has pointed out 
that it is currently extremely expensive to borrow. 
There are no indications that interest rates are likely 
to fall significantly in the immediate future. Too heavy 
servicing charges'of the Public Debt Could impose 
constraints on future fiscal policies. If the spending 
targets are met and interest rates continue at their a 
present levels, the Government considers that it would be 
prudent to reduce'borrowing on the open market to the 
absolute minimum for as long' as possible. It is 
accordingly proposed to borrow at least Elm from internal 
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funds, namely, the Social Insurance Fend, the 'Note 
Security Fund and the Savings ntttk.. Ir.ring the course of 
the year the situation will be kept under close review 
and, should. the need arise, the Government may approach 

'the House with,  a view to .a transfer o.f funds from 
the Consolidated Fund to the Improvement and 
Development Fund. But that will only be done when it is 
clear that this is absolutely necessarY.: 

Additional funds will be reouired for increases in. 
staff for Immigration, Custoths and Labour ant 'Social 
Security. This will be necessary to ensure that the 
requirements of the eW situation will be met with 
efficiency and for the convenience of tourists and the 
public generally. The strengthening of staff. will also 
serve to. ensure that .adequate• controls are exercised both 
in immigration and in the taking of all reasonable 
measures to further the' smooth development of legitimate 
trade but at the same time to prevent Gibraltar being • 
accused of illegitimate trade. 

The new si.',:uation means that, to some extent, we are 
- entering into the unkno=a ;ire do so with confidence and 
' in the knowledge that, working hard and closely together, 
our unity as a people will enable us to preserve a 
secure and prosperous Gibraltar. 

• 

Thank you, Mr Sneaker. 

YR EPEAKER: 

Gentlemen; before I .put the question to the House does any 
Honourable Member wish to speak on the general principles 
and merits of the Bill? 

Y.= C T REGTA.::0: 

Mr Speaker, first of all I, would lake to associate - 
self with what what was said earlier wishing a. speedy 

and full recovery to Mr Abecasis. I would secondly like. 
to congratulate the Honourable the financial and 
Development Secretary on his very full and detailed account 
of the stateecf our affairs and also for his comments on 
the Worldwide implications subh as they affect (*ibraltar. 

This, Mr Speaker, is an unusual. budget. I realise that 
when the Estimates were processed. it was not known that 
the frontier restrigtions would be lifted. But the 
frontier. restrictions are going to be lifted and the 
economic repercussions that they will have on Gibraltar 
as• a whole will be quite acute, and in fact the 
consequences of lifting  those restrictions on the 
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revenue and expenditure -will mean that the exercise 
that .:e are going through today of the Estimates of 
1980431 may Well perhaps be a rather unrewarding 
exercise. The expenditure which the Government will • 
have, has been estimated at a notional £250,000 to cover 
the contingencies of an open frontier. I think that'that 
is if I may say so, a very conservative estimation, 
and I think that little.has been estimated about the 
possible revenue. I agree that it is a very difficult 
situation but I would have been happier to have had some 
more details from the Government' side as to exactly what 
- rather than monitoring at the tin which of-course is 
necessary - calculations or what estimations has been done 
as to now for the consequences of-tne lifting of • 
restrictions. 

Now, as presented the Estimates this year represent 
a very much healthier position than they did last year, 
And this of course has been explained by both the 
Piaaacaal Secretary and the Chief Minister by the heavy 
taxation the harsh budget that-ee were faced with last 
year, and the directives which were given to the two 
committees, the Expenditure and the Overtime Committees, 
which as the Chief Minister said consisted ef three 
points; greater efficiency, and the great need to contain 
public expenditure. Well of course- this is what we have 
been saying from this side of the House for the past 3 
years. And I know that it has taken a long.time for that 
advice to at last sink in, but I am glad and pleasuithat 
at last .it has. But that money which has been taken from 
the taxpayers in the past should now be given back to the 
taxpayers. I don't think that there is any •justification 
for having such a high balance in the Consolidated Fund. 
I think that the little that is going to be given back. 
to the people - £100 in personal allowances!, and Ll per 
week in Fanily Allowances - falls well short of the ' 
income tax personal allowances in the United Kingdom. 
And after all i i Ne have parity in wages we should also 
have parity in taxation. I do not think that those 
personal allowances go far enough. I hope too that the 
Government, in accordance with their inferences before 
the elections, also take' into account the position of 
those excluded pensions.'Because at the time I remember 
there were certain inferences that those excluded , 
pensioners would be helped. I remcatber the Chief' 
Minister on television saying or implying that he would 
certainly look at their position very sympathetically, 
and I hope that he has looked at their position 
Sympathetically and he will be able to say what exactly 
he is going to do for them. I hope it was. not just 
an implication before election, I hope he really meant 
it. 

Now, the Chief Minister also said in his speech that it 
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would be necessary to increase a certain amount of 
indirect taxation. I hope that when he does it he 
bears in mind that perhaps very shortly the frontier •. . 
gates will be lifted and it is important that we do not 
price ourcelves out of the market. It is important 
that we are not selling things in .ibraltar more 
expensive than on the other side of the border. ..' 

Mr Speaker, I would like to refer to some comments which 
were made in the Principal Auditor's report which I think 
are relevant to this budget. The :?rinci-oal Auditor 
has for some time now been complaining that his 
Staff is inadequate to carry out what in his opinion is a 
necessary and appropriate audit on all departments. I 
think this is very important, Mr Speaker. I think it. iz 
important to have all departments thoroughly audited, 
their accounts thoroughly audited; This is helpful to the 
Government, it is helpful to departments themselves, I 
think, and.I think •iti.s a false economy for a department 
such as the Audit Department, not to have a sufficiently 
large quota of staff to carry out their duties fully.' 

A criticism that has come up time and again has been 
the lack of*General.  Orders in Gibraltar for the Civil 
Service. In -the light of the fact of the lifting of 
restrictions, it is •I think extremely,impartant,and I 
am:sure that those committees which are tasked to reduce 
expenditure' and to look into overtime, would be very 
happy.to see General Orders available to all the •Civil 
Service. These General Orders relate to allowances, leave, 
sick leave, •and•.so on, and I think it•is important that 
thoae-Orders• should be available. And the same thing • 
applies to Stores RegulationS: How can we expect, the. 
control of stores if officers concerned do not have 
proper regulations to guide them on how exactly to verify 
those stores.' 

One aspect which has been brought up, Mr Speaker, and I • 
shall be crateful to the Minister .for Public Works for an. 
explanation when he makes his contribution, of how it is ' 
that the discrepancies are so great between a tender 
award and the increases before the actual work is 
completed. .I know that in certain instances increases 
in wPaes or perhaps the higher cost materials are 
sometimes included in the tender conditions but I would 
have thought that that was the purpose of having a 
tender in the first place, to know exactly what a 
particular work which is going to be put out to contract 
is going to cost the Government. I think it gives s. . 
distinctly wrong impression about the fairness of 
Tender procedures. If a particular job is thought to 
cost the Government saTe£100,000 when it ends up 
costing £180,000 When the original tender has been put in. 
I think that needs to be looked into very carefully. 
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I have another question which arises out of the 
Auditor's report to make to the Government, and that is 

'with relation to the Varyl Begg Estate: the dispute between 
the. contractors, the Government and the consultants. I • 
find that the Principal Auditor says that..... 

MR SPEAKER: 

No, you have got to be very careful. We are not going to 
discuss the Principal Auditor's Report now at the Second 
Reading. of the Appropriation Bill. You can make a:general 
comment, but not debate it. 

HON G T RESTMIO: 

am going to make a general comment on part of what he 
says. Mr Speaker, he says on page 24 of the report: "the 
cost of the work is. not known and its apportionment will 
be subjEct to negotiations with the consultants and the 
contractors, however, it appears that there will almost 
certainly be a liability to Government in respect of at • 
least part of the cost." Now, I. would•like to know whether.  
this is in. fact Government policy? And if it is Government 
policy that Government should pay part of that work then I 
would like to.  know how that policy has been reached? 

Turningeto the. funded services, Mr Speaker, the 
situation is certainly not•very brighte .and certainly 
in the Electricity Undertaking I am surprised when I 

'consider that the Chief Minister said last year that it 
wasproposed that the Electricity Undertaking. should be 
self-sufficient, to find that from a loss during- last 
year of about £75,000, the deficit for this year is 
£549,000 plus the surplus that was brought forward' froM 
the previous year. So that in fact-the deficit for the 
year appears to have been £650,000, and this coming 
after a statement from the Chief Minister last year that 
the department, after all the increases that had been 
charged to the Public last year, would be self-sufficient, 
and also another statement, I believe by the Minister, 
who said that the fuel cost adjustment charges would 
certainly cater for any increases .in fuel•. So it would 
appear that that particular undertaking is either perhaps 
not as efficient as it should be, or possibly that there 
was certainly gross, miscalculations on. the part of 
the Government last year when they said that the fund would 
be self-sufficient. 

The Potable Water Service Fund, that of course is 
losing: we are physically losing water in Gibraltar, we 
have been for a long.time. 1 believe it is now round about 
anywhere between 22% and 25%. I consider that this is still 
rather high. I think that in the days when the City Council 
used to run this account 15% losses was considered to be 
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acceptable. But certainly going up 2J% to 25% is 
certainly not acceptable and I would like to know in 
fact whether the comeittee which was formed to look 
into the lotnes of water is intended to be continued or 
whether it. is intended to discontinue it. • 

In the Housing Fund I notice that the backlog of heavy 
maintenance is going to be reduced; I would perhaps leave 
this until the Committee Stage to find out a few more 
details. 

HqS FINANCIAL AND Dl;',VELOPLTS:T SECRETARY 

On a point of clarification, Mr Speaker,•Ithink 
the Honourable Member said that the funds for the backlog 
or heavy...maintenance were going to be reduced. I think 
I made it• quite clear; as did the Honourable Chief 
Minister that they were to-be increased' substantially. 

• HON G T FESTAM:. 

I misunderstood, I believe it was internal heavy 
-maintenance that was going to be .reduced. Mr Speaker, 
.1 just want to say a few words about the Medical 
Department. There are two aspects of the Medical 
Department which want to talk abauS. First of all, 
the largest exSenditure figure for the Department is 
druEs, dressings and pharmaceutical sundries. I do not 
in any way wish to state that I want that - figure reduced 
in that medicinesto the general public should be reduced. 
:However as we know in the medieae world there are 
certain drugs which have a brand name and some of those 
drugs can be purchased under their generic name which is 
the rneneral name for that particular drug, in fact, 
there is panadol andt paracetamol, they are exactly the 
same, medicine but panadol. 'was the first one- on the' market 
and therefore it is kno.!., but, in fact, the branded 
medicine is much more expensive than the generic. In 
the United-  Kingdom it is the practice for all the 
preecriotions of doctors to go to a centralised panel in`t 
the north' of England where, this is a Government panel 
made up mainly of doctors themselves who look into the 
prescriptions of doctors throughout the countxv and if 
they find that certain doctors are prescribing branded 
rather than generic medicines or perhaps if they are over- 

-.scribing, they then address correspondence to the 
doctors concerned in order to try to reduce the Govern—
ment spending on those items. The other pert of the 
Medical Department Which I find could be leading to a 
certain amount of abuse is the private practice which is 
going on at the moment, so one gathers. I have had cases 
Which .1 have referred to the Minister where I feel that • 
consultants who come to Gibraltar, paid by :the Government, 
I am not saying that we should not have any private 
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practice at all but T think that with any private 
praci.:e it should bt strictly enforceable that it 
should be after any patient who goes through the Health 
.Centre are attended to and there should be no abuse, it 
should be absolutely clear that all Health Centre 
patients should be attended first an.deof course there 
should be no inducement for any patient to go privately 
because he is going to be .seen more quickly, that I 
think should be clear. I have heard people saying; "I • 
have gone to the Health Centre but I've been. told that if 
I go privately I will be seen,quicker". Well, I think if - 
the Government is• paying for a consultant to come cut to 
Gibraltar then it should be ensured that the patients of. 
the Health Centre should be seen first, I must welcome 
the major feasibility study that is going to be made at the 
Port and I think it is a good idea, I think it is very 
necessary and I await with interest the comments of the 
Minister for Trade. Thankayou, Sir. 

MR. SIEL.9:ER: 

Perhaps I would like to explain since this is only the 
seoond•year which we are pursuing this Particular practice, 
that it is the time now to talk about the general 
principles and merits of the Bill on both sides because 
when we go into Committee I most certainly will adhere 
to the rules and we will then confine ourselves exclusively 
to the particular items appearing in the Estimates of 
Expenditure. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, apparently some of the Ministers who have 
had to work over the weekend haven't got their papers 
ready back from the Departments so •it might be helpful 
to adjourn now so that they can better deal with the -
matter. 

MR SPEAKER: 

I have always heard the.OPposition say that they always 
welcome the Ministers making a statement on their 
Department. If they are not in a position to do so now, 
I think it would perhaps,be opportune to recess now, 

HON P ISOLA: 

We are still waiting for the copies of the Chief Minister's • 
statement, it hasn't been circulated. I understand that is 
coming. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

I will make copies available-straight away. They are being 
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HON DR R G VALARINO: 

would like to deal with the three aspects of my 
department:.  the GeHerating Station the Fire Brigade 
and the Telephone Service. I am rather surpriaed by 
the poor contribution made this morning by the 
Honourable Gerald Restano when talking about the 
FCA and there were certain inaccuracies there which 
I would like to correct. The FCA is triggered when there 
is an ihcrease of 5% above •datum: 'Any decrease above this 
figure is automatic. Therefore, an increase of 5% above 
datum is passed on - to the consumer, any decrease is 
automatically -passed -on-toathe consumer and therefore 
the consumer benefits in that respect. In May 1979, 
and in fact in •July, 197.9•we had• two increases in- the 
FDA and. fortunately, - or unfortunately depending on 
the point of view you are looking at it, these did not 
trigger off the FCA. Therefore, the additional cost 'of the 
oil is .passed on eventually - to these undertakings. FOr 
this reason alone the FCA does not cover all the extra • 
cost of oil supplied at the Generating Station. Secondly, 
there Is a time lag. Depending. on when increases are 
notified to us there is Obviously a time lag between. the 
time of notification and the time of increase. Let me 
give you an example. With effect from the 3rd January 
we were notified that we were going to have .a large 
increape. This was not passed on to the consumer until 
February. From this date until 'February, the 
undertaking had to suffer .the extra cost. These are two 
reasons miy part of it is not, covered by the FDA. 

G T RESTAMG: 

Mr Speaker, the Minister says that the FCA does not 
cover all the aspects but he certai.n.y said in last 
year's budget, that the FCA - and : quote from 
Hansard because I think we should be auite accurata on 
this - "as it -is now with a new formula no such deficit" 
- I am quoting page 283 of the Hansard:."no such 
deficit" - this is on the oil "will occur' as the 
inereaae -will cover those oilW or one oil, he was 
talking abodt the FDA,- he was talking about all the, 
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Mr Speaker, that was.a general statement considering the 
amount that oil was costing us over the years.  This is'a 
detailed statement to show him the various differences, 
and though'I stated at the time that that was a general 
indication, there are.certain minor things which are not 
covered by the FCA. I would like to bring this to the . 
Honourable Member's notice. . so that he understands it. 

The third question is also that the ratio can vary 
as fax as the FCA is concerned. The FDA formula is based* 
on a ratio of 90% heavy oil and 10% light oil. This may 
alter depending on the availability of plant. Therefore 
t'ie ratio instead of being 90% - 10%, could well be 
85% - 15%, and this would obviously not be taken-  into 
account by the FCA. This is another reason why' the FCA 
does rot totally cover the requirements. 

Now, let me say at this stage that Government is satisfied 
that the FCA is at preseht working well. But let me also 
add that the formula. may need revisingain the future. 
Secondly, in the.Honourable MrRastAao'a briefintervention-
this morning, he mentioned - and,  I believe-he •quoted - that 
the.Chief Minister. has said thatFunded.-Serviced, 
including Electricity, were not going to receive.any 
budgetary 'contribution. Let-me quote- -:as. he likes 
quoting - page 215, where the Chief Minister said "we said 
last year, and we would pursue a policy of progressive 
increases in public utility charges with a view to making • 
them eventually as near self-supporting as possible". 
Therefore the Chief Minister indicated that it was the aim 
of Government to make them as fully self-supporting as 
poSsible. But certainly we did not say that budgetary 
contributions would not be needed at future dates. The 
Chief hinister then referred to the year in question, last 
year, .and said that there wouldn't be any budgetary 
contributions last year but as to. further years he was 
unable to give details in advance. 

We have had throughout the year various motions, Questions, 
debates, motions after the adjournment, on the Electricity 
Undertakings. There are a couple of 'things - and I think 
we have _dealt with this Undertaking enough and I.  think 
Members know quite a great deal about this - but I would 
like to say two very important things, and in fact .I am sorry 
that the then .Hon Joe Bossano is not here to hear 
one ofthem. The first one is that industrial relations at 
the Generating Station are being looked at in a joint 
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Prepared. 

The House recessed at 1.00 p.m. 

The House resumed at 3.30 p.m. 

MR SPEAKER: 

I will*remind the Honourable Members that - we are on 
the debate of the Second Reading of 'the Appropriation 
Bill. 

increases in the price of •fuel,- sc perhaps if it was 
inaccurate then and accurate now, could he perhaps give 
the exact explanation. 

HON DR R G VALARINO: 



exercise of Union, Management and Staff. The Government' 
have at present in the Station,representatives of the 
Indus trial relations Office, the Management Services 'Unit, 
and they will provide a report for Government on'the working 
conditions at the Generating Station. Secondly, and most 
important of all, and finally on this subject, I am glad'to 
say that specifications for the new. Generating Station are 
progressing extremely well. These specifications should be 
ready soon and tenders will follow subsequently so • 
that in. future we shall be able to enjoy the benefits. of 
the new Generating Station on Mc Jetty, as I have 
previously said in answer to a question 'House. 

Now, Mr Speaker, to deal with the City Fire Brigade. . 
The City.Fire Brigade has reduced its working week from 
56 hours to 48 hours and has increased in establishment 
to maintain the required operational availability.' The 
total establishment of the Brigade now stands at ?8.2. As you 
all know, 1979 was an extremely busy year for the —Brigade 
as they had to deal With a series- of major fires in 
Gibraltar. They did se' extremely competently and I am sure 
that 'all members of the House can only be grateful for 'the 
prempt attentien and expert service- that our Cilei Fire 
Brigade is able to proVide. In fact last year They turned ' 
out to a tete]. of 209 fires. Not only.that but the Fire 
Prevens_lon Department has- carried out 673 inspections 
relating to the various sections of legislation, and overall, 
the standard of fire preVention is now much improved. 

Going back to ouastions in the House I- would like to say 
that all Government-owned domestic units will be supplied 
with. a fire' extinguisher during 1980. These extinguishers 
are now held in store by the City Fire Brigade and 
distribution Will cocc.:ence before the end of April 1980 
starting with the Alameda Housing Estate. The whole • 
distribution will be completed by the end Of the year, and 
.an annual inspeetion of eaCh extinguisher will commence -. 
by the City Fire Brigade in 1981. FinaliTon this subject, 
and I thinh on a very important note let me add, 4 
officers from the brigade received training in the Ult 
under Technical Assistance and the results obtained 
by these officers were excellent. Mot only were  the 
results excellent but it also helped us to provide local 
training to a Very 'nigh degree, In rarticuiar the 
treinina of she last 12 recruits proved a great success 
and prcved that the department now is certainly Qualified 
and exmerienced enough to organise and 'instruct a three 
month recruit course. 

These are two aspects of my responsibilities as Minister. 
for Municipal Services and I am.proud to be able to say 
that with the City Fire Brigade and the development .of a 
new Generating Statione—we do not only have aa excellent 
service in the City Fire Brigade bat we are aiming for a 
very good and efficient method.of producing electricity 
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in the future. 

Now to the Telephone Department. As you will see from 
the Estimates, the .Telephone Service Fund, • 
Appendix C, did .not receive a budgetary contribution last 
year and yet made a 'slight profit. The main ouesticns in 
the House throughout the year have been on the problems 
we have had from the cable netwOrk manly and other faults. 
And as I have said previously'I have been the first 
Minister in this department to introduce a systeM of cable 
replacement' and you will.  see from the Improvement and 
Development Fund that we have totalised the cable 
replacements .year  by year. We replaced five main cables 
last year and I am glad to say that the.results achieved 
by the Telephone Department have been extremely good; 
Cable faults of aboat 850 in February 1979 have, dropped 
to 100 in February 1980. From a total number of cable and 
line faults of well over 1,000 in January to February 
• 1979 welleve now just over 300 in February 1930. This has 
ahown that the progress that the Telephone Department has 
made. is not only in the cable network but also in the 
general repair of telephones and lines,'It gives me great 
pleasure to say this_because this is - only with five new 
cables: this is 10% of 'the 60% 'that I mention here. ':;e 'are 
going to continue this project and in fact next year.another 
five main. cables will be put in. These five main cables 
will cover the areas in town: Main Street, Irish Town, 
Cooperage Lane, in fact'the lower town area, and. this. will 
be of great benefit not only to subscribers but to a great 
number of merchantS in Gibraltar who are totally dependant 
on telephone and telex lines. 

We have in the meantime also laid a new cable to 
Catalan Bay. This has been completed and the only thing we 
now need are distribution cables to be able to provide 
telephones to the rest of the people in Catalan Bay which 
at present number _something in the region of 21. 

During ,the year.we have progressed from local systemae we 
have had a newly and highly sophisticated PBX ordered 
nod installed and Telecommunications Officers from the 
Exchange and internal plant PTOs have attended courses 
locally. In fact 1979 had seen quite a subetantial 
impecvement in the elephone Service as a whole. • 

There are a couple of other items 1 would like to mention: 
first of all the international service showed an increase 
of 12% this year. And this is accounting only for asix 
month working period of the. satellite. The satellite was 
installed in June 1979 and so far since then we have had 
a 12% increase. Next year obviously the increase should be 
higher as not only the number of calls increase but also 
the number of lines. We started with 18 satellite circuits 
installed, we have at the moment 24 plus 3 to 1.7_ and from 
the UK to Gibraltar, makin1g 
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telephone trunk section and we have at present 7 temporary 
Trunk Operators now fully trained and fully conversant 
with it,.providing the ability to be able to ring outside. 
Gibraltar thus much quicker and thUS much more efficiently, 
.and I am sure that members of. the Oppusition will now have 
realised this as has everybody else in Gibraltar. But this 
is not to say that our main objective, which is ISD, is 
going to be overlooked. Unfortunately the consultants 
report which was expected some time at the beginning of • 
the month, has not yet arrived bet as soon as it arrives 
the 'ISD project will be given top priority. I mentioned 
once that I wanted ISD by 1983 and once the report is here 
I will do everything in my power to be able to expedite 
this and have it as soon. as we are able to do so. 

Finally, on this.  subject, Mr Speaker, I did mention in my 
last budget Statement that'we were short -of .ene - Test 31erk. 
We have now employed an extra Test' Clerk and this has 
improved the service given by 93. and.97 to a considerable 
degree. 95 as we all know can now be answered by all the. 
operators and not just by the single one as in 'the old 
exchange. Therefore the Telephone `Department us ai whole 
shows, and you only have to look at this, shows a 
tremendpus elmprovement in a short period of time. I 
assure•the; House that this improvement will continue 
and-I:have every hope and I am sure that this graph as you' 
seeThereemanating up here and coming dewr here, will . 
further -decline. and within a few years wa shall have in 
Gibraltar .a first-Class'internal and an external telephone 
network. 

It is. irmossible to analyse at the moment :what the impli-
cations of the opening of the frontier will be, especially 
on the telex communications side, but as the year ' 
progresses we shall be rifle to monitor the incidence 
of calls to Spain, calls to the UK,.and then we shall deal 
with this subsequently as necessary. The main thing is 
that we have developed a service for thehenefit of 
Gibraltar,: we are developing it and we have in a year done 
a tremendous amount of work. 

The City Fire Brigade, continues to do its admirable work. 
In fact we have a lot to thank theMfer and I am very proud 
to be associated with them.. Now that we have taken a firm 
decision to have a new generating station at No 5 jetty,' 
this will be for the best interest of Gibraltar. I am glad 
to say that in my three departments I am proud to be 
associated with, the Municipal Services. 

Thank you, Sir. 
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HON W SCOTT: 

Rising to make my first contribution on a motion in this 
House I would in.the first instance like to associate 
myself with the comments passed and the sentiments • 
expressed about.the Honourable Isaac Abecasis in hoping 
that he will make a speedy recovery and a quick return 
to this House. 

Secondly, Mr Speaker, I hope, and I think I should mention 
that I am not reading my speech and will not be subjected 
to what my Honourable Colleague Andrew Haynes was a few 
weeks ago, to the dubious privilege of being interrupted 
in his maiden address, 

If I may turn ouickly, Mr Speaker, to the general reserves, 
.as the Chief MiniFter said earlier on this morning, these 
looked quite healthy, we find this rather inconsistent in 
although the tax allowances have been raised we found this 
rather not to the level incidentally that we would have 
hoped, but we find this rather inconsistent with his 
stated policy later on when•he mentioned that indirect 
taxation would also be raised. This we feel will erode 
substantially the benefits of the increased allowances, 
having the effect as they. will on the cost of living 
and the. Index .of Retail Prices. The.ImproveCent and .  Development_Funde - aa submitted,-Mee Speaker, showseaerevision 
I.think - from-Z9.7m.to..4,*10e12m. .We are-pleased:at seeing -
this sudden and remarked change from 1979-80 to 1980-81, 
but againweehaveeour.. reservations, givetthe history of 
this present Government. in its lack of -spending. on this 
particular -fund-ever the last few. year. I:take-exception 
in fact at the Chief Minister when he passed a'comment. ' 
that whether or not this target will be achieved •depends 
very much on the performance of contractors and the supply 
of materials from outside Gibraltar. In fact, the 
contractors cannot start on their programming or processing 
until such time as the contract is awarded. 

HCN CHIEF. MINISTER: 

If the Honourable Member will give way. I was referring to 
the fact that we have out on contract already more than 
£10m, I am referring to that not to something that has. 
not started yet. I am referring to the progress that has 
been made with regard to the contracts already awarded. 

HON W SCOTT: .  

Mr Speaker, then my comments are doubly valid because if 
the Government intends to spend almost £lOm on this it is 
surely up to the machinery of Government to ensure that 
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contractors receive those contracts that have not been • 
awarded in the year to come. Particularly, Mr Spealcr, 
we are being consistent here, I think, with our manifesto 
during our election campaign, on the problems of housing, 
where we feel.that this runs to the very roots of the 
security and identity of the Gibraltarians, and the short-
fall over the last few years gives us great cause for 
concern here particularly facing an open frontier ' 
.situation. 

We are. glad in fact that the Chief Minister La: said, • 
referring to the Minister for Development, Trade, Labour 
and Social Security, that he has been giving this a lot 
of thought and we hope that he Will give it that impetus 
which is rightly required. And we hope also in that 
context that the.Minister.for Public Works will also play • 
his part in the accelerating of the necessary processing, 
perhaps from ODA and the technical - side of his own • 
iepartnent, 

With education in schools, Mr Speaker, we are'gladthat 
finally the contract for the Girls' Comprehensive School 
has been finally. awarded, but perhaps the' letter, 

.appeared in the Chronicle this'morning fromlthe GTA to 
the Chief Minister on proposed cuts on the inservice 
training of teachers gives cause for concern and perhaps,-  • 
the Minister responsible, should'he be here later on in 
the sitting, might be able to give to some. kind of an 
answer. 

Referring back to the modernisation, Mr Speaker, our policy 
on this has always been, ever since it was first announced, 
Particularly given the very serioas sitUatipnover  anumber" of. 
years in housing in Gibraltar, that what Gibraltar needs is 
new housing not refurbished homes. Surely it is still not 
too late to ask Government to seriously consider those 
projects that it has not yet'started on the original 
modernipation programme, t' reconsider that rather than 
modernising old buildings, build new houses, making more 
homes rather than refurbishing them and arriving at a number' 
of homes which will not increase the housing stock. 

Finally, Mr Speaker, again with reference to the Chief 
Minister's speech, I understand he said that they would 
shortly•be Putting in a feasibility study with respect 
to the Port, I hope that when this report is received se 
also on our side of the House will be given a copy as 
rapidly as possible and we won't have a repetition of 
the Preece, Cardew and Ryder report. 

Thank you, Mr Speaker, 
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HON J B PEREZ: 

Mr Speaker, I propose to deal with the Estimates for the 
Department for which. I am responsible, the Medical and 
Health DePaPtment Estimates of Expenditure for the year 
1980-81, by following the manner which set out in'the 
EstiMates which are already in the possession of 
Honourable Members opposite,. And that is by first 'of all 
dealing with personal emoluments, followed by other 
charges. and then I will deal with general matters. including 
answering some of the points which the Honourable Gerald 
Restanceraised in his contribution this morning. 

Mr Speaker, under Personal Emoluments the estimated 
eXpenditure- for the year 980-8l is .5.:2,0424,Q00. Now, 
Honourable Members will realise :that ethe increase in 
salaries for next year is in fact in line with the. 
increases throughout the last year for non-industrials, 
and in view of the salary increases we have had during 
the yea? 1979-80 we find that we will obviously get a 
corresponding increase in both allowances and overtime. 

Now with respect to 'overtime I must point out for the 
benefit of new members in this House that all the. overtime. 
which is worked in my department is completely essential. 
Although we are a five-day week department we nevertheless 
have.to  cover 7 days a week. In effect we provide 2h-hour-
day 'service for every day throughout, the year. Furthermore,'. 
certain grades in my department have built-in overtime 
payments owing to rostered commitments. These inelude-
Porters, Nursing Grades, Pharmacists, Radiographers. and 
others who need to respond to emergency'situations. 

I must take this opportunity of stating in this House 
that I am very pleased and indeed very harpy with the 
tremendous good work which is being performed by all 
employees of my department, both non-industrial and 
industrial, And I would particularly emphasise the 
excellent work of the doctors and nurees. I say this, 
Mr Speakr.r, with full knowledge and confidence since 
I know thae. every person attending our hospitals, either 
as an in-patient, out-patient or as a visitor, will bear 
me out on thie. I honestly believe that they earn and 
are worth every penny that is being paid to them. In 
fact I extend an op invitation to Honourable Members 
opposite to come and visit the hospital and see for. 
themselves the excellent work that. is being carried.  
out there. 

I am also, Mr Speaker, pleased to inform the House that, the 
hospital is today at virtually full strength. In fact all 
wards are now fully operational. I think our thanks must 
go in this respect to the work of our Tutor, Mr Durell, 
to Matron and her A6sistants. Honourable Members will 
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see frome6he Estimates that there is in fact an increase 
in the establishment of the hospital, the.major increase 
is that the Senior Nursing Staff has risen from 79 to 81 
and our Junior 'Nursing Staff have also increase& from 183 • 
to 187.-  Furthermore, I would like to explain to'the House-
the two Supernumerary posts of Registrars,- which are also 

. contsined in ourEstimates. , 

Mr Speaker, these Supernumerary posts have been created 
due to this Government's policy. of endeaVouring to • 
Gibraltarianise the higher•posts in our hospital. The 
• position today is that two yoUng lbeal qualified doctors, 
'namely Dr Borge and Dr Correa, have decided to study .for 
their MRCP and FAA respectively, whereupon on the completion 
of their study they shall become Senior Registrars until.• . 
such time as they become fully pledged consultants.. We. 
sincerely hope that they rill in the future te replacing 
our present consultants same of whor. will be retiring . 
during the next 4 or 5 years. 

Honourable Members should also note that during their 
respective courses of training they shall be performing 
the duties and functions of House Officers in ou,,  
hospitals and thUs the need for the creation of a 
supernumerary Post. The other supernumerary post is 
a Basic .qradePhysiotherapist and I •  am sure -this will 
pleasethe Honourable Mr-Loddo•whe brought-the' matter 
up in - this sameHouse. This post is created for a local 
.student:who is now-reaching the end of her -,raining and 
is shortly expected to qualify and take up her employment 
in the . Physiotherapy .'Department within the next three 

- months. 

Mr Speaker, it is indeed sad to record that shortly after 
I became Minister we had the death of Jimmy Cochrane, a man 
who had devoted so much of :his life to the general welfare 
of the people of:Gibraltar, and I am Sure that this House 
will wish to join me in paying him the tribute he so richly 
deserved. 

• 
FollowinE Mr Cochrane's death, we are now having to recruit 
a replacement, and the entire School Dental Service.is now 
to be completely centralised at the Health. Centre. I feel 
that this step will indeed improve our present School 
Dental Services. Honourable Members will recall the 
Honourable the Financial and Development Secretary including 
in the Estimates. of the Medical and Health Department a new 
subhead 82 into which this House has been asked to vote the 
sum:of,Z20,000 under the heading. of Dental Services. This 
money is in fact to nurchase equipment for the new clinic 
and also to improve some of theequipment'which is at 
present in use by our Dental Surgeon, Mr Clinton. 
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Mr Speaker, under •Other Charges,.the Estimated Expenditure 
for the year 1980-81 is £1,387, 800. Since Hbnourable 
Members will be free to ask.questions at the Committee 
Stage of this Bill I merely propose to say some words on . 
the major subheads, such as subhead 9 and subhead 15. 

Under subhead 9 Drugs, Dressings and Pharmaceutical 
Sundries,, the bulk of this money .is in fact taken up 
by the Grolip Practice Medical Scheme, As Members .can 
see from the Approved and Revised Estimates figures for 
last year, the estimates have been held and in fact there 
was a small saying under this subhead. However, I•must 
impress on members of this-House that this subhead is one 
that may change throughout the forthcoming year, although 
I•shall do my utmost to closely and very carefully scruti-
nise this vote thr?ughoutethe year. But, Mr Speaker, 
inflation hits us all. 'he cost of drugs is no exception 
and neither is the Medical Department immune to price 
increases. Perhaps some day someone will devise an out-
right cure for this cancer. 

Although I have been Minister for, Medical and Health 
Services for a short time. I think I have identified some 
of the problems and I would ask the cooperation of 
docters„ chemists, and those people.who make use of.the• . 
:;roue -Practice Medibal ScheMe6 As I see-the situation, 
there are these. problems. •Firstefell the prescribing • 
of certain trademarks which-are more expensive than others. 
This is a point which. the Honourable. Gerald Restano raised' 
this - morning-which -I have. taken - into*account.and• I agree: 
entirely.. Secondly, there appears to,meto be an eleeett 
of over-prescribing. Thirdlyi- the-fact-that all people 
seeing doctors in Gibraltar expect to get a prescription. 
Fourthly, the fact that the average consumption of drugs-
in Gibraltarper capita is much higher than that in the 
UK. Fifthly, the prescribing of items which can in fact 
')e purchased over the counter without a prescription, like 
medicated shampoo, for example.-  And Sixthly, the fact that 
prescription charges in Gibraltar remain at 20p per item. 
Ls I have already stated I feel that the whole situation 
epn in fact be kept under control, provided we have the 
cooperation from all concerned. And I say so because then 
it would not, need tie Government to take any drastic • 
measu:re:i which in a vay I:feel could be detrimental to 
the existing services provided. 

The other main subhead is subhead 15 which deals with 
Wages Staff. Honourable Members will see that this sub.7  
head now includes wages previously provided for under 
subhead 16 Desinfectation and Other Services, and 
subhead 20 Maintenance and Running Expenses of Market. 
The total number of industrials employed is 197, 88 of 
which are employed in the Hospital, 5 in the Public Market, 
and 14 under Desinfectation and Other Services. Here 
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regulations, with only a few minor contraventions in the 
remailing ones. In fact all food premises in Gibraltar 
are today inspected on a regular basis. 

Since May of last year the department has also been 
involved in a feasibility study on the cultivation of 
shellfish, namely mussels and oysters, in conjunction 
with the fisheries experiment station of the United • 
Kingdom, Ministry of Agriculture,Fisheries and Food. 

As regards the public market renovation and maintenance)  
work has continued. The works have included the complete 
renewal of all the stalls in the Fish Market and the • 
improvement and modernisation of the Meat Hall in order 
to bring the whole of the market complex within the 
reqUirements•of.the Food Hygiene Regulations. • 

Under subhead 19 Desinfectation and Other Services, . 
Konoureble Members can see that the. expenditure under 
this Bead follows very closely on the lines of the 
previous year and the Slight increase is merely due 
to increased costs, 'Provision is made for the purchase 
of desinfectants, insecticides, lacquers, rodenticides, 
etc. which is essential in the continued control of 
infectious diseases and the treatment of pests and 
rodents. Approval is also being sought for money for 
the purchase of health education aids and it is hoped 
that during this forthcoming year to intensify the 
department's efforts in bringing to the public eye 
the dangers involved in cigarette smoking. 

The environmental monitoring programme of the department 
will also continue during the •year when we shall carry on 
measuring the degree of sulphadioxide and other suspended 
particulates in our atmosphere as well as the quality of 
our coastal waters. Equipment for measuring the degree 
of atmospheric ncllUtion in certain work places will• 
also be improve. 

Finalle)n it is hoped to build•11. quarantine kennels for 
animals imported into Gibraltar who do not fulfil the • 
reqUirements of the Animals and Birds Ordinance. I feel 
that this will help in our campaign to keep Gibraltar free 
from ra'oies as well as preventing suffering for the owners 
of animals who' are at present forced to either re—export 
or put down their animals when on. importation these do 
not comply with our legal requirements. Under subhead 20 
Maintenance and. Expenses of Market here again is another 
subhead with very little difference in estimated 
expenditure for the forthcoming year. • 

. , • 
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again, Mr Speaker, I must give crediteto, the work being 
performed and in particular with the state of cleanliness 
of our Hospitals. However, I ask the general public to 
cooperate on their visits to our hospitals, in particular 
with smoking. We have "no• smoking" signs on the corridors 
which unfortunately are not respected and although we 
Provide receptacles for the putting out of cigarette 

. ends there are still those who persist in throwing their 
butts on'the linoleum-covered floors. Something I am sure. 
.they would not do in their own homes and without realising 
that it is in fact they who have in fact to ray for them 
in the end. 

• In connection with subhead 19 and. 2g I will now take the 
opportunity of saying a few words about the Public Health 
• Department, now called the Environmental Health Department 

which also comes under my responsibility. .During /he- past 
year this section:of my department changed its designation 
from Public Health to Environmental Health, This is the' 
third timeits name has changed in its long history. This 
being the oldest Public Health Department in the world 
outside Britain. It started life under the Sanitary 
Commissioner's changing to Public Health in the late 50s 
'arid now to Environmental Health. This most recent change. 
follows the UK pattern and is in keeping with the 
profession's move into such new and exnanding fields 
as atmospheric pollution,- food technology, health 
education,.noise abatement, animal health and infectious 

- disease prevention-and control. In order to bring this 
change in designation to the public notice as well as to • 
• inform the public of the different services we provide and 

the help which the department offers, a very successful 
. exhibition was organised at the John Mackintosh Hall which 
was attended. by a large number of people. 

Another aualified inspector returned after completing his 
studies in the United Kingdom. After mch years of shortages 
,of qualified staff I am now pleased to fnfonm the Hous.: 
that the total inspectorate is in fact at full complement 
for this forthcoming year. 

The Rodent Control Section of. the Department has also 
moved from its former inadequate location at Market Place 
to new and improved premises on the ground floor of the 
Health Centre, thus concentrating most of the related 
public health activities in the one building. 

In the field of the environmental monitoning,new - equipment 
was purchased for the-sampling of coastal and swimming 
pool waters in order to assess both the chemical and 
•baaterea safety. 

Following the passing of the Food Hygiene Regulations 
I can now report that the great majority of food premises 
in Gibraltar comply with the requirements of these 
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Following our efforts to improve the Public market, 
£5,000 is beirg sou ht for the provision of a.cooling 
chamber for fish. This will improve the keeping . • 

t,uality of fresh fish imported into Gibraltar, especially 
during the warmer weather- emd thus ensure •that a • 
better product is offered for sale; ;:ioney. is also being 
provided.under this vote for expenditure in • 
connection with the animal health aspects of the 
department's work, that is for the control of stray dogs 
and cats, the humane putting down of these animals, 
the licencing and the registratinn of dogs etc. ' 

Mr Speaker, the Environmental Health Department I feel 
is in fact working extremely well. Unlike other 
Government departments it is one. that is working 
continuously behind the scenes and I feel that this in 
fact shows its success gence it is only when the health 
of our community is threatened that the people of 
Gibraltar tend to remember 'this particular department. 

Mr Speaker, on general matters I would first of all 
like to deal with one or two.points which were raised by 
Mr F,..eteno. He stated in his. contribution whet *as 
speaking about prescriptions, about brand names and 
generic names, he.clid mention that in the United Kingdom 
in:fact all prescriptions are',sent to a centralised • 
panel which is. lecated.in the North of England-and were 
in fact all-the .prescriptions are actually. checked. Well, 
.this-is.in tent :correct,ebut, I. would..li tu. to inform the • 
the HonourableMember that here in Gibraltur .we also 
have a Head ihermacist- and his staff who actually check 
each - an&every prescription.and this is precisely why I 
haveebeen able to point out to the .House some of the 
problems which I have already seen ase,uite clear 
under.the•Group Practice Medical.Scheme. So we do have 
this in Gibraltar, and all prescriptions arc in fact 
checked by. the Mead Ihermacist. Once a discrepancy is 
noted, or once he feels that there is a particular • 
prescription in which there are too many items which 
have been prescribed, the procedure is that the Head 
Pharmacist ima,ediately, if it is a medical matter, 
rerorts the 'matter directly to the Director of Medical 
and Health Services who will take appropriate action in 
cases wh.Pre doctors are involved, or if it is to do With' 
an administrative matter on a. question of payment of 
money to the :nharmacies, for example, he would refer the 
metier to the Administrator, who will then take the 
necessary action. Lei me also inform the Honourable 
Member that in fact the service that is provided by 
this particular section of my department is in fadt much 
better than the one Provided in the United Kingdom. 
Because, Mr Speaker, in the United Kingdom they take over 
or 4 months to actually-  pay the pharmacists, whilst 

here in Gibraltar pharmacists are paid a certain amount 
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al account straight away and it normally takes only 
one month ;to pay the pharmacist the balance for the 
medicine• that they have :disposed under the Group 
Practice Medical Scheme. So I do not think, Mr•Speaker, 
we have to envy the United Kingdom on that aspect because 
I feel the service provided here in Gibraltar is just 
as• good if not better. - . 

HON G T RESTANO: 

If the Honourable Member would give way.. 

I think he misunderstood what I saidthis morning. 
When 1 mentioned the panel in the North of England, in 
Newcastle I believe it is, there are two panels in fact, 
one is a pharmaceutieal and one in the medical. The 
_pharmaceutical which he is comparing with my suggestion 
was not really what I was referring to at all: that 
of paying the pharmacist and all that. What I was referring 
to was a:p,Irticular Government panel made up mainly of 
doctors in Newcastle who are there not just to see whether 
the •prescriptions are processed correctly and paid to 
the pharmacists correctly, .but to ensure that there is 
a check on the• type of prescriptions made by doctors..I 
don't think this is something which a pharmacist can do, 
this is having doctors, if you like, checking on doctors, 
which we do not have here-in Gibraltar.- They do have this 
in the UK. I think it might be a good idea to ask 
whether it.is possible for-our prescriptions once they 
have been proceos:ed •locally to.be•Sent,toethe U.K.. That It. 
what' -I Was suggesting -certainly not.in-tinyyway about the. 
peyment-toepharmacistseortht sort of •-thimg This is a 
check which .they have in.the.UK.and. it..i:s -Aolite a logical. 
sort. of pantl.to.have. 

HON J B PEREZ: 

Mt Speaker, let me just also further point out that 

the Honourable Member must not forget that in fact our 
Director of Medical and Health Services for this 
,articular reason in in fact a medical man himself. So 
ttat if any discrepancies are found, and I can assure 
face Honourable Member that the Head lhormecist does in 
fact strictly visualise each and every prescription to 
see the amounts prescribed, anything that he cares to bring 
to the notice of the Director in fact he can do so. This 
is the way it works. 

Another point the Honourable Member raised this morning 
was to do with the.private practice being carried out 
by the visiting consultants. In fact, Mr Speaker, I was\ 
Very happy and. very glad to listen to the Hondurable 
Member saying what he had to say in connection with the 
private practice because what he in fact did, maybe 
he didn't realise it, what he did was to reiterate what I 
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in fact told him in this House in the answer that I gave-
him to Question 3L of 1980, when I in fact said to him 
that here in:Gibraltar th Policy laid down and the 
procedure laid down is that rio private patient can be 
seen by visiting consultants until the latter has seen 
each and every one of- the general patients that are 
referred to him. That is the policy' which I said I. 
was following, which had beet.there for many years, • 
and that is in fact the procedure which is to be carried 
out. -So I was happy to hear the Honourable Member agree 
with me when he reiterated what I said to him_ only last 
month.  

Continuing with general matters, Mr Speaker, Ihave had to 

HON P j 

Can I just ask one thing.. 'Can he, therefere,-givean 
assurance that when these visiting specialists cone, if 
he-sees:any priVate patient it means that everybody it the 
healtheervicewhowanted to see him would have seen him, 
becatse that is not the impression that I have got.: 

HON - j B PHRRZ: 

Let me inform the Honourable Leader of the Opposition that 
in fact the procedure is that when a visiiing consultant 
arrives he normally comes for about.- 4 or 3 days. The only. 
day 'heis allowed to have a private clinic • is in fact on 
his-  Iagt .day. And that is only if,he'haeseen all the 
patients that have.been referred to him under the GPMS. 
That is in fact the position as it is today.- is 
something that I can assure the House I-will closely 
monitor end 'ensure that this policy. carries.on being,  
folloWed. I am happy with the present situation since 
I am sure, and there is no doubt in my mind,. that this 
is in fact the.position today: • that until each and every 
geo.o.al  patient has been seen no private „Patients can be 
seen by the visiting consultants. 

Mr Speaker, on other general matters I have to-inform,the 
House that due to the increase in the complement of extra 
trained staff at the KGV hospital, the hospital has now 
been completely partitioned off to cover for acute and 
chronic patients.. These are in fact now segregated in 
different floors of that particular.  hospital. This is' 
another section of my department which is extremely hard-
working and I again extend an invitation to Honourable 
Members to visit the KGV, to see the staff and the way 
it works, to come and see for themselves how well the 
grounds are kept'becaUss-Zothink .it helps them tremendously 
when they subsequently come to the House and start asking 
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questions. Again I invite them to come up to KGV and see 
the actual excellent work that is being carried on. 

Mr Speaker, this year we should also see the opening of the 
new Sisters Quarters. This building which in fact consists 
of five flats and nine bedsitters will be used accommodate 
senior. nursing staff, physiotherapists, locums and the House 
Officers, all those people who we have to bring on contract 
from the. United Kingdom. And the good thing about this is 
that our House Officers, who.  are really our first.line of 
defence at the hospital as: soon as a casualty case comes 
along, they are seen by the House Officers, they will be 
kept within the precinct of.the hospital. This will help 
the service as well. 

I must also inform the HOtse thatpurpaedriatic Service is 
working wel],• and also that I am happy with. the present 
appointment systa at the Healthgentre. I also see that 
that is .1torking quite .satisfactorily. 

This year we stall also be taking steps to-see the full 
recognition of our 10cal Nurses Training School,. Pull 
recognition under. the EEC end-by the General Nursing.  
Council of the United Kingdom and Wales. In fact, Mr 
Speaker, following meetings between management and.the 
staff side we will shortly approach the General Nursing 
COuncil to seek further advice on. the intricacies and in 
fact on exactly what steps we-have to ,follow in order to 
get this particular acceptnce. I feel, Mr Speaker, I 
should also .add my appreciation for the work done in the 
background by all the other ancillary service in the 
hospital such as the Aminietration, Porters, Laboratory 
Staff, Kitchen Staff, X-Ray etc., without.whose dedicated 
support the hospital services would just not function. 

Finally, I would also like to finish My contribution by 
thanking all those voluntary organisations .in Gibraltar, 
too numerous to mention. by name, who have helped us during 
the year, both in financial and practical terms. T feel • 
we are indeed very.lucky in Gibraltar to have so many people 
eo are prepared to give up so much of their time to help 
others. 

Thank yeti, Sir. 

HON A EAYNESk:  

Mr Speaker, at the risk of being interrupted I shall make a 
small contribution. \. 

First I would like to comment on the Chief Minister's 
copious notes, which did read rather like a speech, but 
we shall leave that.  
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My first point would be'as regards the cuts in e0anditure 
which are being brought about as a result of the effprts 
'of the•Minister for Labour and Social Services. That in 
itself is obviously a good thing but that it should be the 
source of back-L-clapping on the Government's rows 1.a 
appalling! It IS incredible to mel As I say the cuts 
in expenditure, that they should be the source of backe 
clapping is almost inconceiVable Here we have examples 
of wastage which have been stopped after three or four • 
years and' they want to'be . praised.for it, Didn't Gpvernment 
renresent themselves to beefficient, capable of looking 
after the affairs of people When they stood for power? 
And if Government had been asked three years ago, can you 
reduce expenditure, would they have said, yes? nd yet 
here we have them•now saying, three years ago 15% on • 
sunnletentary, and now its . 4.;2%; ::And if I askthem now,. 
can they reduce it yet more will . they say yes?. Because 
if they say, yes, it will be'orily an admission.of what 
I am saying, that this is inefficiency, which has finally 
been cone round to. Perhaps they might be.inefficient 
and I can say that if this GOvernment'can reduce expenditure 
from 15% to 4.2% in such a short time they must haVe been 
very'gross indeed, and if further efforts are made they. 
could be reduced yet further, . 

Again, then'we have. more back-clapping over the''budget 
itself, these remarkably healthy figures.. -What do the 
Government expent . if they bleed- the people with taxation. 
And to exetplify. thii Twill refer to the . Financial 
Secretary's comments of bonus increase in taxation of 

as a result of pay increases.. Pay increaves 
immediately gb to Government coffers. There would only seem 
to be a - thedretical'increase•for the Working'people have • 
struggled for aspay rise and :this of course disieates and 
then annears in the Government coffers, And as I said 
before aovernment falls apart' and congratulates itself, 
if one may refer to theeseouences of.  the ceremonial 
opening on page 7: "I have talked of. public money 

'rather - than cf Governnent'money because it is not always 
sufficiently annretiated that the GoVernment is•only the 
authority or agency entrusted by theeleetors with the 
widest ar.d fairest' administration of the money which the 
public itself makes available through taxes. If more hoe 
to be snent then more has to be provided." "Which • the 
public itself make available through taxes" that is the 
nubb of the matter. If you have a very healthy budget, 
as this one zeems to be, then to me it appears that you 
have over-taxed the people. • That is .nothing to be proud 
of. You have miscalculated the effect of your measures 
last year and the result is that you have an embarrassing 
excess. 
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Then you talk of "if more has to be spent then more has to 
be provided." And I ask, what has been provided? If one 
looks at taxation then a lot has been provided there 

'Education, we know that that was. -the priority because we 
were told that there was a priority, and then housing. How 
many, houses have been.provided. .Rosia Dale in three years' 
are the only new houses being built. A modernisation plan 
that is stagnant; a Varyl Begg:that. still haven't got roofs, 
That is what has been provided, that is what we have needed 
more Money 'for, is it? Tourism, and then. vie come to the 
fact that the Financial and•Development Secretary mentioned 
this year, that there were more arrivals than' since 1969. I 
am sure these arrivals will ber9essuring to see the lichen 
still growing on Waterport roof, it still leaks and if they 
go along the North Mole there are still no facilities. The 
pens. are still there with no facilities and when one comes 
to the airport it is a joke. And we have more arrivals than 

ever before. eAnd-then when. one refers to the questions and 
areerers in this House only two• months ago,• questions like 

14'4).s Government have'any plans forimproving the facilities 
of the Arrival- Ball.  at Waterport, and_ is qe7ernment satisfied.  
with the general cordftionsof•that shed? Mr.Speaker,,Sir, 
Government is fully aware of the conditions of the.Arrival 
Hall at Waterport, Funds are being made available for 
remedial work and the renovations will include work to the 
roofs that are at present leaking. The state of the 
Waterport•shed. is •aconstant fact•that hae .beere.there-since • 
the frontier:closed, and thetoilets.andeeverything elsee.and 
yethere. we have..a Government, who in.•the - knoWledge,of,thee 
increases .in. arrival4 - have:done nothing about it. .And now 
they seem to be saying . thatethey are.going todid.snmething. 
Ahd then. when we •ask . questionsewhethcr:GoVernment have any plans 
to provide proper facilities for tourists arriving on 
cruise liners at North Mole as must be available in all 
other parts of the world, the answer is "The Government 
has no immediate plans, etc, etc, etc." And the same with 
the airport, it is all promises, for the future. This may 
be alright or it would. have been acceptable had things only 
gone wrong now, but when one is talking about arrivals who 
had recoEndsed the place where they are but they haven't been 
to for 11 years, it is disgraceful, and this is what you want 
more •money -for, and this, is why you have such an incredible 
surplus. 

• 
I notice in the Chief Minister's speech that youth haven't 
been mentioned. Yet here we have the importance of youth, • 
the fUture of Gibraltar, and youth has not even been given .  
a mention. How important are they? Do I have to make •a 
point every time you mention the youth. Will nobody ever, 
do anything positive to help them. 

And then--what will the people have.to say, for.  their 
tremendous.taxation•in power. Power cuts galore. • The 
more you pay the less electricity you get. And it would 
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appear that since we are getting electricity from the MOD 
the last bills will be sent care of them! 

And then in these circumstances I ask eV doe6 the Govern-
ment want £5.56m in reserve. What is'it for? 'To build more 
houses, when you have-  no clans. To do something for tourism 
when you.have no plans? What do you want this money:for? 
It would be acceptable and we would commend 'measuree which 
resulted in a large reserve if these measures came about 
gently and without causing harm or suffering to the people, 
that is if they were a result of continuous saving and wise 
investments. But if we are going to raise a massive reserve 
as a result of severe direct taxation then of what use will 
it be to the people, especially when we . haVe got a Government 
which in the experience of what I have just shown have got 
nothing .to show for themaelves,-  especially in honsing.. . 
There -is no concert for the future and that is why they 
do not mention the youth. And that' is why we .are here 
to inform you. 

Then we come to, the actual features on the budget and we 
are Pleased,to See concern at the increase - in oil prices 
but I think we didn't need anybody to sell us this today. 
And yet is - any alttrnative proposed? 'No, there is no ' 
alternative plan. Before going to those severe extremes 
why is there no plan for .gas as an alternative to • 
electriCity?..•It is cheaper. And then solar 'energy! Any 
experiments, 'any plans, none at all. 

I ask Government to explore the possibilities of alternative 
•power. The cCurce of fuel• we all know is going to run out 
and Government is going to find itself in 199D unable to 
buy oil and with no alternative fort of power. And they 
will be -if thty'are, the same Government that is - they 
will be happily crowing! Again why does the Government 
not try to get reduced oil prices from England? From the 
ODA, why not? For the facts gentlemen, that speech only 
shows concern at the rising price in oil. It also shows' 
that oil plays a very large and very important part in the. 
life of this city, and there is nothing provided as an 
alternative. There is no failsafe  , there is•nothing 
that would appear' in your speech. or plans. But of course 
this'is Pat surprising, this comes as a lack of ideas. 

So there is no indication of plans, contingency measures, 
for an open frontier. And I concur with the Honourable • 
Member Mr Restano's concern at this. I would suggest that 
we need to start on a competitive foctng as regards certain 
vital iter.s.like cigarettes and whickzn. 

The nart that concerns me most in the proposed nlans of the 
budget were those of doing away with internal repairs and on 
this matter I would require more information. I think 
Government will agree that the sayings they will accrue 
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from not having to undertake internal repairs is tantamount 
to a rent increase, at least in real terms for the tenant' 
who will no be Paying appreciably more for the same. And 
though in principle I would agree with this procedure which 
can be so costly and -petty as a theory it is applaudable 
'but not necessarily laudible if they were to be brought . 
aboUt without special considerations being taken into account.' 
If these internal:repairs are to be effected by all and 
sundry then one will find oneself in a situation that 
tenants in.Varyl Begg with waterlogged and leaky flats 
having to undertake at considerable expense possibly 
rewiring and so forth, and that would not be acceptable 
to our Party. Then there is the other position. Would 
internal repairs' be effected by tenants'going for the 
first time -into a Government flat which is riot a new flat . 
or a flat in mint Conditions? Would hehave to undertake 
all expenses - and-  repairs? And if this policy were conducted 
it would lead possibly to the Government becoming more • 
ttnaxed as to the internal state of a flat when it is to 
be handed over to tenants who would have to then fork out 
an enormous amount of money. 

Then -there is the other concern for the elderly and old age 
pensioner's who may not necessarily be able to. meet these 
increased financial burdens, and I would-risk that consider-
ation be taken of them. I wouldn't want this policy to end 
witInhouses becoming progressively more dilapidated as a 
result of tenants finding internal repairs too much, doing 
without them and living in worse conditions. Immediately 
it would mean that they would be living in perhaps places 
which are- not fit for habitation but of 'Coursenthey will 
not report it to the authorities since they would be the 
ones who would have to repair them, and in the long run ' 
it could lead to greater- expense for government in'that 
the house or-flats themselves would become unfit to live 
in and perhaps be structurally affected. 

And lastly, gentlemen, I would ask the Government to review 
the exact or final number of houses to be built in the coming 
year as agreed at the last sitting, in which as .1 remember 
sine;; there was a discrepancy between the manifesto and the 
Ceremonial Opening speech as to the amount.of houses or 
units to be completed within the year it was finally decided 
that at this sitting the final number would come. Of ccurse 
I am sure that this final number would still be appalling 
and dismal, and,-  therefore, will not meet with our 
greetings. But if there is an increase that of course 
would be Commended.. 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

I will speak briefly on my own ministries. I shall also, on 
account of the incapacity of my friend the Honourable Isaac 
Abecasis, I have been asked to explain the Tourism and 
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Postal Services.expenditure. Here, Sir, I.wouldask for 
indulgence because it has only, been sprung upon me in the 
last few days and, therefore, I am not really all that au 
fait in those partictilar items. 

• 
Mr Speaker, I will star. & with housing, it being the first' 
of my departments that appear in the Estimates and Iwould 
like to commence by answering the Honourable Mr Andrew 
Haynes on a number of items he has raised. He •is completely 
and.I.hope I can. put his mind. at rest, mistaken; and that is 
to say firstly that the.  question cf the tenancY agreement is not a new tenancy agreement but merely the enforcement of 
the terms of'a tenancy agreement that has for many many. 
years been allowed to•go by. the board as a matter of course. 
And by internal repairs what is meant•are those items which 
the Housing Department and the Public Works Department, have' 
been rectifying but which are really part and parcel the 
responsibility of tenants. These are small items such as • 
broken door knobs, broken panes of glass which really is the 
responsibility of the tenant and not . of the landlord. For • 
many, many years Government has undertaken this responsibi-
lity and it had been abused to a degree that it in intended 
to enforce the terms of tenancy.. agreement which Je.there to 
be read by ail,and sundry, Therefore, it is not going to • 
be a drastic change on the tenant. 

I can put his mind at rest that. in the •case of Varyl •Begg 
.anyedamage that has been..cauSed by virtue cy.7 the. leaking 
roefe,willenot-be the,tenant's,responsibility but. that of 
•Governmeetto.- rectify. ,Equally, •any•person moving into 
any new accommodation would not be expected to carry out 
the repairs... -Governmentawill, hand over a house to a• 
standard and thereafter. thoai repairs contained'within the 
tenancy agreement that arecAsponsibility of the tenant 
will of course be their responsibility and Government. will 
retail: its responsibility. a landlord to carry out the, 
other functions which are not scheduled within the tenancy 
agreement. I hope that having said this that I may have. 
put the Honourable Member's mind at ease there. 

The question of the tenancy agreement, Mr Speaker, will we.  
think, as is seen in the Estimates produce a saving of over 
Lim because we find that in wages we find.that.an  enormous 
amount of money is being spent on these little items of a • 
door knob or of a broken vane of glass or what have yone  
and we intend to cut that dom. o there is Lim which 
Government feels we can save in that sphere. I would like 
to say Mr Speaker, that many of the repairs that were being 
carried out under this Head were such things as replacing 
fixtures that the previous tenants had placed, and we found 
great difficulty in trying to find the identical tile that 
had been placed there, not by Government but by a-particular 
tenant, and when we patcHeIun it looked so aweul that • 
invariably we had to do a edvolete tiling of bathroom • 
or kitchen at enormous expense. . 
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We will, Mr Speaker, during the year be having another 
fresh look at the euestion of the Home Ownership Scheme 
and try to sell our houses. We are also in the process 
of trying to sell not only our pre-war houses but an 
attempt is being Made to try to sell houses of a postwar 
standard that have some merit and there has been a demand 
for them. This will be going out, I think, within the 
next couple of weeks. 

NoW I take up the Honourable Mr Andrew Haynes on modernisa-
tion. I think the Honourable Mr Scptt also referred to 
modernisation as being an absolute failure. I feel one can-
not deny, that modernisation has brought about aparel.:y ees - 
as regards housing because of the decanting requirements but 
I must say this, now one is. beginning to see the fruit of 
the injury that waeoaused as a result of the decanting. 
And it is completely wrong to say that we always lose. • 
Quite the Lontrary. In some instances we are able to 
obtain morn dwellings than those decanted. I think Tank 
Ramp is the ideal example where we decanted.something like • 
25 tenants but the eventual result will be 42 dwellings. 
I would also say that Lime Kiln Steps is virtually ready,. 
certainly Phase 1-, and in the case of Road to the Lines 
and Oastle.Ramp we have but.5 families to decant and then 
the whole area will be ready for a very major modernisation 
programme, . GoVernmantelas decided that: the bedsitter 
situation has a.particular merit, andels_members meee 
have noticed we are'constructing18.beasitters at Prince 
Edwards Road. and we have, another 8..bedsitters at-Rosie 
Dale. -Government intends•to use 60%.ofethose.. bedsitters 
for overhousing,cases.. And I., Mr Speaker; am ,a•very great 
believer, having survived for over 42eyears• as Housing 
Minister, I - am a great believer that the Bedsitter situation 
can save the day. I am completely convinced of that. • So_: 
in the next week or so, Mr Speaker, we will hopefully be 
able to move people who are overhoused into adeouate smaller 
accommodation and by Way of "musical chairs" be able to 
commence to put our housing stock to its maximum possible 
use. And I think that this is a very brave step•indeed 
al hough not extremely nopular, but I think that at the 
:Ard, of the day we Will see the benefit of the overhousing 
situation, and as I say, be able to put cur.housing stock 
to its maximum use. 

Having said that we intend to have a reappraisal 
of trying to sell our houses, I think the Financial and 
Development Secretary mentioned this morning that we are.  
trying to do this if not we will have to reconsider the 
question of rents round-about the month of.October to keep 
up with the invariable costs that renting and repaireof. 
housing will varrant.: 

• 
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Now, Mr Speaker, the• Honourable"Andrew Haynes mentioned 
the nuestion of knocking, down houses in the question of 
modernisation and building new houses. ^rima facie this 
looks to be quite attractive but there are certain factors 
that we have been advised on that we should continue with 
the modernisation programme: I would like to remind the 
Honourable Member that it is not just a Government folly 
but that MOD have done this in .Rosia Dale where the maximum 
Possible use of retaining walls of has been made and, 
therefore, expense has been cut down quite substantially. 
So it is not just. an idea of this Government. Irrespective 
of how backward. the- Honourable Member thinks we are the 
MOD have been doing it and qUite successfully and I think 
he doesn't live very far away from where.  I am talking about.So 
it isn't -just a.whim that Government has, we feel that there 
are a number of benefits not. only from trying to prevent 
slums of over 100 years - standing but there are many people 
who still wish to live or continue to live in the environ-
ment of a particular area of Gibraltar. In fact, it is no 
secret to say, Mr. Speaker, that there are many who would .  
prefer a modernised flat to some cf the pest-wer houses. • 
that have been constructed recently. Mr Speaker, on the-  - 
housing situation, of course, I eannot claim that there,  
isn't a. problem, I. think everybody in Gibraltar is fully 
aware that there is a problem. We have 1900 applicanta. 
Slowly, I.hope, we will be able to overcome it but 
Goverhment did mention not only in a political manifesto 
but inthe Ceremonial Opening of this House,' the Government 
said we -Were' giVing•housing priority. There are, Mr Speikdr, 
another 38 Units going up at Rosia Dale which we hope will •• 
be ready this.  year. At Prince Edward's Road-, 13 bedsitters 
which will restlt in some 40 applications' be:ng cancelled .  
in the -"mtsiCai-  chairs" I explained earlier on'. There are 
Piet Bastion Road habses and as we•know they certainly won't 
be ready this year but thdre is a move, a very concerted • 
move, to get things going in the housing situation.' 

Mr ?soeaker, I will now turn to the Post Office in the 
absence of my colleague and say that on the Philatelic 
side of.the Post Office I was quite pleasantly surprised• 
to see that the sales have shot up by leaps and bounds 
when one :'.oeks at 1965 where aamere £800 per .annum was 
sold and :eoking at 1977/78'which was a bumper year on 
account of the Jubilee and other sales we sold nearly 21m, 
I think that is highly commendable and I take this opportu-
nity to say that this is no doubt due to the eery hard work 
of my dear colleague, Mr Isaac Abecasis, who has done 
extremely well in this particular fitic., Mr Speaker, this 
year as has been mentioned I think on radio today, there 
will be an issue of famous people of Gibraltar which.  will 
yield substantial revenue and there will also be a special 
issue with regard to the. Queen Mother's 30th. birthday which 
is very special indeed and that is expected to yield another 
£80,000 which is• very welcome. As.Members will know, during 
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Mr Paulo Da Rosa's visit here a few days ago, a contract 
was signed whereby - T know my colleague Mr Isaac Abecasis. 
looked very much forward to this - whereby we have TOW 
obtained his services. Mr Da Rosa is quite an influential 
philatelic dealer covering Switzerland and Italy, and it 
is estimated- that thiS will be further expanded as there 
are contacts. in othereountries that this man caters for. 
The facts are that today we have four agents covering. 
virtually the whole world, and what is not covered by 
direct agents is covered by the Crown Agents in UK. But 
as I say this is a remarkable work: 'this is the department 
that yields good money and no doubt the importance of the 
• Philatelic Bureau is that it has put Gibraltar on the map, 
stamp-wise, and Ism sure that this can only g9 from strength 
to strength in the years to come. 

• 
Mr. Speaker, I will now turn to Recreation and Sport, which 
although youth was omitted I notice that Mr Andrew Haynes • 
failed to say anything. about sport. First and foremost, 
M2 Speaker, as mentioned in the. last meeting of the House 
we have now obtained agreement from those .people approached 
to form a Sports Council in Gibraltar. This Sports Council 
will b-: responsible particularly for the running and the 
adding of further facilitiesn  advising. Government on 
facilities and the contributions to be given to sporting 
associations. This one body will replace the two. 
committees in existence now.-. These ladies and gentlemen • 
have been consulted, they are quite prepare& to serve on 
this body and I hope in the not too distant future we will 
be able to formally inform the House of the composition of 
the Council. 

As, mentioned. at the.last House ofAssembly.Government has 
agreed to the introduction of an allocating charge at the 
Stadium. There will not be abuses, it. Will be. quite 
moderate and not as high as they are in England despite 
parity'. I think that proposal will be well received, 
,Mr• Speaker, because a proportion of the funds collected 
will go to the further expansipn of.soerting facilities. 
That 3onrce of revenue will provide funds for the Sports 
Conncil. to, distribute .to worthy bodies; • 

There is mo specific. provision in the Estimates, I would 
like to inform the House before I am asked, for a swimming 
pool. Plans are being prepared and it is understood that 
His Excellency the .Governor -will be able to help 'in getting 
the Royal Engiheereto carry out the' preliminary work of 
excavation or some form of building , so there is very 
little expenditure.there. Iythought I should mention e  
this incase members thought that there had been an . • 
omission or. that we had forgotten all about our electoral 
promise. 
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Mr Speaker, I would also like •to say how very pleased and 
proud we should all be that for- the first time ever one of.  
our hockey teams has qualified' for finals.  in Europe. And 
it is'a matter of pride that in 'a comritnity as small as.  
ours we are able to find snertsmen,of the standard to go 
and beat an Italian team in Italy and qualify for the 
finals which will be held, I am told, in Barcelona within 
a couple of months. I Would like toCongratulate Rock 
Gunnera for having done so extremely'well and kept the 
banner of Gibraltar flying high. Needless to say, Mr. ' 
Speaker, since this Government is concerhed with youth 
I am sure we will do • our utmost to make sure that Rock 
Gunners, being worthy of recipients Of. funds,' a-e helped 
.even further to make sure that they can keep.  the Gibraltar 
flag flying in .Barcelona in a few Weeks time. Mr Speaker, 
the Estimates were drawn up before re heard the unexpected 
development on the -frontier situation and there will have • 
to be a reappraisal of sports, particularly weekend sport,' 
competitive weekend sport,-  which maybe as happened before.  
the frontier' closed, were difficult to'obtain. So one 
will have to• have a particular adjustment and see what 
will occur.. • 

On the overtime issue at the Stadium,' Mr Speaker, needless 
to say it is'when people have time off that they want n - 
recreation: andnleisure, and, therefore, we have to provide 
fon-overtime work- on - weekend-and pu'Az.c holidaysandother 
days. 

Mr Sneaker, -there-iS little else I'canadd on sports other 
than to say that I think we have done extremely 'well • 
particularly in a closed frontier situation,' Gibraltar 
sportSmen have done• extremely well•in the closed-frontier 
situation, they have overcome all difficulties and 
obviously-one is delighted to see'the way we have 
succeeded. 

Mr Speaker, on tourism and very brlefly, I was pleased, and 
I am sure-everybody else is pleased including Mr Andrew°.  
Haynes, to see that we have been able to increase arrivals 
by 245. This again has been due to the hard work of 
Mr Abraham Serfaty and Mr Isaac Abecasis in ensuring 
that Gibraltar was served with something like th:.rteen 
flights - eight charter and five scheduled flights - 
during the summer Period - and this in no small way 
has contributed to the increase in our tourist trade. 
Of course I am sure that members. opposite can say that 
we are spending too little or we are spending too much, - 
but in tourism YOU-tanplay it both wayo,  I am told. It 
is an industry and apparently the more you - pour into it 
the more possibly you can bring out. -Here again one will 
have to wait and see'what the open frontier situation will 
bring about tourist-rise and as the Estimates were ready 
before the announcement of the removal of restrictions, 
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one should not be readily imoulsive about where we should 
spend or not spend our money. 

I would•like to say that as can be deduced from the 
Estimates.the direct approach is still in the United 
Kingdom and I feel that possibly we will continue with 
that until we see,exactly what adjustment the open 
frontier will require. 

You will have noticed that there is a particular provision 
regarding the exhibition.at  St Michael'sCave of .pre- 
historic monstens•and soldiers of a narticuIar•period 
and one thing and another, aid this is brought abbut by• 
a. firm called Burnham and Nathans. We have already paid 
a certain amount, as. can.be seen in the Estimates,' and 
we have to pay. a. furtheramount:in June and a-further 
amount in December and then after that we begin to'recover 
some of the money we have spent. 

• 
Mr Speaker, there is little I can add at this stage. .I 
take the point of course that the Air Terminal isn't as 
nice- as we would like to see it but I would like to tell 
the .Honourable Mr Andrew Haynes that I have passed through 
Air Terminals much smaller:and• Ina much more disgusting 
state- than ours and though I would•like to see ours 
imprbved we. ehouldn't-heas•ashamed of our.Arrival Fall 
as he makes out, nevertheless, as he •also'knows, an 
extension -to. the .Air•Terminal has. been. agreed upon and • . 
that.should.imorovematters.n Mr-Spenker,.I cannot_really.., 
add much more.tonthose.particnlar departments other than 
to.:sayhat Government, as. announced-bythe_Financial and 
Development Secretary and byAbe.lionourable the. Chief 
Minister, that there is a reserve of £ra particularly. . 
for use on the parking situation. That may not be enough,. • 
we shall have to see, but the parking situation will take.  
up I dare say some £100,000 of that money. If thins go. 
as one expects then we shall probably be seeing an influx 
8f vehicles into Gibraltar and in view of our own situation 
of parking we shall have to make particular plans to 
accommodate those .vehicles that may enter from Spain. 
Mr Speaker, when we go into Committee I will be delighted 
to answer, any questions from members on any particular 
item. 

• 
Thank you, Sir. 

MR SPEAKER: 
• 

It is about 20. minutes to tea. I think the members of-the 
Opposition have been courteous allowing you to have your say 
if you:wish now or would you rather Mp Loddo did so., 
Perhaps before you stand up may I take this opportunity 
to welcome you back to the House. 
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i LZ.L1,TPIA:II: 
Thank you, Yr Speaker. • 

A T LCD:C: 
Mr Speaker, before making'my humble contribution to this 
debate I would-like-first of all to associate myself with 
all that has been said regarding the Honourable Mr AbecaSiS 
and associatemyself with your remarks,. regarding the 
Honourable and Gallant Minister for Education.' 

Now I believe it was. Benjamin D'Israeli, later Lord 
Beconsfield, who said that the youth of a nation are 
the trustees of Posterity. What we must ask ourselves 
is what are we' entrusting to our trustees. Are we happy 
with what we are entrusting? .Because whether we like it 
or not inflation is• here to stay, so like Oliver Twist 
every'oody.must ask for more. In fact if they didn't 
theytwould be stupid. Because it is only, by asking for 
more than you just-keep•ahead. If you are .content 
what you have, if you are content to stay put,,happysto 
remain stationary, then it - is almost as going backwards. 
And this affects education as much as it affects anything 
else. Therefore, we must ensure that all out students in 
Gibraltar, irrespective of the school  they attend and their 
age, they could have sufficient books and equipment to see 
them through their study. .And the only way to get them is 
to ensure that you.haNe sufficient funds. 

'Now,.I'am- glad to see more and more scholarships are, 
beComingavailableeand that is as it should, be, but we.  
must nit ellsoW-oUrtelves to become complaisant.-  There 
iZ'always room for imprOvement. And in this resrect perhaps 
it- would be •a tsodidea to revieW the points s-Tstem whereby 
scholarships are awarded. • Perhaps it would 1)e better if 
scholarships were awarded if places are already available 
in universities. There is also the contract system•whereby 
students on qualifying are required- to come back to 
Gibraltar, Perhaps  again it is time for this contract. 
system to be r,:vised. At the moment this contract system 
strikeS me as being a one way.  affair. If there are jobs.  
you get thcm,'and if not you can stay in England. Again 
with the advent of parity I think the problems as regards 
the students coming back are not as great as they were 
before, i''e discontent is no longer there. They are 
coming back to salaries which are the equal of what the7t 
would be getting in the U1C. 

I was surprised however to see that for 1980-81 there are 
going to be 10 teachers less. But at the same time glad 
that our students in the UK will be tleated as EEC 
nationals thereby saving the not inconsiderable sum 
of .240,000. It is therefore a matter of regret that 
although *e are making. a saving there are going to be 
less in-service training opportunities. Now that is 
something which I think bears looking into; Admittedly, 
the news that our students will be treated as Ts= 
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nationals has come rather late; these Estimates were 
Prepared well in advance, but it is never too late. 
Therefore, although economies are to be applauded, and 
there certainly have been economies, please, not at the 
expense of education, if we really mean what we say: 
that the future belongs to our youth. 

There is also another avenue- to which possibly not only • 
the 240,000 but we could stretch ite.bit more, another . 
avenue to which we could plough' their. money: and that 
is post-graduate study. We get over the years a number 
of study groups coming to Gibraltar, a number of projects 
being gone intostithight be a good idea to grant post-
graduate studies7looal.students who have done well, 
exceptionally well, and they could help in research.  
projects in Gibraltar. Helping 'Gibraltar by helping 
themselves. 

Now to answer the Honourable Mr Zammitt as to why I and 
My Honourable Friend Mr Andrew Haynes did not mention youth 
in reference to sport. This waS because I was going to do 
that. He didn't forget it,, we are just sharing our load. 
On Vii; side of- the 'house we all welcome the Sports Council, 
I am not saying that' the idea was exclusively ours but 
certainly it was mooted by us. In our election manifesto 
we brought it out, we brought it out in our Party assembly, 
and I am glad to see that nobody will be allowed to play • 
God. 

• 
.0n to sport. I notice that the sum of in.2,500 is a contri-
bution-•to•sporting bodies. This is about 7% of the 
expenditure on sport. Well, when one compares that 
to the 4:21,000' it is expected to be recovered on Victoria 
Stadium receipts, that surely doesn't give room for 
complacency. In fact Government is not giving anything • 
to make sure that the sportsman pay themselves and leave 
some money to boot. 

Mr Speaker, budgets perforce can never be popular, they can -
be vnyolular, very unpopular, extremely unpopular, and they 
can caary on from there. The only thing one can hope for is 
that a budget be less unpopular, and I sincerely hope• that 
this budget is less unpopular than the ones we have been• 
getting of late. 

Thank you, Sir. 

The House recessed at 5.10 pm. 

The House resumed at 5.40 pm. 
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HO:" .:ZAJOR P J DELLIPIANI: 

Mr Speaker; it is great to be back!.I have had a nice 
.feeling from the tcne of the Honourable Member Mr Loddo 
on the debataseand it augurs well for this budget. I would 
like. to clear a few points mentioned. The first one is 
that-I have to get my priorities right, What I think 
is right for my department other people. might suggest-.  
other priorities are the correct ones. Wiih regards to 
ihsprvice training. in actual fact the figures for 
inservice training is four for.this year and it was fOur 
last year. So we haven't reduced it; we have not improved 
it but we have not reduced it. We have also had overseas 
aid for lccal in service. We are getting a grant from 
the United Kihgdom. for local in--service in Gibraltar,. which 
saves us in replacement of teachers etc-etc. With regard 
:o. post graduate studies we have no firm •policy on. post 
graduate studies, what we are looking at is is it going to 
be.of direct benefit to Gibraltar, are we going to make full 
use of this student when he comes back and then we give it 
some thought and we try and help out. . But- I think it is 
more important.that we get through the basic scholarships-
to UK, we don't run short of money for basic scholarships, 
and pOst graduate .studies are looked into on their own. 
merits. 

-With regard to youth, I cannot.think of any town the size of 
Gibraltar Whichbaters for.so.many .yonth ellibs as Gibraltar. 
:Andletmp say that the youth clubs ofAdbraltar are a 
credit:to.•our community by the amount of community Work.they .  
get. themselves. involved in. Always with the. help of our 
youth organisations. 

We have talked about our lack of books etc or deterioration, 
This is not so. I have been assured by people who know 
more than I do in my dapartment that the Government has 
for many years been very generious in the money that it 
has spent in equipment - and replacement of books, and. 
certainly in my visits with people from UK'they have been 
very impressed by the standard. of equipment that we have. got 
in all our'scilools. If you notice there hasn't been 
figure wise an improvement axilast-  year but in ectual fact, 
in money terms, there has been' improvement in that the 
department before used to hold £2,000 or £3,000 in. 
reserve, - and this year we have distributed the money 
completely to all the schools with a certain amount of 
flexibility so that the Head Teacher can play about with.  
the money allocated-for his equipment and books in a far 
better manner than before. 

I must admit that One of the things that is very dear  to 
my'heart, rather than post-graduate service and .in-service 
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training, is the cuestion of our scholarship students in 
TLC, where the cost of living is increasing tremendously 
and there hasn't been an adjustment for the past two years 
because of budget constraints. Iwouldrather spend the money 
that we have, if vs have , any money, on increasing the 
allowances for atunents than spending them in-service • 
in post graduate studies, or on anything else. Because at 
the rate of inflation that the UK is suffering they are 
going through quite considerable hardship. lay department 
has already prepared a scheme so thatwe will be able to 
increase the maintenance allowance to the students. That 
is if the EEC means that we still pay the same tuition 
fee, we haven't had it officially yet. 

And that is my priority this year. my priority is that if".  
we have the money that we were supposed to spend. on extra 
tuition fees, I would like that money to go on a Scheme 
already prepared by my department for the scholarship 
hciLdars in the .UK. That is my contribution. Thank you. 

HON MAJOR R J 'PELIZA: 

.Mr Speaker, I think that the message of thi's budget which is 
very loud and clear is that parity pays. I think that. if we 
owe the.. healthy position. of the state of the finances of •• 
the Government to.anything at,all, .it is. to-:the fact that 
parity_was at long last accepted-by :the Government,Andsince 
the:.Chief Minister mentioned the. IWEReearlier,..perhaps,-1 
should.-maation that of course. it:;was:one.of.ttefunclaMental 
principles of our Party. thentp•iatrodunenparity..:Aninoe  
doubtif.we had been in-Government at, that time it would 
have been introduced much more haxMoniOusly and, therefore, 
much More beneficially to Gibraltar. The state of buoyancy 
that we see now could perhaps have started a few years ago. 
Thanks, of course, there is no,doubt whatsoever, to my 
Honourable Friend Joe Boasano„who isn't here now, to have 
the tremendous courage to be able to bring it about against 

tremendous odds. I think it is proper that this should 
be acid. 

Now, the other point perhaps that one shOuld make right at. 
the beginning, Mr Speaker, is that 'this is in a way a budget 
which is being introduced at a crossroads. And it is very' 
surprising, Mr Speaker, that the Government hasn't given 
indications at least of how they think the economy will 
develop once the frontier is open. After all we have had 
eleven years of siege economy and now suddenly we are going 
to have a change. We just. hear very general statements 
which surprises us very much, Mr Speaker. Because although • 
this came.aboutvery suddenly I think any Government which is, 
prepared always talceS4nto account the element of surprise 
in the same way as. a.good military leader. It looks to me 
as if the Government'has-not. given thought to this at all. 
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Suddenly it has happened and they find' themselverain a 
position of not kno%.ing at this stage, within oely weeks 
if not days of the frontier opening, of not knowing 
what the repercussions are likely to be and saying that 
they have got. to look into the matter. I wouldnt expect' 
of course a very definite statement but I think we should • 
have seen some indication one way or another' so that 
people, who are entitled to .knowa  should have some idea of 
what are likely to be the repercasSions for better or for 
worse. This, Mr Speaker,P has been left out of this very 
important budget, Luckily, Mr .Speaker, and I accept this 
because I may have to refer as I go along to one or two 
Points, luckily, Mr Speaker, we are starting with a very 
healthy situation, much healthier than the. Government 
ever thought it would be. Well, the Opposition' can only -
go by what the Government Say6 and when :ire ask the 
Oppositich.are. you right, they get 'offended because we ask 
that question, as we have beard it here today already. So 
if we keep quiet and we say, .alright, Well, if you say it 
must be so, we are criticised. If we Say,'Mr. Speaker, that 
berhap6 there is another way of doing things;' then we are 
really behaving like naughty boys. Mr Speaker,- therefore, 
I think one has to say that in this respect, as in many 
others, the Government was mistaken. And it is very 
iaportant. It is just as dmpOrtantto know whether yau 
are going ta have a deficit or you are.goinge  to have a 
surplus becaUse it is the people who pay,:Mr Speaker. 
In fact, it is easy. for the Government to put up the 
taxes, even ifathee OPposition object. All we can do is 
object But it ismost unfair for people.to be. deprived of 
money Which they couldmake use of at the time, and, 
therefore acquire things much cheaper perhapr than later, 
even if that money is returned later on. Because there is 
'no need to increase more taxation once the money is. 
available. 

And equally for the Government, Mr. Speaker; I would have 
thought, particularly in days of inflation, whether it is 
really very wise to have great reserves. I don't know. 
I don't know. I' would certainly look at this very carefully 
Mr Speaker, because that money which is being sorted. 
away is'airdnishing in the process and in the end, Mr. 
Speaker, it'  le 'See tarlayer who loses it. Therefore, whiast 
I agree that the Surplus to imuortant we must not just run 
away with the idea that all we have to do, and the right 
thing to do, is to have a large surplus and therefore 
increase the balance of our Consolidated Fund. I think one 
has to measure this with good judgerrer.t as in everything 
else. As I say it is very pleasing to see that the reserves 
are going up but how many things were left undone because 
it was thought that the money was not going to come in. 
The point was'that the Government never really believed in 
parity. It has taken quite a few nonths if.not a-couple of 
years to get to learn the hard way, that this was right. 
So, Mr Speaker, today we find an estimated £308,000 
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surplus increased to g898,000 almost twice as much, 20O%. 
And the trend is good. It keeps increasing. And it look, 
and I would bet a little bit of money, that by the end of 
1981 we are going to have a good deal more than £5.8m 
in the reserve. Simply, Mr Speaker, because the Government 
has decided not to take into account whatever extra 
incomes going to. come.into Gibraltar obviously through 
another form of trade, which is the frontier trade. • 
Everyone knows that we shall get many thousands of 
xieople. entering-Gibraltar. And we all know. that tourists 
when they go abroad purchase things even if they have them 
better at home. They -are in a holiday mood and they are 
perhaps a little more generous with their wives. than they 
normally are: 

I think the indirect taxation is going up. I think our . 
visitors will obviously be contributing . quite a good deal 
towards our 'economy. I haven't got figures but I would: 
have thought, Mr Speaker, that at this stage the 
Covernment.00uld have made certain calculations,. even if 
they were, a bit rough, and said, we expect X -number of 
people coming into Gibraltar, we.expect X number.of pounds 
to be.spent by everyone coming in, and, therefore, we 
expeetto'haye so much more in our economy._ Better for. 
trade, more income tax, more indirect taxation—This is 
ignored, Mr Speaker, in this budget. And more will have to 
be said about this. when we come to taxation. We shall 
have to look into that before we are convinced that the 
people should be taxed more, or before we are convinced 
that the personal allowances and the gamily Allowances 
and other benefits that can be given away, have been ' 
increased sufficiently. Those are the things, Mr Speaker, 
one must take into account. Are we going to be so afraid 
of the future that we are not going to live today? Is 
that the thinking.  of the Government? If that is the 
thinking of the Government, Mr Seeaker, then Gibraltar 
hasn't got a progressive Government. We have to be 
cautious, but not oyez-cautious. 

I thing-  this is the history of the past administration 
lea by the same man who is leading the Government today. 
I only hope the effects of the last elections will make 
him change. In fact I have the feeling that there has 
been a slight change because of the elections. Perhaps we 
shall see more advancement in the Development Programme 
Mr Speaker. All the ingredients will be - there to make 
it possible to . move faster now. I suppose it will be easier 
to find labour, it Will be easier to find materials,. and, 
therefore, the problem of course will be smaller. That 
is something else that the.  Government should have mentioned 
here. How do they see the source of building materials. 
Haven't they ever really had a - contingency plan for'this? 
Because we have been asking for one from-this side of the 
House for Many years back, Mr Speaker. And if they 
haven't got it then of course they have been caught 
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napping• net to use another phrase. 

Now, Er Speaker, it is true that it isn't only because 
there has been more income, more revenue coming into 
the Government, that the surplus situation has 
improved. It is also because there have been cuts. - One 
has to be carefdl, Mr Speaker. It is easy to cut, but it -
id not so easy to cut and keep the same standards or 
furthermore to improve the standard's. I think we, in 
this progressive community, who aspire 'to have western 
standards, expect our standards to be ; as geed as any 
other in Bute-1)e. And from what we see I am afraid that 
that ianot so. The' state of our town is certainly • 
below many places in Europe. The state of our streets, 
the general appearance of the place certainly needs an 
uplift, Mr Speaker. If that is an indication of the 
standard it is nothing,to'be very proud of. I think we 
are all conscious of that la Gibraltar._And of course 
we shall. even be more conscious of that once I think 

- We start moving about •a bit more than we have done 
so far: I.hope that this is so the people of Gibraltar 
will deeand a higher standard: Equally Mr Speaker, if 
we are going to have' visitors, and we want of course as 
many as possible to'come because they are going to produce 
revenue'.  in Gibraltar, we haVe got to really improle 
ourselves. We shall certainly have to improve our 
standards. I shall say a 'bit more 'about 'that, Mr Speaker, 
when I touch - on tourism. But there are two things, Mr 
Speaker: we have to be very-very cautious of cutting 
expenses, or of hot adding.  to 'meet the inflation aspect; 
and that is'our•medicaI services and. our education. 
These in my view are two social services that we must be 
prepared to spend good money on to get a'first class. 
service and'net just for the sake of shooing a surplus 
must we Put the blue pencil across estimate perhaps 
presented by the departments but then reduced or eliminated 
when th,,  euectien of 'the 3:reentation of the budget, and 
the popularity .of the bedget, Mr Speaker, comes into 
discussion. 

111 pOliticians must weigh things up: :they want to be re—
elected, and, therefore, sometimes, Mr Speaker, they do 
things that if they were not subject to that mbition • 

• of being re—elected, might not act in that •weea therefore, 
this is why I point to these two services. Perhaps at the 
Committee Stage hie scrutinise that a bit more to 
make sure that Gibraltar has a first class educational . 
system and a first class medical service. 

I would have thought for instance, and I was very pleased 
to hear that from the Minister for Medical Services, 'of 
the change,.not just of look _I.think but of policy, on 
the environmental health side. One thing that I think 
the Minister should give very careful attention to, 
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which. pays in many respects, is to preventive medicine, 
and, I. think he mentioned it, health education. Those 
two things not only save money but also I think makes 
for a happier society. A healthy man, Lr Speaker, is a 
much happier man than the fellow who. is knocking at the 
doctor's doot'asking for pills every day. The dentists, 
yes, I must mention that, Mr Speaker. Perhaps that is' 
why this matter has been brought to my mind, I have been 
suffering from a toothache for a week now, agonising, 
and happily today, Mr Speaker, here in Gibraltar I had 
the chance to have the whole thing.put right. So that 
I think . ,is .a feather in the cap fot our medical 
profession, especially on thedentai side. This is 
perhaps why we want this sort of thing, so that we feel 
that bere in Gibraltar we can get better medical attention 
than'anywhere else. And this especially. in a small place. 
like ours that .people-are inclined to interpret things . 
where something which has gone just slightly wrong is 
escalated into 'believing that the whole service is not 
good. And oice the public.loses'confidence in the 
medical service then no matter how those facts may bey  
if they haven't got the faith in the doctors, if . 
they haven't got the faith in the service, it is very 
difficult for them to believe that they, are going to 
get the best available. In that respect too it will save 
a lot of.money since many. people who ask to go abroad 
to be treated.  would feel euite.safe and happy to be 
treated in Gibraltar. This is why I .say that the-medical 
service•.is one' of the points,. Mr'Speeker, .that tine should 
notipave away at all.'I'am not.saying- that there; should • 
be wastage, and.I think the Minister-Mhde:a few'OmIants 
today with which- I fully agree, I'doet•think there 
should be wastage, but we should not cut standards down, 
we should try and improve our standards. In that respect 
I think the appearances of our hospital, things like 
that, should in my view receive special attention 
because the impression that patients get by the 
appearance'of the place has a lot to do, psychologically 
perhaps, with the cure. And because again It is a question 
— and I don't believe in faith healing — but I think 
faith has a lot to do with the psychology of an 
individUal as regards to -medicine and we shOuld do' 
everything possible, I think, in that respect. I hope 
the Minister will take that into• account: to improve the 
appearance and the upkeep of our hospital and other: 
medical centres. 

But I do return to the question of preventive medicine • • 
and health education. The Minister for instance mentioned 
smoking in the hospital.. We all know now that smoking is a 
killer, there is no doubt about that. What is the 
Government doing to try-a bit more to dissuade people in 
Gibraltar from smoking, particularlY the young': Perhaps 
it is very difficult to change the inveterate smoker but 
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certainly it would be a pity if cur youth, by seeing . 
advertisements that glamourise smoking, by being 
commercialised into it, should at adater stage suffer 
themselves, their family, and at the cost to the taxpayer, 
which I suppose is the last consideration. But we should 
take that into account too, in .the sense that I mean it-
from, a point of view of an investment. Forget now about 
the moral aspect: as an investment, Mr Speaker, I know -
perhaps that-we do not get so much out of that 'tax, •but 

.would rather pay tax and not bu'i myself a poison that. is. 
going to:kill me in paying it tnan'pay it without killing 
myself at the same time. 'So I• think that as an investment, 
Mr Speaker, the-Minister should look into this very 
carefully. How we:can spend some money in the long run to 
save some.non'ey of this medical vote -by .trying to • 
dissuade people.from smosing. In fact it is a very serious' 
matter which I think the whole•Government should giIe • 
attention to, the question of smoking generally. On }the„ 
positive side I think ..any•money invested in peoples 
physical fitness is beneficial, beneficial to the . 
individual and.beneficial. to the economy because they • 
will Produce more and we shall have a happier community 
in any caee.•So'insthat . respect'I amglad that .the Minister 
is beginning - to shossan interest. I don't know whether -
he can do more than he is doing an this occasion but 
perhaps_ as we go along and there is no money coming in 
we hope. he'misht be able to-twist the arm of the Chief 
Minister and get a bit more for thosestwn things. I am sure 
we are going to get a lot tore money than we see . in . the 
Estimates, I have: no doubt about that. Perhaps. the 
Minister for Labour will think it is intuition, the same 
as the gold-mine, thich he.thought was intuition, but the 
fact. is that- we have increased our vote from a mere- £6m 
which we. used to spend: to £32-33m. this year. Intuition I 
am'afraid, and I have a feeling' that I am right again. 
Yes, Mr Speaker; when cutting down I think that one has • 
to take into account . the• standards and not just cut .down 
figures. That is not the point. The point is that in 
cutting down figures we should ensure that there is 
his her productivity and so maintain our standard or 
improve on the standards-I know that productivity 
again, if I ::ay say so, was an ISEP idea, and it seems 
that the Government has not caught - sr to that yet, Mr 
Speaker. It has taken a few yeats. to convince the 
Government but I think it was Robert Bruce who tried and 
tried again, Mt Speaker; Robert Peliza is trying and. 
trying again too. 

Now Mr Speaker, the next one was education. Education, 
Mr Speaker, is not just I think' a question of getting ' 
certificates and producing academical results. Education, 
Mr Speaker, isinuch.moresthan that, and perhaps dt.is in 
that context that I would - like to - refer to education. 
It was the Minister for Education,. and i was delighted to • 
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see him here today, Mr Speaker, and I am glad, Mr Speaker, 
that his daring military exploits did not cause him more 
harm. I am very pleased to see him here and I hope that 
he will not give up, Mr Speaker, his military activities 
because I am sure he enjoys them very much. 

I think the Minister should also take. intosaccount not just 
the academical .side pf education but concentrate a bit 
more on the broadening of outlook of our people here in 
Gibraltar, our children. One of the ways in which this is 
brought about is in travelling obviously. One must not be 
afraid of being contaminated by .the outside world. To put . . 
our children in cotton wool is not.. going to do us any good. 
Sooner .or'later, I think, Mr Speaker, there will be faith in 
the world, and now perhaps even sooner than'we expected. 
Within.a few wecks.thiS is likely to happen. The importance 
Of broadening theesutlook, and: I must say in fairness that 
we in Gibraltar have got.  a very broad outlook notwithstanding 
that. we'-.are a small community, I think we are not insular and 
this has a lot to say. But because we are not really narrow 
minded it does net mean to say that. we should not try to. 
Produce that extra bit that I at aura is one of the 
responsibilities of the Minister for Education, Again I say 
he will haVe money for this, Mr Speaker, I have no doubt 
that he will. And I-hope that when the coins start coming 
in he will be able to put the hat underneath and get Some 
for this particular thing. 

Now, talking .about service. I really was amazed, Mr 
Speaker, to hear the Minister for Municipal Services 
speaking as if everything was fine in his department. I • 
agree that the. Fire Brigade • is alright, but When we 
lbok at.the others, well s. I mean,we all know from 
experience,. he hasn't- g ot a say. •Who hasn't experienced • 
blackouts! Even•I,. Mr Speaker, have experienced blackouts in 
Gibraltar and they say I am never here. And the Telephones, 
'Or Speaker: Well, try and get a number from UK •and you will 
'oe surprised:what reaponses•you get from the other end. 
I must say, Mr. Speaker, however, and this is a.  fact, that 
.Aaeters are improving-considerably now, and that perhaps • 
anain'through the pressure coming from this side of the 

.House, Mr Speaker, it is now possible to 'get through 
fairly crlickly. I dor'i believe that it is so,  easy in 

.Gibra:tar.itself yet,• but no doubt it will be I think. For 
instance I would like to see, I mentioned something, what is 
he going to do about this business of installing new 
telephones. There are a lot of people on the waiting list 
and not a word about that. We-had questions the other day, 
he saw how concerned we were about it and no doubt how 'con-
cerned they are. Did we hear a word from the Minister on' 
this particular aspect? Not one. Not one: Talking about 
the great things.. of the electricity undertaking of the 
future, that is what, he was saying, andthe.new cables that.  
we are- laying; but, down to practical things, to every day 
things, the individual who-stents a telephone, this is 
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what we want to know,.when is he going- to get it, this is what 
counts. The rest is very. academical, very vOnderful,-• 
but what the subscriber or the prospective subscriber wants. 
is a telephone,-Mr Speaker. 

• • , • 
Here on this very important occasion, when one would have.  
expected. a full explanation of: all these things, ,Mr. 
Speaker, the• Minister comes along with pie in the sky.again. 
We have had 'enough of that. 

As to Housing, Mr'Speaker, this is a very great investment 
that we have in Gibraltar, a very Valuable investment, and 
somehow Government Wants first of all to get rid of the • 
houses, not becauSe they think it is a good scheme, but 
because they want to reduce the cost of maintenance. Really, 
the-aims and objectives are wrong. If you want it for that 
say. it. But if you 'think that tile schem& is a good thing,,  
then do, it. But something for the. sake of saving on 
maintenance which Might be utterly wrong for Gibraltar. Yes, 
the.j really haVe crossed wires, the same as with the 
telephoner, Mr Speaker. The housing stock,.Mr Speaker, 
is worth :vary millions of pounds. If ,we allow their • 
condition to deteriorate then'the people of Gibraltar will • 
pair heavily. Equally, Mr. Speaker, if there is no building 
•of houses in Gibraltar, and quickly - again,  I must refer to 
the frontier -.wegehall find a lot-Of Gibraltarians•goihg 
over to Spain to live there in La Iirea. This is what is 
going to happen. •So the Governmentnhas got to move fast, 
'1!..:r Speaker, anch -the-Government 'should have been into 
account alitheze things. because it is going to happen. 
You cannot expect anfamily-who lives overcrowded to remain 
here once the frontier .is open- if tl,ey. are offered a house 
on theother- side. They will not wait until they get one from 
the Government, -Nhich will be in the year - 2000. That is the 
state of affairs, Mr Speaker. This is what .I wanted to hear 
from the Chief Minister. Things that theyreally have to firWe  
present and the future. Not a word of that. ..Lote of little .• 
figures which mean in the. ead nothing. Surpluses: lovely. 
There is a surpluS, everybody is happy because we have 
a surplus. That is not the point at all, Mr Speaker.- 

Surplus, yes. But as I said before there are other things 
besides a surplus that I have got•to be taken into account, 
which this Government„Mr Speaker, in this budget, hasn't 
taken the slightest interest. Either because they haven't 
got the reason or because they are .just .,.competent, Mr.  
Speaker. 

• • 
And I .pass to Tourism-nEirst of all, I .wish the Minister 
a happy and speedy recovery and I hope to see him with Us 
here soon.- ::o,, obviously in this respect again I would have 
liked to hear some policy statement on tourism.•The-whole 
aspeCt of tourism is going to change. I hope'that what 
am saying will‘ sink in and perhaps .the .Chief-Minister in 
his reply can say a few.things about thia,'if he has a clue. 
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If he hasntt:got a clue:of course he will not be able to say 
anything. But if he has' I would like to hear it, because 
it is Vital Through-the eleven years of siege we have 
developed an. industry painstakingly and now we are . • 
beginning to see the fruits.: Suddenly, the whole situation 
is going to change. We do not know how the people who 
operate this industry are going to find where their 
interests lie. As commercial people it is very natural 
that they will -go the way that will give them the highest 
return. But the highest return may not be in the 
interests of Gibraltar -in the long run, because after all 
the .restrictions are only being "suspended". And I think 
it would be cautious fox us to make sure that what-was • 
laying the golden egg -in bad time is not forgotten and 
allowed to die, because, Mt Speaker, we may have to use 
it again. We do not know. And,. therefore, Mr Speaker, I 
think that again we should be given indications from the 
Chief Minister as to how he sees this developing. 

I believe that now more thannever. we shall be in a very 
strong position to demand higher standards fromgthat-
industry,-because in my view they will be getting good 
return as never before. Therefore, one can demand higher 
standards. I think one has to be fair and self-critical 
about this. The standards here are not as. good as we would 
like them to,  •be.' -Lam no•t.. at all.criticisingthepeople . 
who had•the'faithgto •start-industryand.who•have had the 
courage to.Oontinue investinVinit. Ithink:they.have 
done a grand' job' under the.most:difficult,conditions:and, 
therefore-,.• oneehas,toloe - to some extentetolerant,because 
it would not have. been fair.for•us toAlitthema8 Well.; The 
timehe.comenow-when I. think the situation is going to 
change.and - they will be'••able to reap the 'benefits of' their 
good judgement when they decided invest, but we must 
also remember that we must think of how these people who.  
had the courage to do it then can be protected to some 
extent. At least give them the opportunity to develop 
more now that the situation is likely to' improve because 
after all they helped Gibraltar in bad times. I would like 
to hear whe the chief Minister is thinking about that. As 
indeed about trade generally in Gibraltar. What is going 
to happen. What has he got in mind. 

Equally I think, if one realises, the people who have 
brought the money.in tows during the bad days, the 
workers in the Dockyard; the Moroccans, people who have 
teen leaving money here, who have been making the economy 
possible, really making a prosperous place for Gibraltar; 
What is going to be in hand for them. Mr Speaker, this is, 
as I said,' a crucial budget for Gibraltar. After all the 
budget is a reflection of our economy, that is the budget. 
And, therefore,. if there are going to be changes in the 
economy we are bound to see changes. in our budget. I would 
have thought that this was of fundamental importance to 
bring to this House, and it has been completely forgotten, 
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Mr Speaker. I just don't understand:where the responsibility 
of the Government lies in this. respect. They dale to come 
at budget time in Gibraltar; on very ch:_igeable situations; 
without really giving indicators of what the way ahead ' 
is. going to be like. 

.Mr Speaker, I think, obviously, from a taxpayers' point 
of view, I don't know, a good budget. But all. is not 
just the pocket of the. taxpayer. The responsibility is 
are.they getting value. for money? This is the important 
thing. It doesn't matter whether they pay El or they pay 
£20, If that is valued at £20,. well, they are justified in' 
being asked to.pay £20. But what is'not justified 'is to 
have to pay £20 for the value of MO. Are we getting this 
in this budget?..Well, We'll See. I don't believe that in 
the past we haVe had it.: We cannot tell. We shall of course 
go through the Estimates item by item, and we shall find out. 
Yet however much we question Mr ,Speaker, we shall itelrei` 
know. At the end of the day it will be whether'in fiVe or.  
six months' time, a year's,time,,the money that we have 
put in is producing the rewards that I think the taxpayer' 
deserves. 

MR SPEAK R: 

This it a good time .to recess until tomorrow morning 
unless we have a •Short contribution. 

HON U K FEATHERSTONE.: 

I shall try and get .my contribution in.withil. a reasonable 
period of'timea. Sir.. This budget has been a change from 
recent years., Sir. In recent years we have staTtad with•the 
statement of the Honourable the Financial and DevelopMent 

Secretary, then the Chief Minister, and straight away we • 
have had the big guns of the. Leader-  of the Opposition. This 
year Mr Isola seems to wish to hold his salvos in 
reserve and instead we got rather a damp *squib from 
Mr Restano. 

a 
Last year ve .had/very interesting intervention from •the 
Honourable Mr Isola, who was crying, whO was lamenting, 
he worked it out on his little calculator, that we had' 
3.94 days of.working capital. This was a terrible thing. 
Now this year we show a healthy £5m and straightaway Mr • 
Restano wants. to•give this money away. When you have no 
reserve: tragedy, when we have plenty of reserve, well, 
we -shouldn't have-  .theme  we should give them- awayl In fact .' 
these reserves are, according to Mr Haynes, an embarrass' 
merit to Government. I can assure the Honourable Mr Haynes 
and the. Honourable Mr RestanO that they are no - • 
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embarrassment to us, .they are perhaps an embarrassment 
to the - Opposition that,  we have done so well, but they 
are, essential in Cur forward planning. As the 
Honourable the Financial and Development Secretary has 
said we need to show ourselves to*be creditworthy if we 
wish to go to.the market and borrow a considerable sum 
of money which we will need to do for our Improvement 
and Development Fund capital' expenses which are very 
substantial. indeed. 

• 
Mr Restano advocated parity in taxation with 'the United.  
Kingdom.. This parity .business seems to me always tofbe 
integration under another. name, . the back door or 
something, •and I wonder why they still do not call . 
themselves the Integration *with Britain Party becaute 
at every opportunity they push forwardtegration plan. 
But does the Honourable.Mr Restano medn parity to all. 
taxation: direct end:indirect? Well, of course if we had 
the indirect taxation of the United Kingdom our 
eompetitivenessWouldvanieh. and yet Mr Restano wishes Us 
to be competitive because we must attract the Spaniards to 
buy ou,...'consumtr gc.oCs. 

• . 
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:7  

I am sure he is referriag to VAT. Are you referring to 
VAT? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

No, I am talking about all indirect taxation, VAT 
inclusive. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA 

Well, Mr Speaker., VAT is, one of the things that I have 
sr.ggeatt,d in this House, more than once. If it were . 
adopted I think in fact it would come down since the 
money is paid by the trader after the sale and not before 
the sale as the import duty does. 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

And the expenses in the extra Civil Servants to obtain 
it would be another matter too. 

HONG T RESTANO: 

Mr Speaker, if the Hon Member will give way, Mey I just 
refer him to his own statement of the 25th.of March, not so 
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very lohg ago. He said: "if we are going to have parity 
with. the United .  Kingdom we must have parity all  along the 
line." 

HO". M K FEATHERSTONE: 

• Yes, that is what I am saying; if we are going to have 
parity we must have it all along the line, but I am sure 
that the Honourable Mr Restano does notwish it all along 
the. line. He doesn't wish parity of indirect taxation, 
although he is advocating parity of direct taxationaIf 
he is advocating it all along the line then we would be far. 
worse off. Nor  we must have our own system of taxation 

-• rather .than slavishly follow all that tne. UK..does. 

Yr Restano spoke about water losses somewhere around 
21% to 25%,  which he says are stillehigh. Vella I have 
something:to say.about water losSea later.. na  

The Water Committee, the intention.' would say is. 
that it should continue, and.now that. the Honodrable 
Mr Isola has had time to assess all his members I am 
not sure whether he and Mr Restano will continue as 
members of the committee or he might like to .delegate two 
otaeragentlemen to take it over. I amasure they. will be 
very interested in this task. It is.  a Very entertaining 
committee.. 

Now, we had—the question of Daryl Begg Estate raised by 
the Honourable Mr Restano, and .on this,Governxent has 
• only really gone as far as stating that the plan is to put 
on pitched roofs. Negotiations on the costs for this 
still have to take place between Government, the Consultants . 
and the contractors. Unfortunately, our Auditor has seen 
• fit to comment on this subject and in my view it was rather 
at the wrong time, but it does• net help the situation very 
much at all. And I think the Honourable Mr Restano in 
highlighting this has also if anything done, a disservice 

: to the whole matter. He asked)  was it Government policy to 
• meet half the cost. Government policy, Sir; is .to get the 
roofs on as soon as possible, and this should not be 
delayed by any negotiatione,the outcome of which will have 
to be seen in dug course. What 'Government doesn't wish to do 
is to pay any of the remedial costs, and if there is any 
betterment,that will have to be something that will have 
to cone out of the negotiations and we will see where we. 
are when that is actually done. 

On tenders, Sir, the Honourable Mr Restano, who had a • 
' penchant for using the most uncomplimentary terms that he 
.can possibly think of, refers to that he said was 
"discrepancies in tenders.", This gives ,the most sinbter.and 
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suspicious attitude to the whole thing and I think 
the wording of the Auditor was, "variations to tenders." 
Well, ofacourse,,Sir, the tender, comes at a certain 
price and by the time the job is finished it is a different 
figure. Usually a higher figure. Although it is 
possible with this open frontier situation, if everything 

'goes wall, that some of the figures may actually go down 
since we do hope that we will be able to obtain certain 
materials more cheaply. But tenders do allow for 
fluctuation. They'allow for fluctuations covering • 
increased costs of materials and increased cost of. labour, 
and it has been the usual case in the past — and-I think 
this goes back right to the tine of the IWBP administration 
— tender's used to „come in at a certain figure and the final 
price was something higher. But there is no discrepancy : 
Sir. All the increases .are thoroughly'vetted by the - 
people in my department, 'and assessed and.agreed or not 
agreed as the Case may be• and then when all this has been • 
).one it 'is passed for payment and all the evidence and 
eupportingnmuchers. are sent to the Aeuditor whoecan then 
make his.judgement whether everything has been done • 
properly and above toard.• 

Mr Scott mentioned that the Opposition liked to follow the 
UK. Well, in one thing perhaps the UK has got a reasonable 
aim which is not adverse to Government thinking, and that 

. is -the -shift, theeeMphasis =of .-taxation to some extent from 
directato.indirectataxationaand•we are' doing 'this in. 
smaller way, and there is much to 'credit this aim of • • 
emphasis. Because if taxes are to be levied more 
indirectly and less directly we get aadeable benefit. Per 
a start our own people who wish to indulge in certain 
things can pay for it and those Who dnnot wish•to 
indulge need mot•.pey. But then if we are going to have an 
open frontier we hope that some of our visitors will also 
pay, and this should rebound to the benefit of the public 
exchequer and eventually to the general benefit of the 
peOple of Gibraltar. • • 

Now another point that the Honourable Mr Scott — I am not 
sure whether he is going to be the Shadow Minister for 
Public Works, but he did bring up this point — was the 
question of modernisation, and he suggested that it would 
be far better, instead of doing modernisation scheme; to 
knock the whole building down and build something new 
there, etc.'Well, this has some merit to it, but of course 
one is always held back to some extent by the constraints 
of money. You may clear a whole site and if you haven't-got 
the money to rebuild it, and perhaps build at a higher 
level, then it is going to lie fallow and you are going to 
get'nowhere for it. On the other hand' there is the • 
thinking, and riot incorrect to my mind, that you have a 
substantial asset in the main walls and the foundations nf 

- a building. And so if this building can be modernised, 
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and in many instances the modernisation would mean 
turning five flats into perhaps411ats using' the flat 
that is reduced as an area-in- which you can put bathrooms 
etc for the other flats, you are basically gaining quite 
an advantage at far. less cost than knocking down and 
rebuilding. From what we have seen'up to• the moment 
modernisation •costs us between £12,000 to £20,000 per 
flat whereas the cost of building a new flat is • 
£40,000. So there is a saving of 'some 50% in it. 

HON' W SCOTT: 

If the Hon Member would give way. My point en'tshat.issue, 
Mr Speaker, was that it was not creating, new homes. That 
Money was being spent and no•new•hothes Were being created. 
In fact there were less homeSat the end. 

HON M K E3ATKERSTCNE: 

Well, we are' going ahead with moderisationand of course 
the creation of new buildings and new homes at the same 
time. But as I said once again you. cannot just' throw away 
an asL:et that you have and at the same time -it would be 
a little envidigua in certain -areas o put up brand new 
blocks and have slums around them. 

No:, the HonCurable Mr Haynes referred to "bleeding 
the people with taxation." "All the pay'rises,that have 
been given go in the Government coffers." Well I wonder 
how he reconcilesthis with- the huge number of new cars 
that we see in town. I wonder if he heard the- Honourable 
the Financial and Development Secretary talk about the 
increase of-consumer's durables which he spoke about on 
page 7 of his statement — I think they went up'from 
30% to.40%. I so: etiees render whether some of the 
statements made by. T:Ir Haynes are aot an embarrassment to 
his leader. I mean, to talk about havingeas; Well, I 
think we are :going ' back 30 years. I would put forward a . 
good scheme for him; we could have bicyles in the 
Generating Station and people* with. incipient paunches 
litze the Leader of the Opposition and myself go. doom 
there and do an hours training and produce electricity. 
for the Government free of chae.ge. 

Row, Sir, turning to water. I am'very worried. about the 
potable water losses during 1979, and I know this'House 
is concerned,. very concerned, about it, especially the 
Honourable Mr Isola and Mr Restano.•I do not have the full 
figures, only for the 11 months up to November, and 
although it is. not the full year it is enough- to show us 
the trend, and this trend• is most disquieting. In other. 
years we have been mooted about losses of 35% and much. has 
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been made of these.figures. Well 'I have always said -
that there should be. some losses, around perhaps.25%, 
and this'indeed was not unreasonable and - was supported by 
a recent visitor from the United Kingdom, a Mr Duffy 
of the South West England Water Board. Well, Sir, this 
year's figures, well, at least 11 months of it, I 
tremble to say it, gives figures of water losses not of 
25%, not 35%, not even 40%. The figure, Sir, I say-with 
all trepidation -is minus 3%1 This, Sir, is a most 
serious situation. Instead of leaking out.  at joints 
and small fracturea.the system is attracting water into 
it; 'And if 'we go on with,thispernf.cious occurrence we 
may.haVe to pray it never rains at all. We may have, to 
shut down our distillers and stop all importation. We 
have checked and. rechecked our figures but the'basic .  
statlstics'rethain,the. same. We:lave issued 601,000 • 
cubie,metres'from JanUary to.November, 'and we have•.billed 
618,300. This shoWs.a net water•loss of minus 3%, 
‘InlesF, of .course.yoli ..accept What we.' have claimed in.tht 
past all along when these gigantic losses were thrown at 
us that the billing was severely behind' schedule. Now it ' 
appears that the billing is.  catching up. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

If the Honourable.'Minister will give way. 'Could it also 
mean that people.are being charged for water that they • 
• haven't consumed! 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

Oh no, no,'no! The billing comes from what the Meier 
Readers had read on the meters. 

HON P J'ISOLA: 

The.  readings, Mr Speaker. 

HON N K FEATHERSTONE: 

Well, if anything, as the Honourable Mr Isola knows, if 
anything goes wrong with the meters it is usually that it 
goes slow rather than fast. Sc this year's figure shows 
that the billing is catching up and perhaps we will 'get a 
more reasonable estimate in the future. Perhaps when- the 
computer is fully in operation we will be able to get 
really accurate figures. But our water departMent 'which 
is practicel,obvidusly realised that the minus 3 is a. 
distorted figure just as distorted as the figures of 35% 
were which'were thrown at us some time ago. Continuing on 
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Water, Sir, I would like •to'report that the North Pace. 
distiller, • the old faithful, has kept up its 65-70%. • 
production rate. The VTH which onlyused. to give us • 
around 5;6 has had quite a change in its.operation\ rate.' 
My engineers .have, been experimenting quite considerably 
anclethey have managed to increase .the yield to around 
7016, and. that is .most .heartening.- Distilled water of 
course is expensive even ata,high yield rate, so this . 
year ih part'of our efforts to econmnUewe,plan only to . 
distil for some 22-25 Weeks.-  This 6X course-we will have 
to perhaps bonaider because itiSpOssible we may have a' 
greater need for distilled water.because the deep 'drilling 
seems to be giving us moderate success. The, water we are ' 
obtaining is not potable but is suitable'for blending with 
distilled water to make a. mixture which -will be potable. . 
• The basic plans for 1980 was to increase importation, 
but of course this is'always:from a rather delicate source 
of'supPly so we have to keep our distillers. there partly • 
working and partly on stand by. Of course with the new 
frontier situation 'we never know whether we, may have 'new 
source of- imported water.' 

• 
Talking about the frontier situation, Sir, we have' the 
Honourable. Major Peliza, who madea very interesting and 
amusing speech as he usually does, he left out one phrase; 
he .should have- told.Us that with the frontier we disceVered 
anew•.geld mine. We have..had- so many gold mines in the past 
as .this be, a new one:.  He is:the Major prospector 
for gold mine.s'.and. he has.missed his opportunity. 

I an told by my friends right here that you are a 
sixty-nine; only in the 80.'s your gold mines do not work. 

Anyhow, we have had it alleged. that we have not thought 
about the' effects of the frontier.  .sittationon'eue.economy. 
We have thought about them..We are not quite as stupid as 
the Honourable Major Peliza would think we are, but we do 
ascribe to the policy9'not counting our Chickens before they 
are hatched, and after all Major Peliza in. one breath told • 
us of all the eonderful trade we are :going to do once the 
frontier'is open and in a second breath he says, "but of 
source these restrictions are only suspendeu.“• "We must go 
carefully'. Though whichever way we do it, perhaps we are 
wrong. As for the state of our town, when he'says thatic iv 
less clean or what have you, compared to other places in 
Europe, I read an article in the papers only yesterday • 
which said that London was considered to be extremely dirty, 
and I think Gibraltar does: pretty well when you consider • 
that you get a daily service of refuse collection and a 
daily Service of.collection of rubbish dumped on the 
Streets by traders completely in contravention Of the law and 
for' which I think Gibraltar should be considerably grateful 
to the Public Works De-artment. 

We did'have last year'in a*eech by the Honourable Mr Isola a 
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comment about all these Quantity Surveyors and 
Draughtsmen in the Public Works Department, .and whatdo 
they do.-- it is on page 307 if you are looking for it, 
Mr Isola. What do they do- because 'they only produce £2.9m 
of work in the year. Well, on this erroneous system of 
thinking the. sameQS'ssa this year have boosted their output 
at 55% since on. the Improvement and Development Fund we 
have hpent L4.5m. • 

But of course .all this is a lot of old rot. since the 
production is done by the staff who produce 'plans perhaps' 
amounting from LI5-20.million over a 3 to 4 year Period and 
the work is actually carried out by the private contracting 
companies who put it into effect. And if the contractors 
only do £2.9m of work then the blamp shouldn't be thrown 
on the PWD staff. Nor will thePWD staff take all. the . • 
credit this year for the £4..5M, although they must take some 
credit since they are. the ones thattry and keep the. 
ccntractors up to the mark. 

Now if we look at the actual PWD estimates, on the first 
part which is Persoaal Emoluments, there is not a very , . 
great.  change. AS I• have said we are keeping all these QSis 
and. all these Architects and all these Draughtsmen. They 
are all working very hard and I have in the past suggested 
and offered• that.Members of the Opposition might like' to 
come,and.see some ofatheir work and nobedy.has-.. eever-taken 
Me up - on:it.. I. Offer that:suggestion again if. they. would: . 
like to come and see :it'. They.canesee. muchof..the. work 
that is-'being:  doneand,howfan advancedeweare towards, a. 
future .development programme. 

There is only one point I, would like".to bring cut in the 
list of establishment and salaries, and it seems to be' a 
rather peculiar ill- stance-In every departMent we have, got 
rid of our Work Supervisors, and under superntmerary staff 
suddenly we have 23 Work Supervisors. Now this does not 
mean that we consider Work Supervisors to be supernumerary 
and we consider that they should not be in specific • 
departments. What it means is that to equate them to. the UK 
0iv:.l SorVice set up they will eventually have to be 
regraded once again as industrials and they will 
'disappear from the non-industrial staff. This hasn't taken 
effect yet, but to show the way this is moving we have 
put these people in the supernumerary staff and they will 
eventually disappear and reappear in the•industrial staff: 

On the Public Works Annually Recurrent most of the items' 
follow the same pattern as last year but there are one,or 
two areas where there is a considerable change in what bne 
might call, PWD thinking. Not shown in the Public Works' 
Estimates but 'shown inthe Housing Estimates is the amount. 
of money which isgoingstobe spent on house repairs and 
that was reduced over last year by a very large sum of 
money,'I think it 'is something like £521;000. Now the' 
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intention this year is that as, far as housing repairs 
are dcncerned, P';;D will still continue to do minor 
repairs inside houees which are considered as repairs 
wnich Government should Undertake and not the tenants.  • 
under the new Tenancy Agreement. The .PWD staff which is. 
released from the previous larger expenditure will be 
• doing heavy backlog of repairs on roofs etc. This is going 
to be charged under the Improvement and Development Fund .  
singe as it is a long term.policy.i't: is reasonable to. • 
aseuee it should be classified as a capital deyelopment, 
because if you own a piece of.peoperty and you-had to 
re-roof it you wouldn't charge the whole of the cost of 
re-roofing against one year's account, you would spread it 
over perhaps a ten-year period. At the same .tine the PWD 
labour force will.take up other work in the Improvement 
and Development Fund. :A8 I stated last year, although. - • 
we aid not_ get. round to it this yearv me.areactuall:r 

• going to start. We will be doing- some building work 
-at Catalan .Bay where we hOpe• to..build twelve new flats. 
and we will be doing some modernisation work at Road. to 
the Lines.- se the Public-Works Department staff will be 
changing frem the minor.reeair jobs .e.  tobigger work and 
to new construction work. This is "a challenge.to PWD. 
A challenge both to management and to the workforce, we 
intend, to meet it end we are sure we are going to .meet 
it quite comfortably. 
. . 
One noint that I mentioned last year and it.is not 
immediately visible this year, in the workshop and 
garage we have purchased a number of lorries this year. 
which we are running:  ourselves and we are thus saving • 
considerably on the hire of lorries. The, lorries that • 
were purchased altogether were six new ones. for the new 
service, and four replacements. All ten lorries were. 
of the same, type and the manufacturers very kindly 
suggested that at their expense we should send three 
men. over to familiarise themselves with the maintenance 
and repair of this type of lorry. We sent,3fitters and' 
I am very pleased

'
,to say that in the examination which -. 

took place at the end- of the:course,• of all the fitters 
who attended that course,-the three fitters from Gibraltar 
got the first three places. 

The increase in the PWD Estimates is a modest one. In • 
most instances it has been brought about by a culmination 
of three things:. the increase in wages due to wage awards; 
the increase in electricity; and the increase in the cost 
of oil. As has been mentioned we now have-an Expenditure 
Committee and I em a member of it. I am rather like a 
Poacher turned gamekeeper and I have looked at the Public 
Works Department Estimates with the critical eye of a 
member of the Expenditere_Oommittee rather than with .. 
those of the Minister who tries to get the maximum for 
his Department come what_ may. I can assure the House 
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that we have made cuts.which are reasonable. I am not 
saying that we have cut out wasteful practices, what we 
have done is to rationalise as much as we possibly can 
and this is not something that could have been done 
always in the past, especially 2 or 3 years' ago as . 
the Hon Mr Haynes cleins•should have been done, because 
then we were in a very different situation enrages-wise, 
when as everybody knows a fair measure of overtime was being 
given as "sccisi" overtiee and this hea not -,Useppeered. 
On the Improvement and Development Fund I would like to 
comment that - last year we had a total figure .of some 
£7.7m as possible expenditure but of this there Was 
£1,150,000 which was. put down as an expenditure - on 
Varyl Begg Estate. This amount of money, in the main,. 
refers'to 'outstanding - ex gratia Claims by the contractors. 
They do not - haveto-be met by the Government,: They are 
not•Iegally-binding onus and we'have thought it more • 
reasonE.Me to remove them from the Estimates and not 

reality 
last 

them continue for the moment. So that in  
last• yeer'e figures should have been Z6,659,000.. 

We have actually done-A.028,000 which is very close' to 
70%. ObviouSly this is a treat improvement over-the: 
previous year but'We oan be chAllenged we did not hit 
the target that we had promised we were going to hit. 
Of course, I am sure that the Hon Mr Isola will say, 
look last year you said £6 to £7m, and you only did 
£14.5n:• 'this year . you aretalking of £10m, what, are 
you really doing? Are you really trying to kid us? 
The reason we did not hit the target was that work. 
was not done at the speed estimated unless the . job 
had actually started. If the job had. started we kept 
up pretty much on schedule.. In-some instances we were 
ahead of schedule but there were three major jobs which 
did not start•on schedule: these three major jobs all ' 
produced tenders at a higher price than we had estimated, 
and a certain time had to 'elapse to allow us to 'procure 
the extra finance. These were the school, in which we 
underspent by £1,075,000 - a very considerable sum; 
et Jego's £.175m, and St Joseph's Z.15m. That is the . 
total of Ll.L4m. Those were jobs that were 'not started, 
Now the project has started, and from what we have seen 
over uhe past yeat, once they have started they are • 
really geared up, 4he work will be done. So we have 
a'very strong measure of confidence that this year 
.the Improvement and Development Fund figure, which is 
at an all-time high, will be spent if not 100% then to 
a very high figure, probably 85% to 90%, although I would 
comment that when we quizzed some of the contractors and 
told them that we were estimating a figure, they said 
they would not.only do that figure but would surpass it ' 
quite considerably. If they do,I will be coming to the 

,House and asking or supplementariei and I am sure that 
the Opposition, who want to see us spending the money on 
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the Improvement and Development Fund, will be only too 
happy to vote for those: supplementaries. • 

,. • - 
Most .ofthe Improvement and Development Fund now is on-
going Works but there are. one or two new items. which 
will come up during the 'year. At Catalan Bay, as I' 
have said, hope to Start-in September to build" the 
first phase. of. two blocks•of flats.-. The - first phase 
will be twelve flats and we hope to start this in . • 
September. 

• 
As the Hon Financial•and Development Secretary has said 
we will be moving -an amendment to the heading under 
Schools in which we would ask 'for £4,000 for a site 
investigation for the school extension. This will not' 
only improve the.  school. by extending it but will release. 
a lot of smalland-not•Very satisfactory classrooms. which. 
can be made into bedsitters and will help considerably. ' 
the housing problem. 

The.  big new project that will take place this year, again, 
starting around September, is the extension of the Airport • 
Terminal,'. something which is:  possibly very urgent. Even. 
more urgent now With .the possible opening of the frontier 
when we hope the number.  of aeroplanes coming into -
Gibraltar, will increase,considerably. 

Thereqs',%of course;'-the new-power. development programme. 
whichWilialeo,get effthe-ground some time around. 
SepteMber=OrOdtober,and this, of course, has been dealt • 
withby.:ty.friendthe'Minister for:Municipal:Services<; 
All irialli-We'havea'comprehensiVe.•Developilent: Programme 
and wahave•every -confidence that we-are:going to be 
able to-meet. the expenditure. 

I think I have gone through the main details. fc,r the 
House and, of course, when the time comes for the 
Committee. Stage I shall be quite ready to answer 
any questions of detail. 

As I'have said, in.the past the Public Works Department 
has been classified as a service department. .We are 
confident that in past years we have given good services 
to Gibraltar and we aim to continue that in the year . 
to come. 

Thank you, Sir. 

MR-SPEAKER: 

We will now recess until tomorrow morning at 10.30 am. 

The House recessed at 7.10 pm. 
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HON A J CANEPA:' 
• • • 

Mr Speaker, I don't mind giving the Han: the Leader of the 
Opposition the chance to have a crack at me. Even though 
we have been taking turns and it has been one Government 
Minister followed by a member of the Opposition and • 
Mr Featherstone •finished'yesterday evening. I don't • 
mind really, as a matter of Courtesy, to the Hon the 
Leader - of the-Opposition giving him an opportunity'. 
to speak-after me. • 

. . • 
I should like in the first place, Mr Speaker, to highlight 

!.with regard to my responsibility for the .Department of • 
Labour andSocial'Security,.the main- Atems .pf.expenditure 
which are;indicatiVe of.̀  Departmental-and ,Government:policy: 

• • 
IteM-7;-  Supplementary Benefits: therHouse will notice .  
• that%the:ProVision•in the Estimatesf1:981 
down and this: does not mean that'the-Gavernmcntdoes-not 
propose to increase Supplementary Benefits. We do' intend 
to do so but the number of recipients' of Supplementary 
Benefits continues to•decrease as more and more..people 
who reach pensionable age become entitled either to a' 
contributory Old Age PenSion or to the Von-Contributory 
EPP. Over the years we have been able to increase 
Supyl,Imentary Benefits appreciably, I think we have in-' 
creAsad itby abcpt 500% since I took office in 1972, 

. and yet the annual prevision that has been made in the 
Estimates has only slightly more than doubled,:as I say . 
because the number of people who need to fall back on 
supplementary Benefits has been decreasing at 'a fairly - 
steady'rate.' The weekly expenditure in 1980 is running 
at about £5,500 and this is only about 5% higher than 
in 1979, We'are making provision in the Estimates for 
a further increase of about 15% in -the level of benefits 
in January, 1980., and if nearer the time we considerthat 
a higher -increase is warranted of  perhaps 162q 17%' then 
we will introduce that, and if we cannot find the 
necessary funds from savings then I will come. to the 
House for a supplementary. But in the meantime, as from 
the beginning of June, we are introducing an interim 
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of the Appropriation Bill. The last contributor was the 
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increase, which is an advance really of .the more general 
review which takes place in January every year, an interim 
increase to cushion the effect of.increases.in  electricity, 
and in water, in particular for people on Supplementary 
Benefits who are living on their owra, This'is by way of. 
an advance onathe 17% or so that they will get in January 
andthis will be £1.50:a week more for a couple and-90p 
for •esinele person in cases where they live on their own 
to carry them over the next few months until the general 
review in January,; We. may need, •as•aresult cf this, to 
come•back to the. House for supplementaries, but last year 
we were able to vire considerably from other items in the 
Estimates and we will wait and-see. • 

• 
As we did in 1979-80 therejs a:small contingency element 
in this vote of about. £1,500 for the special needs of. the 
elderly on a one-off basis.; For Instance, last..year we 
provided ,*:1,0.00;and - nine elderly •needy ladies who live 
on. their own were helped by-haying running water installed 
in the old prOperties --Which they occupy.- 

With regard to item 9, Expenses for Sponsored Patients 
who are senteto'the UK for treatment, we have intnoduced, 
as fro ,the beginning of this month,.a 20% increase in .. 
the ma-aimum maintenance allowarce, going up from £52.50 to 
£63 a. weeki'and again whether •additional funds will be 
required is going to depend very much on the number•of 
patients who are sent to the UK, on the 13ngth•of their 
stay'there and on their' household income. • This is really 
very largely a token vote and it may be possible to meet 
all or nart of the increase from the existing provision. 
If additional funds: are eventually required it should not 
be - tore than about £7,000 for the next financial year. 

Retirement Pensions, Mr Speaker,. brings to mind immediately 
the' general revision in the level of Old Age Pensions for 
January 1981. Old Age Pensions are not reflected in the 
Estimates of the Department but proposals are in hand for 
the annual revision. .And having regard to the increase in-
average earnings which stood in October 1979 at about £73 
a week we think that the level of pension for a couple 
will be increased by about £6 a week from •the•present 
£35 .a week to £14]. a week, which .is an increase of about 
17.-  This is the figure that we are working on at the 
moment. 

Item 11, Family Allowances: this is now running. at well 
over £.5m, because it has become inextricable)bound up 
in a package of fiscal measures involving tax relief, and 
as the House has already been informed, it is intended to 
increase Family Allowances iniJeatEdeiAaA'by a further £1 a • 
-week. Last year the orriginal(fePproval- Estimate. was 
£275,000 and we came for a supplementary of £`210,000.  

because Family Allowances were doubled from £2 to in 
July last year.. The number of families now receiving 
Family Allowances' is 3..,912, involving 2,711 children, 
as .against 1,825 families involving 2,639 children a 
year ago. So the increase in Family Allowances last 
year has had the desired effect of an increase in the 
birth rate.and the estimate has been made on the basis 
of 2711 children.. We are making no provision in these 
£570,000 for, the £1 increase because the decision on that 
was •takeh recently and rather than amend the Estimates . . 

we would rather leave them as they are in the•knowledge 
that we will have:to come back to the,Houpe later on. in 
the - yearfor additional funds when the actual requirements 
will be more accurately known. But I can inform. the 
House that the. increase cf. £1. a week involves additional. 
expenditure of about £140,000Cn the present baBis in a 
full year; • howevern• asince the increases will take 
effect in jUlyit will. be for three. quarters of the year 
Only and,'therefoxeathat will amount to about £100,000 
to.  £110e000. 

. , • 
Accommodation of Labour, Item 13, is another sizeable. 
vote and there is provision for wages here increased by 
£27,000, about 18%. 'It includes essential overtime. and. 
Efficiehey Bonus. .Also the much higher electricity bills 
have increased charges. • We have managed to very largely 
,offset those by stricter economy and• we have also been 
able - te make lower provision than in previous years. for 

- repairo. and maintenance because of the fact that there-
are large scale improvements being Carried out at Casemates 
and we do not consider that repairs and •maintenance would • 
be necessary as in•previeus years. 

I think the Hon the. Financial and Development Secretary 
made reference to the fact that we intend to increase 
accommodation charges, which at Casemates happens to 
stand at £1+ a weeki  and we propose to have a substantial 
increase to £7 a week having regard to the vastly-improved 
amenities as a result of the substantial rehabilitation 
wprk being carried out there. That.should produce, • 
together with comensurate increases • at Devil's Tower, • 
ehere the level,  of occupancy is fairly high, there are 
about 220 to 230 people there now, that is expected to 
produr'n: total revemee for next year of about £335,000 
which shows a small surplus over the estimated aipenditupe 
but I should remind the. House that wages are due to be 
increased again in the course of the.  year., 

We are making provision for an increase in EPP in line 
with what is being done with the other social benefitsn. 
and again if additional funds are reouired I will come 
to .the House in due course. This is based On the current 

number of 935 people getting EPP. 
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So much; Sir, for the main items of expenditure under - 
LabourandSocial Security. 'I would Tike to. tun:n•-noir . 
to the- more;recentresponsibilities which were' assigned 
to me after.the last General Election. -.I.shall deal 
first of all with the Port. 

The 1-Inane-is" and Development. Secretary IMederefereilee 
yebterday:te. thaPortFeasibility Study -which is being 
commissioned and I nr000se'togive the,  House rather more 
'details on. this. .The intention is to commission-aefirm 
of suitably-qualified consultants •who will be asked to • 
make detailed recommendations for the phased development 
of the Port taking us up to the year 2000. The.study 
is' intended to coverall important aspects of the Port 
and its role in the development of-  the economy of the • 
community.. It2is,thought•lhat it rill .take.been -6 
to . 9 months to complete ata cost of between £50,poc,•to 
£75,000'.] 'The study will look at the. various alternative 
situations which the Port will find itself in, vis-a7vis 
Spain the EEC and .the.  position 'of Gibraltar in relation 
to both.-  Generally speaking, it will cover areas such 
as indestrialisation plans' and potential projects;. the 
possible,  establishment of a. free trade zone; :the planned 
'development of utilities, .particularly_power and_water; 
'the' future developmenteoftourism;• the .potential for 
zea,-'read.and air freight :transhipment; andeamy other • 
factors-affecting --t-reaconotia development of. Gibraatar.. 
Te)di11 entail-the'studyingandthaforecasting of 
external' trade patterns forthe-period-1.981tethe.Year 
2000:Zad•thrs-should -alsor!etlect the. 'element 'of :competi-. 
tioh from neighbouring-ports endeouatrieseiathe. vicinity 
such as Algeria„ - Morocco, Spain and Tortuga'. . These fore-
cactb'shouId :outline:the origins and destinations of 
freight, traffic movements, volume and characteristics • • 
of freight passage,' the likely' growth in passengers, • 
tourist traffic, cruise shins, ferry znd yachts -and 
alse how the institutional changes particularly in the 
EEC 'will'affect Gibraltar. The study will also look at 
shipping movements, the type and size of vessels calling, . 
the demand- for Port• services. and the effect of competition 
'from other ports. The consultants will also look at the 
existing p'ort buildings, the equipment there, the infra-
strneture.and the size and the strueture of the existing 
labour force, also at the administrative arrangements at 
the port with a view to recommending improvements. 

Finally, it is intended that the study of the port should 
be extended as appropriate to coverilrport, as the work 
of the-two are inter-related.•  

• . . . • 
As I say, We'eXpect .preliminary survey and report before 
September 1930 in time for the preparationswhieh have to 
be made on the aid submission to OW„ and then we expect 
a. final report early next year. 
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As I think Honourable Membera_ will see it is a study which 
is being undertaken 'in depth end which will be of consider-
able value in planning development-of the port for the 
foreseeable- future ,and further in time. 

Notwithstanding that I think that HonbUrabie MeMbers heard 
yesterday the Financial end Development Secretary mention 
some very positive results Which, the port of.Gibraltar 
has been able to achieve. In fact, the port has been 
achieving these 'results over the last five years and 
these results are contrary. tm the experience of neighbouring' 
ports. and indeed to the world trend. To a very- considerable 
extent this has been due to the 'competitive spirit which 
exists amongst all members of the shipping community of 
Gibraitar,whoUe keenness has been sharpened by the. 
difficulty and the challenge which Gibraltar has had 
to•face•in'the last:decade. The taking up 'of this • 
challenge has brought improved results which have exceeded 
Expectations- in some quarters.' Thus, which fOr.1975. for 
instance, the port generally suffered. a recession of-a-% 
or more, 'and much more so in the case of oil imPOrts, 
Gibraltar comfortably maintained its•numbereof callers 
and by 1977. we had again a numerical increase of 6i%, 
and a tonnage increase- of 3725, compared with 1975. The' • 
figures- for 1979, compared with 1975,-show an increase 
of,.1.3%-im.eallePs.and:66%;intonnage.e:Gibraltar .has been. 
able to' "achieve these results essentialIyheczeteethe 
watchword of tha'port is, in the Words,ofe-Captain 
ofthe:Fort,"quick.despatchP4 andeaIle%concernedeethe. 
pilots,,- port:health customs and.-immigretiont. port . 
officials, agents,. bunkers.,•:ship:e21:.IndIers and the 
suppliers. of-venous' .cooperate to: give 
ships rapid despatch: •'Where else:in the, world do . 
who are making a quick call have all the Government and 
port formalities dealt with by one Boarding officer and 
in double quick time. find in cases where ultra quick 
services are'required, where else other than in' Gibraltar 
can ships complete the formalities and fulfill the. • 
purpose of their call without having to anchor or even 

• 
More and more ships are becoming aware of this unique 
advantage of using Gibraltar for. their ancillary needs 
and are availing themselves of it. In fact, we claim 
that Gibraltar is the world's foremost port for crew 
changes, and this is no idle boast. Examination of the 
statistics show that the number of ships calling for • 
this. service alone is being maintained, and thanks are 
due tathe air charter operations in this connection.\ 
Again we have been able to corner the market for 'this\ 
sort of traffic by beingreceptivatothe needs of our' 
cuatomdra.andminimising and streamlining,formalities. 
Turnaroundsof 45-minutes are common place and have 
sometimes been achieved within 20 minutes. 
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Shins with bunkering needs can replenish here on BP, 
Mobil, Chevron, Shell International and Texaco accounts, 
and with fuels of any desired viscosity, either at 
berth or alongside, where ships receive an. 87i5Lreduction 
in berthing charges, cr in the anchorage, where an 
efficient service is provided by a new lighter incerp-'' 
orating .  the latest design techniques with a combined 
bunker, lubricating. oil capacity of 1,000 tone. This IS 

trier in and performance to those available in 
most Ports. This unit enables - the larger, ships which have 
too dtete draught to berth albegeide to be serviced in the 
anchorage with the utmost despatch. 

All but the latest emergency repairs can be. completed' 
at. Gibr,ltar and., despatch can be expedited if adVenee - • 
orders ere placed .for necessary staree:: The UnderWater-
cleaning of shine hulls using-the latept techniques 
is .another port service and testiMonials have beet 
received - regarding'theefficaCyqf this service at' 
Gibraltar whereby 1003 recoveries of speed have been 
achieved. • • • 

.Mediterranean yachtsmen invariably include Gibraltar. 
in thetr itinerary and as many yachts as merchant ships. 

call here. the new marina, which is expected to become 
oecrationalnlater this year, will engender greater 
canacityl 

The, douse mill be*pleased to know that•following on the 
decision to2 nrovidea new Generating•StatiOn-on Na 5 Jetty, 

wrote. to His ExCellency the Governor asking for his 
assistance in connection with the request to the MOD 
for earlyeacceas to •No. 4 Jetty, The Flag Officer 
Gibraltar has already confirmed that No 4 Jetty Will 
be .Node available•to the Gibraltar •Government by• the 
end of 1930, and it.is the question - of rental and other 
details which are under dfecussion. • 

In conclusion on •the port, I shOuld like to stress that--
first and foremost Gibraltar is the wort of .convenience' 
where).  a variety or supplies can be obtained, as well as 
numerous incidentals, Plus vital services., SerVices which 
our cestomers can see secure in the knowledgeef.--)eing 
able to:obtain a quickness o“eseatch second to none. 
In fact, ships can depend upon it because the port of • 
Gibraltar depends upon it and has been even more so 
dependent in the last decade. 

ee  
I should also mention-  that a r equest has been made to. the 
Ministry of OverSeas Development for the services of an 
adviser on the operational aspect of 'container handling. 
in order to ensure that the operation of the new container 
berth betWeenNose2 and 3 Jetties should be• as smooth and 
efficient as possible. 
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Mr Sneaker, before 'L turn to my responsibilities for 
Econcmie. Development, I want to deal with the number 
of general' matters-which arose yesterday in the course 
of the Budget debate. 

The House Will recall ,that Mention was Made.of the fact 
that-revdsed expenditure fqr 1979-80 was'81m,' of whiCh .  • 
over Z.5m had gone on fuel increases for the Electricity 
Undertaking, and•on.Fmily Allowances whiCh I made 
reference to a few minutes ago. 

Apart'from- items, sUpplementarY eXpenditure 
haS•been of the .order of 4.00,000 which is. under 2%', 
'and. this: has notbeenechieved by-  vicious cuts. . In 
fact, there hae.not - really.been'any,cutin expenditure, 
What :the Committee of Expenditure has achieVed-  has been 
a slowing down'in the.  rate at which exper4iture has been. 
inereaSing'over the - years, without any curtailment in the 
eseential•social and public services-- provided by the • 
Government:. SO I think the lionourable Mr:Haynes was.. 
somewhat out-Of erder'yesterday .. and 1 think he did not 
understand the .  .iMpert of the 'peintthat•had _been made. 
,It was•not

.
-a case of-cutting expenditure which was. 

annuallyincreasing by 15% to 4%, that le not what 
has happened. It has been a slowing down in the rate 
at which expenditure had been acceleratWg at the Same 
time that there has been - a tightening up in a number 
of areas.-  And he said that this Could have been dote 
years ago. No, it could not be done years ago,. It.. 
could not be .done years ago for a number of reasons.. 
For one thing we were not in e'positionto know the 
movement of wages and salaries as we do :now, when we 
are able to forecast with a -fair degree of accuracy 
what. the wages and salaries bill should go up'by in 
any given year and 'make proVision•for tiet. It is 
only this year and the year before that. specific 
prevision has been made in a head of revenue for tie 
pay settlement. Prior to that we did not know where 
it stood as there were delays sometimes in settling 
a pay roV'.ew on two oceasions•involving back payments. 
of arrears of two years and, therefore, you had no 
control over supplementary expenditure. Now, because 
provision is made for increases in wages and salaries 
in a separate head; and as We saw last Year this was 
fairly accurate, and if there were to 'be again this . 
year, we do have reasonable control over the need to 
come to the HoUse For supplementary.funds. 

Also, 0::ene 'lie-Committee such as the n:Committee of 
Expenditure is going to do its work the climate has 
got.  to. be right and the climate has not been right 
in Gibraltar for many years. In any case, we just 
did not have the time, because. of the incidence of 
industrial unrest, to turn our attention tp a. ntmber 
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act responsibly and I very much hope not to hear accusa-
tions from members across theficor, as we have had, and 
I have lebked.up Hansard, particularly from Major Peliza, 
that the AACR is not interested in the welfare of Gibraltar 
and that all that we are interested in is remaining in 
power at all cost. I hope that we have nailed that 
point pnce and for all. 

The Honourable Mn Restano, kicking off for the Opposition 
yesterday, spoke about parity in taxation with the UK. 
Last. year when there•was a package on income tax, and I.  
Would refer him to 'page'609 of the Hanaard onwards, •  
reasons were given] a very .detailed explanation was 
given by the then Financial and Development Secretary 
• as to why it is impossible in Gibraltar to. adopt the 
income tax structure of the United-Kingdom. The reason • 
is, that we have completely different tax base. And 
becaube the tax base is different that precludes the, 
introduction. of the' same personal allowances as:in'the • 
Jnited Kingdom.. As.  I say, I would refer the.  leading  
financial spokesman for the Opposition 

 
to last years.  

Budget because I thought that it was somewhat weak of• 
him, after the deta-led explanations that were given,. 
to come again with that old adage about parity.of 
taxation. . 

I:could not understand really. whetherthe Honourable 
Mr Restano . was pressing for the.flInded services. tabe 
self-financing as soon as-possible. He 'pointed. out 
• that the.ChiefnMinister had•indiented-that"thedefitit6 
were goingto be'eliminated.quickly andthat. this:hasn:-
not happened-with - the'EIectridity.  Undertaking. 'Is he'  
pressing'the Government tonincrease'charges,-rather.more 
so and eliminate the deficit rather more repidlythan 
we havebeen•doing? We.  have been doing:this in stages 
over the last 2 or 3 years. I really would like to know,.. 
Mr Speaker, and perhaps- the Honourable 'the Leader tf the', 
Opposition when he followt me has an opportunity to do 

'so, what is the Opposition policy with regard to the. 
funded services? We have spelt'out clearly what the 
Government policy is, what is their policy? I challenge 
them to mention that. 

lust want to meiltion,..in passing,'the intervention of 
• the Honourable William Scott.yesterday and congratulate :, 
'him on his maiden.  speech. It is a cause of some satin-. 
faction to me..' He was a contemporary of mine in the 
Grammar School -.to see yet one other'old boyof the. - 
Gibraltar Grammar School sitting here in these benches., 
I would congratulate him on his maiden speech. .It 
a short one,. but there was evidence in it of the fact 
that he.-reflects deePlY on these matters •and I am sure 
that Mr Scott will have a very valuable contribution to 
make to the proceedings of -Olds House Over the next few 
years. • • 222. 

of areas where perhaps wastage needed to be-eliminated, 
where there a'  a need to.tighten up or. certain nractiCes 
such as absenteeismi-nroductivity etc and this we'have 
been able to begin to do in the last-twelve months. 

Parity ushered in an era when there has been cooperation 
froM the Unions: The Government and-  the Unions are now. 
speaking the: same language in the field of wages and 
salaries. So that is no, longer an obstacle and thus 
agreement on,for instance, unsatisfactory attendance has.  
been signed since the introduction of parity where we 
have been able to tighten up considerably en absenteeism.. 
We have been able to tighten up on uncertificated sick' 
leave- and withdraw the concession in.anumber of instances 
where the ooncetsion•wasbeing abuSed. We have been able 
to take positive .steps teeliminatesocial" overtime 
comnletely as.from the beginning of April. Ncamore . 
"social" oventime'iS now being worked.. The overtime...  
being worked throughout Government Departments is

:• n  esoential overtime and-  all this,has..been possible 
because 'of the much more cordial relations _and the 
greater-degree of .understanding that there is,  between•. 
the Government and., the Unions, and -the latter-  cooperate 
in this. '4:hey are no-longer as Militant as they were 
and they do not.threaten the Government with induatrial 
action when management take any steps on the .qUestion of 
discipline or tighternngnip on abUses such as absenteeism, 
that I •have - referred to. • 

The quention•of the-General Election came up yesterday and 
I.recalI,Er,Isole at the panty assembly held after the. 
Generel_Election saying _that'atnthe Bndget.we would know 
the-real reason for the- general election in February. • I 
amnsure he realises that.  he was Completely and utterly, • 
mistaken.. We did not call a 'general election in. Pebrnary 
because there. was going to be a harsh'Budget. And had we_ 
acted .purely from.political. motives we could have deferred 
the Election to the autumn, had a bye-election, which was-
not of a great deal of consequence to us, and we could-
have bad a popular-Budget now with no increases whatsoever 
in order to win the election in the. autumn.. We have not. 
done We. have not got a harsh 

'
budget, nor is•it.a • 

popular bulget, I woulddescribe it as a moderate budget.a 
So having got the Election out. of the way the. Government:'•••  
is now :able to look .to. the next four years objectively. 
And rather than be temnted, as we might have been, by a. 
revenue balance. of £3.5m and do an about-turn on the 
policy that we have had with regard to the funded • 
services, whereby we have beeneliminating slowly. the 
deficit except-for the Water•Account, rather than do 
that, we could have. had a. budget at this time here with 
no'increases whatsoever, give away LIm.on income taxn .  
and nreparethe way for a Successful general election' 
in NoVember. Whatthe GoyernmefitAid In fact was to'' 
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But I cannot say the same thing for the Honourable 
Mr Haynes. The Honourable Mr Haynes is very aggressive".: 

b AIR: 

Yee4but let us talk about the Appropriation Bill and 
not the performance of..membert.- 

HON A J CA37EPA: 

I will be going into the' matter. Mr Speaker, as• I have 
got notes about what he said, but I feel that I am 
entitled to remark on hi.e. remarks. 

Be made reference to the balance of £5m as being an 
embarrassing excess, an incredible surfeit. He does 
not know wnat'heis talking about! If he had 'been a 
member .of  this House longer, particularly over the last 
four'yearS,. he would - realise that the GoVernment•is not 
embarraszed,;: - We are delighted to have-Lem And we are • 
delightea becaeSe we have had our backs'to the,wall for 
too long. We have not had any elbow room in 'this respect. 
re have had. a- very .small balance which was ridiculed last 
year by the Honourable Mr •Isola-and'I intend to quote from .  
the relevant Hansard. This is what - Mr Isola had to say 
lett- year about the reserve,of the Government: Page 302. 
of the HanSard. "And even with those revenueraising 
meaturec again it.' OWs the estimated Consolidated Fund 
.balanee.  as - at 31 'March 1980 with a puny £89,011, • 
'Mr Speaker, and that is one day's working capital of the 
Governmet because' the Government of Gibraltar to• run 
needs 'C78,061 a day. So with this, the Consolidated 
Puna balanc.e of.£89,011 would mean that if-all revenue 
to the GoeernMent ceased the Government would only .be 
able to pay one day's working..'That is aforsight to 
what it used to be, Mr Speaker, when we 'used to talk about ' 
having a.reserve of three months. It is interesting that . 
the actual revised balance, the revised reserves of . 
Gibraltar,. as at 31 March 1979 are estimated at only 
£307,911 v'hich, Mr Sneaker, with the aid of my calculator, 
is.exactly 3.94 days' working capita1.7 

i wonder if Mr Isola would now like to use his calculator 
and find out how long £5m are goihg to last us. 

Of course, and I continue to quote "the Government is 
in trouble and of course the accusation made by my 
Honourable and Gallant, Friend that there has been bad 
management is fully justified, becauSee Mr Speaker, if 
I may just remind Honourable Members of the Opposition 
on 31 March 1977 the revised figare was £3.5m. On 31 
March 1979, they have cope right down to £307,000, and 
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with quite substantial taxes or substantial revenue-
raising measures. announced .now becatee without the ones 
that-are coming afterwards, because I suppose they must 
come,, they have an estimated. reserve at 31 March 1.980 
of •one day!.s working capital .for the Government. 
has it come. to this? .Wheis responsible?.. It can only 
be the Government.. It cannot be the Opposition. It has 
to be the Government." But At is also the Government 
that is responsible for our having £5.5m. 

• • • 
Major Peliza -said yesterday that it is parity which, PaYse 
Parity.isleeginning.to• pay and I shall have - something 
more to say. about that: .But as regards the level of .... 
well I will leave thatuntil I come to Major 'eliza hiMself. 

I would like teseethe Honourable Mr. Haynes show .a little 
bit more. humility in.the Jiouse,and not parade as the 
champion of youth as if he knows everything. One would 
expect a new member of the House to de his homework, to 
uo his research,.to be well informed and then come to • 
the. House and. level whatever criticism may be justified. 
But his ignorance-is appalling... lie-made. a remark. about ,  
remaining competitiTewith Spain in cigarettes.and whisky. • 
I have got •the prices of whisky in Spain compared to 
Gibraltar and they range. from £4.46 for Bell's whisky: . 
to £6006p for White Label, compared to £3.25 for Gibraltar. 
This is-the kind of performance that. one does not exoect 
from a new member of the House who levels criticism atthe 
Chief Minister and at previous administrations, Some of 
the criticism really is levelled at his•own leader when 
he was a' member of previous administrations in Gibraltar 
and, I do not think that that is right and he' should be 
somewhat more careful. 

On youth;' he does not seem to be aware of whet has-been 
done in Gibraltar over the years for youth. I would say 
that there are perhaps three main areas where improvements 
and facilities have to be provided for young people; youth 
clubs and youth activities generally, sporting facilities.  
mni education.. As far as yotth activities are concerned 
generally •I do not know whether Mr Haynes is aware of the 
fact that Mr Corben was here last week. Mr Corben first 
came to Gibraltar in November 1972. We commissioned him 
to come over to advise on the setting up of youth servicese' 

'and he produced a report which I heard him say on televi-
sion-last week the Government had by and large fully 
implemented. Mr Corben said that he was fully satisfied 
with what we started in 1972 and what we have done over 
the years ih the field' of youth activities and in the\ 
provision of_amenities by way of youth- clubs etc. 

As'far as sporting facilities are concerned, and the 
promotion of sport, I do not think any administration . 



at any time in Gibraltar has achieVed what,we have - 
achieved. The rUBP administration started the sports 
field, we built the Sports Centre, but that is not the 
crucial thing. To my 'mind the crucial thing has been.. 
the manner in which sport has been promoted and fostered 
and young people have been able to- benefit then. 

As far as education -Is concerned, I would like to tell 
a short story which. Twill tell Mil in much greater 
length in the ante chamber. I think theHoneurable • 
Dr Valerine, who was at school with me and perhaps to 
a lesser extent the Honourable Mr S6ott, May'recall 
the veracity of what I am saying because when I was 
fn the Upper Sixth form the Honourable Mr Sectl was 
in the Lower Sixth, twenty yearsi ,ago the Government 
of Gibraltar awarded one Government scholarship to go • 
to University, and .Dr yalarino, myself and another-student.  
obtained in 1958, for the. first -time ever, three Science. 
subjects, - Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics at Advanced 
Level, and none'of the'three•of us, and I had the best 

. grade of 411 applicants for scholarship that year, none 
of .the three of us got a sch:olarehip. The circumstances 
'in which -We had to study were not what they are today. 
'Mathematics, ewe had. to study at the Technical Collegpea 
Physics we'used to-do in-the Grammar School and the • 
.Physicseteacher, by-the time I.was.in  the-Upper Sixth; 

was.Cmlyabie.'to devote two periede a week to us. So 
all he c&eld.do was to tell .us what - toestudy, to help 

e uS•iresettingtp:experiments.in the labpratory -and leave 
.usetd: our swn devices. the:Lower Sixth we had.no  • 
• . - Chemistry-teadher, and - 'during ras.- duing.that.summer, in 
• :between the Lower and the Upper' Sixth, my Honourable 

Priend Mr Featheretone, who had an intermediate degree,' 
heard_ about our predicament, came up to the school. and 
he did practical chemistry with. us throughout •that. . 
summer and taught us for the rest of that year.. And 
it was only during the second year at school, that we 
had a Lieutenant provide by the Navy and we went down 
to cram a two-year Chemistry course into one year ix 
Order to be able to sit for our examination. 

My experience din not make cue a rebel. I did not throw. 
everythinz up sand say "to hell with Gibraltar". I ala, 
not get a schblership. My studies at UniversYtv were= 
financed by the laarwickshire Education Council and when 
I completed my. studies I came back to ,iibraltar. I came 
back to Gibraltar to teach.and to ensure that the youth . 
over the next few years would not have to go through what 
and my other colleagues had to go through. And today.  

the teachers that are teaching inthe Ceripreheneive - 
School.these Science subjects are all teachers that 
I taught during the.ten years when I was. at school.  

So if I criticise him about his suepored chempienchip 
of- youth it is because I have dome something for youth 
alre.idy. Because I have kept close contact with youth 
during the ten years that I was teaching and have done 
something for them that I can be proud of. Also-because 
during the years that I have been in Government I have 
ensured to the utmost of our ability that wehave provided, 
particularly in the field of education, the standards that.  
they are entitled.to, particularly as far as scholarships 
are concerned, and we are today giving 35 scholarships 
a year. 

I give way now to the Honourable Member so that he can 
substantiate that rude noise. 

HON A HAYNES: 

I fully appreciate the unfortunate e xperience of the 
Henueeable Member at •school, and we have heard similar 
things about Housing, that he .did not have a marvellous 
house to l.ive in but he did not, in-the matter of • 
Housing, satisfy me that he was doing.enough for housing,; 
And• the fact is that very few houses have been built and 
that Rosie Dale was the only newsct of houses to-be • ' 
built-in the last. three years .ana that is-apeallinge. 
especially in:lhe light of. the. waitinglist being so. 
enormousand•by.the time the Government build Moreehoeses,' 
thereewilI be. more-people on- •the waiting - 11st than there"  . 
are 'now.. Similarly, with- education he ernay bave:had a bade': 
time and may.  •be 'things were notrightebutany meaSure .....-•• 
would'have become an improvement- and-though certain 
measuresewere. taken, I- suggestethatmare improvements, 
more ideas and a better deal for students. - And if 
stand up for the youth it is becauSe I believe that 
however much you protest and profess to be their 
champion it is not enough. 

HON A OANEPA: 

I.think it ill becomes a member who was elected No 15 in the 
polls to speak in those terms,• Mr Speaker.' Not enough 
has - been done about housing in Gibraltar? He is condemn-
ing the knighthood which his own grandfather eareedas 
Minister for Housing in an AACR administratiOn. 

MR SPEAKER: 

Order, let us not come into personal matters. 
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II& A CAPITA: .• 

This it what I dislike about the Honourable Mr Haynes. 
This.iS- where he ought to show a little more, humility. 
.The youth of today, who will become tomorrow's pensioners, 
are in. years from now going to be sitting there, and if • 
he ever finds .himself sitting on this side of the House 
I hone that he will be able to defend his record in the • 
way.that we are able to. • If he does netter., jolly good, 
Mr•Speaker,• Gibraltar will benefit. We. are not satisfied 
or comoladent. We feel-we are a progressive GovernMent 
and that there is always room for improvement and we want 
to do better. I think enough said about the Honourable 
Mr Haynes. 

There are two points hat the Honourable. Mr Loddo brought 
up which T want tos deal with, anj these are the question 
of nroviding - scholarships generally on the basis of a place 
at f.'hiversity; and the question of in-service training. My 
remarks are not necessarily to be taken as being Government 
policy on the matter, this is a point of view that I adopt 
as an educationist,• the arguments that I '.put'aeross when' 
the matter is being considered. 

I think we have a' good system of scholarships in the sense 
that no young person who studies reasonably hard is asked 
to echieva a. stal:.dard beyond their capabllities in order to 
get a Univeraity scholarship. It is•a reasonable. standard 
whithibeing set. and. I think that•if we were to give . 
scholarshibs surely an the basis of a student. obtaining 
a place at• University there could be two pitfalls. One 
would be that'becnese of the exnansion in University 
places in the United Kingdom it is not that difficult 
in eeme Universities to obtain a place and, therefore, 
knowing that,. youngsters might not study as.hard as they • 
chould enringthe two years in .the Sixth Form in order to 
attain the standard which is set down here:to get a 
scholarship. They might tend to take it easy. It is 
alto not unknown for. nieces to be obtained at Universities' 
in the UnitedKinedom by string-pulling, by patronage. 
It is not unknown for people to be able to use the "old; 
boy" net in order to get,• for their sons or daughters, e 
nlace at a University. And that, I t'aink, is not fair.' • 

woule then 'happen would. be. that scholarships would 
not be awarded strictly on. merit but regardless of how 
you may have gone about getting a place at the University. 
I am sure, when my sons, if ever they reach the stage of 
studying in the Sixth Porm, if I were to write to the 
Chancellor of the University that I attended, I think 
that I could cull a feW strings to get a nlace provided 
he had the necessary 'A' levels to get a place at 
University. I think I--could get a place for one of 
my .sons. And if I visited the University aad took the 
Chancellor out to dinner, and he might be very proud of 
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a former student of bow well he had done in public life 
etc, I. dare say that I might be able to achieve that 
purpose-. If I did, I think it would be an injustice 
on the other students. 

If we were setting them standards which are very difficult 
to attain, perhaps We might be on the wrong tack, but I 
do not think we are and let us face it, in practical . terms, 
who doesn't get a scholarship? Is there any student with 2 . 
or 3 'A' levels•Who has done reasonably well, who doesn't • 
get a scholarship? Very"few in fact do not, and if they 
don't there• is all the greater incentive for them to stay 
a third year in the Sixth Form, work a.bit harder than they 
had done during the first two years and try and get. the • 
necessary gradet. As I'say, that is net Government policy, 
it is the point of view that%I 

Likewise with in-service training my attitude is also 
colourtd by my experience. I think it is •necessary for 
teachers who have -been teaching a decade, 10, 12, 13 or 
14.  years,' - or if they are qualified in a discipline or 
technology where there have been 'very rapid changes. over 
a short period of time,:it is necessary for them to go on 
refresher courset .  But. it is another matter for a teacher 
who has been teaching 3 or 4 years' only after- cualifying, 
after getting a degree to want to go to the UK for a one-
year Course. I am a graduate in Science, I was able to 
teach for ten years without needing to go back to do 
another one-year course in order to refresh myself. The. 
danger is that some teachers want to get further qualifi-
cations to have a better chance of promotion in the future 
rather than because in getting these extra qualifications 
they.are better able.to teach and they can be of more. 
benefit to the community. This 'is the possible-danger 
as I. see it. Of course, it is quite lucrative to go to 
the UK now on a one-year course because you get full 
salary while you are there and a very. generous maintenance 
allowance; and it is a break. A ono.year's sabbatical 
and particularly in 'the close frontier situation it is 
most attractive to get away from Gibraltar for a year. 
This is why we have to be prudent in this reepeet and 
we have got to channel our fends into the provision of 
scholarships for first degrees. The important thing is 
to nave the neces:lasey number of people qualified with the 
first degree. I do not believe you need a second degree -
one degree is quite ample. You do not need a Yaster of 
Science or a Master- of Art or a Doctor' of Philosophy, a • 
BA or a BSc is quite adequate to teach all the way:up to 
Advanced level. This is another personal point' of viers 
that I take on the question of in-service training and: 
It might be a matter for reflection and for some thought.. 
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Turning to Major Peliza, finally, I said that he had . 
mentioned thet parity was payinge Yes, I think it is 
beginning to'pay. And it is beginning to pay because. 
Mr Bossano and I were right last year when we- were 
saying that the private sector would be able to afford 
the necessary pay increases. The former Leader of the 
Oppezition challenged us on that and did 214 beliete the 

.enfermation we gave when we said that over the years the 
erevate sector wan 1:eeeing abreast of the situation. In 
-fact in October 1979 average earnings in the.private 
sector I think were only gl or L2 below the• public sector, 
and what happened in the course of 1979 'has been that there 
have been substantial wage increases in the private sector • 
and the revenue, by way of income tax, has come into the ' 
Government coffers and this has been 'a big factor in 
improving the situation as far as the balance in the 
Consolidated Fundes concerned. 

Major Peliza eosed.the question:. Is it wise to have. great 
reserves? Perhaps it is not wise to have great reserves. 
if you are just going to leave them there, but if you need 
to fallback on them, and we are going. to have capital.. 
projects over the next few years which-- are going to involve 
very substantial expenditure on electricity, on distilla-
tion, perhaps even withen U cr 5 years another refuse 
destructor, so we need - to have the necessary reserve that 
we - can fall back :on. eaeticulerly in a .situation where 
borrowing is as costly as it is becoming. There was 
a time when- heeused to-boast about the level-of his 
• reeerves • dering his- administration. Now he seems- to 
have chaneed his mind. 'Betas. far as his. predictions. 
lest year were concerned, he vas wrong,. And' I refer him,. 
pogo 276 of Hansard, Vol 2 of last year, when he said: • 
"But how do we know that in the next year's budget the 
setuation will not be the same, and- I predict that unless 
there is a change of-Government it is going to be the same.' 
It was• going to be the same because it has been happening 
for the last ten years, it is also going to happen to the . 
GoVernment• in the next years." • • 

Well, there has not been a change of Government, Mr . 
-Sneaker, 1.ecaese the electorate decided otherwise and 
the situation is not the same. We ere in a far more 
healthy situation than we were last year. 

Before I conclude with a few words about economic develop- 
ment, I want to draw the attention of the members of the • 
Houce-to the ppovision which has bean made in the 
Improvement and Development Fund to increase the number 
of cubicles at. the Bonded Stores. This is a scheme which 
deserves Government support. It will bring in additional 
revenue which will accrue by way of rent and also by way 
of an Increase in duty. Representations have been received • 
from a number of traders who would like more Cubicles and 
the Government is able to support this. 
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To end on a more positive note rather than an acrimonious 
one, since I assumed my additional minieterial re:Toe:Abi-
lities I can tell the House that.one of my main preoccupa-
tions has been the fostering of development in the private 
sector. Mr Abraham Serfaty said last year that the sun, 
the beaches and the sea offered the largest potential for -  • 
growth in Gibraltar. He also expressed his belief that the 
assets that mothee- nature had given us-should be exploited 
to the fullest extent. I share these sentiments, Mr 
Speaker, and I can assure the House that I will do my 
best to encourage and facilitate, where possible, develop-
ment in those areas which private capital is.well fitted 
to carry out. 

• • 
The main 'emphasis of our planning in this respect has- been, 
an4 will continue to be, on schemes which will expand the 
commercial and tourist industries and improve our port 
facilities so as to encourage more ships to make use of 
our harbours' singular advantages. As illustrations of 
woe-tarp now reaching-an advanced stage in the planning 
process. . 

Firsc, I will menton the proposed enlargement of 
Sheppard. . Marina. This will consist of a certain 
amount of reclamation to provide a base for the shore 
servicing and•maintenence of yachts and the provision e 
of additionelepontoonste increase thecapacity of .this • 
marina. - Together' withethaadjeeneng marina. which 
comeeinto-operationeshorely this.expansioneeill-enhance' 
the •attractioes- of Gibralter'as.e portof-call for.thee  
many boats which' sail in the Medeternaeean -and-enable' . 
Gibraltar to face the stiffening competition- offered- by 
existing- marinas and others planned-for:this part Of 
the world. 

A second scheme worthy of note is the Projected hotel 
development at Parson's Lodge. The Government has 
considered proposals for the erection of an hotel there 
with ancillary flats on the site and subject to clarifi-
cation of certain aspects of the nroject, the Government 
is prepared tc make this site available for this purpose. 
The scheme as originally envisaged entailed an hotel of 
165 beds and 40 flats, but it could well be that this may 
now be the subject of re-appraisal by the would-be developer 
en the light of the frontier situation, 

I would also like to mention approaches which have been 
made to the Ministry of Defence for the release of certain 
properties which are now in their occupation, and I haye 
been encouraged by their sympathetic response to our s.  
enquiries and the need for land for development which ' 
will increasingly become more evident as our economy . 
expands. One of these sites is that of the Casemates 
Married Quarters, which was the subject of questions 
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in the earlier session of this meeting, and as the House 
kncus this has been earmarked for a multi-storey car park, 
and .for commercial development. As far as the multi-
storey car Dark is concerned I think it will be of great 
advantage in an open-frontier situation in what I .would. 
call-the medium term,notein the short term,unfortunately.-
As in the case of the:other sites involved,,relinqu'ishment 
.by the. Ministry of Defence has, however, been made dependent 
on the reprovisioning of existing services which in this 
case are sever...Married quarters. 

The. last examples which I shall quote are the allocations, 
which have been aporoved in principle,. of parts:of the 
Bonded Stores to two firms which. are closely. connected 
with the activities of the Port. These are Gibraltar 
Underwater' Contractors Limited, .who have.pieneered .a 
valuable service to shipping in Gibraltar, and Mobil .. 
Oil (Gibraltar) Ltd who require additionall etorage for 
stocks- Of the extended' range of lubricants new'held in 
Gibraltar. :The port hasebeen upgraded by the Port 
Company in ConseqUence with resulting. potentials..for. 
an increase in the number of ships calling at Gibraltar 
for bunkering. 

I have only concentratedeoneome of the steps which are. 
-being taken in theaPrivate .sector of the economy. I think 
these efforts are. :an essential complement and supplement 
.to the Government development Schemes, and together 
they should contribute invaluably towards the general -
prosperity and.  well-being of the community.. 

To sum up my contribution to the debate, Mr Speaker, I 
think that what we-see developing in this budget is -a far 
more healthy situation than we could have hoped 'for last 
year. There my view, a need to be prudent about • 
the future, as the Chief Minister said yesterday it was a 
ster:.into the ,anknown. I think ,that the financial situa-
tion,  of the Government will. be even healthier next year, 
I very much•hope that it will be, I do not think I am 
either an optimist or.a pessimist, I try to be a realist. 
and my parting remark is that one swallow does not make 
a summer! 

' 'Thank you, Mr Sneaker: 

P J ISOLA: 

Mr Speaker, it is always a pleasure to listen to the 
Minister for Labour. and Social Security and Economic. 
Development. I think he proves the point we have been 
tryina  to nut forward on this-  side of the House. The 
Government should be more liberal towards teachers who 
wish to participate in politics. I think the Honourable.  
gember proves our position on this every time he rises in 
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this House,. and I do hope that his -party viii be able to 
change their view on. this all-imaortent point for the 
future of Gibraltar. 

I would also like to, thank the Minister .for giving me 
the courtesy of allowing me to sus up for my Honourable 
Colleague on this side of the House. I do not think that 
there is any particular advantage in having precededme. 
I think there is some advantage for Me because I have 
received from the Minister's statement possibly more 
about Government policy for the future than from any 
other :Minister who hail enoken. And thin is useful to us 
if we are to fdlfil ZunStion am an Opposition. It is '  
useful tome if 'I ao to fulfil my function a6 Leader of the 
OpPOsitien to be able to replyte the Governrent.statements 
of policy that have been,made in:t"pe course of the Budget. 

The Leader of the. Opposition does not have the right to 
speak twice and, therefore, it is a matter of judgement 
.as to whether I lead my troops. immediately after the 
Chief Minister into the battle, or' whether I lead them 
'from behind; as h'as•been said. It is a matter of fine 
judgement; Mr Speaker, and we on. this side:ofethe House 
took the view that perhapS I should sum up.for the • 
Opposition. 'In bumming up for the Opposition, of . 
course, I would have liked to have been able to comment 
on any contribution that my Honourable Friend Mr Bossano • 
might'have made. He has not been in the House since the . 
Chief Minister's speech, but I understand he is in the 
ante-chamber waiting for me to sneak-  so as to follow.  me. 
I always value his contribution highly, Mr Speaker, but 
apparently I am not to hear it and, therefore, am unable 
to comment on it. I did invite the Honourable 11-,  Bossano,. 
I should say, just before I came.i.h.„I did invite hit to 
speak before me so that I could as Lender of the Opposition 
sum-up on the debate, at least as fur as the majority of 
the Opposition was concerned but the offer was declined. 
In fact the Honourable Mr Bossano told me that he was 
surprised that I was speaking at this stage, that he would 
have expected me as Leader of the Opposition, to speak 
immediately after the Chief Minister and to'give the 
Opposition alternative to Gibraltar. But, Mr Speaker, 
may I say that in following this course I am only 
following the precedent -set by the Honourable Mr-Bossano 
when he. was Leader of the Opposition in the only year he 
led the Opposition in the House. 

In fact, I believe it was in March 1977 when the Financial 
and Development.  Secretary made his famous remark that,it 
was said of most of the generals in the First World War, 
with what element Of truth I do not know, I was a little 
too young for- that year, but the Generals led their troops 
frbm the rear. It seemed to me that we have a general of 
the Opposition cast in that mould who led his troops into 
battle on the estimates from the safety of the.  supply • 
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lines; and I remember, Mr Bossano, saying, am 
quoting from Hansard: "Mr Spea:eer, perhaps tee 
Honourable Member might consider the possibility 
of altering Standing. Orders so that I also have two 
bites of the cherry .like he and the Chief Minister 
have done and then I could take two aeeeches." 
I can only repeat what the Honourable Yr.Bessano 
and I can only 'say-that  if I Were to have two bites.at 
the cherry then,-if the Standing Rules so provided,, 
Mr Speaker, 6P course, - I. mould. have made.- a contribution 
at the beginning of the .debate and another one at the 
end of the.debate. 

• • 
I. am-quite-hapoY. to be convinced by - the Honourable. 
Mr Bossano that eerhaps I should alter this and depart 
from the precedence set by him in 1977. 

• 
Er Speaker, let me make an opening preliminary remark 
on ti-.1e Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure. Let' me. 
say .that it is •a matter of some considerable satisfaction 
to Henee.rable Members on this side of the House, and I am 
sure:tecteHonourable -Members on the Government side,and 
I think to the people of Gibraltar as a whole,- that the 
Estimates.  of Revenue and Expenditure have confounded the 
gloorethet strrounded the proceedings •of• this House in. 
Merch.1979.). and-that.we have .a healthy surplus at. the 
e. of this. year And that without any further taxation 
ea euld - atpear to be heading for a...still healthier . . 
'surplus at the end of the current year This.is a matter 
of greet setiefactiOnaseecially on the eve 'nf the opening 
of - the frontier: Because-it shows that with some consider-
able sacrifices the people of Gibraltar have survived the 
caMpaign of intimidation and siege that was launched 
against us. . . 

If the frontier had reopened last year perhaps it could 
have been argued ."they were almost on their knees and we 
opened to help them out." But now the opening is not so 
imeertent - for the economy. The iistimates of Revenue and • 
Expenditure show that we have been able to resist. This 

good. Thet ie the good-side, But the, bad side and, 
this ie. vhy I think I would support what my Honourable 
and Learned F.tend Mr Haynes said, that the e xcess that 
has aepeered this year is a matter of some' embarrassment 
to the Govarnment. -,nd I will say why. As at March 1979 
we were te1d, wronely, that the:balance was to be £309,000; 
In fact it terned out to be £393,000 and I think the 
Honorable Mr canepa will concede that that is quite a 
difference and puts a different picture to the atmosphere 
-of gloom orevalent at that time of three days' running ' 
expanses for the Government. That is one thing. The 
other factor is that the BUdget measures imposed by 
Government last year, which were extremely tough and hard, 
were based on the premise that unless these tough - measures 
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of taxation and increases in the Funded Service Charges 
were mode,Gibreltar was heading for bankruptcy. And they 
were justified, not on the grounds, as we on this eide of 
the HOuse said, because you have an election next year and 
you are going to be tough now so that you con give an easy 
budget,hext. yeer, no, they were justified because the 
situation was extremely serious and heavy measures'of 
taxation had. to be imeoeed to avoid' bankruptcy. - That 
vas'the sort of langtage that was teed during the last 
budget to justify these measures. "ith the exception • 
of income tax, Mr Speaker, nearly everything went up by 
at'laast 40%. SoMe things went' up by 100; • some-lika 
colour—television licdnces went up by 300%. It was anly • 
5arr, on bleak and white. All these measures were justified.-
because-of the financial situatiOn of Gibraltar. The • . 
interesting thing, Mr Speaker,. is, that at that time 
there was considerable. argument between-the Government- 
eide of thejleuee•and- thie aide of -the Hbuse as to what . 
these measures were - going to produce.- There was argument 
that it was- goingto be £2.6m, £2.4m, £2m. roi the - • 
GovernMent said- L1.1m and- tha rest` is Funded-  Services,  
you do not count that, and the.-income tax vas going to 
be very little because the money was being given back. 
in Family Allowances and the improvement in the income . 
tax was-negligible. And. we - were. told that' this money 
Vas required to' end up ̀the year with..asurplus of Lle.5t.e 
The. eXtraordinary thing abOut it,'Mr'S.eeeker, is-  thet • 
just by and large;. I anenOt -going to axactefigures) on 
Goverhmentle-  eetimates of-what theSe-tough measures - were 
going to produce-  it would seem that' iP none of those 
taxation measures had been put into effect we would --
have ended up with- £1.5m' surplus • this year, which 
is the figure the GovernMent then 'aimed to produce 
with the taxation measures. The Government has ended 
up with a surplus, which is 1435 higher than. the one 
they told the House the taxation measures were necessary 
to produce. I think the actual figure is £2,134,912 more, 
the year has turned out and not the £1.5m they expected. 

I +2irk .it, is a little illogical of the Government to 
argue now that this is the surplus we have to have when 
in 1979/30 they were satiefied witI-*9urplus of 2,1.5m 
at the end of that financial year. that., Mr Sneaker, 
of course that must bring embarrassment to the Government 
to discover that all the heavy measures that they put in 
last year were not necessary. This is why there is some 
merit in what my Honourable and Learned Friend Mr Haynes 
has said, that the Government should give some of that 
money back. 

In general - terms they propose- to give a:little beak in 
income tax allowances in the raising bf personal . . 
allowances. I do not consider that what they are giving 
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back in personel allowances is enough. It is very, very 
little, 1898,000 worth. And. it is very little because 
things are heeniening in other parts of the world. Our 
imccee tax system compares extremely unfavourably to the 
UK tax system. If fact, as a result of the recent budget 
the married allownnces'goes up to £2145, but apart from 
that - wecan never hone to get as high as that but we • 
should - .:'art from that, taxable income, ybu are at 30% 
in Eneland up to £11,250 - you are at 405 between £11,000 
and £13,000 and you are at /45% between £14,000 and 
£16,000 a yer. To ;ay 50% you have got.  to be earning 
£16,000 to £22,000 a year. in Gibraltar, Mr Speaker, 
taxable income, you are in 35% after £2,500, you are 
at 405 at Z.6,0000  and you are at 45% at £7,500 and 
after that you are at 505. So we are epaying.50% in 
Gibraltar long before anybody in England is paying 
above 30,%nand that is a big' difference. I am not 
saying we can change immediately because I know the 

-effect this would haVe on the revenue, but what I am 
saying is that this is not amatter for Self-congratu-
lat-, on becauee of the great disparity there is between 
personal taxes in Gibraltar and the United Kingdom 

Another point I would like to make while I am on income 
:tax is that in the budget last year, when the Government 
put up the rate to 505 I remember - my contribution on 
thie and that was that it would not have such of an 
effect in the current yearbecause peoples' salaries, 
the average rnings•that we were given were at a 
particular level nen. But then, Mr Speaker, I said 
.•. this will nroince more income tax as the years . 
go by and there are salern reviews. -eor example, 
during..1979' I think• it averaged out at about 13-/f. or 14%. 
Dnring 1580-61 .there will be a further salary increase 
and,. therefore, nr Sneaker, more and more people Will 
be getting'into the higher brac.ket. The average 
earn is go u e any the Government will get more revenue 
• of coarse. So giving these personal allowances of £200 
and £100 in ny view is not enough to counteract our heavy 

son al tax system, and to counteract the increased 
revenues that the Government will'be receiving as neople 
move into the hieher bracket all the way up. And, 
th,reefote, on this side of the H.,use we would ask the 
Government before they put their Finance Bill forward, 
to review the personal allowances they are going to give. 
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On the budget as it .comes before us, and on the 
figures as are nut before us, and Mr Sneaker, we, 
can only go, and I would like to stress, we can 
only go by the figures that are presented by the 
Government, we cannot goon any other figures. 
Last year, we could not do anything else but what 
we were  told, and what we were told was wrong and 
we protest about that. But we can only go by those 
figures, and going on those figures.we think that 
the Government can afford to give in back in personal 
allowances instead of £898,000, double that amount, 
We say the figures permit it, and that is what my 
Honourable and Learned Colleague meant when he suggested 
giving the taxpayers some of their money back. They 
were overtaxed Mast year and we made the accusation 
last year, and let me go to the political point straight-
away and dispose of it. We made the accusation last year 
that we suspected it was a tough budget in order to be 
able to give a lenient budget this year for the election. 
I am not. accusing the Government side of anything, but. in 
the event, as. thing-; have turned out, we were: rigt, 
Mr Sneaker. Because-the Government can afford to put 
'A° taxes at all this year and still achieve a surplus 
at-  the end of the year of £5,89m. Without any more 
taxes of any kind they can achieve a surplus of £5.89m. 
That is the figure that has'been put before us. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

If the Honourable Member world give way. That-is with the 
increases that have been mentioned in Electricity, 
Telephone arid in Water. They are not taxes, they are. 
increased charges. 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

On e Toint of clarification, Mr. Speaker, if I may. The . 
£5.85m which the Honourable and Learned Member onoted does 
not include the tax give-away. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Yes, I was coming to that. I have. forgotten about the 
contributions,- I think and the Chief Minister 
has talked about them acing very moderate. The contri-
bution on electricity is about £300,000 and I think the... 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Electricity, £307,600; Potable Water £347,000; 
Telephones £135,500. 
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I am very mach •oblined. So,• therefore', Mr Speaker, taking 
away that amc.unt, £890,000, there will be 85m • 
.in the Conaolidated Balance. If nc charges were increased 
for electricity, no charges for water and no charges for 
telephones, no increases on charges, they could still 
ezrect a balance at the end• of the year of £5m. At the end 
of 'March 1931. C5m. Compare that with the ,1.5m expected. 
Without any in creates of •any kind. And. we say that the 
Government could give a“ay £2m and still have a £3m 
surplus at 31 March 1931 which is double the surplus. that 
they thought was reasonable after last year's taxation 
measures, and, therefore, they can afford to increase the 
personal allowances much more than. they hive done on 
their con figures, and ne think that they should do this. 
You Cannot have the Government saying. in 1979, in its 
budget, we are going to put up all -these taxes because 
we must. have Cl.5m at the efid.af the-year, and then a -. 
year later, coming to the. House and saying we must have a 
Lerosurplua..So what happens? have next 
year? Or are.  we going. to say that we must non nark for a 
ElCm surplun.and go on taxing people? Co on widening the .  
dif''"n°ntinl  in our personal -tax systeM'between Gibraltar 
and LX? Is t1-:t the policy sfthe Government? Because 
that is what is happening, MroSseaker.- As a result of the 
last two English bud lets there is a great difference 
between the personal tax system in:Gibraltar and that in 
England. And tne. say that the figures that have been given 
to us would justify the Government lightening the tax 
burden of the people of.Gibraltar. ' 

• 
Mr Speaker, the question of the elections. I know the 
Government knew about December that . the.out-turn was going. 
to be better than they had expected, but I do not think 
they knew in December that it was going to be as good as it 
has turned out to be That I have on good authority, 
Mr Speak:_r. Another point. There.. were different . reasons 
for the electins.ne said at cur Party Assembly, I agree 
with Mr Comepa; was it because there was going ,to be a 
tough budget? We said it; But we only said it, and we 
will never do this again, on the information that the 
Gevernmsnt were giving.us on - the budget: about the 
seriousness of the situation, the need to impose heavy. 
taxes. Cu- reaction in the budget was: no, you are 
taxing so heavily so as to have an easy run for the 
election next year, and that assertion was tha . right,one 
as it turned 'out to be, and not the figures that they gave 
Us wrongly at the last budget, and all the premises were 
wrong, becaune'the facts and the figures have shown it. 
So we say,. why'did they call the election? It was not to 
save £10,500, Mr Speakac. I'do not think even 'the Honour-
able Mr 74ossano believed that. It was because it was the 
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opportune political moment, to co to the polls. The 
Government reckoned the Opponition were in disarray,, 
that is all. There Was, may I say, a ;:,cod sound 
political judgement made; and it almost did not come off. 
It is rather like when Mr Callaghan went to the polls and 
it did not core off. •In their case it came off, fair 
enough. : 

But I em sure one thing and that is that if the 
Government had known that the cut-turn was going to be 
as good as it has been then perhaps that would have been 
put into the scales at the tir.,e the decision was made • 
by the Chief Minister to dissolve the House. We cannot go 
into his mind of why he did it cr why he did not do it:.  
Perhaps what he says is the reason,' perhaps what the ' 
'Government party said is the reason, perhaps it is not. 
Our own feeling is that it was thought an opportune 
time to go to the people. 

• 
Mr Speaker, that was the general points that we -would 
make on the general picture that is presented by the. 
finar,cial statement of the Government. We believe, and I .  
will deal with the Funded Service6. if 'I may 'on their own, 
we believe that the picture shown - by the budaet is a 
healthy one and we are glad aboutt':4at but it has been made 
'healthy by - harsh taxation' measures -put on sne people at 
the last budget. It has also been made poanible, Mr 
Speaker, .by the acceptance by theoGovernnent of the' 
need. to stop wasteful.expenditure,,about .whichwe on this'. 
'side of the House have been speaking' for'a long tine. 
Again, I will make some com'..ents cnnthat,but•generally 
we feel that that the Government should be aiming at is 
to continue goodecntrol, efficient 'control and manage 
ment of the Depantmentn and cutting wasteful expenditure. 
We do not advocate, Mr Speaker a cut in the standard cf 
the social services. Arid I shall have something to say 
about that when I come to deal with Educatit n. 
Therefore, we agree with that and we hope it continues 
because we believe, and this may be a very optimistic 
view to. take of the situation, that we should :work 
towards lightening the taxat:Inn.  load on the people of 
Gibraltar over the years. Therefore, we believe that 
the Government must continue to achieve n and obtain_  
high standards of management and expenditure control. 

If I may, I will deal with the point . of the funded 
services now. What is our policy on the funded 
services:? Mr Speaker, in theory they should be self-
supporting because people should pay for what it costs 
to give them electricity or water etc. HoweVer, 
the circumstances of Gibraltar it seems to me that it is 
impossible to expect the electricity undertak.ing or the 
potable water fund or the other funded services to be.  • 
self-sufficient. I cannot understand, and the reason why 
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I say this is, that it is iniquitous to my mind to 
mane the eharres that are levied and appear to be 
levied and an.sear to be necessary for the supply of 
water and electricity to the Gibraltarian homes. I do 
not know where the catch is, nr Speaker. I do.  not think 
it'is fuel alone because ae have this fuel cost 
adjustment formula which produces increases. in'the price. 
of electricity riaht through the year. I do not . 
know what it is. The electricity undertaking seems to 
require payment for electricity at a' much higher rate 
than is exacted in any'other country, including. the UK. 
People are amazed when I tell them about my electricity. 
and water'bills. I do not know what it is, but I do kndw 
one thing, .and that is that it is impossible to expect the 
lower-paid in cur_ community to pay. the high charges 
that woUld have to be paid if the funded services were to 
be entirely calf-sufficient.. Therefore, we agree that 
there should be an element of contribution from the „ 
General Consolidated Fund. I think it is 'an' impossible aim 
for them- to be 'self-sufficient, and on that, Mr Speaker; ' 
let.me say what has happened this year already. Last year, 
and.I think ;or Honourable Friond Mr Rostano said this - 
the Hen Linfster for Municipal Services denied it. - that 
the Chief ninieter said that it was their policy that the' 
Electricity I:s.dert !king should be self-supporting. Last 
year he said in the. budget, page 216, "Insofar as 
electricity is concerned it is cur intention that this 
service sculd aay-for itself fully as .from this year". 
That •waS 79g0. Se. the Government was thayinE,- in 1979/80 
that electricity 'ifould be self-supporting. And in 1980/81 
it it; admitting tSaat it just cannot be and they are going 
to :sake a - ccetaibaticn of £370,000. I shops ;hit includes 
payment'for the crankshaft of £92,000. •I hope that is 
considered capital and not current. Mr Speaker, we cannot 
agree that fended oervices should' be completely self- • 
supporti -if ;his is noing to bring about charges, that 
are'

ng 
iniquitous and too heavy. •So we do support an element 

of sabeidy to the funded services. 

As tar as the. Eouoing Fund is concerned, Mr Speaker;  now 
that I am talking about the funded services; there is a 

1,]era.;le amount that has been deducted from' the 
qacetioa ef the maintenance of Crown Properties, the 
minor repairs that we were told about. Over £500,000 
eee in beina provided for in the Estimates for minor 

repairs. That is a very considerable amount of money. I 
do not know how many tenants the Government- have but if you 
divide the msney by the number of ee:ants then the cost per 
unit would 'become more obvious. We would like. to refrain 
really from commenting on that at the moment because we 
would like to be reassured that where Crown properties 'or 
tenements, or whatever you call it, have got into a state 
of disrepair because of lack of maintenance by the 
Government, and because of non-abatement of public health 
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notices, the tenant is not going to be expected to pay 
for that. We would like to have assurances on that. 

Dealing on that .points  the Minister for Public Works 
said that the workforce - because I notice that there is 
this reduction of expenditure of £500,000 in the 
budget, and although there is an increase in the 
amount that is. to be spent in backlog maintenance in 
the 'Improvement and Development Fund, the increase is 
Drily of the;order of £300,000. The whole lot has not been 
switched to. backlog maintenance and the Minister for 
Public Works said that .the labour force would be used. 
not just for backlog maintenance but also in connection. 
-with the project at Catalan Bay. 

Mr Speaker, I would like, the Government to consider 
whether that of itself is a good idea because what I would 
like the Government'to.consider doing is accelerating 
-backlog maintenance, do not use your labour force at 
Catalan Bay, get rid of all these Public Health notices ' 
that exist in relation to the Government properties which, 
if it was a private.landiord, would have been dealt with 
in aurt. But .because it is the- Government and it' cannot be 
taken to court it is just left to one side. I would urge 
the.  Government to use .any money -that is available, and the 
workforce that is available, to accelerating the question 
of the baCklog of heavy maintenance and dealing with, the 
numerous notices th6.t eXist in respect of Government 
properties. 

Mr Speaker, I think that the concern that was shown about 
,youth is justified. I do not think it- is fair of the 
Minister for Economic Development to abrade our • 
youngest member in the House in the way ne nas done for 
being demanding on the Government for improved services. 
We know that 20 years' ago things were much norse. This is 
why democracy exists, to improve standards. Put we 
cannot say that because we only had one scholarship 
twenty years' ago we are damned lucky to have 35 now; Mr 
Speekor. I think it is natural for youth to want change, 
tc waat'quick change and to push forward. It is very good 
in our society that we older people should not be allowed 
to be complacent about achievement. I think that in the 
field of youth, and my.  Honourable Friend Mr Loddo addressed 
the 'House on that, the Government on the queetion of 
education should not drop standards, because as my 
Friend Mr Dodd° said: the youth of a nation are trustees 
of posterity, and this is true. We must not let up on 
education, Mr. Speaker. There is too much of a tendency- in 
Gibraltar to talk just about money'all the time: wages, 
salaries, that side of the picture, toe much, and we are 
tending .to be, as time goes by, less and less critical.of 
the standards of the services that we are giving.' Aad 
this is true when you see the Standard of cleanliness in 
the. streets, the. standards in the Air Terminal, the 
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standards in the Waterport Wharf. Standards all round 
are being allowed to drop for other reasons..I think 
.that an•effort must be made to maintain standards, 
and in education that is vital. If I may refer to the 
Education EstiMates to show why I feel there may be a 
little drop in standards, for example in Books and 
Equipment the Approved .Estimates for 1979/80 was 
£124,000 and the Department was compelled to keep within 
that' estimate because I notice the Revised Estimate is 
£124,000.  anal I notice that. the entimate for 1980/81 
is again £124,000. If one considers just the inflation 
there was in 1979/80 and the inflation there will be 
1980/81' it. is quite clear to me that standards with 
relation to books and equipments are going to be allowed to. 
drop. In fact, it has been said to me on a number of 
occasions, I don't knout how far this is true but it 
'has been said tome of boys having to share books and so 
forth.'This, Mr. Speaker, is bad. Standarjs of education 
must not just be maintained they must be improved•bedause 
the world is improving, the world is going forward . and.vie• 
too must go forward in Gibraltar. And I hope I get 
assurances from the•Government that they will not allow 
standards to drop and that they will- not just maintain 
then but go forward to improving them. 2:nd this brings me 
to the question raised by the Honourable Mr Ganepa•when• 
he said ."Well, there is- no need for them to go .back for a 
second year" Mr.  Speaker, I think he is .wrong there. 

RCN A J OA: PA: 

If the Eon' Member will_giveWaya I said there is no need to ' 
ga back 3 or'4'years after you have returned from -getting a 
dearee. There is a need to go back after 8)10 or 12 years. 
Thatis what I said. 

P J ISOLA: 
• 

I'm glad at least that that is so, because I think that in 
Gibraltar Whether it's with an oven frontier or whether it's 
with a closed frontier opportunities within Gibraltar 
of getting varied experiences- are very limited and I think 
there is no cuestion about it, if you are living in a small 
eseralnity you. need to go off and get new ideas. You need to 
go and get higher qualifications. And although the Minieter 
has said he agrees than thare'is a need after 8 years and 
there .is no nead after 3 or 4, I think, that is a matter of 
.choice.. It is a fine distinction that he is making. I 
thin:: they should continue with the policy of allowing' people 
to go and. get further qualifications. The amounts involved, 
Mr Speaker, are not that high in the context of the total 
Government expenditure;ad I did hearethe Financial and 
Development Secretary inform us that because of the 
announcement of the Gibraltar students being treated as BBC 
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students there is going to be a certain amount of cash 
to spare-in the Education vote and I wculd uree the 
Government to use .that cash, not as a saving and not as ' 
part of the surplus of the. Government at' 31st March, 1981, 
but to use th- t cash, which anyway they are prepared to 
vote for education, for improving tee standards of that 
department: to use it for giving a more generous vote for 
books and equipment: 'to use it for sending more teachers 
to England for training and greater experience and 
additional qualifications. I am sure that all Members 
will agree that those are desirable objectives. When yon• 
are thinking in terms of cutting, try cutting elsewhere, 
but try and maintain desirable objectives. Cur standards, 
I think, of. education in Gibraltar have been going up and' 
I think today'they are very good, but that in one area of 
activity where ee cannot stagnate, and I would urge the 
Government 'on education not to cut expenditure of main-
taining it, but to be enlightened in its approach and to 
improve it and go for greater and.greater improvements in 
standards. 

Yr Speaker, on Labour and Social Security I'm grateful 
to the Minister for Economic Development for what he has 
said about increasing allowances. I was also happy to 
heareabout his, proposal to. increase Supplementary • 
Benefits. to meet_the.increasing.coet of water and 
electricity for-OldAge'Pensionera. BUt.I would urge the 
Government to consider 7 nothing has been maid about this 
making. the•Eldel-ay-Persons Pension tax free. It seems to 

me .wrong, Mr Speaker,- that thoseperspes-in receipt of 
-Social.  Insurance Pensions should receive it tax free 
whether they are poor or they are riche.. should be inr a 
better position than that class of people•who receive 
Elderly Persons Pensions, as a matter of principle. It.is 
our view that that pension should be tax free and the 
Government has the means in this budget to make them tax 
free. It would cost the Government I believe around • 
£120,o00. maximum, probably less because a lot of people on 
Elderly Persons Pensions may not be paying tax, I don't 
know. As a matter of principle, and with inflation crowing 
the way it is growing in Gibraltar, where you don't have 
to be on Supplementary Benefits to be badly off, there are 
a lot of people whc are not' en Supplementary Benefits and 
are still not very well off, Mr Speaker, because this 
inflation is a continuing disease. It goes on and on and.  • 
on. For some it works cut alright but for the old it 
doesn't and I would ask the Government to consider doing • 
something in that. direction in the budget and show the 
elderly people that we do care for their position and 
their situation. And as far as electricity- aed water is 
concerned, Mr Speaker, I am saying, I know, party 
politics, tilt I think the Government should consider this. 
I don't think the allowances on water- and electricity 
should be exclusively given to people cnSupplementary 
Benefits, they.  are hot the only ones that should be 
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hdined,.I think, there is something to be said, 
Speaker,' and I .go back to the question of the funded 
Services, there is sc:eething to be said for making a 
reduction in electricity and water bills for old age 
pensioners living on their own. I know it is a subsidy, 
in a way a hidden subsidy, but I think. thatawould go some 
way to making for a more comfortable life for the old age 
pensioners, which is what I'm sure all Members of t'ne 
House would like. 

Mr. Speaker, Medical and Health "Services I was-very • 
interested to hear from the new Minister for Medical 
Services, and to hear his assurances about doctors who 
coee from overseas. How .-hey see all• the people in 
the Govern ::e list first before seeing private patientS. 
But I would like the Minister to look. at that further 
be ca. we_ do get feed-back of .people who feel they are I 
forced to see a particular doctor who comes• over, a 
particular specialist, as a private patient in order.. 
o see him during his next visit =ad not have to wait 
fa r another visit. I don't know whetder. that - arises from 
the fact that he sees Government patients on four days -
and on one day he sees private patients. I personally 
feel that all Government patients that -require to be 
seen by a .specialiSt .ralould be seen daring his visit and 
not have t- wait for a subsequent visit, and I would like 
the Minister to look into that. 

• J 

Mr Sneaker, if the - Hon Member would. give. way. May I inform 
t'ee f.:embore that, in fact,e on certain occasions when 
ieiti ✓ ng consultants come to Gibraltar.they don't see any 

ate is at all because within the five-day 
Period that they come there .are so many general patients 
• have re.r,--ed to him, that on various occasions 
they actually ge beck without seeing any private 
patients. That is the position.  

qualifications and Iathink that the Governacnt policy 
should be directed at encouraging Gibraltc.eian doctors to 
stay in Gibraltar. Unfortunately over the years this has 
not been the case and as a result we have had a number of 
doctors from outside, some of them very good I'n sure, but. 
a number of them with no ties with Gibraltar coming and 
practising in Gibraltar in the Governeent's Health Service 
or .in •the Government- Hospitals. Goverment policy should be 
directed at encouraging Gibraltarian doctors to stay in 
Gibraltaro'but,.Mr, Speaker, on specialisation, Government 
must be careful to mellow specialisation with eXperience. 
If I may take the analogy of the law, you oan have a . 
brilliant lawyer in practice but he doesn't get to • 
his fulfilment.until he has had a considerable experience, 
end I would imagine - that in. the Medical Services, with • 
doctors and specialists the same thing applies. You require 
experienced .and competent people at "the head.of our 
YedLcal Service's and I-hope that the Government will bring 
in sufficient experience and competence to be responsible in 
Gibraltar for the. whole of that speciality. I'm not in 
any way trying to be critical of any young person but I• 
think there is a need 'to have specialisation and experience 
in the Medical Services. - • 

Hr Speaker, on Recreation and Sport, of which we have 
talked about and shown a lot of interest, I notice that 
the amount 'that is being given to the Cultural and Sporting 
Associations is still £12,500, I think, and that 
sportsmen are being asked to contribute Z21,000 to .the 
Victoria Stadium. It seems to me to bring an unfair 
imbalance. I don't know whether there is a need to put 
these fees in the Victoria Stadium having regard to, the 
total cost and we would favour a more lenient approach 
to the matter.: 

The last thing, Mr Speaker, I'd-like to say on the 
recurrent expenditure vote is that I notice that the 

. contribution to the Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation 
is 3eing reduced for 1980/81. Again allowing for 
inflation, I'm not quite sure how that is achieved. 

HC P IS1A: 

I'm glad tc hear that assurance. It is not that I don't 
waat thee to e private patients, I think they should be 
able to see private patients.  who wish to sea his', but as.  
they are brought at public 'expenses taey should deal with 
Government matters first. 

:Tow the other point, Mr Speaker, I'd like to make on the' 
Medical Services, is the question. of specialisation, the 
auestion of specialists in the sea-Tice. I'm glad to see 
that our younger doctors are going to , get higher 
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HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, by higher licences and by bigger contributions 
.from advertising. 

HON P3 ISOlA: 

I see. Well, I hope the advertising continues to ' 
increase in amount but not in quantity, Mr Speaker. 
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row, generally, therefore, on tharacurrent budget, 
estimatos of revenue and expenditure, I think•I've 
expre6:::ed our •general views'on it and our general 
rearks on them, and I come, Mr Speaker, to the 
Improvement .a.ld Development FUnd on which the performance 
of the Goverm:ent, I'm afraid, continues to disappoint. 

. - 
The Chief Minister in his intervention .said that the 
estimated expenditure on DeVelopment Projects in 1979/80 
wasZ4.5m. That is an improvement of 70% oval the. 
previous year's figures of £2.6m. Yes, Mr Speaker, but 
those figures fall far short of what was estimated for ' 
these.years. The estimate for 1979/80 was nearly £8m 
and I would also like clarification from the yonourable 
Financial and Development Secretary' that this figure of 

.1979/80 of E4.5M• is in fact correct, because we voted, 
if I remember rihtly,,I was given a figure' of E3.6m at ' 
the last meeting for the and of February. £3.6m; And 
then we voted; I think, about f. m, not quitem, in the • 
Appropriation Bill, and I was told, if I femember rightly, 
I may Trong. I was told that that was the full amount 
up to 3ISt March, 1960. That givesume a figure of '£4m 
and not E4im. It's a small point'but.I would like it' 
clarified how it is that the expenditure 'has gone up by 
Elm in March from the figures -given to as at the last 
meeting,...of figures up to 28th Nebruaty, .which amounted to 
£3.6m. 

HON FI:TA:TCIAL AND DEVELOE7ENT SECRETARY: 

On a point of clarification, Mr Speaker. The 
Hon able and Learned Member, the Leader of the 
Opposition, did not in'fact ask me what my. estimate was. 
for the total expenditure up to 31st March, 1980. I had 
this figure with me and had he asked it)I would have given. 
him, £4.5rs. • 

HON P J 'SOLI: 

It is very encouraging, Mr Speaker, that £lm call be! 
s-oent in one month. This augurs well for the tat:are, 
that is all I can say. ' 

H07 M X FEATHERSTOrE: 

I ca_ speak for the electricity and telephones,' but the . 
amount spent by the Public Works Department section of'the 
Improvement and Development Fund in March was E745,000. 
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HON P J ISOLA: 

The sad story, of course, Mr Speaker, is that at the 
end of this year, and even supposing the Government 
.spends the ElOm that they say they will spend, there 
will still be left £13m of the Development Programme of 
1978/81. E13m, assuming the Government' spends the £10m 
this year.-I am taking that figure from the address of 
the Financial and Development Secretary. I hope I. haven't 
misquoted him. Perhaps if I am wrong that could be 
clarified. At page 22, he said, "To complete te 1978/El 
Development Prograve a further Ll3m will he required, • 
of which some E9m will fall to be mat from local ftndine. • 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEli-ELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

7.:f the Honourable Member will look at page. 92 of the 
Estimates, he will see the breakdown by Head of that 
amount. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

I am obliged: So there will be,,Mr Speaker,-some.E13m-
moreto spend.assuming the Government'Spends.£10m. I• 
notieeThlthe.contribution of the Chief Minister and 

- • indeed in.the contribution of the Ninister-for,14blic 
_Works, some sort of blame being put on-the_contractors 
for this slowprogress. The. Chief Minister said, I 
think, "Whether or not this target will :be a:'Mewed," at 
page 17, that is the. target of E10.12m , "Whetner or 
not this target will be achieved depends very much on 
the performance• of contractors and.the supply of 
materials from outside Gibraltar. In detailed and • 
probing discussions with consultants and contractors, 
the Government .bus been assured that the expenditure 
target can be met. I can assure the House of the 
Government's determination to ensure that the work 
represented by this expenditure figure is carried out 
during this financial year." Now that sentence has 
appeared in substantial form in 1978 when the 
Development Programme was announced to this House, when 
we were told that the Public Works Department was 
getting all the expertise necessary to be .able to cope.... 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

If the Hon Leader of the. Opposition will give way. I 
think there is a particular significance in the way 
this is put this time, because the bulk of the 
'prOgrammed works are already not only out to tender 
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and approved but in progress. That is why we say that 
the prosrees is so much dependent or the speed at which 
the contactors can carry out their work, the bulk of 
it, and that is the difference. It isn't a ouestion of 
putting the blame on their, it is rather putting our 
.expectations that their targets, having approved the 
estimates and having commissioned them to do it and 
their having started on the work, is kept. 'And that is 
where we will ensure to the best of our ability that the 
work ip done. 

YR SPEAKER: 

Basically what the Chief Minister has explained'is the 
faCt thatitislmw-beyond them, they have done what they 
had to do and it is now in the hands of the contractors. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Other than keepinga.close watch on the progress of 
work by - consultants and so on and-making-the contractors, 
responsible for-  any delays. 

P j ISOIA: 
in 

- Yes, Mr Speaker, but I just want to say that/1978/79 we • 
_ . 

were told words relating to their confidence of getting 
the Development programme done. In 1979/80, when the 
Government estimated £'8m worth of expenditure,' we 
were told the same thing; and in 1980/81 we are being told 
the same thing again, but, I accept, with the 
ouelificatiens that at long last contracts have been.  
awarded .for soee of these projects. The Mini ter for 
Public ';orks soemed to be shying away from 
responsibility for his department for this delay, but I 
can only remind you that in 1979, in this budget session, 
he as linizer told us that the first brick for the Girls' 
Comprehensive.  .School would be laid in June, 1979, and 
it is new nine months later aad we still haven't had the 
first hrIck laid. The contracts have been awarded, it is • 
true. IoN :Meeker, I can only reflect, because 'what. 
happened has happened, there is nothing we can do about,• 
we have given warnings repeatedly of the totally 
unsatisfactory - situation with regards to development. I 
can only reflect on it,' but I notice that in the speech, 
I think, of the Financial and DeIellepment Secretary or 
the Chief Minister in speeches made by Government 
Ministers, we have Peen told of the benefits that will 
arise from the expenditure of ElOm in terms of income-
tax receipts and other economic activities; higher 
eMployment, more employment of labour and so forth. But, 
Mr Speaker, they are only telling us what we have been 
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telling them for the last three years and four and five, 
that the lack of economic development, the lack ef 
development expenditure, has had a slowing up effect on 
the economy, and they will themselves see if this money 
is spent, they will themselves see the results in, the 
revenue that accrues to Gibraltar over the years—But, 
Mr Speaker, the unforgiveable, if I may say, the 
unforgiveable sin, let me put it that way, that the 
Government has committed is that in.a Development 
Programme of £22m-  there will be £I3m unspent. 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

I think the figures are not quite correct. If you add • • 
• £2.9n to £4.5m,  and ElOmthis year, it gives approximately 
El7m."So it leaves £5m underspent. 

HON P J.ISOLA: 

Well, Mr Speaker, I am going by the speech that was made 
by the Financial and Development Secretary. There .are 
items I believe in this that are not in the Development 
Programme, I assume that. And that is why I assume that it 
is £13m left unspent - on the Development Programme. I 
agree with the figures that the Minister for Public Works 
has given me, I agree that if you add up f4.5m, £2.6m and 
£10m it is E17m; but at least Eim is not in the 
Development Programme because that has just been 
announced as a result of .the frentier situation for car 
parks. 5o whether one says Elam or one takes the 'best 
possible. view for the Government- of Cl7m, it is still 
£5m. or E6m left unspent, I believe it is going to be more, 
Mr Speaker, I believe it is going to be more, because. . 
although some of these things are in the.hands of 
contractors, like for example the school, there are a. lot • 
of other ones that are still in the hands of the Government 
to aehieve during the year. It would be interesting to 
:tp..)w of that 810m, how much in terms of value is already 
out to contract 'and how much of that amount under contract 
will be spent during the year. 

HON CHIEF MINI sna : 
Mr Speaker, if the Honourable Member will give way'. It is 
more than Elan on contract, but it-is that part that is 
to be spent, the bulk of it which is to be spent in this 
financial year, the contracts out, are worth much more 
than the 410m. 

• 
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HC7 P J ISOLA: 
• 

Yes,' I appreciate that,,but hew much of what is going 
to be spent this year is contract money? That is what . 
we would be interested to know. 

Mr Speaker, going to the Minister for Economic 
Development, we were very interested to hear:about the 
Port aparaisaI or viability study or whatever a is to be 
made. I personally was rather au.pried to hear about 
this being done now. I'would have thought that would 
already have been available. The whole look at the Port. 
I'am ;lad it is being looked at again but I would have 
thought that 'with Government making any decisions as to 
where. the. power.  station was going to. go, with Government. 
making any decisions about the viaduct refilling and so 
forth, I would have thoufnt that that'sort.of studs-would 
have been done some time ago. Anyway, by all means let it 
be done. There is one thing; however, that has not been 
said by either the Minister for Economic Development or 
the Minister for Public ,'arks, and that' is what I Would .  
have thought is the crucial - factor of the viaduct - • 
bridge. Certainly we would like to know whether the viaduct 
bridge is going to be available for heavy traffic, the 
sort ofheavy.traffie that we are going to get. 

CN.k:J-CANEPA: 

I apologise. .I. actually.  had a separate - sheet of 
oapenonathe queeticn of the viaduct and I must have 
misplaced it in the course of my speech. The position 
about the viaduct'bridge is that we can continue to use 
it as at prevent for the next. four years. After that, 
beyond that it, would have to be replaced and what is being. 
proposed is that'there should be extensive reclamation, 
in the Tong; termareclamation between the end of No 5 jetty 
and the Varyl Bea; Estate, in the shorter term a causeway 
to replace the viaduct bridge. But it makes sense, in 
addition to the causeway, I think, to seriously think. • 
about reclamation. The only thing is that the order of 
cost nay be very high. As far as the viaduct bridge is 
concerned the order of cost I think tentatively is 
possibly under am and this 'is what will have to be done 
in the short term, it will have to be replaced by a . 
causeway. 

HCN P 'J ISCLA: 

well, Mr Speaker, I'm very glad to hear that, We did. say, 
actually, we had consiAered'that as a part::' and in, our 
manifesto we did suggest'that consideration should be 
given to reclamation being done between the Varyl Begg 
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Estate and'Wo 5 Jetty, as an aim'of policy because not 
only is the Viaduct Bridge in a bad condition apparently, 
and the Minister has confirmed this, but as I understand 
it the west wall of the Varyl Begg Estate is also giving in 
a bit, and that, of course, could be very serious in time. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Yes, I. can confirm'that. There is a great deal of work 
to be done there. One thing about Viaduct that has not 
been said, but.I think is pertinent to mention is that 
I have been.now a member of the Development and Planning 
Commission since 1973 and over the years we were being 
told by the representatives of the. Navy there, who for 
over a year also happened to be• the Queen's Harbour Master 

-'but who usually has been the Chief Staff Officer now he 
is the Captain of HMS Rooke, we have been told that a 
Viaduct was absolutely essential because it was necessary 
to maintain a flow of water through there otherwise there 
would.be a great deal of pollution. Apparently, they 
have changed their thinking 'oil that, it doesn't seem, to 
be that necessary now, and, that is why a causeway with 
ducts, 6 to 8 feet wide apparently will be quite sufficient. 

HON M .K FEATHERSTONE: 

..Itais only really for surface water so that it.keeps down 
' the pollution on the surface, 

MR SPEAKER: 

Yes, but let's not get bogged—down on the solution 
the Viaduct. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

BIA it is, Mr Speaker, that is why I mention it, I think. 
it is very, very relevant to all the development that is 
going on in the Port area, especially I would have thought 
to the power development that will take place there. 
Certainly I'm glad to hear that this is being given 
thought because I think it is a crucial matter in respect 
of development for the future of Gibraltar. 

There is one point I would like to make. As far as develop—
ment is concerned, of course, I am only repeating what ice 
have said year in and -year out and certainly nobody will be 
happier, Mr Speaker, than this'side.of the House if the 
Government achieves the development target-of Zlem which 
they have set themselves for this.  year. I can only express 
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concern and disappointment. We knew it' Was- going to 
hanren and that is why I don't get so emotional about 
it, Concern and disappointment that tha Government 
Develooment Programme for 1978/81 will not be completed 
by 198i, that in the new circamstances•in which Gibraltar.  
finds itself the amount that is available for a new, 
Development Programme may not. be as much as this one 
and that the opportunity will have been missed and 
possibly lost forever of getting real development going 
and completed within a Particular period of time. That 
is' a matter of concern and, of course, we have to reserve 
Our rights to criticise the Government for this throughout 
the period of their tern of office. 

One last small point, nothing to do with-  theIMprovement 
and Development Pond, Mr Sneaker, but to' do with' the 
Funded Services. May I say that IOannot congratulate' 
tha Minister for Public Worke'in achieving a minus 3F; . 
water loss. This is. very- distUrbing to us, ,Yr Speaker., ' 
because it seems to us that if you not only do not lose water 
but you actually find extra - water it seems to me that . 
in that situation what has happene'd,'i's that people have 
been charged for water that they have not consumed. 
Mr Speaker, the average rate, and all - these- experts 
that the Minister has 'brought to Gibraltar on this matter 
have said that to achieve 26% or 25 less of water is very' 
fortunate, is very good, and now we are told that we have 
no loss oi.' water-at all. On the contrary we have a minus 
35'; and that is apparently as a result of what is metered 
and what is being billed. 

HON M Ii FE:ATEERBTONB: 

If the Honourable Member would give way. As I ?:id the 
other day, it is the billing that is at 'last catching up 
with backlog. I think I can giVe one specific instance, 
My friend in the Victoria Stadium wasn't billed for 3 years 
and he got his 3 year bill all at.  one wallop and this may ' 
have happened in many other instances. The billing whiCh 
has been lagging behind since the industrial action in 1977 
is at last oatching up. They are not charging for water 
that has 1161. been metered at such. 

HON p J ISOLA: 

Well, Mr Speaker, I'm very glad to hear that because that 
could have been a serious- matter. It would have meant that 
people were being charged without the meters being properly 
read and that is a very serious matter. So we don't know 
really what the water losses are because the Minister has 
treated it in a light vein and as a.result we have had no 
figure of water losses and as far as the Water Committee 
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is concerned, assumina there are water losses, we 
ourselves are surprised that at the last meeting of 
the Water Committee.we were told that an exercise was 
going to be done by the Management Section or something 
of the Secretariat, Management Services, and that we 
would have a reply within two weeks. Then a meeting 
of the Water Committee would be called. must remind. 
the Honourable Member, I don't know whether he got a reply, 
but I must remind the Honourable Member'that this-was about 
eight or nine months ago, and that: if the Water Committee 
is going to operate in that very haphaard and laggard' • 
fashion, I don't think we would be terribly happy of 
continuing to form part of it, We would certainly like 
to have assurances from him that the Water Committee's 
work will be constructive and will achieve its main object, 
which is to see that the-price of.water is kept down to a 
minimum by not having unaccpetable losses of water. Water 
-Ls a very expensive commodity.' There is something like 
Vm down for buying water between the distillation plant 
and the importation of water and I think that the Water 
Committee,. or whoever. it. is, should make every effort to. 
reduce the losses o:' eater. And another remark that I 
aidn't like, and I think I - must say :it for- the reeerd.,- was 
that the-Honourable Mr Featherstone also referred to the 
possibility of an alternative water supply and may I say 
that on this side of the House if the alternative water 
supply he was thinking of is the one that we thought when 
he .spoke then we are not in agreement with such an alter-
native because we feel that Gibraltar should continue to 
be self-sufficient in all its •essential• services and we 
should not make ourselves: prone. to Pressures of that.kind 
at any time in the future, 

HON M Ii FEATBTR3TOVE: 

No, I simply said that there might be alternative, import-
ation sources, not an alternative supply, 

HON P J ISOLA: 

I am glad for this,clarification. Well, Yr Speaker, I 
think I have said enough,' I'm glad for once the Government 
side agree. with what we say: I would just end by not 
repeating what I said before by. asking the Government 
to ponder during the luncheon recess, to ponder very 
carefully on what we have said. I think we have tried \ 
to be constructive. in our approach to the budget and we 
hope that the Finance Bill will reflect some of the ' 
suggestions that have been made from this side of the 
House. It is not too late to change it yet. 

Thank you, Mr Speaker.
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ERSPEAICE'..L: 

Well, I will say before we recess for lunch that the only 
Member,. other than the Honourable Mr Bossano who  
spoken and is entitled to speak before I invite the Chief 
Minister to reply is the Honourable the Attorney-General. 
I don't know whether he wishes to contribute to the'debate. 
All '1 am saying is that we are going to recess until 3.15 
pm and those wishing to take an opportunity to contribute 
to the, debate should. be here onetime'so that we do not. 
delay matters. So we will no* recess until 3.15 this. 
afternoon. 

The House recessed at 12.55 pm. 

The House resumed at 3.25 pm. 

MR 'SPEAKER: • 

Well, gentlemen, I. will remind the House that ee are still 
on the second reading-of the „Appropriation Bill. I under-ee• 
stand that the next contribUtor will be'the HonoUrable 
Mr:Bossane, so I will call on him to make his Contribution. 

BON 'J• BOSS; 

Mr Sneaker'lastsyear I made any main contribution to the: 
Budget-debate-  in - the Bill dealing with the- revenueraising 
measures. ..I think one .cannot'look- at the- two sides of 
Government Revenue and Government, Exuenditure as if they 
were unconnected elements; the Budget as a whole is a 
comolete thing and my argument over the years has been 
that, if anything, we concentrate on the Budget in terms. 
of its financial implications, in terms of its attempt to 
meet expenditure by raising revenue in one way as opposed 
to another, without giving due weight and consideration 
to the economic impact of revenue-raising measures as • 
opposed to their fiscal input. And this obviously is 
going to be a theme that is going to reappear in my • 
contribution this year. 

It is quite obvious, Mr Speaker, that I will find myself 
repeating a great many of the arguments I have put'forward 
in previous years because so few of them have been 
implemented so far, although rbelieve that there is 
a trend,•if one looks over the years, in gradual acceptance . • 
of some of the- suggestions that I have been making,from 
this side of the House. 
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Let me just first answer perhets the Honourable and 
Learned the Deader of the Opposition who opened his 
own contribution by a reference to the fact thst I was 
following him rather than preceding him. Of course, 
the Leader of the Opposition reminded the House that 
when I had been occupying that position in 1976-77, 
when he was equally eager to follow me as he seems 
to'be on this occasion, he said that I was leading 
myetroops from the rear and he said it as a criticism 
of the fact that that was the way I chose to handle my 
answer to the. Government on that particular occasion. • 
Clearly although it was intended as a criticism in 1976 
since then he has thought about it and decided to adopt it 
as his own policy rather than following the practice of 
his immediate predecessor who usually spoke before I did 
at every Budget session. And, in. fact, this practice that 

'we had, on the Opposition benches, Mr Speaker, since 1972, 
was because I was throughout that time when there was a 
single party.  in Opposition the spokesman on fipance,.and 
if' I was shadowing anybody at all really I was shadowing 
the Financial and Development Secretary, and it was 
rational that the economic policies of the Opposition 
should be put by me and that those-who followed me should • 
then develop a particular theme shadoting a particular 
Minister within that economic framework. But, of course, 
since one: .understande,from.oneeof•my.ex-trobpse who 'now • 
is a Lieutenant.General in the Honourable and Learned 
Membere.e. Army, one underetands frobehimthat .they have. 
got:their:own economic'experts and require:no assistance 
from met I would' have' thought they did'neteneed to wait 
to find out what my - own economic analybit: :of the. present 
situation of Gibraltar was, But of course, we'have not 
had an economic analysis from anyone else so.far• and, 
therefore, the House will bear with me if I do my humble 
.best in these circumstances to 'try and enlighten the 
members of the House who may feel thet teey can react 
perhaps more ratipnally and perhaps also less politically 
to the implications of this Budget for Gibraltar. 

I feel, Mr Speaker, that if all that we do in successive 
Ludgets is'to quarrel with each other about who is better 
at doing the thing:, that need to be done by Government 
we are likely to give the impression to people in 
Gibraltar, and I think that is the impression we do tend 
to give, that in Gibraltar we are really dealing with a 
small Urban Council that spends all its time arguing about 
street lighting, parking spaces, flower pots and stuff 
like that. And I think this is not the case. In . , 
Gibraltar we have got a responsibility for economic ' 
management which other communities of our size would not 
have. A city our size inside a nation has got no choice 
about the direction in which its economy develops. It • 
has to develop within a national economic framework which 
reflects national political decisions. We have got.choice 
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in Gibraltar and we should be concentrating out minds in 
eaercising that choice. And to the extent that there are • 
political divisions in Gibraltar, Mr ,  'S,,eaker, those 
political divisions should reflect alternatives about • 
choice. Clearly, my view as to what effective political 
participation in the House of Asaembly means is different. 
from that of the honourable and Learned Leader of the 
Gopcsition and therefore, what I say in Ly 'attempt to 
persuade the Government is something that 40s not P'14. • 
caanOt reflect t?le•way the other : amsers cf bae vpposition 
fna .rn t1.9 i,vaue because, in my first motion since the. 
election th- Ecn-ur.t.ble 'Caa .,-ned :,:ember.weAit on to peint 
chat.t1,a; if-.1hat'l was deih,:hili-trTin,v to iniiuence Vn. 
taaslcnin-a os Govarhent wEat I considerea 
to oc effective and strong 'opposition then-it.was a waste ' 
of time. I.hope that my philosophy is.right and "this is 
wrong because I certainly intend to stick to that philo-
sophy for the' next three years and for how many other years 
I spend in the House of Assembly. 

I would out it then to the House that in,loOking•at the 
implications for the economy of Gibraltar of the Estimates 
that we have before us, and effectively what we s are 
supposed to be doing, and have been supposed to be 
since the opening statements bythe Financial and 

m Levelooent Secretary and the Honourable and -',earned 
the 'hif inistar'has been to talk on the mnritsaand 
general ~  painct -les of the Bill. I would say that a 
deteiled and conscientious examination of the record 
in Hansard Will show a very -wide departure from the 
strict interpretation of what. the merits of the Bill are. 

have to look at' it in terms of what-is the role of 
1:ict.  and political power in•the light e a society 

in zeros of materil a well-being. Perhaps there may be 
an element in political philosophy where one tries to 
percuade.a co--unity to have a different set o.'driorities 
which do not carry economic implications. But T think the 
main ,role of Government has got to do with the material 
well-being of the people. And in the recent election 
campaign we put fonxard the concept as we saw it that 
really this :h.ould come about in thrce.stages, if you 
like: that effectively the Government should have a 
targ:t for economic growth to create-wealth; secondly, 
it shoul(t have a set of fiscal policies to generate 
revenue: and thirdly, it should. have a social programme 
to determine how the wealth created should be consumed. 
And effectively which seems how, the Government tells us 
that water and. electricity and housing.and telephones 

wh are goodswhich people have to pay for, but clear1V you 
could say the came of every Government service. The 
protection that a citizen gets from a Police Force or 
from a Fire Service is also a service.  which the Government. 
is prOviding the community with and. charging for. .But 
instead, of charging on a per-capita basis for every fire 
we have, or charging every time one gets mugged, we get 
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an overall charge taken, out of our incomes. And,. 
therefore, the Government role effectively is to 
deprive us of part of the wealth that we earn in 
Order to provide us with services which can possibly 
be more efficiently charged by having a charge on the 
whole community than by charging the indiVidual user. 
That is really all that we are talking about when we 
are talking about an economic programme and an economic 
Policy in a political context. 

I believe that there can •be fundamental differences in 
each of these three areas. There can be fundamental 
differences in a political philosophy about economic 
growth.. My Party is committed to economic growth ea. 
4aalmost every other socialist party in western Europe. 
Certainly, the Conservatives, as the Honourable the 
Financial and Development Secretary-has mentioned, believe 
that the cure for inflation is to restrict economic growth 
and are doing it at the moment through the.rigid:implement-
alien of a monetary policy that people like myself 'consider 
to be a disaster. But there is a clear-.cut political 
difference.' there. An'i if one had a budget here .with the 
normal political considerations that politicians discuss 
in this sort of situation we might find that either we 
are ail in Gibraltar very left-wing, or we are all very 
right-wing, depending on how we react to something that 
is dividing Western Europe today about economic growth. 
But of course, so afar the reaction to the statements of 

.the Chief Minister., and I cannot be. simply critical of 
the Opposition in this respect, I must say that if the 
Chief Minister starts off his statement by saying that 
the Government's economic policies must, therefore, be 
seen as being conceived in pursuance of aims conditioned-
by circumstances, I would .say that there should have been 
a full stop after seen, and I would .say that the economic 
policy must be seen before we can even react to it. 
Because I do not see economic Policies. What I see 
so far still is fiscalpoliciea designed to meet 
:heeds in an expenditure Programme which is basically 
an empenditure programme of maintaining existing standards 
with sane small level of improvement in some areas. • 

Par example, the increases announced in Pamily Allowances 
and the increases announced in the cM 'di-ea': allowance 
under the income Tax Ordinance, whidhare both of .25;L, are 
improvements because if we have got a 15% inflation rate 
and we are going to .have a 25% increase there are improve-
ments in those benefits and not simply, maintenance of -' 
existing standards. .Whereas in the case of the Income. 
Tax Allowance, effectively what we have got is what I 
would agree should be the minimum requirement which is. 
practically indexation of those allowances, otherwise 
we would have ,had an increase. in Income Tax, if the 
Government had not increased the Personal Aalowances 
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by 155, which was the rate of inflation in 1979. then 
effectively, through fiScal drag there would have been. 
a real increase in real tax paid on real income even if 
in money terms it did not show up to.  be the case. So 
what the Government has•done, as I see it,' is ti-at on 
income tax •they have- Maintained the existing leVel of 
taxation except for the case of Children's Allowance 
and Family Allowance where there has been a reduction 
for this particular group. I cannot quarrel with that, 
Mr Speaker, but, I would find it easier to point out. • 
whether I was able to.  support it or not if it formed 
Part of a wider philosophy. And' therefore, I think that 
in the first point. of what I. think the Budget should be • 
doing, which is that lea philosophy aboUt economic growth, 
we have in fact no such thing happening. In terms of 
fiscal policies to create revenue I cannot Support the 
view that because we have parity we should be introduoing 
UK rates-  of tax.. I'think that the commitment to UK 
taxation, and in reminding .the House of the stand I have 
taken .over the years, I would perhaps Point out that I am' 
not necessarily doing.what is supposedatobe politically 
most popular, because I was quite willing to defend UK 
rates aftaXation,a n: Mr Speaker,'whethey were higher than 
in Gibraltar as part of a programme of integration with 
UK. I stood by that programme-when we'started the • 
Integration Party, .five of.  us in 1965, and we said that 
if. the price, we had to nay .for a•Plefinedpolitical. 
pbjective was to.pay UK .rates.when.UK.rates were much 
higher-than in .-aibraltar,- then we ,were willing to pay 
that. price andedefend•pur philosophy;, and•that- was one 
of..the 'arguments that those who opposed us were using 
against us. a That we were..  going to ruin Gibraltar with 
UK-rates-of tax! Today we have got 'higher rates in 
Gibraltar than in UK. But if we are talking about direct 
taaation in UK'and talking about directhtaxaticn•in• 
Gibraltar, then I would riot support any move to reduce 
taxetion for those between 812,000 and 816,000 without 
somebody else telling me where that shortfall in revenue 
was going to come from or where the'cut in public 
expenditure resulting. from that shortfall in revenue 
was going to fall. It may be politically a popular • 
thing just to tell eeonle that taxes should be cut. 
Certainly :'..mss Thatcher seems to have been able to make . 
it work in order to get intp  power although I do not 
think she is going to  be able to make it work in practice 
to stop her being•eventually out of power, because people 
in UK are now realising that the income tax cuts that were. 
introduced by the Conservative Government, and we must 
understand that when we are talking about the UK tax 
system today we are not•talking about a progressive. system 
helping the lower paid, we are talking about a System that 
has been resisted by the Labour Party in the House of - • 
Commons, a system that has been taking money away from 
the' lower paid and-giving it to- the people at the top. 
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That is what we are talking about today, if we are 
comparing the tax system in Gibraltar and the tax system 
in the UK. - And that people who thought that they were in 
for a bonanza in tax cuts have found themselves paying 
highei" prescription charges, paying for school meals and 
having drastic cuts in essential services. If ye are 
talking about paying for 'a given level of services; if 
we are talking about ideological differences and political 
differences; let us talk. about them openly and honestly. 
If we are all in agreement with labour policies then that. 
isfine, I think it could not be'a better situation from 
my point of view, Mr Speaker, than to find myself 
surrounded by fourteen other Socialists; I am not 
including the two officials because I imagine they.are 
not allowed to Alvulge their political colouring! 

MR SPEAKER; 

I am delighted you have excluded me too: 

HON J IsOSSANO: 

Well, Mr Speaker; since you have to .be.impartial, I' 
thought that . would. be  the right thing.to do! 

If the alternative Government does,:ae mY.Honourable 
and Learned' Friend YT Isola "proposes, iansimplyone 'where 
he considers it has got.a better management. team, and 
this Is howeI understand thealternativeatohthe statement 
of the.Honourable• and Learned the ChiefeEinister which 
should really. have been-apolitical statement of broad. eco— • 
nomic)  fiscal and social policies, the alternative to that 
is as I understand it that there is a.better team on this cIde 
to do the s..ue thing as the Government waat to do, aad,. 
that therefore_it would .eost, less On." be/au-a they —ould • 
nroeuce rore eleicaency aereovernmeet:.!I thatathere is a 
7ereater.depth to tne nedget, and 
to the direction, in which we must guide Gibraltar than 
simply :laying that different individuals as Ministers in . 
Government would produce different levels of efficiency 
in the ivil Service, because presumably if we are getting 
poor value for money, either we are talking about people not 
doing what they are being paid to do or else We are talking 
about 'a system that cannot function whoever is in power. If 
we need to examine the efficacy of the Government machine, 
of the system, then certainly it is right and proper that 
this should be a subject matter for debate in the House and 
I think that we might well find that we are paying 
excessively for the, services that Government is providing 
for the community. But then I would go back to my initial 
point, Mr Speaker, of saying: what is it all about? If 
we think that. we can have a better Fire Seryice by having 
it in private hands, beesUse private industry is more 
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efficient than Government 'industry, then am prepared 
to consider any radical ideas that members of the House 
may have on such subjects. I think it is Proper. 'I • 
think that it is of eaaence for seople like myself who 
subscribe, to the ideology of the• labour movement not to 
be conservative ourselves, and.I think it is quite correct 
that we should ourselves be nrepared• to examine all.our 
own sacred cows, all:the principles that ce consider to 
be incapable of re-examination. I do not.think there 
is anything sacred about the philosophy of how to run an 
economy that is prevalent and unsocialist, and if somebody 
can show me that a system based on private enterprise and. 
a system based on-capitalism can give the ordinary citizen 
a happier- and a better standard of living then I would be 
a fool to try and persuade people to change something 
better for something-worse.- So I do not think that; one 
should be hprrified at the thought of examining honestly, 
objectively,.imnartially, what,is the best way of providing 
the things that people want or the things that ' they need.; 
I think sometimes Government has got to take a decisiOn.  
which essentially is a deprivation of individual freedom.. 
omptimes'we have to legislate, we have "none it in this 

House. we have legislated in this 'Abuses . it took me a 
number of years to convince.the Honourable Minister for 
Labour about this, but we legislated making insurance • 
comnulsory4 72ecauee if you do not make insurance 
co: eulsory then there will be People vho will not 
insure for their old age and then when they get to 
their old age we will have to tax the people who did 
insure in order. to tay pensions to those who did not 
insure. You nave to .force them to do it, otherwise 
effectively, if you leave it to the individuate you may 
find .that you tend to penalise the conscienteus individual 
who provided for his own old age and has,got to be taxed. 
to keep alive the person who did not provide, because we 
cannot allow people who made no provision for their old 
age simply to. fend for themselves come what •may. 
Therefore, one has got a political responsibility, which • . 
if people do not like, if we find the situation where 
nobody wants to provide for their old age, then clearly • 
there would be a political party contesting a future 
election pa that ticket, and winning, and they could 
change the law. But I think Government has gut a responsi-
bility some times effectively to. tax People in order to-
7,•rovide the:: with services which, left to their own devices, 
peoplo would not provide fox themselves. It seems to be an 
imebsition. It is in fact .arestriction on personal 
freedom, but it is one that the  electorate can alter 
by electing different people ao members of the House 
when the time comes if they do not like the thinking 
of the neonle who are here today. But the important • 
contribution that can make to the welfare of Gibraltar 
and the good Government of Gibraltar is not to spend all 
the time arguing about whether the roofs in Varyl Begg  

would have taken three years if somebody else had been in 
Goaernment -dnstead of four years, but to get the roofs done. 
And we should be analysing fundamentals in this Budget,. 
fundamentals in the economy of Gibraltar, and we should 
be analysing above all else, Mr Speaker, the -direction 
the•economy.should be taking after lst June. Above'all 
else we should be .examining that. 

I .can assure the Government that if I had been responsible 
for producing an economic' plan in a situation of a closed 
frontier'I would think that that economic plan would have 
to be thrown. away in a situation of an open frontier since 
it would be meaningless. 'The Government would have been 
justified in saying that in the light of the anticipated 
changes in the Spanish Government's approach to Gibraltar, 
in the light of the removal of restrictions which. were . 
designed to.cripple our economy, the most that one can 
hare a month before the change.  starts taking place is a 
neutral budget and await events. I believe that even so 
this Budget.effectiveIY underestimates the strength of 
the economic situatibn and underestimates the eventual 
results. In fact, ef the House recalls last year when 
there was so much globm in .the House I got sufficiently 
exasperated, Mr Speaker, by•starting off my contribution. 
by telling Honourable Members that I had never heard so 
much rubbish spoken in all my life, because all the gloom 
that there was last year was not justified. I pointed- out,. 
and the Financial.and Development Secretary of the-time 
recognised, that no account appeared to have been taken 
of the effect .of the private sector wage increase on 
Government revenues, I also mentioned, as I have 
mentioned in previous budgets, the effect on the 
Currency Note Income Account which is-inevitable 
in an inflationary period because there are more 
notes in circulation. And it is inevitable in a 
situation of annual wage increases. 

We have been given figures by the Honourable the Financial 
and Development Secretary this year which clearly indicate 
that ..978/79, when there was so much trepidation about 
the implementation of parity, the fears being expressed in 
the House were not justified. I remember that in 1976 
there was a long and heated discussion between the 
Honourable and Learned Chief Minister and Mr Xiberrae, the 
then Leader of 'the Opposition, because the reaction then of 
my colleagues on the Opposition was that the implementation 
of parity in the way it was being done was taking place too 
fast; that it should have been started earlier and at a 
slower pace, and this was again repeated last year when 
the economic situation appeared to bp quite serioue.'it 
was again being repeated. It was the speed of the 
implementation of parity that was responsible, and 
I pointed out last year that this was absolute nonsense,. 
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that it had nothing to do with speed, it had. to do with 
ratios. at would not have worked, Yr ,  'Speaker, would 
have been for the Gibraltar Government to have implemented 
parity in 1974 and the MOD to have implemented Parity. in 
1980. • That would not have.  worked. But certainly if it.  
had been done the other way round the surplus would have 
been 21Om*today instead of £5m! It has nothing to -do with 
the speed of the implementation of parity because parity 
in itself is just a concept, the fruit .of which we are 
seeing today. A concept which gives us an oblective'yvaY 
of determining Wages and establishing relatveties. 

The problem that is today crippling whole industries in 
Western EUrope, the. most serious •problem-affecting wage.. 
bargaining today the problem ofhownwe establish 
relativities In a way that people, will accept. In the 
UK•the•Labour Government tried to set up the Wages •" 
Connisaion under Professor Clegg to do just what we are 
doing here in Gibraltar with parity, to establish parity 
between 'the public and the private sector, like we have 
established parity between Gibraltar and the UK Dockyards. 
-And thee have had great difficultyjn'getting•some of --
those results implemented and accepted. y:ehave been 
fortunate._ People recognised from the beginning when 
they thought to establish -parity, trade unionists 
recopnised - that it was a question of swings and round-
abouts and thet in some pay reviews one group would gain 
more than-anothen group and relativities would be disturbed. 
But we haVagotsomething in• Gibraltar, in terms of wages 
bargaining, that .would 'be 'the envy of any country in 
Western Europe if they could have•it, because we have 
got .a way of .sitting down and settling our differences 
using an agreed yardstick. We have agreed in Gibraltar 
since July 1978 that a Fireman here should be raid what 
a Fireman is paid in Ur;, and a. Dockyard fitter what. a 
Dockyard fitter is getting in UK, whereas everywhere 
else' what tends to'haPpen is that the Dockyard fitter • 
goes on strike in order to close the gap between himself ' 
and the Fireman, and then the Fireman goes on strike to • . 
open it. That would still be the situation in Gibraltar 
if ae had nurely locally-determined wage bargaining 
processes where basically the person at the end of the • 
cueee would ensure that because he was at the end of the. 
queue he did better than all the people who hans ,receded 
him in the queue. That in itself gives the economy of 
Gibraltar a stability that few other economies have got, 
and I think the Honourable Minister for Labour mentioned 
that that enables us now to do more effective forward 
planning, both as-regards the Government's own expenditure 
and as regards the'econoMy'as a whole, because we can now 
project forward increased wage and salary costs in a way 
that very few people can anywhere else in the world. And 
we can do it because .there is a time lag between our own 
settlement in Gibraltar and.  the settlements in UK. And 

there is a'clear trend established before we come- to 
review dates. So it is,possible now for the Financial 
and Development Secretary tc come up with the figures 
that reflect what I was. arguing several years' ago. It 
is possible now for a reasonably accurate estimate to 
be made of what the cost to the Government is going to 
be this year, and the cost to the public sector is going 
to be this year, and what the yield is going to be. 

It is very instructive to look at the figures'we*haVe been 
given because we have been told thet,the.cost to Government 
is £1.8m, and the yield from the public sector is. 21.3m, 
and this is just on.income tax.. But of course, in the posh 
to Government, we have included 2320,000- a6 the cost.to"the 
Funded Services; and, therefore, - there is an element. of 
double counting there, which should be ,subtracted if we- are 
talking about a policy of making the Funded Services self-
finanbing. Because:  if for example, in the Electricity 
Account we have a situation.where we put down, if one 
looks at 'page 109 of the Estimates, £110,000 for' wages 
and salaries and, that forms part of the deficit for this 
year, and we are saying that that service should be self-
financing, 

 
then that £110,000, which is part of the cost 

of 21.-8m to the Government, is no longer part of the cost 
to the Government because it'  is part ofthe cost 'of this 
fund. &it the £35,000 that that producss. in PAYE is part 
of the Government 'revenue and, thereforen in the context 
of a policy of making the four Funded Services.sslfefinsnonge- 
and charging the full cost of wage.s increases ttnthosen  
services - and that is still the policy whether it has 
been achieved fully this year OT not - then we are talkingd 
now of a situation.where out of the 21.8m gross cost we 
have £180,000 net cost simply after taking into account 
the financing of wage increases through rents, water, 
electricity and telephones, and the. payment of PAYE by 
People in the public sector, 'Ind that. does not take 
into account the yield on import duty as a result of 
the increase in net dispoSable income which at one stage 
was put au 5% initially and subsequently it was reduced'- 
and I am not quite sure because we have not been given any.  
information about whether any statistical work has been 
done on the eventual result - but I remember that in the 
first estimatesthat were being made about the impact a 
figure of 5% was being used and then the Financial and 
Development Secretary at the time thought it was on the' 
high side and reduced it to 3%. I do not know whether • 
we now have information which enables us to come to the 
figure that is closer to reality, although of course. 
accept entirely that when one is talking about disposable 
incomes and indirect taxation yield one is talking about 
a less certain area in terms of forecasting than when one,  . 
is talking about direct taxation. 
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Clearly, if we have get different levels.  -of duty levied 
on different types of goods, and if we .are told that so 
many thousands-of television sets were bought in the last 
two years and that now themarket is reaching saturation 
point, we could get a shift in consumer expenditure on to . 
a ewoduct that pays,. a lower level of duty and that can 
upset yoencalcuiations. .So I think in inuirect taxation .' 
we haive to..accept,tnat there is an elen:ent there which 
will probably .nrovide some sort of cushion in terms of 
revenue yield over the next twelve months, but it is not 
an element - that even in.  a relatively stable situation one 
could put an exact figure to without finding subsequently 
that one's estimates were completely out. But. I think 
that on the Currency Note Income Account there -is a' very . 
clear spin-off in a situation of 155 inflation, and- wage 
increases averaging 155 to 205 which I think is the 
experience we are going to be facing in 1980/81 because 
we've got inflation already rtnningat20% on a .12 
month level, Mr Sneaker, and, therefore, I think we are 
bound to see an increase in the money supply ino Gibraltar, 
and I'm glad that none.. of the prehistoric ideas about . 
monetarist policies have crept into onr:#n.fiscal policy: 

Yee, we are in the happy situation, Mr Speaker, that we 
want the money supple to increase, it doesn't worry us 
at all,. it produce.; .money for the Government. Perhaps 
•%,e should send somehOdy over to nut the British economy 
right. I think in that situation we can expect that 
element in Government finance to Produce more money and 
certainly the ebsence of a figure for the private sector 
makes no sense at all .in any case because ever _.n .a stable 
Situation like we've•had, and the employment service 
indicatesotat we haye- not had a contraction of the 
private sector, and I would have accepted as a valid 
argument initially, perhaps, on the implementation-of 
parity that if the private sector was going to be-subjected 
to sudden and unexpected wage increases which, in fact, was • 
not the case - it was not the case bee,ause the private 
teeter had anticipated the wage increases because, in fact, 
if ee lcOk back to the 1978 estimates, Mr Speaker, we have 

.a fignre of S7.4m in the budget then which was, of course,. 
the wage increase of 1976. Now there you have a situation 
where the Gorernment was paying out 87.4m for wages backdated 
to 1976, wherein the private sector had gone up in 1976, 1977 
and 1973. But in the situation that we have got now, where 
we have seen that aarity has been carried out effectively 
through the major areas of the private sector like the 
construction industry, the hotel induntny organised white-. 
collar workers in big employers, are all on either direct 
analogues with UK or direct analogues with the Gibraltar 
Government. _Since we. have now got a stable situation and • 
employment _in the private sector is not shrinking, then we 
can estimate with a .fair degree of accuracy that the .average 
level of increase in tins private sector would be of the same 
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order as that of the public sector. Of course, if we do 
not do it and then we get an outcome of a Pim more in 
income tax than was .expected we should not all run around 
jumping for joy at what a pleasant surprise Father Christmas 
has brought' It has nothing to do with Father Christmas, • 
it •has. to do with the Unions in Gibraltar negotiating wage 
increasee. That is what is producing the money in PAYE. 

If we look at those-unquantified elerents.on the revenue 
side of this budget, which I think•are. there end which I 
think make.the position even better than it looks, and • 
consider a new -determination on- the part of the. Government 
to spend all the. development aid in tine, and one assumes 
that there .are greater prospects of that new determination 
which surfaces every 12 months in April not dying in the 
course of the--next three or four months, but if we see 
'that actually bearing fruit,- and would:remind Honorrebl 
Medpers.that.it  was an. important point in-any analysis of. 
the figures twelve months ago and twenty four months ago, 
that the degree to which the- development programme was 
translated into work and • translated into the payment of 
wages, was 'also a vital element in the degree to which we 
could expect actual figures to exceed the estimates. If 
we actually see the.  LlOm programme carried out; if we 
actually see the private sector wages going up; and we 
ace an expansion of emnloyment in Gibraltar and an influx 
of tourists, then we are talking, Mr Speaker, really of 
figures that look very healthy today, but which could be 
made to look ridiculous under estimates in twelvemonths' 
time. But. I would agree that the Government should not-
take any risks at this stage with the economy of Gibraltar 
although I think that the figures in fact we will be 
pleasantly surprised by exceeding 'over the next twelve 
months. I would agree that the Government should not 
take any risks. with the economy. of Gibraltar because the 
most important consideration above all others that must .. 
guide us in this House is the preservation of Gibraltar-
and its people in the light of Opain's pretensions to take 
us over, 

I think that in that consideration it is very important for 
us to hava'a strong, viable economy. I do not think we need 
to quarrel with Her Majesty's Government hut. it is c'ertainly 
easier to disagree if you control your own purse strings. 
And I think it is important that the opportunities that 
may be opened up by a less antagonistic attitude on the 
part of the Spanish Governments  those opportunities should. 
be  used to strengthen the,  economy of Gibraltar and to ensure 
that we do not find ourselves in a position of unnecessary 
vulnerability at some unspecified date in the future., It 
is important, and that should forma main political plank 
underlying economic policy for the Government.of Gibraltar 
because it is better in a situation such as• we have to err 
on the side of caution and find that we have got the money 



• - 
in is-rve "high rill give us a meesere of independence 
in meking eer pwridecisions, and not t) need to do it - • 
it is better to have it,te be able 'to do it and not to 
need to do it,than to find ourselves in need of doing 
it and not beirz able to. 

I think in any case an objective assessment of the situation 
will show that the level of reserves today is not exceptional 
by reference to what we have had over a number of years.' It 
is exceptional by reference to what we have had in the last 
two, years .only. But•I think the fast two. yenra. were: 
exceptional because we had a dislocation of the economy 
as a result of a two year delay before any public sector 
wage settlements- took place. So we had a situetibn where 
the Government of Gibraltar, forming something, like - 30% 
of the total economy, was receiving revenue from the. rest 
of the economy and, having fixed costs itself; and then two 
years later having to lee back and readjust all its cost 
figures retrospectively. Well, clearly any business finding 
itself in .that situation will be in serious trouble because 
all its capital reserves, all-  its projection for the future, 
all its•revenue • figures would have to be redonejbackdated 
two years'ehen the money that was being received two years 
ago has already been-sPent and. gone. We have ,not. got that -

'situation any more in Gibraltar, and I hope we never 'have 
to -have it again.. Therefore, to look at today's revenue' 
figures; ,.to look.attoday'sedebt servicing,:to:look at 
today's,reservese.wre,should go,backto• a previously normal 
ebonomic•situetion in Gibraltar. 

76 find that dn terms of•reserves, Mr Spesker,'in 1976/77 
we had. £3.5m-in'a budget expenditure :of £18.4m. We find 
that in.1973/74. we.had. £1.2m , in-ruserve in a budget. 
expenditure of £6.7m.' The reserves were 33% of expenditure, • 
four months" expenditure. If we look at debt'servicing we. 
find that if we go back to 1971/72,. which was one of' the 
highest percentage figured that we had, we were then ' 
servicing our public debt by using up 8% of our expenditure. 
Then we came down to a low of 2.9% en 1975/77, when tle 
debt servicing costs were £540,000, and we have been . . 
gradually increasing since then. In 1978/79 the figure 
is 3.4%, and in 1979/80 the figure is 3.7%. So we see . 
that at present the servicing cost of public •debt is•hot 
disproportionately high out of total public expfmiLture 
in relation to past situation, past experience ol the 
Government of Gibraltar. 

Clearly,we must look at this as one of the factors in 
deciding whether we can afford to increase public debt 
or not. ehere nay-be-a-case for changing the timing of 
increase in public debt, not necessarily because we• cennot 
afford it but because by delaying it or by accelerating 
it we can get the money that we need.cheaper. I. would 
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remind the ueeee that in 197A when the Government indicated 
that tley accepted the need to shift from financing the 
Improvement and Development Find primarily by'injections 
from the Uonsolidated l''und to doing it reiinly through the 
raising of loans, I welcomed this changed emphasis, but 
thought it was unfortunate that they had chosen to do so • 
at the time when there: seemed to be a clear upward trend 
in interest rates. Certainly at the time I would have • 
thought myself that those rates were high. In retrospect 
of course they appear now ridiculoesly low, but at that 
time they were themselves historically high. InA situation 
where we are now in this'extraordinary area of 20% interest 
rates, it would•be a serious mistake r  think to raise long 
term capital at this level of 'interest rates, and I would, 
advise the Government against this. It would be better in 
a s4ituntion like. this to use our own reserves perhaps - with • 
a view to replenishing the reserves:by raising long term 
capital when long term interest rates come down, which they ••• 
are bond to do because the whole object of the monetarist 
policy is precisely to dampen down inflationary pressures 
through curtailing the raising of long term money and 
curtailing capital investment in the belief that tLis 
will produce a situation of initial unemployment, initial • 
drop in consumer demand, followed by a drop ip inflation 
or a de-celerstion of the rate of inflation which will then 
be translated into a drop - in- interestrates which will then 
produeewstiMulatien of demand, 'Thatets the,essenceeof:. 
the philosOphylpehind the policies being,fellowed, -not just:: 
in the UK,. butin the Unite-deStetes_andeinmost.Y:estern 
European capitals' today. : 

A philosophy-which,l - persenally think iSedeomed to failure, 
but whether_ it fails or it succeeds,the time will come - when 
politically it will be untenable. The time will come when 
if one gets deflation- of the economies of Y.estern•Europe 
with massive unemployment, as the prospects seem to 
•as the•lInancial and L'evelopment Secretary mentioned in 
his opening statement, with factories closing down through , 
lack of consumer demand, with pressures on public expenditure 
through the need to maintain welfare payment any way; and all 
this massive exercise being maintained at colossal;, high . 
interest rates and the easing of public debts, Governments 
will have to change course. If the policies being . 
implemented today in Western Europe fail to produce 
results they will:change course, and if they do produce" 
results,well then,they are supposed to be changing course 
anyway because that is one of, the re cults expected of them. 
If they work, interest rates are supposed to fall naturally,, 
but even if they fail to work,political circumstances will 
force a U-turn on the British Government and on a numbeie of 
other Governments. 'We in Gibraltar are only caught at the 
tail end of.this_inflationary spiral, both in terms of 
imported inflation through our consumer goods and in terms • 
of our ability to 'raise finance for our own local investment. 
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Ana hecous •'c hove hoth ne open ecenomy in Gibraltar. and • 
in thinking nbont economic paanning, LI thinking about the 
need to attract resources to Gibraltar for investment in.  
Gibraltar, there are only two ways open to the Government 
really. Either we have got a rigid type of exchnnge. control 
where we would have the unconvertible rouble as the ' 
equivalent currency in Gibraltar; where people would • 
not be allowed to take money out of Gibraltar. whether they 
like it or not, and,I would think that it would be a very 
difficult system to,Police effectively, or else we have 
whether we /ike-iteor riot'  to pay the going rate in 
Gibraltar to make investment in Gibraltar for those who 
have money - as attractive- . as investment outside Gibraltar, 

I think the realitysef it is that the economy of.Gibraltar 
cannot stake.  the first course because it would need to.be 

• - virtually a self-sufficient condmy,to be able to do it 
effectively. So we have no choice.. W Whether e like it 
or not we nse caught up in any'financial storm that goes 
throueh the Teonden money Marketefor as long as- we are 
unable to finance all our own Projects oUrselves out of 

'our own money. ''therefore, I would bay that if it .is possible 
ferStheovernment to use part of ita reserves at thW stage. 
to delay berrowing.money,in the hope that they will be able ' 
to raise thet money in the not too distant future at more 
favourable, rates; and I think for example, if we are talking • 
?bout a delay that may extend as mush as twelve months, I 
think thet twelve months, I cannot see anything other . 
then adowm trend apsearing within twelve nonths on the 
international Monet,; Markets, If we are talking about that 
sort, of time.  scale I would soy that there might be benefit. 
in th.e Government doing it with a view to replenishing their.  
reserves.. Ievould not want to see a shift from capital 
funding by long-term • borrowing to funding out of reserves 
because I do not think that is a wise thing .to do. • I have 
alcoyt felt that one should look at the cash flow of 
Government business as a means of meeting debt servicing 
rasher than as a means of financing capital works. One 
should look at it from the point of view aItost really 
like the domistic consumer looks at it, of Saying, well, 
inetend of saving the money to buy a car, I buy the car. 
now andI am Paying for it while I am using it. I think 
that the Government's approach should berealistic; that 
they should say, if ve can afford to have devoted 10% of. 
our revenue to servicing debt and we are able to borrow - 
mones, say at, for the sake of using an artificial figure, 
at that mecca we can afford to s_end ten times that 
cash flow on capital works, And therefore, the revenue 
flow end the ..,oneolidated 2und should be seen as the 
backdrob to Sebt servicing and not as the backdrop to 
capital inveesment. 5nt there may be occasional situations, 
and would =ut it to ti,e Government that thie is one of. 
them, where the timing is-ars-important factor. Aid although 
the case for raising.longterm capital is still just as 
stro_g economically, in terms of money management, in terms 
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of financial mannscment as opposed to economic management, 
there'may be a point for-dipping into your reserves to use 
that money until you can get money cheaper and put it back 
in your own reserves. 

• 
The reserves themselves; Mr Sneaker, as I have said at this 
stage are net 'excessive-by past standards. I think the 
projected reserve of £5.5m must, of necessity, be seen in 
the context of a number of factors. It has to be seen in 
the context Of a figure that is there in money terms and 
not in real terms and therefore it must be seen in the 
context of the purchasing pOwer of that money today. as • 
opposed to the purchasing peter of the reserves of £2.9m 
in 1975/76 br• ,gi.2m in a971/72. And in that context they 
are not 'as big as they would appear to be at first sight. 
A point that was made by the Honourable and Learned the 
Chief Minister in =.978 where, I think,•he 'was trying to 
show that'there was a strong' case for building up reserves 
which were then . projected'at C1.5m and the' Government put . 
in measures so raise an additional L300,000 to increase the 
reserves, was that out of that-02.5m £700,000 were • 
uncollected, unpaid bills, 'It is not a point that is 
mentioned this year and it is a point that the EoUSe 
should bear in mind. 

According to the Auditor's Report it was .77.1.5m in March, 
1279, and although the figure went 'down slightly in 
September, 1979, it is- bound, unless we shorten the 
period of collection; to be an increasing figure in 
line with increasing costs. And, therefore, if people 
are acouple.of months behind with their electricity-
bills,and clearly the electricity bills cost more every 
month, that couple of months will mean more and•more in • 
money terms, and, therefore, when ire is lookin:; at the 
reserves one must recognise that th'!tis'a real asset. 
I mean, there is no question about it because every.  business 
:ircludes in its balance sheet debtors as an asset. But the 
fait that it is an asset doesn't mean it is a liquid asset, 
it isn't an asset'that can be readily realised because if 
the Government has got a couple of thousand consumers owing 
it money for bills of water and electricity, well, it 
wouldn't pay to try and tale everybody to court in a month 
to get the money back quickly. .;,'o,, you know, it is an asset 
that is tier' as a lorg,term source of revenue for the 
Government finance, but as a short term situntion, vhere 
the Government may be:facing a liquidity eroblem, tae cash 
is not there to be used. So, I think, the fact that there 
is.  a figure there of .Cllm is important that the 1:0;1 :'.e should 
know before we start running away with the idea that we are 
all being excesbively taxed in order to build up unnecessary 
reserve, which I myself would not support. But in any case 

would not accept that the choices are between shether with 
reduced tax or with reduced reserves - because, of course, 
there is also an alternative about whether we increase 
services. Unless we have all got to the stage of thinking 
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in Gibj,altar that we have created such a-perfect society 
that there are no further improvements necessary or. 
desirable nnd, therefore, if we were facing a-  choice 
today, I. Speaker, of having too much money, which I 
submit to the House is not the case, if we were facing 
thatdhoice today then before we'start telling the 
Government to give - all that money back to the consumer, 
I would' say that there must still be areas of improvement 
of social deprivation in Gibraltar where it might be better 
for all of us to stick to the system we have got. today and 
see an imcrovement in weaker members'of.the•community; • 
rather than be able to spend a little more time on bingo 
or smoke more or get more television sets or something . 

I

• 
like that. So  would put it that even if we were facing 
a situation,Which we may.  face in -the future, of having such. : 
healthy revenue flows in Government, that:the budgets will 
be not' about how much more we are going to pay but,how 
much more we are going.  to be given back,which may be the 
proslaadt that awaits us, in which case I think probably 
the AACR can look forward then to another'200. yearsin 
'office, if they come back every budget telling us how 
much money they are going to'fr.ive us. But I don't think 
that is the immediate prospect. - 

In the situation, therefore, of today's budget, Yr Speaker, 
we have.. to consider that it is very likely that the new 
economic •climate• within which. we will. be  operating over the 
nexttwelveanOnths will make,•certainly•the: estimates 'on 
'the.. revenue:side •I think, Will 'make tnose••estimates look . 
complotelY. ridiculous- in twelve•months..time . I think.one 
has if,ot to sacept that if that. were the .cabe,it-is not 
something: that cOuld be put atthe door of the Government 
as bad estimating. It would be—something that- the environ—
ment within which these estimates have' changed to the 
extent that the change has not yet been reflected because. 
the: full impact of the'change cannot be predicted-at this 
stage. But the fact that it cannot be predicted doesn't • 
mean that we go through this estimate now bickering with 
each other as if nothing was hacoening,a because there is 
something very important happening to the economy of 
Gibraltar. And I think we should be concentrating our 
minas-in this House as - how best to work together in order 
to ensure. :I:at the economic strength of Gibraltar-is 
increased and not weakened by the changes that are going 
to cone about in our relations. with Spain. 

I have for many years now been preaching the .necessity 
for long term economic planning. In an unchanging situation, 
Mr Speaker, long term economic plamkimg is something that 
can be delayed and the only:price one pays for delaying 
it is the loss of not having.itshenefits earlier than 
one might otherwise have. But in a situation like we 
face todaY, if we do not make an immediate and sustained • 
effort to introduce a more' rigid set of .criteria in the 
running of the economy -of Gibraltar, we could miss—the 
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boat. completely. Ve could fail to take advantage of the 
opportunities that may be opening for the economy of 
Gibraltar. I think part of this is clearly already 
reflected in Government. thinking. I would say the 
input/output study Which was mentioned. last year which 
is proceeding now to an imminent conclusion, I believe, 
that, Mr .Speaker, must provide the backcloth against which 
we carry out economic studies of different sectors of the 
economy, because that will show us what the situation was 
when the frontier closed, and it. is important to monitor . 
then the changes from that situation in order to see how 
we should react to those changes. And if it was important . . 
in the past that fiscal policies should not be arrived at 
in isolation 9f economic criteria it is of vital importance • 
now. Because new a purely fiscal decision, which is simply 
a way 'of raising money because we Want'so much•money to pay• 
for certain things that you have to buy, that, without a 
true analysis of the repercussions on the.economy of 
Gabraltar,in the context which I was very happy to hear-
fae Minister for Labour explaining, of thef easibility-
study, which is the sort of context in which we must look 
at-the economy of Gibraltar; on the traffic-flows through.  
#he, Mediterranean; on the way.cargo is moving; on the 
impact. of legislation in the EEC; we take fiscal measures 
without,working out the economic repercussions in a situa7  
tion;.wherewe.  have got:norMal,communicationwith Spain, we •• 
could•deatrey_the economy of'Gibraltar,ourselves Without 
evenaknOWing:what were,doing:and.would find•out too 
late. SO.whSt I've been trying to. impress:overthe years, 
Mr Speaker, mow--becomes .a vital necessity. .The.HonourableH 
and - Learned Chief :infact• invited me to.-
unveil my.eoonotic•.prograMme for Gibraliar,.an invitation 
that I find repeated from all sorts of quarters 4r Speaker. 
In the course of the recent election campaignity party 
went to an election campaign knowing we were not in a 
position to form Government but making it clear that our 
philosophy would be, if any or all of. us.  were returned to 
the House, that whoever was On the Government side we would 
attempt to persuade to implement' policies for the good of • 
Gibraltar•ratner than use our time here in order to. engage 
in purely verbal political battles and score up debating . 
points as if this was a public school or a grimmer school 
— even if a lot of us do come from the Grammar School, I 
think we should stop being. Grammar School boys now and 
again. And, therefore, in that context I would say to the . 
Government that I feel that there is a need for an immediate 
reaction on our part to the new situation that has been 
created, and that that need should be translated by the 
setting up of some sort of body outside' Government control 
which would give the Government specific advice and.  
recommendations. 

I am thinking, Mr Speaker, of something which would have a 
role similar to-1014 in the United Kingdom but not as 
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inatitutienaltaad a4nit is.. In the U]'  there are.what are 
wn kno as caango's - that is what 'the critics call it - and . 

they are gredaelly being done out of existence by the 
ConServatives. But these are bodies Which effectively 
are a'Ivisary

But 
•with ucu-lly representations from 

Government, Trade Unions and Industrialists. Now, I 
think, in a case liloe 'Gibraltar; v.c cannot in fact have • 
that sort of •natterh like we have for example:in the: 
different Statutory Boards because effectively the.  
Statutory Boards,are intended to be advisory bodies 
which act as 'a :agars of comtunications:between• Government 
and affected , areas,•and, therefore, if we have Trade Unions • 
renreaentation or.  rooresentaticn from .the House; it is• 
because the Government wants to get the'adviae from the • 
shop floor and .does it that •way, by havihr somebody who.  
comes with a policy decision and makes known what is the. 
Union nolicy there. l'ihat 'we need effectiVely is a:group 
of individuals who may be from the Unionsi'or may be from • 
buaenesS, or may be from Government, but who can make st-
'positivecontribution in ideas or in expertise in different 
areas.• I think it is important to start this and to start'',  
it straightaway, and I would offer my services in this • 
respect to the Government to setnp:a series of small 

committees that would investigate different areas of the 
economy, do it as weedily as possible; and submit to the 
Government a report analysing the possible impact of the.  
new economic situation on that particUlar area of the 
economy, and we might'be talking about hotels, we might 
he talking about bars, we might be talking about transport,  
restaurants. Clearly in the expertise in that - committee .  
-there would have to •:pe, the people involved in that parti-
cular area and I would suggest that the way thFt this 
s haul .be h,ndledawonld be that these reports - and they 
may well need to foe:confidential,fornore than one reason, 
one i3 that we don't .particularly want our newly discovered 
lo"ing neighbours to find out all that we were doing to 
counteract any epasible repercussions of our economy. The 
other thing, is tl.at the peoele ih• that particular sector 
themselves may not want their competitiveness exposed. 
That thcae reaorts which would be essentially reports 
:i ii -- an aaaleais of the situation with,' I would may 
fairly rigid. stetistical criteria, I don't think it has 
to he a loose t ine ,t don't think it can be a loose thing, 
I think, we are just.  talking about subjective assessments 

'of the situations,wel ve already got a lot of thoughts 
floating about, I think the Government needs something 
more solid on which to take its Poliey-dedisions. And 
I think that, this with any recommendations, should then 
go to the Government, to the Council of Ministers - • 
probably, where the..Government wouldeither reject the 
advice or aceent some of it or accept all of it,.. I think, 
the political responsibility rests with the Government. 
Notwi-thst,nding the fact that the political_ responsibilities 
rest with the Government, I think, the Government at the 
moment is not really in a position in many areas- to be able 
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to take effect political decisions knowing exactly what 
the alternatives in front of it are..If we had been 
involved in this area of economic planning for a number 
of years already;  we would have been able to move into 
this just like that, overnight. It would have come • 
na,;ural, but we haven't been doing it. And if the 
Government is going to he effective in its decision, • 
making it needs to have. the thing put in front of it 
in cold objective .language/  that the alternatives are 
clearly seen. The repercussions of doing A, the reper-
cussions of doing' B.:..it.still'needs to be a political 
decision and, therefore, in making thiS proposal, although 
I do it as .a Member of the Hoene and as a representatiVe 
of a political' party astthe way I think one should move 
immediately to try and overcome possible repercussions 
or our economy, the offer of my service, MT Speaker,. is 
net as a Politician but as a conscientious' citizen. who' 
happens to have some Skill in this area and. who wants to 
use the skill for the good of Gibraltarieven if it hapnens 
to he for the .credit of a GoVernment and are able' to win 
even more elections as the restlt of the advicethey get. 
But whether that is the case.  or not I think Gibraltar.  faces 
a crucial time in its'history,and cannot afford-  for the 
sake of not giving somebody else political advantage./ 

 to 
deprive Gibraltar of any guidance that it might need, 
waere somebody might •help,and it would be an attitude 
of cutting off one's nose to spite one's face, Mr Soeakenn 
if one simply spent fines time criticising other'neople, 
thinking that one.has got a positive and helpful -suggestion 
to make in the situation and keening- it back in the cenee 
that the opportunity to use it may never come. I think the 
situation is so serious, Mr Speaker, that if Gibraltpros 
economy is not geared up-  to what may be a totally 
unknown economic environment compared to anything which 
we have faced before, if we are not geared up to do it 
initially we may never be able to do it. We may find 
ourselves at the receiving end of all the economic 
development. Ve may findthat all the economic development 
for the Campo Area.takes place in the Campo Area but outside 
Gibraltar itself, and I think if -ther6 is going to be major 
economic growth in'this area then Gibraltar needs to be at 
the forefront of that economic growth. 

• 
We have got "a great Many advantages. We have got advantages 
in the stability of gpr wage bargaining system. Ve have got 
the advantages that we have got more sophisticated statis-
tical services than any neighbouring town of our size< 
We've got the advantage that we've got per capita, a more 
highly educated people: than most other communities of oak,  
size, and I think thoSe'advantages can only be capitalised 
if we-give the economy of Gibraltar a sense of direction. 
And in order to do it we've got to start working straight-
away. I am not saying, Yr Speaker, that the whole world is 
going to collapse on the 1st of-June, I don't think that 
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this is so, but I think that unless we start working 
to give the economy of Gibraltar a particular direction 
and start working now, we may get so bogged down with 
traffic problems and one thing and the other that we 
have no time to look at anything else. 

I think that the feasibility study 0f.the Pert, for*  
example, is clearly one of the main elements in any 
long term economic plans for-Gibraltar, and I welcome 
very much.  indeed the way that it is going to be donoand 
the way that it has 'been explained by the Honourable' 
Minister for Labour. I think it is essential. But 
I would.put this . to 'him then 'that in the context of 
a.feesibility study for the Port the situation.of the. 
Generating. Station in No 5 Jetty has got to be looked 
at,because what' do,we do if after we start building the.  
station-the-first,recoMmendation we get from the feasi-
bility study 'is that the, station,is not going to be Caere. 
re are-  caught- in'a situation where there are serious.  
decisions to be made which shotld be made, I think, 
using. as pragmatic and objective a set of criteria 
as we can devise, and I think it is; important in the: 
situation to tress GoVernment perhaps in' one direction 
or anotherwbecause one thinks that'is the best thing to 
do, but alsOato accept that it is veryoasy to make a 
•wreng•decision,.and that it isvery easy to criticise • • 
a wrong. decision with the'benefit.of-bind-  sight.- Because -
in-.fact,, gr SPeaker„ if we take -this.partictlar'exatple, 
I IWIselfWAs  pressing.amontn'ago fer.a• commitment 'that.  • 
the new Station would - be built within. the next 
12.months. Now, that is what, I was doing. a. month ago. 
I am.,saying todaythat.if we we talking about. an  open 
.frontier-and weo.re talking Of-feasibility study and. a 
major development of-the. .Port, we Cannot now ignore that .  
eventtelity and. proceed with our plan for the Generating 
Station as:if: none of that was taking place. . Because we 
would be Made tp look fools. The first reaction of a team 
carrying out. that would be of saying: the potential is 
going"to be seriously inhibited because of the fact that ' 
you have got a Generating Station there which you. didn't 
have three months.  ago. Now clearly, Mr Speaker, and I 
want to emphasise this beCause I think it is important 
to ensure...that debate in this House is honest; and that • 
it does not involve simply a politica:. game, clearly if . 
the Government accepted the need to delay the starting ' 
of work on No 5 Jetty, because in its .order of priorities 
the development of the port and the .feasibility study came 
first,, and that, therefore, there was an apparent conflict 
between the two, then if that. is something that the • . 
Government accepts, then clearly it would be wrong then 
to accuse the Government of not having done the Generating. 
Station in time., Therefore;- political responsibility 
requires that if one eUi5155ictsa particular course of 

.action then one supports .it the whole way.  

I think that the vitally-important thint7 for Gibraltar, 
more important than anything we have had to tackle up 
to now, is its long-term economic viability. We must 
be able to get the economy of Gibraltar working well, 
and womust be able to Ao it so that we can plan for 
the future a.,continual,increasing and improving standard 
of living. 2hat is the dream of every Government•in 
Western Europe. I think we have -got better chances 
of doing it here than anywhere else. "nd I believe that 
all of us love Gibraltar dearly, that we are totally 
committed to it, and we should not allow•that to be 
interfered by mere petty political considerationobecause 
it•does not really matter who.  is on that side or on this ' 
side. It does not really matter.• Vhatmatters- is that 
the people who are here should be putting Gibraltar first ' 
all the title and that if they have. to quarrel they have • 
to do it because in their-judgement•what the other side 

*wants •to do is a bad thing for Gibraltar. Not because • 
in their judgement they can come top of the poll by saying . 
something 'about the ether side which they may well know 
they would do themselves. 

was only in the Meuse from 1972 onwards. 'I remember :on 
many.occasions in 1972 and'subsequentlythat members Who 
were then orb this aide who had been in Government were 
accusing thothen.Government of being.as. obstructive and.  •• 
uncooperative when they were inJOppoSition.- It is • 
important that in. Gibraltarwemove•awayfrom•thissystem. 
of doing things. • The .Government knows that. I.  do not .• 
belieVe in. aommittee•system,-I:believe:in,.open debate -
but.I .believe that -open debate. should-stAIl.be.ohjective 
debate. The-value ofopeta•debate.iS tliotthe. debate . 
ahould. be.a.teans of .enhancing the political eduqation 
of the people of Gihraltar.. And if the debates here are, 
as I have said, common room debates, they are net going-
to enhance the politicalOontents of our citizenship.. 
What they are going to do is make us the laughing stock 
of Gibraltar. People will. think that this is a:circus' • 
instead of . a Parliament: 

• 
It is important, Mr Speaker, that we should tackle this 
budget seriously but .that we should he doing it on the 
basis. that the Government should he asked to take into 
account the views of the Opposition because the only 
thin& .,he Opposition is trying,to. do is to help the 
Uovernment to govern better. 'hat may. not be an effective 
way of replacing the Government. On the other hand it 
should,because I would have thought that if the people 
of Gibraltar see that the Government of Gibraltar is s, 
constantly having its policies improved by the Opposition, 
then they might think that if the Opposition was on the 
other side.  they. would have a chance of doing it better' 
'themselves. But I think that we are not getting anywhere.  
near that and I want to impress this on the House because 
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thin in th fir -et Ir4dget ,Zter the 011on. This is, m;) 
eighth budg:t, Mr :rgeol..er, I have already been through 
scvo.n of th,:m eLd do not really like the prospect of 
going the . •;h three more that are a repetition of the 
last seven ,.here one hears absolutely Jothing new except 
hat n t the Geverment is very inefficienc, then if 
the Government is very inefficient, let us say, whether 
we are talking about the people in the public service ' 
being.'lazy and not wanting to work: are we saying that? 
Or are we saying that the system cf Government is so 
chaotic that nobody Cculd•make.it Let us identify 
what we are talking about. If we are talking about public 
exnenditure, are we saying that we want to spend less 
money because. we want to raise less'money„or are' we 
saying•that we are getting too little in exchange for 
the money we are Paying? Let us haye rational' debate 
in the. House and let us take political positions on thp 
basis 'of that rational debate. Then we give the electorate 
a•choice, Yr Sneaker, But we cannot just go .round and' 
round in circles talking about inefficiency bUt then of 
course, retracting because there are _WO votes in .the 
Civil'Service; and talking about something else and then 
retracting because That is not conducive to any 

.goo. results coming out of debates in.-this House.' We 
• might aswell then simply have'the. Government coming 
ere and putting the matter to the vote and exercising 

' the majority and passing it, the end result is going to 
be the same.' • 

Therefore, in making the specific proposal that I am 
making to the Government and, in .making the point that 
I am making about my analySis of the economic situation ' 
and the potential strength of our economy, I am doing it, 
and I hope that it is being taken in the spirit in which 
I am doing it, not on the basis of proving to Gibraltar 
that the GSLP is the ideal Government 'Which will be the 
'panacea for all 'evils, but in the spirit of trying to 
produce constructive suggestion which will help the 
Government that is here today to govern Gibraltar better. 
so that when:we eventually replace dt we will have something 
even better to improve upon; Mr Speaker. . 

MR S'7.EAF.ER: 

Well, I believe there are no other contributors, so 
will call on .the Chief :'"'.mister to eereisb his right 
of reply. 

HON CHILF MINISTER: 
• 

Thank you Kr Speaker, I arc very happy to follow the 
Honourable Member who has just spoken because I prOpose 
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to clew',_' briefly with - some of the main considerations that 
he has raised, after which I will survey to the extent 
that other proposals and cricisms have been Made in their 
details. 

In the first place, we have had seven speeches on the 
Budget by the honourable Mr Sossano, I think this one, 
if my memory does serve' me well, is one of the best 
that he has given us. At least he has attemuted to make 
an honest analysis of the situation. The one theme which 
has -gone through his address and which I made in my opening 
statement is that we were at a crucial time in our history. 
We are going dnto the unknown .and though .i shall deal with 
it later, we have had a:forward planning committee in 
respect' of the possible' opening of the frontier, not 
because• of any recant events but because that is one 

the' objects of good government, to keep elements of 
fact available and ready for any possible eYentualities 
arising oat of a particular set of circumstances. It is 
still impossible, with the, available material attrar 
diSposal, to know what the results Of the -opening of the 
frontier are.  going to be. 

There is one very important reason why it is a journey 
into the unknown, and that is we do not knot yet that the 
relationship is going to' be in the future. The co",,,unique 
speaks about equality of rights. We' have to see what those 
rights are ih which eqUality is sought; and reciprocity . 
of 'rights etc. We do not know what conditionS are going 
to be placed. Certainly, and't am sure am speaking for 
all of us here and in Gibraltar, they would not be conditions 
that would clearly show that in the future we would be 
subservient to our neighbours. This is why it is very 
difficult to assess in terms of the budget what effect 
the open frontier is going to have. Because we have to 
have all the options at our disposal to safeguard the 
gnterest of the people both in its identity and in its - 
economic viability.• I entirely agree with the last remarks 
ot' the Honourable• Mr Bossano, that it is very difficult at 
'this stage to be able to know what is.coming as a result 
of this open frontier. 

I am henrtened by his reference to the question of the 
Consolidated Fund Ba'4,ance.and if I follow his thinking 
a little"further one would say that in order to have 
in terms of the present budget a four months reserve, 
we would have to have ElOm in the Consolidated Fund 
Balance, and we have had in the past for many years in , 
better circumstances, of course, reserves of that nature',, 
In fact, I remember that even in the very early days then 
as Members we were not very directly concerned with 
financial policy, we would have a reserve equivalent 
to even a year or six months deposit in the Consolidated 
Fund Balance - in the early 1950's when 14e started to 
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operate in this House. That is one of the matters that is 
particularly imnonantand that is why we have. not made,in 
preparing the Budgetneany provision for any possible benefits 
• that could arise ftbd the open frontier. We have had to 

assume that we have 'to plan 'on the basis of what we know 
and we Willhave to adjust one. way or the other as circum-,  
• stances develop. 

The possible disclosure of Mr Bossano's economic plan 
almost looked'as if it was going to take place'at some • 
stage in his zeeech,. but in the end he played a' bit of a • 
Conjuring trick because he said, well. have a NEDC and 
I will tell you. Fethapa it may not be bad to have some 
kind of a rzw, that is a NationalEconomic Development 
Council, and the suggestion that he• has made, which I take 
it he 'has 'made fel...the 'contribution that, he thinks he 
and others can make, will. be  looked at carefully. because 
we think it deserves very serious consideration. It fits 
in very well with the mention I. Made at the Ceremonial 
Opening of the House of Assembly where we said we looked ,  
to 'the Opposition, to public. bodies, to the Civil Service, 
tothe. Trade Unions and, indeed, to the people as' a whole -
to play their parts each in their aWn role in the, important. 
task of .working constructively for the common good of our 
society. I have - Made other overtures of cooperation to . 
other. - people and'it. does not' cope as any embarrassment 
at all for- me - to say-  thateae would be very .happy to :Look 
further- into •the'setting up of •a body that would be able. 
independently 'to advise the Government in matters of the 
growth,eand the various. aspectsof the economy. • 

There' are obvious :difficulties that one can think of: • the 
right•neepleer Bossano is' eminently suitable for that, 
hat then people in other spheres of life who ha've to' feed 
in'the information that would be required to give substantial 
value to whatever advice is given. There is always the same 
diffionity•in'Pany respects, but I think it is- worth a try 
and I would certainly probe the Honourable Member a little 
more into more specific ideas particularly when he spoke 
about small committees. I am afraid of too many commit-. 
tees but perhaps one committee withaSub-committee and so 
on might•be the answer. Anyhow, all I say in that respect 
is thet we will look at this and probe .him a little more 
to get a little more informatian and see whether something 
good can come out of that idea. If not, I shall have to 
ask him to disclose it in public if only for the benefit 
of Gibraltar to which he has referred so many times. • I am 
sure that it is really a long-term contribution, a long, 
term plan that. is reouired and that that is where'his 
sights have been placed. 

He said we have to get-it-right.. - I'hope we do because I 
remember Dennis Healy saying that just before they lost the 
election. We have-to'get.itright-  this. time, we did not 
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get it right the last time, and he has really tried 
several times to get it right and he failed. But I 

- think it is worth a try. 

He has dealt greatly with the question of the Consolidated 
Fund Balance and the fact that he says that this is a 
good thing;  of course is a matter for him and I am glad 
to hear'it. I still have to deal with the criticism that 
has been made about it from other members of the House, 
and I am not going to rely solely on his support to show 
satisfaction, beCaUse I felt, even.before he spoke, that 
we were taking the right decision. I feel confirmed now, 
particularly in the aspect in which we have to be strong. 
To meet whatever challenges come from an open. frontier 
was verTmudh in our minds, when we thought that we 
would not take into account any changes that would come.  
about as a result of the change that is going to take • 
place soon to.deterue from maintaining that this was 
the tight .decicion. In fact, it is confirmed in our . 
minds that this is the right. decision. 

But those who have criticised this balance should be 
cautions of inconsisten.cen. I must remind the Honourable 
and Gallant Major Feliza who spoke for so long about the 
importance of having a balance, and this - is what he said 
in the. Budget: debate of •27-March 1972; in that glorious 
period during which .he was responsible for one of the two 
or three budgets. '. He spoke about the fact that he had • 
inherited a dreadfulposition. of a deficit of the old 
City Council, and hesaid "That was the position that we 
inherited from the. previous•administt6tion, 5o you can • - 
imaginebow - jubilant I find myself today- to realise that 
from a 'deficit of such magnitude.  and finding our Balance 

• down to'£700,000, I now come to this House to say that,as 
it looks today, the Revenue balance of reserves will be 
£1.4m. This is after putting £300,000 to the Improvement 
and Development Fund.. So in fact if we have not done that • 
and we had wanted to shoW this as reserve we would have' • • 
7..7m in reserve today. Anastronomical. figure for_' 
Gibraltat never having been reached before. ,that • 
surprises me is that this, which in my view is the 
highlight of these Estimates has not really been made 
public yet, and tl-e best I have seen so far is in the. 
Gibtaltar Chronicle, nothing else has come out. I have 
not even heard the figure on television or on the radio 
news. I just cannot understand this because it was, 
printed in the-  speech that was given by the Financial 
and Development Secretary. There are no excuses what-
soever for- not bringing to the notice of the people of.. 
Gibraltar this great achievement which is bound to 
heighten the moral of the people who.have been suffering 
for so many years. That is what the Honourable and Gallant 
Member was speaking about, about the revenue balance of • 

.£1,400,000 in 1972 which I am surer and I haven't bothered 
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to loo-f: at the figures thnt by cost of the budget at 
that time was well over the proportion'that £5m or £6m 
would bear to a budget of 432m. 

HON MAJOR R J ?ELIZA: 

The budget was about £3m. 

HON CHIEP MINISTER:. 

So really I do not think that it- makes for the best to • • • 
use one language when one is on this side of the House 
and another when one is on,that side••of the House. But 
thnt is part of. the philosophy of the HonOurable and 
Gallant Member as he has made. clear on one or two '• 
occasions in. the past. It is one thing which you say 
when you are. in office and, another, when you are ih 
Opposition.. 

ledking now at the.points made by-the Honourable and 
Gallant Member, since-I- dealt•with' that part cf it • 
earlier, I did say that we have had a forward planning 
committee on this cuestion of -the possibility of an 
()ten frontier. fnx.r.years and that it has reviewed its 
binenrint•frpm time to time. It has been looked at 
very recently but .really until we know what terms are 
involved on this question of reciprocity of rights' Which 
are mentioned and soon, and the background. against which 
the frontiar is being opened - and I do not refer to this 
in respect of the negotiation but the background - that 
is the.economio,sitnation in the immediate vicinity -
and the mrowth•of our economy as an island economy, 
I feel we can gauge 'what is expected from us. I have 
already seen signs in some sectors of the Spanish 
press not expresaing the view that they • should not 
expect all the Problems in the Campo Area to be solved 
by the opening of the frontier.- So some neople are 
exPectins7 that, and it is quite obvious that with the 
best will in the world we couldn't cope with that. And 
any ettemot at solving the problem in that way might 
be disastrous for Gibraltar if all that we were going 
to Eet out of an open frontier was to; solve the problem 
of unemployment across the way. I agree with what he 
said but not for the reasons that he said it, and that 
is that this was a budget at the crossroads. The answer 
is that we have to look right and left .and forward before 
we cross and we remain where we are until we see what the 
traffic is like, 'generally. He said, we are going to have 
some change. That is Precisely what we have to look out 
for, not knowing what the_repercussions are, rightly so. 
In fact he did say we had'to be cautious and I entirely 
agree. 
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Did we,have any clue as to tourism? well, we have clres, 
but what would that mean in terms of economic growth until 
we know what the extent of the facilities that are going 
to be available'are going to be. For that and many other 
reasons which Ineed not dwell on again, I think we are • 

 doing right in preparing our budget on the basis of the• 
availability of knowledge. I think, the point made by 
Mr Bossano is a particularly good one._ It has been said 
that what was going to be. the good of the input/output • 
study now that circumstances ware going to change, and 
I think if it had come a little later ye might have been 
too iate on it because we would then not have had a good 
reflection of the Situation before the, frontier. 
It would then hot be possible .to: compare one result of • 
the analysis of that one to any future input/output study 
in order to be able to gaUge the difference between one. 
approachand the other.,. • • 

One dr two other-matters that were raised I think are • 
common grOunds: about the fact. that we shouldnotpell 
things more expensively,, well, :I think this is-really 
elementary and the figures given by my colleague this 
morning about the relative nrices in one place and the 
other show that this is a very important matter which 
we have been takirig into account and so on. 

I would like to associate myself with my colleague, 
Mr Canepa, in congratulating Mr Scott on his maiden 
speech-  and to cornett an omission, for which I apologisei 
of not having done the same to the Honourable Mr Lo<ido 
when he spoke.= the POlice motion. .1'hat was an omission 
for which I apologise. I know it was up to me to have 
done that as the Leader of the House and I did not do it 
and I apologibe. But I do it on'this occasion and I think 
I would - like to add in the second-speech and deal with them 
together and commend him for the.c are and attention that 
he has given to the preparation of his contribution-to 
this debate. 

I'm afraid I cannot express the same sentiment's in respect 
rf the Honourable Mr Haynes. Of course, he is valiant 
and so on but he should also mace an attempt not to be 
impertinent. I don',t think he made much effort in that 
direcYion and perhaps he would do his homework better and . 
would follow the examDle'ofthe youngest Member of the House, 
and that is the Hohourable !ar Perez, who was on the other 
side of the House under-the aeadership of the Honourable 
Mr Bossano for about a year, and another period-  of similar 
duration under .Yr Xiberras, and then as a reasonably quiet 
backbencher on this side: He didn't make any impact as. 
the youth that was going to solve all the problems but 
I think he was learning his .job well and I think it is 
a tribute to his care and attention that he ha been able 
to present, after such..a short time with Ministerial 
duties, the budget of his department with such knowledge, 
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deep knowledge, of all the matters that'concern his 
department. But, nevrtheless, perhaps - on this occasion 
in order to 'show the ,honourable Member with his 
enthusiasm of youth that many of the points that 
he raised either he improvised them'or didn't'think 
enough about them, thit he was talking entirely through 
his hat. Then he spoke about what are. we going, to do 
when the oil 'runs out, I'm sure the' King's Palace must 
.be thinking 'about exactly the same thing: what. is Saudi 
Arabia going to do When the.oil runs. dry what is Kuwait 
and all.the others going to do. I don't know that ii• 
might not be a 'good •thingif we Could do something else. . 
and cope with that. asoect.thatUnPleasant part. of life 
in the world.today,' theNressure thith.isbrought about . 
by those Who produce oil. He then spoke•about the many." 
other ways 'in which we could produce energy as if nobody . 
had thought about this until the Honourable MeMber,:•whoSe 
association with politics arose on the morning, of his. • 
nomination without even attending- the general meeting 

• 
 

of the party which he reoresents, • comes along here to 
try and present ideas that have-  been: thought of for many, 
many years. 

He spoke about other'means of energy. Well let the tell 
the Honourable Member that gas disappeared from Gibraltar 
around 1968 due to the high operating costs mainly 
arising -Prom the .inefficient. use of fuel oil that :as 
needed to. produce gas,• and the state of the gas distri- 
bUtion•pipes was such that-substantial-capital investment 
was recuired to%restore the, pipes to. good Working 
conditions, apart from the•factthat'it.perpetuated 

-in .the.  heart of. a very thickIyaponulated•area, a Gas 
Works'which had been built there when no buildings were • 
about and the presence there was not objectionable. • It 
waathen - in 1968 - as much an objection to have a Gas-
Works in the' middle of that area as indeed today it is 
to. have. the. Electricity Undertaking in the middle of 
this town which, of course, is a relic of history, the 
first Power Station having been built in that Bastion 
in' the heart of Gibraltar. 

Now uses • other ftela. The production of gas locally 
would be exaencive and inefficient to attempt to use it 
for powering the engines.  at King's Bastion. • Moreover,. 
space restrictions at King's Bastion are such that it 
would not be.feasible to erect large storage tanks.. 
Importation of gas requires roughly about 6 weeks to 8 
weeks supply to be stored locally. • Thenearest supply 
areas are. Algeria and Libya. The engines at King's- : 
BastiOn are not primarily designed to be-run on heavier 
oil than currently in use. However,. future engines at 
• the. new Generating Station will be specifically designed 
to run on the heavier viscosity of fuel which is 
exaected to be Of the order of 15% or 20% cheaper than 
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the existing price of heavy ail. As you s-, the old 
enginee'Uhe thin oil which is much more-expenniye; then we 
had the marine oil- in the engines we have now; the next 
one, of course, because of the cost of oil, the next one 
will use heavier oil 'which, of course; is cheaper. He 
also spoke about solar energy. Well solar heating is a 
nob-starter because of the high density of population 
and this type of heating cannot replace' electric heating 
as the amount produced in winter would be in the region 
'ofkilowRtts and not megawatts, and capital investment 
required for any project of this.nature would also mean 
less use.of electricity which would inevitably push up.  
the .cost per Unit of:electricity to Consumers. The 
Government, not only now but as far back as when the 
new King's Bastion North Station was built just next 
to QueensWak, considered the .queStion of having gas 
turbines and even with being not so expensive at 
the time it was. even faced by the City'Council also 
to be uneconomic. Steam turbine is another way and the 
ieasibility of steam turbines for power generation has 
also been considered and found unacceptable since they 
required a constant load and they are not suitable 
for poaks of different nature. at different times. 

He did 'mention one point for which I will give him credit, 
I am not.going to be cruel .all the time. .and that .is the 
Lquestion • about the houaing..and the factsthat amendment 
of. the. conditions might meana rent7inareaseandthat the 
houses might deteriorate. Well, that ds.not.the case' 
because the. conditions.. already. in force-follow the 
standards - of tha.LandlOrd andaTenant-(Miacellaneous. 
Provisions) Ordinance which put oatha4anants consider-, 
ably morerasponsibility.for internal •maintenance 'than • 
in fact there was before-  then and the Government followed 
suit in their own agreement. The fact that:they have • 
theSe conditiOns have not been fully enforced is no 
reason why we should not look at this again. And when  
the figure mentioned required some explanation I think 
one aspect of this matter that should. be taken into 
.aecount,.and this is why we have identified this aspect 
of the matter as,being important, is that the cost - • 
the figure of .43-im was mentioned - of. doing small items 
of repairs in Government housing is completely out of 
proportion to the value received. I' am not saying that 
this is only because of the lack of prOductivity but of 
the mechanics of it. The question is that when there• is 
a requisitiOn somebody must go and see what is wrong, 
somebody must go and see what kind of work 'is required,. 
the.next day they bring the wrong tool, and the next day. 
they may bring 3. or 4' items which were not required, but 
required by somebOdy.else..• Therefore, the element of 
waste in that aspect of repairs is so big that I think 
it is. reasonabie to try.  to gradually - this must be done 
gradually because r-do not believe in Governments doing ' 
things suddenly after having allowed the situation to 
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remain unchanged for a long time. I believe in peonle 
being educated into their responsibilities but gradually) 
we feel the this is something that will. take a.consider—
able load from us. I would like to say' that if most 
flats were looked after by some tenants as some of 
them are, who look after every detail there would be 
no need to have any recourse to the department. In 
fact if you go into people's flats, workers fiats, 
you find them with every possible amenity and so on, 
all done by the tenant who looks after his house as 

. wellit,shoUld be, his little empire, his little castle. 
But there are many careless people, many panes from glass 
are broken deliberately or through lack of discipline in 
the house, many parts of the house are spoiled by lack 
of discipline' and so on and these .are the things for 
whieh People shonld-  be resoonsible. I think it would 

-lend to instill a little more home pride for those who 
need some introduction into this aspect of life, to mnke 
them realise their reSponsibility in respect of this 
matter. That is 1,-1y we feel that that.is a perfectly n 
reasonable thing and, of course, we grill monitor it. 
We are not going to allow the houses'to detpriorate-
snd the nature of the items fo.r which tenants are asked 
to assume  are not such that hoUses should deteriorate. The 
money saved wouldbe Better spent in the more substantial 
heavy meintenence that is unfortunately still suffering' 
from to initial nroblems of the sudden withdrawal of the 
Spanish labour force and the difficulty in obtaining 
labour to deal with that matter. 

Now, I come'to the points made by the Leader of the 
OppOsition this morning, and-I would like to say that 
I thought his opening remarks were narticularly apposite, 
to our recent efforts in respect of maintaining our 
community and maintaining our unity as a people, and 
I hose that that will remain paramount whatever views 
we take in matters of a parochial Or domestic nature, 
which, of course, is no reason why the thing should not 
be fully thrashed out as indeed we have been doing toda7. 

When he spoke this morning about the question of the size 
of the Consolidated Fund Balance and the fact that we had 
so little last year, it will be recalled that it was then 
in those circumstances, regrettably, but I thought it my 
duty, I asked for some eleeent of aid to the budget. But 
of course, I should remind Honcurable Members that that 
was done on the 2nd of April and by the time the answer 
came on the 2nd or 3rd of June there had been a change 
cf Government in the United Kingdom. It was not for • 
that reason that we didn't get aid for Gibraltar, but 
it was in the exercise of their new policy of economy 
that we were told that it was impossible to make this. 
contribution. They drew attention, rightly, to what 
we have done in the budget and also pointing out. areas 
in which perhaps we could improve. That brings me to 
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the point raised by the l'7onourable 7r wossano, end that 
is the strength that it. gives the people of Gibraltar and 
the Government in a difficult situation if te - have 
sufficient reserves to maintain a difficult' attitude, 
resolution, decision, situation, this series of 
difficulties. That is what We really feel must be 
the backbone of our economy now until we know that 
we are going to,aucceed with an open frontier and that 
we-are going to be able to make our economy more viable 
and that we can be stronger. Well, if that is so, so 
much the better, but if for any reason that were not so, 
and not so readily seen, .we might go through some 
difficult periods in the an-Preach as to What our 
relationship would be on a local level where a reasonable 
reserve would not put us in jeopardy of having to cut 
our services and to find ourselvee in a weak position 
politically which I think is. of paramount imi,ortance • 
in this matter. • 

I am not going to go now into the reasons for the 
elections. I think my friend has explained that very 
well, but. it locks from the arguments of the Honourable 
the Leader of the. Opposition, he- would haVe been right, 
anyhow. He. would have been right ifwe had .not held an 
election, and he would have-been right if me had called 
an election. The point is that we did it and we won 
and that is the most important thing .that elections are 
about. 

Mention has been made of old people and the fact that me 
have not -mentioned them very much. 

There are one or two more matters in respect of old peorle 
which will be disclosed much later on in the budget that 
will be of some benefit in the general measure. I only 
mentioned-in general the trend of the income-tax benefits. 

About the giveaway in the income tax provisions, the focal 
argument that waS being used by the Honourable Mr Boscano 
earlier this afternoon was precisely the sort of thing me 
had in mind, which I have mentioned in general terms, and 
that is that we cannot, and we could not have done'so 
anyhow for reasons of the election Elba had there been a 
new Government, we cannot possibly think about a wide 
restructuring of the income tax a month or two months 
before the budget. The materials that must be collected, 
the specimens that must be found, all the statistics that 
are required, need a lot of timing. We do intend, this 
is no indication of any basic reductions, but we do intend, 
and-it is in train now, a major study amajorrevision of 
the Income Tax Qedinance. Even before the Lisbon communique 
we had already got quite a number of ideas together. I.  
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think it is also fair .to sly that we have had a change 
of Financial Secretary and that was one of the main 
noblems that he has devoted his time to, and that 
is that, but in the time available it is really not 
Possible to do much more. But despite that I would 
mention that the• changes in the irg.og.e tax that have 
been announced will also carry some other changes in 
the income tax legislation, tightening up certain areas 
where tax evasion is occurring and we think that it makes 
it .much fairer if these loopholes can be blocked for the • 
time being until another one is olened somewhere else, 
in fairness to those who make a major contribution be 
it a worker or be it a company director but those whose 
tax is deducted according to law at source and not on • 
the strength of a return:the year after, 'Ne are looking, 
into that in- one or two areas and we will disclose that 
When the Income Tax Bill. which will begoroduced at the 
next stage of these proceedings is made public for 
discussion in the House. 

One.of the things that we propose to do in the Ihcome Tax 
Ordinance is to correct an anomaly which now exists in 
reapect.of•the Old People's Allowance. Now there is an. 
allowance of £320 if one of the couple, or himself is 
over 65, but the same consideration applies whether he 
is bg himself or he has a wife to 1pok after. •We propose 
to increase amount from £320.. by £130 to.2450. That 

.will make an element of relief together wf.th all the .other 
benefits to older people. 

Thank, you, Mr Speaker. 

KR 52E.;•PER: 

Has.  the Honourable the Financial and Devel6pment 
Secretary a lot to say, because if so we could recess 
for tea and come back later. Right, we will have a 
short recess for tea now. 

The House recessed at 3.35 pm. 

The House resumed at 6.00 pm. 

MR SPEAKER: 

Well, I will now call on.  the Honourable Financial.and 
Development Secretary to wind up the debate, 
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HON FINANCIAL A.! DEvFLOW,TN" 

After such a wide ranging debate on the AppropriatiOn 
Bill there is very little left for me to. say. But there 
are ..one or two points of clarification which I would 
like to make. 

The first is that the Honourable Mr Restano expressed some 
surprise that only 2.25m was being nrovided in the 
Improvement and Development Fund for the opening of 
communications with Spain and he thought that it would 
probably cost.very much mere than this.' It may do, Sir, 
but the point is that therenson why we are putting 
provision in the Improvement and Develdpment Fund is • 
that I can only sign development warrants up to £20,000 
on any Head of the Improvement and Development Fund and 
I would be lockel'in to that amount until the House next • 
met, whereas in the recurrent budget I can sign warrants, 
on the Contingency Fund and then bring suppleslentaries to 
the House the next time it meets. So I have rather Wider 
powers there. I thought that 2.25m should be adequate 
within the Improvement and Development Fund and that is . 
the reason for that.. I, thought I ought to give Mr Restano 
that explanation. 

The 'Honourable and Learned:Leader of the_ Opposition asked 
'this morning whether in the 210.129m inthe Improvement 
and Develppment Fund for 1980/81 we could identify how' 
Much was being given out on contract. ,We have.done a 
quick exercise on this_and,of the 210.129m, £6.2m has 
already gone,-:out to contract, 4-3.6mi• wh'ich is the amount 
for:pow4r and the. telephones, 'International-Subscriber 
Dialling, tender documents are being prepared by the 
consultants and we hope that they will issue shortly; • 
the balancejabout 2.5m,only remains to go out on contract 
mainly on housing; and the rest will be Government direct 
works or the purchase of plant and equipment which will 
not, of course, require work by contractors. I trust that 
is adequate for the Honourable Member. 

71-le Honourable Leader of the Opposition also mentioned this 
carry-over of £13m into the next financial year, being the 
amount to complete tile 1973/81 Development Programme. 
think there is danger of some misunc:erstanding on the 
figures. The original cost of the 1978/81 Development 
programme was £21.3m which was £13m.• ODA money - I leave 
aside the 21m Technical Cooperation - and 28.3m which ore to 
be 'provided from local funds, FrOm that Programme certain 
projects-have been dropped, other projects have been 
brought in and the total cost of the 1978/81 Development 
Programme, as now constituted, is estimated at £29m. Of 
that amount 23m is for the power _development and 21m for 
telephone development and in the £13m which is carried 
forward to next year £3.35m is for power and the =S4 
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The balence is partly made up by heavy cost increases: 
for exemele the St Jaeo's, St Joseph's, and Flat Bastion 
Road crojects were originally costed at about £1.89m and 
the cost increase since they were first projected in 
1978 is C1.8e. So. if to the £3.35m for the power and 
telephones you add LI-8m for these three housing projects, 
you get £5.15m. On top of that for other projects there 
are also cost increases bringing the figure to somewhat 
over e"*m. So' roughly speaking, about half of the £13m 
•hich falls after 1980/81 are either new projects or 
because of increases in cost, and it may well be that 
the Honourable the Leader of the Opposition may well 
wish to go into thiS rather more deeply when we come 
to the actual Improvement and Development Pune. 

Two other small noints: I confirm the Honourable Mr 
Bossano's statement that we have left the private sector 
wage bill from our Income Tax assessment projection. The 
reason for this is that estimates are drawn up on the 
basis of .the present cost. Vie do not build. inflation 
into the estimates. However, because of parity and the 
knowledge that at some stage duringthe. year we shall be 
required to pay wage and salary increases in line with 
those appertaining in the UK, we have adopted in the 
past two years putting into a new head of the estimates 
a block vote for pay increases. 

money into the economy here and re are still trying to 
do it, But there is that leakage of funds to the UK of 
which the Honourable Member may well be aware of because 
it does show 'en not only in the banking figures but also 
in the notional account. Those are the only points I 
would make, and I beg to move. 

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in 
the affirmative. 

The Bill was read a second time. 

COMMITTEE STAGE • 

HOY FINANCIAL & DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Sir, I beg to move that the House should resolve itself 
into Committee to consider the Appropriation (1980/81) 
Ordinance, 1980 'clause by clause. 

THE APPROPRIATION (1980/81) ORDINANCE, 1980. 

And obviously from that pay increase ae have to make. an  
allowance for the income 1;a_; to be deducted. These are 
not self—balancing but to an extent they do set off each 
other and rue could not put in the one without the other. 
Obvioesly there will be increases in the private sector. 
The order of then I would not like to guess and if we 
did put in a provision for the Income Tax and pay increases 
it would be a complete guesstimate and I much prefer not 
to do this. In my view it would be bad estimating,•but 
I do confirm what I said in my opening speech that there 
will be an amount fi‘om the private sector pay increases; 
'hat it is we do not know. 

The Honourable Mr Bossano also mentioned that out of the 
pay increenes, be it from the private or the public sector, 
we obviously nick up a certain amount in indirect tax, and 
mentioned the figure of, 55 which he thought worie come down 
to Possibly 35. In fact, our latest estimate is that it is 
1.5';-'3 of disposable income. There is a ,eater propensity 
to save in Gibraltar, as Honourable Members will see when 
they get their statistics and see the total in banking 
sector, and unfortunately this money, as far as we under—
stand, does not remain-in Gibraltar a lo e, of it goes 
overseas to the United Kingdom where it picked upetax 
free interest not being declared. It is something that 
hapeens in many countries of the world and Gibraltar is 
alone. We have thought a way of trying to direct the . 
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Clause 1 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill. 

The Schedule 

MR SPEAKER: 

In accordance with the practice now established under 
Standing Orders we will now deal with the Schedule, which 
is basically the estimates of expenditure, head by head. 
I have jnetrueted the Clerk to call the Head that e are 
going to consider, then call the subheads — Personal 
Ekoluments, rather Charges, Special Exeenditure — and 
I will pause under each subhead to allow. members to 
ask anyeuestions they wish on any of the'items. I will 
also bring to the attention of the members of the 
Opposition that at the very beginning of the Head they 
will find the full establishment of the department. If 
they have any quetions to ask they should do so before 
we deaf with personal emoluments. 
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Head I, Audit.- Perscnal Emoluments 
HOr G m  pE9.'W70: 

In view of the Principal Auditor's comments that his 
Department is not large enough to adeq-ately carry out 
the audit of all Government Departments, would the 
Government say whether there is any intention to increase 
the.establishment of the Audit Department, and secondly 
whether, following the visit recently cx.7 ;t,.  Jefferson, 
who came out also to make comments on the Audit Department, 
would the Government say what their position is with 
regard to this. 

HON A J CATTEPA:.  
• . . 

.No, I de not know. The Jefferson- Report has been 
received. I have a copy of it myself. It is being 
submitted by the GGCA to the Government and copies 
of that Report have been passed on to the Staff 
Inspector. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

And the Staff Inspector,' take it,is here in Gibraltar 
at the moment? 

HON A J CANEPA: 

The Audit Deoartment is being staff inspected and Mr HON A J CJtEPA: 
Jefferson's Report has been submitted to the Staff 
Inspector as being the representations of the GGCA There is a team of Staff Inspectors permanently here. 
on this Derarteent. So until a new Staff Inspection. 
Report is received by the Government we are not able

iiON G T RESTANO: 'to say what it is proposed to do in future withregard 
to any staff increases. I taks it that one could expect a fairly rapid reaction • fron the Staff Inspectors if there is a team permanently 
HON G T'RESTANO: in Gibraltar? 

Does the Government have any idea of- what sort of time-. 
..scale is involved; when do they expect to get the 
report. Have they been given any idea and, should the 

Iren.oet be long'in comingjdo- they intend to do anything. 
about it in the meantime. 

HON A J CANE  PA: 

We would not be doing anything in the meantime, Mr 
Speaker. I would not like to give an idea of any time-
scale because staff inseection is a continuing process 
and Audit is not the only Department which is being 
staff'inseepted. Sometimes we get a number Of reports, 
together. For instance, about a month ago Council of 
Ministers considered three or feurrenorts together. • 
So I would not like to give any indication of time 
scale but we would not do anything in the interim 
eeriod until the Staff Inspection report was received 
and decisions taken on it by Council of Ministers. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

The other part of my question, Mr Chairman, was.,ha.6 the 
Government any idea of when this report might be received. 
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HON A J CANEPA: 

I-think you could. say that there shouldebe no unreasonable 
delay. / 

Personal Emoluments were agreed to. 

.other Charges were agreed to. 

Heaele2, Customs - Personal Emoluments 

HON G T RESTANO: . 

One point that do not really understand. The Collector 
of Revenue I notice is on Scale .12, which is a scale 
below Qualified Deputy Head Teachers etc, and yet this 
is a man who appears to be responsible for about 14% of 
Government Revenue. How is this particular scale 
arrived at? . 

HON FINANCIAL & DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

It is arrived at, Mr Chairman, by staff inspection which 
has looked at analogues and put in a similar scale as in 
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the UK for a Collector of Revenue for a similar sized 
area. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

I would like to point out to the Honourable Member that it 
is not below the maximum of any qualified.Deputy Head 
Teacher. If he would care to look at page 124 of the 
Estimates, the maximum'of a Group 10 .qualified-Deputy 
Head Teacher is £8,500 whereas the Senior Executive 
Officer, which is what the Collector of Revenue is, 
is on a maximum of £8,900. 

HONG T RESTANO: 

But,' of course, there are variations in between. At the 
same time you have qualified Head Teachers who are getting 
more than somebody who is responsible for 15% of the 
revenue collected.  It does not seem to me to be a logical 
tins and. I was wondering how this wae.arrived at. I know.  
the Honourable Financial and Development Secretary  has 
said that it is the Staff Inspectors who have decided 
this but to be cuite frank in our experience of Staff 
Inepectors tley seem to give strange sorts of advises; 

HON-  J 'SOS-SA:NO: 

On the Executive Officer grade there is a reduction of 
three and there is no explanation for the deduction. 

HON FINANCIAL el DEVELOP= SECRETARY: 

Mr Chairman, those were the three Executive Officers who 
were engaged et the' Casino monitoring the work there and • 
,hose eon-.a were dropped when it was decided that we would 
no longer.fully monitor full-time operations at the 
Casino. 2hey were paid for by the Casino. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

7ileen. the Hbnoerable Member says that they were dropped, is 
the Honoerable Member saying that there has been a staff 
inspection and the staff inspection has recommended that, 
they should be dropped? 
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HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

There is a staff inspection on-going to see what 
additional work should be done in the department: 

whether the establishment should be decreased or not 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Exacely; Mr Chairman, if the position is that there is 
an on-going staff inspection to establish whether it 
should be decreased or notI then isn't the Government 
pre-empting the result of that on-going exercise by 
decreasing it at this stage? 

. • 

'HON FINANCI.AL Alt DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

I am sorry, I do not know the answer to that. I know 
that 'these are the number of posts which are filled in 
the DepartMent but I will find out the exact answer and 
let the Honourable l'ember know. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Would the.  Honourable Member accept that since, there is a 
Staff association., that holds the negotiating rights for' 
this grade and the number of posts is part of that staff 
association's negotiating rights, and/that staff associ-
ation has not agreed to a reduction in the establishment, 
it would be an imprudent thing, shall we say, to appear 
to give the impression to those concerned that the 
Government'has taken a decision without consulting 
them and ignoring their views, and that it is an area . 
that we do not want to have friction between the staff 
and the Government if it can be avoir'ed... And in that 
case will they 'reconsider the figure in the establishment? 

HON FINANCTAL Pc DEVELOPMENT SECPETiRY: 

I agrae with the Honourable Member's remarks, -Mr Chairman, 
but I think that this could well he an academic exercise ' 
at the moment because I rather suspect that there may well, 
have to he an increase in the Customs staff in any case 
which will be discussed with the staff association. . 

HON J BOSSANO: 

I am aware that that is the case. But there is in fact 
.an important point of principle involved here and it is 
one that the Government should be conscious of because • 
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A J Canepa 
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Sir Joshua Hassan 
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P J Isola 
A T Loddo 
Major R J Peliza 
• B Perez 
G T Restano 
W T Scott 
Dr R G Valarino . 
H J Zammitt 
D Hull 
R J Wallace 1 

I happen to have some intimate knowledge to the back- . 
ground to this t'articular problem. 

Members of the service- not only in this area but in 
others, tend to feel that' when it cones to making a 
case for a change in establishment in an upward direction 
there is a rigid barrier which says that the staff 
in must have, the last word and it must be an 
impartial thing etc. ;hen the movement is in the 
opposite direction then the same rigid criteria do 
not seem to apply. I think this is the case in point, 
that is how the arguments were originally put. "hen 
the the three bodies were moved from the Casino the three. 
nosts did not disappear because there was no question 
of sacking the people. If there are Executive Officers, 
in employment who were 'previously employed in the Casino 
they are now employed on other duties but they are still 
in post their wages have still got to be provided for, 
and if it is agreed that there is insufficient work in 
'the Department to absorb those officers, then that has 
got to be the result of an agreement .with the staff 
concerned. 

As I- see it, if the House passes the Estimates providing 
for 2L Officers in post, as opposed to 27, then I would.  
imagine;that strictly speakinp-,at the level of staff 
nenotitions a decision has already been taken to employ 
only 24. Those are the implications of passing this vote 
surely, Chairman, and if that is the case then 
cannot support that we should. only employ 24 .because. 
there are. 27 peosle there and' nobody has agreed in that 
area that the fact that they have been moved from the 
Canino and into another job means that now there are 
three surplus to requirements and the number of posts 
have got to be reduced. 

• 

EON FINANCIAL ;!c DM-MOP= SECRETARY: 
I can only reiterate that I will let the Honburable Member 
know what the exact position is. So far as I am aware the 
staff associations were Informed about the changes, but 
whether "jnformed" means °consulted" I am not certain. 

HON 0' BOSSANO: 

I happen to know the position. I know what is involved: 

On a vote being taken on Personal Emoluments the 
following Honourable Members voted in favour: • 
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The following Honourable b̀ ember voted against: 

The Hon J Bossano 

The following Honourable Members were absent from the 
Chamber: 

The Hon I Abecasis 
The Hon Major .F J Dellipiani 

Personal Emoluments was pp9sed. 

Other Charges - were agreed to. 

Special Expenditure - was agreed to. ..- 
Head 3, Education - Personal Emoluments 

HON CHIRP MINISTER: 

I would like, if Possible, to jump this one until first 
thing tomorrow morning in order to enable the Minister 
for Education to be here to answer this. It is much . 
more scnvenient for him to be here in the morning. 

NM CHAIRMAN: ' 

Most certainly, we shall defer Head 3 and go on to 
Head 4. 

Head 4. Electricity Undertaking - Personal Emoluments\ 

HON P 

Can we know why there is an increase'in the establishment? 
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HON DR R "'AIAPINO: 

Yes, hr Chairman, In fact if you look at the present . 
establishment we oumht to consider the little (a) beside. 
the 7:orksSunertqcor on 7, 'Ind the little (a) on 17 as . 
well. Really there has. been a decrease by two which 
are shown as sunernumerary staff. This is arising but 
of staff inapection and the .'"rocesa and General Super-.  
visor E, Which you will notice at No. 8,-these Posts 
have been non-industrialised as a result of staff 
inspection, therefore increasing .the staff and there 
will be a subsequent saving in item No. 11. The other 
increase in establishment 'is Typist (A) and those are 
the three that you have mentioned. • 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Can the Honourable Member confirm that the staff 
inseection recommendations to abolish the grade of 
WorksSupervicor has not been accepted by the staff 
association concerned and, therefore, if he can confirm 
that this is the case, how Is it that the Government is -

.initiating action to accent unilaterally something that 
has not been accepted? 

HON DR R G VALARINO: 

Er Chairman, I think the subject is still under review. 

HON A J CAPEPA: 

I think the position, Mr Chairman, is that with regard to 
the first round of staff inspections the Government, when 
it embarked on the parity adventure, stated that it would 
commit itself to abide by the result of staff-inspection. 
There has been a second round where ,a number of Departments 
are being staff inspected again arising from representa-
tions made by staff associations. I do not think that the 
fact that the Government has committed itself to abide by . 
the first round.  Of staff inspection and that those 
recommendations have both. this year and last year been • 
reflected in the presentation of the. Estimates, I do.not 
think that that has pre-empted proper consideration being 
given to representatiOns by a number-ofstaff associations 
on matters where they. are in dispute with manegatent, 
matters that they are not happy about. My understanding 
is that they can be the'subject of another staff 
inspection.. • 

This is my understanding as to the procedure that. is being 
adopted and the manner in which the Estimates. are 
presented. The honourable Member is in a far more 
advantageous position of being directly involved in 
negotiations. On this side of the House none of us 
are involved and what happens is that minutes of numerous 
meetings are circulated, I get them. Sometimes I ask 
questions, sometimes thingS stick in my Memory, but as 
the Honourable ljember will realise I may get during the 
course of a week minutes of seven or eight meetings and . 
I cannot keep track of what is going on and that is why 
I cannot answer the matter fully. 

HON 0' BOSSANO: 

Mr Chairman, I think this is a point I may have to make on 
more than one Head, becauee it appears to me that this is 
again another example of the Government having a staff 
inspection affectinsta parleieular grade on the Estimates 
and the 'matter boinit under negotiation with the staff 
concerned. Refere there has been a settlement of that 
difference of opinion between the Government and its 
employees t:.

e
e Haeee is ,,n is asked to vote on the basis 

thet the rsult of those neeoti•etions are going to be 
favourable to the Government. The implications re.' tnat 
would be that the result of the negoiation is being . 
pre-emeted, and it will be seen as being pre-empted by 
the people concerned. Is the House being told that if 
as a result of the negotiation the matter is looked at 
agein by the Ctaff Inspector, or evidence is put forward 
that there is a suitable-analog' for WorksSupervisor 
then all the WorksSupervisor grades are now being 
abolic:eed are going to be reinstated? What is. the 
point of asking the Hose to take a decision on a 
matter that has not yet been deoided? 
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HON BOSSANO: 

I appreciate that entirely, Mr Chairman, but I feel that 
if the House is being asked to vote in a _:articular way, 
in a way that I would put it to the Hoeee reflects a 
particular policy on' decision, then the House should 
be in 'full possession of the fact. I halTen to be in 
full possession of the facts, certainly, since I have 
'been intimately involved in the negotiations resulting 
from the staff inspection. It is the first staff 
inspection of WorksSupervisors,.not the second. The. 
works  Gepervisor grade - I do not know whether I am, 
allowed to give an explanation. Am I Mr Chairman? 

HON DR R G VALARINO: 

If he will look - under supernumerary staff we'have two 
Works Supervisors, the only thing is they have been 
changed over pending  

What the Honourable Member wants to know is the final 
decision. 
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HON J'E.DSANO: 

I do not want to know what the final decision is. That' 
is a decision that has already beer, taken which has not 
been accented. What happened was that when the staff 
inspector inpected this grade the result of the s-4aff 
inspection throughout Government was that. the staff 
inspector said that these first line supervisors should. 
be  industrial grades getting an allowance which was the 
case before the implemaltation of parity. During 1974/75 
there waS a claim to regrade all Industrial foremen as 
PTO IVs. In the case of the Gibraltar Government, the 
Gibraltar Government agreed with' the Union that they 
would-re-grade then as Work3Supervisors analogued to 
Local AuthoritieS staying in UK. In the case of'the 
PSA the agreement was that they would remain analogued 
to industrial foreman in 2SA - Pending•the settlement of. 
an  outstanding claim in UK to.  regrade all foremen as 
FTO iv. So there is an agreement in the UK department 
thaG says that when the claim is settled in UK this 
grade will become PTO IV. In the case of the Gibraltar 
Government there was a settlement in'fact which preceded 
the settlement with the UK deartments. and there was, 
industrial action in the UK departMents.which did not 
involve the Gibraltar Government, which created taw 
grade •of WorksSupervisor and then- that grade was analogued 
to a specific point on what is known as the.spinal column 
of Local.Authority grades which covers a v):oh •multiplicity 
• of different-categories of workers in the non-industrial-
scale. 

Once the Works Supervisors was subjected to staff 
insnectiCn the staff-inspector wanted to re-grade them 

•• back to their old PositiOn going back four years. The 
Government off :r on the result.of that staff inspection 

' was that that should be implemented by phasing out the • 
Irra5:e and not by actually demoting people, and consequently 
the move from the establishment to the supernumerary is in 
fact the move to phase them out, because if you have got • 
somebody to sepernumerary and he retires tomorrow you do 

' not ,eplace him because he is supernumerary, and that 
offels-  to as them out, which is effectively to make 

. them sunernumerary, was suggested by the staff association. 
Therefore, it seems to me that the offer was made several 
months ago, there has been one meeting since the staff 
inspection took place, and that offer was made and it 
wae rejected. There has been no feedback at all from 
the Government side and yet the Government is coming to 
the House and acing, look the House has been asked to 
vote as if the thing that we have proposed had been 

-accested. I think it is wrong to do business like that 
.and I think it will go...4pWn badly with the people who are 
Government'S employees. And I'' certainly. think the House 
should know the background of, what-it is voting for before 
it votes. • 
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HON CHIEF HINISTT.IR: 

Mr 'Chairman, I understand that this is going to happen 
all. along the way. . All I can say now is that certainly 
in respect of the electricity I am assured by the City 
Electrical Engineer that as f r as they are concerned 
the matter is with the Industrial Relations Officer 
because this thing is an on-going process. All I can say 
now as responsible for the Government is that whether 
they are here or are not here, we-  will abide by the 
final outcome of the negotiations of the IRO.. 

On a vote being taken ,on Personal EmoluMents the 
following Honourable I4  embers voted in favour: 

The Hon A J Oanepa 
The Hon M K Featherstone 
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan 
The Hon A J Haynes 
The Hon P J Isola 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon Major R J. Peliza 
The Hon J B Perez 
The Hon G T Restano 
The Hon W T Scott 
The Hon Dr R G Valarino' 
The Hon H J Zammitt 
The Hon D Hull 
The Hon R•J Wallace 

The following Honourable Member voted against: 

The Hon J Bossano 

The following Honourable Members were absent from the 
Chamber: 

The Hon I Abecasis 
The Hon-Major P J Dellipiani 

Persojial Emoluments was passed. . 

Other Charges 
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ECI7A J HeYNTES: 

Thank you, Mr Chairman, Under Subhead 5, Fuel and Fuel 
Sundries, one sees that there is an increase of £779,000, 
that is in excess of 4%.m. Does Government propose to 
meet the inevitable future rises in oil prices with,  
acquinimity or are other measures being explored? 

HON DR R G 7.ALARINO: 

On that. one, Head 5 covers notonly fuel but associated 
expenditure, light ;.age, lighter, berthing etc. This'is 
based on a,922,000 (tons Of oil, on 11,600 tons of heavy 
fuel and 2,7C0 tons of light fuel. The FCA is also, 
included at present at 1.74. 

• HON liAYNES: 

Mr Chairman, I am asking if Government has thought of a way 
-to avoid these incredibly high prices in order to save the 
taxpayer .come money and to plan for the • future, and I'ask!  
Government if they have any.  propoSals? 

HON DR R G VALARINO: 

Yr Chairman, Sir, there is no possible way that Government 
can save- fuel except that as the House nay remember we did 
buy a fuel redistillation plant this year which has already 
been committed and has in fact been working for about four 
'weeks now. It will save a small amount something only in 
the region of about 4?,20,000 a year on fuel alone. What we 
used to do before was..  to send this type .of fuel after • 
using it in the engines to the MOD and that was lost. 
Now we have bought this little plant, in fact it should 
be paid for in about 80 months tine and this year we should 
be saving a small amount in the region of about £20,000. • 
Otherwise there is no way of• saving fuel in any other way 
except by running the heavy engines instead of the light 
engines. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

Sir, I corm,.nd an approval of any efforts to save fuel. 
But my point is I am sure that the Eonourable Member will 
agree that oil Prices will be going up in the future as . 
they have in the nast, and that oil is a commodity which. 
will eventually disapeear. In the light of that, Mr 
Chairman, I ask Government if they have any plans to 
meet these eventualities. 
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MR -C:FAIRMAN: 

No, no, we are not going to extend on future erolections. 
We are now debating whether you should spend £1,922,000 
on fuel and fuel sundries for the year 1980/81. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

Mr Chairman, the point I am - making, Sir, is that if 
Government would like the Opposition to vote for this 
Zini the Oppositionwould like to be assured t3-at this . 
money is not asked of the people with equanimity and . 
without any efforts to avoid high rises in prices, and 
whether Government is making any effort to reduce the 
burden on the people. If there iz no effort to reduce, 
the burden on the people we will find it difficult to 
accept such increases; 

• 

HON DR R G VALARINO:' 

Mr Onairman,-there are two- things I would like to say: ' 
first of all.that•the new engines that are proposed at 
No Jetty will be on heavy fuel and the will save about 
20.% to 25S , and by the time we shut Kingg s Bastion 
South, with the proviso on new engines on No.5 Jetty, a 
saving of about 24m will be made on fuel. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Chairman,'I dealt with this matter in the general. 
debate, I answered the Honourable Member in r'.etail„I 
only omitted one other of his suggestions, and that of 
course, though it refers to oil, but I should say that 
he referred to the possibility of buying North Sea oil 
from the United Kingdom. 'Well North Sea oil is sold by 
'the United Kingdom at OPEC prices even to its own under-
teking. I think we have tb face the fact that there is 
no answer to this problem at this point in time. We are 
in the same position as many undertakings around the world. 
It is part of the big problem of the world today. We • 
cannot be isolated or pioneer on it because all these 
other processes I dealt with in my reply to the debate 
are really even worse. 

HON A J HAMNES: 
• 

Mr Chairman,, the Chief Minister has the advantage over me 
in that I was unable to reply to those so called answers 
to my proposals, which I believe were not answered fairly, 
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or directly, but to an-extent were qUoted out of context, 
and I an not therefore reassured by his answers in any way, 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

i do riot care if he is not reassured. I have given you 
the answers. 

HON A T HAYNES: 

Well that .is no answer. I•asked the Government whether 
those United.Kingdom hasn't bought the  

MR. CHAT-RUN: 

No, no. You are quite at liberty to ask whether there is 
anything that Government can do to reduce the actual 
expenditure, not if there is anything Government can do 
to r educe future.expenditure. Now we are votiAg. £1,922,000 
and you are free to ask whether there is any :!ay where 
Government.can reduce that particular expenditure and 
nothing else. Otherwisewe will be bogged down for hours 
on general orinciplee which we have already discussed in 
the second reading. 

HON C T RESTANO: 

Sir, coming back to fuel. Is Government satisfied that it 
is getting the best possible' .price for the oil.  that we are 
getting? • 

. HON DR R G VALARINO: 

Mr Chairman, I am satisfied that we are getting in fact the 
very best price as far as fuel is concerned.. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

I em glad.to hear that, Mr Chairman. Perhaps the Minister 
would like to say what investigations have been made to 
make .him satisfied that this is the best price possible. , 

HON DR R GVALARINO: 

Mr Chairman, Sir, we are beating about'the bush sometimes. 
We have considered lo-daI—p rices with other prices and 
prices bought on the open market and certainly the prices 
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that we get in Gibraltar are extremely good and extremely 
reliable. I am very satisfied with the rrices that we do get 
get for our engines here at the Generating Station. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Last Year in his memorandum on the estimates of expenditure 
the Financial and Development Secretary drew attention of 
Ministers.to the whole question of the price of fuel as 
a result of which an investigation was carried out on 
petrol and diesel, by the Consumer Protection Unit, and 
we found that the prices really were, given• all the 
circumstances, the best that we could Obtain. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

As compared to what.other sources of supply? • 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Compared to'world sources, naturally. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

But specifically I. mean, vas it from ..refineries in Holland 
in France or  

HON A .3 CANEPA: 

It comes from Holland, the fuel that is supplied to • 
Gibraltar by Shell comes from Holland. 

FON G T RESTANO: 

Les, but there are different suppliers in Holland, there 
are different prices. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

We didn't send the Consumer Protection Officer over to 
Holland. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

That is in fact what I am asking, what in fact was done? 
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HON CArCPA: 

He made the necessary enquiries. 
• 

HON G T RESTANO: 

What I am-asking, Mr Chairman, is can I have some details 
of those enquiries. 

HON A J CAMEPA: 

I cannot give any more details. What do you think I am a 
computer cdrrving around all this information. 

HON 0 T RF,STANO: 

In that case the Minister for Municipal Services is hardly 
in a Position to say that he is satisfied if he doesn't 
know the details. 

HON A J CANE:PA: 

He is satisfied on the basis of the report that the 
Consumer Protection Officer made which. I took to Council 
of Ministers, Which went to Council of Ministers in my 
name,•and the Minister got a copy of the report.. 

HON 0 T P3STANO: 

I that resort secret or can it be made available to the 
opposite side, 

HON A J CA.T.F.FA: 

It is confidential to the Ministers like ail Council of 
Ministeas papers. 

HON DR H G '7;1.22E:0: 

Mr Chairman, Stand-by Service. This stand by service is 
. not v'ithin the station, this is ex:enal to the station, 
and this is a standby service that we provide for anybody 
who suffers a rowercut at home, a major powercut to a 
through cable fault. . . 
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HON A T 1.0DDO: 

Mr Chairman, Subhead 21. I notice there is a drop in the 
sum•allowed for the training of apprentices. Could the 
Minister please explain? 

• 

HON DR R G VALARINO: 

Yes, Mr Chairman. Subhead 21: these are fees payable to 
HM Dockyard and wages payable whilst attending Dockyard 
Training Centre. These are for two apprentices. There 
is probably a decrease because we have had no apprentices who 
have been recruited this year. 

HON A T LODDO: 

IA this for two apprentices? 

HON I J CANEPA: 

I know quite a bit about this; Mr Chairman, becau.%e 
Members who have been in the House over the years will 
recall that there has been quite a lot of discussion of 
the very high charges which the Vinistra of Defence was 
making in respect of the apprentices attending their • 
centre. We made repeated representations through the 
Financial and Development Secretary going back now to the 
time when Mr Mackay was the Financial and Development 
Secretary, and earlier, and eventually in 1979 we were 
successful in our representations we have had a consider-
able,decrease in the charge which the Ministry of Defence 
has 'been making for training our apprentices. Among the 
overheads we were being charged for all sorts of things, 
for furniture, equipment and various people working in 
their London Headquarters, and the Financial and Development' 
Secretary managed td mal:c a break-through late in 1979 
on tit.s matter and, that is the reason why it now costs 

HON MAJOR R J PIZIZA: • 

, Yes, but, am I right in understanding that Z13,200 is 
going to be for two apprentices? Is that the cost of 
two apprentices? 
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- HON DR R 0 VALAPth70: 

Yr airnan, as I said before this is the fee payable to 
Dockyard, that is one; and the fees payable whilst 

attending the Dockyard Training School. Those are the.  
two things involved, for two apprentices a;year. 

HON MAJOR  R J FELIZA: 

I don't quite follow. This is paid to the Dockyard.for 
the apprentices, and what else did you say.. I didn't 
quite understand what you said. 

HOW DR R 0 VALARINO: 

Mr Chairman, as far as I know this has always been a 
recurrent vote because we need new meters continuously 
even though some may be used for new housing. They 
are really for replacement and it is invidious to 
change this smal“tem into two Subheads. The other 
thing is that it is impossible to say towards the end 
of the year how many will be going into housing and 
how many are going to be replacerients. This is extremely 
difficult to be able to say so, therefore, it comes 
under Recurrent Expenditure. • 

• HON DR R 0 VALARINO: 

Mr Speaker, these are the wages payable whilst attending 
.the Dockyard Training Centre. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

If I may just revert to Subhead 18 Purchase of MeterS. 
Is this for new housing? 

Her DR R 0.VALARINO: 
• 

Mr, Chairman;  this is an annual item. It wan :previously 
shown under•Snecial Exo.mditure. These are for new meters 
and this.will consist of 150 domestic and industrial meters. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

'Are some of those meters intended for new housing? 

RON DR R 0 VALARINO: 
• 

Chairman, some of those meters will be for new housing, 
others will be to replace existing meters which may be 
faulty. 

HON W.T SCOTT: 

Under those conditions, for new housing .should•it not come 
under the Improvement and Development' Fund? 
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HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Item 23 New Services Reinforcing of Existing Ones. Could 
the Minister explain what that is? 

HON DR R 0 VALARINO: 

Mr Chairman, yes. These are connection of the new consumers 
to main cables and minor distribution improvements to either 
underground networks air rising mains. ' 

HOT A T LODDO: 

Mr Chairman, on subhead 22 I notice that there is a decrease 
in staff training as well. Could the Minister please explain? 

nor DR R G VALAR/r0: 

Well, Mr Chairman, there is a slight decrease of £500. These 
are the fee: and the subsistence allowances payable to staff 
sent to.  DX on short courses. This is only. a reduction of 
£500 and it follows the general trend of reduction of Govern-
ment expenditure. . 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Mr Chairman, could the Yinister explain the Orange Bastion . 
deficit? :That does the expenditure consist of? Item 24. 

nor DR R G VAL. RIrOi 

This is the operation of Orange Bastion Depot. These are the 
Cleaners, the Depot Writers and the maintenance, and also 
includes all the electricity and water consumption at Orange .  
Bastion. 

Bar DR R G VALARINO: 

Ur Chairman, Sir, first of all let me say that this does not 
only concern the Cathedral and the Moorish Castle; which are 
permanently floodlit, it also consists of the Christmas 
lighting,.Catalan Bay festivities, Our Lady of Lourdes, and 
other events. The fact thst the Cathedral lights may be on 
during the day is that these floodlights, if I am not mis-
taken, are run on a time sWitch. Sometimes due to power 
cuts the time switch may be badly set and, therefore, you' 
may have the lights on dUring the day until the switch is 
readjusted. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Surely if tl.e lights are left on all day this increase's 
consumution needlessly. 

EON DR R G VALARIPO: 

Mr Chairman, let me say on thati that the amount of flood-
lighting for this particular area is exceedingly small. 
Although I take the point and I agree with the point of the 
Honourable the Leader of the Opposition, the amount of 
electricity used by these floodlights is extremely small. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Mr Chairman, we are not satisfied with the answer that has 
been given on the supply of fuel. We do not consider that 
the reply that has been given to us as to a possible cheaper 
source of supply has been adequate. 

BON MAJOR R J saisLIZA: 

I wonder if the Minister could explain this. There is a lot 
of oil. I believe round about the Varyl Begg Estate. Is this 
money used for that purpose so that the tenants of that area 
can enjoy a swim? 

HON DR R G VALARTWO: 

If the Member will just give me time to get my notes on the 
Fire Brigade vote I shall give him the necessary answer. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

Any other items on Other Charges in the meantime? 

HON DR R G VALARIMO: 

This is Head 5 subhead 10, Oil Pollution, Sir. This is to 
maintain a stock of 5,000 gallons of dispersants ready for 
use should the need arise. In fact, we were very lucky last 
year, had a major incident, as the Honourable and Gallant 
Major Pbliza will remember, and the City Fire Brigade carried 
out an excellent job on that. They cleaned our beaches 
thoroughly.. The Revised Estimates for 1979/60 was L;0,600 
but it refers back to page 13, he will find that this was 
repaid to Treasury. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

I congratulate the Fire Brigade on carrying out that task but 
what I am saying is whether could he use part of.this vote to 
clear the area around the Varyl Begg Estate? 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Could I ask about the floodlights outside the Cathedral of 
. St Mary the.  Crowned? 
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HON DR R G VALARINO: 

Mr Chairman, I think this question came up at the last House 
of Assembly. It was answered by my Honourable Colleague on 
this side who said that Admiralty waters were not our 
responsibility and he further enlarged on that. 

HON A J CANE PA: 

In anewer to a euTestion from,I think it was,the Honourable Mr.  
Haynes, I explained in detail - or was it 'Mr Scott - I 
explained in detail, and perhaps could refer to the Hansard, 
the procedure which is. adopted in respect of oil slicks, the 
action which is taken in endeavouring to give early warning of 
them and then in reporting them to the Fire Service for them 
to take action on the matter. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

What I am. trying to get at, Mr Chairman,:is, will the GoVerne 
ment then, whatever the circumstances, knowing that the area 
is highly polluted, be prepared to use part of this vote to 
clear that area for the tenants of the Varyl Beg 'Istate? 
I don't know whether it is their responsibility or not but .  • 
that, I suppose, is for Government to deoide but what I am.  
saying is:thet the tenants there naturally would like to use 
the ares, whoever's-  theresponsibility'it is, if I cannot get 
an answer from Admiralty' or whoever it'vesnonsible for that ' 
area, will the Government use its own resOnrces to clear that? 

HON A J CAN SPA: 

Yes, if the matter has been observed by the Port Department 
they will take the-necessary steps to communicate it to the, 
proper authorities so that action is taken. 

Other Charees was agreed to. 

Special Expenditure  wet agreed to. 

Head 6, Governor's Office - Personal Emoluments was agreed'to. 

Other Cherees was 'agreed to. 

Eaeenditere was agreed to." 

Head 7, House of Assembly - Personal Emoluments was agreed to.. 

Other Cherees was agreed to. 

The CoMmittee recessed at 7.10 pm. 

• 
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WEDNESDAY THE 23RD APRIL. 1980 

The Committee resumed at 10.40 am. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

1 sill remind Honourable Members that we are at the Committee 
Stage of the Appropriation Bill.. I see. that. the Minister for 
Education is back with us and perhaps we could now go back to 
his Head which I think is Head 3. • 

Head 3, Education -• Personal Emoluments. 

HON A T LODDO: 

I have noticed that under item 13 the number of teachers has 
been reduced by 7.0. Could the Minister give an explanation 
on this? 

HON MAJ02,7e J 

Yes, Sir. In actual fact the cut is 9 because there is an 
extra Head teacher. So there has been .a cut of 9. and these 
9 are: the. replacement teachers for the unqualified teachers 
who were in the UK training and we won't need the replace-
menta. this year. So there has been no cut in actual establish-
ment. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

There-have been no outs in pupil/teacher ratiesil.- 
, 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

No,.no cuts. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Mr Chairman, can I ask the Minister for Education which is the 
new school that the Headteacher has been appointed to? 

Tio.z MAJOR FJ DELLIPIANI:.  

Fo, thi,, was an actine appointment at St Martin's end now it 
has leen confirmed. 

Personal Emoluments was agreed to. 

Other Charees  

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI:. 

Mr Chairman, I beg to move an amendment to aubhcad 6, Scholar-
ships under the column headed "Estimates 1980/81" to delete the 
figure "Z228,600" and substitute therefore "4:183,600" with the 
consequential amendments to the Draft Estimates including 
Appendix H. 
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Honourable Members will recall that the Financial and 
Development Secretary mentioned in the course of hia'state—
ment on the Estimates that it was propose to reduce the 
amount to be provided as a contribution to the ScholarshiP'. 
Fund .:by£24.0,000 following the British Government's decision 
not to apply the higher tuition fees to EEG students at 
Universities in the United Kingdom.  

UR CHAIRMAN: 

Is there any need to propose the amendment.? YOu will be 
able to discuss the subhead as part of the other charges, 
once this has been amended. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Mr Chairman, the cut in education expenditure proposed is a 
matter of principle, as far as we are concerned and this is 
why I should explain. We do not favour the motion for a cut 
because as you have heard in the general debate we would Tike 
to see this moneys  that is a windfall,being kept in education 
and being used for other items such as books and equipment; 
the question of further training in the Jnited Kingdom; for 
inservice training; and so forth. We are opposing the pro—
posed cut because we feel that that money could be .spread 
out and used in.itprovimg education standards and in making 
the books and equipment vote a more realistic one. 

MR CHAIRMAN:  

The following.Hon Members were absent from the Chamber: 

The Hon I. Abecasis 
The Hon J Bossano 
.The Hon Dr R G Valarino 

The amendment was accordingly passed. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

All that we have done is amend Subhead 6 and we are still on 
Other Charges. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Mr Chairman, Subhead 3. Can I have an explanation of what 
these services are? 

H3N MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

Services mean electricity, water, telephones, etc. 

HON A T LODDO: 

Mr,Chairman, under Subhead 5, Books and.Equipment. Can the 
Minister please explain how a year later, and taking into ' 
consideration tha rate of: inflation,, we can s.till> manage to 
maintain our.standards by wing the same amount of money as 
was voted lest year? 

.So it is .quite acceptable then after what the Leader of the 
..Opposition. has said if I put the question and nioc-<r propose it. 

Mr Chairman then put the question in the terms of the ton the 
Minister for Education's amendment and on a vote basing taken' 
the following Hon Members voted in favour: 

The Hon A 3 Canepa 
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani 
The Hon M K Featherstone.. 

'The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan 
The Hon J B Perez 
The Hon H J Zammitt 
The Hon D all • 

. The Hon R J Wallace 

The following Hon Members voted against;  

HON MAJOR F J •DELLIPIANI: 

I think,I explained on Monday, Sir, that over the years the 
Government has been very generous on books and equipment. 
We have a fairly high standard in books and equipment in all 
schools but it has been the practice for the department to 
withhold certain amounts of money - for contingencies and 
special expenditure. We haven't done so this year so it 
actual fact for First Schools and Middle Schools there has 
been, in money terms, an increase of Li%. 

HON A T LODDO: 

Mr Chairman, perhaps the Minister can explain how in the 
Boys' Comprehensive in the Senior Classes books have to be 
shared by atudents taking 'A' level subjects. 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 
The. Hon A J Haynes 
The Hon P J Isola 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon'Major R J Peliza 
The Hon G T Restano 
The Hon W T Scott 

I cannot. explain it.' I. don't go down to details of books\in 
one particular class, but if you require-the information I 
shall check it. 
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HON W T SCOTT: 

Mr. Chairman, I can also confirm that a similar situation 
exists ±n the Girls' Comprehensive School at first year 
level. 

HON MAJOR P JTELLIPIANI: 

That information has not been passed on to me. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Would the Minister not agree that this is very undesirable 
and that he will obviously do his best to put that right 
even if it means increasing the Estimates? 

HON MAJOR F J  

I thirds it is important first of all to check on the facts. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Yes, but lf in fact, as my Honourable Friends h'i've said, -thin 
situation is such that the children are sharing the books, 
will the Minister given an undertaking now that he will put ' ' 
that right if necessary be asking for supplementary funds?' 

HON MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI: 

It is not a question for the Minister to put it right, it is 
a question of whether a -headteacher might not be using the 
money' properly. She has the right to allocate the money'to 
whatever she or he wants. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Then the Minister is satisfied that children should share 
books in school? • n 

Har MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI: 

I am not sa:ring that I am satisfied, I am saying that we' 
shall hav,: to look at the facts. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

If Honourable Members have details'of matters which have not 
been brought to the notice of the. Minister they should provide 
him with the particulars and he will look into them and will 
La-,:isfy the Members personally if necessary. At this stage 
it is very invidious for the Minister to be able to-  confirm 
whether .at a particular place or time people are sharing 
books. Of course we -don't want book's to be shared. • 
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HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Exactly, this is it, Mr Chairman. All I want to do is to get 
an undertaking from the .Minister that he doesn't think it. is 
a good idea, that he doesn't agree with children having to 
share books in school in principle. 

Well, could the Minister say whether he agrees with that 
principle or not? 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

First of all I have to check the facts. I have been given the 
wrong facts. 

HON MAJOR.R J PELIZA: 

Well, even the Chief Minister has,said, Mr Chairman, that 
obviously it is not desirable that children should share 
books. That is all I want to know. 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

And 1 agree with yo:. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

May I saynn this question of books and equipment that I know 
it is very much a matter for headteachers to decide how they 
use the money that is allocated to them for the purchase of ' 
goads and equipment. But the whole tenor on our argument on 
education is that headteachers should not be put in a posi-
tion where they. need a tape recorder, for example, and they 
have to say>right, well, I will take the tape recorder and I' 
will have boys and girls in my class sharing books. Now this 
arises, this need of choice arises if the supply of money is 
not there to maintain proper educational standards. Quite 
independently of my Honourable Friend Mr Loddo and my•Honour-
able Friend' Mr Scott it has been brought to my notice in: 
recent weeks that books are being shared and that there seems 
to be generally a shortage in the Comprehensive Schools of 
these mutters due to the restraint that has been put on 
expenditure. What we,on this side of the House,are-saying 
that although we would like wasteful expenditure to be cut by 
the Government, 'we cannot agree that educational standards 
should be.allowed to suffer because of this'expenditure 
cutting. It is quite clear to us from the Estimates that'if 
the Minister thought that in 1979/80, 1.214.,000 was sufficient, 
with the school population continuing as it does, and books 
having to be replaced and so forth, it is quite clear to us 
that asking for £124,000 again for 1980/81 will not meet 
adequately' the needs -of the schools; having regard to the in-
flationary trend and having.regird that presumably their 
decision to put £121,000 in 1979/80 was because' it was needed. 
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Therefore, if you provide the Same amount for the following 
year and don't even allow for inflation you are reducing the 
amount available and putting headteachers in the.. position of 
having to•ehoose•betweenone necessary item of expenditure • 
and another necessary item of expenditure.. The result of.  
that is that something that is necessary has to suffer. That. 
is what we are asking, and that is why we voted against the 
cut of expenditure of scholarships..'Not that we do not wel-7 • 
come the- fact that our students will be paying less but . 
because we think that that money whiCh was put in the 
Estimates should be left in Education to meet other necessary 
demands for maintaining standards of education in Gibraltar 
if not for improving them. 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

..Mr Chairman, the Honourable Leader of the'Opposition has made' 
a speech,nOt.put..a question. 

!R CHAIRMAN: 

He is entitled to do this. 

HON MAJOR.? J DELLIPIANI: 

I will bring up one point. He gave an instance of a head—
master buying- an expensive piece of equipment like a tape 
recorder and sacrificing books. .If ho bought the tape 

-'- recorder last year he will not have to:buy it this year so 
.he wili%have•• more money for bOoks.this year. 

HON A JHAYNES: 

Mr•Chairman,76ould theMinister expluinwhat •hemeant when he 
said that the headmaster had not dealt,With the money allocated 
to him properly?- Does that mean that in these circumstances 
the Minister. would nut intervene to help and ensure that. there 
were books in the classrooms? Given that complaints have been 
lodged that there are certain classes without a complete set 
of books, youefirst and initial repl: was to check on the facts. 
Your second was that if they were correct, that since the money 
had been allocated to the schools so that'the headteacher has 
failed to allocate the honey given to them properly, -that that 
was their affair. Does that mean that if that were the case, . 
that his fenrs that the headmaster might not have allocated 
the money properly were truthful, would that.mean t,hat he 
would not intervene to ensure that there —ere books? 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

Certainly not. If the information is•right and there is need 
for more books I can always come to the House and ask 'for 
suppleMentary funds. 
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EON A J HAYNES: 

So you would go back 0.1 what you .said earlier, that this was 
their affair? 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

Well, it is the Headmaster who controls the vote and he is 
the one who decides his priority. But if he does make a 
mistake and we cannot go a whole year with a Situation which 
is wrong, we will correct it. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

That is what I wanted to know. 

HON P .3 ISOLA: . 

May I ask the Minister What is the per capita allowance being 
made for books and equipment in our schools and how does this 
cospE.ro pith the per capita allowance in the United Kingdom 
in the Education authorities? 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI:•: 

I am having in fact a -stateMentprepared.671, that question 
but I can. tell yoliAhat the- last time- I• 'checked it was higher 
in Gibraltar than in the United Kingdom even:allowing for the 
coat'of freight. 

HON G. T RESTANO,:.  

On:SubheadJ.9, Mr ChairMan, how is it that that voteAlas been 
reduced: Sharing of running expenses of the Gibraltar and 
Dockyard Technical College? 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

Mr Chairman; if .we Look at establishment we see that Lecturers, 
subhead 14, increaded by 3. The reduction in fact is due to ' 
Gibraltariays replacing UK contract teachers, contract.. 
lecturers in the Dockyard. They .do -not get foreign service 
allowances. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

And the difference, if I read the Minister correctly, is that 
there are no foreign service allowances, etc. • 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

Yes, Sir. 
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HON P J 

Mr Chairman, wanted to aak a question because it is related 
to Item 7 and to Item 9. Together' 1ilese two items repreSent 
a reduction of some £21,000 not taking into account inflation, 
and could I ask the Minister what are the reasons for the 
saving. 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI:  

to withdraw because of promotion, and one had to be. deferred 
because there was no place for him in the University, so 
that brings it down 'to four.' - That to my mind is a cut. Now 
in 1980/81 it was agreed to maintain the 1979/80 level, 
which would have been four, plus the deferred one which 
would have been five. That is what I have been given to. 
Understand but only one teacher has been selected. Now, is 
this correct or is this not correct? Can the Minister please 
answer? 

This is a question which has been the "subject of, correspondence 
with the Chief Minister and I think the Chief Minister will 
have a'comprehensive reply to this, the quettiOn if in-service 
training. But there is one aspect and that is that this year 
we are not training the Unqualified Teachers, they were trained 
last year and they will be finishing this year, so that could 
count as,part of.the reduction in costa., In action fact pro- . 
vision was made for four undergo inservice training and 
there are four this year. 

HON P J ISOLA: . 

Can I refer to the letter to the Chief Minister written by 
the Gibraltar. Teachers' Association in which they talk of • • 
vieious cut 'tacks and state that the cuts heve'been made due 
to the cuts in public spending. Now, as we have said, it is.  
the policy of this side of the House that cuts in publid, 
spending- should not affect standards and the service-.of 
education which is savitala -Apparently ";111 Gibraltar 
Teacher's' Association has been given as a reason •for the.  
cuts in this vote of in-service training and so forth, the 
cuts of public spending. Now this is an item that has 
occurred which shows a clear cut in furthering the training 
of teachert and the service of education which is so vital. 

I would like to know whether it is Government's policy to • 
have cuts in expenditure in edUcation affecting standards of 
edatation as they must inevitably do? And although the.  
Gibraltar Teachers' Association may be in correspondence'' 
with the Chief Minister on the matter I think we are •eri-e e.. 
titled in this House to know what is Government's policy on 
cuts in education, 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

I am not going to anticipate nor am I going to deal with the 
question of the Teachers' complaints by letter - which I saw 
in the paper before I read it in my office, but the simple 
answer is - that there are no cuts on inservice training this 
year. As the Minister has said there were four last year 
and there are four this year. 

HON A T LODDO: 

Mr Chairman, I .have it on good authority that in 1978/79 it 
was agreed that eight teachers should be sent for inservice 
training, and that in 1979/80 only six were sent. One had 

• 
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MR CHAIRMAN:. 

The 'important thing is that I don't think we are so much 
interested just now whether one or more is selected, but 
rather whether we are now voting monies for four. I think 
that is what the Minister has said and what the Chief 
Minister has said.' In other words, whether they have been 
takenup or not is another Matter which can be disciassed at ' 
a later atege, whether you are supplying money to cater for 
four. I think that is the assurance that has been given. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Cannot- the position as outlined by My Honourable Friend Mr 
Loddo be correct, must it not be correct having regard to 
whet' the 'Honourable Mr Canepa told us yesterday in the 
aeneral debate? The Minister.did say that he'did not 
relieve in teachers going back after three or four years, 
he said it should be after 10 years. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

I said I was expressing my own personal Point of view, it was 
not the Government's policy. I was expressing the point of 
view that I would take in discussions in Council of Ministers 
on the matter, Mr Chairman. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

I am grateful for that clarification, but, Mr Chairman, what 
re really want to know is whether the facts contained in that 
Ilaater are correct about cutbacks and that they were told 
they were going to have the same level as 1979/80 and 
apparently this is Tot the case. This is what the letter • 
said, this is-the infOrmation that my Honourable. Friend Mr 
Loddo has given the House. It seems to-coincide and that is 
why I ask if we can have a categorical statement. 

HON GRIEF MINISTER: 

The information I have from the Director is that there is 
provision for four teachers to do this, which requires that 
we also provide money for the replacement of the teachers 
whilst, they are away and, therefore, there is no gap in the 
actual number of people going away from last year. 
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HON P J ISOLA: 

But if that is so, Mr Chairman, why is there-a rsdt,ttion in 
the vote of £23,000? 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: • 

I understand that the cost of-the tuitionotone of them is 
provided by a Commonwealth scholarship. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

That would not be £23,000. That would not count for inflation 
with £23,000. Mr Chairman, why would the GTA be expressing 
concern if everything is the.same as last year? 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

Well, we have been given assurances. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

It is not difficult to establish whether the House is being 
asked to vote the same provision as in the• previous financial 
year or not. And'if it is not than,. in fact, the answer is a 
cutback,. unless-we are.gettng the same. thing cheaper. It is 
a qdestion of fact isn't it? 

MR CHAIRMAN: • 

It is a question of fact that you are being asked to vote. a. 
lesser amount than last year, but you are being  told that you 
are.. getting:. the same number of teachers going for inservice 
training. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

It isn't the question of the same number of teachers because, 
you see, I think the point made by the Honourable Mr Loddo 
was in fact that last year the•provision•that shouidhave  
been taken up was not fully takernup, and in fact we had less 
people going last .yearethan should, have gone last year. • The 
fact that again this yearve have got no Cutback in the actual 
numbers who sent: doesn't necessarily mean that there is-not a 
cutback in the potential number who could go. If last year 
there was provision for six. and only four Went; we have four 
going this year because ye only made provision for four, then 
in actual number we still have. the same number of people going 
but in what we are providing we are 'reducing from providing • 
for six td providing for four, and I tnink it is important.to 
have the facts before one knows how to vote really. 
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HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr. Chairman, obviously .the Minister has been away, unfortunately 
and perhaps he'would want time to consider this. The informa-
tion that I have been given now is that last year provision was 
nade for 5 teachers but 4 went because one could not find a 
place. Now, provision'is made for 4. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

But on the other hand the amount voted last year apparently 
has been spent. So, therefore, if it is £215,000 with four 
going, actually going, instead of five and now we reduce by 
£22,000, there is something wrong somewhere, Mr Chairman. 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

As this vote was a combination of both inservice and the 
initial teacher training, we cannot say how it has been spent. 
Wa know that all the money has been spent either on initial ' 
:etcher training or inservice training. 

HON P J ISOLA: 
• 

I appreciate 'that, Mr Chairman; but the' net result is a re-
duction in the total vote taking them both together, ited 19 
and 7, of about £23,000. But.pomethingis suffering. The 
Government cannot say.  ith inflation that. they have not made 
cut-backs and that.is  What we. are protesting about, cut-backs 
in education, cut-backs in matters that affect,the young 
generation of Gibraltar. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Mr Chairman, I think there is 'a distinction between a reduc, 
tion in the provision for initial teacher training, which is 
determined by the need to train : teachers, and in, my judgement 
that is not a cut-back. If we do not need any teachers then 
we do not need. any teachers and we do not train them as 
teacherd, we train them as doctors or scientists or something 
else. However, if it is a question of maintaining the 
existing teaching staff up to date with the latest develop-
ments in edUcation,•then a cut-back in that provision, if 
that is required, would be a reduction in the service. I 
think the fact that the initial vote has been cut-back does 
not necessarily indicate a cut-back in education if there has 
been a cut-back in initial teacher training.because we are 
now up .to full complement and we are not sending people to 
train because there are no jobs Sr them. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

In other words you would need a breakdown of the figures? 
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HON J BOSS2.NO: 

Precisely, I don't want to vote on an issue without knowing 
what I am voting for, Mr Chairman. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

It was mentioned earlier by the Honourable Minister that. 
part of it was that all the Experienced Teachers are now 
finishing their training and coming back. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Mr Chairman, if in fact the only reduction that is taking .  
place here is the reduction in provision for teacher training 
because we. are now up to the necessary complement and we do• 
not need to send people to train who cannot have jobs to come.  
back to, than I support that policy because I think.  people 
should be told when they come out of school what 'the employ-
ment prospects are. There is A lot.of dissatisfaction amongst 
people being trained and then finding that the job they 
expected at the end of their training is not there. If that 
is the situation that is-  alright. • I aM Satisfied with that 
explanation, But if there isconflief- betWeph. that And a 
situation where we were saying last year that we-were -going 
to send 5 existing teachers on refresher courses or updating 
courses to bring them up to date with the latest-development 
in education in OH, and this year. we are only going to pro-
vide for. four, .whether four went or one ient. last year, and • 
if what the House.intended was that there .should be provision 
'for five,if it.was nosSible.for.five to go y , I think the 
House should' be told. 

I 'mean if last year we decided within that vote - there must 
have been an internal breakdown there. 7  whether we actually 
questioned it or noti the House decided that they should pro-
vide for five teachers to go, and it may be that during the 
course of the year the five were not taken up because it 
wasn't either possible or necessary, I..think there is still 
a cut-back if this year we provide for less than five, and.. 
I would not Support providing for less than we;  did last year. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 
• • • 

Do I take it that the Government does not intend that in-
service training will suffer if it is necessary and that. 
this vote doesn t 'mean that? Is that correct? Do we haVe 
such an undertaking? 

HON CHIEF MtNISTER: 

It is a fact. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

Right. 
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HON P J ISOLA: 

I am not wholly satisfied with this because I understand the 
position is that there' is saturation point in certain areas 
and people like to go for particular subjects and if they are 
not available they get upset. I am not talking of that situa-
tion, but I'eM-talking of the situation where Government 
apparently every year has to bring in a certain number of 
teachers on contract in certain areas and I do not see how 
you 'can.  reduce the numbere Of teachers being trained, or you 
can have a policy of reduction until you have reached satura-
tion point. Are we being told that saturation. point has been 
reached? 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

Ithink we are now beginning to talk at cross purposes. I 
think the Government has now given an undertaking that there' 
is no gap ir•in-service training or even in teacher training 
but that this is the vote that is required for this year, and 
if there is any need for further funds then they Will come to 
the House. '• • 

'HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

I have just had my attention drawn to this matter of' detail, 
bet• item 7 Initial Teacher Training, which has a reduced vote 
con last year, there is a note (c) below which tells us "Not 
includes ten courses which. will be financed from Technical 
Assistance Funds". - None were financed from Technical Assist- , 
ance Funds this year. Ten are going to be'financed next year. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Mr Chairman, that is patently not correct because if the Chief 
Minister looks at the Estimates of.Expeaditure for 1979/80 we 
had a note there saying; "Partly financed from .Technical 
Assistance Funds". So either .the note in -last .year's Estimates 
iuincorrect we'were given the wrong information last year or 
we were given the wrong information this year. 

• 
HON CHIEF MINISTER: ' 

Not new ones. These are new ones. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Well, I 'don't know which they are but the question 
was there last. year.

of financing 

\. HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Not new ones. They were continuing ones. Now there is pro 
vision for ten this year. 
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HON P J ISOLA: 

Yes, maybe, Mr Chairman, but there was an element a2 finance 
from technical assistance. If he want to:hnd out the exact 
position.we also need to be told why there is a reduction of 
.4.123,000. If it is not with in-service.  training 
then it is,concerned - With teacher training. Gan we then 
please be told what:are the reductions in no,mbers.proposed 
because last year we were told 28 courses ended•in 1979; 26 
ended in 1980; 13 ended- in 1981; one ends in 1982; 15 commende 
in 1980. What is the breakdown for this,year so that wecan 
compare to see what the actual situation'is? 

?u CHAIRMAN: 

Is Gpvernment prepared to give such information at a later 
stage? • 

. . 
'HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIAITI: 

I. am prepared•to give' that information at a. later stage, but 
the-thing is that when we are talking about teacher training. 
we have to project what•our future needs are. I am not going. 
to.  send 30 teacher's to UK if we only require 10 in.3 years' 
time, and that is what we are doing. We are cutting down on' 
the training because we are reaching saturation point. • ' 

MR CHAIRMAN: 
• • 

I think we- hsve- discUssed thip-matter.fully. You are. going 
to be given a breakdown. Aninther items on Other -Charges? 

HON'P J ISOLA: 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to raise the question of financial, 
assistance - to yoUth and cultural activities. 

I notice that-there is not in increase, there seems to be a .  • 
cut. 'Admittedly - it is only .1:200 but it is the philosophy 
behind the education vote that we .are challengi.ng. It•.seems. 
to me there that the Government, although it has spent 
£19,000 which is a mere pittance in the Budget, is being • 
niggardly, if I may use the expression, to the youth and 
cultural'activities by reducing £200. Taking account of 
inflation that is a cut-back, and that is what we are com-
plaining about in-this vote, the philosophy behind the vote 
of cutting on education, and we were going to have to put 
cur usual protest of proposing a reduction of £1 to mark our - 
dissatisfaction. 

Here•again, before'I get to that, why is there -a cut-back in 
financial assistance to youth and cultural activities? -I 
would have thought 'that this is an area of Government activity 
and help which ought to be expanded rather than reduced. The 
amount involved is so small and so much good can be done with 
this sort of assistance: 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

no cut-back as such on our part. This is the 
asked by the different clubs and that is the 
getting. ' 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

Any other item on Other Charges? 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Item 16 - Educational Visits and Holidays. I notice that the 
approved estimates were £13,100 but only £3;800 was spent in.  
the revised estimates. What is the'explanation2 • • 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

Mr Chairman, on the.quetion of Educational Visits and 
olidaye, I.do remember this because I think I have mentioned 

it in the House. This was because we were - discovering that.  ' 
the same people were going for the same holiday year after 
year. What we have done is that We have restricted the visits 
to purely edUcational visits connected to field work such as 
geography and biology. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Therefore'there has been a change in Government policy during 
the, year. The 'Iouse approved expenditure:for .particular. pur-
poses and GoVernment in its qUett to'cut'expenditure decided 
to cut in this area. Well, we - protest,,MreChairman. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

Fair enough, it As 'a protest. Any other items now? 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:.  

Mr Chairman, if you remember when we were discussing the 
general principles,one of the points I made was that Govern-
ment obviously had more money, there is no doubt about that, 
and more money is likely to come in. I streseed the 
importance of broadening education, not just seeing education 
as a question-  of academical qualifications, and in fact 
precisely on these two.  votes I think that the Government can 
do a lot. The statement by the Minister saying that the 
youth cluLs have not asked for more money, if I may say so, • 
shows lack of interest on the part of the Government in that 
respect. I am sure that the youth clubs, if they knew that, 
-would be ableto get more money if more money was available 
and were encouraged to do this. .1 am sure that they would 
have asked for more money. : 
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I have no doubt. whatsoever that if they hear what the Minister 
has said he will have a queue later on this morning in his 
office asking for more money. So what I say, Kr Chairman, 
since we have more money, and I think it is vital from the 
point of view of education that the children of Gibraltar 
should have a wider view of life generally and one of them, 
of course, is.visits abroad and cultural. activities within 
youth clubs. I think this is an excellent situation to be 
in where the money is available and this can be•supplied. 
And, therefore, I do fully support my colleagues-here in en—. 
couraging the Minister to increase the vote not reduce it Eta, 
in fact, he has done in this Estimate. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

There are a couple' of poihts I would like :to make on the 
education vote as a whole, generally speaking, - in terms of 
the policy direction the Government should—be .loOking to as 
far as grants and the framework within which grants should 
be given. I think first of all that in making irants avail—
able one should be guided Tartly by the principle that the 
educational opportunitieS we give our own people in Gibraltar 
should-not be inferior to those they would havein the United 
Kingdom if they resided there, and that, therefore,'as a 
matter of principle, if people were to meet the criteria laid 
down in the UK for further education, then they should expect . 
to get assistance in Gibraltar for further education. Within 
that policy I think the Government should-encourage people-to 
-select things that are going to benefit Gibraltar economically, 
and consequently within the ambit of an economic plan and of 
expansion of one area as opposed to another, people should be ' 
told when they are considering what sort of.field they are 
going to study that. they may be inclined towards one area by 
a particular interest-in that area, butethat that area will 
provide. very little or no employment prospects in Gibraltar,' 
but they should still not be frustrated from doing that -. 
because I believe it is better really to export a good 

. scientist, for example, than to force somebody to'come back 
here and be a.bad doctor or a bad teacher,. although we should 
try and enconrage them to stay.. They should be told before, 

* they choose their career that they really have no chance 6f=' 
coming back, because'in the past people seem to have gong .,' ' 
away onnseecifie courses with very high hopes of coming back 
and •fitting. in at a job at a fairly high level within Govern—
ment serviee*and being very disappointed with the sort of 
prospects that they have found when they have got back. So 
I think it is important that Government should protect its 
own position in making at the onset clear. what the position 
is.. • 

The other thing is that I think that the Government should 
give serious consideration either .within the education vote 
or within the technical -Egsistance provision under.the aid • 
programme to previding.a. chance for older people to'go on • 
computer courses, computer programming courses, computer 
orientation courses, which are ran in the•United Kingdom by  

the Department of. Employment and are under the training 
opportunity scheme in the UK where basically that scheme 
works fbr'people who are either.  unemployed or because - it is 
considered in the UK, and I think in most of Western Europe 
today, that in any dynamic Society people have got to be re—
trained several times during their lifetime. One cannot 
expect any more, I think, with the pace of technological 
change,-to learn one set of skills and one job and spend 
ones' working life in the same thing. And this training 
opportunity scheme effectively is to encourage people to 
leave declining industries and enter expanding industries, • 
and computers is one'of the things that is not limited to 
us. I think that if there is money within the existing £lm 
that we have of technical assistance whidh was unallocated,. 
if there.is money there which is not being set aside for 
something for a higher priority, the Government should con—
sider sending perhaps one or two people at least on this 
thing becalkse I believethat this would forMan important 
sort of ncleme for development in future economic develop—
ment in Gibraltar and the Government - should be looking at 
having a pool of.skilled people from which local employers 
and they themselves could recruit in what is bound to be an 
area of expansion. Those are considerations which I put to 
the Government. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

With the first part- of the point I would entirely agree but 
I don't think this is the best time in which to say we ought 
to follow _UK standards because the cuts in education in 
England are absolutely savage. . I was talking to a •teacher -
five or six evenings ago from _a very reasonably prosperous 
areae the South East,and they say that the cut in books, the. 
cuts that'they have to suffer every day is unbelievable, and, 
therefore, I do.not_think that 'this is the best 'time to compare 
standards. am sure the Honourable Member was referring 
to normal standards before these serious cut came on which 
ire have always based our comparisons. 

FON J ROSSANO: 

I was specifically referring to the provision of places in 
higher education and not in fact to how good the schools or 
the . c..fileges may be. We are not providing higher education 
ourselves-in Gibraltar. But if somebody can get a grant for 
doing a course in UK then he should not be deprived of the 
opportunity of learning that skill because he happens to have 
been born in Gibraltar. If we could do better than in UK 
then I would certainly support that wholeheartedly, but as a 
minimum we should expect to give our peoole the same oppor— • 
tunity for developing 'their skills and developing their 
careers-  as they would have if they had lived in the' UK. 
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MR CHAIRMAN: 

I think the point has.  been Made now. Are there any other 
matters under Other Charges? ' 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Mr Chairman, can we have. an  .explanation on Subhead 17 and 
the reason ter the. reduction? . _ 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

Yes, this is a Government decision not to continue to send 
new children to attend the Services school. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

There is still a vote there for £33,500. 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

For the children who are still there. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

I see. And'I would also if I may be allowed to; Mr Chairman, 
.relating - back to page 13 of the items of revenue, subhead 3, 
the Reimbursement by the Ministry of Defence shows - a very 
substantial. reduction. I am-suggesting in fact whether it is• 
a wisedecisien• where we spend 1:35,000 and•yet we. are.re-
imbursed,eVen this yeail. £116,000. . 

HON FINANCIAL A.ND DEVELOPMENT.  SECRETARY: 

Mr ChairMan, that is.the• reimbursement for .serviees.ehildren 
. attending secondary schools. • 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Yes, but it. is a drop of over 50%.. 

MR CHAIRMAN:' 

I think one vote is not related to the other in any manner or 
' form. The other is the Gibraltarian school children attending 
MOD schools, and this is the other way round, MOD children 
attending Government schools,: 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Yes, Sir, but they are inter-related in some way. 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: , 

The reasons for the drop this year is that the figures ih the 
1979/80 included arrears of revenue over two years which was 
brought into that year. 
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HON W T SCOTT: 

Thank you, Sir. 

HON A T LODDO: 
- , 

Mr Chairman, I notice that•there is. a reduction in the running 
costs of the Teacher's Centre. Subhead 1L. Perhaps the. 
Minister could explain how this has come about. 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

The running costs of the Teachers' Centre, in fact, used to 
come under the whole question of initial teacher training and 
in-service training because it is connected, in fact, with 
ih-service training. This year we have separated it to see • 
how much it is actually costing us so that we have an idea to 
be.able to monitor it. 

T1ON A T LODDO: 

Mr Chairman, but there has still be a cut there. You were 
reclamating.E5,000 and now you are estimating.Z3,500 or was 
this £5,000 an arbitrary figure? 

HON MAJOR V J IgLLIPIANIf 

No, this still forms part of the whole vote. 

HON W T,SCOTT: 

Mr Chairman,. I would like-to return to Subhead 17 where-there. ,  
seems. to have been a.. distinct change of policy over very many 
years with Government on that, and I would like to hear more 
substantive reasons than those that have- been explained 
already. 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

It is a Government policy decision not to sponsor children 
goJng to the Ministry of Defence schools unless they want to 
pay for themselves. We can provide for their education our-
selves. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Has this matter been discussed with the religious community 
concerned and have they agreed? 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

The community as such has not made any objections, we have 
had objections from several parents. We have asked them for 
certain information which they say they have, certain 
guarantees and, this guarantee hasn't been forthcoming. 
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HON P J ISOLA: 
• 

Yr Chairman, going back a few years, when St Chrittopher's -
rd St George's Schools which were schoole to which Phildren. 
of Church of England persuasion, or non-Catholics and non-
Jewish, were sent, and at that time it was Government's 
policy_ that children up to 11 plus level, primary level 
should go into schools of their different religious teraua-
siona - as it were, and then at secondary level everybody went 
to the same school. When those two schools were .closed and 
azreement was reached on that, 'and it was oh. the basis - that' 
the children who normally went to those two schools which.  
included service,children, would go to the Ministry of 
Defence schools, because the Gibraltar Government was not 
able to provide education at that time because of shortage 
of teachers and so fcrth. It seems to me that now to take 
somebody in Gibraltar go to what is the substitute for St 
Christopher's and St George's Schools, tp make them pay if 
they want to go to that, is to bring an influence to bear on 
them which I would have thought was not Government policy or 
in fact not Gibraltar policy if I may put it that way. 

HON MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI: 

Mr Chairman, the whole situation of religious education in 
schools has changed very drastically from the old sort of 
systelt.thatwe used to have in our schools. In actual fact, 
I can think of one school now where half the teacher com-' 
element are Protestants and they give religioUs - instructiOns • 
to Catholic children, No matter what agreement there has. 
been in the past, end we haven't.seen this agreement, it is 
now Government policy that all childrenin•Gibraltar of non- 
Catholic .denomination, Protestant denothinatior, can be taught 

-in Our schools adequately and their religious interests safe7 
guarded. 

HON P J ISCLA: 

Mr Chairman, I would have thought that such a radical change . 
of policy affecting admittedly only a small section, a 
minority of Gibraltar, the Government would have solicited 
the advice of the religious groups concerned.. In fact; this 
takes no. reEsrd of the agreement that the Honourable Minister 
for Education has just mentioned which apparently he hasn't • 

' had sight of. 

MR CHAIRMAN: ' 

May re oerhaps for the sake of good erd;r have an answer to 
that. 

HON MAJOR P  J DELLIPIANI: 

There has been consultation with the parents. We have asked 
the parents to provide particulars pf this agreement which 
they say exists. We have no knowledge of it and that is the 
situation, Sir. 
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HON P J 

Mr Chairman, I am extremely surpri.ied to her the Minister 
saying that. That is patently incorrect. The reasons why 
Church of England children went to the Ministry of Defence, 
schools were clearly explained at the time it was done. All 
he had to do was read back 15 years. That may be a lot of 
trouble for the Minister. He is misleading the House, if,  I 
may say so, or he is tending to mislead the House in making 
a statement that there was never such sn agreement. Of 
course there was an agreement. 

Y2 CHAIRMAN: 

The Minister has never, said there wasn't an agreement; the 
Minister has said that he hasn't seen it. 

HON P 3 ISOLA: 

Wehl, perhaps he should look at it. 

MR CHAIR MATT:... 

He has not said there isn't'an agreetent and-he has not mis-
led the House. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Mr Chairman; if I mg/ finish, before he starts telling the House 
things like this I. think you ought to check. Of course, the 
Government schools could have taken in the smell minority of 
Church of England children that were being taught in St 
George's and StChristopher'shschool; of course, the Govern-
ment could have been able to absorb them in their schools 
disregarding the question of religion; of course they could 
.have done this. It was precisely in an effort to be fair to 
all the religious communities in Gibraltar that the Govern-
ment has this policy at primary level of' allowing children 
to go to their various religious community areas. I think it 
is very important to Gibraltar and punht.to be maintained. I 
think ,ve must look, after the minorities and respect their 
rights, and I think that befpre the Government Makes a •final 
decision on this they ought to look back at the whole history 
of the question and the first person they ought to consult is 
the religious Head of the Chnrch of England community. If 
after consulting him they cote•to the conClusiong that, "well, 
I am sorry. we are going to break with tradition; we find this 
too expensive; it costs us so much ...." • I know there are a 
lot of financial arguments, there must be obviously, otherwise 
I am sure the Government wouldn't have intervened in ethi's, but 
before they do that I think they ought to consult - T don't 
knew whether there is still a Board of Education, there is 
something in the Education Ordinance on this,. and I think it 
ought to go there for advice. 
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HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, I think it is fair to say that some of these 
consultations unfortunately tooklplace at the time when my 
Honourable Friend was in hospital and he has not been able 
to deal with it as indeed with some other factors that he 
could well.have avoided by not coming here.- He is not,. 
therefore, as well versed.in the details of the examination 
of the Estimates whidh were .done in his absence. To'that 
extent I think we ought to bear a little with him. . 

Now I would like first of all to rare quite clear that I am 
particularly conscious, and I have always been particularly 
conscious about minorities in our community, so that I would 
like to make it quite clear that there is no attempt at any 
discrimination. But if I remember-rightly the problem 
started because quite a number of children of UK faMilies 
who arrived in Gibraltar nn their own for any particular 
reason, not Service children, not Government•children, were' 
getting automatic sponsorship into these schools for which 
the Government had to pay. This is reaIly.What brought the.  
matter to a head, that the numbers were going up not simply 
out of our own resident Anglicen'communitywho were concerned, 
because many are not concerned, this is what I have been able 
to find by the discussions I have had with.three.parents who 
were concerned. This is what brought the whole matter up 
because the sponsorship is costing us a considerable amount 
of money.. It was felt educationally, and.to some extent 
religiously, and here I do not know,' but it was felt that 
there was nawadaya.  not the difference. that there was when 
St Christopherls was closed in the-sense of the religious 
education as between7Anglicans'and Catholics. 

am saying what .I•have been told. I knew nothing about this. 
It is not my religion and therefore I want to tread very 
cautiously because 'I ,do not- want to give offence to anybody 
to say anything that is not correct.' Now, there are,' as two 
of the parents told me, caring parents about the children 
wanting to go to Anglican school and .there. are parents who. 

not mind. But there is also an element of status symbol 
in going to an Anglican school because those two schools are 
very well equipped.and people think that because children.are 
being brought•up with-English speaking children they have an 
advantage. 'Well that in itself is really no reason for us to 
sponsor children'tc that school. So to e matter is.e bit 
delicate. It hae' not been finally decided. We have made a 
provision on the basis that there is a commitment to all the, 
children and ih tact even brothers and sisters of children 
who are already there so that there should be no difference 
in the education in the family until they come out. 

It is intended to phase it out gradually subject to this 
auestion of the agreement—Now,. despite the' fact that it is 
alleged that there is an understanding and" not an agreement, 
it was not- an understanding:of a commitment on the 'part of  

the Government, as I have been led to ,believe,'but a commit- . 
sent on the part of the Services' school that they could 
accept these children. It was nota commitment on the part 
of the Government to undertake to send them - but a commitment 
on the part of the-Ministry of Defence that they would accept 
up. to 100 children between the two schools. 

Tow, in addition we have found out that a number of Catholid 
children are going to these schools but on payment by.  their. 
Parents. They are perfectly free to do that. People can do 
what they like, but that of course has brought more to the 
fore the question of the need, in religious terms, of main-
taining that difference. Now,I have seen the parents, the 
Minister was in hospital, I have seen the. parents, they have 
been reasonably satisfied with the original undertaking that 
there would be nb change in the people who are undergoing 
this education until they go into Secondary Schbol, and also 
the adjustment that has been made in respect of some of the 
minors who were about to - join who have a brother or a sister 
there so that there would be no separation, no difference.. 

The matter is'still'under consideration, but even if there 
was-an understanding it does not necessarily mean thct that 
is binding-forever. If.there are good reasons and they are 
acceptable to the. Head of the community,, then- of course it 
is a different matter. But in fairness .the people who came 
ere very close to the Dean and we have. not had any reaction 
at all by the Head of the Anglican community. If.  we do' . 
receive representations we will give them.opr most careful 
Consideration... But it is getting more and more expensive 
when in fact children -can be absorbed into •our,classes. ' The 
teacher/pupil ratio is. very eatisfactoryand•it. can absorb 
this. There are'only a few who•would really regard the 
question of - the atmosphere in:-which they are hVeughtup as 
objectionable. We have the example of the Home 
where for reasons of expense it was absorbed by Mount 
Alvernia and there have been no diffichlties in that respect. 

Ls'I say the Government is prepared to be guided in principle. 
on matters if it affects the,conscience of people. Ifit -
diesnt, then it is a waste really to be sending some 
enildren at great expense when indeed there is provision in 
the school of adequate education of both Catholics and 
Anglicans instructions. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

I think we have ventilated the matter completely. I will 
allow the Leader of the Opposition to say a few words in 
reply to the Chief Minister but I think we have now. 
exhausted the matter. 
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MO': P 'LOLA: 
HON A T LODDO:. 

Yes, Mr Cnairman, I approiate that. I understand a lot of 
the argument; that have been put forward by the Chief Minister 
and obviously the parents of children preSently in the school 
will, of course, go away satisfied '.f- they are told that their 
children may stay for the rest of ter time. The point I am 
waking is that it is wrong to say that there was no agreement 
because I was involved in it personally, and I certainly have 
a clear recollection of it. The Board of Education minutes 
will show, I think, at the time and it was clearly agreed with 
the Head of the Religidus community. I think that if the .  
Government feels educationally there is a lot to be said for 
doing away with this subvention then so be it. It may well 
be so, it may be better in terms of educational efficiency, 
I understandall those arguments but above all that is the 
commitment given at the time. And I think it is not a ques—
tion of the.  Government waiting for the'Head of the. Religious 
community to approach them, it is a question of the Government 
calling in . the.Head of the Religious community and saying;. . 
"This is our policy for the future, these are the reasons why 
we are doing it", discuss it in the appropriate Education 
Board ant then come to the House and tell us. I think just' 
to phaseit out quitely and satisfy the ,parents of existing . 
children is tot a fair way or indeed a proper  way of dealing 
with the matter. 

And nay I.  say, Yr Chairman, that I can quite appreciate that 
the •Yinister far . EdUcation is at the moment labouring under a 
great'disabilitY. He has been away and I can understand it 
all and to'that extent we are sorry we have to question his 
department,-hUt . it so happens that his department, froM what 
we can see — I am sure it will please Yr Bossano — shows 
application of Thatcleite principles in education with which 
we on this side of the Mouse do not agree. 

HON CHIEF MrsISTER: 

Mr Chairman, I think it is less unfair to the parents who 
came to see me to say that they were only interested in 
respect of their own children. I think it is less than 
fair to say that., They were . speaking on the,. whole and in 
fact one of them is very closely associated with the Church. 
They did not go away satisfied nor_did we agree with them on 
anything. • .In •fact, they•.are'cominghapk t',.41!..:th e charge. It 
is less than fair to say that they were. dOncerned about that.. 
They were concerned as to those who feel much stronger the 
question of being in an Anglican atmosphere on religious 
grounds. 

R CHAIRMAN: 

Fair enough. That is the matter now. I understand you want 
to reduce the vote but not on this particular vote. 
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Mr Chairman, I would like to propose that the total on Other 
Chargeb of £1,126,400 be reduced by £1 to £1,126,399. 

Mr Chairman put the question in the terms of the Hon A T 
Loddo's amendment and on a. vote being taken the'following 
Hon Members voted in favour: 

The Hon A J Haynes 
The Hon P J Isola 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon Major R J Peliza 
The Hon G T Pesten° 
The Hon W T Scott 

The 'following Hon Membirs voted against: 

The Hon A J Canepa 

The Hon M K Featherstone 
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani 

The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan 
The.  Hon

. 
 J. B:Perez 

. The—Hon Dr R Valarino 
The Hon H J Zammitt 
The Hon D' Hull 
The Hon R J Wallace 

• 
• The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber: 

The Hon I Abecasis 
The Hon J Hosea= 

The amendment was accordingly defeated. 

Other Charges was agreed to. 

Head 3  was agreed to. 

Hfe.d 8, Housing — Personal Emoluments was agreed to. 

Other Clmr,-,:us  
HON G RECTATTO: 
Cana have a full explanation for the cut—back in the main—
tenance of Government housing? 

:+IR CHAIRMAN: 

Yes, you can be optimistic and ask for an explanation,\ 
whether it will be full or not we will have to wait and'see. 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

Yes:  the explanation was given both in my address in the 
general debate and by Mr Featherstone, the Minister for 
Public works, in the general debate, by the Honourable the 
Financial and Development Secretary and I think by the Chief 
Minister'. 
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The facts are, Sir, we mentioned that we were introducing 
the fJlfilment of the tenancy agreement which would mean a 
reduction in expenditure mainly on wages. from the Public 
Works Denary ment gang on housing repairs. That is to say 
the smaller household defects so that the Public . Works 
Department can concentrate more on major housing repairs. 
Therefore the small, and I think I mentioned -such things 
as door knobs and tiles and whatever is broken, a pane of' 
glass, will not in future be done by the Housing Department, 
it will be the responsibility of the tenant. I think I gave 
quite an elaborate answer on that earlier on, Mr Chairman. 

HON A J HA=S: 

As I recall the elaborate answer was by way of reply to some 
points which I had made, and one - of the points which I made 
was ignored by the Honourable Member. I will repeat it so 
that he may have the benefit to answer; that was that in the 
case of the elderly or poor there may be a financial burden 
involved which could be prejudicial. Will' the. Minister' give 
an assurance that this will be avoided? Or is there no in-
tention to avoid hardship? I would like to emphasise. that 
so often it is the elderly and poor who find themselves in 
old Government houses and therefore are more likely to be 
inconvenienced with internal disrepair. • 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

Mr Chairman, I 'think that the Hon Member can sleep very happy 
tonight, .we will.certainly not,leave.the.elderly, particularly 
.those who are on rent relief or on `supplementary benefits and 
the like, I don't think Government Would refuse installing a 
pane of glass or a-door knob or any other minor repair, I am.. 
sure. . 

HON A HAMS: 

Then why did not the Government make this assurance earlier 
so that I wouldn't have needed to ask this'quetion? 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

Mr Chairman, r.cannot answer in a debate or in a statement 
where one is making comments on the general principles of • 
the Bill or cover every single little item, but I can assure 
the Hon Member he need not worry, Mr Chairman, we will 
certainly not be causing.  suffering to the aged and the poor. 
In no way. . 

HON A J HAMS: 

Sir, he ridicules my efforts as if this was just one of the 
mazy introductions, yet it is not v.rue, Mr Chairman. This 
instance that internal repairs will now be the burden of the 
tenant was specifically mentioned by the Financial and  

Development Secretary and later by the Chief Minister who' 
singled out amongst many aspects of housing, amongnt a myriad 
of points that appear On the Estimates. It was singled out 
because it was a change, and it was singled out without any 
explanation. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

No, the Honourable Minister is saying that he did not answer 
your specific question,on elderly people perhaps because he 
cannot be expected to give an answer to everything that-is 
raised. Not to the general principles of not repairing 
houses. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

It should have been because he is not confident to what he is 
meant to do. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

That is another matter. 

HON H 3 ZAMMITT: 

Mr Chairman, I - am not taking up the Honourable Mr Haynes. 
becauze..quite honestly one is,very unimpressedby.his.per-
formance in the House although I grant that, he..is a green-
stick an(i.b.rand new, but I think to remind - his•youthfdl mind, 
I did.  mention. specifically, Mr Chairman,.end..so did the 
Honourable the Financial and Development., Secretary . on the 
question.of.the tenancy agreement, and.I :remember vividly 
having said that there was. nothing drastically new, it - was 
just the implementation of: the tenancy agreement and the 
fact that Government or tenant had adopted an attitude that 
every single thing that happened in the House was Govcramcntt s 
duty to repair. I may not have used those exact words but I 
think I• made it abundantly clear. I hope,,Sir, that the. 
Honourable-Mrjlaynes will wake-up and be as active as I think 
other new Members in the House have proved to be.already, Sir. 

HON A J HAYNES:' 

These continuous references to disappointment in my efforts, 
Sir, I share these mutually with the whole Government, Sir. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

I am very glad to hear you share the views. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

Let us not talk across the floor. 
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ECN P J 

Mr Chairman, the Minister  talks about the Government new\ en-
forcing the contracts. Now ..hat I suppose has been happening 
is that for the last ten years they have not been enforcing,:  
them and gradi,;ally the bill has gone up and up and up, it must 
be t: t. The drop in expenditure is estimated to be something 
of the crder of Lo00,000.in 1979/60. The Revised Estimates 
for 1979/60 is I:1,052,000. Maintenance of Government Housing 
for 1960/81 has gone down to 2426,000, so it is almost a drop 
of 2600,000. I know an explanation will be given that half 
of that vote goeg into another vote in the Improvement and 
Develonment Fund of backlog and heavy duty works. Right, I 
accept that, but the point I am making is that -,h1 whole 
stricture of the Housing Department was based on the fact 
that the maintenance of Government Housing would pass to the 
Housing Department. The super-strUcture of Warden, District' 
Warden, Head Warden and all that. Now, I don't.know what the. . 
position is, but as a result I can imagine. that for the first 
year the Warden and the District Warden and. the. Head '?Yard .e  
will be very busy telling tenants; "No, you have got%to dO 
that not re., and there will be arguments. aalnre because the 
tenants will look at this probably as a Oise in rent. 

They are now being made to do things that the Government was 
'doing for them. That.is why,I presume there is no increases 
in Government rents-this year and. they will come next year, 
but that is•not that I am getting at. What I am getting at 
is that the fundamental work of- the HouSing Department, as 
far as maintenance is concerned, has been changed in these 
Estimates. Now, what I would like to ask the Minister is, 
does that not recuire reconsideration of the establishment 
of that department? • 

HON H J ZAMMITT: ' 

I think that two budgets ago we introduced the maintenance, 
housing repairs into the Housing Department in an attempt to 
find Out exactly the funding of the 7iousing Department. It 
has been found, and experience has shown uo, Sir, that.the 
money involved in carrying out the minor repairs which are. 
not Government's responsibility, and which were never Govern-
ment's responsibility but which Government has erroneously 
carried out, and I must mention, Mr-Chairman, if yoi. will 
allcw me in detail . . . 

YR CHAIRMAN: 
. • 

No. Let. us not go over and over the. same problems once again. 
You have:  been asked-- a -simple question. Whv have you not cut 
down theeestablithment of the department it you are not going 
to be responsible for works that you were doing before? It 
is as simple as that. 
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HON H J ZAMMITT: 

The money that we are cutting down incorporates the wages of 
members of' the Publid Works Deportment that were carrying out 
repairs for hoUsing and, therefore, it has the element of 
their own superstructure which is .not carried out by. housing. 
We have a vote where we have a small maintenance going but 
the £521,000 incorporates the wages and salaries of - in fact, 
I think the total number of men from the Public Works Depart-
ment dedication to housing affairs was something like 280. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Mr'Chairman, given this reduction.and the change of policy on 
maintenance one can safely assume Government intends bringing 
this agreement with the tenants fairly quickly. Can we have 
a date for that, please? 

HON H ZAMMITT: 

Mr Chairman, yes, that is •a good question. I :think the matter 
of. the tenancy agreement has been looked at very carefully by 
the- Honourable and Learned the Attorney-General and, of 
course, tenants are being reminded of. this, but I would like - 
to make one particular point. Where the Government. has found 
an enormous amount of Money possibly being wasted is by fit- 
ments that been placed by tenants over and above Government's.., 

MR CHAIRMAN' 

That was made on the Second Reading. Let us rot start all 
over again. 

HON W'T SCOTT: 

Yes, Mr Chairman, but I don't think my question has been 
answered yet. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

. He wants a date as to When the change will be implemented. 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

I am afraid I cannot give an exact date. The matter is with 
the Honourable and Learned the Attorney-General and the ques-
tion of tenancy agreement I think is a question of possibly a 
couple of months. I finpestly do not know exactly when the 
Honourable and Learned the Attorney-General can really give 
his- final views on the matter. 

HON N T SCOTT: 
. . 

I see.- Then my next question, Mr Chairman, is prior, to: the 
date of the new tenancy agreement will Government still con-
tinue to do the maintenance work it has been doing over a 
number of years? 
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HON H J ZAMMITT: 

Wll, Mr Chairman, in honesty yes, but not' the minor. little.  
door knob, not now, but even a.few months ago, we have been 
telling people that we are not carrying it out. 

HON W T •SCOTT: 

The tenants presumably will be informed about this prior to 
the signing - of the agreement. 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

No, Mr Chairman, because as I have said earlier on in the 
old tenancy agreement therg was an:agreement than. minor re-
pairs in a schedule were not Government's responsibility. 

HON P ISOLA: 

Can I ask who is going to decide this point, is it the. 
warden? IS it going to be the PTO IV or something? Who is 
going to decide? I remember rightly the distinction between 
fair wear and tear and so forth was a very difficult one; so..  
on the ground,who is going to tell the tenant that he is 
`responsible? • . . . 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

Yes, Mr Chairman, again that will be a question of obviously 
in the case of a normal break one would know whether it is 
or it isn't; in the case of fair wear and tear they will, of 
course, require technical .advice one way or the other. It 
would be either the. Housing Department PTO IV or if it is 
nut. through the Ragged Staff Depot then, of course, it will. 
be  thp Public Works Department to assess. 

Other Charges was agreed to. 

Snecial Exnenditure was agreed to. 

Head 5, Income Tax Office Personal. Emoluments was agreed 
to. 

Other Charges 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Mr .Chairman, on subhead L, I see there is a substantial in-
crease in the rent of office and service charges. Can I have 
an explanation for-this,_ please? 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

A service charge previous appeared under General Office' 
Expenses and the Honourable Member will, •I think,- see that 
in 2 - General Office Expenses,. there' has been a reduction 
to this provision. 
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HON G T RESTANO: 

But, meiertheless, Mr Chairman, has. there been an increase 
in the.service charges? 

'EDIT FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:: 

Yes, Sir, there has been a slight increase bOth in the rent 
and the service charge. This is rented accommodation and 
the agreement runs, if my memory serves me correctly, for 
three years and last year there was an increase in rent and 
in the service charge.. The service charge is based on actual 
expenditure to Government tenants. The actual figured, if •! 
the Honourable Member would like them, are: rent £7,300; 
service charge £1,600; and apportionment of a short fall on 
the service charge for the previous year, a smaller amount 
bringing a total of £10,300. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

When. does the lease terminate, Mr Chairman? 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

If my memory serves me well, Sir, it is a three year lease 
and I think it is for renewal next year, But I mould.like 
to point 'out that the Government has.a committee looking at 
its requirements for accommodation to .see'whether we can 
give• up rented accommodation by. utilising.other Government.  
properties. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

I am happy to hear that. Mr Chairman, under subhead.5, 
could I have an explanation? 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

We have an agent .f.n the United Kingdom who works for us and 
we pay him £1,800 a year for the work which'he does giving 
us inform- to There are companies in the UK who earn 
profits in Gibraltar and our agent' works for us on their 
accounts. 

Other Charms was agreed to. 

Special Expenditure was agreed to. 

Head 10, Judicial (1) Court of Appeal was agreed to. 

(2) Supreme Court -.Personal Emoluments was agreed to. 

Other Charges was agreed- to. 

• Special Expenditure'was agreed to. 
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()) Meeintrate'e and.Coroner's.  Courts Personal Emoluments 
was egreeu to. ; 

Other- Charges was agreed to. 

Head 11. Labour and Social Security — Personal-Emoluments was 
agreed to. 

Other Charres 

He MAJOR. R J PELIZA:  

Mr Chairman, I' wonder whether the Minister can explain, under 
Subhead 8, Relief Payments Abroad., 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Mr Chairman, there are a number-of persons living in Morocco;  
and Spain who are paid social benefits. This isdone.through 
the British Consulate. The reason why there has been a drop 
iee the provision is:due to deaths during the past year and 
thereby because of that our commitments have decreased 
slightly. 

e HON P.J 

' I was going to Ask, Mr Chairman, on item 7, Supplementary , 
Benefits, where the increase-is-slight, I have noticed it 
has been less:than actually estimated for. Can the Minister 
say; 1-don't knOw whether he said it yesterday, the difference 
in the number of people on supplementary benefits that are 
expeeted during the:year? 

HON A J CANE PA: 

The number has been decreasing over the years. One of the 
categories 'ender the SUpplementary Benefits Scheme, are non—
houcehoiders.. At the- time when we introduced the Elderly 
Persons Pension the level at which that pension was introduced 
was equivalent to the non—householders alloWanee.under the 
:unplementary Benefits Scheme, and what has, therefore, 
happened over the last six years has been, that when people 
reach the sgl of 65 and they are receiving the non—householder 
allowance, wlich is by far the largest number of people in 

'receipt of supplementary benefit, when they reach the age of 
65 they get the Elderly Persons Pension so they come out of 
this subhead and go on to the Elderly Persons Pension Head. 
That is why I'have been pointing out here in the House that 
the number o people on Elderly Persons Pension is not de—
creasirg because it is being fed constantly bY persons from 
the Supplementary Benefits vote, but nevertheless in this one 
the number hue c:ecreased and we have' been able to increase the 
level of Supplementary Benefits by about 450% over the last 
7 or 8 years whereas the actual provision has increased from 
about £130,000 to £280,OCO. 
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HON MAJOR R J ?ELIZA: 

On Subhead No 11;  Yr Chairman, Head 11, I am very pleased to 
hear that the Minister is increasing the child allowance from 
£1;. to £5 which is very geodi and I welcome that, but could he 
explain, I am not very clear as to whether all the children 
in the family get it? . 

HON A J CANEPA: 

No, we are still not paying family allowances-to the first 
child,-instead of that what we are doing is that we• are giving 
income tax payers relief under the Income Tax allowances 
structure, which is now £200 and will go up to £250. 
• t- 

HON MAJOR :R J PELIZA: 

So the position is that every child except the first one gets 
.f:5 a week now and the first child gets  

HON A J CANEPA: . 

Nothing, except £253 :he parent gets from income tax relief. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Has the Minister given thought of doing away with the child 
allowance in the income tax and giving:them the benefit of 
£5 a week? - 

HON A J CANEPA: 

This was the subject or a very deep study last year. Because 
last year we did carrY"but real.ra re—structuring of-income 
tax. In fact, it was last year that we abolished the income 
tax relief- in respect of the second'and subsequent children 
in a fiscal package that we brought to the House which also 
involved doubling of family allowances and they were made 
tax free. Yes, we have given consideration to that. It 
would be a very costly exercise-because there are just about 
as nary firSt children of family and one child family as 
there are now children in receipt of family allowances. It 
would be very costly to do that. In addition to that I think 
that it would exacerbate even further the feeling of discri—
mination that there is amongst the alien labour force who do 
not get family - allowances and only get tax relief for the 
children. If we were to abolish the tax relief for the first 
child and pay family allowances in lieu they would have a 
further grievance, they would have lost that tax relief. 
-They would not be entitled to receive family allowances\, 
because family allowances are only payable on the basis of 
'presence' is the word in the law, presence in Gibraltar. 
They would feel even more discriminated 'against. 
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From the tax point of view the convenient thing about also 
limiting tax relief to the first child is that there caa be 
no abuse'in respect of army other children for which in cer-
tain countries it is not too difficult to produce certifi-
cates. I hope the Honourable Member gets the import of what 
I am trying to say without my having spell it out in too 
much detail. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

I get it, but I am not fully satisfied because I think. the 
two sides could be satisfied. For instance, it is quite 
simple to say that those whose children are not present in 
Gibraltar mould.contitue to get the tax allowance and those 
whose children are in Gibraltar would get the child allow-
ance of £5 a week, so I don't think that that' is insuperable. 

HON.A J CANEPA: 

I 'am not sure whether that can be done, Mr Chairman, I don't 
know that there are any conventions, you know, I am not.cer-
tain. 

HON MAJOR fl J FELIZA: 

I would .haVe thought it.wouldThot be discriminatory because 
.obviously it would apply to whatever nationality, whatever 
status, if.he lives in Gibraltar. 

•HON A J CANEPA: 

-But as I say there is the other aspect of it which is the 
financial consideration and the-Government policy has been 
to use whatever funds are available to the greatest good 
and We consider that the greatest good is to give it to the 
larger families. We think that if there is a Sum of money 
that can be made available it should be used to improve 
family allowances generally rather than give the allowance 
.to the first child because then the benefit after the one 
child fami],y mould get is greater and we think the larger 
family is the one to be helped. 

HON MAJOR'R J PELIZA: 

I see the point of the Minister, but i think there is a lot 
of argument to.be said too for the poorer families with one 
child wh6 Is obviously getting very little, perhaps nothing, 
in income tax. His wagef.;clo not get to the stage where he 
pays income, tax.. 

HON G T RESTANO:.  

May I have a breakdown:e-subhead 13, Accommodation for 
Labour - 4300,OOOT 

HON A J CANEPA: 

I haven't got the details of the breohdonn, Mr Chairman. I 
can obtain it for the. Honourable Member in respect of how 
much we spend at Devil's Tower Hostel. At Casemates Hostel 
the provision is £199,000; at Devil's Tower it is nearly 
,£110,000. A lot of it goes on wages; for instance, at 
Casemate6 wages and related allowances, leave, sick pay, 
efficiency bonus, and so on, that tahes up about 4100,000. 
Water nearly 42,000; Electricity £23,000; Linen and Bedding 
£2,500; Laundry £7,200; Repairs and Maintenance 45,000; 
Miscellaneous Stores £10,000; New Lockers 44,800; Protective • 
Clothing £500. Doeb the Honourable Member want a similar . 
breakdown for the other hostel? 

HON G T RESTANO: 

:Yes. 

HON A J CAaTEPA: 

At the other hostel, wages and related items are taking up 
about z7gpoo at Devil's Tower; Water £5,000; Electricity 

' 410,500; Miscellaneous Stores £7,500; Linen and Bedding 
£3,500; Lacredry £4,000; Repairs and Maintenance £6,000. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Mr:Chairman, how many people are employed in this? 

HON A J CANEPA: 
• 

At Casemates Hostel there are 27 employed, at Devil's Tower 
20. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

First of all the water charges. I think I heard correctly 
it was £42,000 at the Casemates and When one compares that 
to the Devil's Tower, £5,000, it seems to be quite dis-
proportionate. Is there any form Of control to cut wastage 
in water? 

HON A J CANEPA: 

The accommodation z=., Jasemates is for about 800, all 
Moroccans, and therefore, they use rather more water 
because of reasons of hygiene and so on. At the other 
hostel there are fewer people and the fact is that at 
Casemates it is much more difficult to control the use of 
water because in a hostel which is virtually open and there 
are so. many people who are residents I imagine that it may 
not be.difficult for non-residents to get in and have a 
shower as well. It is difficult to'keep strict control at 
Casemates. 'I am perfectly satisfied about the control at 
Devil's Tower but it is difficult to do so. at Casemates. 
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HON 3 T ReNrANO: 

I would have thought, Mr Chairman, that with a team of 27 at 
Casemates there would be sufficient people there to have an 
element/control of water. 

of 
HON A J CANEPA: 

No, Mr Chairman. There are 27 people employed, there is one 
Hostel Supervisor, two Skilled Labourers and a Handyman,. 6 
labourers, 17 female domestics who are only the re as cleaners. 
So the actual staff involved in.supervision i8 very small. 
And it is not easy I think to get to know 800 people. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Mr Chairman, coming back to the question of the 
at Casemates, when that project was redeveloped 
has Government mane any provision, for example, 
to have them metered, coin operated as, in fact. 
the Government Hostel at North Gorge. 

HON A J 

No, no such provision is made. The charge which is made at 
the hostel is an all inclusive charge for everybody and es.we 
announced we are putting up the charges very considerably. 
They now stand at £4.w_ week, they are going up.to £7 a week. 

FO: T SCOTT: 

Mr Chairmen, if I may ask anther question on subhead 13, the.  
'revenue accrued.from charges made, from £4 to £7, can I ask -
the Minister where it appears? 

HON A •  J CANEPA: 

I think it is under departmental earnings. Revenue from 
Government Property. Page- 10, He:24. 5, Item 5, Imported 
Labour. Accommodation Charges. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Mr Chairman, on Elderly Persons Pensions. Could I ask how 
many. peop2e were in receipt of Elderly Persons Pensions, for 
the current year 1979/80, and could the Minister repeat, I 
think he said the increase in pension war going to take place 
in July cr have I got the wrong one? 

HON A J CANEPA: 

The provision. we are making in the Estimates for next year and, 
I don't think it has changed very much from last year, is for 
935. During 1979 the number must have been of that order give 
or take a. few. And the pension is going up in January in 
connection with the general review of social benefits. 
January 1981. 
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hON P J ISOLA: 

The increased provieicn reflects the increase in this 
January.. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Last January we increased the pension to £9, in the financial 
year ending 31st of March, 1980, there was only provision in 
respect of the increase of January 1980 for 13 weeks; now in 
next year's Estimates there is provision for the whole of the 
year and then, of. course, there will: be a further amount to' 
be met.  for the last quarter of the year, January 1981.  o 
March 1981: - Should. that prove to be insufficient we may have 
to come back to the House for some more funds.' 

HON P J ISOLA: 

The reason I say this, Mr Chairman, is I wonder whether the' 
provision of 935 persons is correctebecause in fact we pro—
vided L430,000. last year, there was an increase in January and 
still it is underspent by £5,000. 

HON A J CANEPA: 
• • I 

Well, £5,000 in a vote of £400,000 is nothing: 

HON P J ISOLA: 

I know it is nothing but no provision was made lasteyear for 
the increase on 1st January for 13 weeks. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

I think we did make provision, yes. The increase last 
January was £1, it went up from £8 to'£9, and I think, Sir, 
that we did make provision. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Then there is provision for the increase. In the figure of 
£438,000 there is provision for an increase on the 1st of 
January. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

We are intending to increase the level of pensions in 
January. We think that the.numbers are going to go down 
Luring the course of this year, we think we have reached 
saturation point and so the extent of the increase is going 
to be partly offset by savings. 

NoW, I have given an indication of the order of increases in 
social benefits but Council of Ministers have not yet taken 
a decision on the matter because I have not put any proposals 
to Council of Ministers, but at 'departmental level we have. 
some idea of what we• are proposing to do. 
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Subject to that, depending on whether the increase is of 15% 
or 17 or 13a, .ueuending en.whether.the numbers go down as 
we aaticinate, we may or may not have to come back,to the 
• House for.further funds. I may have to come to the House 
for say £10,000 to £12,000 but it is not a,great real in such. 
a large vote. 

EON P J ISOLA: 
• 

And y6u will have it, of course, Mr Chairman; but what I am 
saying is, therefore, that you have really only made a 'sort. 
of rough calculation there because it is too early really to 
say what should be the order of the rise in the pension On 
1st January,'1981. 

HON A J.CANEPA:.  

I have some idea, I think it will beh say)about 15%jand of . 
course the increase here.is not 152, I,see the point the, 
Honourable. Member is making, it is, slightly over 10%, but if • 
the numbers go down we will be alright, if the numbers do not 
go down I may have to come back .for another £10,00 or so. 

HOP' A T LODLO:' 
• 

Mr Chairman, on Item 14, Holidays for the Elderly,. I notice • 
that.there has been a slight -drop there. 

HON: A J CkNE.BA 

It is the same as we provided. last year. A party of 10 
elderly persons and two escorts. The Honourable Member will 
notice that in•fact we made provision for £3,800 last year 
and we.only actually spent £3,000, so we think we can .make 
do with £3,300. We are not able to send more..people beeauze 
it is necessary to provide a social worker and a nurse to 
accompany the elderly and, therefore, we can only handle one 
party a year. We cannot make arrangements for more social 
workers and more nurses to take time off to accompany parties 
of elderly holidaymakers. It is exactly the same as last 
year. • 

EON ,U.JOR R J ?ELIZA: 

Could I knew precisely what the nurses and other people'do? 

HON A J CANE?A: 

I am not sure, reX Chairman, that we can do that. The other 
thing of course is, and let me make-ompointa that the pro-
visicns for elderly persons to go on holiday is limited as ' 
per the policy introduced at the time'when the Honourable 
Member was Chief Ministe1.7-because this is something which 
Mr Xiberras introduced. It has always been for people on 
Supplementary Benefits. The ambit of it has- teVer.heen. - 
widened beyond that. There are fewer people on.  Snpplementary 
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Benefits today than there were when the scheme was introduced 
in 1971 and.whot we tend to find is that the same peo;21e go 
every three years, and every two if. we are not careful. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

We wouldn't object on this side of the House at all, let them 
go every year. 

HON A J CANEPA:• 

EVerybody doesn't do that, Mr Chairman, I can assure the . 
Honourable Member that a lot of large families are not able 
to take an annual holiday. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

The last one. Expanses of Industrial Tribunals. Could I ask 
how many cases Caine before Industrial Tribunals during the 
current year? Are they proceeding satisfactorily? 

HON A J CANEPA: 

We couldn't say how many cases actually came.  up, Mr Chairman. 

HON G - T RESTANO: 

Head 16, Training Courses.in the United Kingdom.. I notice 
that the £1,000 that. we voted last year was not spent, Can 
I have the reasons for this? 

HON A J CANEPA: 

There has been a very large turnover of staff in the last year 
both ways; new people coming to the department and other people 
leaving the department, This was consequent on a number of 
prombtions which had been held back for some time and which 
took place during the course of 1979. That made it impossible 
to make arrangements to send people to train in the UK. The 
people who it was intended to train left the department and 
tl4ose that have now arrived haven't been there long enough to 
sene them. 

HON G T RSSTANO: 

Does this £1,000 we are voting for now, will that cover the 
full training in the United Kingdom? How many people would 
go and what sort of training would they do? 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Not manypeople would go. Social Worker's for instance, or 
Labour Inspectors. They would be short courses of training/  
by and large. In the Family Care Unit there is a Trainee 
Welfare Assistant, and in that case the course is a much • 
longer one, I think it is very nearly a one year course at a 
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Univercity, Tht:refore, the erovizion would have to he higher, 
be ie beene erovieed for here are shorter courses, 
• Labour eneeee:or.i, per hues for a Social Security Officer who 
• might do an ateaceent course for a fortnaght at Newcastle, 

that kind of thing. 

HON G T RESTANO: 
• • 

So really it is almost a sort of token vote. If you require 
more you will coee back and ask for supplementary funds. 

HON A J eeeNEPA: 

Yes, it is a token provision that we are making.' 

Other Char-es was agreed to. 

Head 12. leinds•and Surveys - Personal Emoluments 

- HON P J ISOLA: 

would, like to make use of this particular vote to ask two 
questions. One is that I notice that eh's salaries of civil 
servants between grades 3 and 8 haven't yet been agreed. 

HeN J CeNEPA: 

That is correct. 

HON P ISOLA: 

That is the correct position. I)o they have a Trade Union?. 

HON A J CAN-eePe.: 
• 

Yes, they used to belong to the Federation of Senior Govern- 
ment.Officers which has disbanded and now the negotiating 
rights are held by the IPCS. 

le3IT P J ISOLA: 

Well, I hope the Indeetrial• Relations Officer, who seems to 
be one of toe officers concerned, doesn't negotiate on that. 

lir Chairman, that is one question. The other question on that 
department is, is the Government satisfied - perhaps I should 
choose my weres carefully, and output is not the right word -
with the way activity of this departmeet as it - affects develop-
ment generally in Gibraltar? It seems to me, in my experience 
and so forth, that thie. department seems to be one of the • 
deeartmente in the Government that is rather slow in dealing 
with matters. Have the Government any plans on that? 

HON A 3 CANEPA: 

The position I think is e ereet duel .:utter now, :1-• Cht.ireen, 
since there is a Deputy eurvueor and Planning Secretary who 
has only been in post a couple of yeere. Ac I say I.think 
the position hds been- improved because when the Surveyor and 
Planning Becretary has to go on leave, and leave ie quite 
extensive these days, there is no problem in keeping the . 
:momentum going. I am personally very satisfied since I 
became Chairman o: the Development and Planniee Commission • 
two' months ago.. I find that whatever I. ac,, the department 
to do for me gets done very, very quickly. I now that I am 
a pusher and I do not mind phoning people two or three times 
a week if I have to in order to.get them do thing's for me. 
But I am satisfied. 

Since I took over responsibility for economic development, I 
have asked the departoent to deal with a number of important, 
crucial matters that I made reference to in the general debate 
and I am very satisfied with the manner in which they have 
bee': dealt with. I know what the Honourable Member is 
referring to. There have'been delays in answering letters. 
It works both ways. The other day I remember in Development 
and Planning Commission seeing a letter where we were expecting 
a reply, the Government was expecting reely,•ene a firm of . 
solicitors - this has nothing to do with any of the Honourable 
Members who are here - have taken two or three years to reply. 
I think it works both ways. The fact is that the deportment 
deals with very complex matters. In processing.bulleing 
applications'they have.to be circulated to five departments 
and sometimes the technical investigations involved take time 
and it is not easy to collate all the •infermatiOn. Overall I.. 
am not ott/4happy really about the work that this department has 
been doing over the years, and as I say, I personally es 
Minister for Economic Development, em very grateful for the 
manner. in which people respond to the demands that I make of 
them. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

'I have eiscussed one aspect where sometimes there ie Oeley in 
thie deedetment with the Attorney-General only tentetively 
which may expedite one aspect of the matter on which we tend 
to feel' that we are not getting quick work, and that is on 
the preparation of leases and documents that should not 
emanate from that office but should emanate from the Attorney-
General's Chambers. It say, of course, mean that lessees will 
not get away with the advantage they have now' that no fees are 
being charged on the part of the Government for the preparation 
of the documents but I do not see any reason why they shouldn't 
pay. It should be done in the legal department. I hava'dis-
cussed the matter with the Attorney-General and in the context 
of his own arrangements the matter is being lc:Kilted into. 

Personal Emoluments were agreed to., 
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Other Charges  

HON A J HAYNEG: 

The war-es of Grave Diggers are £38,3.1.00 I take it.. Are these 
Grave Diggers entitled to any other monies? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

When you 'say entitled to any other monies, what do'you exactly 
mean, entitled by GovernMent to any other money? 

HON A J HAYNES: 

'Are their wages all-inclusive? Is overtime catered for.in 
the wages and so forth? 

HON Y K FEATHERSTONE: • 

That is paid separately.. 

HON A J 

The point I am making is would 'a Grave Digger have any rights 
to 'have recourse to the bereaved family for an extra charge? 

HON IL K FEATHERSTONE: 

I think this is. the thing that comes up every year. During 
their own spare time I believe Grave Diggers undertake 
certain works for families and Government I am afraid is-not 

.able to keep control of that.- 

HON A J HAYNES: 

I am talking about a simple burial. 

HON M KFEATHERCTONE: 

No, they have ne recourse to a family for a simple burial. 
Where they have recourse is where they have to open up a 
• 'vault and move remains or do something like that in anticipa-
tion of a burial.. They do that in their own time. 

HON A J HAYNES: • 

Will the Minister inquire because this is something that 
occurred somewhat recently and I would ask that the matter 
be inquired'into. 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: • 

If you would like to give me the specific details I will look 
into it. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Oh this question of the Grave Diggers, Yr Chairman, the over-
time is in that figure I presume? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

This figure is basically on a 7-day week job, so•  there is not 
a great deal of overtime actually, they are on a 7-day basis. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Do not all funerals take place Auring the day? Are.they on 
duty all the time? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

They clean up when they are not actually digging graves. 

HON Cl. T RESTANO: 

Just one I had before that. Rate Assessment of Government 
Buildings. I see that there is a decrease of 210,800. What-
is the reason for that? 

HON A J CANEPA: 

If the Honourable Member will look at Head Housinv.,:sub-
head 10, he. will see that there is an increase there. Certain 
properties have been transferred from one head to the. other. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

On subhead 7 - Upkeep of Cemetery. Is Government satisfied 
that the cemetery is in a tidy and clean condition? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

One could always hope that it could be kept in a better state. 
The Grave Diggers themselves and the Public Works Department 
at times make special efforts to try and get the cemetery look 
decent, especially for example around All Souls Day. It .is a 
constant battle with the growing of weeds etc but in the main 
it is kept in a reasonable state. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

7-don't think the standard is high enough. But I remember I 
think - it was two years:ago or something like that that the 
Minister said that he was. going to employ somebody for this. 
particular purpose. Was that person employed, or what? 
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HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

we did a JPC there, it's mainly visible in ,the Protestant 
side of the cemetery where the brambles Lad been growing in 
Very great profusion, and this has been severely cut back and 
the Grave. Diggers can now keep it in reasonable check. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Mr Chairman, at subhead 18. I notice that we spent 21,400 in. 
1978/79 for the removal of chicken coops. We have a revised 
Estimate of £2,000 in 1979/80, and we have now allocated 
£2,000 for the removal of chicken coops again this year. 
Some one puts them up and we take them down. Can the Minister 
explain what is going on? 

HON H K FEATHERSTONE: 

Yes, Sir; tINis is a .constant battle.. We take'. them down from. 
one area and I am afraid they tend to appear somewhere else. 
This is one of those things where the general public doesn't 
respond to the Environmental Health ideas that chicken coops 
are rather detrimental. . 

HON A J CANEPA: 

There is one particular area.where.something very successful 
was done'but not all areas lend themselves to that, and that 
is in Danino's Ramp. A number of chicken coops were pulled 
down and then seats were placed there for the elderly. It 
happened to lend itself to that. The place was embellished 
and a very nice little garden, if you like, for the elderly 
was built there and, of course, having done that you cannot 
put the chicken coops back again. But it is not easy in 
some areas and its part of the constant programme 'over the 
yeals;we intend.. to make provision and wage battle against 
this. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Isn't there a way of making the people who put them up 
responsible to bring them down? Surely there must be a way 
of finding oat. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

In.some cases You have to take them to court or otherwise the 
police have to be brought along accompanying the people 
employed by the department to ensure ':latt they are pulled 
down. 

HON H K FEATHERSTONE: 

With the Spanish situation eggs wi:1 be more easily obtainable 
from Spain and perhaps there may be less demand for chicken 
GOODS. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

How many chicken coops is the Government aware exist? 

EON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

I shbuld say at a rough guess 300/400. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

And I am sure that the Government is less aiqare than some of 
us who roam around the Upper Rock. 

HON A. T LODDO: 

On Sundays'- I go'to the cemetery every Sunday - there is a 
lack of water, fresh water, from the taps and I haven't been 
able to get an explanation at the cemetery itself. Why? 

ylor M K FEATHERSTONE:. 

I look into that. I do not see any reason why there 
shoulei,1-,e no fresh water on Sunday. 

HON A T LODDO: 

There is no fresh water on Sundays. 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

I will check that for you. 

Other Charges were agreed to. 

Special Expenditure was agreed to. 

Head 13, Law Officers - Personal Emoluments was agreed to. 

Other Charges were agreed to. 

pec!.a7. Expenditure was agreed to. 

Head 14, Medical and Public Health - Personal Emoluments  

HON P J ISOLA: 

There is an increase in the numbers. Could the Minister 
comment? 

HON J B PEREZ: 

Mr Ohairman,• I gave an explanation on this in my contribution, 
on the general principles and merits of the Bill. The basic• 
increase is in the complement of junior nursing staff and 
senior nursing staff, This has arisen. out of parity in 
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which nurses now have extra leave and, therefore, it -has-been 
necessary to employ more. May I remind the Honourable Member.  
that in fact this.had already beem'approvedlast time by-the 
House. 

HON P J ISOLA:. 

So this is the nursing establishment at full strength. 

HON JB PEREZ: 

Yes, Sir. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

May I ask, I don't know whether it is under this or under 
Other Charges. I want to ask about the Health Centre. How 
many people are employed at the Health Centre? . 

HON J B PEREZ: 

Mr Chairman, at the Health Centre we have 4 Nursing Sisters, 
3 Staff Narses and, I think, 10 Enrolled NursesAfursing 
•Auxiliaries, plus, of course, the Clerical Staff and the 
doctors. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

I would like to know how many people are,.in fact, involved 
in the keeping of records? 

HON J.B PEREZ: 

I "think there are 3 Clerical Assistants employed at the ' 
Records Office, but may I inform the Honourable Member that 
there is a staff inspection at present being' carriea out in ' 
Connection with the Records-Office at the Health Centre. I 
gave this answer-at the last meeting of the House in reply to 
a question by the Honourable Mr Bossaho. I did say that staff 
inspection woulo be carried out and I am pleased to inform the 
House that it is being carried out now. 

HON G T RESTANO: • 

As I understand it,•Mr Chairman, there is one aspect of the 
records which I think is not being 'done in the way it should 
be, and that is that patients' record cards are I believe 
itemised under the doctors themselves and not under the 
patients. In other words patients, as'I understand it, can 
go and see one doctor and his record will be kept ,in the • 
records of that particular doctor. Then perhats'he goes a 
week later and is seen by another doctor who because the 
record is not kept Per patient has no idea what has been 
Prescribed to them by the-first doctor. I think it should 
be looked into very' carefully because I would imagine that 
doctors would-have the need to know the full record of the 
patient before they can really make a decision as to what is 
to be Prescribed to that patient. 

HON J B PEREZ: 

Mr Chairman,'I take note- of what is being said by the Honour-
able Mr Restano and I shall look into the matter. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

Mr Chairman, can the-Minister explain whether with the advent.  
of parity all doctors•and other staff members are paid as per 
the post they actually work at or as per their qualifications? 

HON J B PEREZ: 

As per the post. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

Is there no reduction made taking into account that 
their qualifications are not up to that post? 

HON J B PEREZ: • 

Sorry, I do not follow the questiOn. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

Are there any members of the staff-who are filling a:post for 
which they.are not fully qualified? 

HON J B PEREZ: 

No,- Mr:Chairman. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Mr Chairman, will the Minister please- explain why under the 
Establishment and Salaries, under item 2  

MR CHAIRMAN: 

Where are we? 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Establishment and Salaries, Medical, page 49. Item 2; 
Consultant Paediatrician, and in fact also one of the medical 
officers under item 3, which is on scale 1. If the scale 1. 
at page 124, mentions specifically a Consultant without 
private practice as distinct to scale 6 which is the 
Consultant with private practice.. Are we to take it then 
that the Consultant Paediatrician and the medical officer 
under scale 1 do not see any private patients? 

HON a B PEREZ: - 

I am sorry I do not understand the question. 

perhaps 
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MR CHAIRMAN: 

You are being asked since. the Paediatr.c.ian is under scale 
and scale 1 envisages a Consultant .who will not see private 
patients whether the Paediatrician is seeing private patients. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

And in fact medical officers as well under scale 1. 

YR CHAIRMAN: 

And the medical officer. 

.HON W T SCOTT: 

Yes.. 

HON J B PEEEZ: 

The question is that the Consultant Paediatrician is entitled 
to. private p.'-actice, is that it? 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

Yes, since he is receiving a .scale which.  prohibits him from 
.doing it. 

' HON J B PEREZ: 

He is entitled to private practice. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

How does Government find it consistent, therefore,, to put him • 
under scale 1 instead of scale 6? 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

If you go to.page 124 where scale 1 defines the salary of a 
Consultant without private practice you. are:.:being asked how 
you reconcile the payment of this salary with the fact that 
the Paediatrician is entitled to private practice. 

HON J B P32HZ: 

The answer is, Mr Chairman, that he is entitled to a limited 
amount of private nractice under a new agreeRent.with effect 
from the 1st of Janllary, this year. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Right, Mr Chairman, but then the remark under scale 1 after 
the Consultant should not have been inserted there. Perhaps 
theyShould have a special scale. 

HON J B PEREZ: 

Parhar.s, Mr Chairman, if he gives mc. an. opportunity to explain 
the Situation as I see it; and that is pre-January 1980 this 
year, all Consultants in the p6rmanent establishment at St' 
Bernard's Hospital were in .fact.given an option as to whether 
they wanted to do private practice or not. If they chose to • 
do private practice then they would suffer an abatement of 
20% in their salary. 

MR CHAIRMAN:
I- 

. . 
- I don't think you are being questioned on the salary, you are 

being questioned on the feat of. the wrong description in the . 
Estimates. 

HON J B PEREZ: 

Yes, Sir, I agree to that, but the reason is that es from the 
1st January 1980 the position has changed and all Consultants. 
are entitled to private practice .without having the abatement'. 
in salary., 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Yes, then why have two different scales for Consultants, 
scale 1 ann scale 6 if they are both entitled to private 
practice? 

HON J B PEREZ: 

I am sorry, which is scale 6? 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Scale 6 on page 124. You see, Mr Chairman, if the Minister is 
saying that under the new agreement Consultants can see private 
patients then why have.a scale for a Consultant who cannot have 
a priVate patient and then include one that has a private 
practice in that scale? 

HON J B PEEZ: 

I see your point and I agree-with you. • 

HON 10INANC.SA:, AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Could I make•a point? It is the Treasury that prepares the 
Fstimates. I was not aware of this change.in the medical 
practice. I accept responsibility for the error. and I will 
ensure that this is excised from the printed Estimates. 'I 
am grateful to the Honourable Member opposite for picking 
this up. 
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CHAIRMAV: 

That the GovernMent.is saying is very clear. There has been-
a change of poliCy.. The Consultants who get the scale 1 will, 
be entitled to do private practice. There has been an error 
of description in the draft estimate which. is going to be -
corrected. Is that correct? 

HON P J ISOLA: 

But the point we are asking is, is it that scale 6 disappears 
and all Consultants go from 211,503 tnwards and get private 
Practice, or is it that they all go down to scale 6, "i90202, 
and get private practice? 

HON J B PEREZ: 

. The first alternative. 

HON_P J ISOLA:  

So all Consultants.are now'at the top scale and can practice 
privately. Is this as a result of the contract with the 
Paediatrician? 

HON J B PEREZ; 

This' is as a result of a new agreement reached in the United 
Kingdom between Consultants and the Department of Health and 
Social Security. 

MR CHL.IRMAN: 

So we forget scale 6. 

HON J 3 PEREZ: ' 

Thdt is 'aorre-et. 'I am sorry, I didn't take"the point of the 
scale figure. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

In. any case, Mr Chairman,' in item 3 you do include a medical 
.officer,,presumably a Consultant, as defined' by page 104 on 
scale 6. Should that not be scale 1? 

HON J B PEREZ: 

Scale 6 disappear. It will all be scale 1. 

HON G T•RES72ANO: 
• 

May I ask then what happens to scales '16, 36 and 40, who are 
also without private practice? What happens to the Registrars? 

HON J B PEREZ: 

The answer is that this agreement reached in the United 
Kingdo71.in January only applies to Consultants and among the 
medical officers not all are Consultants. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

So Registrars will oontinue'to serve without being able to do 
private practice? 

HON J B PEREZ: . 

We only have a Supervisory Registrar. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Under the 9 medical officers you have scale 16 and 36 and 
scale 16 for a Senior Registrar and scale 36 is for an 
ordinary agIstraro If we haven't got a registrar what are 
they for? 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

These people are entitled to the same scale as a Registrar. 
It is not that he is a Registrar but he is entitled to the. 
scale 36 which is what a Registrar without private practice 
would be entitled to. 

HON G T RESTANO: • 

What I am asking, Mr Chairman, is will thOse.medioal officers 
be allowed to have private practice? 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

No, You are misleading yourself. The people who would get 
scale 36 are not Registrars but they are entitled to a salary 
equivalent to a Registrar without private practice.. 

Pe-.sonal Emoluments were agreed to. 

Other Charges 

HON P J 130;A: 

I have two questions on provisions and drugs and dressings. 
Has the Minister taken account of inflation there because it 
seems to me that the increase in the cost of provision over 
the year is possible, and on drugs and dressings and -\, 
pharmaceutical sundries, does the Minister expect in some 
way or another to control costs there? :- 
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HON J 

Mr Chairman, if I could deal first with provisions. Tenders 
go out every year,-tenders go out in July, and in these 
estimates we have allowed for an increase which we antici-
pate will come through process of tender. 

Now on the question of subhead 9, Drugs Dressing and 
Pharmaceutical Sundries, here again I would like to warn 
Members of the House, 'as 'my predecessor always did, that 
Prices of drugs 'tend to go up and are hit very hard by 
inflation. However, I.did mention in my speech I would J 
keep this vote closely in-  hand, I will carefully scrutinise 
this and I hope to be able not to have to come for supple-
mentary. 

HON GT RESTANOi 

Running Expenses of Market. I think the Minister said in 
his speech yesterday that he was installing a 'refrigerator 
for fish. I take it that this will eventually come under 
the exaenses of'market.- I would like to know- how• he.is • 
going. to run the refrigerator,.what charges are going to 
be made and so on? Who is going to be allowed to use'it? 

ON J B PEREZ: 

Yr Chairman, the provision is for Cooling Chambers for 
fish. Taking•into account that the frontir.is closed at 

. present this is a matter which we will have to look at.. 
.Fish importers will'be able to- keep the fish fresher from 
one day to another, rather than keep on using the procedure 
they are using today. 

HON G. T RESTANO: 

What sort of rent will they be charged? 
• ,:m.• 

HON J H PEREZ: 

HON G T MESTANO: 

Well, I hope, Mr Chairman, that when it is ordered proper 
calculations are done beforehand and the policy of who is 
going to be able to use it and at what rate is decided. 

HON MAJOR H J PELIZA: 

Mr Chairman, I.have mentioned the improvement of the place, 
the hospital as such, can the Minister. explain where the 
actual maintenance of the. hospital is shown? I have been 
looking for this and cannot find it. 

HON J B PERN.2: 

I would like to inform the Honourable and Gallant
i 

Member 
first of all, Mr C'lairman, that subhead 22, Minor Works s 
'Precisely what is says "minor works" like locks and other 
minor staff that the department itself caters for. What I 
must infDrg him also is on the question of maintenance. 
The money appears'under th.e vote of my HonoUrableColleague 
Mr Maurice Featherstone, Minister for 'Public Works, under 
•Maintenance. In fact, I would•inform him that, for example, 
this year it is proposed-to paint the whole hospital and 
also 'to do some modifications and redecorations at the • 
mortuary and various other wards. The funds are not shown 
under minor works, minor works is only what we can do our 
uelves and do not need to call in the Public Works to do it.' 
So it is'ngt there. ' 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Have you got your own Handyman at the hospital, how does it 
• work? 

HON J B PEREZ.: 

Yes, we do have our own Handyman. He is paid by the hospital 
itself. 

This is a matter which 'Council of Ministers will have to 
consider. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Is the Minister telling me that he has ordered this Cooling 
Chamber without even knowing how much money it is going to 
cost to run? 

T SCOTT: 

Speaking on the hospital. I notice that the bed linen seems 
to haVe to be replaced constantly. Is the Minister satis-
fied tiat every efi)r is being made to find out why all this 
linen disappears or is lost or whatever? 

HON J B PEREZ: 

RON J B PERIZZ: 

I am not telling the Honourable Member that I have ordered • 
it, I would not order somelthing until I have got money voted 
by the House. It has not been ordered. 

Yes, I have only been Minister for two months and thia s is a. 
matter which I have already started looking, into. I cah 
inform the Honourable Member that we are in fact having to 
spend quite a sum of money for linen which is included in 
this vote. 
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HON W T 2COTT: 

Thank you, Mr Chairman, tut will' t1-e Minister' not only make 
provition as he'has done for the replacement:of the bed 
linen but make some effort to stop this practice continuing? 

HON J B PERZZ: 

I have inforthedthe Honourable Member that I, have already 
asked for this to be looked into and I will be au courant 
with:the situation in.a few weeksiiMe. 'I am.aware of the • 
shortage of linen, letus put it this way. 

HON j B PEREZ: 

No, Sir. 

HON A T'LODDO: 

Why not? 

HON .J B PEREZ: 

I am told there is one in the Royal Naval Hospital. 

HON A T LODDO: 
Other Charges  were agreed to. 

Special 'Exoenditure  

HON J B PEREZ: 

Mr Chairman,-  I beg to move an amendment to the draft 
Estimates 1980/81 by the inclusion of the sum of 220,000 
under an additional subheading 8th Dental Equipment, with 
the consequential amendment to the Estimates. 

As I said in my contribution to the general debate.this sum 
is required to purchase dental equipment-to enable the 
departmentto; provide an.%improvedservice. • . 

Mr - Chairman put..th:ouestion'which was resclved. in.. the 
affirmative... 

EON G T RESTANO: 

The.£40,000 on new equipment, can we know what this consists 
of? 

HON J B PEREZ: 

Mr Chairman, after reading the Hansard of last year I had 
prepared myself for this one. Well, we are buying an 
Amplifier for the Speech Therapist,.we are also buying two 
ECG machines, two Monitor Cardiac Recorders, mini Writers ... 

YR CHAIRMAN: 

And what is that may I ask? 

HON 3- B PEREZ: 

I don't know,. Sir.' 

Anyway, Chest Aspiration Set,. Metal Drip Controllers, Bladder 
syringes. Do you want more? 

HON A T LODDO: 

Government is not contemplating in those Z4C,OCD including 
a cold chamber for the mortuary? 
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Yes, Mr Chairman, I know that there is one in the Royal Naval 
Hospital, but isn't it about time that we were self-sufficient 
in that sphere as well? We are already relying on MOD for. 

.electricity, shouldn't we be self-sufficient in this? 

HON J BPLRiZ: 

All I can tell the Honourable Member is that I will look into 
it and if I find that.this is essential I will try and con-
vince my colleagues and bring itasasupplementary to the 
House. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

I will at this point:sayAhat'the.long'term. plan, and -I undeT,-
-line'l.ong term, .is to..re-site themortuary,probably, at North 
Front.. • But. I- stressthatAt is •long term. ,Whether it •can•be 
done'in the nextdevelOpment'programme:isnother matter. -We • 
may not be abIe. but that-is: the long term plan. . 

Special Expenditure  was agreed to. 

The. Committee recessed at 1.05 pm. 

The Committee resumed at 4.15 pm. 

MI: CHAIRMAN:. 

Bci'ore we go on to the Police vote I underStand that the 
Honourable the Minister for Medical and Health Services 
wishe' io give an exL)Lination on his Head. 

HON J B PEREZ': 

Mr Chairman, it is in connection with the matters which were 
raised by Honourable Members opposite related to the salary 
scales of the medical officers. I must point out to Honbur-
able Members that there- is an error in the. salary scales and 
it should read- scales 1 and 79. In other words the. 9 medical 
officers are composed of 6 Consultants, whna salary scale is • 
scale 1, and in that connection I would point to Members that 
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under scale 1, as it is today in 1980, referring to page 12L 
in the Estirtates, should read "Consultant" and that is all -
exclude ";:ichout private practice". Furthermore, scale 6 in 
the Estimates in possession of Honourable Members, as from 
January 1980, scale "Consultants with private practice", ' 
that particular scale- no longer exists. 

So the position as far as we are concerned for this particular 
financial year 1980, the breakdown would be 6 medical officers 
being consultants,-  scale 1, irrespective of whether they have 
private practice or hot they are just Consultants and they do • 
come under scale 1; and scale 79 for the three louse Officers 
who are employed at St Bernard's Hospital. 

May I thank the HonArable Members opposite for bringing this 
anomaly to my attention and I trust the information I have now 
given the Honourable Members will satisfy their questions and-
bring the matter to a satisfactory explanation,; 

HON W T SCOTT: 

I am grateful for the Honourable Member's Contribution.':  

Head 15, Police - Personal Emoluments  

HON W T SCOTT: 

Mr Chairman, having regard particularly to the projected open 
frontier, I understand that there are a alf)stantial number of 
uniformed personnel exclusively involved in clerical activi-
ties. Would Government, particularly havihg regard to this ' 
new open frontier situation, seriously consider replacing 
those trained Uniformed personnel who are now undertaking 
clerical duties by other civil servants? 

HON ATTORNEY-G1NERAL: 

Yr Chairman, proposals have been made for the civilianisation 
of certain posts in the Police so as to release uniformed • 
pollcemen for police,  duties'as such. Those proposals are 
still being considered. They are at the point where an expert 
will come out to Gibraltar to look into it and to advise at .  
which stage the Government will want to consider the matter. 
Of course, with the prospect of an open frontier I think 
there is obviously an additional- reason to.look at the .• 
question of civilianisation. But at the moment the nosition 
is that the matter is being looked into. 

HON P J ' 

Yr Chairman, I hope that some sense of urgency is put into 
this becalise it seemed to us, in the visitawe made to the 
polies. force for which we were very grateful, it seemed to 
uS from our talk about it and so forth, that the number of 
uniformed policemen that are available at any given time 
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for the town area is extremely small. And I would have 
thought with a. situation that could develop with on open 
frontier and so forth there should be a sense of urgency 
put into this. 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL: 

Mr Chairman, I think I can say that the matter is being 
treated with the appropriate degree of urgency. As I said 
we are awaiting the arrival of an expert from the United 
Kingdom, a Police,  expert, to advise on what is involved in 
civilianisation, but I think the need for the matter is 
reccgnised. 

Personal Emoluments were agreed to. - 

Other Charges  

HON MAJOE 1.• J PELIZA:. 

Subhead 11, Investigation expenses. I see that that is 
going up by £3,500.-  Could I have an explanation why such 
a big rise?, 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL: 

:fee, Mr Chairman. There have been increased expenses 
arising from more than one matter recently and this 
estimated increase is in anticipation of that type of 
expense continuing. I can tell you a little about what 
it constitutes, I cannot tell you everything, of course, 
because. it partly•relates to the ongoing criminal matters,' 
but, for example, there has been an increased tendency 
recently to bring out a Forensic Pathologist in cases -
not every case warrants that - but in caseswhere it may 
be prudent to'do so. That is part of the element for 
which this item allows. Thera has also been a necessity 
recently, and again it is a matter which can be provided 
for in the future, to bring out forensic experts'. If I 
car give you an example you might, of course, recall the 
':ine that took place last year, and there it was necessary 
to bring out forensic expertsjao provision was made to that 
effect. 

The oth,;r.relevant thing I can say is for the prospects of 
ongoing investigations by the police as part of their 
normal business. It is an item that has become more 
expensive over the years. This is what the proviSion 
made for. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

It has riser; quite considerably, from £642 in 1978/79 td 
£3,000 in the current year. 
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HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL: 
• 

One might say that the vigilance Perhaps has increased. 
. 

•think'it is' etWell justified item because One is getting 
expert advice. I think the 'proper administration of.law 
enforcement is a matter worth spending money on and 'the 
police is certainly conscious of keeping it within a 
reasonable level. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

No. 13, Female Searcher. Can the Government explain what 
a female searcher does and why the emoluments have gone 
down to £500? Is that a wage? 

HON ATTORNEY-'GENERAL: 

Mr Chairman, this is in no way a reflection on the mirror, 
Sir. Female Searchers. What has happened here is that • 
because there are uniformed policewomen. in the service it • 
has been decided that the post- for the•future will not be 
necessary. There is in fact an incumbent at the moment 
who is retiring and the £500 for this year is to cover her 
wages upuncil the time she retires. I don't know whether 
the Honourable Member really wants me to explain what a 
female searcher does. I think I can. leave that to his ' 
'imagination. - • 

HON MAJOR R PELIZA: 

Mr. Chairman, item 12 Maintenance of Wireless Apparatus.' 
Agair an increase of.£1,000 which is really 505, an' the 
Cost of 1979/80:' 

HON ATTORNEY-GE:FERAL: 

Mr Chairman, that is simply increased costs in the eqUipment 
and it is necessary to keep wireless equipment up-to-date. 

HON MAJOR H J PELIZA: 

What amazes me'is•the amount that it has increased by. If 
you look at :978/79 it was 2.642,'now 1980/81 it is £3,000. 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL: 

Sir, I understand that in - the past it has been possible to 
obtain technical services in relation to wirelesses free or 
at little expense, but in recent year:. it has- been necessary, 
thiS year in particular, to pay for those services. I cannot 
say that I can answer the question any more fully - but I will. 

'look into it and if the Honourable Member desires give him -
details 
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HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

I woUld.  Very much like -'t'o because I just wonder how it is 
done. Whether it is done by the Police themselves or 
whether this is done outside. To - me it seems quite a jump, 
vite honestly. Five times as much. 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL: 

It ,is done outside, I can say that. I think wireless equip-
ment is in fact sent to the United Kingdom for servicing, 
but I will look into it-further and will give the Member a 
more detailed information. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

Subhead 6, Subsistence Of Prisoners at the Police Station. • 
Could the Honourable Member give me a.breakdown of the sub-
sfstence facilities for prisoners? 

YON ATTORNEY-GENERAL: 

The mea:s. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

Is there. any monies allotted for.prizonersfor-medical 
services'.they may require? 

HON.ATTORNEYGENERAL: 

•Mr Chairman.,Ahis is. in,fat.actually an,etimate for meals 
for prisoners while they are_held in .custody 'in the-Police 
Station. The question of medical treatment is dealt with • 
under other votes. It does not reflect on this amount. 

HON A J HAMS: 

In the light of the James Kelly affair in'England where - 
Mr Chairman, if I may expand on the matter - it has been • 
ofttn the recommendation of doctors that a man found drunk- • 
and disorderly, erallegedly under the influence of drink 
whilst driving, should first and foremost be attended by a 
doctor. T know the practice here is to bring a doctor but 
the recommendations are that the doctor should See him 
immediately. And in the case of James Kelly had a doctor 
seen him immediately, as opposed to the Police trying to 
restrain him, they may well have avoided the unfortunate 
instance of his death. I was wondering whether the Police 
do avail themselves of any money in order to ensure thatsif 
there is not a doctor at the Prison that at least a medical 
orderly or some other such trained nurse can examine a man 
allegedly drunk to ensure that there is no medical ailment 
which may prejudice him later on. 
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MR SPIAK:;R: 

I am afraid we cannot welt 'antil the answer comes. I am 
afraid we just cannot interrupt the proceedings of the HoUse 
every tite there is a question so that we can get an answer 
to it. It has happened before and I hope it is understood. 
If the answer is not available it it not available but we 
must not interrupt the proceedings. 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL: • 

Mr Chairman, my apologies. I wanted to check but there has 
not to my knowledge been any problem in Gibraltar insofar as 
people becotinp.'ill 'in custody is concerned. I think I have 
to agree that it is obviously a prudent practice for the 
Police, if they have any reason at all to suspect that the 
man may need'a medical examination to make sure that he-  has 
one. In fact, it is the practice wnerever there is reason 
to'believe that a man in custody May, need treatment to take 

• him from the Police Station to the Hospital where he is 
examined. Of •course, that is met under the Medical and 
Health vote. 7,3.4 quite sure that in.the case where the man 
for obvious reasons couldn't.b,e,moved from the 'clime Station 
then, of mouse; they would bring a medical practitioner down 
to the Station. 

HON A J HAvNES:  

case that has had most publicity but there have been other 
instances, and I would rather- that this be avoided rather 
than have implementations.after the event. If we are going 
to wait for some such incident in Gibraltar then it will be 
at the cost of say, one life. 

'HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL: 

Mr Chairman, as I said, I note the comment. I wouldn't like 
to seem complaisant in any way at all but we don't think 
there have been such incidents in Gibraltar and I think 
there is an element of reasonability. in making any such' 
arrangement. • 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

.Right, let us leasre it at that. Any other items?. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Mr Chairman', if the- Honourable the Attorney-General would 
have the information at hand under subhead 22, what con-.. 
stitutes "special equipment"? 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL: 

Mr Chairman, this is really safety equipment for the Police 
Officers. 

Yr Chairman, a further note on the point. I appreciate that 
the Police will on the occasion that they feel necessary take 
a man to the doctor, but unfortunately that is open to the 
catch that thepolite•may not necessarily know when the man' 
is in need of medical assistance. He is a policeman not a 
doctor. I was su;gesting'thainperhaps Government - should 
Provide monies for a medical orderly to be present at all 
times in the Police Station, at least say during the night 
hours. I am wondering whether this money was in fact 
intended to cover some such 'emolument. 

HON ATTCRNMY-GENERkL: 

I an not sure I could agree that this should be automatically 
decireble, Mr Chairman. The Honourable Member will bear in 
mind that many of the Police Officers are, in fact, trained 
in first aid themselves. They are all, in fact, trained in 
first aid themselves, but I note the point that you make. I 
am prepared to say that I think that will be necessarily 
desirable in every case but it is a point Which we will give 
consideration- to. 

F.ON A J HAY-2,7ES : 

'Mr Chairman, I accept 't et are trained in first 
aid. So are they in England and in England.we had this un-
fortunate case of James Kelly which is not alone. It is. a 
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• 
• Other Charges were agreed to. 

Special Expenditure • 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Mr Chairman, why weren't the two motor cycles funded'in 1979 
bought at the time? Subhead 82. 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL: 

The orders were not placed in time and therefore it has been 
necessary to seek a revote of this money. 

Special_Expenditur,,  was agreed to. 

Head 15,' Port - Personal Emoluments  

HON G T RESTANO: 

Mr Chairman, may I ask whether the seven supernumerary\are 
the seven individuals who have been on temporary employment 
for the last five years, and if so, in view of the fact that 
the Staff Inspector's report came te:hand on the 7th of 
November, what has'been the result of that repot? 
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HON A J CANEPA: 

These people are still awaiting staff inspection. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Are these not the seven' who were the subject matter of 
questionsand answers two or three months ago on two 
occasions and. the subject matter of a.report of the Staff 
Inspector which .came to hand on the 7th of November? 

HON A J CANSPA: 

The information from the Castain of the Port is that these 
are still the subject of •staff inspection. Other people 
have been stuff inspected. I wouldn't answer about the 

-ouestion that the Honourable MeMber is. referring to because 
he must realise that I did not have responsibility for the 
Port at the time and unless my attention was directly .drawn 
to that particular question I don't really know what he is 
referring to., 

HON G I RTZST',..:'0: 

I see. I did. ask questions on this in October andagain in 
December.last-•year, and Iwould'like to know whether these, . 
• .seven •individuala supernuterary have been on temporary 
employment for the past fiveyears? 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Yes, these .are temporary and their position is in •the-prodess 
•of'being .regularised by staff inspection. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Well, Mr Chairman, these are the ones that have been there 
for five years on a tezuorary employment. The staff 
inspection report was received on the 7th of NoVember and 
I would like to know why it has taken so long to finalise 
their employment position? 

HON A J CANEPA: 

I cannot say Wrly it has taken so long to finalise the posi7 
tioa of these people other than to say that they are in the 
process of being staff inspected. Until they are staff 
inspected their position cannot be regularised.; As far as 
the other people in the Port Department are concerned they 
have been staff inspected already and the implementation Of 

HON G T' RESTANO: 

I think we are probably talking at cross purposes.-Let us 
try and make that absolutely clear. If these are the seven 
that was the subject matter of question then the inspection 
has already been completed. 
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HON A J CANEPA: 

That is not the' info2mdtion that I have from the Captain of 
the Port. It has not been completed, and until it is com-
pleted their position cannot be regularised. It will be 
done, 

HON G T RESTANO: 

I haVe in front of me the ansWer from the Honourable the 
Attorney-General saying that the Staff Inspector's report 
was received on the 7th of November and is zow under con-
sideration. This he said in December. If we are talking 
about a different set of people then, of course, that is 
why I would like to get this clarified. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

The position is still under discussion and under negotiation 
with the Union. The Union which has negotiating rights has 
not accepted the result of the -staff inspection. There is a 
great deal of diversity of staff involved in.  this department. 
We are not dealing with a• straightforward staff inspection. 
People performing great varieties of duties, and this is the 
subject of the quite intensive negotiations. I know that 
because I get copies of the minutes of the.meetings between 
the Industrial Relations Officer and the Union. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

I am grateful for that clarification. nqt that they 
have to te.staff inspected. They have already:been staff, 
inspected and .it is on account of their non-acceptance,'I' 
take it, of the report or matters arising that they are 
still on a temporary basis. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

That is correct. 

Personal 1.mcluments were agreed - to. 

Other Charges  

HON G T RESTANO: 

Mr Chairman, subhead 2, General Office Expenses. At one 
time, I believe, and I think it is still on the cards, for 
the Port Office to be moved to another place. • Is this,the 
intention of the Government? 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Yes. It depends on other matters, there is a game of 
musical chairs involved but it is still the intention for 
the Port Office to move to the Western Arm. 
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HONG T RESTANO:
. 

 

Is there no idea, Mr Chairman, of whe: this move is likely 
to take place? • • 

HON A J CANEPA: 
• 

Work is going to commence in about six weeks time. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

Mr Chairman, could the Honourable Minister me as to 
where we would find under other charges the eroenses incurred 
by the Port Authority in improving the services at the Camber? 
Would that appear here, and if so under what Head? 

HON A J CANEPA: 

I wuld refer the Honourable Member,. Mr Chairman, to Head 108, 
subhead 2, Camber Improvements and Renovations We still have 
to come to'that. 

EON T T 

wise, an enormous increase. 
Mr- Chairman,under subhead 4, there seems to be, percentage-. 

MR CHAIRMAN:. 

Liffice.Purniture'and Equipment? 

HON W T SCOTT: 

In other words, is this the purchaoa of totally new office 
furniture? 

.HON A J .CANEPA: 

When the department submitted the estimates the provision 
that it was seeking for 1930/81 was for L400,.but then in 
the presentation of, the Estimates an item of £1,000 Was 
taken out from :Special Expenditure and placed under Item 4 
and that is why the provision here for s this year appears• 
to be a great deal more. . 

HON A T LODDO: 

Sir, subhead 7. • I no-tfce it has gone up '!;his year. May I 
have information here? 
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HON A J CANEPA: 

These are DOE estimates. We are charged by the DOE in 
respect of the installation charges at the North Mole. 
The DOE is proposing to spend £7,500 there this year and 
we have informed them, in fact, that we will not countenance 
any work in the future unless estimates have preViously been 
submitted and accepted by us. 

.ON G T RESTANO: 

I take it that this also covers cost of the electricity 
charges, Is the Minister satisfied that sufficient. economy 
is being•carried out during the day time? I think it is a 
matter for very generalised comment by users of the Port • 
that one can go at 11.00 am and .0.1 the lights irrthe Port 
are on. If it is'the DOE who keeps the.lights on during 
the daytime, I see no reason why the onus should fall on 
the Government to pay for that rather waste of electricity. • 

HO:Cr A J CANEPA: 

The.provision that md have for electricity this coming year 
is the same as last year, £1,250. -I imagine that they, are 
on an automatic switch and .sometimes, I suppose, the • 
automatic switches go wrong, but I think we can look into 
that. I. will take note of that and I will ask the Captain • 
of the Port to approach the PSA in connection with that 
matter. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

The control therefore is with PSA on the switches? 

HON A J CANEPA: 

They supply the electricity. 

HON MAJOR R J PEIrtA: 

On item 32, Rents and Berthing Charges. I suppose that the 
rent is constant at the berthing daily, Could the Minister 
explain? Of course, it fluctuates if you notice over the 
years up and. down. I imagine 'that the rent is constant, 
every year the same, could the Minister please explain how 
it works? 

90N A J CANEPA: 

There'haaheen a new agreement, Mr chairman, reached between 
the MOD which we approved last year, and the annual rent was 
increased to £25,000 for the leased area and we are also 
paying £5,000 of arrears for the year 1976 to be paid during 
1980. Then there is a further payment•of arrears for.1977 
which will become due in 1981. So there has been a new rent 
agreement. 
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HON G T =ANO: HON A J CANEPA: 

Mr Chairman,, on item•-I4, Port Advertising- I notice that 
the Estimates have been cut back by £500, there has been a • 
decrease-of £500. 

I haven't 
estimates 
it was in 
.here. 

gbt a breakdown because I-have only got this year's • 
not last year's estimates. I don't know.how much. 
the German magazine, I haven't got the information 

HON A J CANIPA: 

Yes, Sir. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

We .have always argued from this side of the House that the 
more money that is spent on advertising the more 'results 
one can get in Increased' activity in the Port. 'And I am 
sad to see that this year it has gone down by £500 and, 
therefore, obviously with fnflation it is a greater cut 
back. • 

HON A J CANEPA: 

No, Mr Chairman, What has happened is that there have always 
been. six.insertions placed-in two magazines.namGly Pair. Play 
and Marine Services, and We have decided: this year tocancel 
the acvertiseme:%t:which was being placed in.a German magazine 
Hansa•which Was hardlY-worthwhile... The saving•in respect of. 
thasi's'going-tO.enable spot--advertisementsto be. placed in. 
other: magazines at the sametime.and-- as,a result' of, this new.-
policy -we- have. been able to save £500. 

HON G. T .RESTANO: 

I am not quite--clear on that. take-.it:then.  that £3,000 
will include or will not include everything that has been 
done before. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Except the German one. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

Plus spot advertiseMents in other newspapers. 

HON G T REGTANO: 

Where is that going to be covered from?' 

HON.AJ CANEPA: • 

Prom this money. The advertising in the German magazine was 
more than £500. 

HON G T =ANC): 

What, in fact, was the sum of the German magazine? . 
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HON G T RESTANO: 

I would really like to know because that would give us a 
picture, you. know. We are being asked to vote for the 
money, it 'is a decrease and  

MR CHAIRMAN: • 

Well, you have been given an explanation, what they have't 
.given you is what they spent last year on the German 
magazine. 

HON G T' RESTANO: 

We don't know whether there has been a cut-back in advertising. 

HON A JCANEPA: 

There has been,. of course. We are. saving£590 overall, and 
have given the reason why. ThereasonAs that we were 
advertising.in 3 main magazines, we areAlscontinuing the 
advertising.. in: the. German magazine beeause.it wasn't worth-
while, theCaptain of the-Port doeWnettonsider.that we.were 
getting the return for the money, it was:.-just,not worth 
advertising there.. We are continuing to odvertise• in the 
two main English magazines that I. have mentioned and that as 
a result of the savings realised -from the German magazine we 
will be able to place a number of spot advertisements in.  • 
other magazines. As a result of the re-appraisal of the sub.r 
mission we are saving a mere matter of £500. I mean, if he 
wants to spend half an hour bn £500 we can do so. . 

HON G T REGTANO:.  

1'. is the principle, Mr Chairman,  

EON P. J CANEPA: 

.The principle is that the Government has considered this to 
• be sufficient .. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

Order, order. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

And if.he doesn't want to vote the money then let him vote 
against it. It is ss simple as that. 
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MR CHAIRM!.N: 

Now you can have your say.  

HON G T RESTANO: 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Mr Chairman, sometimes officials look after every penny, 
they may be penny Wise and pound foolish. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 
It is the principle, Mr Chairman. ray only be a were 
saving of £500 but I think it is the principle of it, and 
the Port as well as Gibraltar in other spheres. should be 
advertised to the. limit. I qUite understand that perhaps 
the German advertisement was not producing results, but. 
there should be advertisements elsewhere, not just cast 
out altogether•or just a few spot checks. That is a very 
stagnant sort of policy. 

HON A J CANEPAt' 

But the principle also is tat you Tike the best use, of'tax-• 
payers money and you do not throw taxpayers money down the 
drain. And the taxpayers money that was being spent on 
advertising in the German magazine wasn't warranted. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Mr Chairman, in view of the fact that the Port is one of our. 
major soprces of .income in Gibraltar, to spend .£3,000 in 
advertising this great asset; doeSn't the Minister think 
that it is worth spending a bit. more in the hope that we 
minrht be able to attract more ships to Gibraltar given the 
good account that he-gave.of the activities of the Port and 
of, the very prominent place it has in the shipping world. 
Could we not spend a •little bit more money on this and 'reap 
more -success? • 

HON A J CANEPA: 

PerhaPs.we could, Mr Chairman. I thihk it was My Honourable 
predecessor who introduced the whole concept.of Port 
advertising, it was not being done by the Port previously. 
I not an expert in this field. I .was not even involved 
in 'the preparation of these EStimatet and T_ must go by the 
advice that I am given.M I y colleagues and  have no:objec-
tion if the Captain of the Port advises me that it is worth-
.while tb• spend another £1,000 or another £1,500 in spot 
advertising. If that advice is given '6o me the situation 
is such that we can go ahead and do it, but this is what it 
is considered to be prudent, and this is a department which 
has alWays been very well managed both by the previous 
Captain of the Port and the present Captain' of the Port. 
They have alWays'loCked very carefully after every penny - .  
to make sure that the taxpayer has flail value for money. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

Right, I think'we have ventilated that matter sufficiently. 
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Order. We have finished with this item. The Minister has 
given an undertaking that if he is advised by his depart-
mental head that it is necessary to advertise more he will. 

HON G T• RESTANO: 

Mr Chairman, I have a question on the next subhead. Hub-. 
head 15, Upkeep of Cranes. I see there has been a very 
substantial increase. Can the Minister say what the reasons 
for this is? 

HON A J CAN"APA: 

If the Honourable Member will look into this carefully he 
will realise that this is a vote that has fluctuated. He 
might notice that the actual.expenditure for 1978/79 was 
£36,000. In fact, the revised estimate's of £20,200 as 
against an approved estimate of £16,800,. and we are only 
asking for less than £1,000 more. The bulk of.the money-
goes on wages. 

Other Charges were agreed to. 

• Head 17, Post Office Savings Bank Philatelic Bureau -
' Personal Emoluments, was. agreed 

Other Charges  

• HON P J ISOIA: 

Mr Chairman, may.I ask on the Post Office, the Personal 
Emoluments, can I ask about mail? 

MTN MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Perhaps.  Mr Chairman, just on the question of Savings Bank 
as suehcan I ask under perhaps General and Office Expenses?. 
I wonder if someone could give an explanation of how.we are 
doing, how the Savings Bank itself is doing? I say so 
because perhaps there is more money. now•coming in and I 
wonder what progress the Savings Bank is doing and has the 
Government any  



No, we are most certainly not going. to go into that now. That 
should have been done in the second reading of the Bill. It 
was donei aa a matter of fact, if I recall rightly, and I think 
a full report was given. Not only that, the Honourable the 
Financial and Development Secretary has dealt with it in his 
bt.deet speech. 

HON W T.SCOTT: 

Generally, is the Government satisfied with the state of the 
vehicles at the Post Office? My information is that they are 
constantly breaking down to the extent that it is not unusual 
for them to have to hire private contractors to deliver mail? 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

Under Special Expenditure there is provision for the purchase 
of a mail van this year. It is a fact that the vehicles do 
suffer certain amounts of damage because the mileage in the 
Upper Rock area and the like has caused perhaps certain defects 
and there have been occasions when we have had to hire them. 
But it is not a• very constant thing. It is not.a common 
factor. . 

HON W I SCOTT: 

Well, 1r Chairman, my information is not ju,3t. one van, or one 
mini van or one lorry breaks down at-one-time -but on -a number 
of occasions, for 'the past .6 or 9 months they have all been 
out of order. • •: - 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

As :e:::hers are aware I am covering for my Honourable Friend Mr 
Isaac Abecasis. T will certainly look into that but the fact 
thatall vehicles have been out of order has certainly not 
been reported. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

I insist on this. It has been on more than one occasion. 

HON H JZAMMETT: 

I am sorry', Mr Chairman, I am afraid it is a question I em not' 
able to answer. I will certainly send the Honourable Member 
details. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER:  

HON G T RESTANO: 

Mr Chairman, is it a fact that it takes rather long for the 
Public Works Department to repair the vehicles when they are 
out of ordoe? 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

Mr Chairman, this question has caught me completed unaware. 
I cannot say that it takes the Public Works garage a long 
time to repair. 'I can inform the Honourable Member that some 
vehicles that are under guarantee ara repaired by the corres—
ponding garage of origin, let us 'say the dealer itself, and 
in my experience in Government, particularly during the period 
I was Mayor, / did not find the PUblic Works Department took . 
very long in repairing staff cars. 

HON'P J ISOLA: 

Conveyance of Mails, subhead 5, there is a considerable amount-
of discontent, I- think, about the delivery of mails to Gib—
miter and so forth. Can I ask if the Minister knows whether 
every time e plane arrives at Gibraltar and doesn't bring mail,-
whether immediately the Pest Office 'chases it up? One. gets a 
terrible feeling at the moment that mail id going astray.  It 
is very 'intermittent. Is zomething done -about .it,every time 
1egause 1 think: it is terribly •imp'ortant? 

HON H•J ZAMMITT: 

Mr Chairman, my. information is that. whenia.planeearrives at 
Gibraltar•without a mail bag the Director of Postal Servipes 
at once. contacts the UK on the matter. There have been, I 
think it was mentioned by my Colleague at the lost Budget 
session, that there have been occasions during this change—
over from Heathrow to Gatwick of some mail bags inadvertently 
being slowed down, but they were quickly put back and, in fact, 
I think they. are 'quite pleased with the services that are being 
offered from Gatwick today. The Honourable Chief Minister is 
very rights  in facte.the Director 'of Postal Services went over 
t) the UK and came to a very satisfactory agreement with the 
Puet Office people in Gatwick. 

HON G —,ESTANO: 

Mr Chairman, may I ask on subhead 6, Supply of Stamps. I see 
that there is quite a large increase there. .I don't suppose• 
that this is the supply aestaxpsfor philatelly because this is 
on the other side. So what is the reason for this very. large 
increase? 

The idea is to replace the-se—vans gradually, one a year, until 
we have come up aeain. With a new fleet. We had v(ry old 
vehicles, they have all been replaced; but they do suffer a 
lot. 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

Mr.Chairman, it is an increase in the amount of printing of 
stamps, and a larger sale of stamps, obviously. 
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HON G T RSTANO: 

Increased sale of stamps over the counter at the Post Office? 

HON E J ZAMMITT: 

ro, not.  necessarily, Mr Chairman, it goes to the Philatelic 
Bureau. 

HON 0 T RESTANO: 

I thought, Mr Chairman, that the Philatelic side of things 
had been covered over the page under Other Charges, Supply 
of Stamps. 

hR CHAIRMAN: 

I imagine the Post Office suppliea the Philatelic section 
with its stamps. 

Other Chnrcres  were sgreed to. 

Special E2menditure  was agreed to. 

2. Philatelic Bureau (1) Personal Emoluments  were_agreed to. 

Other Char: es  

HON.A T LODLO: 

On Subhead 7, Commissions Payable to Agents. This differs • ' 
between £75,000 and the Revised Estimates. 

ON E J ZAMMITT: 

I am sorry I didn't hear that. 

HON A T LODLO: 

On Subhead 7, Commissions Payable to PhiIateliC Agents, the 
difference. 

247,t CHAIRMAN: 

Between what? 

HON A T LODDO: 

Between the estimate of L75,000-obviously the revised estimates 
were £111,000. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

The Revised Estimates iS.for the year 1979/80. They are 
estimating £75,000 for. the coming year. 
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HON FINANCIAL &DE7FLOPMENT SECRETARY: 

This is for the sf...le of £450,000 worth of stamps arri„. the 
commission of 25i: giving £75,000. 

HON A T LODDO: 

Mr Chairman, could he repeat the.last sentence. 

HON FINANCIAL & DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

The figure is based on:the actual expected value of philatelic 
stamps to be sold, 2450,000, and' the commission payable to 
agents at 25% equals £75,000. 

HON MAJOR R J 

I think we.heard from the.Minister responsible that this was 
doing very well, they'had found another ageht and that the 
-chances .are that they.  would even sell more. How will they 
reduce the commission this is what I am asking. 

HON H j ZAMMITT: 

Hopefully,. hopefully, we hope to increase the commission. 

1.2 Cl'iAIRM.AN: 

Order, order. I think WE tre all speaking at cross . purposes. 
The estimates commission payable for the year 1979-80 was 
2524500, the actual commission which was paid was 8111,000. • 
That is being estimated this year to be paid in commission is 
£75,000. There isareduction upon the estimated for 1980-81 and 
the actual paid for 1979-80 admittedly. 

' YON MAJOR P. J PLIZA: 

This is what I mean.. If the Approved Estimates wore £52,500 
and the Revised Estimates, which in fact we round that wesold 
afire, went up to £111,000. With all the improvement that the 
Minister spoke about, the chances are that we should sell more 
than that. 

ON H J ZAMMITT: 

It depends, Mr Chairman, on a number of items which I •was 
completely.ignoritnt of until a few days ago. It depends 
entirely not only on the value of the s4.amps, Sir, but the 
items in the stamps. There are appar,:rray.collectors who wish 
to go for uniform; for birds or liUtterrlies and, therefore, it 
depends entirely on the card contents of the acl:ual stamps, we 
print them in tens or twentyfives. It depends entirely on 
that, Sir. • 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

And in the view of the Minister the motifs that are going to be 
used this time are not going to be as successful as those used 
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last year 

HON H JZAVITT: 

No, Mr Chairman, certainly with Mr Pablo de la Rosa's partici-
pation in Italy and Switzerland, it is estimated we will be 
selaing this year about C.:450,000. If the Honourable Member 
will recall I did mention that this particular year there was 
a windfall of a possible further £50,000- as a result of Her 
Majesty the Queen kother't 80th birthday. That does not mean 
to say that we may not' sell Llm. God willing I hope we do. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

I am not trying to be critical; Mr Chairman, I just want to 
find out because it is interesting to know how this works. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Yr Chairman, the Honourable•the Financial and Development 
Secretary said .that the commission is I understood that 
there were differentpercentages.- Can I know then what the 
different commissions are to the different agents.' 

HON. H J ZAMMITT: 

Mr Chairman, Sir, in the case of IDPC, the Crown Agents, Bozic, 
,the commission is 25%: in the case of Mr Pablo de la Rosa I 
think it is '22Jjo but I am not very certain because I haven't 
got that here. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

And their there is an American as well, isn't there? 

HON H J ZAMMITT:
. 

 

The American is Borric. .He is the one that carries the Western 
Hemisphere. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 
• 

He gets? 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

25%. 

HOD MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Is this negotiated in every instance or is there an Interna-
tional rate. 

HON H J ZAMMITT:- 

No, Sir, it is negotiable with every dealer. , 
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HON A J CANEPAI 

At least 48. Usually more particularly when there are public 
holidays and so on when the, premia are increased further. 

personal Emoluments were agreed to. 
Other Charges. • 
HON MAJOR R j PELIZA: 

Subhead_6. I notice that on the maintenance of prisoners and 
diets, there has been an encrease,25,500. Is that due to 
inflation or is it that the menusehave been improved. 

HON A J. CANPPA: 
• 

Meals are provided by the hospital and naturally the hospital 
have to review their charges. They. do suffer the ravages of . 
inflation so they have to charge us rather more. The provision 
that we 'are making is on the basis of 30 meals a day and we do 
know that the level of occupancy at. the prisoh is likely to 
remain ,fairly:high throughout —the financial, year inequestion 
and unfortunately. beyond that. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

Sire :under Head' 7, Clothing,  for. Prisonerse  ..Isee-thatethere 
was an-increase last year from £500 to £1,500, and now the 
figure of 4.00 is being put up'. Can the Minister .give an 
explanation for that. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

I had to come to the House for a supplementary-before the 
general eat:a:ion consequent on the prison riots last August 
when clothine was desteoyed, so I had to come for suppleMentary 
funds. So Laving made increased provision which is reflected' 
in the Revised Estimates, through a supplementary vote, we can 
go back to the normal level of expenditure.. The normal thing 
woula have been £500 or so a year but we had to purchase a new 
set of clothing.- 

FON A J 

I accept that, Mr Chairman, but is it not one of the prisoners' 
grievances concerned with clothing, that they don't have 
suitable clothing when they leave. 

HON A J CANEPA:- 

I think they do have suitable clothing whilst they are there, 
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Other Charges were agreed to. 

Special Expenditure was agreed to. 

Head 18 Prison — personal Emoluments., 

HON J ROSSANO: 

necessary quality to take. up this job that their earnings 
should be fairly high. 

HON P J'ISOLA: 

Yes, but it just seems to me that on this basis, how many 
hours are they working. 

The deletion of the Staff Nurse.post._ In fact the Staff Nurse, 
post was never actually filled, I understand, because-it • 
appears that really the role that was required in terms of 
fulfilling miner medical treatMent on the spot could be covered 
otherwise. I take it that the situation is that there'et pro—
vision under Personal Emoluments for allowances or something 
to prison officers who will be covering for the absence of the 
Post. 

HON A J CANT.TA: 

That is correct, Mr Chairman. The establishment of the Prison 
Officers has been increased by one from 12 to 13 and it is-
intended to train two of them. They will undertake a nursing 
course and be'paid an additional allowance for doing nursing 
duties. 

EON P J ISOLA: 
. . 

Itezeems that the allowances on Overtime. represent something 
like 6Theofethe salary. 

HON A JeCANePA: 

Yes, Mr Chairman. 

HON P J ISOLA: • 

Does this Mean that they are being overworkedesince there are 
too many hours being done would that not justify an. increase in ' 
the eStablishment% 

HONA J CANEPA: 

Chairman, they are working a 48 hour week and in addition • 
sometimes some Prison Officers have to be brought in on escort 

, duties when there are a number of prisoners to be escorted to 
'• and from the Supreme Court. The Expenditure Committee went 

into this very carefully, whether it was not worthwhile 
increasing the establishment and thereby Lotting the working 
week from 48 hours to 40 hours. We would have to employ 
think an additional four Prison Officers and the net saving, 
not taking into account provision of uniforms and so. on, and 
not taking into account long term commitmente in respect of 
grattity and pensions, the net saving would be -94,000 a year. 
The Expenditure Committee recommended to 'Government and. 
Government accepted. that it would not be worthwhile for a 
notional saving of 24,000,to,increase the establishment when 
having regard to.the'difficulV conditions under which. the staff 
are working there is a necessary .incentive for people of the 
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and when they leave the clothing with which they entered the' 
prison is retained for them. 'After 7 years I imagine they. • 
Would have• to le re-Provided with something else, but wehavee2t 
yet reached the stage in tha.prison when we can provide Saville 
Row clothing! 

HON A j HAYMPS: 

The point I am making, Mr Chairman', is that generally I would 
like to see more expenditure on the poncerns.of the prisoners.  
to alleviate those lost. They are being punished by society .. 
but I am pure the'Minister will agree that the idea is that 
they be kept as comfortable as possible within limitations'and 
that they be encouraged to change their way of life. I am •sure 
the Minister will agree with me when I say the prison is not 
really suited for longtermers. and that every effort should be 
made to ensure that they are corrected as possible. . 

HON A. J. CANF.PA:  

I share those sentiments up to.  a.point, Mr Chairman. The • 
Government has accepted in principle the need to try: to provide 

new prison and we hope to start work, all priorities. being •. 
considered.,.. in the next development programme. We hope•to . 
include ,that and I do agree that we do- have to provde'a modi—
cum of .comfort for. prisoners. I would. like to remiied thee. 
Honourable Member though that•it has alreedy cost the taxpayer 
a small matter of 246,000 as at the end of March, and probably 
another £20,000 to come to put right •the result' of. the riot 
last August. 

Mind you there is.an element of betterment because we have 
taken advantage of that to provide. improved amenities all round,. 
but I would invite the Honourable Mr Haynes to try and get hold 
of some estimates of expenditure going back 7 or 8 years and he . 
will see what the taxpayer was having to pay for in respect of 
the prisoners and what we are having to pay for'now. 

I remeMber that when I took office for instance thefe were only' 
8 Prison Officers now we are talking of a staff. of 19. Gene—
rally I think if .he were to get• 'an opportunity to compare the.  
provisions that was being made - in. years gone by with what is. 
being made now I think he would see-  that there has been a 
general level of betterment. 

HON A J HA'iNFS: • 

Those things may have improved since he arrived but I believe 
that they could be further improved. 

HON A J CAnTA: 

I reject that totally. My predecessor 
rent administration, the .'Honourable Mr 
interest in the welfare of the prison.. 
the Chairman •o: the Prison Board. So, 
that impression. I don't intend to dc. 
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• HON A T LODDO: 

A questi,>n on this vote. Do the prisoners have different types • 
of clothing for winter and summer'wear or is -it:the same stan—
dard of clothing throughout the year. 

HON A J CAHEPA: 

I have been up to'the Prison at different times of the year'and 
I see that they do wear rather heavier clothing in winter than 
what they do in summer. 

HON MAJOR. R J P7•1LIZA: 

Mr Chairman, subhead 12. I •notice that for the first time, and 
I'weleome the vote for this, Provision for the Rehabilitation • 
of Prisoners, but the amount is £100. Could the Minister ex—
plain what is this intended tolce for? To what extent is he 
acting on advice, and is there a general plan to see how we can 
rehabilitate our prisoners so that they do not return to crime? 

HON A' J CiNF2A: 

This is a'token vote, Yr Chairman. It is intended to purchase • 
tools and other -basic eouipment: for the work parties. One of 
the -senioa Peiton Officers is a trade officer,- he has undergone 
tra',ning for• instance bt Landport Training. Centre and we have 
agreed at Council of Ministers that we need to do rather more 
:n. the area of providing work for prisoners. And as.part and 
parcel of that we have_got this token vote so that the prison 
itself can purchase Whatever tools are necessary without having, 
to rely say on Public Works to provide the tools. Or in cases 
where we. paint. the lockert• and chairs for the Tourist Office. •• 
that the prison can purchase our own brushes and so on ana just 
be'provided with the paint end'soemn. This 'is what:it is 
intended for. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

But .is it not intended to rehabilitate prisoners in the hope 
4,hat then they do finish their sentence they somehow ,find theth—
sel:es again the the hew life and are not•likely to return. . • 

RCN A J CA EPA: 

I do not know whether rehabilitation is the right phrase to 
have used here. Obviously the provision of work for prisoners 
in that environment is a very important part of the process of 
rehabilitation, but reallY the manner inwhich you achieve • 
rehabilitatipn of pritoners in their home environment is, through 
parole, and now I think the situation is quite satisfactory in 
the sense that they are able after having served -rd of their 
sentence to be eligible for parole. And when we are talking of 
people with very long sentences it is particUhrly important so 
that they can leave the prison and go back to their families and 
get work and so on.' • This',is really that will achieve the pur—
pose of rehabilitating the, prisoner in ::is environment. Perhaps 
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it is a misnomer to use the word rehabilitation in what is 
really meant to be the narrower context of tools and equipment 
for work. _ 

. . 
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:. 

• 
Occupation at the prison more than anything else. 

HON AJ CANEPA: 

Yes. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZAg 

, Could the Minister give some thought to putting some money into 
the_rehabilitation of prisoners? . 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Well,. we do.provide..for instance under another item remedial... 
education for prisoners. It is also done under that. Rehabili—' 
teflon of prisoners can also include. materials, Iike•for instance 
,if we had a female prisoner which has happened on occasions you 
heed.to,provide other.  sorts of .materialato keep the-priSoner 
occupied, but as regards the question of'parole, oncethe pris67.-

,ner is. out on parole-there is no need to-provide.under any other 
item. of theaprison .any funds to cover that situation. 

HON A J HAYN7-:Sr 

YreZhairpan, .I.refer,tosubhead 8,:Vage,Earning Scheme for 
Prdsoners.a,I•thnk,—MiaChairman h I think the•eMinister said that 
therea -aaagoing-tobeeresearehinto.atheamatter so that-more 

eschemeaafor.wageearning.would-be broughtauph But ..would' that 
befor'tbemaximum of..C200 tto .be paid out? -  Could he explain 
it. 

MO.: A J CA/ EPA: 

There is a basic £1.30 paid a week to all priSoners who are eli—
gible. I say to all who are eligible because remand prisoners 
d6 hot .come Undertheawage earning, scheme. So the provision, 
that is being laidis for 23-prisoners that-is £1,500 we also 
have three landing cleaners and they get .  £1.5,0 a week; there . a  
are two laundry orderlies they get £1.90 a week: there is s cork 
for minor meals, not for the main meal,wh6 gets Zl.,90 a week; 
and there is a librarian who gets £1.70 a week.. That is not 
connected with the general work which I have just been talking .  
about, this is the work parties that do work in and out of the ' 
prison. There is no specific .proviSion Made in respect of that, 
that is covered by.the basic £1.30 that, all eligible.priSoners, 
who participate in the wage earning scheme get. 

HON A j-  HAYNES: 

Is the Minister proposing to provide more forms of work for the 
prisoners? 

HON A J CAP FP,.: 

Yes, a greater diversity of work and to ensure that they are well . 
occupied because there:is not always'sufficient work and we do 
not want them to be idle longer than they need to be. 

HON j BOSSANO: 

Wasn't there in fact at one stage a scheme to - actually try and • 
give the prisoners up there a trade because of the difficulties 
of finding employment when they' come out and ih the .'hope that 
because of the Shortage of skilled craftsmen if they had a trade, 
it would be easier to persuade an employer to take theta. 

HOI' A J CANEPA: 

This is correct.' This is why I mentioned that one of the seniOr• 
officers is a trade officer. I was sayi4; to my friend' here on 
my left a moment ago that One of the prisoners there who has 
given a lot of trouble in the past but. who thank God is not . 

• doiag so now;: is quite a good mason. and he is. rehabilitating the • 
old military cells, in the military yard, where .it is intended 
to set up the workshop for••the teaching 'of basic trades by the 
trade officer to the prisoners. This is a scheme which we still -
hope to introduce. BeoPuseof theetrouble in the prison in the. 
last - two years or so it wasn't poadible to' getting around to 
doing so o . , 

'OthereChangesawseagreedato... 

Special Exoenditure,was agreed to. 

1-Teadd9aPublic Workssa--Personal "kmOluments. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Could I ask a general question on personal emoluments. I notice .  
there has been'a reduction of three in the establishment and 
they seem to be professional officers. • I:understood that when 
all the things were'worked out. that they required ehigher 
figure of establishment to get the Aevelorment programme going, 
and I find - that thp GovernMentAidn!t really produce' much. And. 
now'in a year that it expects to produce its highest, I. notice .• 
it redUces the establishment. It seems to me a little illogical. 
That is the. first question. Another question on the establish— . 
ment isa can the Minister say why there are so many officers on: • 
a personal basis and on obsoleseentScales. I will just stop 
there. 

HON M K FNAT1ThRSTONE: 

The redUctiona, Sir.. One is the MechanicalaEngineer who is at 
the moment in England studying on his own bat; a.two year 'course 
to obtain a further degree. There is one Maintenance Sur'veyor • 
less and one Engineer. less. . 
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HON P J ISOLA: 

Why is that? Surplus to reouirement2 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

Yes, Sir, that isasurplus as such. There is still ample in the 
development programme.  to work out our clOm. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

We are delighted that the establishment is on its way down. 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

The question of why .a number of officers still hold certain 
salaries on a personal basis is that when staff inspection re-
graded them obviouSly it. has always been the principle. that the 
post may be rerraded but the person in thp.post. remains at the • 
same salary that he used to have prior to the regrading.; 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Mr Chairman, just one more. The beaches, cleansing, gardens. and 
Upper Rbck. presume a Works Sneeel.leor is:out of that and • 
re-appears again as a supernumerary following staff inspection,' 
I presume he is still on the sale X)? 

Are these the persons v.ho supervise the cleaning of all these: 
beaeheao gardens.and.upeer rock? Is this persenal supervision, 
are they on the snon. regularly, becauea it seems to me to be 
rather few over a very. large area. Could that be a reason why 
possibly things aren't done that well in these areas. 

HON .11 K FEATHERSTONE: 

They are the Chief Supervisor and the three PTO's who work with • 
him and. who control the whole of• the operation 'Obviously, . 
there are senior industrials who are also in charge to a certain 
extent. ?or example at a beach you .have a chief beach keeper 
who is classified as an industrial gxnde. He would come under 
the POs who would check On him as such. 

HON P J TFOLA: 

Are these gentlemen full time on all thete jobs thro2ghout the 
year? 

RCA 4 K FAATBERSTONE: 

I tnink. this is the same which has been brought up. earlier and 
they do hive an undertaking from the Chief Minister that • 
although they are put under supernumerary staff.it: doesn't mean 
that it is a fait accompli that they are going to be industria-
lised from non-industrials until an agreement is worked out with 
the Union through the IRO. . 

personal Emoluments were agreed to. 

Other Charges.' 

HON G T RESTAND: 

I see that there is a considerable redaction in the training of 
the apprentices and trainees. May I khow the reason why? 

HON M K F EATHv,RST ONE : 

Yes, we have had a very intensive programme of training of 
apprentices over the last few years and we are finding that by 
the time these apprentices work through their course• and become' 
craftsmen 

t
we are starting to get rather an imbalance. of crafts-

men to labourers.. 'So this year we are only taking in the number_ 
of apprentices 'we feel` will be necessary to. cover natural 
wastage-in the actual traded that they are going through. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Would' this first of allnnot create an unemployment problem? If 
these young people who leave. school are no. longer going to be 
trained as apprentices, should they be unable to find jobs in 
the prieate sector they will be unemployed presumably. Would 
this not be the result of this cutback? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

Yes. On the other hand you cannot automatically say that the 
Public Works Department is going to be the sponge that absorbs 
all youngsters leaving school. We must obviously keep our 
figures witnin reason as otherwise we will be expanding every 
single year and we would be getting a continual, increase in 
costs .as such. We only need a specific size of labour force and 
one wants to try and. keep it within reasonable bounds, not to 
let it be centinually inflEtipg. 

HON G'T 
HON M K F.---eTHERSTON7,1: 

;Then they are not working on the beaches for example in summer. • 
they are doing the gardens,,the.upper rock area which keeps 
them going the whole year round. 

HON J ROSSANO: 

The 23 Works Supervisors. 

Can the Minister say then on how many apprentices 
will be spent? How many people will be trained? 

HON H K -FEATHERSTONI 

There:would be 10 who are in training and another • be taken on this year. 
• 
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• HON G T RESTALO: 

So these £55,000 are to train 20 people. 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: . 

That is right. Yes. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Could I ask the Minister what the drop in theintake,ia? 
said there are ten in training. 

HON U K FATFP;RSTONE: 

Yes; there were 20.  taken on last 'year. 

HON J BOSSANO:.  

So the intake has been halved. 

HON Y K P7.:ATHERSTONE: 

• The intake has been halved, yesa We are getting quite.a strong 
imbalance. 'Obviously we do-not •want to dlamiss craftsmen at • • 
one. -end when an apprentice qualifies and becomes a craftsman. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

But in fact.it the intake of ten is intended to produce. sufffor 
cient:eraftsMen at the end of the training period. to meet 
.natural Wastage I 'take it then -that. the Minister dOes not anti 
cipate employing aay'non-Gibraltarian craftsman in the fore- 

; .peeable future.. • 

HON M K Fr..ATHERSTONE: 

Not at the.moment, no, not in the foreseeable future unless we ' 
had a craftSmanwho died and has to be replaed on an emergency 
basis. 

HON J BOSSANO: . 

Yes, but I mean when the Honourable .Member• talks about natural • 
wastage I imagine an exercise has beer. done on'the turnover of 
craftsmen' in the Public Worla four years hence, which is then 
the people you are taking in now are going to be ready to take 
up the jobs. 

with the: saaff side because certainly it is the first that I 
hear of it. 

HON M dC F.ATFERSTOVE: , 

I think there has been some discussion at the Apprentices Board, 
but I am not •sure. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

But not with the representatives of the Industrial Labour Force,. 
because I would have thought that the underlying •assumption 
that we are not going to be providing.as  many opportnnites for 
school leavers in the Gibraltar.Government to take up appren-
ticeships as we have been doing in the past, on the assumption 
that in four years time we, are only going to be needing 10 
craftsmen, and it can be shown. that that assumption is inaccu-.. 
rate, it would be worthwhile reviewing what could' have a serious. 
impact in employment opportunities. 
HON M K :FEATHERSTONE:.  
Yes, obviously if for example next year we find that our calcu-- 
lations are wrong and that the number of by.wastaFe 
is increasing we would take more apprentices in as such. You' 
cannot obviously have the same quantity each year. I would 
commentthat inthis head there are three new entrants as 
trainee:'techniciana as -Well as the 10 apprentices. •' 

HOP J. BOSSANO: 

Mx Chairmana it 'would seem 'to me,-with_theize,ofthe labour -. 
force inthe Public' Works Department, tbatan'intake of -10 
craftsmen, a. year, from my•knowledgeaof the:aituatien, •woal.dbe 
on the low side.-I-accept that 'the figures may :be accurate.  but 

.would the Minister agree that if it is shown between now and 
September, which is when the apprentices are normally taken on 
after the end of the school holidays, ahat there are likely to 
be vacancies for more than 10 craftsmen, it is worth reviewing , 
because certainly it wouldn't make sense to deprive Gibralta-
,rian school leavers of the opportunity of leer:ling a trade and. 
then have to recruit labour from outside Gibraltar to fill 
those trades. Would the Minister agree if that is shown to be. 
the case it would be. worth reviewing between now and September. 

HON M K FaATHERSTONE: 

Yes, Sir, we are quite willing to be flexible on this. If 
there is need for more then we are quite willing to take more 
• on, 

a"•% 7 7' 

• 

HON M K PEATFMSTONE: 

Yes, we are working on the turnover at present which is 
providing guidelines as to what the turnover should be in the .  
next two or three years.' 

HON J BOSSANO: 

'I take it, 'Sr Chairman, that this has not been discussed at all 
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HON P J ISOLA: 

Unallocated Stores 120,000. I do not think: I have seen this' 
put,this way before., "deduct value of.storas to be issued". 
Not issued,.but to - be issued "to other subheads and services". 
Do those amounts appear in the other subheads and services in 
the Estimates? 
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EON M KTEATHERSTONE: 

Yes, Sir. when you work out the costs-of, I will give you the. 
name of .a subhead, "Maintenaiee of Crowe'Propertieseetc", which 
will appear in the next set: of Estimates, the cost includes th-O--
labour element and the materials element and that materials. • 
element is of- Course part of this that is actually issued.: 

EON P J ISOLA: 

. The reason why I ask that is because stores are either allocated 
or not allocated, and here there-is bust an expression of hope. 
That is why. Should not the figure be. Z470,0007 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE; 

No, not necessarily, Sir, because if the quantity of stores 
.that comes in is wortn. .4:400,000 and the quantity •of stores 
that. goes out is some•of the oldest stock which is only worth 
£350,00Q,.there is a.c50,000 difference. That is where it 
comes. in as such.. • 

,HON MAJOR E. jPELIZA: 

Head 11, Milea;-e Allowances. I notice that that is going up -
by 41,000. Is that due to any change in' t)-t.e. rate or because 
they foresee having to go further with the frontier open or 
what'. 

HON IS K FEATHF.RSTONE: 

It is due partly to the'increased cost- of fuel. 

HON MAJOR R*J ?ELIZA: 

This is as much ae 25%, 'is it? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

Well, petrol has been going up quite severely. I think a few 
more people may qualify for it as' well. 

EON J BOSSAliO: 

Yr Speaker, item 10, there is a 300% increase in furnitere.• 
HON IS K FeATHARSTONS: 

Yes, I thought this one would be picked up. Actually we are 
paying this year for some furniture which vas supplied to the 
Deputy Governor's residence-. We have had the. bill froM the 
PSA,we have to pay it now end it has been put into this year's. 
Estimates.- it wasn't paid before-. .The actual new amount' this 
year is fairly close to the Z4,00O,its about £3,X00' which is an 
old debt which has to be met. 
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HON J BOSS1NO: 

Ifethe bulk :of this money.. is- for the Deputy Governor's residence 
can the Minister sayewhether it was a ouestion of the Deputy 
Governor,furnishing his house and sending the•Government the 
bill or was it a matter of policy of the Government that' they 
decided how much money they wanted to spend on furnishing his 
house. 

HON M X FEATHERSTONE:: 
• 

I think the policy was that we were willing to meet up to a 
certain level the rest of it was paid for by the Foreign Office 
in England. We have to meet a sum up to the level we promised.' 

HON FINANCIAL & DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

.Say I add a point here, Sir. The agreement was we would meet 
she cost of the actual furnishings for a normal OSAS officer in 
furniture only and that the balance would be met by the Foreign 
and Commonwcalh Office. 

Other. Charges wa agreed, to. 

Head.20 Public Works. Annually.Recurrent'e Beaches. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Mr Onairman, why is there a.reduction in the maintenance of 
beaches.. 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

I think we are employing one less person on the beaches. T 

HON G T RESTANO: 

May I know why? What is the reason for employing one less? 
.• 

HON MHX FEATHERSTONE: • 

We fouAd that the' needs of the beaches did not demand as many 
people and in an effort-to save public money in the economy we 
looked through all the labour areas to see if there ware any 
unnecessary persons and we have been able to economise in one 
person. 

HON A J HAYNES: ' 

Would the Minister not agree that the beaches seem to get dirtier 
annually es the season progresses? ' 

HON• M K FEATHERSTONE: 

I will not agree with that, Sir. 
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HON A 3 HAYNES: 

Perhaps ,it ia-becauseethe Minister:doesn't bathe at- the•beachea -
because if he did I can - assure him that:-he would find th4 
beaches particularly.  .dity. 

HON M K FEATH"aRSTONE:  

split between the money to be spent on housing repairs and • 
maintenance of Crown properties, was fully utilised. Retween 
the Housing. Repairs and the Maintenance of Crown Properties we 
did-get through all we were scheduled to do. There is always.. 
the situation that you do not..know fully what your housing 
repairs are going to be;so sometimes one Will suffer a little ,  
at the expense of the other,.but in the main most of the work 
is done, 

I can only say that the beaches are kept as clean as is practi- 
• 'cal, and of course if one wishes 'clean beaches one doeS hope 

that the pliblic will cooperate as welI. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZAt 

Has the Minister considered having mecLanical means of cleaning • 
the beaches,-I understand that. this is used in most beaches now. 
Have we got anything like that here or are we likely to? 

HON M K F-eATFF.PSTC•NE: 

I think this has been investignted on a number of occasions. 
Our beaches are neither big enough for mechanical means to be 
cost-effective. You -need a pretty long stretch of beach for,  
mechanical apparatus to really be cost-effective..  

. . 
Beaches was agreed'to. 

Raildines. 

HON J ROSSANO: 

Could the Minister confirm that it will be the continued' policy , 
of the .Governent in the question of painting Crown Properties 
to try and..promotens,muchof this eloek as possible-  through ' 
JPC's in view of the fact that this gives an incentive to the 
people concerned and a financial saving to Government. • 

HON M K FIATHeaSTONE: 

Yes, Sir. In fact last year - I haven't got 'the. figures-  exactly 
at this moment, I think I have got them below in my brief case 
and I will look for them while we go into the next. point. We 
did a fair number of JPC's, I think there were 53 altogether, 
End a goal number of them were in painting. This will be the 
policy to continue. You have already - actually voted inaHead 19 , 
under Allowances which does include a certain sum of coney of 
JPCac 

EON P J ISOLA: 

Can the Minister say whether the Government proa,:,emme for the 
maintenance and painting of Crown Properties during 79-80 was. in 
fact completed? The programme that they set themselves out to 
do at the time of the Estimates. 

HON N K FEATHERSTONE: 
. . 

I can tell you, Sir, that the money which was voted, which was 
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Buildings was agreed to. 

Emergency Services and Stores was agreed to. 

Gardens  

HON M K FEATIMSTONE: 

Could I just bring up a little point on this. As part of our 
efforts on gardens,We intend this year to try and beautify Sir 
Winston Churchill's Avenue. We are going to plant 18 palm 
trees along it. These palm trees will come almost fully grownie: 
7 meters high, and we hope it will give quite a pretty 
entrance to the City. . 

Gardens was agreed to., • 

General 

HON G T RESTANO: 

On subhead 6, Mr.  Chairman, I see that there...has been a reduction 
in rock safety measures:and• coastal. protection.-.Can ee.tave an' 
explanation for that? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

This is something that we do not really know from year to year 
what is essential because'it depends on the winter storms. If' 
we have a relatively mildwinter then the damage that is done 
is not so great and we don't need to spend. so  much money the 
following year to repair that damage. If we have a very severs 
winter thence need a lot of extra money. This year the winter 
has been r!latively mild and we feel that we can get away with.  
£28,000 to repair the ravages of the sea. 

. ; 
HON A J HAYNflS: 

Mr Chairman, does this include rocks on the upper rock which 
could fall onto the East side. 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

It is mainly coastal protection. The areas of rock .on the 
Upper Rock which have been designated as dangerous were dealt 
with by the MOD many years ago. We do survey them but-at the 
moment we do not think there is very much danger. You have a 
number of rocks up there which are held with chains. etc. As 
far as we can ascertain it is relatively safe. . 

• 
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. • HON A J HAYNES: 

- Mr Chairman, would it not be true to say -that the chains would • 
be of little effect -if the rocks were 'to' become loses and' fall.' 

EON it K ?BATHER:STONE: • 

Well, the chains ae not intended to hold the rock up, the Prin-
ciple is that the effort needed to overcome the initial -sliding' 
friction is qtite small and the chain: is: sufficient to provide 
that effort. • If of course the rock was already starting to fall 
'the chain wouldft be able to hold it up as such, it is simply to 
stop the initial sliding friction which would let the rock move 
down. 

General was agreed to. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

' Could I deal with 7(a) and 7(b) perhaps the. two together, 
Mr Chairman. I am really  referring to -sick Can.  the 
:inister explain if there has been any improvement on this. I. 
believe that there seems to have been scme abuse in the past.. 

HON M K F7:ATEERSTONE: 
• 

We issued warnings to quie a number of efeoplesome time around' 
July or 'August-last-year when they were taking rather exCessive' -
sick have and there was a very considerable improvement  in the 
incidence of aick•leaVeefolloting those warnings. Over the paste 
three months - and•We'monitOr every, week -the 'situation tended 
to slip back.a little bit in.February where there was rather a` 
lot of flu' around but last month it has again improvedso we 
are, I won't say confident, but we are happier that people are 
not taking advantoFe of the generous sick leave Facilities that • 
we permit. 

EON MAJOR P j MIZA: 

Mr Chairman, seeing that this is monitored weekly'couldthe 
Minister be able to tell 'us'what the position is.  or has been 
during the last couple of years. 

HON M K Ple:ATHERSTONE: 

I think the lest one I had was that we lost about 250 days in the 
week on sick leave. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Was there an improvement?,  

HON H K FBATHEeSTONE:- 

Yes, at about the same time 
400 days. 
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HON P J ILOL1: 

I noticeefroM the Estimates foreboth these two item,, the 
estimates,  154.80 was £3p0eCCO at the end of the year it is 
.E4407000ewhieh is about .50, more. What is4that bad estimating 
or irdisi7 

EON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

No, I think the new wage agreement thieh came through in July 
gave extra leave to the industrials. I think it increased.  
from 17 days to 192 days. 

HON P J 

:Could I ask about the gap between the leave and injury pay. 
'It is classified as one item as £330,000. 

HON M K FEATHERSTONEe.: 
. . 

Yes« last year the two'were together. I dcin't have lest year's',  
breekdowhat,all, but I•do fdr this' year, and thisy6ar the 
leave works out to £225,000 for normal leave and,ZiO6X00 for 
public holidays as such, and then the sick leave is estimated 
around £70,000 odd. A 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:' 

Mr Chairman,. actually that previous question I was going to 
ask but the difference between leave and injury pay, not sick 
leave. Eetween leave and injury pay. Last year it was all. 
bunched bunched together 7(a) and 7(b). 

HON M K PEATHMSTONE: 

Injury pay is a-very small ':item of £5,500. 

HON-MAJOR R. J PELIZA: . 

Mr Chairman, under subhead 10 ... 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

No, we haven't got there yet. We will now recess for tea.. 

. THE COMMITTEE RECESSED AT•5.45-P-m• 

• 115, COMfl RESUMED AT 6.15 p.m. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

I will remind the Committee that we are at Head 20, Public e 
Works Annually Recurrent - Highways, and I believe the 
Honourable and Gallant Major Peliza wanted to ask a question. 

HON MAJOR'R J'PELIZA: • . 

Yes, Mr Chairman, on highways there are two points I would 
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last year it was running at around 
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With your indulgence Mr Chairman, perhaps I could say that' 
there is another similar problem to that in Cannon Lane and 
perhaps the Minister can look atthateone as:well. 

Now the next point, Mr Chairman, which I think is far more. 
important, is that I see. that the vote on. Maintenance and 
upkeep, notwithstanding the high rate of.inflation,has only gone 
up by £3,600, and given the terrible state, in whicheour.tho-
roeghfares are,ecoulde the Minister explain why so little money 
is' being put Inte_this yote.e. , 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: .  

, Well I wouldn't.call £190,000 very little 'Money. 

like to make.  First of - all perhaps,' think it is probably ..  
appropriate to thank the Minister concerned 'or perhaps the' 
Attorney-General, for at long Assteeaftereei years, Mr'Chairee 
man, putting right the infamous barrierneXt to the corner of 
Cannon Lane e  It is-a great improVement pitylt 
was not done before.. 

YR CHAIRMAN:,  

This is irrelevant to this- Particular 'vote' 

HON MAJOR R J 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

eehink.you.are. being askedwhy..theincrease:is•soemall. 

FEATHeRSTOrS: 

The increase is so email partly because we have n saving of 
two men which amounts to' another £7,000. I think you also have 
to look in the Improvement and Development Fund to see where e  we are spending money on the roads. The actual cost of the re-•. 
surfacing etc is in the Improvement and Development Fund, but 
operation of Catalan Bay Depot, maintenance of open shelters, 
the pre cast concrete depot, all this works out to, as we show 
there, £192.000. 

hCN MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

• Yes, well I won't press the Einister gr.  this vote, Yr Chairman, 
but I will come back to the Improvement and. Development 7i'und 
where it is probably more relevant. 

Hiehways was agreed to. 

' Mechanical. . 

HON P J ISOLA: , 

• Workshop's and Garages, Running Eepenses and Maintenance. Can 
the Minister-say whether this is mainly wages? 

HON M. K F1 ATTie.J.STONE: 

Sine this -breaks up into two parts. . The garage and the work-
shop. The total-ia£3554000eand of that. approximately 
£300,000 is wages. 

HON P J ISOLA:.  

When Government moves into its new FWD Garage, will everything 
be put-in there or.will they continue to have garages in other 
places and workshops? e• 

HON M K Fe;ATHERSTONE:, . 

The new premise's will be more spacious than the present-work-
shop, as far as the actual working area, it will.  be  less . 
spacious as far as the parking area. There will not be too • 
much parking space but as far as working place it is more 
spacious. 

BON P J ISOLA: 

Does that- Mean that all the Government transport will not.be. 
accommodated in there? 

HON M K FT, ATFERSTONE: 

Well, we hope to get in .as enleh as we possibly can. It is 
going to needeselittle.hit of effort at the beginningto see. 
hoW,we•-eanerationalisp"it, partly because we. haveeto:have them 
perked in a oertaineway•se that therefuseelorrieScan get :.oub 
first..- Until we aCtually .  take it over,..betellseethe area.iteelf 
is atill pretty:clattered up, weecannot exactly. say how eveare 
going to work oUt.the parking,. 

HON P j ISOLA: 

If the vehicles cannot be put in there will they be kept some
else or will they put outside on the road? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

No, we h6e tc get them all in there, Sir. -But it is,going to 
take a little effort in rationalising. 

Mechanical 'jar agreed to. 

2umpiee  was agreedto.. 

Sanetation. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Mr Chairman, subhead 13. Ferhaps I could dreW the attention 
that although we are spenMng a lot of money on this,I don't.-
believe that we are really getting the desired result by the 
state of our streets and ether. places. I would like to draw 
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HON P J ISOLA: 

On this question of sanitation I think one must recognise that . 
the collection of refUse in gal.braltaris good. The public isa  • 
giving . I think, a very good opportunity for the collection of 
refuse, in fact better even than in .the United Kingdom,. Paving 
said that there are areas in Gibraltar, or of them hds been . 
described now, other areas 7herearefuse is regularly dUmped and 
knoWn for example to the Public Fealth Altheriti(n or the Police.  
and everybody else. Dow•I fink that if the Government spends 
some public funds, if the Government spends something like 
£600,000 on the cleaninr of those highwaas and the collection 
and disposal of refuse, Gibraltar shouLdr't really be lookitig 
the way it does. Fart of the blame is.on the public or the 
ptople who dump the refuse and all the rest of it. Wouldn't 
it be worth Government spending a bit of money for example in 
ensuring that Public Health Inspectors make apot checks on 
areas where it is done regulerly.and the people are taken to • 
court for example. Similarly. With.the Police. Onegets the. 
feeling that nobody does anything.abcrat making sure that 
Gibraltar is kept- clean when there is the ability thereto:do -
so.' There are people there whose job it is to do - so. I will 

the attention to the Minister to see if something could be done 
- and done very ouickly, the area that can be seen from .01d. Naval 

Hospital Road where the 01CGas Works were. That area is 
alreadyptreWn with all sorts of debris. Equally the two 
Jumpers Bastions. Down below in one of them I think it must be 
a hazard because there is a lot of accnmmulated water there. 
It looks to me a few feet high, and in the other place again 

• • lots of things are strewn all over the place. Apart from that 
I think there is a danger for children who are moving,in the 
area of. falling itto'that little Jumpers Bastion. Could the-
Minister look into that? 

• 
' HON M K FEATHERSTONE.: 

Yes, I know the area you mean. I will haVa a look at it for 
you. 

HON A TLODDO: 

On this very same question. In the old Gat Works there'is.  the.  
gasholder tank, again that is full of water. From'theaOld. 
Naval Hospital Road you cannot say whether it is fresh- water ' 
or brackish water, but. perhaps the Minister would have alook's4 
that as well. It is a danger and children do play there. - 

HON M K F.1;ATH.RSTODE: 

• Well, we are goingtotart demoliehing at the . gasWorks shortly 
and as part of:the contract that tank. will. ba  filled up. 

HON hAJOR R J PELI1,A4a 

Judging by the number. of mosquitoes that cote to where I live,. 
I think it must be.fresh water. Could the Minister move a 
little f aster on that. 

. say that the collection and disposal and the cleaning of high-
way/ one sees it done regularly,-but yet Gibraltar is dirty and 
you have got these dumps all over the place. .ShouldrCt some 
of the other 'departments of Government join in ih helping in 
thinedifficuity 

HOD M K FEATHERSTONEr a  

I thank the Honourable the Leader of the Opposition for his 
kind words about the refuse collection etc. We do appreciate 
that there is a need for perhaps stronger measures to be taken 
and the Ionourable Mr Perez and myself are at the moment looking 
into a little bit of the carrot and the stick. I think one of 
the things has been.that in the past we have perhaps. been a 
little too indulgent in collecting accunmulation of refuse and 
yore are going to shortly institute rather stronger measures to 
see that less dumping. is taking place. In particular we are. 
very worried about dumping of builders debris because this is 
not.normally•picked up bythe'crews-thst go. round. The 
crews that' ge around throw all their rubbish into the Refuse 
Destructor a:id of course we do not want. builders debris to get-
mixed up in there because it damages the plant. But I thank 
you for your kind words, anyway. • 

t . 

HON A T- LODD0a• 

Mr Chairman, under subhead 16.. Toilets and Public Paths. 
Could I please ask the Minister to 'which public baths this. 

-.refers. 

HON M I FEATHERSTONE: 

The PublicHaths will no longer be baths as such but showers. 
They will be the- showers that are available at the Piazza, the • 
showers which - Will have curtains put •on,- that are available at 
the market place. 
Santitation was agreed to.. 

nit wateraaas agreed.to. 

Pctable watera 

' HON G T RESTANO: 

Mr 'Chairman, can I know why there is a reduction of £76,000 on 
the operation of the distillers? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

This .;,s as I said earlier on, that we only intended to work them 
for about 22 to-25 weeks a year instead of as had been done 

*.hitherto 35 to 40 weeks. • 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Mr Chairman, will not this reduction of 20-25 weeks a year in 
fact push pp the price of the production of water? I am sure 

• . • # • . 
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,ersOnel Emoluments Were 

r-• 

you will have the same overhead, or virtually the same overhead, 
ar, far as-wages-and salaries are :concerned. , 

HON M K FillATHE,RSTONE: 

We will not have the sime - overheads because.  sinceobviously we 
arenot producing we will be sav'.hg considerably on fuel'and 
chemicals. The labour content will be there but that  
increase the price of .production'because it will be there all 
thetime..,-0e -wiii-instead,be importing -greater qUantities-  of : 
water and this•is cheaper •thandistillation ' 

EON W T SCOTT: 

Yes, but won't the cost per gallon of water produced by the 
• distiller rise? -- 

HON H K im.ATHERSTCKE:. 

Yes. On the other hand the cost per gallon of water imported: ..• 
• will be loWer. • So.  when you mix the.two together you 
- lower .figures. 

Pctable 'rater-  was agreed to.. • 

Head 21 Recreation and Sport - 
agreea•to. • 

Other •Charges:Were• agreed,to. 

'• Special Expenditure. 

HON P J ISOLA: . 

Contribntionto Sporting-Societies. Can the ,sinister say' 
whether thewhele.of:that,,money will go to, the Sports Conncilt, 

• 
HON H J ZAYVITT: 

Yes, Mr Chairman, the total sum of. £4,500 will of course be 
controlled by the Sports Council. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Dries not the Minister think that that amount could be'increased 
in view of the intention to raise £21,000, I think, from sports-
men using the Stadium? 

Her H J ZAP'ITT: 

Mr Chairman, -the Honourable Member is'referring 1 think - to ' • 
item-or on - page 10,-where there appears anincreae:oC215,00.0 
derived from revenue froth the Stadium. 3 must tell the 
Honourable Member that the immense majority of that figure, the 
increase will be as a result Of the iatroduction•of the.  alloca-
tion fee due to •be paid in September.-  And it should also be ' 
borne in Mindfthat'•the.sportamen .so  far' have het contributed by' 
2% such as the -spectator. is paying. ; • , . 

HON P J IS 

Yes, but- the- speatator pays to see something... That is the 
point of. mak4ng contributions-to sporting; societies of 
212,500ktare was a point last year because they weren't paying 
for using. the Stadium, but now ,you give-Z12,500 and then you 
take.othem £21,000, so the money-that you give.. them they ' 
will. need to.  pay back to.,the Oovernment.:. 

To give an example the Hockey. Association, they now have to meet 
an amount. they have to pay the Government for using the ' 
Victoria Stadium-which they weren't paying before. So if they 
get £2,000 and they have to pay £4,000 back it means that the 
£2,000 which they get to go- and play hockey in. England is not 
of such benefit to. them because they have got to find 4.,000 
to be able to-play hockey.in Gibraltar. • 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

No, Mr Chairman, the Honourable the Leader of the Opposition is• 
not so naive as that. 

HON ? JISOLA: 

No, I am not-naive. 

HON H J'ZAMMITT: 

The. -only people. who,have .been.charging admission feep have been 
boxing recentiYand.:faetball, the. remaining associations, other 
than on very special events, have not-charged admissi:n fees. '• 
It.is„ therefore, hoped that. the assoclationsswill7be.able. to 
charge .admission fees to spectators of which'they till keep the 

.75%,:and Government-will make 255% So -in fact . the contribution 
is so:ninute'thafthe associations will obtain money-as'e:' 
result of this', and GovernMent of course is, providing grants-io 
further assist. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

If the Government recognised the need to contribute to sporting 
societies because they needed the. money, what .they are doing now 
is, they are saying,.we are still going to give you £12,500 but 
we are going to take r21,000 back from you. 

HON H J ZAMiJITT: 

• That is not so. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

So would-it not be better not to make any contributions to them 
and let them go on using the Stadium. as before, otherwise the 
net result for them, unless the public go in large numbersto 
the Victoria Stadium, and it is a long.  time since I have seen.  
these large numbers in the Victoria Stadium, they will not 
recoup that .money. They would be worse off .as sporting 
societies. 
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HON H J ZAMMITT: •41 

They will certainly not be worse off Mr Chairman, May I say 
that the grants which have increased substantially over the 
past years as regards.grants to associations, are invariably. done 
to those associations who help themselves. It is not that the 
Government gives money out to every Tom, Dick or Ferry who asks 
for grants. And in partieular may I say that we always . 
money, with the one exception of hockey, to the governing 
body of .the sport.. New.. Mr Chairman. I think that. it is'ndt by 
coincidence?  but we have, sinceI came into Governmentrobeen.  
running sport aboslutely free, and, this is absolutely unique. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 
• • • 

Yes, but we. are not going to speak an the general principles-of 
how the Government should contribute it, we are goingte speak Y• 
on this particular vote. If you have any iriformation to give 

'the Leader of the Oppodition do so otherwise we will Ieavethe,' 
matter to stand. 

EON'H J ZAMMITT: • 

I would add, Mr Chairman, if the. Honourable Leader ofthe 
Opposition will give way, that the intention behind the alloca—. . 
tion scheme is that the more we recoup the more will be 
returned•eithar by way of grant or by adding.  facilities fOr 
the sportsman. • 

HON P J ISOLA: 

That is What I was going to say, Mr Chairman, that if the 
Government is going to persist in taking £21,000 out of Sport 
then.their. contribution:to sporting society should be substan—
tially more, the amount we are being asked to approve -£12,500.. 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

Mr chairman .may. I say that it is not needed at the moment,- most 
associations that have applied for grants are •morethan satis—
fied with Government's contributions as was seen in correspon—
dence about the Rock Gunners only a few days :-ego in . the press. 

ECN P J ISOIA: 

But surely once the associations start being oharged.maaey they 
will be ignored. 

MR CFAIRMAN: 

No, no, order, orders I think we are talking at eross 
purposes. The sporting associations are only being asked to 
pay back to Government a percentage of their receipt. 

HON P • 

I:understand that fully, Mr Chairman, but in any case I -think 
the Honourable Minister for Sport also said that other sporting • 
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organisations which had used the Stadium before without 
charging gate receipts-would be able to do so now. I.am sure 
they would have been able to do so in years gone by. The only 
probleMowith the Stadium, as I see it, and in those sports, is 
that they are the players sports — and not spectators sports —, 
otherwise 'gate money would have been got for this. 

HON H J'4MMITT: 
• 

Mr Chairman, qn many.occasions,.particularly on. Saturdays, I . 
have seen many a spectator of hodkey•drawing crowds .on average 
100 or so and no.t, a penny has been charged. 

MR "CHAIRMAN: 

Yes, but—now we are falling into,  he temptation of debating and 
. . . _ .,. . 

I am not going to 'allow that.
. 

. Special Exnenditure was agreed to. 

Head 22 Secretariat — Personal Emoluments. 

HON P J ISOLA: 
. . . 

Sir,. I notice the-  Secretariat, which has .qtite. a large 'number 
of Senior Executive Orficers, Higher 'ExeCutive Officers and 
Executive Officers, is now going to be further increated.by a 
Higher Executive Officer and two .Executive Officers in return 
for the. loss of one Senior, Executive Officer. How is this 
going to work"and why? 

HON ATTORNEY GENERAL: 

Mr Chairman, if I can just raise the point of clarification. 
Did:the Honourable and Learntd Leader of the..Opposition..say an. . 
increase of a Higher Executive Officer.and two ExecutiVe 
Officers? • 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Yes, and somebody else, somewhere around here. An increase of 
four officers in.the Establishment. 

HON ATTORNEY GENRAL: 

Mr Chairman, the Executive Officer referred to in the Establish—
ment Divisirm Oreakdown, the extra Executive Officer, the post 
was in fact already approved by the House when the original 
staff inspection took' place. The purpose of that Executive 
Officer is to assist the staff inspection unit and provision 
has been made this year because there is now .a place for them . 
to participate- in that role. Until. staff inspection got under 
way it was not appropriate to appoint them at the time. • 

The second additional post is that of Archivist. That post has 
always been a•temporary post until now, at least the holder of.  
the post has been on temporary terms, but becauSe the post is 
so well established we felt it was more. appropriate to show the. 
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Yr Chairman, it. is usual 'in estimated services where you have a•• 
centralised body locking after the provision of accommodation, 
as.YOU wave in-Secretariat here, to havO,the cost of any .rented 
accommOdatiOnlid.for from that Head, Wthe same way•as under. .- . 
the Public Works vote we haVa renovation and repairs to Govern-_. 
ment buildings paid for froth aaingle vote and not put doWn to 
the individual department. 

i. HOL G T RESTer0:  

Sell in that case can I have a breakdown of those eigures. 

• post as such, as an established post. .. 

As far as the auperniamererY staff are concerned-, thereis"provle-
sion for a Higher Executive, Officer, as a Superhumeraryi lande  
also. two' Executive Officers. If I can deal with theHigher 

. Executive Officer'first: provision has been made fOr
.
that post 

in respect of an'officcr whp has become superhumerary and.has-
been tempbrarily.posied to the Secretariat until ..such time as 
another post. may pr maymot be available for him. As far as 
the, tiro Executive Officers'are Concernedetheae ere,. supernumerary 
positions. The intention is'to Make these pests aVailable'to 

- Graduate entrants. They- will come in as supernUmerary officers 
. nominally posted to the Secretariat they will in fact during 

a period of training be sent out to various depertmentsto learn' 
the role. So they are in fact supernumerary provision for a 
graduate entry scheme Which is going into operation. 

Personal Emoluments'was agreed.to. 

Other Chazeies. 

HO G T RESTANO: 

I would like to ask on Subhead 7, Rentp.of Flats and Offices. 
May I know which offices these refer to? 

HON ATTORNEY GENERAL:,_ 

Mr Chairmen. in Leon House there are six. suites and in Secre-
tariat line dealt with globally. If I can give you the figures; . 
Leon Houa&-£1100; £800; £200; 11100.and £200 resnectively. • 
Secretary's Lane 

HON G T. RESTANO: 

Those figures tell me nothing at all. Is there no breakdown,• 
no amount charged -to -the different departments. 

MR CFAIIMeN: 

No Jthis is not reflected here. It is not charged to the 
different depaetments,.the rental comes from the central de-
partment. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

In that case i'r Chairman, when we were going through for 
example the Ircome Tax Office, Head 9, there was a charge there 
for rent of offices. There is a charge there, but we have been 
told that that also was included under Subhead 7. How can that 
be? . , . 

HON FINANCIAL4 DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: •H01 ATTORNEy,GENERAL:_ . , 

Mr Chairman, I-cannot answer that immediately: 

HON A J CALEPA: 

The offices in this vote are those Which are Secretariat 
.:offices andthe Income Tax is a separate department. 

• 
HON G T RESTANO: 

:These are the offices in Secretary's. Lane, the Post Office, the 
:Income .Tax..the Industrial Relationt Office,.Management Services 
Section, they' all occupy officet there' in Leon House and Sealants' ' 
House. I don't knoi.'whether we have any other offices elsewhere..  
I think these are the Main ones. 

HONG T RESTANO: 

If those applY'to those offices .surely; the rent should be 
charged to those departments, to those Heads, and not to a gene-
ralised Head in the Secretariat, otherwise it gives a.false , 
impression of what the Head's performance is. 

I-7017 DILVEI.OP.7.17T SECRETARY: 
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How much of_the £95,500 is...in relationetoeflsts and how much of 
the £95,500 is in relation to 'offices. • . • 

HON ATTORNEY GENERAL: 

Mr Chairman, this will take a little while to work out 
.will obtain a breakdowrLamd' provide the information to 
Member. < 

but I 
the Hon.  

HON W T SCOTT: 

Mr Chairtan, it appears that there is a certain amount of 
permanendy in the- occupation of these flats and offices, and 
given the high figure, the high annual fieure,.hns Government 
seriously considered purchasing these properties. And if so 
'what stage has been reached. 

FOR FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Mr Chairtan, I did make the point, this morning I think it was, 
when we were discussing the vote for the Income Tax Department, 
that the.Government'vss not satisfied with the way which it was 
having to rent - OffiCes and departments ,and a Committee had been 
tet up- and has already Made one report and it is to make atother, 
looking-at what'adcoiambdation We-want and where can we 'find it 
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so that we can get out of this .rented accommodation. 

Other CharFes  -A -e agreed to. . 

Special Expendieure was agreed to. 

Head 23 Telephone Service -joersonal ?,moluments Were agreed to.. 

Other Charges. 

HON MAJOR R JPSLIZA:. 

Mr Chairman, under Other Chargea, Subhead 8, .Traihing of • 
Apprentices. I see that three special grade apprentices-are 
going to be trained. In. the light of the information we have' 
that. the:. reason why. the connection.of new •sUbscribers. is taking 
so long is because they are short of,staff. ,• is the intention of. 
employing these apprentices to increase . thastaff? How long is. 
that going to take? If this is not the cage', Whatis the Minister 
doing about increasing staff so- that connections can be accele 
rated? 

• 
l!ON DR •R.G•VAiARINO: • 

Yes, Me.. Chairman, I think there were various.pointabethat • 
question•by the. Honourable and Gallant Major Pelisa.e Ffrst of 
all the training of:apprentices.- These _three are special 
grades and will really be .dealing with higher and improved- tele-
communications services and not the average run of the mill 
replacement of telephones. We need three apprentices' this year. 
basically as:a start for the ISD. -  In fact we need three appren-
tices...thisyear and three apprentices next year so-chat we can' 
carry .conwith:•the programme .as mentioned. 

• • • _ • • 
The other question which he asked was about the shortage of 
staff that we are at present encountering.' Such shortage is 
at present - and I have got the actual figures here the 
actual figures of that shortage is nine. One is a mechanical 
fittern three are craftsmen le:. one is a craftsman A chargehanP, 
one is a store man; and three are the telecommunication mechanic 
apprentices, special grade. These three will. be  the' ones that . 
wi31 be amployed in September 1960, therefore, the figure., of k, 
nine W1.11 bareduced to 6 by September 1980%' So we shall be •• 
short of six. by the winter. • . . 

There is very little we can do about increasing the staff as. 
modern methods in telecomMunicaticns 'are moving. in such a way.. 
that we need relatively qualified people to deal with th4.s type 
of work. The type of apprentices we get nowadays are not of a 
very high class and therefore, we would .rather wait and get the 
better type of people rather than get the-poorer and less" 
cuelified type of apprentice. 

This.is one - of the reasons why we-put :three special grade 
apprentices this year and we hope to recruit-another three next 
year to be able to dilute' the figure. Getting three better . 
grade this year and three better grade r:ext year. If we went .  

for six. in one year we would probably get as a whole a poorer 
quality ecf apprentice.! 

HON MAJOR R J FELIZA: 

Is the Minister saying that for the purpose of connecting a 
telephone for which I think there is a greaterhottleneck.• - at 
the moment, you require such a highly trained person. Isn't 
therea way of runninga special course for sore technicianS' 
who could- get' on with.that type of. work? 

HON  DR -R G VALARINO:.  

Mr Chairman, connecting a telephone basically, and I agree with 
the Fonourable and Gallant Major, is not a 'difficult job,. it is 
a gairlyesimple "job..' Unfortunately this year we have had. a 
great.:dealof work with the installation of new lines, which 
were mentienedpreviausly ,in• my'repert, 'thereby butting down - 
faults by a tremendous amotInt,  and we have hadaelot•of the men 
involved. in this exercise. The other thing is that list year 
we managed to instal more telephones but really.  this was as. a 
JPC which arfortunately we did not have such a thing this year. 
Thereforathe amount. of. telephones connected- this:year-  droPPed. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

No, re are not going to discuss how easy or difficillt it is to' 
connect a telephone. 

. . . _ . . 
HQN DR R G VALARINOve 

- . . . . 
It is an easy thing and we intend next year to connect.more 
telephones than we have done this year. . 

HON MAJOR R J PLLIZA: 

Yes, but my point is Mr Chairman, I don't know if the Minister 
has got the point, that I know they are doing'their test, that 
'.hare.. is aeshortage of staff, ..a .shortage. of staff which' must. be 
highly qualified then perhaps for the more sophipticated side, • 
but I would have thought for the actual process of coenecting 
a telephone it should be posSible to recruit certain pecele who 
would be trained specially for that, and, therefore, get the 
thing moving and perhaps to make many more subscribers than we 
have done lately. Is that not possible nt all? 

. 
EON DR R G VALARINO: 

Mr Chairman, yes. But one must always 'remember that nn appren-
tice must go through areapprenticeship and this takes a reimber 
of years and, therefore, the question in fact is delayed so many 
years. 

HON MAJOR R 3-Pane: 

am afraid'Mr Chairman, this does not convince me .at all.' • 
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EON G TRESTANO:' * 

• Under Head 10. Telecommunications Advisory Service, token to. 
provide. consultancy fees.: Is thiS to' cover the.  1-apDri'Of 'the 
British Post Office Consultants or is thia another service? 

• • • 
HON DR R G-VALARINO: 

Mr Chairman, this is not to recover the amount, we shall 
spending for•the consultants. • This. in fact4 ,if one notices 
has a little(b)beSideit. This is a token and it is to provide 
consultancy fees -which are necessary for other teledommthica • 

..tions advisory service because of the fact that teledommunica-
•• tiona is moving very rapidly and it is .very important that, we 

get.constant advice on the new equipment and new methods of. • 
- dealing with the telephone and,telecommunicatiOn servica. 
basically this is a token proviSion which we have put.in for 
the •first tine this year, but,haamothing.to.da with.•the 
actual consultants that•me have engaged. 

HON G T Ri.STANO: 
• . . . . 

• .And will the'cOnsultants be-the Same People, the British Post'. •
. Office, or	

• 
will it be somebody else? Is it known who it is 

going to be? • 

HON DR RG-VALARING: 

1,:r Chairman this obviouLAJ is a token provision.. It is diffi-' 
cult for me at this stage to say who it will te.a'..Several 
major'companies•run adVisOry .services also through the BPO. 

".• • • • 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

You haven't made up your minds yet who it will' be? 

HON DR R G VALARINO: 

We haven't made up our minds who we shall be using this money .  
.for. 

Other Chergea-wereagreed to. 

Soedial ='..xnenditure was agreed to. 

Head 24 Tourist Office - (1) Main Office Personal Emoluments  
weseagreed to, 

Other Chares.- 

FON P J'ISOLA: 
. . . . 

.0n.Other Charges. Is the Government now going to review the 
role and function.ef the Tourist Office in the obviously 
changing situation which is now. going to occur.  It.. eeds .to, 
me that this is one .department in-which the, opening of the.. 
frontier must have profound effects. Are any plans, any 
study in train in this department? I am saying that this  

Department is one that is going to see changes. This Depart-: 
ment is affected very much by the possible new situation and. 
is it intended:to have a-searching.stUCY Made of the role of 
this Department in. the changing situation, with special refer- 
ence .to the London" office?

• 

Yes, Mr Chairmanv one would have to agree with the general • 
comment that the Hon' Leader of the Opposition has made. Again, 
as. the-Hon the Chief Minister mentioned, it is a step into the 
unknown.. It'is felt that in this particular year we should • 
still concentrate on the market from the UK and one will have 
to watch deveIcipments if there-wasto best particular change 
fromour tapping- Sources. It is not felt at.this stage that 
there should:be any•adjustment unless and until such time as.  
the fruit of that partictlar tree is seen to mature. 

BON P J ISOLA:'  

Mat I am concerned about is as to the need, now that tourism- 
is so firmly established •in Gibraltar and we have charter 
operators and we have quite a number of travel agents  and -tour 
operators using Gibraltar. 'It is no longer a situation of one 
or two, there are -a number of, them and I am jUst.tondering 
whether the advertising and field Sales amounting-to £150,000 
iS'wholly-justified in the .situation of. '.tourism as•ii. has 
developed An:Gibraltar. 

Thisawaaaa.iierYimpOrtant:Department whenaitstarted;with-new 
..1Aess and-all,that,:but:tourism,to .my:mind, seems to have 'esta-
blished now-itselffairlyafirmIywith stlot.oftour-operators 
and travel.agentshandling business,"-ust wonderthether so 
much.advertising out of. publid funds is now justified. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

This is one of the aspects which will have to be carefully • 
Watched in the developing. situation. Provision for f,ield 
sales 'is not completely committed though there is a programme, 
but 'I imagine there is a.(mnsiderable element of moving around 
there as we go along•and see. I would certainly persuade .my 
colleagues that apart from'any commitments that there may be 
already :for the immediate future, we go a little slowly on the 
manner in which the money is going to be spent and see were. 
the need mainly arises. The vote was prepared in circumstances 
when there were no ideas that there would be an open frontier. 

HON MAJOR .R J PELIZA: 

On this question-on which I spoke I did refer to this in the 
discussions on the principles, would the Government always 
remember that they must not do anything that in any way may 

. reduce the amount Of traffic that me have created with the 
UK beeSime it. would be very%important for. the future to .main-

, tain,hat,side;of the.business.• 
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HON CFI r- MINISTER: 

I entirely agree that we mst not divert or forget the fact 
that the people from the UV. have mainly been the sou.-:.ce'of . 
our trade. In respect of what the Honourable Leadel:,  .of the. • 
Opposition was saying I do not think that the Tourist Office. 
neople would agree readily that because you have a good market 
you do not need to adVertise and not to continue to foster it 
because it is a continuing progress. Again, here we have a 
nutber of uncertaintieswhich we have to cxrnsider. I do not 
know how much of the .field sales vote has been committed. 
Whatever has been committed will be honoured on the basis that 
it is• going to be allowed, of course, but such as has not beeh 
committed will have to be kept under review. 

1:01.4 A T LODDO: • 

In view of the preparations that are, being. made for the opening 
of the frontier, would the Government bear in mind refurnishing 
all those tourist signposts which have over: the years been 
allowed to go into decay. 

HON CHIEF MIZ‘ISTFR: 

Yes, now they will mean something?. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

The service of the airfioli after hours:E10i000 last year and, 
the same this year, what is that in aid of? 

FOY H J ZAYMITT: 

That means 'aeroplanes-  landing but of normal h'.1nrs, particularly 
night flights, or in the evenings, and they hava.to pay the MOD 
extra for the maintenance of the tower and one thing and the 
other. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

They only have operational hours for their requirements up'to 
a o'clock, after that neople come out during, the summer season, 
paid by the MOD, and part of that is recovered from the 
operators. 

HONG T RESTANO: 

I do not see why it is the Government who should pay that. 
Surely, if one is to allow the charter flights to come in at a 
time of their convenience then if it is after hours and it 
does cost more surely they could pay for that charge. • 

HON CHIE1F YINISMR: 

It is not for their convenience alone-. We were just talking 
about the need of having charters ceming to Gibraltar. It is 
for the convenience of tourist as a whole and in fact we had a 
problem recently where one of.the airlines advertised late •  

hours in Apr.1 without having cleared itand We onposed it 
because waned not been given notice and they threatened to 
withdraw the charter completely. They subaecently changed 
their mind:; and they cha.iged the hours to come within the day—
time hours. I think some of it is recovered from the companies 
becaune in fact in. that case we did suggest that if they wanted 
the service they would have to pay for it. • 

HON A J HAYNr,S: 

In answer to Question 105/80 when the Financial and Development 
.Secretary as asked "did Government have any plans for improving 
facilities at the. Arrival Hall at Waterport", the answer was 
"as soon as the House had passed the next. Estimates". If this 
isinTourism, where ,would I find it? 

• 
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Under the Improvement and DevelOpment Fund. 

HOP: T SCOTT: 

Sites. The approved estimate has 
£9,500: this year there is a 
Are there less sites? The.  approved 

. You spent more money eve;itualiy 
There was £7,000 approved, it was 
there is a cut to g6,100. 

HON H T 2.kMMITT: 

Sir, there is an increase of £1,100 to cover costs. The only 
thing I can say is that there is an increase of :5:1,100 to cover 
the cost of materials and the wages of maintenance staff. 

HON INT SCOTT: 

That was only on the ApproVed Estimates not. on the Revibed 
Estimates, which is g2,500 above the Approved Estimates. 

HON H J ZAMMITT: . • 

I do not know, Mr Speaker, I am afraid I shall,have to find out. 

HON W. T SC'O'T' 

Under Subhead 13. Other than the Gib Song Festival, what other 
Festival is contained within that amount? 

HON H ZAMMITT: 

Deep Sea, Pier Fishing, the ABTA conference, concerts at the Cave, 
concerts at the Alameda Open Air Theatre, the Miss Gibraltar show. 

Other Charges were agreed to.- 

L.15. 

Subhcad 11, Maintenance of 
-an increase from £7,000 to 
decrease. Nayr I ask why' 
was lower than the revised 
and then now we get a cut. 
revised to £99500, and now 



S;,ecial Expenciture. 

EON G T Itr.STANO1 
- , 

£4,400 for the Historical Exhibition? 

Haa H J ZAMMITT: 

These are the exhibitions that are going to be'installed at 
St Michael's Cave, at the Galleries, and Moorish Castle. 

HON MAJOR R J.PELIZA: 

Could the Minister. explain a bit more-about that. Am I right.  
in saying that the cost of it was much more but that the manu-
facturers are themselves absorbing part of the cost and in 
return are deriving some revenue from the .tickets Sold at the 
different places? Could. the Minister explain how this is going 
to work? 

HOT H J ZAMMITT: 

Yes, Mr Chairman, we paid £2,500 on the signing of the contract, . 
a further £7,500 on delivery and another £10,000 to be paid by 
December 1980. 

We start recouping at 35;,o of takings for the first year; 30%. on 
the „second. year;:20 on the. third year.; and 15,.on the fourth 
year. - 

HON MAJORR.J PELIZA: 

What I. am trying to get at is, after having paid £24,400 what 
else .have“we got to.pay the.suppliera-of the•exhibition? 
Nothinelsel 

HON H 

Yes, a percentage of .the entrance fee that will be' charged. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:: 

This is precisely the point that I am getting at, because. I 
thinkthis is a very important matter. Could the Minister say 
how much it would have *cost us had we paid for the lot? If we 
had paid the full amount, if we had asked the suppliers for the 
full cost of the figures, how much would that have come to? 

YR CHAIRMAN: 

In other words, what you are being asked to say is whether 
there has been a valuation as to the coat of thl figures, or' 
is the cost of the figures the £24,00.9odd that we are voting 
for? 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

After we have recouped the total allount of £24,000 ... 
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CHAIRMAI: 

To, you are' being asked why" the supplier of t,-ae fi,-.ares. is ' 
being alloA:;ed-to-  partake "in the fees being charged. • Is it 
because -the Talue of the; merchandise which they are providing 
is higherthan the £24,400. " 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

If the cost of those figures, say, were to be £50,000 and we 
had paid the-full .amount and there is no-more owed.to_the • 
suppliers, how much would it cost us? 

HON H J Z"MMITT: 

I do not know, Mr Chairman. What I can say is that the cost 
is £24,000 in a contract where they will refurbish the gowns, 
o make up, etc., but I do not 'know whet the figures would. 
cost totally if we had bought •thew-arid kept them Ourselves.; 

HCN MAJOR R J FELIZA: 

Well, could the Minister, really, because this is•a very impor-
tant issue, because over a.long period we may find that re may 
be paying quite a lot for those fipiarfsif t?ey"are going to 
get a percentage of the taking. -This is what I am tr:ring. te 
get at. I know that perhaps the Minister has not•Eot the 
information available, but it:is a matter that I intend to 
pursue. and perhaps the Minister. could give me. the full infer- ' 
mation in due course. 

HON H J :/AMMITT: 

I have just been told that-, itvould be ..double the &opt,-
£48,000. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

About £50,000. Now we can work out over the years how much 
money ... 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Half of this was paid in capital in three stages, and the other 
half is recouped by a share of the income. Once that is 
recouped, the takings are all ours. After the first four or 
five years we will have to pay them for keeping the figures in 
a proper state and to maintain them. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Has the Government got .an evaluation of the figures? How many 
are going to be provided? How much is each figure going to 
cost? £50,000 is a lot of money. 

HON H.J ZAMMITT:›' ' 

I cannot- give the amount that each figure is going to..cost but. 
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I can say what they consist of. 

There is only one prehistoric animal which is a bear. In the 
Galleries there will be soldiers; in the Mobrish Castle there .  
will be dresses of Spanish and Moorish occupation and in the 
Cave prehistoric figures and a bear. 

EON MAJOR J PELIZA: 

I fully understand that the Minister cannot give me the hecessarj 
details, particularly When he has not been involved, but T. 
would very much appreciate.if he could send we a note on this,' 
giving me figures. and so on, bedausej am very interested  in 
this matter. 

HON •A T LODDO: 

In the light of the expends, will these figures be insured 
against vandalism?. 

' HON H J ZAMMITT: • 

have no details on insurance. 

HON FINANCIAL A!.:D DEVELOEME.NT SECRETARY: 

Government does carry its own insurance. 

EON Cia.E.? MINISTeR: 

I remember when we discussed this matter• steps were taken to 
make sure that they will be protected as much as possible, both.  
from that and froM damp and from vandalism. 

Seecial Expenditure was agreed to. 

(2) •London Office was agreed to. 

OtherCharees were agreed to. 

Special Expenditure was agreed to. 

Head 2 -  Tradirer. Standards and Consumer. Protection -,Personal 
Emoluments were agreed to. 

Other Charees were agreed to. 

Stecisi Expenditure was agreed to. 

Heed 26 - Treasury - Personal Emoluments. 

HON J DOSSANO: 
• • 

On the :4:conomic, Planning and Statistics Office, Mr Chairman, 
will Government agree that if. with time there were.a- need for a. 
greater emphasis on the running of the economy of Gibraltar that 
this could inevitably mean that we would have to, be.  looking at 

the adequacy of the establishment in this section which I 
believe is already carrying a heavy load of work? 

HON FINANCIAL AND DE:11:5;LOPEalN1 8.ECki.,TARY: 

Yes, Sir. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Mr Chairman, I'm sorry, you were going so fast. I wanted to 
ask a question under Head 25. It is just informative more than 
anything else may I? 

MR CHAIRMAN: 
• • 

May I say this. I think I am not going too fast it is for 
Members to make sure that they put their cuestion on time4 
Theee.Estimates have been circulated for a long time now and I 
think Members,sheuldknoWyhat they wish to raise,; Forever, 
if I am going too fast please.let me know and I will accommo-
date. 

HON MA3011 R J PELIZA: 

I knoW what I wanted to do but it just didn't give ,file time to 
think. T looked under what Head .it could be and I thought per-
haps purchases would be the answer, but I understand that this 
Unit is now about to introduce the requirement that publicans' 
have their glasses stamped with the quantity that-they are 
supplying. Could te-have some -information on that? 

HON A J CAN.e.:PA: 

Yes, I co not mind giving information on a Head for which we 
have already voted expenditure for. Under the requirements of 
the.  Weights and Measures Ordinance, there is a'need for the 
glasses which are used in licensed premises in-Gibraltar to be 
tested and marked accordingly. Tested for measure and then 
marked with a stamp that certifies that they are correct. This 
became a requirement at the beginning of 1979 and the Consumer 
Protection. Officer has been endeavouring. to make it as easy as 
possible :or the, people concerned to comply with the require-
ments of the law. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:  

Am I righe in saying that this is rather difficult and costly 
for publicans to.do this which will obviously add to the value 
of the drink, and is the suggestion that perhaps they could 
.esep a measure in the place already marked and then use that as 
a test in case anyone'had doubt? 

HON A J CeNvPA: 

I can see, Mr Chairman, that the Licensed Victuallers are 
hogging themselVes around every possible avenue on this matter. 
Not being satisfied with Navin.~ seen the Consumer Protection • 
Officer, having had' a meeting with me on the matter where we 
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rndertookt-p give, them every possible facility, including .if 
necessary tossing on, the cost to the consUmer... If Yeinthihk 
just oh the case of prices, you have to protect the consumer by: 
ensuring that he gets .the right quantity. That he gets. a, pint. 
of beer, expensive as it is, and not 19 .fluid oundes, • 

Not satisifed with having seen the Chief Minister and had 
correspondence on the matter now the Hon Member is raising the,.,,  
matter in the House. They have suggested.. . 

HON MAJORR J PELIZA: • 

They have not seen me, Mr Chairman. I have heard about it and • 
I have every right to introduce it in the House., 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Yes, but I have a right also to tell you the.full facts of the 
matter. I could.have stayed outside in the ante-Chamber and not 
answered the matter becaube the-Hon Member had no right after a• 
vote. had been taken to raise the matter. Nevertheless I have' 
come back into the Chamber to answer the matter and I think I 
have a right and'a duty.to  explain publicly .the history and the 
tesckground of the matter. I do not consider, and certainly the: 
Consumer Protection Officer does not consider either, and I . 
agree with him, that it is sufficient to have displayed in a 
public .bar a measure which.soMeone drinking beer would.have to 
ask fordn.order to pour the beer from his glass into'tkmt.• 
measure .to satisfy himself that he has been given the right 
amount. 'That 4s...not-:fairi thatda just window dressing.• That 
is not protection of. the consumer. 

EON MAJOR H 

First of.all let me cleainthe point, that no one has approached 
me.'. 2•have only heard of7this and as a member of the House to 
introduce:any matter.' It -seemed as if the Minister were rather 
annoyed. n 

grit CHAIRMAN: CHAIRMAN: 

Right, we go on with the. Treasury.. 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

Yr Chairman, before we go into that I haete been able to find 
the details that the Honourable Member wanted with regard to 
the special expenditure on historical exhibition which the Fon_ 
and Gallant Major Peliza wants to know. 

I have it- that the exhibition is to be installed during May or • 
June 2980 and 'will consist of the following:. The Galleries.- 
two'soldiers, the second niche - three figures; the •thirde 
niche - two gunners and one officer;. Moorish Castle - 22 . 
figures; St Michael's Cave ?. 8 prehistcric men and one bear,, 
bringing a grand total of 38 figures blus one bear. 
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1R CHAIRMKN: 

I believe the Eon the Attorney General-wishes to rive some 
informatienetp,the'llouse. 

HOP; S-TORNEY . GE.t•P:RAL: . . 

Thank you, Mr Chairman. If I'could answer two matters that I 
said would look into.- 

First I will deal with the queStion by the Hon Major Peliza on 
the questien,of the extra cost of servicing the wirelesses•in 
the Police Estimates. The answer I gave before was in fact • 
correct. The position is that in the pest they have been 
serviced by the 'UK company Without charging a fee. When I said. 
they had been serviced, minor work or any work that can be done 
here is in fact done at the police station by the men employed 
for the purpose, but some work. has to.  go back to the UK. As I 
said before what happened is that they were no longer able - to 
peovide'that service free. So noW we have to 'provide expendi- - 
tune to meet it. It is expensive but there again, the repair '-
of wireless equipment is an expensive matter. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

The Hon Member said that it had to be serviced in the UK but 
some was done here by the PoliCe. Has the. Honourable Member 
'found out if there is any electronic ..dealer:;. or. repairan:who 
might be able to do .it here at a leaser cost. 

HON ATTORNEY GPINERAL: 

MreChairman,.I w,
s 

illelook into dt-bUt. my - understanding is.  that 
the equipment concerned d veryespecialised.equipment and. there 
are good reasons for going to the manufacturer in the ITY, but 
I will, check the point. 

By your leave, Mr Chairman, if I can return to the Secretariat. 
.Estimates and the•question of the provision of the division of 
the rentals between offices and flats,. Of the figure of 
approximately L95,000 the estimated division is :::10,000 towards 
the rental of offices, and 285,000 towards the rental of flats. 
The reason I say "estimated" is because there is an element of 
an estimate in.it. The building at No 5 Secretary's lane 
consists beth of flats and offices•and therefore it is nece-
ssary to reach some apportionment as to'the respective parts 
of the rental. 

1M CHAIRMAN: 

Right. Treasury, now. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

I think the Hon Mr Bossano asked about the Economic Planning. 
and, Statistics office..,2think the question .was' did Govern. 
ment have any. pIias.to  increase the'eStabliehment. - I thought 
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: heard the FDS saying, yes? 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOP= SECRETARY: 

I think the Hon Leader, of the Opposition may have mishet4,d 
Yr Bossano. My understanding was that the Honourable Mr Bossano 
said that if there were a proven need to increase the ataff, 
and it seemed that they were very heavily engaged at the 
moment, by other planning purposes would we consider increa-
sing staff, and I said, yes, Sir. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

I said actually that if we were going to,put more emphasis on 
economic planning probably this is where the burden of the 
work is going to fall. My understanding of the situation is 
that the Unit is already fully loaded and therefore the 
Government in the light of doing that,, does no good-accepting 
the principle of the policy and then finding that they cannot 
be fulfilled. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

;';hat I am asking is, has - the Goiernnent got plans for further 
economic planning in order to increase this. Are there plans • 
for this? Otherwise, I would have thought that it would be. in 
the Estimates. There would be provision for more planners, or 
is it that the Hon Er Bossano has quietly told. the Governaent, 
or is about to tell they his economic Ilan. 

HON FINANCIAL ALD Di,rIELOPEENT SECRETARY: 

Mr Chairman, the number of officers who we have at the moment 
in the Economic Planning Unit can, With a hi. of difficulty, 
cope with the work .which they are doing because they do both 
planning and statistics. It is quite clear that as we are 
widening our planning field; we are having a Port study, the 
input/output study; we may be having other studiesn in the 
context of an open frontier situation. It may mean that we 
need additional planning staff. If we do then we will get 
them. 

• 
HON MAJOR R. J 

we must take cure that we do not have 'too many-planners and nu 
doers'. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

Is the ouota of five, the full complemeet for tEe operation of 
the Computer once it is fully cperaticnal? 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPEENT SECRETARY: 

Yes, Sir, but I think that one must look at No 23 underAhe 
Establishment, Data Processors 7. Those are the Processors' --. 
on the NCR Machines at the moment and they are progressively - 

•  

being trained in computer work, and as the computer takes 'over 
and the NCR machines can be cut down they will go in the 
Computer boom. 

HON G T'RESTANO: 

There is provision for the Computer Manager's job eventually .  
going to a local person? 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Yes, Yr Chairman, we are in the process of appointing' the 
Higher Executive Officer who will understudy the Computer 
Manager. 

HON P J ISOLA: 
• 

When he actually becomes Computer Manager will he be a Senior 
Executive Officer or. will be stay as a Figher Executive 
Officer?' 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETAPY: 

His grade will be Higher Executive Officer whilst he is under-.  
studying'the Computer 'Eanager.'. • 

• EON P J ISOLA: 

And Olen when the Conruter Manager disappears will be become 
a Senior Executive Officer and will we then have a Higher 
Executive Officer as well and an Executiye Officer? 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: . 

This will be a matter for .the Staff inspectors to have a look 
at. It will depend very much on the: an,ount which we have got 
on to the computer at the time and how, big a workforce and 
workload there is. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Could I ask the Hon Member how many hours we are now working 
the Computer? 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Last time I inspected the computer, Fr Chairman, we were 
working it normal working hours and I did discuss with the 
Computer Manager whether or not we should not try and get at 
least a double- shift out., of it but part of the difficulty is 
that the people being trained are ladies and.I believe thatea 
late shift work la not very popular with them. I will find 
out what the latest situation is and let the FOnourable Member 
-know. 

23 
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HON .J ROSSANO:. 

I take it that the Government accepts that the rational way in 
which to use expensive equipment like a computer is not to .have 
it idle sixteen hours a day and working eight. It is the 
normal practice to use it intensively. 

HON FINANCIAL AND Dz.7.&-LoP;,zaill .SECP.ETARY: 

Yr Chairman, Yes, Sir.. 

Personal Emoluments were agreed to. 

Other Charges. 

HON rAJOR R J PELIZA: 

A very important item in the•deys that re are living in: Sub-
head 3, Care of Apei: I notice that we have increased the.  
amount by £700. . Is that enough to ensure:that they are going' . 
to.be with us for the next few years? • • 

• HON F1NANCIa AND SECRETARY : 

All I am-  aware is that their Union put -in a claim forthis-
amount, that there has been agreement Z,eachPd...and they now-'get: 
1.:65 per apenperannum: 

Hau,14410;=', R.J.-FaIZA: 

Could ,the House, be informed:if we-.still have two packs? What . 
is the population of the apes? 

EON FINANCIAL AND DEVETOPMENT SECRSTALIY: 

The estimate- is 'for 35 apes. The. point is that they - are not 
all on. the "ratiOn'strength. We provide food for 34 apes but. 
there are others who come in. 

EON MAJOR R J PnLIZA: 

Contribution to Gibraltar Government Insurance Stamps. We 
aeard before•that the Government insured itself. Could the • 
:Ton Financial and Development Secretary explain how this is 
done? Because I see the amount if always the same, P.20,000. 

EON FINANCIAL AND DE'T.;;L-OPMENT SECRETARY: 

Mr Chairman, Sir, about. 1957 the 'Government was advised by the 
then Colonial Officer  now defunct and substituted by'the' 
Foreign OffiCe, that it was best not' to insure but to run :one's 
own insurance fund and we began to set up a fund and pay in a' 
regular amount each year. ..The' fir,ure now stand -at-just under 
Z400.000. However., the value of the GoVernment Estate is" far,  
higher.than this•and so my predecessor, started off an exer-
cise, of: looking as to whether.or not the time had not come 
When we should get extra advice on the insurance of the Govern- 
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men Estate. We pursued this •and early in MaY an expert on 
insurance is coming out to advise us on this subject-and I 
shall have more to say about it when we hsve got hiO advice 
and we have proposals to put to the EoUse. 

HOt;MAJOR-R'J PELIZA: 

Thank you very much, Mr Chairman. 

HON .AJ HAYNES:- 

Do I understand that Government does not avail itself of the 
facilities. of re-insurance. 

HON FINAL C "AL AND DEVE,LOPM.Ala 5-4:CICETA:tY 

Mr Chairman, that, is a very. good Question and it gives me the - 
opportunity to say.that the gentleman who is coming out to 
advise us is an 'expert in.  re-insurance. 

BON rAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Mr Chairran, I don't know whether subvention is the one we are • 
just going to put to the vote or whether it is another one. 

• 
MR CHAIRMAN:: , 

It- is another one. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

On the insurance vote I take it that one Of-the things that 
will .be .looked, at in thiscontext.is the...peasible'difference in 
the. ownership. of houses.. If the Government .has-announced '-
ealier on that it was coming up with a new housing purchase . 
scheme which they hope to be more successful with then clearly 
the insurance would be limited to those that are not sold. 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Yes, that is so. 

I would al.-o like to correct a mistake that I made when I said 
that the Government carries its own insurance risks.. We are • 
required to insure for.third party risks on road vehicles and 
we do so by :aw. We do so and the cost 'in the year ending 
31 March lni7F was slightly over £5,000. 

Othe., 13harges were agreed to. 

Subventions. 

HON EAJOR R J PELIZA: 

The contribution-to the OBC. rwonder if we have any news of 
. what is going to happen with regard, to- broadcasting of -
meetings of this.House both by television .and radio. Can the 
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Chief Minister say what is the state of play? 

HON CHI-a? MY2TIS-7: 

''e have a letter which was sant by the General VanaFer o=' GBC, 
to the Leader of the Opposition, perhaps the 'non and Gallant'. 
member has no hod time to speak to him since his arrival, and 
myself stating that on the campletion of their transfer to 
Mercury House, hopefully next June, he was already doing.,a 
saazdy in order to make proposals to discuss the matter further. 

HON MAJOR H J PELI7,A: 

In the meantime would the Hon the Chief Minister consider 
setting up a Committee to 'consider how things will operate so 
that when the station is ready•to broadcast there will be no 
further delay from the point of view of this House as to how 
it should.be done. Could he produhe something concurrently. 

HON CHIleir MINISMR: 

I think that whatever is done must be done by the House, this 
ia not a Coverneent measure. It' must be done as a whole. What 
we must know is the facilities that—they can oefer, and- the- e 
cost that is going to be incurred. When these are identified 
then, of course, either a Select Committee or a Committee of 
the House specially set up for the purpose will be appointed 
to discuss the matter. 

HON MAJOR R J PBLIZA4 

What I am suggesting is couldn't the Committee be appointed 
before that is done, so that a lot of spade work is done as to 
the general-view of the members ... • 

• CFAIRMAY: 

May I interrupt. I did say when there was a question earlier 
on that I had received a letter froth the General Manager of 
the GBC 'saying that they will be'in a position to give the 
service to the House if it so required. I did say that I 
epuld circularise a letter to both the Chief Minister and the 
Leader of the Opposition, I have done that and it is our 
intention, and I did suggest that the three of us should meet 
to' decide how to eo about this one. Once we have held that 
meeting perhaps the Chief Minister and the Leader of the 
Opposition will report to—the Hoare. 

do not think that the matter is being delayed unduly. We will 
meet as soon as possible and the matter will not be delayed. 

HON MAJOR H J 

My concern, Mr Chairman, is that I think this is very desirable, 
that this should happen, and •I would not like to see delays 
because once everything is ready from •the technical side the 
political views of this House have not been decided. and we are 
not then in a position to make a fairly quick decision. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 
• 

It is a matter for the Chief'Yinister and the Leader of the • 
Oppsosition to sae% when they want to meet and the matter will 
then-be dealt with. 

HON P JISOLA: 

I would think that that matter could be dealt with by the 
Standing Rales Committee of the House. 

1-,7t CHAIRMAN: 

I could hate suggested that but in the first instance what I 
suggest is that it is only right that the matter-  should be 
discuesed between the Leader of the House and the Leader of 
the Opposition to decide how best to go about this one. If it 
is the wish of the Leader of the Hotse.and the Leader of the 

'Opposition that a Select Committee should be appointed or a 
Standing Committee of the House should deal with this that 
will then be done. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

I would have though that, Mr Chairman, if the principle is 
accepted then it is a question of how one worksit into the 
procedures of the House and I would have thoui-ant that the 
S;anding Rules Committee could deal with this. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

With due respect to the Leader of the Opposition I was -not 
going to presume that the principle itself was accepted. I 
had to get the feelings of both the Leader of the House and the 
Leader of the Opposition:before I presumed this. 

. 71: 

HON P J ISOLA: 
• MAJOR R J PaLIZA: 

Would it be passible to have a meeting fairly early, Mr 
Chairman. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

When one considers the fact that the letter was received less 
than two weeks ago, and that I have had. to circularise it, I 
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I appreciate that and it- is certainly accepted on this side of 
the House. 

Could I ask, on the GBC, television licences, the revenue from 
that. Can I ask what the revenue was in' 1978/79 and that it 
was in 1979/80? CanaI also ask whether that revenue acmes into 
Government and theraforms,part of a subvention, or whether it 
is passed immediately t'o GBC? • 
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HON FINAN%3IAL AND DEVELOPIL'aeT SECRa,TARY: 

Er Cheirman, it is shown unde'r Revenue Head 4, lei.m 5, Wire--; 
less, L38,264 was'the actual revenue for 1976/79; the revised 
eatinate 1979/a0 was £94,000; and the estimate 1980(81 is 

HON P J ISOLA: 
• 
The increase was 5=. as far as colour television is concerned. 
Is that the revenue figure that would be expected as a result • 
of that increase? Inns is just a matter of interest before I ' 
go to my next question. It went from 56 to £20. 

HON -•FINATCIAL •AND D T I.0F2^?T SECRETARY: 

I have just got a revised figure which we have just worked out 
and it is £100,000. The answer is that I do not think we - are 
collecting all we should collect in television - licences. and I • 
know that the Minister for Postal Services was discussing the' 
question of how one can get equipment to trace people who are 
using television sets without a licence. • 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Can I ..ask, Yr Chairman. That money comes into the -Government, 
and-  then the Government gives a subvention. The.subventien 
heredoesebr.does not-inciude the:revenue:from television 
licences.. 

HON Pn...41:CIAL AMD DEV1.-.LOPKraLT 

.'ne receive Z100,000 and we give £550,000.. All the money we get 
we put - in.thiS rocket and me put the .1.100,000,. and then out of 
that we taken:C.:550,000 and hand it over. 

E0a P J 

I will tell you why I asked this. I am afraid I was slightly 
misled when I asked in the hstimates why it Was that there had 
been a drop in the subvention, and the Chief Minister said ... 
Right now, there is a drop in the subvention of £100,000 in 
the contribution to the GBC, 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEV71,016M3rT SECRETARY:  

In fact, the Revised Estimate is 5655m700 and the actual is 
2550,000. The reason for that is the 1979/80 figure contains 
.e2.50,O00 back pay for two years which was pair out after the 
.analogues and salaries had been settled: for the GBC -staff. ,7 

EON P J ISOLA: , 

Therefore, if it is 5250,000 back pay, then the increase next.- 
year is quite.. enormous in. terms of current expenditure. 

• 
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HON FINANCIAL AND DE-TSLOFrt:NT'SECETARY: 

That figure was a two-year increase so you cen knock off there 
i100i,00o:c0 one year,eand,thatleaves you with .4;12e,OOO. The 
increaS6

, 
 in not as large as one' would think." The new figure • 

1980/81 takes in the 1979 pay award. 

sION P J ISOLA: 

Yes, I appreciate that, but it is slightly'misleeding iookir.g 
at the figures. In fact there is an increase in the subvention. 
Could I ask as far as colour television is concerned, what is 
the reason for maintaining this vote, dividing it into two votes. 

HON FINANCIAL AND .DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

The reason for this is that we have an agreement with a company 
to pay by instalments over a flveeyear period for the equipment 
that we reouired and we get it at a very low rate, 7i  export . ' 
cr'eiit guarantee rate. 

The-amount is made up, if the Non Leader of the Opposition is 
interested, of £.278,660 this year;. £106,000 which- is ;aid. 
towards ..the renovation of •the.new premises; i'25,0n0afees for 
the architects; k,6,264 fees for the Quantity Eirveyor. The 
payment to Link,. which are the persons.from.whom re are buying 
the equipment on a five-year purchase, is.en amortised amount 
ofee81,372:ebank charges are £200 and there is a balance to 
Link'for a previous. neount and the whole .lot comes to the• 
amount in the Estimates.. 

• HON P J ISOLA: 

:So this figure will disappear info Matter. of three. yearn. 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPLIETT SECRETARY: 

Yes, Sir. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

This is .the purchase. of the equipment; the Installation of the 
building and setting it off. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

The Mackintosh Hall. 

I always bring this to the notice of the House every year and I 
intend to do, so for as long as I am in this House becauae I do 
believe that it is very, very wrong that at Election time the 
Mackintosh Hall refuses to allow any meeting of the candidates 
participating in the Election to take place there. I do not 
know whether the Minister has made further representaticns on 
this. I know he is hot here - so it is very difficult I suppose 
to get an answer. I understand that the present Yinister 
cannot give me an indication as to what ti-;e views are at the 
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present. I imagine he Must have known I would bring it.up.. 

FON CHI? MINISTFR: 

i. can assure the Hon and Gallant. Member that I have thought of, 
nothing but that since last yeart 

HON MAJOR R J PFLIZA:- 

If nothing has been done: 

EON CHI: ev MINISTER: 

Noi very much the opposite, I have Said that I have done nothing 
but think of that .since last year. 

HON. MAJOR R 3 P'.LIZA: 

Oh, well, that is very good of the Chief Minister but obviously 
he is not very influential oecuuse he has not changed anything 
at all. 

HON CEreF MINISTER: 

And I do not propose to so long as the Committee do not want 
to. 

HON MAJOR R J PFLIZe: 

Therefore, Yr Chairman, he is only thinking and not doing. 
Therefore, I do propose to reduce Subhead 33 by El as a sign of 
protest. 

Yr Chairman then put the question in the terms of the above 
amendment.snd on a vote being taken the following Hon Limbers 
voted In.favour: 

The Hon J Bossano 
The Hon A J Haynes 
The Jon F J Isola 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon :Tajor R J Peliza 
The Fon0 T Restano 
The Hon W T Scott 

The following Hon Members voted against:' 

The Hon A J Canepa 
The Hen M K Featherstone 
The :on Sir Joshua Hassan 
The Hon J B Perez 
The Hon. Jr H C Valarino 
The Hon H 3 Zsmmitt 
The Hon D Hull 
The Ron R J Wallace  

Tile following Hon Members were absent.from the Chamber: 

-The 'non I Abecesis 
Thejion Major P J Dellipiani 

The amendment was. accoedingly•defeated. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA 

I hope the matter. can be brought to the notice of the Board 
somehow. 

The other point is Subhead 35. Contribution to the Gibraltar-
Regiment. 

I wonder if the Hon the Chief Minister can give us some indica—
tion of what the position is with regard to pay. and other 
matters connected with the Regiment. I think he usually makes 
a statement. 

HON CTile:F MINISTER: 

I ,make a report every year. When the Deputy Fortress ComMander 
submits thy: report of the Commanding Officer, I make4s. report 
to. the House. This is not. done at Budget time, 

RCN MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

If he has any information on the Regiment, could be rossiblY 
give, it? 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELCIT SECRETARY: 

The atheunt of £16,000 is made up of e3,500 .annual contribution; 
£7,000 for the .Reserve of. Officers, £50 for. the Commanding ' 
Officer, £50 for the Sports, Fund and £225 for adventuee• 
training, which comes to £10,825. The balance is made up of a 
Bounty increase. The Reserve of Officers in the UK'had a 
Bounty increase of £300 per officer and under the &ereneements 
that we have come to with MOD we unuertook to meet 757, of the 
cost of such Bounties here, and our share for the officers is.  
just over a:5,000. Vee do not ray for any of the ameunt of the, 
Bounty of other ranks. 

HON MAJOR R J  

What was after really on that note was something else. I can 
see I am not going to get it and I shall have to try another 
Vh't 

Subvention was agreed to. 

Head 27 1980 Pay  SettlemPnt  

HON'J BOSSANO: 

Mr Chairman, could I ask the Hon Financial and Development 
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Secretary whether he has got figures to show what:is'the total . 
salaries and wages bill at the moment and if possible split 
this between-industrials and men-industrials to give an indica-
tion of what the overall cost 'in percentage terms of ,existing 
wages and salaries is expected to be., 

 
HON FINANCIAL AND DEV7.1LOPMENT SECR7.1TAt.Y: 

The total wages and salaries bill is 217;348,000; the non- • 
industrial total is £10,907,000, and the industrial total bill 
is £6,441,000. . 

HON JBOSSANO: 

I am Correct in thinking, Mr Chairman, that the cost'of the 
settlement means specifically the cost of any new money nego-
tiated and not• the fact that if this is the actual cost in. 
1976/79 the cost in 19b0/61 would be higher even without a :. . 
settlement because of the staging of the 1979 settlement. Have 
I made my6elf clear? 

HON FINANCIAL AID DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:. 

Mr Chairhan, this is a notional figure which we put in and it 
is based on 10% for the whole•year and 12i% for .einiryone from , 
1 July. What the exact amounts will be in percentage., and 
what the savings willbejwa have no idea at the moment. 'We had 
to put in a fi;:ure and we chose this figure. For every 1% • 
increase on-that 10% the •net..-cost tp..the Government will be 
about £50,000. • 

HON J BOSSANO: 

.That was not quite,.the point that I was making, Yr Chairman. 
'What I was saying was that if this is. the existing.cost of the

and-salaries bill' for 1979/80, then the actual wages and 
salaries bill in 1980/81, without a•wage increase, would be - 
higher because the last stage for industrials only came in • 
April. 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEV.4:LOPE7NT SECRETARY: 

The amount that was brought in in April has been'included in. 
the Estimates. 

EON J 

In. the Estimates arid not in the settlement? 

HON EINALCIAL AND DEVELOIMENT 6ECRETAY.Z.  

Yes. 

Head 27 was a;.-reed to.' 
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New Head 28 

HON FINANCIAL. AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Mr Chairman, I beg to move that the dvaft estimates _e: arLendc.d 
by the inclusion of £1,575,000 under a new Head. of Expenditure, 
Ilead. 28 -= Contribution to Funded Services, with the conseoue-
tial amendments to the estimates. The' sum of £1,575,000 is ' 
made up as follows:- 

.£ 
Subhead 1 Electricity Undertaking Fund 265,000 
Subhead 2 Potable Water Service Fund 610,000 
Su"chead 3 Housing Fund 700,000 

1,575,000 

The contributions give effect to Government's stated poliCy for 
1980/81 on the Funded Services. 

MR CHAIRMAN : 

Gentlemer. %:.his has already been the subject matter `of discu-' 
seion,do you wish me to propose the question and debate it or. 
do you wish me to put the. ouestion. 

HON 'P J IS0 A: 

. .Mr.On.airman, I shall want to make a short statement. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

You can do that by all means. 

HON P J ISOLA:.  

I wish to say,' Sir, that as far as the Opposition is concerned 
we shall be abstaining on this vote because we feel that the 
subvention should be greater. We have already spoken.  in the 
general debate on this and I will not therefore say any more. 

Mr Chairman then put the question in the terms of the Financial 
r.nd Development Secretary's amendment and on a vote being taken 
the. following Hon Members voted in favour: 

• 
The Hon A J Cenepa 
The Hon H K Featherstone 
The Hon Sir Joshua Fasian 
• The Hon J B Perez 
The Non -Dr R G Valerino 
The Hon H J 7.a-mitt 
The Hon D Hull 
The Hon R. J Wallace 

The following Hon Members abstained: 

TWHon J Bossano.  
,The Hon A'J Haynes 
The Hon P J Isola 
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The Hon A T Loddo • 
The hon Major H J Peliza 
The Hon G T Restano 
The Hon W T Scott 

The' following Hon Members were absent from the Chamberl .' 

The Hon I Abecasis 
The Hoh Major F J Dellipiani 

The amendment was accordingly passed. 

Few Fend 28 was passed. 

HON FINANCIAL ArD DEVELOP?-7e7T S7CRTrA7.Y: 

Mr Chairman', I be to move that pages 109 to 112 of the printed 
Estimates in respect of the accounts of the Electricity Under- 
taking 

 
Fund, the Potable Water.  Service Fund, the Telephone 

Service Fund and the Fousing Fund be replaced by the revised 
accounts which had, been circulated to Fon Members earlier. 

Mr Speaker put the cuestdon in the terms of the Hon the Finan-
cial and Development Secretery'S amendment which was resolved 
in the affirmative and the amendment was accordingly.passed. 

The Committee recessed at 7.55 pm. 

THL7eSDAY THE 211TH. ePRIL. 1980 

The Committee resumed at 10.45 am. 

MR GFAILL;d;: 

Gentlemen,.yeeterdey finished the different•heads: now we 
go to the Improvement and Development Fund,.which is detailed 
at page 93 of- the Draft Eotimates. 

Improvement. and Development Fund, Head 101 - Housing 

HON W T SCOTT : 

er Chairman, in cuestion 13 of 1980, the Hon the Leader of the 
apposition 'asked for a breakdown, Feed 'by Head, of the amount 
seent in the I&D Fund from 101 to 112. 

It happens on every subhead. It appears 'bat the difference in 
totals in One moeth, that is the month of March, an extra 
£881,C00 has been spent. 

HON M f F 'ATH, Cr7: 

Yes, Sir. If the Hon Member will remember I stated yesterday 
that.. on all the Heeds which I control, end•this excepts Tele 
themes and Electricity, we spent .P..745,000. The balance is 
obviously made up in Electricity and Telephone spending. So 
we did spend the £800,000 in the month. 
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FOY W T SCOTT: 

And yet, in Head 102, the Schools, there is a. i.3,600 shortfall 
from the money voted last month. In Head 102 the figure given 
is £425,856 whereas £429,284 was mentioned as having been spent 
by the end of Pebruary.of this year. 

HON K Fl ATHERSTONL 

The actual figure spent is ..:2411.2,879.. This is the total to the 
end of the year.- 

You will remember that the figures that are given by the Hon 
the Financial and Development Secretaey are given to him from 
:the Public Works Department and are to some extent estimates 
till the:end of the year. These are the actual figUres comple-
tely correct. 

YON WT SCOTT: 

'Would the Hon Minister for.public Works care to repeat that 
figure? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

£W42,879. If you would like a breakdown I can give It. as well. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

When'is the work on the pitched roofs at Varyl Begg going to 
commence?' 

HON M N :'EAThERSTONE: 
• 

I think we have stated on more than one occasions in the spring, 
and the spring ends on 20 June. We hope that before that. date 
we will have started work on them. 

HON A J HAYNLS: 

.How many uiits do they estimate they will finish in this coming 
year? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

• Ine6his present year we should finish approximately 83 new.and 
. moderrised houses. 

• WT SCOTT: 

Mr Chairman, in subhead 5 where the modernisation is cbviously 
nentioned as job numbers rather than districts or aeeresses etc, 
would the Honourable Minister, if not now in the ante-Chember 
or at some subsequent .stage, please identify these job numbers? 
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FON M K PFATHFRSTONE: • 

Yes, I shall be happy to meet the von rember in the ante—Chamber 
and I can give him a complete list.of all modernisation• for his 
edification. 

• 

HON. A J H4YN,'S: 

When the Minister said that there would be 83 houses, finished 
by the end of this year, does that mean that some weeegoing to 
be taken away from the full proposal. "During the financial 
year we hope to finalise the construction_ of 66 units and to 
commence work on a further. 150 units for completion by, 1982", 
this is a quote in his speech.. What I would like to knew is 
whether the total sum to be completed by 1962 is. going to be • 
altered or whether it is:just going*to be some units finished 
earlier than planned. 

HON M K PEATEe.leeTUe&:  

HCf K PEATFFRSTONE: 

Yes, Sir, the Gas :"oaks area basically in this present yeard the 
£75,000 is provision of services. 7e have plans for altogether 
some 150 houses at Gas 'e,Orks. This 'will be done 'in eheses. 
The firs=t phase which will probably start next year will be 38 
houses, but before we can do anything we have to put the roads. 
down, do the ducting,for: the electricity, etc, sad the money 
this year is going to. be .or the .provision. of services. 

HON G T RKSTANO: 

As far as St Joseph's is concerned, I take it that alsb.will be 
in phases? 

• 
HON M K PeATEERSTONE: 

No, St Joseph's is a single operation. The tender has been 
granted and they are starting work on.4 Kay.. 

What we hope to finish this year is 83, and what 
make aatart on this year is. 1.54. I .should hope 
be finished Ey 19a2. That does not mean that 'we 
on more in 1961. 

HON .A JHAY.ZTIS 

we hope to 
that154 will 
will not'start 

HON P J ISOLA: 

What is the time within which the development is expected to be.  
completed' , 

HON M K Fr.:AtiERSTONE: 

Does that mean that the Opposition were right to. ask the 
Government to do more houses? . 

HON M K FFATF7:2STOrB: 

Po, the Governeent is well aware of the need for housing and 
it is at all times looking into the eossibilities of creating 
and building more housing, but theee are first, constraints on 
money :and, second,.constraints of where to put the housing. 

EON A J HAYNFS: 

Then why did Government resist an amendment to a motion to make.  
•more houses? • 

HON Y K FFATHRST'OF: 

Government has plans for considerably more housing; plans for 
some 200—odd honses,.but we cannot do it all at cm' e We haVe 
not the labour force to do it and we have not got money to 
pay for it. It has to be phased over a period. 

If the Oppostion cah suddently find a gold mine -that provides 
£25t in one Year then perhaps we might -be able to do ,it. . . 

G T 

Can we have details of.the works to be done at the Gas' Works? .• , • • 
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Two'years. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

How is that,if during 1980/81 £627,000, mOst.df the money, is 
going to be spent in 1980/81, how can that be? 

HON K K PFATHFRSTONE: 

Are We talking of St Joseph's? Because St Joseph's is £700,000 
this year, and g1.3m next year. 

HON G T RESTANO: •' 

How many unit„ will be provided? And how many bedsitters? 

HON H K FENLHERSTONE: 

St Joseph 'if, 50 units. •Off—hand I cannot say how many bedsitters 
but I think it is a fairly high proportion. about 16 to 18. The 
cost of flat.; are running around Z40,000 at the.  moment. 

HOT, MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

How does this compare with building in other places? 

HON K K FEATE1•26TON: 

Some 30104q.a higher. We have investigated very carefully, we - 
have pressed the contractors to see if.they can sharpen their 
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pencils .but they come back, even after sharpening their 
pencils,- with a figure which, to some extent, is considerably 
hi; her than we have estinated. That is oliy this ye'ar the • . 
Public Works DenartMent. is going to go into some building them-
selves. As I have said we are going to do the building at 
Catalan Bay and we are,going to do a modernisation scheMe. This 
will .give us. some idea to assess therates at which certain jobs 
should 'de costed so that we have a better yardstick to check on 
the rate's given to us by.  the private contractors., 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Has the Minister found out to what this excessive extra is -
attributed to? Is it labour; is it material ox a combination 
of both, 'what is it? 

HON K FEATHERSTONE; 

It is a combination of both. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

I hope that the HonoUrable Member, when the Public Works Depart-
ment comes to undertake, the modernisation, that the inherent_ 
cost in overheads will also be brought into line as contrao-, 
torath6mselves have this to bear in mind -thennpreParing.tenders. 

HON M- K FEATHERSTONE: 

That is part of the idea. Once we have done a job ourselVes we 
will have a very good yardstick so that we can then measure up. 
more accurately the quotations 'in tenders, and say from our • 
experience, this is far toohigh etc, and have a stronger weapon 
against theth to tell them to anareen.their 

HON kAJOR R J 

Is it a fact that once upon a time the PWD used 'to do the 
buildings direct and then they found that it.was more expensive 
than doing it by contract. Is that a fact? 

HON M K Fz.:ATHERSTCNE.: • 

I think very many years' ago, what was than known as the.Lands 
and Works Department, did do a fair measure of building, .but 
do not think that they eent out because tney.were too expensive. 
I think it was labour censtraints, 

MON MAJOR R J FELTZ': 

In the decision to do this,has the Minister had already an 
• assessment from his technical department that the posSibilities 
are that they will be laps costly? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

We have every confidence that we will be able to do it at a 
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lower price than the constructors are charging us. 

HON 'ii T.S.CCTT: 

I also hope that the Hon Minister is aware that if the Public 
Works Department undertake jobs themselves there is no degree 
of protection as with- contractors over retaining fees etc. with 
the Government itself. 

HON M K Fe.AThERSTONE: 

I.am not quite sure•what you-mean•by protection. I think if you 
mean a ,rearantee, up to now the Public Works Department standard 
has always been very high and I think the inherent guarantee, 
since we are the people who check basically on contractors' 
worka, must be operative, against curselves as. uell. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Do I take it that the Government will be considering doing more 
work from labour if the initial stets that are being 
taken prove to be successful as anticipated? 

HON M K FRATMIRSTONE: 

Yes, Sir. If.we find that we are successful we will obviously • 
take oa more jobs, even if this means expanding the labour 
forces. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

But I hope that the criterion will be efficient performance and 
savings in costs. 

Mr Chairman, may I go to Varyl Begg. •As far as the Varyl Begg 
Estate is concerned roofs are to be 'repaired. I an not quite 
clear where the money is in this. Estimate for•the.  repairs of • 
the roofs? Is it there? ' • • 

N Ks FEATHERSTOBE: 

fir, we have not provided anything in these latimates for 
the oepairs of the roofs, that, at the moment, as I have already 
said, is a matter for negotiation between the 6ontractors and 
the consultants. Whether the Government comas into any finan-
cing of that is still a matter to be decided. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

I apprecate that, but does the Minister know :shat the cost of 
repairing the roofs is going to be? 

HON .M K FEATHERSTONE: 

We do not know the oiest but we have had frem our own consultants 
a general idea, and it would, be approximately 4:900,000 to £lm. 
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FON p J ISOLA: 

Can I ask the Minister then how can he say. that work, will 
commence in June if there_is no provis4on for the ms-ney, and if . 
'the caentraetors and the.consultans do not agree - between,them-.  
selves. How -can he say..,the work will cone ence in June? Who la 
going to tay and who is going to do the work? 

HON M K PLATHERSTOnE: 

We are only repeating' what the contractors and consultants have 
already intimated to us, that they hope to coMento an agreement 
and have work started in the spring. 

HON p J 

Are these the intimations put in the press in January this year., 
or 'are they more recent? 

HON M K PEATHF.RSTOIM: 

I would think :that has been stated in this. House on more than . 
one occasion. 

'HON P J ISOLA: 

But, Mr Chairman, this is why I ask. Certainly my recollection 
of what I heard in this House and what I hadread in Government 
statements, is, and what-was said by the Government is that work 
will commence in June. There-was not the qualification in those 
statements "provided the consultants and contractors agreed". 
Because if that is the position are wamotback'ta square-one? 

HON M K FUTPERSTONS: 

I would say that the Government's position would be,that if . 
there were no agreements.in the negotiations we would come for 
a supplementary and start ourselves. But that to same extent, 
is sub-judice and I cannot go very much further on it. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

We do not think it is sub-judice, I do not think any proceedings 
have teen issued or any. arbitration has commenced, but what I 
as saying is that is it the position of the Government that 
work will commence in June, whether the contractors agree -or 
not. Or is the Varyl -Begg .:n•tate going to have to wait until 
there is agreement for work to commerce. I think we should have 
a clear statement on this. ' 

HON ATTORNEY G-4:7ERAL: 

The position is that if the.  plans for the work have been pre- 
. pared .and are being-coated, and the intention is to go into 
negotiation with the contractor and the consultant once that 
process has been Completed,' and the in'.ended time-table 'is to 

- proceed to work in June, Mr Chairman, obviously we would like 
to get agreement on thecests before then. When I answered the 
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Question in tae House in March this year I did not ireLehd to 
indicate that- progress on the work would ae cenditional necessa-
rily on the cost uuestion being resolved with te:., contaaztor 
and the consultant. The matter is perhaps sub-judice is not 
the word -,at a stage where, I dope-.the Honourable Yeeter will 
appreciate, it is not,easy to say too much of what our eositicn. 
will be,-but I think I may have answered his ouestion in that I 
have said. When I gave . my answer I did not intend to indicate 
that the whole matter was necessarily conditional on agreement. 
being reached with the other parties. 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

Well I think that to the extent that we.are.voting monies, you 
are entitled to ask. whether it is necessary to vote monies for 
the purposes of ensuring that the works are going to be commen-
ced•in June, but you must not go into the whole question of the'' 
?resent situation of the claim against either of the consultants 
or the contractors. 

FOT P J ISOLA: 

The only thing I would like to say at this stage is that this is 
a very different statement being made today then was Made before 
the election, immediately,after,the election and'in this House , 
very recently. It is a very different statement. It seems to 
me that -work on Varyl Begg roofs may well. not commence in June 
and I will-not make any other comment. All I ask..the Covernment 
is that action should be taken, and soon, on this otherwise I : 
can see long delays. 

HON ATTORNEY GLERAL: 

Mr Chairman, I cannot agree that the statement I have just.  made 
'now is very different from what I have said in this house in . 
March. Could he show me in which way it was different? 

HON P J ISOLA: 

I was not referring to the statement of the Eon and Learned the 
Attorney General. I was referring to other statements. 

15? CHAIRMAN: 

Is the Hon the Leader of the Opposition saying that. assurances 
have been given in this House that the- remedial works would 
commence by June and that from what he has heard this morning 

'it may well be that this is not so. Is that correct? 

FON P J ISOLA: 

Yes, Sir, that is correct. 

It-is a very different picture being presented at the moment. 
Anyway, I am not blaming the Hon and Learned the Attorney General 
for it, I think he has been a model of consistency on this. It 
is others that I am referring to. 
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Could I ask as far as the Varyl Begg Estate is concerned, 1 
• notice thet there is £990,000 to. complete. What is that? 

HON M K Pe.ATIe3RSTO1E: 

If the Hon Member will remember I commented that we have put. in' 
a figure of about Lim. for Varyl Begg in the last two years of- 
stimates. These are mainly ex—eratia•claims and we have thought 

it best to leave them in there to see if we do deal with them, 
but it is not definite that. we are going to have to pay this • 
money. 

HON G T 

Mr Chairman, is the £350,000 for Catalan Bay only for the twelve 
flats? 

HON M K PI,!ATHERSTONE:.  

No, Sir, that is for the first phase of twelve units, the second 
phese will follow thereafter, 

HON G T RESTANO: 

If I understood the Minister correctly, he said that Oatalane 
Bay was going to be done by the Public 7torks Department. I 
think it is the only. new. project of the Public Works Department 
other than modernisation? 

EON M K FATH.t5M(DME:: 

Yes. 

Eon G T 

If this is a reflection on the type of ve)rk that is going to be 
done by the Public Works Department it is not a —very good re—
flection, because the project is £350,000, and can the Minister 
.say why only £50,000 is going to be.  spent this year? 

ON M K Pi,ATHIekStuNi:: 

As we said, we will not be starting until possibly September 
October and the. rate of progress in building starts rather 
slowly and then builds up as yoU go along. This has been the 
estimate for the first six mcnths of operation. The second and 
third part, when you are bringing in window frames etc. which 
are all material expenses, your rate of expenditure increases 
considerably. This we have found with eVery other project that 
we have dealt with. 

HON G T Ir.ISTA7e0:  

HON M is.A7HQSTON13: 

Because we have to do the plans, the detailed-rorking drawings, 
the Quantity surveyors' work, and all that will take us up to 
September: 

:JON G T RESTANO: 

Surely, Mr Chairman,. the Government should have had that reedy 
by now. We have been-en Catalan .Bay' now for .about two years. 
What has been the delak? 

HON M K FRATFMSTONB: 

I think the Goveenment has only agreed to build these twelve 
flats in Catalan Bay in the last four months and there- is no 
delay at all. I repeat my'invitation: If Members would like 
to come to my Department and seeethe amount of work involved in 
producing working drawings'etc they will realise that it is not 
done in five minutes. 

1401. P J ISOLA: 

Were not the plans of the Catalan Bay development shown to the 
Catalan Bay villagers in the meetings of his gcvernin party. 

HON M K FeATHeRSTONE: 

The prelii,'inary drawing was shown to them. 

I think the Honourable Member., in his own private business venere .  
he has to deal with firms.  that do build, knows that it does take 
a considerable time from a preliminary drawing to the laying  of 
the first brick. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

BaCklog of Heavy Maintenance. Can we have a breakdown of the 
figure that is going: to be spent this year? 

HON M K 17P,ATERSTONB: 

The backlog of heavy maintenance is, I will not say a cockshy 
figure, but there is so much heavy maintenance to be done all 
round the town that we shall have to take each one as it comes 
and cost.it, and the total' that we think that we can manage in 
the.year is around £679,000. 

As I say, this. to some extent is a little bit of a'cocknhy. If 
we can do more I shall be. coming bock here for supplementaries, 
and-I would give you an idea that lest year we had estimated 
£155,000 and we•actually spent £257,000. 

or 

Why only start in September? 

•• 1i42. 

This is a continuing and on—going project and you cannot ouanti— - 
fy at this stage to the exact penny what it is going-to cost. 
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HON G T ReSTANO: 

Right, Mr Chairman, but can we have an indication of what type 
of projects are included. here? • . • 

HON N K FLATH1:--eTONE: 

Yes, for example, the pair.ting of buildings; the repairdng•of 
roofs, gutterines; all sorts of jobs likevthat. The real heavy.  
maintenance. For example the latest big-example of heavy main—
tenance that we have done has been the work on the Tower Blocks' 
where we have been water—prcofingethe walls. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Is this being done with the small labour force that has now been 
released for the small maintenance dn the Housing?' 

HON H IrP'EATFRSONE: 

• ro; this will be done. Not being done: will be done.. • 

• HON MAJOR R J 

. I hope they will be more productive than they-proved to be in 
the small one. 

HON K F7ATHERSTONE: 

We find that there men tend to work. in grOupseand gangs the 
• , productien.is,considerablyehigherethan,whenethey are left to•do • 
• it on their oval,... • 

Head 101 was agreed to. 

Head 102 — Schools. • 

MR CHAIRMAN: 

I think the Minister for Public Uorks has an amendment and per—
haps he would move it now. 

H.CIN LI K P:ATHERSTM::: 

Yr Chairman, .I beg to move that Head 102 be amended by the 
inclUsion of the sum of £4,000 under a new Subhead 3 Site 
Investigations — Bayside, with the. consequential amendments to 
the Estimates. 

The idea of the fun's, Sir, is.to do a.  site investigation for. 
an  extension to Bayside School and this extension will release 
an area Which, at the moment, is. used as small classrooms which 
can then be turned into bedsitters.. 

• 
Yr Speaker then put the question in the terms of the above 
amendment, which was.resolved in the affirmative. 2 
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HON P .J 

Could Iremind the Minister of the statement he has juet m:,de 
with reg.,)rd to the Catalan Bay buildings, in which ho said that 
at the first year of buildinv its progress is' slow and there was, 
very little•done.- Could I ask him how that-fits in with the 
proposed, expenditure on the Comprehensive'School with a cost of. 
£22m,in the .year,coming.ahead -and what is•the.exact positiOn as 
far as that School is concerned in relation to work on the ground 
today. 
HON MI FLATEERSTONS: 

The contractors are. moving into site. They Started moving in 
about a week ago and are getting their materials prepared to do 
the firt part,of the work which, I umierstand, is going to be a 
wall along -the site on the sea front. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Could I aek.the question that I asked last year at the Budget, 
and which I gbt a reply to in June last year. When will the • 
first brick be laid? 

HON H K FT-:.ATInMSTOTTE: 

I would not like to say when the first brick 5s going to be lsid 
Sir. As. Iaaid the first.part of the. job is -the actual.  building,  
of the sea wall and I think they are starting on•that•Very early.' 
I should think they should start laying the first, brick in 
• approximately two,tothrea•months. They obviously have to dig • 
foundations etc and prepare many other thinra before they are 
actually laying bricks. We may have acer'emony when we lay.- our 
2unemtion stone and we will invite the Mon Leader. of the Opposi—
tion 

HON p J ISOLA: 

I thank the Honourable Member, I would very-much like to be at' 
the ceremony because seeing is believing in this instance: But, 
how is it expected that £2.5m. is going to be spent this year if 
the first brick is not to be laid until July?. 

.• 
HON M K pi,;AYEEISTONL: 

The contractors, Sir, are confident that they will spend more 
than £2.5m. re have actuallyapaled 'down the figures they Leve 
us. A cons:deeable amount of the materials to be used are ere 
cast concrete blocks etc, and they are hoping that they will 
meet ehisfigure quite comfortably. 

I understand,.Sir, that work has already started and there will 
be no brick's at .6/1, they will be artificial and stone blocks. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

I must say%1 am not impressed by the knowled7e shown by the 
Minister who is telling us about a brick only a few hinutes ago. 
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I notice the Varyl Begg Estate First School:had taken three 
years to compinte. I am just wondering whether the.Department 
and the contractors are not being unduly optimistic. 

HON M K Ft:ATH7RSTONE: 

I would not say that it hes taken three years, Sir. I think it 
is taking about two years ind three months from start to finish 
and it should finish around Octcber/November this year. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Yes, but judging from the expenditure it look: :three years: 
£85,000 to 31 March; £190,000 in the current year; and 2246,000 
next year. What seems to be se considernbly smaller project 
saems to have taken around three years. 

• HON M K P.-..AThnRSTOn.6: 

The ..c;n5,000, includea some of the intial fees, etc. That is about 
six months' work; then you have the twelve months of the year 
and then about 6 or 7 months this year. 

Head 102 was agreed to. 

Head 103 -- Tourist Development. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Has the Government determined where the Airport Terminal is 
going.' Fes the project been put out to tender? Are plans 
ready? 'Could we have information? It seems a small amount is 
going to be spent this year. 

EON M K F7:ATIT,':RSTOrE: • 

Yes, Sir. The Government has determined where it is.going. It 
is going to the north side of the present airport, using.and 
remodelling the present entrance hall and extending it into the • 
northern area where at the moment there is a car park. The 
working drawings are being nnanared and it is hoped it will to 
out to tender in June/July with work starting in about September/ 
C.:tober. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Could not this particular development be accelerated considera—
bly bearing in mind that there is going to be. increased air 
traffic to Gibraltar during this su'nner and it is bound to 
increase next year. Isn't it something that should be dealt 
• with with rather more urgency? Is it so difficult to produce 
the plans Quickly? 

am M K FEATFERSTONB: 

I think the working drawings are just about completed. The 
quantity Surveyors' work will :ew start. That is about a sit- 
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week job. We go out to tender June/July. You hove to rive 6 
to e weeks for tender and scrutinisetion or tender do7.nments. 
So I cannot foresee, even with-the best will in the' world, that 
we can-be very much Quicker than a start in September/October. 

HON A T LODDO: 

• In view cf the fact that part of the car park to the north of 
• the Tenminal is going to be swallowed up by the extension 
improvement, and bearing in mind that the frontier will possibly 
reopen soon, is there any provision for additional car perking 
in that area? 

HON M K PEATI.NRSTOKE: 

Yes, Sir. By the very kind offices of Eis Excellency the. 
Governor and the Air Commander we have been looking into an area, 
slightly to the south side of the RAF quarters there, where 
there is a big open area and they are willing to release it to' 
us at least for a certain period of time, and it should take 
between 160 to 180 cars. This will actually be an improvement 
on the present position, so we think it Should ce able to cope 
with the demand at the airport. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

When the Air Terminal was planned was thought Eiven.to the 
possibility of considerably increased traffic by the oPening. 
of the frontier? Has this been taken into account in. the 
planning of the Air Terminal and, if not, would it be rossible 
to so adjust the plans so that if necessary it could be further. 
enlarged if it. was found not to be large enough? 

HON M K ,.1nATHERSTOYE: 

When this improvement and extension was planned it Was with the 
intention of increased air traffic but not the possible large 
air traffic that we might hope would result in 2 to 3 years' 
:ime with an open frontier. Rut there are development plans for 
a completely new airnort to be built in about 4 to. 5 years'. tine, 
and the considerations for this are very wide indeed and will 
depend to a groat extent on the attitude of Spain, *hether 'hey 
wish to cooperate, whether they wish that airport to be perhaps 
partly on•their side of the frontier, partly on our side, it is 
a very wide thing which we are looking into for the future, but 
we cannot at tne moment say exactly. how this would be. But the 
present extensdon will allow for at least a considerable 
increEse in air traffic. ' 

HOI 2 J ISOLA: 

Will Government make some provision for the supply. of trolleys 
in the Air Terminal. There are no porters and old people have 
considerable difficulty. 

On Moorish Castle, is the, reatoration going to be stopped for 
the time being? I notice it is only £100, a reserved vote. 
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HON H K FEATHaRSTOI,E: 

On-the first question, Sir, one of the•improvements to the air-
port will be a carousel, in whiCh you fit your luggage rather 
like the'sYstem you get in airports in London etc,hand we 
look into the cuestion of the provision of 7trolleys.' The dis• 
tances may be considerably lessened by the use of the carousel 
but it is a good point. . 

' The Moorish Castle; for the moment the reatoraion.is being 
1 .shelved, but it is not being abandoned: It is being.put off • 
for one year. 

'HON P J ISOLA: 

May.I ask, why?.  

HON Its K FEATHFRSTOrE: 

Mainly because we would like to get the Moorish Castle open a 
little while for the tourist season since it. has been closed for. 
three years. 7;r1 have had.pressure from the Tourist Office that 
.they would like it open. • • 

Head IC7 was agreed. 

Head 104, Miscellaneous Projects. 

•HON H K'PEATHERSTONE: 

Mr ChsirMan, I have the honour to cove that Head 104 - Misce-
llaneous Projects be amended. as follows; 

by the inclusion of the sum of £250,000 under an 
additional.tuthead 11 - Restoration of Communications 
with Spain Yiorks, with the consequential amendments. 
to the- Estimates. 

by the inclusion of the.sum of £11,842 under an 
additional subhead 12 - Rehabilitation of North 
Gorge Hostel, with the consequential amendments 
to the Estimates. 

The first part of thpamendment is a cockthy estimate of the 
amount of money that we nay be spending on the works that eve' 
necessary with the restoring of communications. 

The sum of L11,842 is actually a revote from 1979/80 and is 
required to meet a contractual payment whtch could not be paid 
before 31 March because the contractor had not subhitted his,. 
bill. We could have left this until a subsequent meeting of 
the House and brought a supplementary, but we think it'would 
be a little unfair since'there may not'be a meeting of the House .  
for some little time, to make the contractor wait all that:tite• 
before we could pay him. • 

• 
Mr Chairman. put the question which was resolved in the affirms
tive.

T 
• 
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HON P J ISOLA: 

On the. resitingpf the Public Works D:partment Garage, the 
balance to complete £153,700. .Does that include the cost of 
the demolition of the existing one at Queensway? 

HON)J K FE1,TE-1.R8TOrE: 

No, Sir, the cost of the demolition of the present one. at 
Queensway is part of the contract of the Girls' Comprehensive.  
School. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Can the Minister explain the extra charge of £6,000 in the • 
Estimate on the winning of sand'under subhead 2? Is he free to • 
'do so, or is it surrounded again under the secrets of a private 
com)any? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

I think this £6,000 was the balance of some small outstanding 
claims by the contractors who put the workup and has not yet 
been paid. 

HON NAJOR'R J PELIZA: 

Has the Minister giveisome thought as to what Government is 
going - to Co if:sand is imported from Spain at a much lower cost?' 
What is .go:ng to happen, to this.prpject? • . 

HON M K FEATHLRSTONE: 

That is one of the steps into the unknown that the Honourable 
Chief Minister has talked about. We will have to consider, it • 
very carefully. Obviously,.if the imported price otssnd was 
veryponsiderably lower then one should take the cheaper price. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA; 

Then there will be quite a loss to the Government?. 

HON H K FEATHERSTONE; 

I am afraid it would not be a loss to the Government as such, 
rather a loPs to ODA but, of course, this was one of the things 
that, was done in a closed-frontier-  situation and one never had 
any idea how long the. closed frontier was going to last. 'If we 
had not done it we would have been wrong. If ve do do it•and the 
frontier opens and it is cheaper, we are still wrong. . \ 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Is the projected outpdt of the sand project now that which 
Vovernment envisaged 
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HON M K PAtIrSFqT0173: 

The projected output envisaged originally was between 20,000 and 
30,000 tons per year, and over the first four months we have 
worked at 'a rate of -aronnd 20,000 tons. So it .is perhaps on the 
• lower side of the two possible projections. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

I see, and the quality of the sand extracted,, is that which the 
Government expected originally? 

HON M K FeATHEReTONE: 

There is a slight difference in qualiy of the sand.that is 
being extracted at the moment to the. sand we hope to extract 
when it is running down from the top. 

HON 'a.  T SCOTT: 

So long as the frontier remains closed or there is cheaper sand 
.from across the border. 

EON M K F'7:A7I-IERSTONE: 

You are absolutely right, Sir. 

HOT A T LODDO: 

On Sebead 3, Purchase of Vehicles and Plent. Gould we have a 
breakdoen of what these vehicles are and their country of. 
ceigin? 

FON r K F-7ATF-EPSTO7S: 

Yes, Sir. There will be three tipper vans; three vans, one 
water. bowser; and a second-hand staff car •The latter is 
usually purchased from the Icevy when they have one to sell. 
There will be two Asphalt tippers; a loading'shovel; compressor; 
a duper; two drilling mechenes; a woodworking machine; o lathe; 
a chaepeninF m..chine; e vibratine table; a municipal winch; 
tent skips; three small concrete mixers; and a quantity of 
tceers, scaffolding, props end ladders. In the usual event all • 
this is purchased from the .11K. 

HON A 7 LODDO: 

ectuallye Yr Chairman, what I was interested in was in the 
vehicles. I wanted to know east the vehicles were. I am 
greteeul for all the information but I was interested in the 
vehicles and their country of origin. Are they of English • 
make? 

HON Y.XPeATHERSTONE.: 

As I said in the usual.course of events all these items are 
purchased- in the UK. I can inform the Hon Member that last 
year's purchase of vehicles were all from the UK. I would not 
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like to say England because we might get some from Scotland.: 

For G T-R7StANO: 

Going back to the winning of sand. rhen ear, we expect the 
first set of accounts of the Quarry Company? 

HON N K-rATHSRSTONE: 

I think they will be laid. on the table at the• next meeting of 
the House. 

HON F J ISOLA: 

The addition of £250,000 has been moved now. 

I presume that all that money is going'to go initially in pro-; 
viding car park space in connection with the frontier orening?..• 
Has the Minister any ideas on this at the moment, any plans in 
view? 

HON'M K FEATHERSTONH: 

Ces, Sir. We have plans for various areas where we elcee: we 
would be able to use as-car parking space. 4,e are getting con-
siderable cooperation from the MOD and the Services in obtain-
ing these areas. 

HON P J ISOLA; 

Is Goirernment going to consider the question of making a multi-
storey car park economically feasible by lOoking into the whole 
question of parking charges :etc. 

HON H K FlATHERSTONE: 

It is the intention to charge a fee for the areas that we hope 
to obtain immediately and we do have at least one other area 
which in the medium term is scheduled for the provision o4' a . 
multi-storey car park. But that would take perhaps.2/3 years. 

HON A J ITAYNE&.: 

Can Government consider using more than one road to have 
access from Spain? • 

HON M P'eA.'HhRSTONE: 

Yeo, Ser, that is also under consideration. 

. HON A J 

Can the Minister be more specific? 

HON M K PBATHERSTONE: 

I cannot be more specific because the matter has to be dis- 
_cussed with the Spanish authorities, and until we know what - 
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their view-point on the matter isl it would be'rather inVidloUs • 
of me to say we are going to do this because obviously we have" 
to have-their .agreement also. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

Yes, I know but what 'proposal will ;!Ile Minister be Putting for-
ward to the Spanish representative?' 

EON K 

• Various proposals are in mind and they are going to be taken to 
the Spanish authcrities.for considerntion. The whole matter 
will be undertaken, in the very near future. 

• 
EOL A J FAYN.u.S: 

The Minister is not being very specific, but couldl-suggest 
that for instance 'a road by :.astern Beach. be suggested as a 
proposal for another system of traffic to go through, possibly? 

EON H X F11;ATHE.RSTON7Z: 

That has been'tahen into consideration. It.is-  a ;possibility . 
butof course I•think yoU will appreciate that it i3 very 
difficult for 'me to say anything definite•until the talks be-
tween our officials and the. Spanish officials have been fina-
lised and all aspects of the matter from both sides-have been 
looked into. 

FON-W T SCOTT: _ 

There. are £80,000 for the development of motor vehicle examina-
tion facilities. Can the Honourable Minister explain exactly 
;:.hat is entailed there? 

FON'MAC F=ATHERSTONE: 

Yes, Sir, I am very pleased to have this opportunity. At the 
moment-, 'as the Honourable rember may know, we have a system by 
which no lorry cnn be re-licensed till it passes a test of 
"fitness. The area where this is done atethe•moment is a very • 
restricted area and to some extent presents a certain measure 
of dan;.er beceuee the brake testine•is 'done simply by allowing 
the vehicle to run down a hill and should the brakes fail it 
could until something rather difficult. 

• • 
The intention is to put up a proper building with' mechanical 
aeparatus on which a lorry can actually be set in.motian with-
out moving from its plaee, on rollers, and brake testing etc 
can be done- properly. It will- also have a pit so that the' 
undersiae- of the lorry can be eroperly inspected. And in the 
longer term it would also be used if Government considered this 
a necessity to bring in some form of MOT test for private cars 
as well. This would applY to cars of perhapa five years ot ten 
years of age. , 
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Of course, all this testing of lorries, and if it comes to it 
testing of cars, will be on payment. 

FON W T SCOTT: ' 

I am very grateful for that. Rut is the Minister aware that 
the FbT test in the IX is undertaken by private garaees and 
not by Government? Is the Minister saying that should the :rOT 
test elome,it will be conducted by the•Government itself? 

HON M K PEATHF:RSTONE: 

It shell be done in the first place by Government. If nny 
garage likes to. go out to the capital cost.of some P-70,000/ 
£80,000 to instaathe equipment and arply to Government for 
a franchise to work it as yell, I do not think it would be 
looked at unsympathetically. The thing is that the rerages in" 
the main have neither the spade nor the desire to spend the 
capital on this sort of project. 

MR CHAIRMAN PUT THE OESTION.01,i HEAD 104, WITH THE EXCEPTION. 
OF SUBHEA,) 12, \'1iICH WAS ReSOLVED AFFIRMATIWe " 

On a vote being taken on Subhead 12 - Rehabilitation of North.  : 
Gorge Hos-1,e1 the followng Hon Members voted in favour: 

The Hon A J Cenepa 
The Hon M'X Peatherstone • 
The Hon SiraloshUa Hassan 
The Hon A,J•Haynes 
The Hon P J Isola 
The Hon A T Load() 
The Hon Major R J Peliza 
The Hon J B Perez 
The Hon G T Restano- 
The Hon W T Scott 

- "The Fon Dr - R G Valarino 
The Fon Fi J Zsmmitt 
The Fon D Full ." 
The Fon P. J Viallace 

Tae following Hon Member•voted against: 

The Hon J Bossano 

The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber: 

• • The. Hon I Abecasis 
The Hon Major R J Dellipiani 

Subhead 1, was passed.. 

Head 104, as amended, was agreed to. 

Head 105, General Services. 
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Qtr M K HhATMeaSTONE: 

Sir, I was expecting a question from the. Hon and Gallant Major 
Peliza. But I did not get it! 'gor his information there is a 
re-surfacing nrogramme which I an sure he would want to know 
about., Resurfacing, will be done at City Mill Lane; Red Sands. 
Road; part of Main Street; part of Europa Road; Lower Castle . 
Road; and raval Hospital gill. Tie will also be finishingthe 
road atTank Ramn,;.Lower Castle Road; and we will be starting 
a scheme of relaying the pavement in Main Street. The idea is 
to do it in rather pretty-coloured tiles.to  make it quite 
attractive. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

This is what I have been asking for for some time, as the 
Minister knows, and I am very glad that something is going to 
happen. The only thing is that I wonder if he could do it in 
some way that it moves a little faster than the one at Rosia 
Road. That is another bee in my bonnet., 

HON H  K PSATE7RSTONE: 

We will take that into consideration, Sir. 

Head 105 Was agreed 

Head 106.. 

HON M K Fi-,ATHERSTONE': 

I beg that Subhead 11'- Supreme Court be amended by the dele-
tion of the figures "165" in-the "Eatimates 1980/81" column and 
the substitution therefor of the figures "16186". 

This is a re-vote from the previous year to meet a contractual 
payment which was not passed before -51 March. -  At the same time 
I will take this opportunity to comment that on Subhead 10, 
footnote Chl which says "a revote of £56,000"ecan be deleted. 

Mr Speaker put the question in the terms of the above amendment 
ttch was resolved in the affirmative. 

HON P J 1SOLA: 

What is going to be done in the tourism, port and cmtoms, and 
the immigration building at the Commercial Mole? I think they 
70 together. 

HON H K PF,ATHERSTONE: 

Customs, Sir. There is a revote from last year which I believe 
consists of some refurnishing, and thereis also in this year's, 
part, additional cubicles in the Private Bonded Stores, and the 
construction of cubicles for Storehousemen.in.the Transit Shed.- 

The.Port Department, Sir, there is a carry-over from last year 
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11111.3h is the improvement to the building where the IT.!-S 
co.., es alongside. This. may. have tc be looked a7!7:in in the 
light of the 7,essitility of a F:snirh ferry ccmr.e 
of course any extra monies would coee out of the £.2:m. uc • 
have. voted.  It is also to ,enlarge the entrance to the pier, 
to make good the subsidence and to rel:revision of toilets at No 3 
Jetty. This will allow 1,o 5 Jetty to be completely Liven over 
to the Gibraltar Government. 

On Tourism, Sir. At the Upper Galleries there is 1.revision of 
suitable mounts in the embrasures; the provision of  display 
of the method of tunnelling used, and additional safety barriers. 

To the Air Terminal there is retiling of all the floor area. 

To the min-golf there is an extension of the covering,  over the 
pergola:and replacing all the playing obstacles. 

In St Michael's Cave there is provision for rubbish disposal, 
improvement to car parking, new turn-stiles, improvement to • 
the path and steps of the exit, and additional safety barriers. 

Moorish ‘3.stle, it is improvement to the lighting circuits,' • 
addition's] safety barriers and a commentary r,:-chine.. This is 
one of'those machines that provides a commentary invariouS 
languages. • 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Did the Minister mention anything about the Immigration Build-
ing?' 

1 

HON M N FEATHERSTONE: 

No, Sir, I think that is ,refurbishing and painting it. But\, 
that will also have to be looked at in the liEht.of the possi-
bility ofaabrry from Algeciras and more may have to be spent 
there. 

HON A J HAYNeS: 

Could the Miaister explain what he said about safety barriers? 

HOW K P.c.;ATI1.61-tSTOSIE: • 

This is t}a safety barriers to stop people leaning too far 
forward at.d pcssibly falling over. 

hON A J HAYN S: 

Would the Minister, consider putting safety barriers on the 
level below the Upper Galleries where so often in Spring and 
Summer families go and park their cars? 

HON M- K PFATHERSTONE: 

If you mean Princess Caroline'S Battery, the difficulty is that 
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if one is going to start putting safety barriers over every 
area of the Upper Rock where a person, if they wish to be 
rather negligent, can fall over, we are-goine to have the whole 
of the Upper Rock full of safety barriereeand to some extent 
destroy its natural beauty. But if you have any spedific area 
in mind, if you would like to inform me I will look into it: 

HON A J HAYNES: 

I have the specific area of Princess Caroline's Battery 'which 
he said he would look into. 

The other point is that under the urevisions for the Port, the 
Minister proposes to do other thinas epart.from the Shed and 
the Arrival Hall for the Mons Calpe. Can the rinister tell me 
more specifically what monies are being used to improve faci-
lities at the Arrival Hall, and what exactly the works will 
entail? 

FON.Y. Y FEATF7RSTONE: 
• • 

7,S11, as I said, with the advent of the Spanish situation we 
ail/ have to .look• into- it and perhaps do a whole re-appraisal, 

_ .since if we are going to have a•ferryte Algeciras we may have 
to completely. change, the iosideofthebuilding so that we;  can 
have a customs sgaeth rather similar 'to other areas where you. 
have two channels, a Green and a Red Chaxuel. All this will . 
have to be looked at and I would not like to. be specific,now • 

. on exactly what we are going to do because until it is looked 
at .we .cannot make-up .our minds fully. 

EON A JHAYhaS:' 

Do you. mean. the Minister does not think it is worth doing this 
kind of thing. without the Algeciras Ferry? 

What were the initial proposals? 

HON H K IrnATHESTONE: 
• 

I do  not have full details of the initial proposals. 
2reu have, them in due.course if you wish. 

HON FINANCIAL ArT)DEN7LOP= SECRTARY: . 

Yr Chairman, can I reply to that 'question. 

The original eroposal for improving the flow of passengers was 
to put up steel rates just beyond the north door of the Customs 
Hall, which would enable two flows of passengers, a Green and., 
a Red. The green channel could go through the door, which I' 
believe is on the north side- of the Customs shed, while those'.. 
who had articles to declare' woeld move through the door that • 
is used normally for. passengers. -It was thought that this. 
would speed up considerably the movement of passengers• off• the 
Mons Calpe. But clearly, es my Hon Colleague has mentioned, we.  
have to review this as soon as we knew what, if any, ferry • • 
traffic there will be between Algeciras the Gibraltar. 
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HON A J HAYNS: 

I am glad to see that the Goveen-ent benches ere poiee to do 
something oh the advent of a new ferry coming from Spain, but I 
suggest,that'this should have been.preeered oefore part of a 
contingency plan and the new considerations wo'1d have been • , 
valid in the light of the increase in arrivels. It would have 
been fair to introduce them even with the Mons Calpe, because, 
as I said at the time in the questions to the House, there are 
no facilities for the tourists that arrives in' Gibraltar. 
There are no telephohe facilities, ne taXierank, no protection 
from the rain. -There is no system by which they can go euicker,. 
through a passport barrier. There are no postal facilities, 
there is no trolley facility, there is nothing scenic or. in any 
way attractive to .admire. And yet Government seems to have 
beencaught unawares. 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

Well; I will write to Sr Oreja immediately and tell him that he, 
was very .naughty in net advising us when we were preparing the 
Estimates that he was going to open the. frontier so that we 
could have prepared in time: 

HON P J, ISOL1: 
• 

In. this expenditure. it does not seem to me that there is any 
mane)/ put aside. for the improvement of tourist arrivals at-the 
• Forth Mole. There are no .toilets there. Is there no provision 

at all for improving that'particular area for.peepleewho arrive.' 
on tourist ships. Possibly a little restaurant, somewhere where 
• they can.take cover, whilst waiting for aataxa. etaasome• scrt 
of facilities at-the WesterneArm. Is_ there:no,PlanninA• in.  that 

.direction at .all. We did ask qUestions on this. 

HON H K FEATFERSTONE: 

We' have no specific plane for it at the moment, sir, bPt of 
cpurse this.will be part of the Fort survey and Fort study in 
which'they would possibly give us recommendations. I cannot 

really see the need for toilets since anybody coming ashore 
frem the ship could have used the toilet on the ship aefore 
aetually .coming ashore. The question of a restourant etc, 
again to some extent it is a little invidious since you have 
umpteen restaurants and bars and goodness knows what on the 
ship and one wonders whether it would be a viable proposition. 
However, I am sure we can put all these points to the gentleman 
that does the. Port survey and•get.his opinion. • 

HON G T RESTANO: 

What development is going to be done under Head 10, Medical? 

HON• M K FEATHERSTONE: 

I could not actually answer that, Sir, because we had a rather 
long list from the, Medical Department and we have.  allocated 
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them the sum of money that is m4ntioned and we have asked them 
departmentally to make up their list of priorities which we 
will do. - 

So it is up to the Medical Department throughout the year .to 
tell us what they want done.. 

F' J B'PRn: • 
• 

The £36,000 is to go to the new Sisters' Quarters which I 
announced I would be opening very shortly, and it is to go to 
the purchase of furniture for the flats and bedsitters which 
have already been built. The rethainder is really for minor 
works, and that is, for example, the erection of a boundary wall 
for the Public. Health; Mortuary modi:leation; and other misce—
llaneous. minor works. at the KGV Hospetal and St heenard's 
Hospital; cupboards, air conditioning unit in the MI and 
various others. Painting will also be carried out. May I just 
point out that the money I said we had for the external 
painting of St Bernard's Hospital is not here, this was under.  
FWD which I mentioned to the Hon and Gallant Major Pelizs. 

HON A J HAYNE8: 

Under Subhead Nu 11 Supreme Court. This I imagine concerns the' 
work which impro,,sd the Supreme Court recently. Can the 
Minister say whether he is satisfied weth'the'quality of the' 

' finish? 

HON M••- K YeATITeRSTONEi 

I have had no represehtations from the Chief Justice that he is 
dissatisfied. 

HOPI. A J HA=S:.  

But isn't the Minister aware that 'some of the mechanical parts' 
of the thing does not work, like the heating? 

HON Y K FEATE7RSTOYEI 

Well, there is a period of guarantee that iv there 
aid it is brought to our notice then we can'get on 
eontrectors and they will hove to put zhem right. 
have done some already. 

HON ATTORNEY G=RAL: 

I would li:ce to clarif:; A point if the Minister will allow me. 
The contract for the wOrke is at present in the defects liabi—
lity period and I understand that between the 3rd and 13th June 
the period finishes. The contractors will be going on• to- the 
final snagging which I think refer to the tyding•up of the 
remaining defects. 5o the matter, I think, is in hand. 
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H(.)N A J FAYNLS: 

- Can the rinister confirm that under Subhead 81  Port, the pro—
posed. improvement to theFort, that there were no contingency 
plane available. 

11R CHAIRMAN: 

I think es had had thet out-already. Me are not going to flog 
a dead horse. 

HON M K FRATT-7,RSTONE: • 

I simply would say.e. Sir, .--E.4A• the Forward Planning Committee 
has always been looking at the possibility of an open frontier 
and had ideas what could be done when the day canee but they 
were not going to be put into these Estimates, re are eoinv to 
spend this money. now, in the hope, that the. day might come five .  
years in advance. But they were lodking into it. This is 
where we will have Quite a lot of items to bring in due course, 
which will be in this Z.25m., 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Subhead )4 Isbour and Social, Security, .€25,000. Could I ask 
the Minister What is contained within that money.? 

HOe M K FEATHLRSTOFE: 

Yes, ,Sir, there is the provision of security 'rill to the 
windows on:the ground, floor, and also some other extra security 
on the ground floor; the conversion of a Store room into a 
security room; replacing of wooden steps in the Edmund Rice 
Home; enclosing the passages .within the Hone; and renovation in 
part of the roof of Devil's Tower Hostel. 

Head 106 was agreed to. 

Head 107, Port Development. 

HON M K FTeITT7RSTON: 

I would like a little tiny comment on subhead 1, where it sees 
"Rehabilitation of Steel Store, Phase II" it should read 
"Phase I". That is rehabilitating the stevedoring .premises 
which are right at the Yee-eh Western and of the Mole so that 
they can becoee the Port Office. then that becomes the Port 
Office, Phase II will then be set into operation which is 
chaneieg the present Captain of the Port's office into a 
Customs Office. 

FON W T SCOTT; 

And where will the stevedores who are at preient using those 
premises be housed? 
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HON MK7...ATH:./16TONS: 
. , 

They have already left and they are, housed somewhere -between' 
Nos 2 and 3 Jetty. They left aboUt six_ months' , . 

HON G i R,:STA1 0: 

Where will the Signal Station-be•Placed? 

HON bT K PRATT-MS-0YR: 

My information, Sire  is that this should be right 'at the very 
end of the Western Arm,'the North Western corner. 

I 

.V.by,is. there only. £100 down as .a token for-the Port Feasibility 
Study? • • 

. ON. K Fz.:ATHAR6TOL,E1 

sunp:oaed. to ask the ODA whether they could meet the cost of 
this from Technical Cooperation Funds, so we put in £100 
against the postibility that they would not be able to meet 
the cost. My unierstanding now is that they will not be able 
to 'meet the cost and I shall need to come to the Fousefor. a • 
supplementary for the cost of this stud;r• 

We have no idea what it is going to cost. 

plor FINANCIAL AND DSVELOPMZI SECRbTARY: 

..1r Chairman, Sir, when the Estimates were prepared we were 

.HON.P•0" ISOLA: • 

Is there to be no Unstuffing Shed... I notice- that is reserved. 

• HON lq K PRATF7RSTONE: 

It is reserved because we are not sure whether it will actually 
start this year or not. The finishing of the reclamation 
between jetties take up to about. the end of December, and 
then the plans for the Unstuffing-Shed-going out to tender etc. 
It may not be-able to start this year,.that - is why it is.put In 
the balance.. to complete. 

HON G T Rr.STANO: 

For G T R7-'.STANO: 

Who is going to carry out the study? 

?INAi7CIAL AND DEVLOPnNT SF,CR7TARY: 

We are on the advice of the ODA approaching three consultants 
to .set out their views on how they wou1,4  carry •our-the study - • 
and estimates of costs. When we have got those they will be 
looked at by the Tender Bo7rd and they will make akrecommenda4:r 
tion for the apointment of consultants. 

HON P 

Isn't there a Port CoMmit:tee?.  
. _ 

It ;i15.s66t4kes 46 that this.idea ofthe Port Feasibility 
Study cornea at a very late.stage of the development of the port. 
WO, have had the Port Development project for yeart. There have 
been reports on Port development.' I just cannot see why this 
is necessary. • 7 

HCN.A J'CANEPA: 

I thought I. had gone into great detail during the second read-
ing of the Appropriation Bill, Yr Chairman and I might refer 
him to the report. in the Gibraltar Chronicle this morning. 

Head 107 was agreed to. 

Head  108, Marina Development. 

HON A J HAYNNS: 

Camber Improvements and Renovations. Can the Minister explain 
where the ..0,600, will be spent and on what? 

• 
HON Y. K FRATHRSTONE::-  

Yes, Sir,•there is. going to be a new control hut, the whole 
area is going to be' resurfaced and mooringibolts,-will-be.provi-
ded and chere will alSo - be.provision .ofwateri. electricity 'and 
telephones. 

HON A J HAYN.:.S: 

So this is in the future, I take it. What I want to find out 
is if. the mooring facilities, or the number•of berths available' 
have been increased In the last six months? 

HON M K Fr..ATIL::RSTONE: 

I think there has been some increase but I do. not know the. 
definite answer to that one, Sir. 

HON A J HAYN:.S: 

Is that £54,000 to be used to increase berthing, or not. 

HON H K F7-.;ATHE2STONE: 

No, Sir. As far.as I understand, it will be only used for the 
actual points that I have brought up.' Itrwill help berthing 
that we are going to put.in proper mooring bolts. 

HON A J HAYNES 

I thought it would be important to Government, now that they 
are thinking of using Some of the pens, using them for 
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purposes other than those of crivate yachts, that they ensured 
that the yachts that come to Gibraltar, which cannot find room 
in 7ilaites Marina because it is not re,dy yet; that cannot fehd 
room in' Sheppard Yarine be-:ause it.-13-full; and they 'cannot 
find,a place in the Pens because those have now been reduced 
in size, that these yachts which can provide tourism and-money 
and a. good name that Gib,eator has in the yachting world, .that 
these yachts should find somewhere to berth. And it should be 
important to the. Government to ensure that the Camber can take 
aa increased number. 

• 
I have asked whether more berths are being found and Govern--
ment says, yes and no, they never c,oae out specifically. 

HON DR R G VALARINO: 

Mr Chairman, I beg to move that Mead 110 be an,hded by the 
inclusion ofthe sum of £92,000 under an additional subhead 
14 — Major Repairs to Engine Fo 11, with the consequential 
amendments to the estimates. 

As stated by- thaFinancfal and Development Secretary it is 
intended to purchase a new cranckshoft for engine To 11 at a 
cost of some £92,000. The amended Fund Accounts already 
circulated takes account of this additional expenditure. • 

Mr-Speaker pat the question in the terms of the,above amend—
ment which was resolved in the affirmative. 

EON A .ICNEPA: . 

Yr Chairman, the number of berths have been increased in Camber 
substantially in the course of the last year—or so. ,for the 
local people. The Government has been in touch with the'Small 
Boat Owners' Association on this matter. That is what Camber 
is meant for, it'is not-meant for yachts visiting Gibraltar. 
The yachts at.theDeStroyer Pens are hardly in that category' . 
either. They are not people that come constantly to Gibraltar, 
stay here for a few wee'es and leave, in the Destra.eer Pens what 
you heve is people that have been living there foe vi:ry•many 
months,.for ye ors in some cases. The new tsayside Ivarine is 
becoming nperational.very shcrtly, this summer,'and I also • 
announced in the second Reading of the Appropriation Bill the' 
propcal of the plan which Sheppard's Marina have for further 
expansion. That,will take care of the sitiaion as far as' 
visiting Yachts are concerned. The Camber wal take care of. 
the problems. of the Small BOat'Owners' Association, arising 
from the fact that.they are going to be Squeezed out somewhat 
at Montagu Basin, and I also said that the people in the • 
Destroyer Pens will be able, if, they so wish, to apply for 
moorings at the new'Hayside. Mar'ina. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

But the Minister is missing the point ..., 

n CHAIRMAN: 

' Yes, but we are not going to debate the availability of berths 
for yachts in Gibraltar at this stage. We are voting a. slpl of 
£54.,600 for the eurposes of specific improvements to the Camber. 
To that extent it should have been done in the Second Reading. ' 

Head 106 was a5reed to. 

Head 109, Ptbiic LiohtinK was agreed to. • 
.Head 110, Electricity Service.  

I understand the Minister has an amendment to move. 
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On a.vote being taken on Subhead 11 — Power Development the 
following lion Members voted in favour: 

The Hon J Bossanh 
Tha Hon A J Canepa 
The Hon H K -Featherstone 
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan 
The Hon J b I-erez 
The. ?ion Dr R G Velarino 
The Hon.H j.Zammitt 
The Hon D Hull 
The Hon R J Wallace 

Tae following Hon Members voted against: 

The Hon A J Haynes 
• The Eon P J'Isola 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon Major R J Peliza 
The Hon G T Restano 
The Non VIP Scott 

The following Eon Members were absent from the Chembet: 

The Hon I Abecasis • 
The Hon Manor P J Dellipiani 

Subhead 11 was passed. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Mr Chairman, under subhead 13, Por.er Development, having 
' regard that in February of this year, at the opening of the 

House of Assembly, the House was infored that we would.be  
havihg a new generator installed and in operation within\a. - 
• period of eighteen months, how can Government then reconcile, 

if they are only going to spend £.5m. of the £3m., spending 
the balance of Z2.5m.virtually in 2 to 3 months?- 

HON FINANCIAL AND DETLLOPM.21NT . 

The reason is., that• it is proposed to fzni the building of 
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phase one of the 3enerating Station with ECGD funds and, under_ 
BCGD arrangements' only 15% of the cost of the equipment it; 
payable on plocing the order. The balance is not payable until 
the equipment is shipped. 

• HON P X ISOLA: 

Could I ask: the £3m. set aside for power development, idthat 
for one angina or is it more? ' 

EON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECR';TARY: . ' 

Yr Chairman, Sir, No. This is for the phase one of the new 
development which will comprise three baYs for 5mw engines: 
two bays will be completed with cement beds fOr the engines and 
one engine will go into the first bay. So we would have a 
second bay for the' next engine when it comes along. Also'this 
phase will provide for the switchgear etc, which is necessary 
for the start up.of the new station. 

EON P J ISOLA: 

I asked,. Mr Chairman, because two years ago'I think, or a year • 
ago,. we provided item for power development, and it ,seems a bit. 
odd to me that a year or two years later we are providing £3m. 
instead of LLm. So that £3m. then •wilI cover the work of three, 
bays, and one engine. Is that correct? 

HOENRIEAl;CIAL.AND WiELOPMENT S4CR.i.TAR7: 

Absolutely,- yes, • and.the switchgear. 

EON W T SCOTT: 

Can we have a revised date when this first engine will be in 
operation-  in the new building? 

EON DR R G VALARINO: 

There are two things here. First of all the Fonourable the 
Chief Yinister mentioned the term ;11th. If my memory serves me 
right, this is not only the Electricity Undertaking but it was, 
also water desalination, water distillation, at the same time. 
The other thing is we said;  and we hl-vesaid many times since 
the beginning of the year, that. we shall •do our best endeavolv", 
te brought a commitment to the Fouse, :hot a new engine should 
be commissioned by the end of winter 1981/82. 

EON F J ISCLA: 

We will not talk about that, Mr Chairman. We have argued e 
let. about this. We have shown our complete dissatibfaction with 
the exalanations and' we•wilI. just wait a'bit'ionger to See what . 
happens. . ' 

• • 
But on this point'I have to say In the absence-of the Preece, 
Carder,.-Rider• report that there are two big problems in 
Gibraltar at the moment.'- One •-ts theTCR report-that wedo'not '  

get and- tAe•other is my Honourable Prien.d's economic planning 
which we do not get either: Mr Bossano's planWoula.help the 
Govennment-andit.wouldthalp us to get the Preece, Ca.rdew 
Riderrep?r.;: • 

It it down in. the Estimates for 1979/80, am_ is down for power 
development and under the electricity service, it does not come 
down under the others;but us I said as we-do not know what are 
the-different options open' to Government b6causeve do not have 
the report, in the Opposition we are at a complete loss to 
understand -why in 1979 power development should be LL:m and why 
in 1980 it .should be €3m.' But we have not got-the report and 
really as a - sign of protest we have to vote arainst the proyi-
sion for power development because we are in the dark ana we shall 
continue to protest. about not getting the Preece, Carden and 
Rider report. lie Shall continue to protest about it till we 
get it. 

BON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Could the- Minister state. how.the new survey that.is going to be 
carried out may—affect the present plans and is that in any way 
golng to put back the date further? 

HON DR R 'G yALARINO: 
• • 

I believe,•I:do.•notneed to••answer thstpreports are. coming out: 
all-thetime, ihadateewill not -be.affooted. 

EON ,-,BOSSANO: 

In the context. of,the..feasibility study that-is Aieing.deneef 
the,port„:it-it .notconceivable thatthat.„feasibilitystudy 
could. recommend:.that the Generating .Stz,tion should•not be in 
the port?. • 

HON A J CALZ.PA: 

Mr Chairman, the GovernMent has taken a policy decision that 
the new Generating-  Station is going to go at Mo 5 Jetty. When 
I took over the chairmanship after the General Idection of the 
Forward Planning Committee, which is involved with the next 
Development Programme, the matter was discussed and the decision 
has been taken by Government that notwithstanding thetever - 
other Plans there may be in a port in an open or closed fron- 
tier situation, we really have no choice but to ahead.with 
the power. development as envisared. 

I think that if we were to jettison those plans and not to. pro-
ceed with the provision of a Generating* Station at No 5 iretty,,. 
heaven only knows when we would be in a position to provide a • 
Generating Station elsewhere that will get us over the imme-
diate difficulties. 

I think it is in the public.  interest and the Government has 
made up its mind that nothing must stan4'in the way of the 

.provision of this extra generating ears,uity at ho 5 Jetty. 



And the.morning after I was given responsibility for the Port,' - 
the Shipping Association came to sae me to talk about the Fort 
generally, and they acaepted, notwithatanding the inconvenience 
that it is goinc.  to bring the Port, that we really have n, 
choice but to co ahead. 

hOn J LOSSAbO: 

The Minister, I imagine, is saying that we have. no choice but 
to go ahead from the point of viewnof the need that we. have .for 
generating'capacity. hot tnat we have no choice but to go 
ahead there. ,:ven if a policy decision has been taken, if we 
are going to have a feasibility study which is as wide-ranging 
as the one' described by the honourable Member, and I was very 
impressed because.it is the most serious attempt that has.ever• 
been done in Gibraltar to look at Gibraltar's economic poten-
tial in a virtually world wide context; talking about movement •• 
.of ships through the Mediterranean; possible developments in • 
the EEC; developments in North Africa; etc, Which is a way we 
have to think of developing Gibraltar's geographical posation. 
To go-i -Ito an exercise Of that magnitude and then possibly find 
that potential cannot be exploited because we have taken a 
necision a•few monthS' before we have gone into the exercise to . 
start building a -Lanerating Station where We should not be 
building one, because it is going to be in the way of -other 
possible development, might lead us into a situation here a 
decision taken by the Government'in good f.ith, conscious of 
the naed for extra generating capacity at this stage, might 
prove to be. very,. very costly for the economy of Gibraltar in 
the future, 

There is a conflict of interest in the two things. Although I 
can understand that the decision taken by the Government was a 
policy decision I think that if a . policy decision is taken in 
one given environment, and that environment 'changes, then' the 
policy has cot to be reviewed. You don't just go ahead because 
it is decided. That would be my advice. 

ON CHILF  

Minister' of the study on the port, but may I say that there 
have been studies on the tort, and it has tee: as a veselt of 
all these studies that we have had the Geauratino Station I 
presume going there, and the, distillation plant going there, 
and the filling in between jetties Nos. .1 end 2. This is why I 
was questioning the need to spend £75,000 in setting people to 
tell us what we already know. That is my only point. 

HON A J-CAFEPA: 

I do not think there has ever been anything anyrhere near 
approaching what is envisaged. The Port Adviaory Board, as I 
seem to remember, made some recommendations Which have either 
been implemented- or are in the process of being implemented; 
silch es the reclatation, but I do not think we have had any-
thing. quite like what is envisaged. Neither have we bed plans 
that are-so forward-looking as what is proposed. In a changing 
situation and in a situation thpt may change again. such as 
transhipments: ifnthere.are going to be large lorries coming 
through rerhaps. from the Continent to Gibraltar and through 
Gibraltar to :iorth Africa; we have not had that situation for 
the last dccade or so, So I think that:such port studies as 
we have had carried out by.local people has been limited in its 
dimensions. 

HON MAJOR L J PU1ZA: 

I )uat want to get confirmation. After what the Chief Minister . 
his said that, if the feasibility study at the start were to say, 
this is not the place where we should have tha generator, it 
means that we have to look for a change of site, in which case 
can the Minister now be as sure as' he was.'before that the com-
pletion date will be the one set. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

We have to make it that. .Either in one way or another there 
has to be an additional engine. 

It could well be that the feasibility study would have to ' 
accept aa part of the study the fact that there would be•a power 
station there, but in any case the appointment is expected to 
be made next month with the consultants, and though they would 
take a long time to make the repOrt the' very'first thing that 
they will be asked to look at at this particular point is to 
see whether they can have an early decislsn or confirmation so 
we are happY to go on with it. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Head 110 was-agreed to. 

Hefal 111. Potable Water Service was agreed to. 

Head. 112, Telephone Service. 

HON W T SOOTT: 

How many coin boxes are there for replacethent? 

HON DR R G VALARINO: 

Obviously the feasibility expert who comes out and makes this 
retort, and I have been reminding myself of what the Honourable 
Minister said yesterday, who obviously has the Preece, Cardw 
and Rider report' available. May I say to the :Toucrarable.. 
Mr Bossano that I_know he has Felcomed the announcement by the 
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It is intended to replace all the coin bores by new anti-vandal 
equipment which will enable subscribers to make international 
calls automatically once ISD is introduced. This year it is 
intended to purchase ten.coin boxes at a post of £500 each. 
We have already-ordered eight coin boxes from ly79/60 and 
these will be expected to arrive this canner. So the total 
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so far is eighteen. 

EOL MAJOR 2 J PELIza: 

I have noticed :one at Gatwick Airnort. which is electrorically,-. 
controlled and 'you literallY see, how much' time yal.:.hve, how 
much money you put in, how much' money 'you have got left .Is. 
that the type or is it the old one, the mechanical one? 

EON DR R G VALARILO: 

No, it will be the new semi-mechanical one. Unfortunately, . 
we do not have the wide-ranging experience of the Honourable 
and Gallant rajor to be able to judge on this, but these will 
essentially' be anti-vandal. This is mat we rant to do because 
we' have had'a tremendous problem in Gibraltar with equipment 
which is.being vandalised continually, and.this will make sure 
that not'only will they be anti-vandal but that calls through 
ISD will be able. to be made once the coin boxes are installed; 

HON G T 'RSTANO: 

Subhead 4, the ISD, Lim. .:','het expenditure' on the ISD:  eqUipment 
is going to be made this year on•that project?. ' 

HON-  FIDAI70IAL AND DEVELOP= SECR'.7TARY:: 

Mr Chairman, Sir, if my colleagues may permit me to answer this, 
' question. Here again-re have.allored l for-ECGD.first pay- 
ment on-orderrunder'nurchaser's credit,tne balance •to.be paid 

.wi-er:.theetipment is shipped. 

G T 

I would like. to know, Mr Chairman, when are orders going to. be 
placed? Are tenders going to be put out for the provision of 
the equipment? That is what I would like to know. 

HOD PLIANCIAL ALL) DEVELOPMELTSECRETARY: ' 

Mr Chairman, froM the.discossions which my Honourable Gcllea-
gaes and I had with the head of Department and with the 
adviser to the British Post Office his report is,due fairly, 
soon and this will include details for putting out tender 
documents for the t enders for this. We should get therepprt 
next week and one would expect the tenders to be a wa:'ded by ' 
September/October. 

T 2.1STp'.170: • 

Can the Member explain why there has beer_ this delay?. I 
remaimber I think it was the l'inister.at the last meeting, and 
perhaps even the Chief Ministeraying'at'tha CereMOnial 
Opening'that the report mould be in not" later than 31 Yarch. 
Why has, there been such a'delay?  
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HOD D2 i G VALARIDO: 

Yes, Mr Chairman. Unfortunately the,di;lc.y ton:nich tLe Honour-. 
rable Member is referring-is roughly about mentn. Tnis is 
unfortungtely due to tochnical reasons and these reas;ns are 
really beyond our control. 

HO.: P J IbULA: 

Is this coming under the export credit scheme? Then, of course, 
it will be bought in England, will it not? 

HON FINANCIAL ADD DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Not necessarily, Sir, because G:rmany otarates similar export 
credit.guarantee schemes. As with the first bays of the new 
generating power station when the tenders go out it will be 
made clear that tenderers who acn offer ECGD finance arrange-
ments will be given a priority. It may be that one could get 
a German.or some other firm putting in a bid which is attrac-
tive. What one has got to look at 4n these terms is that while., 
the interest rate may be similar you are at risk across, the 
exchanges if you borrow in Deutschmark or Swiss francs, and - as' 
the repayment period is over seven 'years, five years from the 
date of commissioning, you cannot buy forward fbr that period. 
So.you are at fairly. heavy risk.' 

HON P J ISOLA: 

The reason why I mentioned that is that isn't the practical 
thing, therefore to put it out to tender' quickly to 71{..manu-: 
facturers.where you do. not haventhese.donbts, even ,though it 
may coste bit more. 

. . 
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPYMT SECRETARY: 

'Yes, Sir, I agree, but on :the other hand we have got out EEC 
commitment that we must also advertise in the EEC. 

HON G T RrATANO: 

To go back tc• what the Minister said, the delay in getting the 
report was fcr technical reasons. What does he, mean by techni-
cal,reasons? I would have thought it was suite straightfortard. 

HON DR R G WLAR1DO: 

Mr Chairman, as I said before the delay is for technical reasons. 
TI,sse technical reasons are highly complicated and I em sure 
that these technical reasons, even to the layman are my . .e 
understandable. The only thing I can do is to say in this 
,House that the delay is due to technical reasons and I think ' 
we have to take. that at face value, considerin:7 that we hr,.ve a 
report.from a highly specialised type of people. This delay is 
dUe to technical reasons, there is nothing more than we can say 
about it. 
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HON G T RESTANO: 

The technical reason is here in Gibraltar, or back in England? 
;there do these technical reasons arise? 

HON DR R G VALARLA: 

These technical reasons arise because of the complexity of the 
equipment and soecially with the advances thit are taking place 
in telephones and -telecommunications. 

• HON G T P.21572 AI:0 : 
• 

Is the Minister then saying that a new type of equipment has 
been Put on the market' since the report and they are looking 
into whether the new•type of equipMent would be More suitable 
for Gibraltar. Is that what he is.saying? 
• • 
FON'DRB VALtRIrO: 

No, rr Chairman. That I am saying is that the. people who .are 
advising us are looking into all types of eqUipment and in the 
final analysi4 they will advise us on'the best type of equipment. 
that we can use for .Gibraltar in'this particular case. 

• Head 112 Was agreed to. 

HON FiNfe-CItl. AND DEVTMOPM---./-2 SEORT4RY: 

I beg to move that Part I of the Schedule to the Appropriation . 
• 1980/81 Bill 1980 be amended as follows: 

Head 3 - 'Education: Delete the figures "£2,869,700" 
and substitute therefor the figures'"L,O2'e,700" 

Head 14 -,Medical: 'Delete the f'..kures"Z3,453,800".  
and substitute -therefor the figures"L3,473,600" ' 

Add new Head 26 -'Contribution to Funded Ser4ices 
L1,575,0O0b 

Delete the figures "£28,545,200" from the total and 
substitute therefor the figures °830,100,200": • 

Mr Speaker put the question in the terms of the above amend 
ments which was resolved in the• affirmative and Part I of •the 
Schedule was amended accordingly. 
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPIMT SECMTARY: 
Mr Chairman, I beg to move that Part- IT Of the Schedule be, 

.amended as follows: 

(i) Head 102 - Schools: Delete the figures P£2,745,338" 
and substitute therefor the figUres "Z2,750,338" 

(ii) Head 104 - Miscellaneous Projebta: Delete the--
figures "2758,500° and substitute the figures 
f.01,020,342" 
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Head IC5 - Government Offices and Buildings: 
Deletnthe figures. "L272-,276" and substitute the 
figures "L268,297" 

Head 110 - Electricity Service: Delete the 
figures "L634,222" and substitute therefor the 
figures "L726,222" 

Delete the total figures "£9;783,182" and substitute 
therefor the figures "Z10,157,045". 

Mr Speaker put the question in the terms of the Hon the Finan-
cial and Development Secretary's amendments which.was resolved 
in- the affirmative' and Part II of the Schedule was. amended 
accordingly. 

The. Schedule, as amended, was agreed to and stood part of the 

01suse 2 

HOP` FtNANCIAL AND LEVSLOPMENT SECRCTARY:! 

I beg to move 'that Clause 2 be amended by deleting the words 
"twenty eight million five hundred and forty. five thot:sand two 
hundred pounds" and mabseituting therefor the words'"thirty 
million cae hundred thousand two hundred pounds". 

Mr Speaker pUt the question which was resolved in the affirma- ' 
tive and Clause 2, as amended, was agreed to and stood part  of 
the Bili.. 

Clause 3  

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVM0P7.7:NT. S ECRETARY 

I beg to move that Clause 3 be amended deleting the Words 
"nine million seven hundred and eighty three thousand one 
hundred and eighty two pounds" and substituting therefor the 
words "ten, million one hundred and fifty seven thousand and 
forty five pounds". 

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the affirma-
tive and Clause 3, as amended,W agreed to and stood part of 
the Bill. 

Clause L. 

' HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Mr Chairman, I.-beg to move that the words "twenty eight million • 
five hundred and forty five thousand two hundred pounds" 
appearing in sub-paragraph (1), be deleted and the.following-'. 
words be substituted therefor: "thirty million one hundred 
thousand two hundred pounds". and that the words"nine-million 
.seven hundred and eighty three 'thousand one hundred and eighty 
two pounds" appearing ir1 sub-paragraph (2) be deleted and the 
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following' words be substituted .therefor:' "ten million -one- 
hundred and fifty seven thvisand'and forty five pounds". 

Mr:  Speaker put the question which.was resolved in the affirma- 
tive and Clause 4, as amended,..was agreed to and stood part cud 
the Bill. • 

Clause 5 - was agreed to and stood part of.tha Bill. 

_he Lon.; Title 

HON. FINANCIAL DEV-=,OPMFarT. k:CR.LTARY 

Mr Chairman, I beg to more that the i%ords "thirty eight million 
three hundred and twenty eight thousand three hundred and 
eighty two pounds" be deleted and the following words be. sub- 
stituted therefor: "forty nillion'two hundred and fifty seven 
thousand two hundred and forty five pounds". 

. Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the itf-firma 
tine and the Long Title as amended, was agreed to and stood' 

• . mart of the Bill. 

The House resumed.. 

TPIBD READING - 

HON FINANCIAL ATTD T)EV.-a0PrEl."7 SECRIT-ARY: 

Lhave-the honour to report-thaudthe Appropriation • 
(1980/81) Bill, 1980, hod been considered 1.1.  Cbmmittee and 
agreed to, with.amendments, and move that it be read a third 
time and -passed. 

Mr Speaker then put the qUestionWhich was resolved in the 
affirmative• and the Bill wasread a third time and passed. 

, ,, • : 
SUSPFSION OF STANDING ORDEPS : 

The Hon the Financial and DevelopMent Secretary moved the sus- 
pension of Standing Order No 29 in respect of the Finance . 
Bill, 1980. - 

This was agreed to. 

Tar; .FILANC".. ORD,t1,,iCE, 1960 

HO1 FII;A-CIAL Aid) DSvmL01-MLLT 

Yr Speaker, I have the laIour to move that a Bill for ah 
Ordinance.to amend•the'Family Allowances Ordinance-(Chapter 58), 
the Imports and exports Ordinance (Chapter 75)9-the-Income Tax - 
Ordinance (Chapter 76), the Public Health Ordinance (Chapter-• 
131) and the Public Utility Undertakings Ordinance (Chapter 
13.5 , to vary the dutiesv taxes,,fees and other charges payable 
under those Ordinances and gengrally,for.the purposes of the 

, . . 
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financial policies of the. Government, be read a first time. 

Mr Speaker-.then put thedouestion which was resolved ih the 
affirmative.: . - 

The Bill was read a first time. 

SECOND READING, , 
'• 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

I beg to move that the Bill now be read a second time. The 
Bill fneorporates legislative proposals for fiscal changes in.  
1980-81 and also seeks to give effect to the increases in the 
Electricity, Potable Water and Telephone Tariffs td which the 
Chief Minister has already referred in his statement on the 
Appropriation -Bill. Other fiscal - measures designed to encourage 
exports and tap new and additional sourced of revenue will be 
'announced during the course of-this speech. They are not ineor-
porated,in the Bill but will be enacted in accompanying subsi-
diary legis:ation., 

On the basis of current rates of taxev,,duties etc, the • 
Government's estimated total revenue for the coming financial 
year is 238.3m. After 'Caking account of the expenditure which . 
the House h. s just authorised, on the recurrent budget and after 
further providing: for budgetary contributions totalling 
..?.1,575m to the Electricity,. Potable 7,bterand.Mpusing Funds, it 
is envisaged that the year. would encrwith a surplus cn the 
recurrent budget of some which 'wo-71'ddbria,7..the.ConsPli- • 
dated_Fund Balance on the 31st:rarch.a931..to 2.5.9m as.-shoWn in 
the Financial .Statement circulated to '"onourable*Nembers. 

Mr Speaker, 'in his. speech on the- Appropriation Bill the roam:- . 
rable and Lcorned Chief Minister announced the novernment's 
intention to increase personal taxation allowancs• and the rate .  
of family alloWance for each second and subseguent child. 
These will rise from .P,14. to 4'5 a week with effect from 30th June, 
t980. Full details of the tax relief measures which will take 
effect from 1st July are as follows:- 

- the single person's allowance will go up.by £100 to £750 
and the deduction for a wife will be increased by a'similar 
amount. Thus for a married couple, the ded'action will be 
£1,500; 

7 the deduction which can be clf.dmed in respect of a wife's 
earred income will also be increased to 4":i50; 

- the alloWande in respect of the first child will be" 
increased froM £200 to L250; 

• - A Married couple,' where either party is over the o;-e-  of 65 
will now receive an allowance of 4.:450 instead of £320. The 

- allowance' for a single person will remain at £320. 
. , . 

- In the - dase-iaf d person claiming a deduction in respect of 
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a dependent relative, the incoeeliritation.is consequen-
teelly being increased from 2650 tcee'750. 'If 3 dependent 
eeletive has en income in excess of 2.600 a year the dedec7  
don Which can be claimed'dS reduced by- the.  amoent of the 
excess. • • " 

Tables will be circulated to Fon rembers at the end'ofthise 
sneech detailing; the effects of those proposals.on the net 
incomes of tax payers in income bends ranging.from £2,000.to 
£10,000 per annum according to family compooition. • ' 

The total cost of the Government's proposals is .estimated to be 
in the region of 21.1m in a full year. and ercund £0.62m for 
the year ending 31st 1981. The proposed increases in 
personal; tax allowances alone are expected to cost approximate-
ly elm aeyeer and e0e72m. in ;:980,81.. The increase in family 
allowances is estimated to cost LO.lbee in a full year and about, 
20.1m for 1e80-61. 

. . 
This. is as far as the Government feels it can go for the 
present in affording a measure of tax relief, bearing in mind 
the- need to build a more reasonable reserve than in the past. 
A reserve required not merely because of the heavy borrowing 
eomeitments which Gibraltar is likely to face. in future years 
to meet its share of the cost of the developmeet prderaeme but 
-also to place. Gibealter in a.stroee financial position reedy to' 
meet any unexpected eventuality. indeed, Mr Speaker, in deba-
ting this Bill the House will need to keep in mind- the fenen-
cial consequenees of the Covernment's coemeteente. on power 
development, tte extension of the_. Telephone Service and the 
construction of new hoe:sing. These developments will increase 
the total. of the -public debt, already standing at £6.6m, by a 
further e13m over the next few years. This figure takes no 
account of borrowing for'funding the Government's plans in the 
next Developtent Programme beginning in'1e81. 

In addition to the tax chances I have just anrounced, certain 
other amendments are proposed to the Income Tax Ordinance. 
They are intended to ereviee for the more effective implementa-
tion of the Ordinenee and to provide for certain deductions for 
external, improvements to premises. These are as follows: 

(a) Avoieenee of income tax by subcontractors in the 
• construction ineustry.  

It is proposed tc amend the. ereinence to provide that 6 con- .. 
struction contractor must withhold by way of a tax deduction and 
after allowine for direct peements for materials, an amount 
equel tc the standard rate of tax payable by a subcontractor. 
The tax is to be deducted from the aeount payable to the wale:-
coetractor and forearded to the Income Tax Department on 
account of the subscontrector's tax. Provision is being made 
for certificates of exemetion from this requirement to be 
issued in respect of boea:fide subcontractors who have a perma-
nent place of 'business in Gibraltar and have complied:and-are • 
reasonably likely to. comply. with their tax obligations. 

(-b) .Peeeisiens to commencement ene eeee-tion of 
cberees of income: 

• 
Sectices.--8(e) and 8(5)' of the Ordinance contain provisions thet 
are ihtendet' eo deal with the determination of.eseesrable 
incoee'in the year in which a tax payer first begins to &rive 
such income and the year in which he ceases to-do eo, reetec-
tively. The provisions do not apply to income subject to .PAYE 
tax. 

A basic principle of liability for tax is that a person is 
liable to tax .on income accruing in, derived from or received 
in Gibraltar. Where,e person is'ordinarily resident in 
Gibraltar, he is also .liable to ray tax on income from dividends, 
interest, and emoluments of office derived elsewhere, unless it 
has been taxed overseas and not received in Gibraltar. 

In 1977, sections 8(3) and 8(5) Ayere amended. with e view to 
ensuring that all income received after a peeeezebeceee ordine- : 
rily resident and before he ceases to be ordieerely resident in 
Gibraltar .was brought into assessment. en unintemuem effect of. 
the anendment, as expressed, has been to: exclude from liability 
for caxatioreincome that accrues in or is,dcrived from or 
received. de Gibraltar by a pereon not ordinarily resident here. . 
This of.course is contrany to the• basic principle refl:rred 
abbVe. 

It-la accordingly Proposed to emend sections 8(3) and 8(5) so . 
as to proeidethat income accruing in, derived from or received 
in Gibraltar is not, by virtue of these provisions, excluded 
from assessable income. 

(c) Income from employment received by wives: 

'By virtue of sectioe .10 of the.Ordinsnce, a married wOmanewho 
liveb with her husbart.,1s separately taxed on her earned income 
unless Shp elects to be treated as a married women. rneerned 
income is aggregated with. that of her husband, resulting in a 
higher tax rate. 

"Barned income" is defined in section 21(2). There is evidence. 
that the practice is developing in appointing -wives as employees 
of companies of firms and of paying inflated remuneration to 
them in oreer to reduce the incidence of taxation. Such trans-
actions are peen to challenged under section 12 of the Ordinance 
as being artificial but the Government proposes in addition to 
take a more specific remedy to curb this abuse. 

Section 21(2) is therefore being amended so as to provide that 
income derived by a wife from employment or from a pensionefrom' 
employment, will only be. treated as earned income to the extent 
that the Commissioner is satisfied. that it represents reasonable 
payment for services actually rendered. . • 
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. (d) -Offences snd their comrnundinm by the.CommiSsioner: 

Under section 67 of the Ordinance it is an offence to ';aloe an 
incorrectooturn or give incorrectinforestian. The s3netion 
is a fine hot exceeding £100 -and'spenalty .not'-exceeding twice 
the taX not paid, and in default of payment to imprisenme7i“or . 
6 months. Under section ",8 it is an offence to fraudulently ' 
evade tax. The sanetion.is imprisonment for 3 years and a fine 
not exceeding £500, and a Density not exceeding 3 times the tax 
evaded. 

Under-  section -70, the Commissioner may compounc", either offence 

not - clear that as a condition of pom-xranding, he canrequire 
on payment of an amount not exceeding the "In'›:;'1Uld fine but it .  is 

payment of the penalty..	 • 
• • 

It.is proposed that the fines under sections 67 and 68, which 
are clearly outdated, - Should be increased. to.  £300 and P.2,500 

° respectively and that in compounding any such offence the 
Commissioner ohould•be empOvered to require, payment of all- nr. 
part of" the penalty as well as all 'or part 'or the fine 

(e)  . 

Under Section 55 -of the Ordinance; where'atax payer appeals 
against the decision of the Commissioner, the onus lieS'anethe 
Commissioner to seek security for payment' of tax assessed. 

This, plus.ethe..fact that appeals taketime‘o  result-in signifi- 
. opmelay-inthe,,colleetionof is' considered that the 

section shaeld be amended so as to-providelet-an eppealahall 
not release the tax payer from Iiebility to' pay. the•tax-pending 
the appeali andothat en . appeel_shailnotprodeed - uniess the tax 
in disiute,.14here already due, has been paid. The tax,  payer 
shoUld how.ever have the right, in the case of hardship or for . 
other reasonable cause, to apply to, the ComMissioner-to defer 
payment On rrovisfon ofeseclIrity or on such other conditions. as 
t'se Coo,-,fssioner thinks tit, and'there should be a. riFht of 
review by - the Supreme Court of the Commissioner's decision. 
''here tax was not yet due of the time of the filing of };he 
appeal, it shall be held. tayoble and due an determination of the 
appeal as if no appeal had been brought. A .succ6,asful ..trax payer 
would of course be entitled to a refund.' 

It is proposed to amend the Income Tax Ordinance p.coordingly... 

(f) Penolt-7  on  un--lid tax: • 

Section 60 of the Ordinsnce provides that where tax is rrot paid 
within the e:rescribed period, yehalty tax of 5. per cent shall 
be charged on the amount of tax unpaid (including. penaltiea. 
unpaid)-for every 5 months that it ,remaina oiling. -  Given current 
interest rates, this sanction no longer carries the same' weight 
as it previously did and it is therefore proposed to increase. -  . 
the senalty tax from 5.to 10 per cent during- every period of 5 
months. . . . 
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(g))i-telief for- external improvement to premises:. 
• • . 

1n.1972,-  for a period of:2,  years, tax ,payers were permitted to 
deduct, from their,asseosable-income sums of money that the 
Director.ef Public Works certified as having.been. exended on 
external decorations and repairs on premises, other then those 
-having frontages in Main Street. 

It is proposed to re-introduce this relief, by means of separate 
Rules under sections 15 and 74 of the Ordinance, to apply to all . 
premises including those having Yain'Street frontages, for a 
period of.2 years from 1st July 1980 subject of course to the 
expenditure having been incurred in the production of'.the 'asse-
ssable income. 

After taking account of the• cost of the increased tax end family-
allowances it is expected•that• without any additional revenue 
raising measures the Consolidated Fund Balance on 31St March 1981
would stand at'about 45m. The Government considers this firure 
to be on the low,  side' riven the current level and cost. of Govern-
ment services, the Projected size of the public debt, the cost' of 
borrowing, the need to establish Gibraltar's credit-w'or'thiness 
the eyes of potential lenders and to establish a stronrer finsnr- • 
cial ,base. • 

. • 
Acccrdingly the'Government considers it necesserg to introduce-
additional revenue-raising-measures.by.way ,of-selective-increasea 
in. import duties' and ,other amendments to the - Imports and Exports.-  
Ordinanea.. ..The.proposed. measurceere -as' follows; • 

• - the,incorporatione4nto,existing rates ofoad velorem,:duties of 
the temporary surcharge introduced. in. the lash year's budget; 

- increases in the.rates of duty for. malt - liquo.r, 'spirituous 
'liquors and wines; 

• 
en increase in the duty on motor spirits; 

increases in the ad valorem'rates of duties for motor vehicles, 
spares and accessories. 

- increase( fes.on spirits and cigarettes sold at the Duty 
Free Shop in the Air Terminal; 

- the introduction of a "way-leave" or. spirits and cigarettes 
sup:lied co ships; ,  

an et-tension of the drawback facilities to encourage entrepOt 
trade which can be tapped as .a new source of revenue.. 

- an administrative charge of 55 ad valorem on motor vehidles 
exported; and .  , • 

- an increase of the duty retaihed on radio, and television 
receiving and tansmitting,setseaported. . • 
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Advantage 'is being taken to provide for the, duty-free impOrtation 
of greeting cards minufectured by cherftable institutions' or 
worth; causes ruwi for -the duty-`freeimIortation also of eoeds 
by contractors to the Crown when'such goods are to be used solely, 
for the purposes of contracts awarded by the Crown. In this 
latter context I should explain that such goods have in fact 
always been allowed in duty-free on•the b":sis that the imports • 
were on 'behalf of the Crown. Hov.ever, my Honourable and Learned 
Colleague on. my .right. advises that this is ultra vires'and'that 
the position needs to be regularised in law. Such imports are 
to be.  identified on entry as being either for the Crown or for 
incorporation in a Crown contract. items imported-by contrac-
tors into their own stores not so 'identified will continue to 
attract duty wnich will not :oe refundable. 

• 
I shall now deal separately with each of the proposed revenue-
raising measures.. 

First, the.incereeration of the 2Ci surcharge into existing 
rates of duties. The House will recall that the surcharge was 
introduced with the last Finance Bill as a temporary measure - 
teed that unless extended by legislation tassed,  before 30th April 
.1980 it will aUtomatically lapse or. that The Government 
rroposes that it should now be consolidated intoexi,..ting rates. 
I_ deed it is on this as that the ReVenue Bsttmates 
before the Foese-hove be m en fried. The.  surcharge produced some 

n £387,000 i revenue to the end of .'arch . 1980. The ad valorem 
rates of duty to which the surcharge applied are being. corres-
pondinely increased. Clothing and footwear remain at 10% and 
are now the= as e separate item in the Fi:'si Part of the First 
Schedele to the,Ordinence. The Third Part of the Schedule, 
which sett,. out the, provisions relatingto the surcharge, accor-
dinmly disarpears. 

I'now come to the increases in the rates of duty for malt liquor,, 
spirituous liquors,. and wines. 

Sparkling wine from 62.2p to 69p a litre 

In simple terms these increases mean thot beer shcele go up. by 
about llp a pint, whisky, brandy, gin and like spirits by 20p 
rer standard bottle of'75 centilitres or 25p a litre and wine 
try 5p per standard bottle. 

The duty on petrol is being increased by 1p a litre to 6.6p a 
litre.  

It is estimated that the effect of these increases en the Index • 
of Retail Prices will be in the order of 0.65% 

The Government believes'there. is good reason for imposing 
.higher rates of duty on motor Vehicles,particulerly onlarge 
cars, on spares and component parts. The new rates of ad 
valorem duties proposed are as follows: I.  will slso'give the 
increase over the previous duty plus the 205, surcharge. 

Vehicles up to.1299 cc 255. ('en increase4Pf 

.from 1500ccto 1699cc 355 (increased by 45i, 
from 1200cc to 1499cc 30,0 increased by 3,,3 

from 1700cc to 1999cc' 402.1 (increased by 10e 

.Motor
45'7. (inch used by 15;. Vehicles over 1999cc 
390Fi„,  -(increased by 65,) 

Trailers • 25,0 (increased by 13;.) 
Spares and Accessories 3O) (increased by 3,.) 

Commercial vehicles are not affected and remain at 1650. 

There is some evidence that trade is perfumery has been adverse-
ly affected in recent years by the rate of ad valorem duty. 
Accordingly, this is being reduced from 3 N  to 25a. Provided 
that this reduction is passed on to the consumer and not re-
tained by the trade, the lower prices should increase the 
volume of business. 

The new rates will be as follows: 
The Government has also looked at the rate of ad valorem duty 
on jewellery following representations but hes decided thet the 
ease 'made for a reduction in the current rate of impart duty is 
rot substantieted. • 

s;eould,mention that the opportunity hos been taken to metri-
oate import duty rates where these are levied relative to capa-
cities. or weights such. as those for wines and spirits end 
tobacco. Similarly the export duty on fuel, diesel and gas • 
oils will be based oa metricetion. The duty on oils will now 
be 54p per metric ton instead of 55p per long ton. Duty on the 
new me';ric rates has-been rounded off to the next higher penny. 
As a result there will be a'sMall increase in receipts of 
£15,000.. 

The opportunity has been taken to replace in their entirety the • 
First and Second Schedules to the Ordinance which over the years 
have been heavily amended. • 

Mr Speaker, as I mentioned previously the fees for dutyefree 
goods supplied at the Duty eree Shop in the Air Terminal will 
be going up;  but only in respect of spirits and cigarettes. 

- Malt liouors, for example, beer 
in oottles or cans from 22.2p to 25p a litre 
in casks from 11.1p to 14 a litre • 

- Spirituous lit.uore, for example, whiskyi brandy, gin stc, 
other than•lieueurs from 185.3p on bottled and 183.5p on 
°asked to 212p e litre whether bottled or tasked. • 

- Liqueurs and cordials irrespective of strength from 276.7p 
bottled or 205.3p on casks. to 237p a Ittre bottled or 
caked. 

- Other liquors of less than 0.50 proof from 11.1p to 14 a 
litre. 

- Still wines - bottled free: 32.2p. to 39p a maitre 
casked from 15.6p to 23p a litre 
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The revised fees for these commodities, will now 

Spirits -: . . 
for each bottle' the content.  of whieh ' • . 
does not'exceed .375 litres.26p,instead  

exceeding .375 litre but not 
.75 litre.48p.instesd of 40p. 

.exceeding .75 litres but not 1 litre 63p instead of 53p 

over 1 lit're 75p instead of 61p. • 

Cigarettes.- for each carton 'of 20.0.  cigarettes or part thereof 
65p. This was previously 55p. . 

Mr Speaker, as I mentioned earlier, the Government intends to 
tapmew Sources of revenue. The first is ;the introduction of.  
a "way-leave" on duty free spirits and cigarettes supplied to 
ships, in order to recoup the administrative. costs involved4n 
providing the facility. _The fees will be as, follows:. • 

a. For 'each- bottle of spirituous liquor .the 
contents of which - 

1, • does not exceed :375 litre 15p* 

Similar considerations apply to the introduction of the admi-.  
nistretive charge under the nraWback.Regulations of 5% ad 
valorem . on motor vehicles exported (Whether.  .unregistered or 
regintered with GG 'tourist plates) and to the increase•from 
to 5% in the duty retained in respect•of radios and television 
sets exported. 

The Dr:vitae% Reg'Uations  are being amended to include the 
following items in the. Schedule to the Regulations: • 
- Precious and semi precious-  stones'and manufactured- 

jewellery	
_. 

- where the duty retained will be 2% ad 
valorem; and . . 

- ' 
- For goods not otherwise enumerated ,in the Schedule • 

when-exported on a comm-rcial.basi3, from a _. 
Govern :tent or private Store - where the 'ad valorem.  
duty `retained will be 55,..' . 

. In.addition, in furtherance of the policy to assist and 
enceuragethe creation of light industries, rat mati:rals used 
in the manufacture in: Gibraltar Of paper .1..roducts s„1::h as 
• toilet,pay,ert. .kitchen rolls,'etc,.will De exempt from any • • 

IV.: this stage. it ,is not possible to quantify the* effect which 
these Drawback, will have on revenue. The main object 
is to provide import and e xport facilities and to meet the " • 
administrative costs by means of a small levy. • 

However, the other revenue .raising proposals are estimated to 
produce.some £390,000 in 1980-81 as follows: 

a. the increases in specific rates of duties:.  

Malt liquor, spirits, wines • £158,000 

Motor spirits '50,000 

b. the increase's in ad valorem 
rates of duty in respect of 
motor vehicles, spares, etc 

c. the increased fees for Duty 
• Free Shop supplies 

d. the"way7-leave" on supplies 
to.ships 

e. metrication • . 15,000 

£590,000 

Finally,. I must mention the tariff charges for elec- ' 
tricity itelephone and potable Water which the honourable and 
Learned the Chief 'banister has already mentioned. The new 
charges are set out in detail in the Bill itself but I shall 
summarise their salient features. 

1.12:tTRICITY CHARGSS  

These are-  generally being increased by 155, across the board 
with effect from 1st May 1960. The Flat Rate Tariffs for. 
lighting and power go up from 7p and 5.5p per, unit to 6p and 
6.5p respectively. Domestic Consumers will now pay 5.9p per, 
urnt for the first 60 units and 4.61 p for every additional 
unit. The commercial and industrial tariffs are also being 
accordingly increased. • 

TELEPH0177,9 

Telephones rentals and other service charges are being increased 
.with effect from 1St.April, 1980, similarly, by 15%. Business 

' rentals go up from 225.20 to £28.98 per•guarter and residential 

ii. exceeds ..375 litre but does. 
not exceed .75 litre • 29P 

iii. 'exceeds .75 litre,  but does 
not exceed 1 litre 30p 

iv. exceeds 1 litre • 

15p b. Cigarettes per 200 ' 

It is estimated that approximately £50,000 in revenue will,  
accrue from this source. • 

£108,000 

9r000. 

50,000 

1.81. 
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nentala Prom 818.00 to £20.70 a quarter. 

In.addition the charges for trunk calls to certain countries 
are being revised with effect froM 1st May, 1980. ..".he revised 
charges and. the countries affected areas follows:- 

For Portugal - the rate goes up from £1.35 to 81.44 for the . 
first 3 minutes and from 45p to 48p for each 

• additional minute thereafter. 

To Spain - Campo Area from 30p to 33p ant' 
Other than 
Campo. Area - from 45p to 48P 
for each three minutes•or part thereof. o  

For Marilee° - other than Tangier - froM 66p to 69p for the 
first 3 minutes and from 22p to 25p for every 
additional minute; and 

To Tangier - from 45p to.48p for the first 3 minutes and from 
15p to 18p for each additional minute thereafter. 

FOTABIr,; WATER  

Potable Water charges for non-domestic users are being 
increased in order to ensure re3ovry of production costs.' 
There Till no loner be any hidden subsidies to hotels, the 
commercial sector or Government through the Potable wafer Pund, 
the lonsumers, other th.ol the dOmestio consumer will be. re-
quired to reet in full the cost of water supplied. 

The trice for supplies to shirring and for swimming Pools will 
be at 37.5 pence per. 100 litres; that for otter users such as • 
hotels, hospitals; schools and Government Departments, as well 
as the Ministry of Defence 33.759 per 100 litres. To domestic 
consumers the cost will be lip per 101 litres for the first 
4500 litres registered by any one meter in any one month and 
at the rate of 269 per 100 litres registered in excess of 
4500 litres instead of 9p and 21p as 'at present respectively; 

Mr ST;eaker,as has been explained in the pasts  these increased 
charges are not fiscal measures and do not of their own accord 
directly affect the Consolidated Fund. The financial opera-
tions of the public utlity services create a contingent liabi-
lity on the Consolidated•Fund. They therefore affect the . 
Government's overall financial position but must. be  considered 
and treated quite seoarateiy from the financial operations 
the Government itself. 

The revised Financial Statement which I'cireulated earlier 
already takes account .of tie effects of these•higher charges 
for the Funded Services. It also incorporates the Government's 
decision to meet in part the projected deficits in the Electri-
cityand Potable Water Fund .Accounts, and the contribution of 
£700,000 to the-housing Fund. 

The Statement accordingly choirs an Estimated Consolidated Fund  

Balance. of r5.9m as at -2 1st March 1981. It 'lees not, however, 
take account Of the proposed increases :in income tax and.  fanily 
allowances nor of the additional revenue-rsioinr me-.enreo 
announced in this speech., The net effect of these reasures 
will be to .)edoCe. the.Estimated Consolidated Fund Palance on 
31st March 19812 by some I:430,000 to £5.47m, that is 75.9m less 
.70.8',Im tax relief = £5.08m plus additional revenue of £390,000 
elnals £5.47m. • 

Mr Speaker, Sir, I beg to.moie. 

MR SPEAKER: 

Well, I think it might be advisable, under the. new practice to 
call on the Chief Minister to exercise his rights under 
•Standing Order. After he has done this, in any event, we have, 
in accordanCe with Standing Orders to recess for a:minimum of. 
Owo hours. We could perhaps take the opportunity .of the lunch 
freak. 

I will now call on the. Chief Minister to make his contribution. 

FION CHMF LIUISTER: 

Thank you, Mr Speaker, my statement will be much shprter. 

In my statement on the Appropriation Bill I explained that our. 
broad approach to this budget was to consolidate our financial 
position on both the more satisfactory out-turn for last year•. 
and on ihe general prosperity which.exists in Gibraltar: l• 
also said that, in doing this, we would as .last year, be both 
realistic and fair. • 

I am glad that anoFonourable Member on the benches opposite 
has fought this Government bitterly in tho rest, and no doubt 
will do so whenever he thinks it right, and is at the sane tine 
the one Fon Member ,on those benches. who arrears to bo generally 
recognised as having a particular expertise in econor4c rstters, 
concurs in our view that there exists, this y-ar, a need for 
consolidation and for the strengthening of our reseeves. Some 
considerable time has, I think, yet to elapse before - as the 
Opposition has suggested - we are embarrassed by our riches. 

It would nevertheless have been less than flair not to affeed 
some reloef in respect of income tax for those with family 
commitments. The Hon the Financial and Development Secretary 
• has given full details of the relief which I announced on 
.M)rday. 

The increase in the tax allowance for 'the first .child is, of 
course, aimed at helping those not in receipt• of enhenced 
family allowances, while that in the age allowance is designed ' • 
to provide further assistance to married couples one or both of 
whom are agednver;65. 

i • 
It has been suggested that.we should move to parity with the . 
United Kingdom rates of direct taxation. .to do this would cost 
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• 

over v5m.and, unless we are prepared to accept a substantial 
lowering of standard5n the loss would have. to be made uploy 
increases in indirect taxation chich wouldhotheserionsly, - 
affect our competitiveness.inteurism end bring aboutein2rdi—
nate increases .in the Index of Retail Prices of between 20% to 
257:. This would clearlyenot he realistic. It wouldealsp be 
grossly unfair. —hile a very few'in the very top income 
brackets in Gibraltar wcu:d pay more tFec with parity of taxa-
tion, the general effect on•the hither income groups would be a 
'substantial drop in taw payments and it would then be these 
higher income croups who would best be able to cope with the 
increases in indirect taxation wilich woUld.be necessary. The 
lower income groups, though also paying less tax, would be 
considerably worse off. • • • • 

• • • 
The Fonourable Finencial and Development Secretaey has explained 
the immediate le illative measures which the Government .is, . 
taking in order to 'enable the income tax authorities to imple 
ment the provisions of the Income Tax Ordinance more effeetiVely, 
thati§,:to say, toeclemp down on tax avoidance. • 

Lithe first place, there is evidence that workers in the 
construction industry are beginning to adopt the- practice of' 
operating as •eubcontractors rather then as employees. of the 
contractOre,..thereby avoiding the ambit Of the PAYE previsions 
of the Oeclipance. There the individual 'concerned is only 
teMporarily in Gibraltar this can very. eaSily'resUlt in S'tax 
.loss as it is not practicable to issue a notice'of-aaSessMent .  
in. every case before - he leaves Gibraltar'', .•.. 

Secondly, in So fur • as inccme from employment received - by wives 
.,. ia.concerned, the praCtice has been developing of a:epointing • 

non—working wives as employees' ineerdertoreduce the incidence. 
of taxation:-  'Thia is 'particularly. eiddent in .the case of 
inveitment ecompanies. '. -..  

. . . • . . e. . . , . . . . . . . 
Thirdly, there hes been some misuse of the appeals provisions 
in the Ordiirnee,to delay the payment Of tax especially in • 
those cases where the—Commissioner is obliged to issue provi—
sional assessments.' 

. . 
The amendments Which it is proposed. to make in the.OrdlnanCe 
wfll effectively re3t, a stop to thoqe devices fora avoiding the • 
eeyment of taX. I would like to explain here the strong 
feelings, that have been put to the Government by the'Tnade 
Unions about the feet that there are too many ways o.'s avoiding 
tax, whereas the bull,: of the reople, the workers and the • 
Company Directors end people who work direetly as employees 
have to ray under FAYE.. 

As I have already mentioned anein—depth- atUdy:into all sspdcts e. 
of Income Tax lemislation 'will be Carried cut in the course of 
the year. In this coneeXtthe Government till be considering 
also.thether or not the r5.1derly Persons Pension'Should'be:free' . 
of tax'. :7nether the_general application of such a relief . . 
wbuld'beeUitable orthether.itwould -prthlide a benefit in some 
cases in 'Which the.need does'not eXist is' something that Must - 

he rery carefully studied. The question of indirect taxation 
will b.e'the subject•of.ievestination. at the seer.: tie7e. e - 

• • . , . . . 
In my statement on. the Appropriation said thet-tnere, 
would be4 a need for Some increases in indirect taxation if we • 
were tc achieve a reserve-  of about 4;5.5m thichthe Government . 
considers,•for reasons which have been explained, to be tOth 
prudent and necessary. • Details of these increases have now 
been anrounced. .Anycne inclined to oppose these measures will 
be hare put to it to find real erounas for opposition, either 
on the basis' of the need for the measPres or of their nature. 
They are related exclusively to luxuries, should have an infla—
tionary impact' of around 15:,• which -is not particularly signifi— . 
cant, and should have little or no effect on trade. Last 
year's. rather more severe.  measures had no demonstrably adverse 
effect on trade which grew both in volume and value in 1979. 

As to the funded services, the-dricreaSes in electricity charges 
are moderate and restricted to cover increaees in recurrent 
expenditure, such as, Wages, which are not covered by the•Puel 

• Cost•Adjuatment formula.' Given the nature and size cf invest—
ment in power development, the Government has.decided to spread 
the burden by amortising the carital costs over 15 years and' • 
during tke initial stages to meet.these with a budget contribu—
tion. 

The subsidy for water is confined to domestic consumers. 
Hidden -subsidies. to other ,consumers have therefore -been. 
removed. Inethis.way the Goverrmmt.ean establish the_full' 
extent of. the. subsidy to the domestic consumer and consider-
progressive reductions. 

• The Government's policy of, not subsidising ,the telephone.  
service. es- continued. It is -hoped to increase the Government's 
share of international trunk.calls routed via.CaLle and hire—e 
less.  

The budget measures should increase the Index of Retail Prices 
by just 40. The relief under income tax to an average Gibraltar 
family on V4.,— £5,000 and the increased family allowance will. 
offset the impact of the increases on the household budget. An 
improvemenn cf tome. 1°0 in disposable incomes .is expected. 

There should therefore be general, though mild, satisfaction 
abcut the, present state of our finances, stout•the effects of 
this budget fn particular. and ebout the establishment of a 
reasonable, taoughhy no means generous, rese"ve.- . 

As I said in the House on Tuesday, very careful consideration 
vial be given to the suggestion made by the Hon J BoseanOnto 
set up an advisory committee. to study the economy with a view• 
to ensuring that it is strengthened rather then weakened by 
future changes as they develop. Our concern.must be• for.the 
good of — Gibraltar as as whole'and our approach directed objec—_ 
tively towards this end and not aimed.at,political advantage. 
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MR SP.::AIER: 
• • • 

gentlemen, I Will now explain that under!our•Standing.  
Orders the House has to recess for a period of no less than two 
hours to consider the implications of the Finance • . 

It is now 1.20 pm ... 

HON P J ISOLA: 

THE HOUST, ':.?',:cESSED AT 1.25 pm. 

TH7-HOUSE R''SUMAD AT 5.00 pm. 

MR SPEAKER:. 

Gentlemen, this morning we ended .once the Chief.Minieter had. 
exercised his. right to speak on the Finance Bill and now, before'. 
1 put the question to the -House, does any Hon Member wish to 
speak on-thegeneral,princiPles and merits of the Bill. 

Mr.  Speaker,. could we recess until 5.00 pm., Members on this . 
side of-the House have to eat ... 

MR SP BAKER; • , • • 

Members on both sides of the House have.  to eat! 

FON P J ISOLA: • 

I would'ask the lunch hour should not count. 

HON CHIEF  

If re-allow one hour for lunch we could resume at 4.30 Pm.-  ' 

HON P J ISOLA: 

• Vie always allow two hours for lunch and I must insist ol ::;his 
becau'ae there are amendments we will wish to make and vinieh will 
require drating.-  We have to consider nee implibations7of the 

: Budget Statements that have been Made and frankly I do not think 
it would be unreasonable to ask for, an adjournment until 5.00 pm. 

Well, of course thit- is a matter for );aterpretation. If more 
than two hours -are needed then that would be a mutter fOr 
motion before the House. 

I honestly feel, and it is My interpretatioiLof Standing Orde‘ 
that it should be twe, working hours.. Thit should therefore 
count as from 3.00 pm, when, we usually resume business after 
lunch. I feel that the Hon the Chief Minister would have no 
.objection to that. 

HON CHIEF•MINISTEB: 

ler Speaker, I thought we might have male more progress if we,had . 
reaumed at .4.30 pm but if. they are happy to resume at 5.00 psi I 
have no Objections. • . 

So, if that is acceptable all round, we Will now recess until.  
5.60 phi. .. . 
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ZION P. J ISOLA: . 

Mr Speaker, it must be quite obvious from our earlier interven-
tion on the expenditure side of the budaet that we did not agree 
with the poliey that was ueing outlined by the Government for 
the next- financial year as far as revenue-raising measures were 
cencerned. We are bitterly disappointed with the measures pro-
pused by the GoVernment. 

• • 
We ere bitterly disappointed, Mr Speaker, because all the taxa-
taor, measures. that are' proposed are entirely unnecessary if ve 
are to: place any credence at all to what:Goveanment.:7inisters 
said last year at the time Of the Budget.. And what We are still 
more disappointed about, Mr Speaker, is the refusal -of the 
Government to agree to an increase in the personal allocanees 
as we have suggested during the-expenditure' debate of double the. 
-amOunt.they are giving. 

. , 
They ore giving very L!:7.ttle, Mr Speaker. It- is absurd for the 
Chief , Minister to speak of helping the lot of there rho are lass 
well off. Fe. gives them .a personal allowance of £100. Let we: 
put it another way. He gives £800,000-odd'in income tax-relief 
and takes aWayfrom.  the community £800,000 for increased elec-
tricity charges, increased water charges, increased telephone 
charges, which are paid by all and sundry. •So where is 'the 
relief to the working man? Where is the need to make them pay 
all this money? Where is the relief to all those teop;.e who 
come into the, higher income bracket as a result of the salary 
.review Of 1975r and the ealary review of 1980? 

In the background of the tax measures of last year, this reekare 
that was talked about which resulted in .vcry.little extra tax. 
in theory, in practice it was a lot More, but which this' year 
will take as lot more out of the .pockets of everybody as they go 

.up. And ahat does the Government give them tack? After all 
"-the' harth measures of 1979 and 1980, because they conveniently 
feroet the tough budget which was introduced very apologetically 
by the Government' last year. 

The Chief Minister only has to read what he said then. 'dimes 
were hard and-difficult and we had to do alithose things end he 
praised the.political ccurage of the Government in so doing. 
What do- they give,  them back? £100 personal allowance per man 
and per women, and then the family and the child allowance. 
That is all they-give 1,:hemack after having over-taxed them in ...  

1979/80 to a fantastic degree. 
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Of couree, the Honourable the Chief Minister was delighted wieeh 
the contribution of the Hohourable Mr Bossano, who seeps to 
kenve let his.. ore the hock. Cf ccerse he says the Hon,urable 
Er Bosseno, eho ina.:eht this Govern., ant bitterly in the 
past. Well, I don't knoe, I doh't knee, Mr Speaker. Icannot ' 
remember many bitter ettaeks len the Government from the Han.  
Er Bossano. I think one has to go back a few years fcr that. 
Possibly he •h_L.s done, hut of course he has to velcome 
absortion 3f - one of tee memoers of•the• Opposition to Suppor-
ting at a time when the Government was in such a sUrplUs 
Situation thet it must. have come as a wonderful thing for the 
Chief Minister to have had the Honourable Mr Bossano' agreeing 

. with him that they should pay more electricitj charges, water 
charges, more taxes. That there should be 'a higher revenue 
balance. rillions. So that the Gevt.rnment can .have a Wonder-
ful surplus in 1981, which at a conservative estimate 'is going 
to be 4;54,. but Which, if we take.into account'tka review in'.  • 
the. private sector from 1980/81 and the tax yield that that 
will bring, plus all the other under-estimations that there 
may have been if it follo-s the course of 1979/80, the Govern-
ment meyfind'ihemselves with. a beautiful surplus of 8 to 
£9m just at the time when they are going to go to 7rigland.for 
the next Development Plan and be told well,now yoU are in such 
a wonaerful'position our.eid to you will.be :less. .And that'is. 
coming outibf the neople'of Gibraltar who are Over-taxed', Mr . 
Speaker.' 

• • • • 
It -is no good the. Honoerable Chief Minister telling this-House' 
that we should not have parity of. income tax with England in 
persona/rates because-that-would benefit the top •bracket-
earners., - conveniently forgetting the -great benefit it would 
brine-to-most of the:low bracket. earners and most of the popu- 
•lation. of Gibraltareh . Whetethe,Government should be doing is 
not'squeezing:the.reeple.  more,• noa. taxing them more, not 
making them pay more aed more for everything to have a huge 
surplus, but to eiVe them :sack a bit of the money'they took • 
from then last year on croeises that have proved to be false. 

That is what•  they should be doing and that is why we oppose 
the Finance hill and we will vote againet it. Because 'the only 
compensation the. Goverhmeht gives is £100.' A miserly £100 
personal allowancefor a husband and a wife. I think it brings 
it to about' half the persceal allowances in England today. 
This is, Mr Speaker, why we oppose this Budget. ' 

Let me just make one point, the surcharge, the euecharge. What . 
did the Chief Minister say when he imposed it. Tans wes the .  
20 temporary surcharge-because of the e:..ergency of .the 1979/80 
Budget. The emergency which apparently was not even-there. • 

As the Hon Financial and Development Secretaryp_I am quoting 
from page 201, has explained. "it is a temporary measure and 
whether it Will be kept in force at the some rate or at' some 
different rate,'or whether it is abolished at next year's . . 
Budget will depend on the financial situation in a year's time". 
The year has gone by and the.Fonourable the Financial and 
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Development Secretary and the Fonourable Chief. rinister'heve 
exressed satisfaction -pith the fineneiel sitaetien, And ehat 
aoes:the Gpvernment do? : It tai-ne antee;o-,.,ey sUnch'ree into 
a permanent duty. Converts it.into n permanent-duty, end in 
so doing, of course, it is 'more then. 207' that hAs pine up, 
there is that little frectionAn eech rate that has gone up, 
takes a bit more in the process. 

I would have thought that with the present frontier situation 
developing as it is the Government should not be greedy, which 
is what they-are doing. The calculations that the Governmeht. 
has made is thefrontier is opening, more people are going to. 
come in and, therefore, let us put up the indirect taxation 
more, let us put up the price of. whisky, and we get-more money 
in. But that may not be the result. 

We on this side of the House know that if the frontier opens 
there will be an increase in economic activity, at.least in. 
wines and spirits and cigarettes, if nOthihs else, food sales 
etc. $o the Government can expect a still heathier surplus... 
at . the end of the year. And if that is the case, uhd if that 
is the possibility, is it right that electricity or'water, 
should go up by 2.50 after having gone'up last year byl.,0e.2 • 
That. electricity should - go up the Way it is acing up. by 205. in 
the secondary rate. And that all the people should get out of. 
this is a personal allowance of £100 on income tax. Is that . 

.fair on the people ofe Gibraltar who had to take their money. e.  

.oUteof their pocket apparently.  last year to hail the Goverr-ent 
outs.-and then we found it was not necessary as the figures.  have 
shorn. 

What I cannot understand; rr Speaker, obont.  this 'whole. exercise. 
is that if last year the Government with' nll their-harsh . 
.measures were satisfied with asurplus. at:the erd of 'that- year 
of £1.5m, how is it that for the period 1980/81 they are dis-
satisfied if they get a surplus of P5m. without any taxes.' • . 

Let us look at what the position would be if the Government 
imposed no taxation measures at. all, end did not incre-se elec-
tricity, and did not 'increase water, and did not increese 
telephone Charges, and gave £100 personal allowance as they • 
are giving. My calculation is, without taking into account 
the extra revenue' that will come to the Governnent As a 'result 
of any private sector wage negotiations, my calculetion is that 
they would have a. figure at the. end of this year of Z4.2m. 
That is rver double whet they estimated lest year they mould 
have thi; year. And if they gave the nereomil alloy arc that 
we say they should give, which is. double what they lu.c giving, 
their figure would be around £3.5m at 31st March 1561!  I may . 
he wrong by £100,000 here or there, but I think it comes to 
about that without taking into account the extra revenue that 
will come to the Government from the wege review in the private 
aector. Po taxes, no increases of electricity, water,'teleehohe 
charges, and double the personal allowance. That is probably 
the budget that would have taken place if there had been an 
election this autumn.. But what does the Government do instead? 
It gives a miserly £100 personal allowance increase as one 
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great deal; it puts ee the telephone charges, it puts up 
electrecityl it eats up water, it lets up the price of beer, 
the eorking man's drink, it ruts ue the price of whisky and 
ein and tacardi, ie puts everething up again but it says ehie 
year, we hust.be grateful to them for enething, Speaker. 
Instead .of 40.$. or 5W increases as we had" last year, they are 
much eote'eodest this' year aria for that We must be thankful. 
25., 206 although anybody eho eants to' buy a car will haie . juree 
that littleebit extra to eay so that the Government can sleep 
well at night and hove a nice big sureluseat the end of.. the 
year to defeat any good arerenents we mielithavefon getting a. 
lot of development aid in the next develoement programme. 

This is why we are opeOsed to this Penance Bill and we have no • 
hesitation in Voting aeainst it. re will, hovevere seek to 

'make an amendment to the Finance.Pill to increase the eersonal 
allowances. If that can be achieved, it will not 'be too bad . 
but the facteof. the matter is that this is a budget Where.taxes 
have been iMpeted on the reople, charges are being increased 
with no justification whatever, merely td eatisfy thee nedof 
the Gevernment-who,havesaddeuler* become eevines-conscious. arid 
feel they must improve their credit-worthiness. 

I as a bit surprised to hear the Honourable the 'inancial add 
Development Secretary and the Mcn'and Learned the Chief Minister. 
seeeking about the credit-werthiness.-.of the Goveenene.e I havee 
never eveelf heerdane comelaints abdut the credit-worthiness - 
ofethe Government. .1 do not know whether they are having 
-difficulty 'in raising money because their credit izenot good; 
I .have not heard it end'I would have thotageatit would not 
correct.-  'The general- situation. of Gibraleer is very healthy.- . 
A - riationel debt af.enm. with a recurrent bucget cf revenue of 
over &Wee le.nethine to worry anybody about. I do not know' 
what the real reasons are behind these attempts on the part of 
the "Government to tex the teople-more. We. not see any 
reason. for it. 

Mr Speaker, with a surplus of eem. the Golernmenttell us that' 
they are going to conaider during' the year whether the elderly.  
Persons' Pension shozld be received free of. tax. They tell us . 
in the Chief Minister's' statement, I'do not. know whether the 
Chief Minister disaerees.with the ribisterfee LabOur on.thip, 
but they tell us they are going to eenelder - it. They do not • 
tell us. we reject its We will not do it.: The Chief Minister 
tells es, speaking' I ad eueeeen behalf of the GoVernment n that 
they will review it. Te are tsleing or about £1('0,000. "'e
have the situation in Gibraltar vbere_there ere ridie people in. 
receipt of social eneerance pensions-  and they get .them free of 
all tax. 

The social insurance pens tons are received free of tax arid the 
: Elderly Persons' Pension pays tax. That is wrong in, pritciple 

and the Chief Minister recognised this during the Elections 
in a television interview, and said it,.and said don't worry 
we will do it. ee are: ttill waiting, Me Speeker,-endeit is 
only £100,000 Involved. And then. what happens? The. telephones 
were put up. Any suggestion. that old aged couples- living 

• 
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together will have a reduction in their telephone ceerees? eo. . 
Arid they have to have a telephone beceuee they need to call a 
doctor in an emergency. The •younrer leorle =ell -eee fet 
but the older people have to eay =ore. They eill nee 'act their 
pensions free of tax, and they will have-to ray more for their 
telephones, and they will have to ell;; more for their electricity 
and for their water, unless- of course they are on the poverty 
line and then they are on supplementary benefits aed the Labour. 
and Social Security Department comes in and helps. 

I east cannot see the Hon Mr Bossano, veeresenting as he does, 
and he says he does, the workers of Gibraltar, how me can 
support this Budget. He may support it on economic eroundse  
but how can he support a situation where everybody has to pay 
more,.where tax allowances are only increased by a mieerly 
£100, purely in honour of his economic theories. We will have 
no hesitation in voting against this Finance Bill at all, Mr 
Speaker. . 

Then we heard in one of the speeches yesterday, and we talked 
about it toety, about tee port feasibility study, and you will 
remember T.said why have another feasibility study en the pert. 
Tie have eeeUgh studies on the port. We are patting the genera-
tors there. We have the filline in of the.  pockets: -e a21 
know what we need in the: port. But, oh no,eee need, a feasibi—
lity study in the port, the EEC, world trade, .:rat rekee shins 
come into and out of Gibraltar, Ceute and Aleeeiras etc. eeet 
does the Government do? It introduces a new toe for ships which 
is going to raise £50,000 under which and.  bcneed stores or any 
supplies.to -a ship have to nay a way-leave. '',hat will this port 
feasibility study say? Do ihe:e pay a way-leave in Ceute? In 
London? But what happens when ships' crewe ceme alone in ships., 
when they buy drinks, add cigarettes, who is it for; Is it for 
the owners back in Liberia or Monrovia or Panama? It is for 
the crews of the ships. 'And who decides where the ships go • 
really, ieit the people•back home, or is it the-ceetaih who 
can say itels cheaper for the owners here. Has any considera-
tion beeneeiven to that, Mr Speaker?' tics, they just introeuce 
it. It seems a small amount for a ship to ::e j. It just acts 
introduced, forget the port . feesibility study, forget you may 
get the adiise to take it away. I notice duty-  free seeps in 
the airport, up, it goes; export duty en eoods. 

I hope the Tourist Office does not have the nerve in may future 
brochure to refer to Gibraltar as a duty-eree port. I do hope 
they do not-do thateleairebecaese I think Chet is a travesty 
of the truth, and they could be brought up uneer the Trade 
Peseription6. Aet in England, because you pay duty whether you 
go in, whether you stay or whether you go cut. On everything. 
';there is the duty free angle of the Government. 

ee hays .talked about motor' cars. The Govern, ant seems to think-
it' is a very good thing that anybody who wants to Ley a car 
should pay through 'their .noses for it, so if anyboey rents to 
buy a big car let him be warned that there ie a 451.eport duty 
on it. And so,-Mr Speaker, this is the picture that the 
Government unrolls in'this rouse. Last year it was that things 
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were bad, they brought a nice income tax peckage, you hove got 
to .pay for this, etc., but this year the tune changes. .We are 
fine, we ehall P5m et the end of next yeer but we -are . 
going, to yoe a very very. •lifetle thing, .-100 es a personal 
alleeence, but you are going to jay the lot back in increased . 
electricity charges, :,ester charges, increased income tar and 
so forth. 

The Governmeet has to ace:a:A that our income tax rates in 
Gibraltar are the highest in Europe and they should 'so something 
about it. That our import duty charges are' now going way. above 
VAT charges in. aostof the countries in Europe. e are becoming 

.
the most highly—taxed territory in the whole of Europe merely 
to give the Government thepleasiteOf.haVing .'larger surplus in 
1981 than they had hoped for. 

We are not prepared 'to be a party to giving the Government that 
pleasure, Mr Speaker, and we will oppose the Finance Bill.. • '  

rcri T B PEREZ 

Mr Speaker, I am afraid 'I cannot agree with hardly anything 
the Honourable Leader of the Opposition has just said in 
this House. In fact I have been rather surprised at some 
of the comments which he has made in his contribution on 
the FinanceeBill,.in particular when the comments come from 
such an experienced member of this House of Assembly as the 
Honourable Peter Isola. 

It is indeed very easy to come out at Finance Bill stage and 
say to Government "we propose an increase in income tax 
allowances", "we want more family allowances", "we want a 
decrease in import duties", "we think you should give this 
and 'that away." I think it la one of the easiest things 
to do for a member of the Opposition. It is indeed a very 
'popular thing to. say. I of sure Honourable Members on that.  
side of the House tomorrow or next Monday will be going 
round the streets saying, "It is the Government's fault .." 
and' I an sure they will be very popular. But the sad thing 
for this House of Assembly, Mr Speaker, and unfortunately 
the sac thing for 'Gibraltar, is that I am sure'that'deeP 
down the Honourable and Learned the Leader.of the .pposition 
Knows fullewell that the Government has done the right thing 
this year. • 

He knows very well indeed that the measure that the 
Government is introducing will be beneficial to Gibraltar 
not only for the coming year but also for the years ahead. 
The Honeurable Leeder of the Opposition.also said that he 
did not agree with the policies which had been laid down 
by the Government. Fair enough. That is his prerogative, 
Mr Speaker. But ”nfortunately wa have not heard what the 
policies of the Opposition are at all during.the whole' 
debate, neither during the Appropriation Bill stage nor et 
this particular stage. . 

What are the policies that the Opposition are advocating for.  
Gibraltar? We have not heard any policies at all; 
Mr Speake:-. I feel that the Finance Bill before this 
House shoLle, be considered against the background of the 
local.funds which are required to complete those projects 
associated with the euxeeent Development Programme. 

The Development ProFamme, as was outlined by the Honourable 
the chief Minister in the House of Assembly in February of 
thin year, and as has been stated by the Honourable 
Piaancial and Development Secretary, the total estimated 
expenditure from the Improvement and Development Fund for 
1980/81 is £9.8m. £5.6m which is to be met from ODA grants 
and the balance which we.shall have to meet. Also to 
oompleta the 1978/81 Development Programme a further E30m 
are required, aut'of which £9m have to be met by us. This 
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ee 
Well, I say to them elearly that we.  cannot have it bbth ways. 
You cannot dive increased income tax allowances.. increased 
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also includes tae Government's already announced commitment 
to the expanSion of the telephone service, power'develop-
ment, and the constractiorepf new houses- which the 
Honourable the Leader of the Opposition hasforgaeten. about. ;  
completely. , 

. • 
MreSpeaker,in the light of this I' feel tnet the revenue-' • 
raising measures Which have been announced are no .more . 
punitive than the circumstances .demand.. .Ire fact, I think 
the Opposition Must admit that by and large these revenue- 
raising measures are not punitive at might' bet 
argued, as I think it has been,• that in the healthy . • • 
situation in which we find ourselves today the tax. payer is.. 
not.gettine a larger share of the cake.. In fact, as I have' • 
already pointed out the Opposition are in fact calling for,:. 
more generous income tax allowances, and I believe the • 
HononrableIeader of the Opposition said'thet he would be 
proposing an:amendment at the Committee Stage.' . 

But the funny thing aboUt this is that have- 
also the attention of the Government to the great 
impact which the opening of the frontier'- could have to 
Gibraltar's economy. •I say,. Mr- Speaker, that if this is - • 
the case, if they are warning us of the impact theeopeninge 
of tzle frontier could have then let us be prepared. Let. . 
our economy be prenared to meet any impact.that may erise: 
from the. opening of -the frontier.... ,And if. there are : ' 
difficultiaz_we shall beeableto.qopeemuchbetteresylth a 
strengi• oyantand stable .economy.- e—If happily there is 4 .. 
boom arising:from the' opening Of.the fromtler, thereby all 
meeela Iet•us all shareeihabenefits•ef it. 

. . 
The OppoSition, Mr Speaker, have also highlighted the need 
to spend money on development. Yet throughout the years. . 
teat I have been in thie House, which is four, I recall one  
many occasions the Honoureble Leader of the.  Opposition 
criticising this Government of not spending enough. He has 
always criticised- the Government of not spending money on.  
development and in connection with the Development Programme. 
However, this, year, whenthe Government says that it is 
intending to spend more on development, not only during thise 
year, but it informs the House of its commitment inthe. 
Development Programme from 19:7S/81, the Opposition now is 
critical of the Government because we are saying we need" 
more money, because we have more commitments - on development. • . 
The Opposition nos is critical of the Government and they 
ere saying we should not spend -so much. money on development, 
giVe more money back to the taxpayer. Thetis the 
impression that Honourable Members Apposite have given 
throughout the lest debatain this House of Assembly. 

family allowances, decrease import duties and at the same 
time ask for- more hoases, for an expansion of the telephone 
services and spend money on power development. That is 
ludicrous,. 

Thu Government, rr Speaker, in the Finance Bill before the 
Heusee is taking a very prudent course. It is taking a . 
middleof-the-road course. And that is, it is increasing 
family allowances-, increasing personal income tax allowances 
with a view to helping those with lower incomes and also 
with larger families, but at the same timait is also 
maintaining a reasonable level of reserve in order, ai I 
have already pointed out, to meetits forthcoming commit-
mente.in its development programme. 

Mr Speaker, I think the position- is indeed very clear to 
understand to anybody, even for myself, and I am not an. 
economist by any means. We have commitments for the 
further and future prosperity of Gibraltar. And apart 
ercm ODAfunda we shall have to borrow money. This has 
eeen made clear by the contribution of the Honourable 
Financial and Development Secretary and also from the Chief 
Minister. We all-know that the position in the open money 
market today is clearly one that lending rates are at the 
minimum of 17%, and all the indications for the future are 
that these very high lending rates will continue. 

So,. Mr Speaker, I feel that what we need to do this year .is 
to ensure that our reserves remainat .a reasonable level 
which will enable us to meet our servicing costs for-the 
year and also. demonstrate our credit-worthiness to potential . 
lenders to the GOvernment. Furthermore', in view of the 
high lending rate, it aould be argued that it Would be 
beneficial to transfer certain amounte of money from our 
reserves to our Improvement and Development Fund. But in 
order to do this our reserves must be maintained at a' 
reasonable level 'to do this and save on borrowing,  large sums 
of money at very high rates of interest. 

Mr Speaker, there is one thing that I agree with the 
Honourable and Learned Leader of the Opposition, and that is 
when he says, "We the Opposition are bitterly disappointed 
with the revenue-raising measures and with the Government". 
And I say I agree because I feel that the Opposition this 
year expected very tough revenue-raising measures. The 
Opposition this year expected a gloomy forecast for 
Gibraltar on the economic sidee and a gloomy future 
completely. But, of course, they have been disappointed, 
Mr Speaker, because the situation has been entirely the 
opposite. Vie now have a sound economy, and with the sound 
polices that this Government is putting forward, I am 
absolutely convinced-that we can look forward to a pros- - 
perous future. • , • 



Thank :tc;u, Mr Speaker. 

HON A T LODDO 

Mr Speaker, in rising to speak in this debate I do so with, 
some trepidation for a number of reasons. I knowthat 
following my Honourable and Learned c011eague, Mr Isola, and 
I know that.I am to follow the Honourable end Learned the.  
Chief Minister and several other speakers, and these are 
speakers of no mean ability and parliamentarians'of long 
standing: • I am also. a newcomer to the House and this is my 
firsttbudget debate. • 

Of:course, I am at a .disadvantage in that I have only had 
these papers for the lest few hours. However, Ifeel that 
I would have been failing in my duty.to this House and to -
the voters who voted for me if I did not stand up and make: 
a contribution to this debate. 

I am not ane.conomist, so I-donet propose to make a 
dissertatiOn on economics, but rather I would -approach this 
budget as a layman would. And as a layman I think that' 
Government this year could have reserved for itself the ' 
distinction of being the .first Government ever, to actuelly 
produce apopular budget. This, they could have done by 
not introdueing any further tax measures this year. 
Because it seems to•me•as a layman that they were not needed. 
Of course we now have a healthy economy, and it is good that 
we should have a healthy economy: As a businessman I • 
believe that you should build up your reserves, but you - 

should not build them up in.one foul blew. And again as a 
layman to me it appears that•we -have done exactly that. 

From a very small reserve last year we have jumped to a very 
big reserve, and in balancing the big reserve as my Honour-. 
able and Learned Friend Mr. Haynes.said, the _embarrassment is 
that tnia kind. of profit would make the Cqnsumer Protection 
Officer blush. In the budget last year we were lumbered _ 
with a temporary measure. It is incredible to me how in 
every sphere tempotary measures acquire permanence once. 
they acquire acceptability by the people. I am referring, 
of course, to the surcharge. This measure, Mr Speaker, 
could have been done away with. 

On to the question-of the free port. This free port thing. 
is now a misnomer; no longer is' it a free port. . We heard 
earlier on that the port of Gibraltar had been upgraded as a 
fuelling' and bunkering port. Yet at -the same time we hear 
that fuel costs are going up. And on this way-leave scheme 
which will raise the sum of'Z50,000 would not we'he spoiling. . 
the ship for a penny worth - of,tar? • 

1496. 

On personal allowences,-I hope I'do not get. any raised 
eyebrows but. I think that.  this allowance is pitifully small. 

• 

Earlier on my Honourable and'Learned Friend Yr Isola spoke 
about the cars that might or might not be bought on account 
of 'the increase in taxation. ' It raisedSome laughs from 
the members of the.  Government and cries.  f "you wait and 
see", so obviously they do.believe that.the sale of cars is 
going to shoot up and that is, of course, due to the open- 
ing of the frontier. I think that the estimated £108,000 
is again going to be a very, very conservative figure and we 
will find out next year. • • . 

Mr Speaker, aaa layman, and that is all I can profess to be, 
it would aupear that we have been taxed for taxation's 
sake 

The Honourable and Learned Mr Perez says that it was a sad 
thing for the Members of the Opposition because the 
Government had thine so well. - Ho, the sad thing for. the 
Opposition in Gibraltar is that the people of Gibreltar'do 
not realise the true function of an Opposition. .The 
function of the Opposition is not to oppose, it is to make,  
the Government see the,ertor - of their wayswhen they do have 
errors in their ways. Just as the function of the 
Government is to govern properly and not bulldoze their way.  
throUgh. - The.sad Vein& fot the Opposition is, Mr Speaker, 
that the bbtter they are at their jobs the better the 
Government will be at theirs, end at the end of their term 
of office the burden will be on the. Opposition to say to the 
voters "ladies and GentleMen, we have done such eegood lob 
that the Government has governed better". And I would 
assure the Honourable and Learned MT ?erez that' we on this 
side would be very happy to give him oar policy in exchange 
for the Preece, Cardei and. Rider Reports 

As fares the .Government is concerned there must be one•good 
point in the budget, and that is that with the drop in the 
price of perfume they hope to come out smelling of roses. 

Mr Speaker, having said all I have said, the House will 
understand why we in these circumstances•have no.  option but 
.to vote against the. Bill. 

Thank you, Mr Speaker. 

HON M IC FEATHERSTONE' 

Mr Speaker,.last year the Oppositions. theme was mismanage-
ment and failure to spend money in the Improvement and 
Development Fund.' This year, we have not heard anything 



about our mismanagement. :We have mismanaged so badly 
that we have managedeto build up quite' a good balance in . 
the Consolidated Fund. 

• 
There was also, of course, the theme that we were: going toy 
prepare far the elections later in 19eo and give 'an easy 
budget this year. Well, I think we are,going to give an , 
easy budget .  this year, even if the Honourable Mr Isola is-. 
bitterly disappointed. • -••••• 

• . . 
We also heard last year from the Honourable and Gallant 
Major Peliza "bad administration of every member of 
Government". We haVe heard nothing from the Honourable 
and Gallant 1.:ajor Peliza yet but I am sure he will not be 
able to lay,his claim of bad adMinistration unless bad 
administrations produce these large surpluses. 'Reading 
Hansard of a Year ago is really verc illuminating and 'very 
ludicrous, and, of course, without balance in.the . , • 
'.:onsolidated.Fund the gentlemen who are on the other'side, • 
and were there lestyear, are absolutely biting their nails 
in frustration. 

We have hadapartial-theme in this budget, as I have said• 
before,toturnslowly,.gradually from.direct taxation 
systems to- indirect-texationesystems. :ThiSeis.the theme:, 
wnicheis beingedone•in the.DT„andeI wouldethinkthatthe 
Oppositicnwouldesupport:us with' this.e Bu...t_asmy..friend 
Mr.PerezhasSaidewe doeneteget-e-policyfromthe 
.Opposition, unless:that:policy is•pureIy to' oppose, :to 
edestroyi.etoebedestructiveeat.-everyeapportunity- . . 

The Honourable Isola said, of course, that all the 
taxation was-entirely.  unnecessary. Wa are giving very •e 
little, why not give more. . Well, Sir, we are giving quite 
a substantial figure, E8C0,000.in-the nine months of the' 
year in the income tax, and that will be Elm. odd in a full 

:year, which is quite a substantial amount. But you have 
to take the whole background to this before you can. judge. ' 

The Funded Services Nye have always understood should be 
self-sufficient. This was putforware to us very .strongly 
by the then Chief :ninister in the 1.73? Government When he .  
decried after the Teaedale Report the deficit that the City 
Council had brought up in the Funded Serviees. It was a 
terrible thing to have tMese deficits, the .  Funded Series 
should pay for themselves. Now, when we try and Make the . 
Funded Services pay for themselves we-are told' we. should • 
not do this, we should nbt- increase electricity, or water,. 
or telephones, we should let the deficit go on and get' .  
bigger and 'bigger every year. 

What really-does the increase in telephone and water and 
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electricity actually 'mean to-the averageeconsumer?. Flea—
trioity in calculated to' cost an extra 450 per week; water 
about 15p a week; and telephones another 15p per week; a 
totalpf.75P. . Yet, Sir, we are budgetting for.a .wage 
increase - this year which taken at a conservative estimate 
will put, into the lowest paid workers pocket some £5 a week, 
and'to the'average worker-soMe £9 a week. • 

Surely, ,it is not. so crippling to the average men in the • 
street if he receives a wage increase of £9 to be expected 
to 'meet his share of the cost of inflation in the Funded 
Services of some 751)- He is still £8.25 better off. 

Of course, I will have .it thrown at me that the other taxes 
are going to hit the man in the street's pocket. -  ' I agree,. 
thej are going to hit his pocket to the extent of perhaps a' 
1% rise fn the cost of living. So basically he is still • 
going tote eonsiderably better off. In fact, .the relief 
of tax we ere giving for the single man justabout peys the 
increase in the cost of electricity, Water and telephones, 
and if he is married he is £20 to £30 better off.  So we 
are giving to the general public in spite of' the iticreases. 
in the Funded Services. 

ThSeEonourable.Mr veryexorried that' perhaps bythe . 
end Of-the1980/81-year we aresoing to.haveee , doneolidated • 
Fund Balance:ofesomethingeaikemor49m.e• WelleI hope we 
do. veHe-.1s worried because then ifewegO-to!Englandeand ask 
for Development. Aid we are goinge to be told. tha'tweeare 
rolling inelnoneyand we should:have Whet•does he 
want us to do, to go cap in hand like paupers alWays! Has 
he no dignity for. Gibraltar? Must we always be subservient? 
Must we always be crawling on our knees saying, "please give 
us some money otherwise we cannot manage to live". Surely, 
we should hold our heads up .and try and Se as self-sufficient 
as we can on our own ability. ' How much better to go to • 
7;neland and tell them point blank that we need e Development 
Proiramme of se much. We are willing to put this much into 
it, you put your share as well. 

We have-been challenged in the past about why do we not put 
something towards our Development Programme. In fact in 
the last programme we were asked to contribute 10%, and 
although it was not easy we .Were willing to meet it, but we 
would be in a far stronger position if we can say, "You give 
us two to one", which was what was doneebefore, end whi6h is 
a situation 'I hope we.  Will be able to return to.. 

Secondly, of course, the Honourable mi. ISola has said he hes •  
never heard that Gibraltar-was'not credit-worthy. Well the 
position reallyehas. not arisen very much in the pest where 
there was any need. to knowwhether Gibralterwasecredit 
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worthy; but as hes been explained•by the Honourable. 
2inanciol and Development Secretary we. are moving into an 
era of development in whech.a fair amount of development . 
will have to 'ee paid for by ourselves, especially on the. 
Funded 'cervices, where it has always been the prinCiple of 
• the United Kingdom not to assist to any great extent.' •They 

have always said capital development.in the Funded' Services 
6: should be met from our own resources and Our ewn services,. 

aed we will,be needing to find over the next feW years a • 
• considerable amount of money to pay for new electricity, 
•poWergeneration and water distillation: • 

It is obvious that if we have to go to borrow on the open 
market, especially that in London etc, the credit-worthiness 
of the territory is going to, if not be called into question,. 
it'is going tube asked about, and it is going to be : 
considered before anybody is willing to lend us large sums 
of meney. So it iseeesential that we should have e'good 
balance. It is'essentiel that when we go to borrow we can 
saywe can meet our commitments, we can meet our interest 
payments, we can meet the amortisationwithout having to tax. 
ouraelVes into the ground. • • 

Are'.we taxed into the ground? The Honourable ike .Isola 
rather glibly sayswe are the most highi.y-taxed place in 
Eirppe. I do not know aboUt all taxes, but I know'about 
some. Let us take the tax on photographic goods. • ' 
•PhOtograPhic goods going into the United Kingdom pay an. 
import duty of 23%, and then they pay V1T .of'15%,•. on top of • 
the imported plus duty price, and that puts an article which 
initially costs'E100 up to £142. 

HON P'J ISOLA 

When I. was talking about the most highly taxed country in 
Europe I was, of course, referring principally to direct.  
taxation. I think the indirect taxation is approaching it. 
I think I made the distinction. . ' 

H01. 11 K FEATHERSTONE 

It is very easy to have second thoughts, is it not Sir. 
Especially when his argument has been destroyed. He raver 
said direct taxation. !Hassid we Were the most bigh.?-1,  
taxed place in Europe. Anyway,-  I will continue with the• 
indirect taxation, the photographic goods from Japan: £142 ' 
in England, whereas in 'Gibraltar it is £115,•20 less than: 
in England. , 

• 
• 

I would take the Honourable Mr Isola up' on his statement that .  

in taking the surcharge and making it now into the all-in 
:figure we have rounded Ire. He had better get his little 
calculator out end check carefUlly; tnere is no rounding 
up. The 10e. figure nas gone to 12e and teat is exactly 
20% above 10%. Thelae$ has gone to 15;1, again exactly 
20$; and the 17i% has gode to 21%. So it is very easy to • 
glibly say we have rounded up and made a little profit on it. 
'I am afraid 'his calculator has let him down. 

He said, "Aha! They have increased the tax on cars. But 
they had better be careful with all this increase,people may 
not malt to buy cars". Well, Sir, it is rather like a 
gramophone record, I would refer the Honourable Mr Isola to 
his speech, page.  708 last year. think the Government 
is going to get. a few surprises in this respect.- I think 
that if you go and put luxuries up you may get the position 
that people do not want to buy them. On cars, of course, 
as always happens, the Government has really closed the 
stable door'after the horse has bolted". We sold 1,000 
cars laSe year! I must say that the horse has bolted but 
other hoenes seem to have come along very quiccly. Perhaps 

'there- are more in the stable than the HonoUrable Mr Isola 
giyes credence for. 

The Honourable Mr Loddo, who made a.very interesting and a 
very good contribution, and I congratulate him; said we 
could have -produced a popular budget. Who says that this . 
budget is going to be unpopular. Everybody had been expect- 
ing a really,  terrible budget. The Opposition had prepared 
them for it. Time will shOw whether people consider-this 
is an unpopular budget or whether people ore going to be, if 
not satisfied, because nobody is satisfied when you have some 
measure of taxation, if people are goingto say this is a far 
lot less than we had expedted and overall we are quite happy 
with it. I have already had this expressed to me from the 
little time that we had between 1.30 pm and 5 o'clock. 

Of course, we have done some terrible things. Ileyaeave. 
Ebti that is absolutely terrible.. Somebody who comes to get 
his, bottle of whisky here at very, very competitive prices is 
going to pay a few pence more. In fact, all these yachts 
and'mozor boats that come over from Spain to buy their whisky 
here are not going'to buy it from us anymore at about £2.20 
a bottle, they are going to buy it in Spain at £4.50 a bottle! 

should they pay a few pennies way-leave to the Gibraltar • 
1Government? This is not a new thing, there is wayleaye in 
Englare. Muchet we would like, to be innovators ands 
originators of certain things, in most instances we do look 
to the United Kingdom and see certain things that have been 
in effectlhere Tarmany years, and where we think they can 
be put into ;effect we copy them here. 

As 'I said last year, Sir, about last year's budget, it was a 
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moderate budget and that the'people could stand it was shown 
only too well by: the high and impreved.Consolidated. Fund ' 
Balance. ...This yearsit is„ if anything, a bland bUdget. I. 
aM mare people are going to be ableto take it eulte easily.• 
„Next Year, if' we have very high COnedlidated 2und 
figure of ZSm, we shall be very happy indeed. We shell 
thenperhaps be able to giVe a little more away, but what we 
are giving this year isconsonant lvt'h*Our feelings. that we 
need a substantial consolidated' reserve for our credit ' 
worthiness and to show that this improveme'nt in our finances' 
is not merely a. flash in the pan. 

All in all, Sir, I think that.the.Government should pat 
self on thabeck:for having produced a Finance Bill whiohAe.  
Vita within the means af anybody inGibraltar to face.,. 

• • • 

HON 71 'T SCOTT 

Mr Speaker, Sir, in rising again I have no intention at 
of making my speech to any great length;'butas a family 
man I will make my contribution inthat respect. The 
HoroUrable Minister for Medical Services said, and I 
associated .myself with that, that he was. not an economist. 
Neither em,I, Hut he aleo aaid,another thing, that  
GevernMent:has_resoonalbility.soethat the meapures.msze. 
beneZit•Gibralterand,aeamsureaheel-eat,unwittin&J. 
thatathey.':444toAisb4,Gibreltarians,beceuae.afternall 
It4e.the,Gibreltariansethat put all ofelahereand that is 
the responsibility that we. have-to them. •',And in making 
their lot somewhat easier than. would appear_to be the case-. 
with thip:budget.n   

• 
The Chief Minister in his statement this morning said that: 
an improvement of about in disposable income' is expedted. 
Yes, right at the beginning.ofethe speech he said, and I 
quote, "It would nevertheless have been less than fair not • 
to afford some relief'in respect of income tax for.those 
with family commitments." Mre'Speaker, put to. you, 1% 
is this the sum total of some relief, particularly tofthe: 
family. man. that on top of that, a man with.a larger family 
has to pay_moreler,7,tter, because.  the secondary rate for 
water has been increased far more than thaprimary rate; 
more fur electricity for tne same reason; 'his ear0  should 
he want to buy one, would become even more expensive because 
he has to pay more duty on it than a single man:or a married 
man with one or two children. ' Is this the.sum relief, • 
Mr Speaker? 

• 
There was another' thing in.the:Chief Minister's statement: 
which we welcomed but I do not think it should have appeared .• 
in isolation.. 77e do not really see why the perfumes should' • 
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have been 7_eft out on their own subject to a lower rate of 
duty. -And of courser  as to theeoomment.an lest year's 
rather.more severe Meesures that had no demonstrably adverse 
effect eivtrade.whiich'.greW both in volume and value in 1979, 
Surely. thia is entirely due to the adaptability and 
Versatility of local traders and surely not to the 
Governtent. 

- — 
If I may ask the Honourable Financial and Development 
Secretary. We were promised at the end of his speech some 
tax tables. Somehow unfortunately they did not materialise, 
probably due to an oversight. 

As :a final thought, Mr Speaker, although Z1.8m has been 
included in the stimates for this coming year, I wonder to 
what extent Government hes made provision in its revenue on 
the effects not only of theak1.8m that it itself will have 
to pay, but also the other revenue which it will accrue from 
the Official Employers end the private sector, beceuse last 
year on admission a few days ago members on that side of the 
House admitted that they totally under-estimated the effect 
that the wage increases in the private sector had on the 
revenue from income tax. 

In conclusione  Mr Speaker, perhaps Government might have 
some positive results and that is that the increase on lip 
a plat on beer might well make a considerable .namber of bar 
owncrs stop stocking the beer thereby ,:paving the problem of 
having them franked.  

/. 
Thank you, Mr Speaker. 

HON A J CANEPA 

Just a very quick content on the last remark of the 
Honourable Mr Scott-. Just before last year's budget the 
Licensed Victuallers' Aasociation made representations to 
the Government to the effect that there should not be an 
increase in the duty on. draught beer because less draught 
beer wee being sold. The Government went along with that 
and did rot increase the duty on draught beer last year, we 
only increased it on bottled beer. No sooner had we done 
twat--= than they made representations to the Government and 
obtained from the GovernMent, an increase of 3p per pint 
after, just prior to the'budget in February, having passed 
on to the consumer an increase of 2pdue to increases'et 
source. So thatthrough increases both before end after 
the budget the Price cis pint of beer went up by 5p, and 
the Honourable Mr Scott may remember that there was some 
criticism in the Gibraltar Chronicle about this. it meant, 
particularly,. the latter increase of 5o,.that they enhanced 



their profits, censidetablY. So here they.were'mSking 
repretehtaticide to. the Gbvernmeht that we Should  
increase the duty because it Pight-he•coUnter-prOdUctiVe,' 
there. might ba s lower-saleS4-  and the-Consumer- had to put-Up 
With an :increase of 5n, it did not seep tudo'any'-harM7tp 
the sales because they Continued twpick un over the Yeazra. 
So I doubt if another lip• which might, be rounded up to-2p.:. 
in the event, Idoubt.whether that is going to make'a great 
deal of difference. , , ' 

, . . .• •••• 

This is the,way that-it always is:with budgeterymeasures. 
RepresentatiOns are made that the ..Government should not 
this or that because it can be counter-nrodUctive. Some '• 
times I think there is a case for it, and-  as the Honourable 
Chief Chief Minister said there seem to have been Very good 
grounds for perfumery. where the Sales overthe.years'have::  
dropped. In other areas the Government has to be careful 
to beep an eye and ensure thet.what we sell is competitive, 
foripstence cigarettes. If we had put up the duty an.: 
cigarettes this. year with an open: frontier,situationthere 
nould hardly-be any difference in the price of cigarettes 
between Gibraltar and Spain, end the last thing that you 

,woUldwant would be Gibraltarian going avert() 3paln 
bringing a carton of cigarettes in. They:wOUld: have to pay 
dlay.on that but'that they should buy they need a packet 
or't,two of cigarettes whilst they are in Spain. • . 

SlOhavernmentdbes.have regard tn.that, and that is a 
febtor which hasoonditioned our -approach tidythe revenue 
raising measures. The need nbt:to- put up.the duty on 
cigarettes any further: The' Chamber of Commerce made 
representations tome:during'the Chief Minister's absence; 
the. Government lookedinto -fte matter and we :thought that a 
good. baSe had been made. : Hut It does not always apply and. 
with draught beer experience has shown that the arguments 
have not-been well founded.. 

I can really understand that the Honourable Mr'Isola should 
be bitterly disappointed and that he should consider that 
the measures which the Government have:introduced are • 
entirely necessary. Mr Isola is nothing but a very. good 
politician, a very shrewd politician, who sometimes is 
wrongand he was completely and. utterlywrong during the 
election campaign., The Government had gone to the polls 
because we were going to have a tough budget and he hoe done. 
a, great. deal of good for us because.-we have ,not got. a tough 
budget, we have a poderee budget -whieh the,geople:ere 
apparently reasonably-pleased with. 

He is .naturally disappointed because 'it means that the , , 
.Government's position. is healthier and it giveathe 
-Goverrenta-great dealmore.elhow room to nsnouevre over. 
the next four years: " Being the very good, politician that  

,heis11Sm sure that he,would Much ratherthat-the • 
.Goverhpentshouldhave'its babk-to the wall, like We had. 
last year,-and hdve one 'Harsh budget after anotherwhich 
might prbbably be the only;way,Of ensuring a successful 

- -General tlection for the Honourable Memberoppbsite in 1964. 
.gut as things are.. .the scenario looks.sotewhat different and 

,perhaps we might be able. to'deVelop over the next four .years 
a Strategy which might return us to, office once again in 
1984: -.And .naturally he is bitterly disappointed.at the 

• proppect ofthatt v  That, fora good politicien,i.sthareal 
truth of this budget. • 

• 
We haves endeavoured Mr Speaker, to shift slightly from direct 
to indire'at taxation in this budget t  as"mY Honourable Friend. - -• lar Featherstone mentioned, and by indirect taxation on 
luXury items. We haVe also brought about a redUction 
::he subsidies.t6 the Funded Services and the manner... in which 
they are going to affect the average consumer _has been . 
explained. 

Wbat'has'not been said. is that on water We hope:  to reduce.  
tne subsidy by nearly £.25 Which we are going to gettirem: 
some Government Departments who are going to pay'more like 
the schools, hostela:_eto., bpd from the Yinistry of Defence 
who are.  going to pak'morei.and from hotels who-  are going to 
pa3-  more,.and that will mean the tourists coming to,: 
.1.ibraltar. :But if:the tourist.  is. prepared to pay for a 
package tour to Gibraltar f say, f•150/#1160 eOveek, and-if a 
tourist tpending'some time incur hotels consuthes'5/7 times. 
per head the amount of Weter consumed in d'householdin 
Gibraltar, six"ca-seven times the amount of water, I think 
that tnat tourist shoaldbe:preoared to 'pay another'Ll on, 
tog of his package all inclusive tour Of Z160/k170.' And 
I do not think that that:extra Ll is goinglOdeter him 
from dcalineto Gibraltar. — Then, let him continue to'heVe 
as many showers aS he wishes and as many baths as he wishes, 
butlet him be the one that pays for;the economic prrica that 
ShOuld be charged for that water and that the aeneral -
conaumer Of water, or the taxpayer, if -we continue to ."". 

.subsidise watei.; to the extent we have been dding, the tax- 
pa;ver'who iS very -careful about the water that he conStimes, 
should not be the one to have to pay for that tourist:wishing 
to'use up so much-Water. because he is used to adin,t so in 
the UK, that very large quantity of water which We can ill- 
afford. 

• 
The' level of reserves hakbeen-cited as'somethkn'that: might 
not make the-Unitedingdom so'responslyeith regerd:to.„ 
Development Aid. Perhaps I should remindEonourable 
Members opposite that lest year wnen pur.reserves were 
abysmally- low-We requested a'grarit of:415 ..fzom the British 
Government whiCh:they refUsediriSpiteof:-the:fact that the 
balance at'the'end Of- the-financiai ye8r-:'i4es. estimated to be 

" • • 
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'rider Zli. the British Government and, in. spite of. the very. . 
harsh meesures that we were taking .1.1 taxation and -in 
charges on the aided Services last year sothat vacould 
prove to. the British Government that we were dong our 
share; refuSed the modicum Of assistance that was askedfor. 
in reset of technical assistance on television, which we 
require, and wnich particularly in a closed froatier.aitu-
ation was art absolute mustl  and the British Government 
refased that Z5m. of aid. •' So the level of the reserves is 
not necessarily going to be. a factor in the.emount of aid 
that we get. ' That it will be a factor in will be in our 
ability, as the Honourable. Boseano put-it so well - this 
is, the political- espectofahealthy level of. reserves - in 
our ability to have a greater degree, of. independence so that :. 
we, will then be less subject to external pressures. 

The Honourable PinenciaI and Development Secretary spelt, out 
clearlY thiS•morning the reason why re required a reasonable 
level of reserves and I think that those reasons bear 
repetition in.purely financial terme,.letelone theunder-. 
lying far more important political considerations that, I' 
have mentioned. . . 

The Honourable the Financial and Development Secretary said .; 
that the. Government. is going-to-have very heavy•-borrring.,' 
comeeitments-.in--:future meet oes-shareof the-ecit"of • 
.-4eeD6Velapment Prograets:and'.also. to, place Gibraltar-in a'• 
stroagfinEncAelestuationeinordereto-Meet:any-Unexpected 
eventuelitYee  , Indeed, 'he wentonto'highlight'etheee•-• 
Governments-eommitments on'POwer:dayelopmenti•the expansion 
o= tae telephone: service'and:the...cOnstrUctioheot•new:hoUsing. 
All of them toget4r running to very 'many millions of pounds. 
so  that the total public debt is goiLg to•.increase by an 
estimated further £13m.' over the next few years.. •. It now • 
stands at 16.6m, so we can anticipate over the'next two 
years a 200% increase in the public debt.ee And that is why • 
we need to be in a strong financial positibn and. why we need 
a healthy revenue balance. 

It has been.seid by the Opposition that not enough, relief - 
hss -seen given in respect of income teX. • The relief has 
not been on income tax alone. Since last year income tax 
and family allowances has been presented eau fiscal peckaga.  
and that has beeei continued once again this year. There-e 
fore, in aseessing the effect cn this package you have to 
take into account the increase of Z2 in•family allowances,' 
And if you do so then the relief .which is afforded for a ,. 
family with.two children-is around £2.40p a week. • Again,. 
that average family, having regard to the water that they. 
consume, to the electricity that they consume, and-also the 
effect of about 1f; which increased import duties will_have, 
Is expected to have to spehdabout Z1.70p or so more per 
week. So- the net effect will be:that they ought to be  

about 70e-better off:a week, which- is the of improvement 
in disposable incomes that we have.enticiooted. So not 
only have, we been able to shift from direct taxation to 
indirect texation,•notonly have we been able to reduce 
progressively the deficit on the Funded Services, but the - 
overpal position.remains better even if YOU do not take 
Into account very attractive wage increases which are 
anticipated later onA this year. 

The
:s 

 1-
0
1
1
orable Mr Isola made reference to the Elderly 

pensions. I know that what the Honourable the • 
Chief Kinister said on television was that the Government ' 
would look into this, eBut the crux. of the metter is that 
there are very serious principles at Stake in this matter-
andthese principles haye to be weighed up. I. do not think_ 
that the cost in respect of the loss of revenue from income 
tax is by any means going to be the. deciding factor here, 
it is the principles. which are involVed.. -The Honourable 
Mr Isola. gives the imprespion that old age is in itself 
synonimeus with hardship. Not env lonter, Mr Speaker, end' 
not any longer thanks to,, successive- AACR Governments. •Old 
e6e.pensioners.are. in very many eases, if not in .the 
majority -of cases, far: better offethen many, working people. e  
They are far. better off than people thathoveto bring up. 
families andetniaiswhy forthe.life of -me I-. could not 
understandtheepolicyofethae.Opposition• during,.their - - e  
Electionecempaign with- regard:to. old age pensioners. e.Tha.. 
.poli,..v,hattam-mot-beeaspelteoutbecause theyeheye'very. 
cleverly,edresoetheyethink;eskirted:around -the issue 
because they have.not,definedewhatorvho is. 'an- old ege' 

. pensioner,eand,:-thereforee,.theeimpreseionshas;been. gluon . 
that all old age pensioners - would bagathered under their 
umbrella of proposals for relief in.electricity charges, 
water
t

charges, television licences, tickets to. the cinema 

That is less than politically honest, and I think that it 
was.s•cheep.electionewinning gambit which did not quite cone 
off.. I say it did not quite come off because I am aware 
that thexe.was a great deal of support for those proposals 
wnich, are very-attractive to elderly people: . 

MR. SP'EAKER.  

Yes, but he must not takeadvantage'of the Finance Bill as 
an excuse to reply to electioneering. • • . 

HON A gY CAIrs,PA. 

He mentioned the point, M Speaker. The Honourable Member 
made reference precisely to this, to the fact that we were 

; . •_.. 
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not giving any relief to old age pensioners on electricity, 
Water.charges, and:oo. on.. . • • 

MR SPEAKER ' 
• • . _ . 

To-  that extent YoU are entitied, to_reply, but., you are 
referring to the political' Campeign,tbat. they tarried out;„, 

HON:.A. J..dANSPAI 

And I do not know Mr Speaker whether ., 
• 

• 

HONP J ISOLA 

1.1rSpeaker,—I would like to remind theHonnurable Member 
that.  that was not the only-plank on which we fought our!,- ,  
oamPaign, there were-a great.number-of them. ' The 
Government had given us ambppartunity to fight ona 
_other plankaas well. 

•ez.: 
A J OAU:IPA . • 

• 
Te:Pensioner todeyM,Ir Speakeran -old agepeneioner.does,: ,  
alg very.  often. does; include a person.W.th-,a very,. 
cObaiderablesoccunationel nension received•eithdr from.  the 
Go'Vernment or fromthe-L:inistry of Defence. An °coups-
tiObal penSion-whicnis index related and,  which is, there-
fore, inflation proof,.:'..And in addition to that very menu': 
of them have tax free Old Age Pension. Andif.they do not. 
at least they have an 'Elderly Person Pension to which they. 
have not contributed and which loOked at dispassibnately 
perhaps they are.not strictly entitled to but which the '-
Government considers. that they should get bece4se.of • 
historical reasons. 

• . - • . 
And so many of those people• are far better off than working•' 
cite people are, acid' .,1 do .lot -i,:40W really whether they are •. 
proposing- that we should burden' the wo/king man with farther 
taxes so that there could be relief given in the Funded. 
Services to these people. I do not know whether I should 
have-to pay more - for the cinema tickets for my Children so 
that. Someone, just boons he. happens t? be aged over 65,. 
should be able to go to the cinema and nay less for his 
ticket. I hardly thinlc-that that is social justice. In 
any ease already they were getting additienaltax,relief of • 
£320 over and above the normalaIlowances, and that is• being 
increased-for-a cOuole, ,where. at least one of . themis over-
pensionable aga,:tó £450--in. tax rellefi.whicnmeans very 
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likely in additional £150 less in taxation, or Z5 a.  week - 
more thi:n the Ordinary working men-with the. income,'• • 
wits thedaMe essessabIbancome, because that pensioner may 

.well haveZ1;800-of:Old:Age Pension which is not taxable, 
:irdhich,isnotasseasabie. • 

.Mr loddne'poke ,duringtHat campaign'about- a cOntract.' The 
• voter'yes suppbsed4tofulfil'his,nart of tha:contract,'they 
fortheir-partwouldfulfil. their part of the contract. 
think part of that'contractantails„Mr.Speakeri- as J. point,-
ed•out• to Honourable Membersin the earlier part of this 
meeting, that theyahould spell out who is koing to be the' 
Old Age'Pensioner-Who is'going to be entitled to this 
woh.derflil Utopia • • - • 

Mr Featherstone dealt very•ably with:the question of import 
. d.Utiea on: taxes.' Mr Isola said that people pay through 
theirjnose.• - . They do,: That is•a-fdbt.' 2hey'pay through 
their nOsen . any'case. ' --The price.  Of,motor ,bers hes 

. - increasedby leaps and boUnds'ineXorably over the•yeers; 
And people take out very' hefty-  hire purchase agreements "and 
they do not mind, particularly yOune-  peoPle,-.very-flashY 
motor cars driving around our streets sometimes-to the peril 
of many. , ..I do' not think you would see inany-city-the-
si:-:.a. of Gibraltar so many cars bashed about the waythat 
they are here so we all have to pay higher insurance 
premiums. -They do pay through' their noseend . they•buy all 
sorts of extras,. •itianotjust theeceeleof:havint a 
basic motorcar but putting in as- many extras as yoU can • . 
get. Not as you•can afford, but as you can get.- Sor• 
really that this.is a winner for the Government. :It ,was a -
winner I think•in a.closed frontier situation let alone in 
an open frontier situation. .And there istanotherespeot -•. 
tothis,"and-that is that-we are taxing•rather moreheevily 
the larger•vehicles, but the import duty'on.a car up to 
1,299cc,. 1.3 litres, hes only gone up by 17",. that still 
stands et 25cc and younen get pretty sizeeble•family' 
saloons which go:up,to 1.31itresengine capacity. .. They 

-will.  be  cheaper and they use less petrol which will also be 
cheaper.-- So I think we are giving people en ,  option there.,  

Mr Isole. said our .income tax rates are the highest in 
Europe." I do not thiakthe rates ere the highest in. 
Europe because the .maximum is 501,, but I know what he means, 
because of the rather nerrow•tax bands thet we have here. 
And that the Government.heato do aomething. about it. -.What? 
.BrintIthemin line with the United Kingdom? • Give away, £3m? 
And cut £3m from expenditure if you can? Or increase-A. 
indirect taxation even_further with-an effect of 25:% in the. 
cost 'o# living.. - 

Thegaily-aemve-proposals, What do they;emeaia inrealterms?..: 
-They will mean,Mr Speaker, that, for instance; cigarettes 



sold ontha-Mons Calpe at 1,3 per carton, the profit. on 
waich at. the moment, before the budget measures, was 54%, 
-bast profit will now be reduced,to 41; •because of an 
increase in duty in the field of 15p in this budget. . , The 
price of Z5 is still very attractive, and even if it is' 
increased_to pass on that duty to the customer' is still, • . 
very attractive and it still leaVps a yery hantlsome.:profit 

.rargin for the people concerned. 
• . . 

With whisky the4position is that... the 20p wayleave,. which is 
will eat into. a profit margin of over 33%. So again I 

do not think by,any stretch of the imagination that that 
can be considered to be crippling. I shoula just inform 
Mr Loddo that in fact there was a very popular budget in 
1976. when because the reserve stood. at Z3im, because the' 
ScaMp Report had not been settled and there were arrears of 
wages and'salaxies going back for nnrly two years, the 
reserves stood at £3i and it was envidious with such high 
reserves to introduce an element of taxaton, and on that'. 
cocasion it was there was no tax measuresatail and" 
naturar..y it was very Popular- 

HON A T HAYNES 

Mr Speaker, at the risk of being interrupted and then 
misinterpreted and subjected to ridicule by the Chief 
Yirdster, and in the certainty that I s.lall.be  subjected to 
all that by the Deputy Leader, I shall make my contribution. 

I am not complaining, Mx Speaker. I think that:  to have 
been subjected to the combined attack of the Chief Minister 
and his beputy means that I must certainly know-‘enat I am 
talking about. Only too well for the Government's liking. 

• • • 
Mn Speaker, the Chief Minister' the linister for Labour 
and Social Security say they are disappointed with my 
contribution so far. As I said earlier the feeling is 
mutual. I am not impressed by their efforts nor. by-their 
bully-boy tactics, and I was most hurt at the reference to 
my grandfather and I hope that it is not repeated. 

• 

HON A J OANEPA.
.. • 

Mr Speake.v, if the Honourable Member will give way,.I was 
even sore hurt by-the.ruda.noise that he:made, which . 
e,5ceredthe sttention of,  some members of 'the HoUse but did. ..:-
'ct escape-the,ottentionPf_otheX6,notsbly_myself,.and jt. . _; 
was ,a perfeAtly.,horflanreatticat&,theway: that   he had • 
behaved that I-threwthatback 

HDIti P ISOLA • 

There was aa election last Year as We 

HON• A J-CANEPA • 

So was there an election. this year end here we are for• 
another four years, Liz -Speaker. • 

To conclude then Kr Speaker, I think that the strategy in a 
budget that was framed before any knowledge, or any inkling 
that the frontier was going to open, tae strategy of the • 
budget is really one that also fits in verywell:w2th an' 
oxen frontier situation.' visitors who l.am sure will. come 
to Gibraltar over tae next twelve months in considerable 
numbers will contribute-  more to indirect taxes and that I' • 
think will enable us to lighten the bvxCenpf,taxation on .- 
our own people in future: years. •  - 

We,  also have the strategy developed in.-this budget, aa-I 
have said before, that the Funded:SsrVisea should pay for' 
themselves asp far as is possible other than in the'Oasa of • 
water, where we. feel that the taxpayer should continue to..:' 
subsidise at least the :domestic consumer. So I see this, . 
Mr Speaker, as a very clever ingenious budge t and I can 
understand why Kr Isola is bitterly disappointed. , • 

You should•withdraw that. 

HON A .3 =NEPA 

. I will withdraw that if he apologises for the rude noise. 
that. he made. 

• MR SPEAKBR.  

You will not do anything other then to continue you± speech. 

HON AJ HAYNES 

On a•  point of clarification, Mr Speaker, there was a time leg ' 
which the . . 
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MR SPEAKER 

Well we are not going to argue` =that, one. 
please continue your.speech. 

• • 

HON A J HAYNES 

The point is, Mr Speaker, that I have.not.been dissuaded by 
the Government in following the dictates of my conscience..  
and:Inwhat I consider to be my duty to the•electorate. 
This duty compels me to be critical of the Government. which' 
is not always efficient and which will not shoulder the 
blame for their mistakes. And the incidence of their 
mistakes seem to be endless. I have often mentioned the 
more obviouS.ones such as in hpusing, the paucity of.housing; - 
the:mismanagement of the Varyl Begg problem; the lack of . 
their spending of the•ODA'fande,'all- the money given to 
them by England;: the lack of facilities and in'the lack of .• 
service provided for tourists in Gibraltar; the heavy 
taxation in Gibraltar; and now their lack of concern,..or 
their seeming lack - of concern, With- alternative sources or 
en.ergy, • I think all these things are of primary.. concern 
•na:f. budgetary-. • 

PEAKER. 
• • • 

.1 .7.Tmat  perhaps bring you• down to earth. We are speaking 
.444012:t_the.FinancaBil/ and the revenue raising measarea. 

HON AI HAYNES', 

Mr Speaker, I think we should try andMake en effort to 
find cheaper sources of energy. • Government expressed 
disMay at the high price of oil which we share. . 

NILZPEAKM 
• 

No, no, I have drawn your attention to'it and you must 
accept my ruling. ram asking you to speak on -the proper 
subject and that is 'on the Finance Bill, 

HON A J HAYNES • 
Mr Speaker, the Chief Minister persists in. his claiM_that 
the budget is not a source of embarrassment to his Government 
and he clouds the issue by saying that a surplus of money is 
not- embarrassing; Of course the money is not-embarrassing.• 
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7It is the miscalculation that ended up with so much • • 
money that is embarrassing.' A miscalculation of 143'4. 
And if getting that sum so hopelessly wrong is not a source 
Of embarrassment to the Goverament:it idenly,becsase in 
the pest they went even more hopelessly wrong. 

• 
- • May Ihremind the Chief Minister Once again that. the budget 

surolun is net his personal contribution to Gibraltar. At 
page 7 of the ceremonial opening speech he Said: "I have • 
thoughts of public money rather than of Government funds 
because it is not always sufficiently appreciated that the 
Government is only the authority or agency entrusted by the 
electorate- with the wisest and fairest administration of the 

'money which the.public itself makes available through taxes." 
It is not the Chief Minister's money.. I say, let the 
people af.Gibraltar decide whether they are happy with the. . 
'level of taxation, and letathe people saY what they think 
of the:Chief Minister's-calculations. 

And I thinkjne has got this Finance Bill wrong as well! I-
think that the increases in the. tax on liquors. and Spirits . 
are a mtscalculation and unnecessary. I think we all know 
that we can expect a larger increase in tourism this year..  
and if-we keep our prices as low as possible- we will obtain 
a greater turnover, and that means that Government will get 
the revenue that they want without prejudicing the local 
purchaser. But of course Government ignores it. 

I deplore the low level of relief forfsmilies. ".•We know 
the Government will not admit that they took too much money 
away from the people last year, and that is why they will 
not give anything back this year. Government tells us, 
Yr ,  'Speaker, to be less critical,•and in my case to'be less-  
aggressive. Well, I cannot help becoming aggressive and 
angry when I See a Government-that cannot run this city 
properly and will not accept responsibility for their mis-i  
takes. 

HON DR R G VALARINO 

Mr Speaker, after that enlightened speech there is not much 
we can sty, but I.shall mention a few paints which I think, 
though enyngh has been said on the general principles of 
the Finance Bill, it' would be' worthwhile for the'Oppasition 
to • 

First. of ala increasei in telephone and electricity charges. 
In fact all, we are cloning by increasing these charges, by the 
:sae rate of inflation, is that we are maintaining the same 
rates 'in real terms, es last year.. This is something that 
the Opposition should well take into consideration. The 
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BOX Dl 2 G VALARINO 

Certainly, Mr speaker, I will change the Word "personal" 
"political". : think that is sufficient. 

M SPEAKER . 

political what? 

534. 

other la:tt is that thoush charges tlAroughout the • 
electricity are roughly up by 15f, on published rates, the. 
.Opposition should note that'to the average corwum,r, to the 
-average .domestic consumer, consuming 30C units monthly,,thie 
meads en. increase -or.sa,co on existing rates, roughly 10-.284 
on existing bills. So the 15 of which the Honourable and.  
Learned the Leader of the Opposition mentioned is slightly. 
excessive to say the least. 

Now the increases in family allowances and personal , 
allowances will obViously be an advantage to the average 
worker. What did the. Opppaition expect us to do? To 
remove the 15',A duty on income tax? As the Honourable Leader 
of the Opposition mentioned in last year's budget, page 698, 
in which. he referred to the 15 income tax and tries hard'  
to explain a reduction in the income tax? It seems to 
me that- at the time this was more.of a personal thing than 
anything to do with the advantage of the people of Gibraltar. 
On the other hand we have on page. 645 a view expressed by 
the zionourable Mr 3ossano mentioning that the measures of 
economy should be for the majority of the people of 
Gibraltar. This is what I• believe, I believe that' this . 
bUdget is a fair budget; it is for the benefit of most of 4  
the people of Gibraltar', and I am sorrY.te say that though 
the .Finance 3ill:may be unpopular to' theYOpposition, thrl 
budget.is designed to the whole of Giarilter and not to the 
six members of the DP3G•present heratoday.. 

We are talking about two things here, I believe, I do not 
know which one you are talking aboUt, but certainly as far 
as six members of the Opposition are concerned .• 

MR SPEAKER 
• 

.What you are saying is that it is the political motivation 
of the six members opposite•that is completely and'utterly.. • 

HON DR R. G VALARINO 

That is right, that is what I em trying to say, that it is 
thG political motivation of the six members-opposite,' 

HON P J ISOLA- 

He should make,it clear, because we heard from it, from this 
• side what he said . . 

MR SPEAKER. 

No, no,.hold it.„ I will not have any improper suggestions 
es to motives,. and I am sure that Vou will- have no - 
hesitation:in withdrawing such an imputation. I em saying-
that'i am sure You have no difficulty in withdar...wing what 
you ha're just said. 

HON DR 2 G.VAMARINO  

MR SPEAKER.  

Noi order, order.: Will you please, sit- down. Order. •H.  No, 
no, I have asked the Minister to withdraw, and he'has with-
drawn what he has said. Re has explained what he meant to 
say by saving that it was the political motivations of the 
six people. 

HON P J ISOL. 

We are glad that hc.; has mastered the English language at.  last. 

HON DR R G VALARINO 

Mr Sneaker, I am. glad that I have mastered the English 
language and I wonder whether the Honourable Member opposite 
• has done likewise. 

HON G T RESTAU0 

Mr Speaker, one or two points -that I would like to reply to 
/ 
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which has been stated by some of the former speakers- e The 
recurrent theme in both Mr Perez' and Featherstone "s 
speeches wes'that - whilat„ in the pest we havecriAidisedethei  
Government for'nOt spending sufficient Money:out-of' the 7' 
Improvement andDevelopmentPUnd, they hed - heard:littleof, 
this this Year. Well,-I do not kndw whether the Govarninprit 
is complaisant or whether•those two Kinisters are com-
plaisant with the amount of money that was soent by the 
Government last Year, bat certainly if they are they are. 
very much mistaken beceute there are vast suns which were 
available to the Government, fundawhich were, provided by . 
the united. Kingdoft- ••' And if those funds had been; spent, not 
only this year t butaast year, in the previous years, if all.: 
thoSe monies had been spent perhaps the Government would 
have had the reserve that they seem to want for next year 
this year without having . to put-in. any extra -taxation.. 

Featherstone.. in reply to something that the , 
Hondurable the Leader of the Opposition said about future 
development aid from the United Kingdom, got up and said 
that:we could not go-cap in .hand .to the United Kingdom 
Goverment for money, that we must preserve Gibraltarian. 
digity. Well, I wonder where that Gibraltarian dignity 
wa0- wnen the Chief Minister last year went for Zim and after-
werds was shown to b..0 completely incorrect in having gone 
for when we see :the general reserve and the profit made 
this yearN, It mali:Sa the Government look very stupid in 
retrosPect. 

1,7.1.Oanapa made reference to the shift of the Government's • 
tactics from direct taxation to indirect taxation and he was. 
using thesame•worda Uced by the 'chief '.sinister in his ' 
stat'ement :They have. both acid the_samething.• 
They have both said and-to quote thesChiefinister, "that 
theSeeincreases are related exclusively to luxuries". How 
on earth they have the nerve to come to this House and say 
that. draught beer is luxury, .when that has alwaYe been 
considered to be the workingmans drink; how on earth can: 
they come to this HOUseand say that petrol is'a luXury. 
Are tnee saying that it is e luxury today to have a car? Is 
that what Government is saying? That it is not a 
neceseity really for people to have a car?.. It wau,as much 
a necessity with the border closed because it offered teople 
a certain amount of recreation. But of course with the 
border -:open- it will-be even.more of'a necessity. • So how, 
both the Chief Minister and the, Minister for Labour'and,' • 
Trade end Dconomic Development could say that they are only 
taxing luxury goods is beyond my comprehe'ieion. I think it 
is quite inaccurate to.boot. • 
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. 
lies. we must not forget that' eleMentof taxation that has,' .  
been pdt 6n: beer is an increase of 26:;, and' on petrol it, is 
en increase -of laf, which,  tp:my way of•thinkingeis far, fat 
too' high. • ,- 

• . • 
Whet. would. the position. have been if the Government had 
neither' increased indirect taxation by £390,00.0, and 
increaseithe charges for electricity, telephone, and water. 

'At the moment they have, or they. intend to end this year,. 
with a balance in the Consolidated Fund of Z5i.' That is • 
Z5in in a.titty which. the Government :rill hove at the end 
without taking into account these increases. I suppose ' 
reallyeit is a matter of political decision how much there 
should or there should not-be in the.` Consolidated Fund. I' 
realise that, but,perednally I think £5im in one go is far.. 
too much. •And in feet if the Government had not put up the 
charges and had not increased the duties I suppose the net : 
position would be •that the 'Government had ebbat'•1141m in the-
kitty,'-and that I, would have thought would have been quite 
sufficieht f especially since I personally consider that,they.  
have undreatimated quite considerably on Whet they will'get 
from indirect taxation measures. I am Sure" that they_Will. 
obtain Much'more thanHE158,000,aa has been stated on the- ' 
increases on beer, whisky and 'so on, and I am sure that they 
will- get more than what has been estimated on bbth petrol • 
and on' motor Vehicles.  and spares.' 'And spores' in fact is: 
another one that I'suPpose theHonourable *Chief Minister 'and 
the Honourable Minister for Labour consider to be luxuries. 
Spares to motor vehicles, spares for the ordinary man-who 
has a car and for some unknown reason, or he may have had an 
accident, or something, and he•has to replaces certain part 
of his-car.- - That I suppose is a- 10xury. too.' I thinkI • 
said this last year but.. I. think .1 have.to say it again this. 
year because' the same words•were used by the-Chief :'!finieter: 

-that his measures were realistic and fairh. 'Well • • ' 
certainly do not think they are either realistic or fpir in 

• the circumstances. . 

wow, in the statement of'the Financial end Development' 
Secretary, he reminds us that when debating this Bill we, 

• should keep in mind the -financial conseeuencee . of the 
Goveenmert..s commitments'. on power development, the expansion 
of the telephone services end the construction of new hous- 
ing, •Onite true, Mr Speaker. £3m on the power development; 
Zim 

 
on the telephone service; plus the new grousing, but o•? 

course it is the Government's fault, for its inefficient 
history that it is today that we are having to pay for: these 
services and not perhaps 3, 4 or 5 years ago. It is clear 
that the report which is kept so secret on the power develop-
ment must certainly have said at the time that they should 
buy a new generator, but he did not do so.. Certainly, 
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ever. incs 1975 in this House, from this side of the House, 
xe have been pressing the Government to purchase ISD 
equipment. They have taken neithe'r advice, or theyAcJelL 
neither edvisse, and of course whet is'eteimated as costing 
£4m now, had it been done 3 or 4 years - ago, might have 
cost half or even less then half. So I would remind the 
Honourable Finencisl Secretary that whilst I take his point 
that we must mind these commitments, I woule asknim.sto - 
mind the position that it would cost Gibraltar a lot less 
had these developments been carried out years ago. as - 
advised by different people. 

On the question of the .daty free goods at the Air Terminal,. 
I think One has to be vary very careful not to  price.one-
self out of theemarket. It is highly important that 
Gibraltar remains, as it always hes been before., competitive 
in these things. Ne went to attract-people, not reject . 
them, - 

Lastly, :Mr Speaker, on the setael increecas on electrecity 
charges, we sere told this morning othet across the board 
they ewee.in the region of about 15=x, but of course.this,ip 
not really quite accurate. It is i5 plus the fuel cost 
adjustment surcharge which will no doubt continae throughout 
the years. So it will be 151, plus any extra costs that, 
neve to be passed on to the consumer es A result' of total.. 

• increases. So I sm.:lure that by the ,time.  we get the budget. • 
time next year -we will find' that it has nat'been 1% but 'a 
lot more than 15''x. • - • „ . 

There is just enc4o.pointeonthe. increased telephone  -tariffs 
that I would like clerifiCation on because it seems to be.  
retneropeculiare  L.ses that charges for the first .3' 
minutes to Tsngier. 'are about 48p, Morocco 69p, Spain- 

-between 33p end 48p but a massive £1,44 per 3 minutes to 
Portugal end I would like clarification on that, what seems 
to me to be quite a huge variation for telephones 
communioation to a country that is quite nearby. ' 

Lastly Mr Speaker, on the question of water increases, it 
seems to me that the increases to both shipping, swimming 
pools, hotels, hospitals, :schools end Government departments, 
and the Ministry of Defence; et 33.75p and 37.5p per 100 litres, ere considerably hither then-the'ouerating coZtSas 
quoted at, the earlier session of this house by the Minittass 
for Public ,orees, These figures are osnsiderebly higher ' 
then the highest rates and I also would like clarification 
on that point, sir Speaker. 

Finally to wind up, Mr Sneekzr, I think the measures that 
the Government is implementing are quite unnecessary, quite • 
unnecessary, and it is really a shame that the Government . 
is unnecessarily trying 'to over-tax an already overtaxed 
population of Gibraltar. 
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HON j .50SSANO 
• 

I take it Mr Speakerthat that long silence means that there 
is nobody else willingete speak at this stage, so I shall 
make-my contribution which will be shorter then.the one I 
medelese year on the revenue raising measures because in • 
feet last year I think I made my main speech et that stage. 

I will deal briefly with the Honoureble and. Learned the 
Leader of• the Opposition first - before I go onto make my 
analysis of the 'revenue raising measures and the budget as 
a whele, because of course he made some reference to me end 
to the stand that I was taking, and nowadays I .find that 
the Honourable and Learned Member obviously has so much 
energy that not content on attacking the eight meml,ers of. 

• the Government insists. on attacking me es sell, which is 
one of •the reasors,•Mr Speaker, being so' lonely on this 
left wing corner of the Opposition benches, one of the 
reasons why I hive to try and stay last because unfortu- 
nately cannot have a second go,••end•obviously the 
Honours:As Member can always use one of his members to try 
and Change round whatever it is that I have .ssid,. So 
clearly I feel. that the.safestoposition - forme to be in is 
to allces . Lverebody to. attack me first and then try end speak 
last. • 

• • • - 
TheHonourable'Member mast be puzzled by.the stand that I 

esimetekingein%the-House..eifee should not be in fact because ,  s • 
the stendird I. taking is the stand Tepromised thepeople-  
I wbuid take in the election campaign, and I am 'working on, 
the assumption that that is whet they want me to do and 
t hat is why they put me here.. end although traditional 
pdlitiCal anelysis:MightereqUire that if one sits on. the 
Opposition benches one.zhould de facto state that anything 
t hat any Government does is wrong; and that that is the way 
that we should handle the situation, I do •not think that 
that is the way I am prepared to act, end if it means that 
people will consider me, as the Honourable nember seems -to 
think, too weak an opposition, then no doubt they sill not 
put me here again- And since I do not Particularly need, 
es far es my ego is concerned, to be member of the 
House because I do not attach greet significance to the 
"position, Mr Speaker, well, then people always get as their 
repressneteteves tenet they .deserve end ,.whit they went and 
they.will only be able to have me es long. as they ere 
satisfied that I can only act in conscience in the way I 
think to be correct. And, 'therefore, last year I felt so 
strongly on the way the situetion was being explained and 
handled thet I even voted 'agsinst the Long Title if . 
me0oees sill recall_ it. Not by virtue of the fact thet I 
Was sitting en this side. 

Last year, Mr Speaker, the only person that 'was not 
completely overcast that this cloud of gloom that the 
House was uresented in the definition of the economic 
situation was myself. . And therefore I thielo that if the 
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Honourable Mr Haynes talks about aiberresement aato.the • 
results. compared to the attitude adopted.in the House 
tmelve•montns ego then the only perion-Wno can really . 
eleitthe right not to be embarrassed is te,,bectuse last: 
yerr I Made a point ofetating viteoleerly that .it was.: 
absolute 'nonsense to talk about benkruptcy, that Gibraltar 
was'not in fact on the vetgeof•benkruptcyi and that, 
Gibralter's economy cattail's strengths that few other 
economies in the lectern morld contained.. That 'was my 
nalysis of-the situation. I remember the Honourable.-  

Mr Isola disagreeing with me, infect. • He said, following'. 
my contribution on page 701 of Hansard lest year; teferting

• 
 . 

to the he said "I elWays listen to him with groat interest 
bedauae theta is el Sys one thing about the men, he is 
logicel and he is consistent and he states the position as 
he has, seen it. He has been consistent for many yeers-snd:.: 

interesting.to:listen to-his economic aPpreiselof 
the: situation". Tell I am sorry if I disappoint the • 
honourable Mt Isola this year with my economic eppreidel, 
buff I nen Assure you,..,Mr Speaker, and .I.  can essureThim_and 
the. House and the peOple.  of Gibraltar Whocereto listen to . 
mi:abtatimes, that I continue. to try and,be es logical-and, 
ea",:ipsietent in setting outthe- poSitien mat see it, . 

'Wh'ether Whet I'say heppens-te be diemetricelly opposite to 
Wrist the Government iesaying, or absolutely consiatent,  

That).Wirrelevant ca far es I am concerned. I 
AO not say thingetecense the Chief.Miniater may be saying 
4ti-not do I,SeY:tAe opposite of ',bathe is-aaying.because • 
11,i-is4aying'that;:4- I -say- What 'I belieVeto-be-the truth, 
*a• happens "'to coincide With the' Chief • 
Violater' or -it,lbeIpend to coincide with Mr Isoisis views, 
*11, that juSt-happens to be an accident esfar-es I - am 
Ocenletned.. ' 

• 
lia:then went on. to refer to my stand-in-  sayingthat the 
Government "was not' on.the. vergaef bankruptcy. He "' 
referred to the Statement thst-I bed made that the 
"31brelter Government is far- from being in e'dangerous 
situstion",ind hewas. pritical of 'the !stand that t was: 
taking then - it is on page 701; Ur Speaker. 

Today be hest Said that my'reaction to the budget Maybe 
simply the reaction-of en economist but should not be the 
reaction of a man *he Sapposiedly the 'defender of the 
working class in Gibraltar. Sell, I-Still coaeladr:mr—
self to be . . . . 

HON P J ISOLA 
• • 

Ur Speaker,  If the HonourablaMember•mad'Oare to- quote 
me correctly, I said that he was nknownh to be-the defender 
of the working dliseini Gibraltar: 

HON J BOSSANO 
.., . . . . . 

Well thei.mpressiwx that I got - I may havegot'the exact 
quotation wrong, Mr Speaker, but the impression that I got 
was that it was not intended as a statement of fact. 

HoN • : 
P ISOLA 

Yes, it was.. 

HON J BOSSANO 

• I am glad to- hear it,%I am glad the Honourable Member • 
accepts what I am' then. Because certainly the imoression 
that•I..got,from what be was saying that I might want to 
give the impression that I was but that my stand was not • 
consistent with that. That was the impression that I got by 
the way and the context in which it was said. Now, either 
the'Honeurable Member says that I-am.or he is doubting it. 
If he is doUbting it then I would like to dispel the doubts-
'plat he may have. 

HON P.J'ISOiA 

No,:if the Honourable Member will give way. I.did say that 
voting for this Bill and not supporting the increased 
personal allowances would be inconsistent with that stand. ' 
I think I said that. 

• 

HON J BOSSANO 
• 

Well, since infect, Mr Speaker, the Honourable and Learned 
Member was so Clearly-convinced of my consistency twelve 
months ago I do not went'to lose his faith in me and I will 
try to persuade him that I am still being consistent..  

• 
He went on la fact in his speech 'lest year to criticise the 
Minister 'or Public Works and the' Minister for Sconotic 
Development - page 104 - for doing everything I taught them. 
He said they had to ask the Honourable Mr Bossano for 
permission -to' do thieand for permission to do that,' term 
contracta please co-operate, please allow us to have term 
contracts, and Mr Bossano says no, yoU cannot have it and 
the :.',mister says, well, at leasthe has now agreed that, it should go to tender.- . Well I think ,if the Honourable 
member expects me to be consistent then. at least he must 
expect me to agree' with the things that the people do 

- because I tell them to do it. . That at. least would be, consistentI would have it. . • 
But of course the reason why the Government rthink has not 
gone ahead with term contracts is not because I personally • 
objected to term. contracts but because there was a very 

• 
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strora feeling amongst its employees, and I tried to 
explain that last year, and the Government rthink has 
le=rned one lesson in the lest Seven years,-1--La That is 
that it should try and do things by ca-operation with the 
representatives of its labour force, its own employees, • 
rather than in conflict with them.  I think it is an good 
thing for Gibraltar, and I wish it had happened sooner. 
!ow, if that is going to be termed as eeekness on the part• 
of Government there is one way of identifying one's own 
political or ideological position in relation to defence 
of working class interests end, therefore, if I approve of 
the Government not willing to do anything .without Union 
agreement, then I cannot be mccused of being inconsistent 
for approving of .something the Government does because as 
a member of the Opposition they disapprove everything they 
do even if whet they. do is Stet I wanted them to do. So 
I think, Mr Speaker, that perhaps might explain what might 
otherwize appear inconsistent. 

If we take one particular issue, and that is the question. 
of the financing of the Funded Services end the increases • 
of its tariffs, I have previously opposed the increases of 
the tariffs, end I have opposed in principle the theory of • 
making the Funded Services self-financing. And.  I think 
when I did-so, .I am:not very sure whether it was in last _ 
year's budget or 24 months ego, in fact betWeen the
`Appropriation and the Finance Bills,, he Honourable end 
Leerned the Chief Minister diluted eozeshat the stand of 
:the question of making themselves self-financing and said. 
that they had done so in recognition of the points that I 

'had mede sceone-of the reasons why 'it is so expensive quite 
apart from whether they may or may not be mismanaged by the 
inditiduels who happen to be responsible .!or the services 
as Government, auite apart from that, is because :of this 
economy of size, - One of the reasons why we have 
independent sources of supply is because of our distrust 
of out neighbours. In fact I think the Honourable and 
Ieerned Member made it quite cleer.When•there was talk 
about new sources of water supply, I. think the hint was 
very clearly there, that the new sources should not be e 
pipeline from across the border. Now clearly that is a 
political decision. A. ooliticel decision which cannot be 
passed on td the consumers of water, but must be passed on 
to the whole coneannity•because it is a politital decision 
to which we ere answerable to the whole community, and, 
therefore, 1 think that is en important content in the 
financing of these services which cannot. be ignored, In 
any other community of destern Evrope Where there was 
normal harmonious neighbourly relations, the rational 
economic thing to do would be to develop Services for 
those communities on the- most economic basis, and to create 
units Of the most economic size, but in a situation where 
the neighbour that might be controlling half of those • 
resources is the neighbour Who wants to swallow you up, it 
would be very foolhardy to put yourself in. that situation , 
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if yoU do not want to be swallowed up. And I em glad to 
say that I have no doubt that no member of this House, and 
certainly the overwhelming majority of the people of 
Gibraltar e have no desire to see that happening and will 
expect ii ,to do everything in our power to stop that 
happening. And it is consistent I think with that 
responsibility to take a stand of saying that something 
that is unpopular needs to be done because of. that over-
riding objectives rather than to exploit the unpopularity 
of what needs to be done. I think that is being 
consistent. 

In 1978 I said, Mr Speaker, in the Finance Bill of 1978, 
on page 598, I acid in respect of the size of increases 
that the Government wes proposing, ;'If we had had 10% 
inflation in the lest twelve months, end•the Government had 
turned round and said 'well I em going to raise all chargei 
by 10% beoanse the policy is 'to keep - the charges stable. in 
reel .terms and revalue them with inflation', that would 
have been en understandable argument. Although of course 
it would have been more understandable an argument if they 
were doing the same with personal ellowenceseunder the 
Income Tax Ordinance end revaluing those at the same time". 
Nell that is precisely whet they are doing now, two years 
later. If I said two years ago that, Mr'Speaker, then I 
think the Honourable end Learned Member will understand 
that because I em consistent I cannot say something else-
two years after, even if everybody in this House and every-
body in the rest of Gibraltar have forgotten what I said 
two veers ago, and, therefore, I •accept the point made by 
the Honourable Minister" for Municipal Services that in 
raining charges by 15% in real terms they are being .  
retained at the level they were a year ago, except that of . 
course I thought that they' were too high a year ago, and 
although I accept they are not being increeSed I voted 
against them at the level they were net a year ago, end,' 
therefore,•I will not be opposing these increases because 
they are not any higher than they were a year Ego, but I 
cannot support them because I would be in contradi6tion 
with the vote I took 12 months ago. Therefore I will • 
abstain on that. But this is the reason. why I am abstain-
ing end I am not opposing it like I have done in other 
budgets, because two years ago I defended sach'a policy and. 
the Government is doing it now. It would be politically 
incondietent or possibly politically more popular in terms • 
of what-one considers to be the desirable behaviour in 
catching votes to.vote against everything. - 

As fazeas the Income Tax is concerned, Mr Speaker, let um 
be clear that the same argument applies to that, and just 
like the Government cannot - the Government in its own 
defence, because I think sometimes one tends to get in the 
House of Assembly a situation that because members of the 
Opposition paint everything that the Government does black, 
the Government feels almost duty bound to paint everything.  
it does white, and I think they should resist the 

• 
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temntation. In fact if we accept the analysis that rais- 
ing charges by 15 is simply retaining them in real Money 
at the same level they were twelve months ego, then clearly 
raising tnx eleowences by i5 is not reducing taxation. If 
one is not increasing prices then the other one is not 
reducing taxation, end, therefore, the Government, if it 
wants to be' consistent must accept ..hat if it claims that 
it has not raised these charges, they have jest revalued 
t'lem to retain them et the level they were twelve months 
ago, then by definition, by a.logical extension of that 
argument, it'is not reducing the level of taxation in 
Gibraltar, it is maintaining it at the level it Was twelve 
montba ago, And to have failed to do it by the minimum 
that is required would have been to increase taxation withe. 
out doing so overtly. If the allowances had not gone up 
by the level they have gone then We would be paying more 
tax than we were last year. By Putting. the allowances up 
we ere not going to be paying less tax, we are going to be 
paying the same tax. •I accept that eptirely, on tla• 
question of family allowances, on the cuestion of the £50 
for the first child, Mr Speaker, we have gone for an..e 
improveeentebeceuse the increases ere of 2% instead of 1%9' 
so- cleeily there is an improvement there I am glad that 
there ihan improvement end I welcome it, . And cles4-ly I 
em glad that. the minimum necessary has been done. 

In-themeverallereactionotoethe budget, an whether the,. • 
Government .e.:right in seeking thbeprudent etethia stage, 
I auppertthatpoint of viewm _end I think,likenthe: 
Honourable Mr Restanoe thet,these tigurem. .and Ieaaid Sol 
think- inemy earlier contribution, I thins ehat these 
figures going to prove to,  be grossly underestimated, 
I think. thet theere-eenue will be much better than • • 
mnticipeted. I.think it is .a logical, deduction from some: 
of the things aovernment has: said itself, of some of the 
things the Honourable the Financial and Development. 
Secretary has said himself. Because if in fact we are 
not making provision for the yield from private sector 
settlements, accepted that there will also be suppleMen- 
taries votes as a result of on the non-labour • 
side 'of the budget, I accept that. 'Rut after all against 
that one can say that the Government has shown the • 
effectiveness cf the Expenditure Committee in 'containing 
supplementary votes, end, therefore we are in a position' 
to do something to contain the growth cf supplementary 
expenditure that will not procure an ecual reduction in the . 
yield of private sector settlement, because the private . 
settlements in fact arc not going to be produced by 
Government, they are going to be prodiced• by the Trade . 
Union Movement, and the more we push for higher- wages the • 
more, money that they make out of the deal. It cannot go 
wrong. • 

• 
In addition to that of.course - there is again no provision 
for increased activity, quite apart from the beneficial . 
effect that the -removal of the restrf,ctions might have in • 
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traffic end turnover in Gibraltar, quite apart from that 
the increesed activity anticipated in the construction -
industry, which the Honourable Member mentioned in his 
statement on the Budget, that increased activity, and 
increased jobs, is bound to produce more money for 
Government. Therefore, I think the.fignres will prove to• 
be underestimated-. But I accept, and I have accepted in 
the past, Mr Speaker, that it is the role of a Financial 
Secretary in fact to err on the side of caution. I accept 
that that is his role, and I accept as a professional 
economist if one is making a  series-of estimates, then one 
makes t:lose estimate's with different degrees of probability. 
And one would have the shut-off point et a fairly low level 
of probability to be almost certain that that was guaranteed, 
and that anything ales that came along would be the icing on 
the' cake even if one axes fPirly confident that -the icing was 
going to come es well. So I .accept that from the point of. 
view of not having the responsibility of governing, it is 
easier to point out that there is more money, but being in 
Government, end this has been the consistent trend in fact 
in a numLer of budgets and I have accepted that point, that 
even though the Financial Secretary might agree with me that 
that iS there, but we all kncw -vihat has happened before with 
slippage in. the construction industry and clerrly:if they • 
vat in anot-..er £4'-m as 2 result of the fulfilment of the 
development programme, and. the.development progremme for 
eomereeson oreenotherslipethe way .itehaebeen consistently 
melipping,_then.the Zim.would,not be there.. -- And if put 

sTopenditure side itemsthatehadte.be. spent then. we • 
would. findeoereele-esewitha deficit of feim.-  So.certainly, 
although I Would say to the Governmentthatthere is going 
to. be more money coming. in andthe reserves Pre going to be 
stronger,-iftl-hadthe responsibility of advising the, • 
Governmenton this one, -and if I looked beck Pt'what has 
happened in the construction industry and the Development 
Programme over the last 4 or 5 years, then I would say it 
is too risky to put the money in there because we may again . 
get slippage end of the £10m only n1 or 1.5m will be stent, 
in which case the expected multiplier effect in the economy, 
the expected creation of new jobs will not take place, end I 
have already spent that money on anticipation of its coming 
in. 

In addition, the most fundamental point for me, end I think 
the point that we-should not nave forgotten throughout this 
budget debate, and which I think has been more noticeable by 
its absence end by its presence, Mr Speaker, is that this is 
the moat critical period in the history of Gibraltar. There 
hes been a fundamental 2nd dramatic change in the Spenish 
attitude, this is go*ng to have a fundamental influx in'the 
economy.of Gibraltar, and we should be more concerned about 
that than about anything else. It does not really matter. 
It does not really matter how much one can kiock the 
Government at this stage because the most important thing 
is that the Gibraltar economy should not be knocked side--
ways by the impact of.an open frontier. That is the most. 
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important thingat this time, and that is the thing that all, 
15 of Us should be Concentrating all our aitentionam,tand 
when We have gotthat Sorted out weare clearathatthe 

ship is goingto'stay ?neat, then let quarrel with the' 

skipper, ef the ahip...Itia no use querrelling .about who %. 
is going to run the .Shia when theashipais sinking Mr,Speakara • 
And I am notaavery'atrbna swimmer!  

I think, Mr Speaker, the increeSes brought about-by the 
increased chargea are very substantial in—the Funded ' 
Services: : I mean the increases in consumer costs. ram 
glad that agaih I can quote something that I said two years . 
agoa . and it gives me a greet deal of eatisfact:5:6a. to- be able' 
to quote myself two years later. • 

MR SBEAkER 

I am delighted to 'see the Hansard has become so useful. 

HOVSizBOSSANO 

Yes 'it is Very tattered,..I. am afraid,: -  t I wish it was.  more 
dur§ble. .. Something, that I'saidatwo :years ago, ifIacen 
fiftth7e page,: Mr-Speaker, on. the oueStiOn af•the later 
Ac1.6oUr4a which the,HbnourableMr Featherstone really • a, 
t4Ugg:awes •eomethingYthat I was sayng wes tathe- impresaion 
hekga-VA' me waaothataitWas really too ridibulcds to be taken 
seramOly,' -and that4as howtone should charge for water. If .. 
t*Ha2burable"Memberwants to read what he said it is on 
page 6.63 of the Haneard of the Budget of 1978. 

Now . etthat time, Mr 'Speaker, I said that in respect of the 
dater tA-achunt I felt that one shaald'Iodk at-  It frot the 
pointabf,viewof, the Cost of-ProduCtibribf water .  from •' 
different sources, and that if it was much cheaper, as it is, 
to have,water from wells and water from the water catchments, 
and then.importation and then distillers,. then in my view the' 
cheapwater should go first to the caasumers and; therefore, 
the water required for commercial - enterprise should be . • 
linked to the marginal cost of production of water and not to 
the aVerage cost of production of water Because if we 
have got' the situation where we are encouraging for example 
economic expansion, that'wonld. be en important elaaeat Of any 
economic plan for Gibraltar. And let. me by the war: 
reassures the Honourable and Learned Mr Isola that I do not 
carry an economic plan around in my briefcase,. like I said in 
Inces-H211.• -I did not have. it then and.I do not have •it - now. 
Economic planning is an approach to running• an economy:and 
not inafectjacaethingathat one has got in a littlehoorWhich 
you .justalook up something and the answer is there. 'It. is a 
constant exercise of-heving. a7sense, of direction-for-an •—• 
economy. With variables. in it-which .are,measured,and. monitOred, 
and when there. is a chaage,in.avarisble an adjustment iev ,  • 
made so, yauaare still finishing.up.where you want to - 
That is the essence of an economic plan. The essence of  

economic planning is that yodeetyourself a target end you 
reelise on:the Way Whether' you Ere still travelIing,in the .. 
same directien,you want, to go or not;_atereaa.inothe,absence- - 
of'an accnoMic plannineyon think certain measures Ore going 
to produCe certain.effects and. You haVe nO idea until the 
end whether you hive actually. succeeded or not '. - 

Now in the-case Of water, "the point that I .was making two. 
years ago, which I,thaak has been in part, certainly aagood 
measure taken up by the•Honaaaable Mr Featherstone, supports 
this year; two years too late but still better late than. a 
never, supports this, year of the Governments measure for- • 
aommercial and industrial exercises, is that if for example 
an additional ton of water costs us £3.50 to import, and if 
We are encouraging theexpansion of th economy, and that 
expansion, of the economy is going to bring about increased. 
consumption of "water, then 'clearly We do not want to .. 
encourage expansion.ofthe economy, creation,of more hotels .  •• 
and more bars, by giVihg them subsidised water, because if 
that produces a sithation where wellavetuimPort an . extra. 
100 tons then the cost of. thatextra 100 tons.should'be 
fully passed on to the because if it is not eConamic.to ran 
a bar Witheimported water at that price then it is better.. 
not to hawe the bar,then to have the, bar. by -subsidising the 
water and then raising the beer. , And, therefore, I still 
maintain, Mr Speaker, •the position of two, years ago and I 
hope the Honourable Member appreciates that perhapeit was - 
not so silly.as. it sounded at the 'time, 

• 
I think the Sovernment is right - in moving in - the diractiou . 
that it has dbne on. water, in passing on to commercial 

.enterprises a cost more related to the cost of productiou,,  
because whereas consumption for domestic purposes. is a 
necessity, I - think economic deVelepmentemust be treated 
purely and•strictly- Onthe.basisof the cost benefit-. 
analysis, which.  was something again that yeareago - I-was,  
urging, I think, on the Honourable Mr Serfatya. who is 
regrettably not with us any more to enlighten proceedings • 
like he used. to with all his visits to the cellar-in the ,  
Tourist •Office in London and that sort of thing.. He 'is 
regrettably rot'here, but I remember that. two years ago I 
urged.him•la andertake a cost benefit analysis of the 
tourist•  industry and he looked.at me with a look on. his face. 
as if saying, how do yell. eat that. . But is important to a  
have•auos4  Isenefitanalyeis because the essence of us • 
encouaagina iadustry, and I make that point in connection 
with one of the measures here in this Finance Bill, 

Speaker, which is,the.question of free.import. duty on•  
paoducts,needed for theamannfactureef.paper and certain' 
other things, because that is consistent with prometing,light 
industry. Nell, that in itself is not a good-thing and this 
is -something that we need tp be careful of. I think one" 
can fall . into the trap of saying that.promoting light _ 
industry: 4 s a-good thing.. No, promoting light industrytis• 
a good thing. if the end result of•promoting_light industry 

• 
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is that Gibraltar is going to be- better off. Now, in 
otrer nieces there may be overriding social or political 
considerations for creating employment for employment's 
sake. - That is a problem we do not' fece in Gibraltar. We -
are extremely fortunate not to face it in Gibraltar. And 
therefore, in our own economic analysis we must in fact be. 
conscious of oar economic structure emi not somebody eiteS. 
economic structure. • And whereas there may be a case for 
incentive and subsidies to create jobs where you haVe got 
mass unemployment there is absolutely no case in a place 
where the importation of labour puts an enormous. pressure 
on all our social services and on our space- So in fact 
we should not be, I think, as should a besic policy aim, we 
not be encouraging labour intensive development. We should. 
be  encouraging capital intensive deVelopment. We should be 
encouraging things at the top end of the technology ' • 
stricture in terms of anything' in industry. And this is 
why -the encouragement for. example of financial and banking . . 
services is a-sensible thing, because there. is a very high 
value added element there. And in terms of the money that 
can come in, it can produce much more with less use of raw 
materials or .resources like water and electricity than 
clearly any type of light industry. And, therefore, I 
feel twat in treat respect there might have been a reactions 
of saying, well, everybody knows that promoting industry 'is 
a good thing and, therefore, 'let e., -go ahead and'do it ' 
bebeuee by definition.it Is a good thire'. - Well I would ' 
VIA it to the Government that by definition-it is not • .. 
'necessarily - a good' thing in .Gibreit'er!-sienOty, and that 
they should. look at thet barefully,:really.   

Within.the strategy of a development plan fOr Gibraltar 
with rigid. economic criteria and rigid economic control, 
within the offer that -I made to -the Government earlier of 
being willing to advise cn the setting up of some sort of .  
economic committee which I compared to an BDC but I said 
should not follow the same rigid lines es'in EDO, because 
I think in Gibraltar we need to approach people and I think 
we have got a lot of people in. Gibraltar who are not 
involved today in Unions, whe are -not involved perhaps •• 
actively in the Chamber of Co'emeree, who are not involved 
in politics, who do not really want to know,' bat, have gat 
a lot to offer. And sometimes we tend to speha a lot of 
money in bringing experts from outside to tell us hoe to 
do things in Gibraltar, who get it wrong anyway, who cost 
us a lot of money, when we have got neople here who never 
open their mouths and who know how to do it better but we 
do not seem to have the machinery of aporoaching them. They . 
may be people who do not want the limelight or who do not 
want to be accused of supporting one political factionees.  
opposed to another faction-. Now, that is zomething we  

must tap.  and we must tap it now because the time has come • 
for us, Mr Speaker, to pUt a:Side all other considerations 
other than ensuring the strength and viability of the 
economy af'Gibralter. I cannot.overstrecs this. And the 
political viability' as well'. But I believe that one- is 
conditional on the other. I believe that however strong 
we may feel in political' terms, if we do not have a strong 
economy we would.be weak politically to be able to dis-
agree with more•powerful nations,than ourselves who may 
think that they know.what is best for us. And. certainly' 
it is difficult in my judgement, Mr Speaker, to say, for 
example,- toe let us say we had a situation where the 
Spanish Government wanted us to aoeeet certain proposals 
that were unacceptable to us, I am hot talking at the 
moment about transferring sovereignty, just let us take a 
hypothetical situation where they wanted to introduce some 
changes in our relationship with them which were unaccept-
able to us politically. And we seid,no to that, and that 
carried an economic price. T think it would be difficult 
to persuade the British Government, if they did not agree 
'with a et judgement, and they are perfectly'entitled to 
disagree - after all it is difficult enough for the 15 of 
us to agree - to why should the British Government agree with 
u;.. If they, disagreed with our judgementI.thinkwe 
would find itediffioult for them to say yell must respect 
ourewishet_and foot the bill. , , :If weethink.our. judgement 
iteright theemosterespectfulwayto. hack our jUdgementin. 
thIs.mattar, as.itie in almost everyotheremetter, is to 
put•bur money where our mouth is.h That .is the crunch,. 
Mr sneaker, and if we think' that we nave to pay more 
some things rather like we are doing with water and • 
electricity, rather than put eurselveS in.e vulnerable 
position, then we have to pay for it. But it 'would be 
very difficult if for example we got an offer of very 
cheap water coming into Gibraltar and we said, well, we 
think it is too dangerous to do this, and the British 
Government said, well, we do not think it is too•dengerous 
because Spain has now got a democracy they would not do a 
nasty tilers like letting you switch over your supply to 
them and then letting you all die of thirst, they are not 
that sort of nasty people. Now we may think they are 
that sort if nasty people, they may be capable of doing 
that ane worse to us. So we say to the British Government, 
lcoee, sorry, we do not want that cheap water supply, we 
war.k the expensive water supply that we have got. 7e11, 
then I em sure that the natural reaction we could expect 
from the British Government - and that would not entitleus 
to be anti-British or anything like it -, they would still 
be perfectly entitled - to say, look, if you do not trust 
them to that extent you cannot expect us to nay the 
difference between what it costs to bring water from there 
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and what it costs,to bring it the way-you are bringing it. 
now. If you feel'so strongly about .it you mast be able 
to finance year own. diStrust. That makes it abLolutely 
essential that our'economy should be strong and,that the'.  
reserves of the Government should be strong. 

In addition to that I think one of the things that hapnehed 
when the frontier closed was that for many years before 
Gibraltar was a boom town and very little of that money, 
finished GOveramenthands. I do not think we can 
afford to let that nappen again. I think we went through 
the experience of thinking in those days, end I was not 
involVed at all in politics at the time, perhapS the • 
Honourable and ;earned the Chief Minister and the-Leader of 
the Opposition. who have been around so much longer than me 
and who are.no doubt likely to be around. well after I am 
gone- well th6Y seem to have an irate survival ability, 
Mr Speaker,. which us normal mortals do not seem to have.-
they may be in a better position to judge whetherthis was 
tne case or not at the time, but the impression one gets 
in fact was that there was mo.much confidence that the 
situation was so stable that there was so much money flqw- 
ing - into the economyaafGibraltar,.:that nOtneed. in 
fee-00. worry, eboUt:making provisions for the future., and, 
therefore, it came as a very rude shock to us when the 
clamp-down came. 
, . 
lvthink. We-should_leara from our mistakes, and I think if 
we' rave a situatienwhere everything ,seems to be well and 
the Spanish GovernMent seems to be changing its tune and 
seems to be treating u's more like' human beings than as.-
undesirable. specimens,' then we should have our economy 
geared up to exploit that opportunity to 'the fall, to build 
up the reserve's just.in case things tarn sour again and we 
haYe.to fall back on those reserves. And. if we do not 
know how-to fall beak .= those.reserves,:wall, that -la fine. 
The money will be there end it' can be used either for, 
improving. social services, or it can be used to give people 
money back, to reduce taxation, to allow them. to,spend more 
on. consumer goods. Because that is one Of the essential . 
differentials in any economic system... which must not escape. 
When we are talking about a situation of having .a certain 
level of taxezion, and as I said all that the Government. 
has done tnis year on income tax, all that it has dOne,has 
been not to increase incometax, that is all, if in fact 
we are talking about a situation of redacingtexation, and 

. income tax is a very unpopular thing,.there is no question 
about it,'but I an-prepared to defend politically, 
Yr Speaker, I.  am prepared to defend.politically.the' — 
desirability of paying income tax. Not'because I like 
paying income tax beeau:ae I:agree,with it Politically. 
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Because I disagree fundamentally with the philosophy of .. 
. the Conaelvative Government of switchina from income back 
to.indixect taxation that hits the people at the bottom 
more and .gives more to the people at the "top. And I think 
what the Conservatives have done in their income tax cuts 
in the last bUdget is' iniquitous and I would certainly 
oppose any attempt to follow their example in Gibraltar. 

Now I think to try and tell people-that they can actually 
have more of everything and pay less is not only incorrect 
but is in fact stirring up trouble for everybody for the 
future. It is not possible,' Mr Speaker, to pay less tax, 
'to Pay less duty. and to have more services;' to employ 
less people-and' to.expend Government activities. It is 

..not.possible.- . It is possible to. Manage the economy of 
Gioraltartetter, and it is certainly possible to run 
Government departments more efficiently than are being 
rLn. have no doubt about that. But I think we.  should 
be questioning why it is that.they ere badly run, and I 
ho not think that .ire should jump to the ..conclusion ' 
automatically that it just depends on the eight peliticiens 
wheare sitting on the Government benchea.when another 
eight would be able'to keep the. system that-we have, and 
produce better results, because I think that the sJetem 
that ve have should be' looked at through a magnifying glass 
Because. I think one of. the things that we have- got which 
makes Gibraltar's economy cumbersome is that we . tend to 
have a'system ofGovernmenta.and many people in Government 
themselves feel that the worst possible development that 
we have was the 'amalgamation of the City Council and the 
Government, which was intended to produce ell- sorts of 
economies and the first thing that it produced. wes the 
employing of extra staff to deal with the amalgamation 
they are still.there.. 

Now, one of the things we must understand is that there is 
a pattern in the development of Government services" 
throughout the colonies, which is the pattern basically 
devised by the Administrating rowers and introduced in.  
different colonieeat.  different stages in their political 
and economic development. Mich is natural. .' :very . • 
empire. did•it, from the Roman3mpire on. If you have got 
to administer the world from Rome, then what you do:is you 
make everybodyeopy the Roman system, and this is what 
Britain had done throughout its•own colonies. But we 
.have got to understand that in Gibraltar it is only 20,00.0 
human beings liVing in 2 square miles, that. is all . 

d-
is 

Anwe- cannot affbrd to run the economy of.Gibraltar, or 
the Government of Gibraltar, as,if.we were running the 
affairs of a nation state of 50 million but scaled down to 
the size of 20,000, because that is not the case. 
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I think there is a lot that we can lorrow and adapt, just 
like-1 think it is right for us-to look towards UK for • 
guidance on hoo we ran 'our own affairs.. But as I said in 
my earliee contribution Mr Speaker, whereas as a committed 
intergrationist who is willing to pay.the price of 
modelling every sphere on the UK because I thought the 
political security and stability of intergrction warranted 
paying that price, if we are not in that situation any 
more, then I think we must do things in our own way even 
if we borrow a great dealfromaUY. Therefore, I would say 
that whereas a couple of years ago I was pressing the. 
Minister for Labour and Social Security "to fellow UK in 
raising family allowances, I would' not be dingthe same 
.thing today because today he has gone beyond family 
allowances.  So it would be• dogmatic to.say because we 
must follow UK I do not agree that you shaald raise it by. 
£1, you should raise it by 75p like they have done. 

' If we can have a well run, an efficiently run economyr  
whioh produces sufficient wealth to enable our- people to. 
live better than in the UK then why should we not? It. 

' is. not a question of parity plus, I de not knew whether 
the: Honourable and Learned Member agrees- that We should be 
better: than, in. the. -UK.,e Islaeesayinge:that•weshomIdanot 

HON P J ISOLA 

'I agree.--entirelywiththe Honourable Member. • rjust• 
mentioned the-remark.parityeplas! . 

. . 

HON J BOSSANO- 

Yes, but with approval I hope. Well, yes, Mr Speaker, 
peen:nee you see parity'has got to do with the wages an 
employer has to pay an employee, and the biggest employer 
in Gibraltar is the Ministry' of Defence. Arid the reason 
why we can defend parity economically is because if our 
workers in the Gibraltar Dockyard are as productive as•the 
workers in any Dockyard•in theUK, ant they are, be3anse-
every Chief of Fleet Sappert that comes to Gibraltar says' 
so, and he has no reason to say so if it is not the case, 
if they are es productive, then we can be competitive If 
we charge the same as a UK Dockyard ,:harges•for the labour 
t. at we supply. If we charge less, we are selling our- 
selves short. So why should we charge lessn If we 
charge more we may be putting ourselves out of business. 
So there is a sound ebonomic basis .for saying,•we should 
Pay a worker in the Ministry of Defence the same as he is 
paid in UK because that means that theyareezetting the  

same iervice for the :tame money. At the some time if we 
can.pYoduce a-lower cost of living through better manege-
ment of our economy, if we can produce lo's'er taxes, if we 
can produce better social services, tnen that is nnrity 
plus.' Because at the level of work the worker gets the 
same wages as in UT, but that money produces more for him 
than his counterpart in UK. But in fact that is true of ' 
DX as well, because. the• worker in Northern Ireland work-
ing in the Ministry of Defence in Northern Ireland gets • 
the same wages es the worker in the South. East because 
there are national agreements that cover half a million 
woricers, but the worker in Northern Ireland is on parity 
plus.' -He also has a few bone's to contend with, but that 
does not detract from the fact that his wages ere not 
related to his cost of living:. he pays less' for his 
housing and less for s lot of things. And one must 
distinguish between the price we charge for the labour 
which we supply to the Ministry of•Defence, which I think 
rationilly we can defend the same as the national wages 
in the TIX, Morally I think it is right. It hes given 
the worker in Gibraltar a dignity. It has meant for him 

recognition that ho was worth as much as the 'JK worker 
doing exactly the same job et his side, and I think it' 
has beens.good tninEfor. our relationship with the UK, 
•ann.heSehelped.ta eliminate a great deal of the friction• 
thatexisted at:the. shoo floor. Andnifwe-inathis HeasP 
can work together•to make the economy:of Gibraltar better, • 
and IemoOld -put.it, Mr ,Speaker, that eLf,the Opposition is 
-abletto.showethe:Government up, not' by condemning:- every 
thing they do but .by actually presenting alternatives - . 
which•are not necessarily:more popular - aadnI think 
obviously to' say that we shouldpay less Of our 
electricity and to say that we should pay less for our 
income tax is more popular - but if we can show the 
Government on this side, and in saying we I am including 
myself with my six colleagues Mr Speaker, if we can 
snow the Government that infect' it is poesible not 
simply to reduce everything and to give more without 
explaining where the money is coming from, for them it is 
nossible to raise the money to give the service that is 
required in a way that is more just, or to do it in a way 
waich puts the burden not on the residents of GibraltPr 
but raises money from outside, then in fact, if the 
Government refused to listen to that advice, then the 
Opposition would be in an excellent positione I would have. 
thought, to go to the electorate and say: look they' 
could have done this in 1980, they could have done it in 
1981,ethey have not done it, and you have been paying a 
price all these-years which you need not have maid if you 
had not had that party in Government. 

I think that that would be conducive to allowing the 
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Electorete.intelligent•choice in deciding which is the . 
team that caa.raa Gibraltar best. .And I would commend 
that approach to my colleagues on this side, Yr. Soeaker,:: 
in our treatment of these figures, in our treatment of the. 
budget.	 • 

• 
Now'as far as the actual charges are Concerned, I have -
touched already on the question of the charges for 
electricity and so on which as I said, Mz Speaker, 1 • 
thought were too high last year. I think they are, still 
too high because all that is being done is revalUe hem by7 • 
inflation, but I accept that in a policy of making these 
accounts self-financing, not to revalue them by, inflation 
would betetally inconsistent. It would be a negation of 
that policy because then you would be creating a bigger 
deficit and a need to charge 50% increases.  or 80% or 100% 
increases as we have 'had in the past, and:I'certainly think • 
that that is the wrong approach. If the Government is 
determined to make these three services self-financing 
then certainly I thinicit is preferable that they should. 
doit by smaller and more regular increases than go..a • 
number of years without increasing and:  then wallop.every-
bady with a 100% increase, whieh.is,what.hapPened-in-the .  
370',seand-I.thinkthat,is bad. And last yearAtwas. a. 
Catching up. exercise where we had a situation where we had 
0e.enallnwed to get into the red year after year and in , 
±eatJthe House knew,  nothi about it for six years,. )eCause 
t 

 
he-accounts were all Nonal Account,' and we did'nat • 

14naiitat:the end of the:year whether the-thing had made 6 
.rofit Or lobs -elnd we found out after six years that 

was en accumulated loss of £3m. 

Nbw.in that situation, as I said, 'Mr Speaker, with that 
policy with which 1- do net. agree,•with that policy, that 
is consistency. As regards the cuestion of cherging_oa 
indirect taxation en- things like spirit3and•So on and the' 
effect on the tourist trade, I think itie important to 
be 'conscious of the effect on the tourist: trade. But in 
fact•the predictionsthat'we have had in, the past about • 
the. 'impact pn the' tourist have not `materialised. have 
had an increase.intburism this:year in spite of increased 
charges last-year, and I think one should lock at it I 
wauld imagine the Government's own officials look atit ih 
that light, in terms of the effect'of price increases on 
volume.. Now it certainly would be economic nonsense to. 
put charges on goods to an extent that it produces a.drop• 
in volume and then.you finish'up with less revenue than 
you had with the lowcrc.harges. That WOUld be absplute , 
economic nonsense.' It would be a negation of the - e • 
pu±pdae of the exercise beeaUse yoUddit to Collect'tBre 
cone y and. you finish.aelling less and getting less. ' 

• 
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But 'I am not 'persuaded that that is. the etpce we have. 
arrived at, but I certainly think tnetthis is something 
that must be borne ih Mind by the Soverneent very 
seriously. to ensure that we do not enter into that stage, 
becaUse it would be a difficult thing to rectify: 
remember; Mr Speaker, arguing precisely that the.  
Government was doing-this some tWo years ego when they 
had a Goo;f,  in bunkering in tax, and I said -if this 
produces a drop in ships calling.  at Gibraltar to bumker 
and they go elsewhere and the Government. then realises 
tnat they have stopped coming end they should not have 
done it,they will not get them-back. Realising it. 
afterwards will not enable them to put the situation 
right. Now, I certainly think the Government should, end 
I imagine it is conscious to the advice it gets from its 
own experts in these matters,. that in looking at any 
indirect taxation affecting the tourist- industry it mist 
look at the impact that it has on demand, and that it 
shouldnot.produce a drop. on demand which is so large 
that it over-Compensates for the estimated increased yield 
of thoSe measures. 

I suppose that the efork ofthe Unit reepohsible for this 
would'be better in fact if it had more information coming 
,in,- .and it may be that we need to do more work then-we . 
do, ' Gibraltar's economy-has got a tremendous 
streatth in that reenect. We can do much mere in 
coeleeting statistics in a place as small as .Gibraltar. 
than any other place can do, and therefore we can actually 
quantify In Gibraltar what a penny on' a pint of bee-r will 
produce. We can actually measure, because we control the 
import, how many pints of'beer are sold in Gibraltar. We 
must measure then the effect that this hni and then we 
will be able to knew atom:irately whether the extra penny on 
the pint .produced a drop in the sales of beer to the 
extent that what the penny was supposed to produce did.  

.not materialise: Now if the Government has not already 
been doing this then it should set itself a task of doing 

.it because otherwise, quite apart from the futility of the 
exercise, it would then find at the end of the year that 
the revenue it anticipated was not there, •that it would 
have to do a tougher budget the following year to com-
pensate for unexpected unanticipated deficits. 

I do not think, Mr Speaker, that the size of the increases 
.thatwearetalking about ere going to produce a dramatic 
drop in this, but if there is a danger, and I. Amegine that 
those of.the.Opposition that have said that'we:should not 
do this know that there is a dancer of it, or have reason 
to believe that•there isa danger; that we ere. going to.  
get,a drop in consumption because of.thesednoreases. We 
have certainly hadfears.la the pest.abent this and it 
has not materialised but if that is a danger then we 
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MR SPEAKER 

What . do you mean. by-•length? 

HON MAJOR .R0-  PELISA 

Well,- one hour, 'one hour and 

MR i;AK3R. 

a half possibly two. 

should nt:ve the facts behind that belief. And if the 
Government 1.1P got fnct then the Government should produce 
that fact in susoort of its own belief. And tnen we 
should have ratibnal discussion about whether a measure is 
good or bad not because of who proposes it, Mr.Speaker • 
out because of. the commitmeltof.that measure judged by the 
standards of the objectives that we set ourselves. And • 
I think if the objectives are the same then we should be 
able to persuade ourselves as rational man to persue the 
lines that can be saown demonstrably to be best conducive 
to those objectives. And since we are all agreed on the 
most fundamental objective of all, that is the preservation. 
of Gibraltar, surely we can extend that to the gdod running 
of the economy. • • • 

HON MAJOR R I PELIZA 

2fr Speaker, I am going to talk at length tonight. I•am 
afraid. 

I do not know what the feelings of members are. 

HON A J 0ANEalf 

Mr Speaker; I understand that some membeMsof the Hoube 
are expected to perform an television tonight at 10.15. 

the wish of the House to continue we will continue. 

HON A tT•CA.i.M.A 

No, Mr Speaker, I just wanted to underline that if one 
' leaves early I hope it will be appreciated that. one can 
hardly go from the House straight to television. studios. 

MR SPEAKER 

to continue, please.. 

HON MAJOR H J PF,LIZA 

°Thank you Mr Speaker. I think Mr. Speaker, perhaps I 
should start by answering my Honburable Friend Mr Bossano, 
and perhaps at this stage. I should remind the House that 
he is a Member of the Opposition and that perhaps because.  
of that't shall.  deal with him first, in that it.does appear, 
Mr Speaker, that objective as he may wish to be, it so 
happens that he has a certain political philosophy; which 
he I am afraid let-out. of the . bag that. he agreed•with incone 
tax ehd seemed to enjoy seeing people being taxed. NoW; 
if that is hiaphilosophy becaUsehe:believed*that- th-i-otgb: 
taietioo-the:.state can make. provisionethatthe_individual 
canaot. makabetter 'fur himself,:I aan.understand, 
his,profesaianal-apillty.as an economist in s.obiascd.Tay 
which he himself- does not :realise,. in.that he_is-talking 
subjectively and not objectively. • _You :might say that 
lawyerfon instance. is never-advised to. .defend his.own case; 
et doctor. is never advised that he should try and cure his 
own disease; because like it or not he is biased end, 
therefore, when one hears an economist giving advice to 
the House with a certain political Philosophy, one Must,. 
therefore, take into account that it is not straightforward 
impartial political advice that we are getting. That it 
is economic advice, blended with his politics. 

HON J LOfiSANO 

HON MAJOR H T PELIZA 

If that is unsuitable we can always adjourn artil tomorrow 
morning, Mr Speaker. 

MR SPEAKER 

I will not make.the work of the Haase dependant on any 
other commitment once we go on most certainly. If it is 
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Mr Speaker, if the Honourable and. Gallant Member would 
give way. Let me just for his own education. inform him 
that-it is not possible to be sn economist the way he 
wc14d like an economist to be. . In fact with the original 
development of economics it was originally called 
political economics, and there are two fundamental types 
of economists. There are socialist economists,of which I 
an one, and. I believe in socials  m  and I believe in the 
.e.conozcs of socialism, 

• 
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and there are conservative economists, which, is the other 
type. And there are no liberal economists somewhere in •. 
between- And the Honourable Member must decide- far 
self whether he. is,of the school of .the socialists or of 
the school of the• conservatives and be-judged . - 
standards.- • 

HON MAJOR R J 2ELIZA 

I will explain, Mr Soedker, whal'my'philosep4 is as I go 
along, but I think at the moment I am making'an analysis 
of the contribUtion made by My-Honourable Friend related to 
tne present budget that we are now discussing, the Finance 
sill, in that context, and, therefore I think' trying to. ' 
bring to the notice of the House, whieh'I think iapreper 
and. fair, that es en economist, whether he is e social " 
ecepaMist, apolitical economist or whatever kind of 
ecOnoMist he might be, .the  that he advice he is'giving on 
the financial side is obviously, in my view anyway,:ia 
someway tainted by his own political views. Andthat is 
the way I see it.  Maybe he does.net,7but this is the way 
I see, it. 

Equelly I.think in: aCme of the assUmptiohsthat he is Making 
• 

oae wbuld•feel that "they are not entirely•ccreeet. " 'het us 
takefor'instance the question of water for hotels. And 
.lour I'am talking economics. If we say, that because cost 
.4faotively the ho cannot really survive unless the 
water Is subsidised end the hotel should be closed. I think 
this is taking a very narrow view of the situation. 
Although the hotels May not be able to make "tnet profit and 
they-have.to be subsidiSed,•the tourists who, are coming to 
the `hotel will be spending money in town which is generat-
ing.wealth for Gibraltar.'. •So one must. not take the 
narrow view that the•water supply .for the hotels must not be 
subsidised simply because. it is not cost.effective, .te have 
got to see that in the areeot of the general economy of 
eibraltar.end therefore with all due respect what I heard 
my Honeueable Friend say was that the hotels should be 
closed. 

HOH 3 .HOZSAHO. 

Mr.Speekere.on a point,of order, .I did not say anything 
about closing hotels. eThe redordWill"shewthat I"sgid, 
what I said specifically,' .Mr Speaker,' waa that if we were • 
going to open a bat and in order foithat-bartooperate ' 
commercially and economically it had to buy subsidised 
water; since the object of the exercise was the benefit to 
the economy of Gibraltar, then it would be wrong to 
encourage the opening of bars by providing them with sub- 
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- e - 
sidised,water, they should be. provided with weter"et its 
true econoMie. cost. And: I said that in the context of 
looking. at the whole. of the exercise and not leaving out • 
of the- equation. hidden subsidies. I thought I had made 
that absolutely clear. Maybe I do not explain myself as 
well as I- think I do. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA 

Well.even, Mr Speaker, even on that particular example, if 
I may say so, even•if to keep the bar going we have to' 
subsidise the water, if through the ,b:;r we ere Selling.  
whisky and Other drinks which are asource of revenue, that 
is a source of income to our economy, plus all the other 
economic activities that that will generate, by bringing 
the bottles to Gibraltar, by moving it in Gibraltar,.all 
of which is giving employment to people, in Gibraltar who 
in turn are paying taxes. And, therefore, Mr'Speaker, 
with all due respect to his economic qualifications, not-
withstanting all that, purely by subsidising the water by 
2p we might be getting in return lOp or 15p or more.. This 
is where the monitoring comes in, Mr Speaker, with which 
agree. . This is where the monitoring comes in where yoU 
can tell whether the subsidising of the water is a good 
thing of a-bed thing. "Whet I cannot accept is that you 
have got to dismiss it as being contrary to our interests 
to subsidise water in some instances•simply because the .•. 
unit:that you are subsidising is itself not cost effective, 
because we have got to see this in the wider light of the . . 
general economy of Gibraltar. • 

Equally, Mr Speaker, if I amy 'say so on the question of- • 
increasing the duty on spirits and other luxuries in 
Gibraltar one has just to say whether if by increasing it . 
the sales might- drop. We must take into account that if 
by not increasing it the sales might increase. .. It is not 
just the Negative in the sense that if you put up,atthe • • 
price of the.bottle the turnover is going to fell, it night 
be that by not increasing, precisely because of that, the 
turnover will.  increase and ehe ultimate result is that in 
fact you a:.e again getting more revenue then you could • 
expect, ene equally you would have more economic activity 
in your area. I think that is certainly logical; very .  
loo cal: •Iaccept,•however,and I.  fully agree with him, 
that in Gibraltar it2might be very difficult to have Small. 
industries:because as he said we have over full eMployment. 
In certain instances, he spoke about the paoer industry for 
instance, the paper in this instance is being allowed to 
come into Gibraltar without paying duty, and, therefore, in 
the process we are losing that revenue, it is acting as a.. 
burden on our labour fotce• in an area in which We are very 
short in Gibraltar and which.  might have been put to better 
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use. 'So in that respect I agree. I mean, we can agree 
and we can disagree and I hope he takes it in that spirit. 

So what I em trying to say is that there is more than•one 
view, mach more than one view, to any economic analysis, 
and that in Many instances you might find,two economists 
completely disagreeing. So you find eventnally that you 
have two thoughts, and I must say, and this is the interest-
ing point, that as a result of the budget on this occasion, 
Mr Speaker, We are beginning to see two very clear cut 
lines. And in this I think the Opposition con claim to be 
a genuine alternative to the Government. •re said•it at the 
elections, Mr Speaker, and it is now being' shown to be so. 
Because'we can see, Mr Speaker, that we can in our view, I' 
may be wrong, carry out the functions of Government in a 
way that will bee lesser burden on the people:of Gibraltar. 
This is the way we see it. They believe that at thLs' 
stage. it is necessary to cripple the people with more taxes. 
We do not accept that. 

Someone asked if we had a policy. We certainly have a 
policy. The policy was made clear at election tnme, and 
the policy was reiterated, if I may say so, durinj Vac: 
Appropriation Bill. I certainly.  .made • very clear, the 
position of-the Opposition inefouraspects. The •first one 
was. that• we believe:in Government efficiency. This-is' why 
w.ensaid-  last time that there' •had.been mismanagement.-  . We-
still.believenthetethere has teeneuismanenement end we still 
believe-thet.there..ise.miananagement today. . The fact. that 
thenGovernmentehas•got. a surplus doesenot_mean that there,  
is no mismanagement. Wesaw_it•very clearly stated only 
'today. For instance,, sickness pay has been reduced from 
400 days to 200 days. It shows then that there is bad 
management, bad management which is being .corrected. We 
were right in saying that there was mismanagement. Te 
can go, for instance, to the auestion of Varyl Begg, where 
the roofs still leak. There today we were told that they 
were going to start repairs on the 1st of June end where in 
fact we are not. sure whether that' is going to happen or not. 

• 
We think that the :oriole process should have started befpre, 
well before, and where I think that there my Honourable 
Friend and ourselves agree. It is not always, I think, 
that Our Hanourable Friend Mr Bossano and ourselves 
disagree, and I think 'Lhere, on that particular aspect of 
mismanagement, I am sure that he agrees. Of course, so' he 
says, there is a lot of mismanagement. Not because 
suddenly there was a surplus does that mean that we were 
wrong in saying that there was mismanagement,, One thing 
does not really mean the other. 
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That w3 say, therefore, is Government efficiency end value 
for money. : If you remember, I made it very clear. 
said:. if you are paying, it does not matter what you are 
paying, if you are paying £20 in tax you expect to get in 
return £20 in value. But if you are paying £20 in tax and 

et I you are receiving £10 in value only, th think is 
certainly .not in the interest of the. texpeyer. The 
trouble is, I think, that when there is a lot of money in 
the kitty that'is precisely where complocency starts to 
creep in,' and where mismanagement is escalated. This is 
why, think, it is very important that those who have got 
to 'administer do not find it easy to tax, and, therefore, 
get more money for inefficiency and their mismanagement. 
That is why we are reluctant, certe'inlyin this instance . 
because we still believe there is mismanagement, bebause we 
still believe the people are not getting value for money, 
that we believe that there should be a very strong case 
made out /..or the need for extra taxation before this side of 
the Houee vill agree and go with the Government in that 
respect. 

The secone point that I made in this policy is that whilst 
we must look for new sources of income we must safeguard 
the old one. ..Therefore, things like. the present tourist. 
t.-eie which is obviously TTICorientatednnz must try to ' 

.preServen This-isewhywe are- reluctant to agree thet• at 
this veryearlystege :the hotel's shouldnsuddenly find 
themselve6.with.an'extra bill for waterwhenthe whole 
prooess.ofnthe:frontier openinpnand perhaps providing.them 
with..a better income hes not even started. 

One hes to remember that the investors in those.hotels are 
people who put a lot of faith in Gibraltar. We mast not 
give them the impression that now that things are looking 
better in other respects they are going to be abandoned 
and really hit very hard. I think it is not fair, end I 
believe that in that respect the Government should have 
been a little more temperate. 

think the basic reason of the buoyancy for the economy 
does net need a lot of planning: it is perity, and for 
that I think we should thank our Honourable Friend 
Mr Joe Bossano for getting it for us. 2here'is no doubt 
whatsoever. That is the basic thing. When you go into 
niceties of the "tight rope" that, Mr Speaker, is just 
academic talk. The basic things in Gibraltar, from the 
economic point of view, is defence spending andfbras-laegzsya 
do the best we can out of that service that we are given, 
the economy 9f Gibraltar will be very strong and very 
stable. That is Where the main income of Gibraltar comes 
from.. That is what has made us survive for the past 11 
years, and that, whatever anyone else may think about, 
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biggestbenefactors are the Services in Gibraltar and 
everything that goes. with it: And I maintain it today. 
And everything else we may talk about, Mr Speaker, ,we all 
know would make very little difference: 'For that ,I think , 
we need 'first to. give the Services'I think the attention 
they-deserve. For a.long,long time I have said that thei 
should be given -beer S.rea:Gment than the tourists .and I •• 
am afraid thatin many. instances that hastalleft an- deaf 
ears. I do not believe it is too.lete.and that is one-of 
the'old sources thatewe must exploit to the maximum, now -- 
mprethanever, because •thet in my-view- is the fundamental. 
defence 'of our territory; of our people, and offoUr 
Britishness. • 

.N Mr
. 

 ow'as to the new resbUrces, Speaker, that'of course 
.*DaY4 coma with the'noening of the frntier, and we ̀all 
•kno•-that:- It iagoing to happen simply by people coming 
into Gibraltar and .purchasing things here end spending.  
Money here. A little bit of course will go out. I 
thinkabvioasly aaertain amount 'of' money•will leave our 
economyay•people going across the border, but./ think 
that if we. ;gut it on -balance the income that we are going -
to derive fivm our visitors is goIng to be•overwhelmingly. • 
greater than the-income,thatwe are going to lose by bur 
people visiting Spain. We must remember that in the last 
year before 'the frontier closed,. the visitors-were mainly 
tourists who were. not Spanish, .and also Workers who. were 
Spanish. But the bulk of the Spanish people -who would 
hove liked to have cone to visit us, and who did in fact 
ase to comae before restrictions were plebed on them after 
the Feueen.s visit, there were many and they were great 
spenders. And I believe 'that if toe Igoe' traders are • 
encouraged in the way they should that Will happen again. 
In fact some people are so sure of that that I was told 
yesterday in 'rect, that already someone had offered F45,000 
in key money for an empty shoe in Mein Street. That, 
Mr Speaker, is creditworthiness. 7ot a balance, not a 
reserve balance; that is creditworthiness. When people 
want to put money into Gibraltar, Mr Sneaker_ The Chief 
Minister may laugh but any economist will tell you that 
that is what counts.' 'Nhich are the'nations, Mr Speaker, 
that prosper? ' hose.'nations in,  which oeople have put -• 
money into. And if that is the kind of money that people 
are prepared to put into.Gibralter, Mr Sneaker, that is - 
creditworthiness. Bacause•you can-imagine that if a man 
is prepared to pay that amount it means that he is going to 
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do - alot of business. And it is toine to do -a lot of 
business: la doing two things: ones that he will pey a lot 
of incona Lax out of his profit;' secondly, that because 
the nature of the ebenomy of Gibraltar is ouch,' there Will 
be s 'lot of import duty,_ which again will be revenue coming 
into 'the econordy. That,' Mr Speaker, is creditworthiness, 
and have no doubt whatsoever today that anybody who wants _ . 
a Shop- anywhere in Gibraltar will have to pay a lot of • 
money to get it. So the Chief Minister accepts that! Thy, 
tnerefere; Mr Speaker, Worry so much aboUt creditworthiness 
on the reserve balance when in fact, if you start talking 
like that people begia towonder•whether in fact there is 
any creditwortniness. 

•I remember,. Mr Speaker; a big American company that I dealt 
with, ,I.aan mention the.  name, Chrysler, where the Managing 
Director told me that we:Were rated by 'the mount of credit 
that we were given and not by the amount of cash that we 
had.. In fact he•said that if we paid cash we were suspect 
So.Mr-Speaker/-  the way to see Gibraltar is, how ere we . 
creditworthy? By the amount' of money that people.invest •  
in Gibraltar. That I think destroys the argument that to 
be creditworthy we must have large funds. • 

The telyd point in our policy was that we believed that. 
the Government should not cease there on the esSentiel 
social.  services. -• 'dt only did I eey that but I believe 
that whilst we were going through the items of expenditure 
we concentrated very strongly on education, and medical 
points- and as you know we had a row-With.  the Minister for 
Development, and Social SerVices, on the question of 
pensions which he sees in a different light. . But we do • 
not believe in "meansteste and thir-es like. that, and we 
would rather see someone with•money getting a bit more 
than having to subject everybody else' to suffer means tests 
We.believe that for•the extra that they =ray cost it.would 
do away with a lot. of humiliation on people who need it_ 
very much. 

So I think, no one can say that but our not accepting extra 
taxati'xn we are doing_so because in some way.or another we 
are not interested in the community paying toWards those ' 
who need it most. In fact it is not so. Far from it: 

.0n the other hand, Mr Speaker,•  we believe in e very 
important principle: the right of the individual to spend 
his otrn money - in the way he wishes: - Now, this. is-a ' 
matter of balance, end what happens on one occasion because
af the state of development of that community; does not• 
apply to another one, where the state of development is a 
veryedifferent. - So,it is no good saying thet because 
.1 do not believe that communism is the right thing for • • 
Gibraltar, Iclo not necessarily disagree that in some other-
place communism perhaps. is the right philosophy. In 
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that is the only thing that will keep us British and keep 
aur identity in Gibraltar.. If we lose•thet I think we • 
shall find it very-„very, difficult to survive as a • 
eommunity and to preserve our economy. 

This is why, Mr Speaker, I have sometimes. been attecke.d 
very strongly by members on the other side of the House. 
I have always defended the Forces in Gibralter. ' Some-.  
times I have eveabeeneecueed of saying things that I. • - 
have never said: •..iut I have always realised that our.' 
biggest friends; after ell they protect us, and bur-  _ 
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Raesia for exaeple. The fact that everybody. wants to get 
oat and they shoot the:: as they go- doe show that perhaps' 
life there is not so very comfortable, and the fact that 
in most of our communities we have to stop them coming in 
may well prove that.we are doing very eell. So that, 
Mr Speaker, is our poltticel philosophy, that we do Lot 
believe in eight or left. It is a.  pity- that.Me Bossano. 
is net here because he would be able to understand. now 
mat I was trying to explain before. This is why, 
Mr Speaker, perhaps we can be more objective than people . 
who nave copy-book philosophies which do not wirk in.,: 
practice. They are beautiful in theory but when you apply 
this to human nature it just does ma: work. 

Te believe Ur Speaker, that if we want to have buoyancy in. 
our. community it- is essential thatthere should be reward 
fOr effort. That to me, end I think to us, is vital in • 
whatever sphere it may be. Of course we also believe that 
below a. certain leVel no one shOuld be allowed to exist ' 
Gray.. We should'support them- so that they can come above 
that level, to a level which should he humanly resat:nable. 
To be able to do that itAhs neoessary, to have the wealth. 
So, therefore, it is necessary to create the wealth to be 
able to raise the communiey to that level. And anything 
that does something that "till detract from creating 

-wealtheanythine that takes people awey froneInValating in 
our area •and takes it 'somewhere else,thatinety'viewe.  
Yr Speaker,. isoentrary to' the .'interests of the Whole 
comMunity. And ,not because of jealousy,: not because some-
one.is doing well must we tax them, because in theeend. you 
.are'cutting.your-nose to spite your face:' In tie interests 
of the whole comMunity I think there should be wealth and 
this weelth should be regeherated, and this le what we want 
to do now. -le must try. end- regenerate that part of our 
wealth hat perhaps we have lost, when the frontier was 
closed. With all the precautions Of course. This.  is 
where we haVe got to think, Mr Speaker. The legal and. 
other precautichs I think of which hopp something ie 
being done, end on which I hope the whole House can get 
together. I have not heard yet of any steps being taken .  
to safeguard us that the whole House should be acting on 
because that tome is much more important. 

The Political decisions that we are going to take are going 
to be far more important than any economic ones of which 
really on our own we have not got thestrength.even if we . 
have ZlOn of reserves. . That is nothing, Mr Speaker,  
nothing. .As el have snid before, you take'the Dockyard • 
away end those 4110m. would only last one mehth, two months, 
finished. I am not saying that anyone is taking it away, 
but whet I am trying to say is that with the Dockyard:there 
we have not .got to worry so mueh about the reserves, but in 
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any case that is if our reserves were not going to be 
larger than the Government says they are. This is-why, 
Mr Speaker, when we see the Question of the Port,' which is 
doing very well, to find that for a mere 250,000 we have 
the way-leave on sales of licuor that go to the ships, 
which means they go for cruises and this is the human 
nature that.we have not got to forget. Usually the ship 
goes eo the Port which more or less the crew agrees to go 
to. . Yes, that is a fact. Ask anyone in the shipping 
world and they will tell you that the crew have got a big.  
say as to what Port.the ship goes to. - And if for instance 
they come here and the water here is more expensive than 
in other places, they find that by coming here they can' • 
get the liquor cheaper, I think it is kumaa nature that 
they would probably be prepared to coMe here rather than 
perhaps to the other side of the Straits, where I do not 
know what the cost of•liquor is, and I do' not know whether 
the Government hasemade da exerciae, but if we are . 
competitive then I suppose they might be alright, I do .net 
know, but there are many other factors. Alright if they 
are, I do not know, perhaps they.  ahould have come out say- •  
ing it, I do not know, we can. only go by the information' 
that we have. Therefore if the Government were more 
informative' on the things that they'should-be, then we 
are in a better position., Mr Speaker, to.make a decision 
but the fact is the Government,is very closed on_ many 
things,easaWeall':knoee: for reasons. better known 'to them,-
selyeee ithd.wecan.  only act .on the facts.:-and figures at 
our disposal. 

Now, because we-know that the more money-.that is in 
circulationthe-more people can contribute to taxation due 
to their greater income, kr Speaker, we believe that 
everything should be done to expand our economy. Because 
we believe that in that way, this is part of our 
philosophy, part of our policy which I - think one of.the 
members wonted to know, this is why perhaps I am going to 
greater lengths, because one of the members wanted to know 
what our po3Moy was, end feel indebted to do so. And 
the conseohenad then will be, and this with time will come, 
that there is  no need at this stage to tax the people as ' • 
much as the. Government is doing. In fact we believe that 
there is plenty cf scope row to give them added relief. 

The Chief N.Laister, Mr Speaker, dismissed my statement on 
the sp)ropriation Bill when I said that one had to judge 
The question of the size of .the reserve on a number of 
factors. He diemissed it just by quoting what I said 'in 
1972, as if that meant that I could never say that we 
should not have a big reserve. Mr Speaker you have got 
to look at this in the. circumstances of the. time, of the 
economy, of the situation when I said it. When I said it, 
Mr Speaker, Gibraltar was facing perhaps its most difficult 
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period, because the frontier had just been closed in1959)., 
and we were coming out of greet difficulties., .That• was 
the' reason why I said it: was necessernhavee big 
reserve.. •• Apart from that, in those-daYs).muchlass than 
now, the Government adviror said that. the essence was'to" 
have a big reserve.' In fact when, I was listening 10da.Y.T . 
to my. friend.Joe Bossan.P I got the reeling that ne was'a 
Financial secretary and not -a politician in the. HoUse of 
Assembly. • Really - part- of the eatablishment,. • Because as. 
part of the establiahment, quite rightly as in fact he". 
admitted, any Financial secretary wants ta .pley'absolutely 
safe. If he is en official particularly. If he is a 
politician of course he can take-risks the same as•anybody 
else, because as a'politician he sees it in more than one. 
light, and quite rightly is prepared to take - I will not 
say..riek. but adopt.poIiCies.whioh aFinancial Secretary . 
perhapsi.who is after allan official, cannot afford to•do.  
That is not his lob, anite rightly. And.usually,-  on • 
advising he errs. on the side bf caution. So for instance 
to what extent is that caution reflected on what-the 
Government said the reserves were going to be and then it' 
turnsbutthat it was about three. times as much bY.the 
time they finished. . 

• 
yir Speaker, if one goes by past performances, one must; 
therefore, come to the conclusion that the some attitude• 
is being taken and:that,therefore,- we believe that the. 
reserves will be roach' greater then have beensuggested at. 
these Estimates. Furthermore, Mr Speaker, I say this 
because the climate is completely .the opposite to what it 
tes,in. 1972.. In 1972 the difficulty was that there was 
no possibility - of expansion'. in. trade, extremely difficult. 
Now the possibilities of expansion are bigger than ever . 
before, because we Shall have a• considerable amount, of 
tourism coming into Gibraltar and expansion, Mr Speaker, is 
really at our doorstep. So I cannot see, why we should be 
be so afraid, Mr Speaker. I do not believe so. 

Now, Yr. Speaker, I think it is fair that I should bring to 
bring to the notice of the House the difference•that there 
is s in 'taxation between-Gibraltar and the United Kingdom, 
because.it is quite substantial. 'I think that I should 
start.by reading'the rates, and then, Mr Speak,- making a 
comparison of a case. In the United Kingdom now the basic 
rate'for the first £11,250 is on the next £2,000. .•  

HON MAJOR R J P-MIZA. • 

Yee, 'yes, of assessable income, this.is of assessable 
'income:. On the.seoond £2,000 it is 40- ; on the-  next 
£3,500•it is 45%; on the next'£5,500 it is. 55; and on 
the remainder it is 60. . In Gibraltar, Mr . Speaker, for 
the. first £500 it is-20%, for the next .C2,CCO it is 50cf, 
for the next £2,000. it is 35:1;' for the hext £1,500 it is 
40%; . and -for the next £1,500 it 'is 45-% As you see the 
difference is extremely great, and if we then take into 
account the allowances, Yr Speaker, the difference is even.  
greater.. • Nbw the single allowance.  in. United Kingdom 
is-Z1/ 375, here in Gibraltar it is The married 
man's allowance is £2,145,. here in Gibraltar it is £1,350. 
The. first child, Mr Speaker, gets £250 in Gibraltar; in - 
the UKthere is no such allowance but the first child in 
the - UK will be getting £4.75 and.every 'other child will.  
get £4.75• non taxabley whilst here the first child gets 
the allowanceand every•subsequent child 'will be getting.  
£5 non ,taxable.. 

• 
So, Mr Speaker, if we.made-a comparison now of a Morried 
man: with two children) say's' husband earning about £4,150 
a year, and the Wife earning ,2,500, the total of both 
incomes would be £5,760.. If we then take account of all 
the allowances in those .instances, the United Kingdom'. 
coUple wouq:d be payingk972 and getting in child allowance. :  
£494 and if you deduct one from the other in the end. what • 
he is paying is £478.' But if we do the same calculation 
and we 'take the £250 that the couple in Gibraltar would be ' 
getting on behalf of the child, it would come first of all 
the tax of

s
less',£250 equals £1,056.• Th4-P 

difference is more-thaft double.-  ' , 

Mr 'Speaker, I think' that; in that comparison.the- Gibralter— 
couple-is paying more money. I believethatcertainlyup • . 
to the. level of that income the average working man 'would 
be much be-Ver off by.being'taxed more or less on the same 
scales as they are doing in the United•ngdom... . I do not 
believe that in this instance it is necessary to keep them 
with the present burden. of taxation. 

HON J ZA=ITT 

1.2i SPEAKER 

That is of assessable. income.. 
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l'auld the Honourable Member tell Me, I did not hear,, what, 
percentage a person.in England pays for old age pensions?.,  

HON MAJOHRJ pr4azA 

_I beg your pardon., I didnot say pensions. 
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HON H J ZA=ITT 

well probably :!,'ou mould like. to look it up, Mr Speaker, I 

HON MAJOR R J PSLIZA 

I am not talking about the old age pensiens, I em talking 
now of families. Certainly I.cennot give it like that . 
because I do not know, I em talking now about the families. 
About afaMily of the composition that I have given. And 
in that instance I feel that the couple here in Gibraltar 
is paying a good deal more than a couple in the United 
Kingdom. I think in fairness we should try and do soMe— 
tning to relieve them of part of the burden. - This. is why, 
Mr -  Speaker, we believe that we should give that extra • 
allowance which my Colleague the Leader of the.Opposation,. 
Mr Isola has '1=agested. I hope the Government will give 
careful thought to that. The amount will not be all that. 
much. It is obvious I think that we shall most certainly 
have sufficient reserves to .ensure that we are well 
capable-of sustaining ourselves in the years to come, with 
the prospect that. exists for an evenamola Prosperous 
Gibraltar. 

Iwouldalike.to perhaps .clear one or two.. points that were 
made. by .different Ministers when they stocd up to:talk. -•I 
think the. Mr Perez. said .that tlae measures that. 
the .Government•were taking would be beneficial to 
Gibraltar.• a-As you can see there- is a great difference of 

.opinion as, what we. think is beneficial to - Gibraltar. 
The Honourable Minister should remember that if there is 
more money going round in the economy there is more wealth 
generated,. there is more tax coming beck to the Government, 
so not necessarily.all the money that is given aMay is 
given away. Say this allowance that we•are suggesting 
should be givem . • it is obviously very likely that 
particularly in that income group the money will.be spent 
in Gibraltar and pert of that will come 'back in taxes end' 
part Of that will generate more economic activity. That 
money going into the reserves you might-say is almost lost 
to Gibraltar. So I think that taxing is not necessarily 
going to be beneficial .to Gibraltar,. 

valually, I think ha said something about SO9m for the 
Development Programmaon the national. iebt. Again think 
one wants to realise that it is not :in.:A this generation 
that should beer all the burden. There are future 
generations coming who will after all benefit from whatever 
developMent we do, and it is only fair that they should pay 
aloare of that development. If for instance we have to 
borrow money, as he auite rightly said, and we have to pay 
for the borrowing, that is fair enoagh, but remember the 
other side of the coins that money Is depreciating and 

• 
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taat in Itself the money is paying for itself through 
depreciation, in. that as you go along and you nre paying 
for it .back because there is more money available, since 
obviously through inflation there is more money available 
and we all have the money and the value of money has 
decreased proportionately, •in fact over a period of time 
you are paring less for it. This is one Of the reasons 
why in fact people. in the United Kin;dom keep mortgages 
and want to pay little for their mortgages. You aJald 
that this money can be used for something else and 
generates wealth .through investments and the amount 
mor-GEsedan 17-se-Lf.  2.s devaluing, apart from all other 
factors, that the property isgnining value. 

' I am just trying to make the point ;  Mr Speeker, that all is 
net. all one aided, there. are other views to be taken on 

.practically every economic problem. ?;nether sometimes you. 
are right and sometimes you - are wrong depends on changes 
that take place as one goes along. 

Another .thing that Mr Perei said, Mr Speaker, was that the • 
Opposition thought everything was gloomy and that that is 
why we thought the GOva_nriment had gone to the elections 
early be:ease we felt . . . 

. . 

HON J B PERM 

I. never-  said.  that. . I -never mentioned-the- National Debt 
either,' but . never mind. 

• 

- HON MAJOR R J PSLIZA 

Did you not say £9m on the Development Programme, National 
Debt. 

HON J B PERM 

No, Mr Speaker, not National Debt. 

HON MAJOR H J PELIZA 

No, but that-is what I think you meant. 

UR SaEAKER 

No, no, let us leave it at that. 
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HOid MAJOR R r3 PELIZA 

Well, I thought you said that we said that everything was 
gloomy. 

MR 8.21-'1A.TZR.  

Order. Will you carry on with your speech and. let us 
forget about it. 

HOS MAJOR R 3-P--3LIZA 

If he' did not, Mr. Speaker,• certainly it hat been, said that 
we thought and said, in fact it Was reneated many timea- at 
the election time, that the tGovernment'had gone to.. an early 
election because they would have to introduce a very tough 
budret at this time. Whet I am trying to say now, 
Mr:Soeaker, is that that is obviously what we were led to 
believe because those were the• figures that we were, given: 
That, there Might be other .reasons, which_ now in.retrospect 
one:Can see very . clearly, - end in my view the reason why. 
the Government did go to the electionsthen was obviously 
aotbecease of'the-financial state, because this would have 
beeh an excellent. oacasion, as my Honourable Colleague here 
said, of really notincreasing taxes —they know perfectly 
well there is no:-need to, put up those taxes - of not put-
ting up any taxeSatall,.but because they believed that 
the,Opposition was in total disarray. . And the biggest 
surprise I think, Mr Speaker, of their life was to see • 
that we were able to produce eight candidates, notwith-
standing all the.difficulties that over the years t 

.1.ZSPBAKER 

'Yes, but again. we are drifting completely and utterly from 
the Pinance. 3111. . • 

HON MAJORR J 

Mr 7eatherstone, Mr weaker, said that during my admin, 
istration, the question of the City Council, thet ir. those 
days we were'saying that the Municipal Accounts had to be 
self-supporting. what Mr Featherstone• does not realise is 
that what we were saying was that it had been contrary to 
law under the City Council administration - I belierxe .it 
was the Public Health Crdinance - for the Council not- to 
balance their accounts in that respect. And this is what: 
it was all about. Whether in fact at one, stage or 
another. it would not be vita, becauSe of circumstances, 
becadee perhaps there is so much moneY'in the kitty that 
the Government can afford to subsidise those undertakings, 
wnether that is not the right thing to do in certain cases, 
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I am not. saying that that is not so, but whet I say is, that 
in those days under the leaislation that existed for the• 
City Council it was contrary to lew not to do so. 

On the cuestion-of the drop of sales in 'perfumerv - I 'do not 
know whether Government has' realised or Whether they are-
going to make it a policy that on any other commodity on 
which there.are - drops in-sales they intend to reduce.the • 
import duty to encourage them to sell. That I think 
would be a good policy and let us hope that it does work 
in-this:instance. If ittdoes-I-belIeve that this is some-
thing.to bear - in mind because there are I think perhap-s. 
some items that would bring income into the economy if it 
were adjusted to be competitive within our own area.. I- 
thing each commodity,. each erticle,,should be looked at on 
its own merits. 

• 
Imes rather surprised to hear.the Minister for - Economic 
Development who perhaps should-be.very interested in' seeing 
economic development in. Gibraltar, speaki as if the 
tourists should be prepared to pay any price. I.think 
that is the-  wrongattitude- '•Ne have got to adopt the 
attitude that the customer. is almost always right, if pot • 
'always right. . . 

Therefore, We cannot say thet the tourist ' who comes here 
must be prepared to pay more for the beer, or for the hotel 
room, or for anything else, because -;hat is going-to' 
happen is that that particular visitor is not going to 
return. So I think that the Minister should be little 
bit more.tactful 14 that resnect, and use more Judgement 
because as I said before, not because one particular unit 
in our economy may'not be cost effective and, therefore, 
because it needs 'subsidy we are going 'to ignore them. 
That will produce other activity within our economy which 
in the end produces greater-  wealth, the example was of .the 
tourists 'to come to Gibraltarwha if' he does'notfind.the 
hotel to be•cheap-enough will'obviously'not come and•will 
not spend the rest of the money in our shops end other 
places. 

Equally I think, Mr Speaker, he has the wrong idea about 
the sttitade, and I think he mentioned this again today, 
towards the publicans in Gibraltar with regard to the • 
measuree. 

MR SPEAX---IM 

'No, no, you are not going to have a chance to reply to 
something which was said on the Appropriation Bill in, the- 
pinanee Bill. . • 

HON 1AAJOR-R I PELIZA 

Mr speaker., .he mentioned it today. • He-made a remark 
' en. peasant.. but not in. his speech. ' 
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HON MAJOR H J PSLIZA 

squally, Mr Speaker, I think that on the question of _ 
people having worked in Gibraltar and being able, say. to 
purchase things talt they were never able to before, '2: do 
not think one should scrt of rub it it:. and say, well, if 
he can buy a car he caa pay more tax, which I think has 
been the attitude of the Ministe,r on more than one 
occasion. .He certainly seemed to give that impression 
today. I am-sorry he is not here,• bat it is the way it 
was said, the way he was spealq.ng. 

I believe that the whole philosotny, certainly of my party, 
is to try end raise the standerd o.,Yliving.. First by 
producing more wealth, secondly by distributing those-  • 
wealthy, and them I think a combination of those two to 
increase the quality of life Of the Gibraltarian. So as 
to enable them to find Gibraltar a very pleasant place to 
live in. • One o'f the great difficulties that we may find,. 
end this is something we must never forget, in the 
transition periad.that is about. to take place here is that 
the Gibraltarian should find hitself so nappy here that 
that will make it .one of the biggest attraetions•for him 
to stay here. That will .be our strongest weapon. 

One thing•that.is not goingato:make him think on those.  
Lines is heavy texation.• aTherefa*,.e,-themoreamoney we can 
al 10w himtn:have •to-.spendi the••higher his.atanderd . . 
living, the  : .better he will feel that- hiastay in Gibraltar 
isgoing:to befor.him and his family: • This,' therefore, 
is, .tne right juncture,-Mr Speaker, to give some - relief to 
tnose who need itamost. That to me., Mr Speaker,. it'the" 
strongest assurance, that the people find themselves happy. 
and secure in this place, is the biggest assurance of 
Gibraltar remaining, what it is today,. 

Thank you, Mr .Speaker. 

MR SPEAZER 

Right, we will now recess until -6morr= morning at 10.30. 

The House recessed at 9.00 p.m. 
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The House resumed at 10.30 aam. 

MR SPLAKER 

Well, Gentlemen yesterday evening when we recessed the 
Honourable and Gallant Major Peliza had his say on the 
second reading of the Finance Bill. • 

There ere a few members who are entitled to speak yet,_I 
think, the Honourable Mr Zemmitt has still to speak and the.  
Attorney-General if he so wishes. So if you intend to I 
will cell on you. 

Ho E J ZAMMITT 

— Yr Speaker, Sir, before I can enter into my contribution I 
would like to say that listening to debates or arguments 
from the 'other side of the' House I was quite impressed, 
iadeed:pleaeantly impressed, by the contribution from-  the 
Honourable Mr. Loddo who was quite brave I think in his 

.firstattempt in a debate-ofthiscalibre tb come forth, and 

..add that- spice of humour which the House I think on more 
tlien one accasion•deserveS, 

Of course:  I. could notaseythat, MraSpeaker, without giving 
praiza equally to the Honourable Mr Joe 3osseno, whose 
contributions have constantly, since I have. been in the 
House since 1972, been of the utmost sincerity and the 
contributions that he has afforded, waen it has pleased 
the Opposition as much.es it has pleased this side of the 
House, I think. the honourable Mr Bossano has well estab-
lished himself over the years to have very important 
contributions to make particularly with reference •to the 
budget. 3ut it can be cleerly'seen,and Hansard will show 
it later ca, Mr Speaker, /het when it has suited the 
Opposition to run parallel with the thinking of Mr Bosseno. 
they have jumped on 1.1a bandwagon, end when it has not 
suited %hem of course then the Honourable Mr Hassan is 
alatleked severely if his criticism was sometimes-  praised 
for what the Government has tried to put over. 

Now, Mr Speaker, I Would say that it has become customary, 
over the years that I have had the privilege of following 
the Honourable and Gallant Major Peliza's contribution. 
and quite honestly, and I have said this before, it 
surprises me that a gentleman who has been in this House 
for a reasonable amount of years, a man who has been 
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Gibraltar's Chief Minister, cnn be so: poor in his 
contribution to a budgetary debate. ' The way that'he 
contradicts himself is qaite remarkable. The number of 
arguments he adducesaith one breath which three minutes 
later he contradicts. There is no consistency: : • . 

Now this is the difference I see in the Honourable, . 
Joe Bossano, and forgetting the differences'that May .  

.exist between Mr 3ossano's political policies and the.  
Government's, one sees a consistency year after.year after 
Year. And, therefore -  that consistency, Mr Speaker, 
whether we agree or.disagree, must be praised. 

Now, Yr •Speaker, we have had anaWful amount of talk from 
the other side. Some contributions I,say are obvious 
because I have never ever, certainly since I.haVe been in 
this House, seen the Opposition applauding- Government'on 
whatever measures we have taken, be they bland, mild, 
harsh, one does not expect the Opposition to appIaUd the 
Government, but one 'does expect the'Oppositiot to adhere 
to- beiu constructive and objective -intheir determination. 

17e note,'-'Mss Speaker,-  thetin the budget of. 1976 'there -were 1 
no-revenueraisIng measures .since the. Government way hit, 

..Alwould say, harder than we have been hit on this occasion. 
But 'of caurse'one-seasthatthe arguments- that they. place 
are that the •oniy—food that they can give Mr Public for 
suppert, is the reason or the hope that they feel they 
could do better if they were in office. But equally, 
Mr•Speaker, Gibraltar has the eicperience of having'another 
administration for 2 yeers- and 10 months-  and-quite-the 
opposite happened. 'In fact ire have not had, in the.  eight 
Years that I have been in the House, demonstrations going. 
down Main Street on account of television licences or other 
measures that were imposed by that administration. 

Mr Speaker, the facts are that whether they want to call 
as my HonoUxable Friend Mr. Canepa Said on the television 
yesterday, it was a modest budget. 7e are not hitting 
anybody hard. It. appears the Opposition would like us 
• to hit the people hard and then of course it becomes a ; 
political motivation as opposed to a particular care for 
the people of Gibraltar.. . 

HON P J ISOLA . 
• 

How could the Opposition like the Government to hit the' 
people hard hard whenthe Opposition is augaasting measures of 
increasing personal allowances and resisting the taxation 
'measures.-  How can tae Honourable Minister reconcile his . 
statement thst the Opposition would like the Government to 
hit the people hard with the statements that have been 
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made on this side of the House. 

HON H:J ZAMMITT 

Mr •SPeaker, in every. single budget debate you will 'see. 
tnetthe pattern ot•the Opposition, irrespective of 
whether as I have said, they are bland, hard, or mild 
measures, the Opposition will always come out trying to.  
save Mr Public and are not objective or constructive in 
their suggestion other then saying that we have so much 
money in reserve and we should give it back. 

Mr speaker, I think the Honourable Mr Featherstone.  
yesterday Mentioned in his contribution the fact that the 
Honourablethe Leader of the Opposition in . a television' 
interview at last.year's budget was creating a hullabaloo • 
over:  the fact that our reserves were so smell that, we 
only had three days reserve, and therefore we should 
increaae .cur reserves. Now the arraament is that because 
we have a reserve we should throw it back. 7e cannot 
forget. that in the times of the Honourable Major Paliza's 
adMinistration the reserves were equivalent to 3 months -
expendtu:e compared with the budget of that' year, and we 
also found that people thought.thet that was necessary 
because thefrontierhad closed and we. had to have a . . 
healthy reserve into the unknoWn. That was nearly three 
years.  after the closing of the frontier. 7e already knew 
the pattern of, the :gay that Gibraltar was. going end, the 
economic plan that Gibraltar would hove to face.' ',Nowa 
when we are stepping into the unknown, 'we can all assume 
that there•will be affluence coming into Gibraltar as a 
result of the lifting of•the restrictions:but we do.not 
honestly know. 'And, therefore, like the. Honoarable , 
Mr Bossano said,' very rightly so, if there ever vie a 
moment in. Gibraltar when we reouired to be absolutely 
healthy financially it is now. 7e must be in a position 
to be able to deter allegations of our weakness finan, 
oially. It.is now that we should be in an extremely 
healthy position so as not to'be swamped. 

• 
It is now, Mr Speaker, end we do not know and I am 
surprised that no member has mentioned this, the question 
of support and sustain thatwehavenad over the ;gears as 
a result of the closed border end the restrictions on 
Gibraltar, is now and only now thst ae should be able 
to go, to Great Britain, as my Honourable Member Friend 
Mr Featherstone said yesterday, we must go cap in hand to 
Great Britain. .le must make sure, and 3ritain has done 
so so far, to help those who help themselves, and then 
when we are able to say that we are .helping ourselves can 
we expect help from Britain who has• helped u$ so far 
extremely well. 
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Now, Mr Speaker, I think that the Honourable Mr 3ossano 
hit the nail on the head yesterday when he said de facto 
the Opposition had to attempt to ridicule the Geverrment 
irrespective of the consequences, irrespective of whether 
they think we are right or we are wrong. That is 
political motivation, there is absolutely' no other excuse, 
no other excuse at all. And 'we find the arguments quite 
honestly laughable because they are absel-Ltely ridiculous. 

To say, Mr Speaker, that the increase of the import duty on 
cars is going to stop people buying cars: well of course, 
Mr Speaker, it is going to add Lit to a car, but no one is 
going to stop buying a ear because the price of cars hes 
gone up et source 30 . to 40TI, over the past few years. No 
one gives a car up because the premium on the insurance 
policy goes up 304 to 4.0:e.. So what is the argument, 
Mr SPesker' There is no argument. • The fact is that .we 
know very well that the people will not stop buying cars • 
because it•hes gone up slightly. And we know eoually, 
Mr Speaker, and I know this, that there are people who are 
paying as much as k130 hire purchase a month for a motor 
cycle, particularly the youth of Gibraltar. 

j;ow,.the Honourable Mr Restano. said that draught beer %Tas 
aworking clessedrink.• •Let roe assure the Honourable 
I,:r-Gerald.Restano, who ls.not in the 'category of the poor 
men,ethat draught beer-is no. longer, let me assure. hint the 
working class drink: • The working cless today. is 
drinAing spirits, and lagers, not draught hear. And 1 
knoW that,. Mr Speaker, because I havesXoerience in that 
particUlsr:  trade. 3ut es I say, Mr Speaker, the contri- 
butions were absolutely poor, absolUtely poor. In fact 
the contribution. of the Honourable the Leader of the 
Opposition whose political expertise one respects, was 
quite honestly as fares I was concerned tongue in cheek. 
He made a tremendous amount in insinuations that 'do not hold 
water. And more so When he has been speaking over the 
post two or three years at least as the Opposition's. . 
spokesman on financial matters. 'Ciaite honestly he has not 
teen az convincing as he has been on other debates. And 
I think he was not as convincing because of course he has 
been caught, :Ake many others have been caught, by surprise, 
by tne mildness of teis budget, and he has to admit this. 
Whetner he says he has erroneous figures or what have you, 
I think he made very wild and quite unprepere0 speeches et 
his Party's conference that we would. bs able to show every-
body why the aeief Minister called e General Election so. 
quickly, ead that was because we were going to hit the' 
people so hard that we wo-nld be afreid to go to the 
electorates few months'efter such s Hersh-budget.' But 
alas another mistake and another failure. . 

Now Mr Speaker, tae Honourable Mr Resteno referred to the 
airport tax and the increase, and that we had to make sure 
that we did not tax ourselves out of the market. Now 
It:link we can boast , Mr Speaker, that . . 

IR SPEAKER 

Mr Restano spoke Of the Duty Free Shop and not the airport . 
tax. 

HON H d ZAMITT 

The Airport duty free. 

We can boast, Mr Speaker, that.we are possibly one of the 
eceapest duty free's in Europe. 7e have always equated 
our duty free at a price lower than other places, end • 
lower than even British Airways sell on their aircraft. 
And of course we would be absolute fools if we were to 
increase our duty free at a price where people would net•  
bp.y from us.but•rather buy in the aircraft. We. are • 
Oesper than .London Airport and we areohesser than the 

And equally. -I could ..inform the Henourabls. Mr  . Restano, 
a,pemeaent,businessman, that he.should.know thatwhis= y. is 
a littlemere.expensive than•our• duty free, sad he.should 
know.that tobacco in Spain.  is more .expensive then .tobacco 
in,Gibraltar. And I assume he reeliees that the. 
Government do meet now and again, we .do-have a little chat 
over things such as these, and of coarse we come to 
conclusions that should not kill the chicken that laid the 
golden egg. 

Now one thing, Mr Speaker, that the Honourable and Gellent 
Major Peliza accused the Honourable Mr 3ossano of,was in 
saying that he appeared to agree with income tax. well, 
I think, and I. do not have to defend Mr 3oesano, but it 
certainly is my understanding that Mr 3oesarao'sinter,-
pretatiat of accepting income tax payments as a socialistic. 
approacn which probably the Members opposite cannot under- • 
stand. But the more tax you pay indicates the more you 
are earning, and I am sure the Honourable 3ossano him- 
self will agree that income tax is the least inflationary 
fund raising measure that is possible, and, therefore,, that 
is the point. he agrees with. I do not think Mr.Bossano 
was saying, or trying to say, that people should pay more 
income tax, but Mr 3ossano, and I agree with him entirely, 
meene is that the more tax you pay the more you are earning. 
Sa, therefore, of. course I agree with Mr 3ossano there, and 
I was surprised to see that the Honourable and Gallant 
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Major Peliza could not comprehend that argument. I am 
afraid that berhepe'not bein.,;: here he may still be Sharing 
the same igncrence next year. 

Certainly. And even in matters in which one 
does not agree-  with him - one sees the consistence and one 
seas that at least. the men has knowledge of what we are 
talking about and is consistent. . I. em afraid I care-lot- say' 

e that for other membart of the House.' I' cannot possibly • 
t• say. thet for other members -.of the House, Yr Speaker. - 

••: 
No*, Mr Speaker,I-agree that MOD spending in Gibraltar is 
a very valusible contribution, and I do not want to give 

• the 'slightest impression that one would argue against that •. 
income wnich Gibraltar and Gibraltarian derive. But. I do 
'not'thing-, as my Friend- the Honourable Mr •Serfaty who was 
in the• HoUse fol. many-years, I am a fervent believer es he 
was that whereas—there is a 70/30 ratio in MOD/other income 
to the economy, Mr Sneaker, we should not be static and 
allow that to continue because we do not know if. there . 
coald•be defence cuts.as there have been in the United 
Kingdom affecting the economy of Gibraltar. And whilst 
one welcomes the 70-contribution, we should do our utmost 
tb try and articulate that 3051, well into the 70, so that 
we•are atleast stable and we are on our own feet, I do. not 
want to give the. impression that. the Government is not 
grateful for the MOD spending That we are saying is, that 
we should attempt to srticulaee• the 501 upon the 'i0,‘for 
our own stability.• And that of course, Mr Speaker,  can 
only come about as a result of trade and tourism, end I 
hope that the onaniree of the frontier can do that for us 
and tnen we will be in a much healthier position, . • 
Mr Speaker.- Then. But we cannot gamble. : We must be 
absolutely.  .sure of what we are doing and this Government is 
not-prepared to gamble. We are not orepared do geMble. • 
with the Gibraltariana;'we are not prepared,-to gamble with 
our Gibraltar, - AS I ..said earlier the sitastion,is.thet 
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our healthy financial situation today must ensure that we 
are•oneabsolutely good terms with Great 3ritain; our best 
friend,-but equally we can be defensive against a possible 
attempt.' from across the border. 

Now, Mr Speaker, whet .poor arguments were placed about the 
increase .of water to hotels. 'Our tourism. is going to 
.flop,•we are going to "xon, no one coming to Gibraltar 
because we are-asking -hotels to pay the value of water. 
Now, Mr Speaker, the Honourable and Gallant Major Peliza 
faas.to understand that the contribution that Gibraltar 
has been making .for an enormous amount of years to hotels 
to promote the tourist industry has been to the detriment 
of .the taxpeyer•in the contribution towards the subsidy of 
the Water Accounts. I accept that tourists come and 
• spend money but we• cannot have the argument unleSs you 
have as the Honourable Mr Bossano said, we must have 'a 
statistic value'ef•what we are subsidising the tourists, 
otherwise of course it will not pay to hove tourists here. 
The touriatswill not come if we find that we are-taking" 
more than they are giving. But, Mr Speaker, to ask some— 
body who consumes six times the amount of water an ordinary 
Cibraltaeinn Uses,to-  pay for that-- we are not-asking them 
to pay-the moon, .and I am sure Mr Speaker, that six times 
thewater•account-of e Gibraltarian I think is quite 
excessive. It is quite excessive, and the same should 
apply to-anybody else. Why do we not subsidise bars who • 
use water in cleaning up end supplying the tourists? 'Thy 
the hotels alone? So that someone can hove sixteen 
showers a day. That we can ill afford, and that we. are 
putting right,-and I think the people of 'Gibraltar will 
agree with that measure if anything. 

HON P J ISOLA 

if the Honourable ,Zember will give way. " I do not think 
anybody on this side of the House has objected to the" 
charges that are being made to hotels. Whet we have said 
en this side of the House is that we do not.egree with the 
theory of the Honourable Mr Bossano teat if a,  place of 
business like a bar or an hotel cannot operate without a 
subsidy in the price of electricity it does not necessarily 
follow that it should close. I do not know whether the 
Government agrees with what Mr Bossano has said or not, 
but if Government agrees with what Mr Bossano has seid." 
thenthe Government. itself has had a big .change of policy 
because the Government has been sabsidibing water during: 
tne last ten years. .The Government hes dragged its feet 
in. collecting'outstanding rates, and electricity charges 
from. hotels during the lest ten years. If it is a 'change 

• •• • „. • 
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Now, Mr Speaker, to -say that the Honourable Mr Bossano s 
view on this budget are tainted by his political ideas 
and his professional economic approach I think.is absolute—
ly wrong, Mr Speaker. Because it' is only on this -budget 
that the Opposition really fall out.with the thinking of 
Mr Bossano. I. have heard, Many hear, hears; and many 
headshaking agreement with Mr Bossano, when Mr Bossano has 
been criticising Government very much indeed. -ge has 
been the expert, he has been the saviour of the-Opposition 
on financial matters, but yet when he tends, to disagree, 
when he disagrees, then the political Motivation is 
tainted and all the:rest. Now that, is the sincerity that 
one sees sq evidently in the Opposition now whether we like 
it or not, and I repeat wnether we like it or not 
Sr Bossano's contributions in budget debates have been 
extremely good. Not only on this occasion but on every: 
occasion. 



in Government policy please do not.blamaus for it.. 

1 

• 
' 

mad Gallant Major Peliza°s contribution in the budget 
session of March 1976, and he was referring, MI Speaker, 
at page 603, to the money - and it may be recalled that 
in 1976 there were no tax-raising measures -.and the 
Honourable and Gallant Major Peliza - and may I say before 
I read this, Mr Speaker;  that I would ask the Opposition 
to eanaider the reserves that Government has in the 
context of the unknown. I do not want to be looking into 
outer space, Mr Speaker, I am talking into the possibility 
of the frontier and which I think we all agree that the 
prospects financially appear to be good, but we do not 
know and that is what we have to see. But the Honourable 
and Gallant Major Peliza said in 1976: "And so I think 
this.is the time when we have to ahapea society. What a 
golden opportunity we have with so much money in our 
bands to do precisely that." 

I-102f H 3 ZA.M1"ITT 

Mr speaker, the change cfpolicy'would be Government "s and 
as long as 3overrraent is in power it iS:Government and :we 
always.take full responsibility and the bleMe for, every-' 
thing we do; even if we do thing rightly, because I have 
never yet heerd's member of the opposition welcoming a 
measure, particularly in taxation, that the Government hes 
taken. I think the Honourable Member, .and I think Hansard 
will show, that it :es not the :ray tnat he has said thet 
tne Honourable Major Peliza put it over, and it may be 
recalled that he mentioned that he thought that the 
Services, that is Armed Services, should be helped 
even more than the tourists, Yes, Mr Speaker, that is 
vividly in my mind, vividly in my mind. You can see that 

-there was a direction towards a continuation of subsidis-
ing'hotels and the water in hotels. 

Now, Mr Speekar, the Honourable and Gallant Major Peliza 
yesterday.mada a little attack on the comparability of 
income tax' in Gibraltar with ,that of the United Kingdom, 
and it. was and extended Upon on television 
lest.night;aehere of coarse I think it is ea  
we could -naver•introdUceathe same-tax-measure:; on income • 
tax for a number of -reasons. ,Heedless to-say the most • 
obviouathat comes to light is the fact that - we do not - 
have the -number of. wealthy peopleein Gibraltar.that pne 
could tax into the 651 band• as there Id in the United 
Kingdom where there are many thousands no doubt that are 
in the kl00,000 brackets, and I doubt if there are but a 
oandful in Gibraltar in that particular sector. So one 
has to tax the middle block wnich is the most effective. 
3ut I was surprised to see that the Honourable Major 
Peliza gave all the baddies, and I did ask, may I say 
tongue in cheek, when I rose for clarifiantion, Mr Speaker, 
and you very •kindly allowed me to do so, that he had failed 
to sey.aad telk about the old age pensions, how they were 
taxed in U7 end how they were texed in Gibraltar. And 
the Oonoareble and Gallant Mejor Peliza may liLe ao 
ae be learned that income tax in the United Kina:dem on , 
family ellowences and in Gibraltar 7esre exactly the same, 
teat the old age pension in Gibraltar is tax free. They 
are net tax free in the United Kingdom, so possibly, 
Mr Caeaker, in the contribution of  the Honourable and 
Gallant Major Peliza he may •like to give Gibraltar some 
credit and not all the adverse things that he has Said. 

low, Mr Speaker, I would like to refer...to the Honourable 
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Now, Mr Speaker, is the golden opportunity financially 
and politically not ideal now to ensure that we have this 
reserve. Would the Opposition not be gloating, if the 
Ward is gloat, if we did not have this financial position 
and we had tc hit people hard. Surely reasonable 
intelligent men as they are would have to accept, it may 

been.a mindfelli. we may have--been lucky,; .am of the 
fervent belief. that Gibraltar is blessed end God is above 
us at all times, 'but it is purely coincidental that we 
find ourselves with a Z5m reserve when - the-frontier ise_ 
abOutta open, and that - I-think is cause for jubilation, 
• anda- fenfair of-trumpets-of which we - Wereaccustomed to 
during the aaministration of the Intergration With Britain 
Party, We had fanfairs and trumpets every time the 
Chief Minister took his hat off. This i$'absolute, this 
is the . . . 

-HON A 3 HAYNES 

Mr Speaker, we believe a reserve should come about 
naturally and as a way of saving, not as a measure of 
direct taxation so harsh as we had last year end riddled 
with miscalculations. Can. the Honourable Member explain-
why Gove?ntent are not embarrassed by a miscalculation of 
the extelat that we have had this year, especially since 
thf.s miscalculation that we are talking about is public 
moaey, as the Chief Minister has so rightly said, and 
money drawn froM the people. So a miscalculation is 'to 
the detriment of the people and we want to know why 
Government are not embarrassed by this miscalculation. We 
do not object to reserves in principle,* we would like to 
see reserves cooing 14p naturally and as r way of nro-
gressive saving. .0f-caarse we wantaa rich and better 
Gibraltar. 
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HON H 3 ZAMMITT 

Yes, Mr Speaker, reserves do not come naturally, 
Mr Speaker, there is not a tree that I know of that. 
produces gold or pound notes! They do not come naturally 
reserves come and have to come from the economic stability.  
of a Territory which the people them t e selves must conribut 
to,. and it cannot be embarrassing. It would be 
embarrassing to us if we had.no reserve, ifwe were in a 
poor financial situation.. We can gloat aver the sit!-
uation, and if the people of Gibraltar feel they have been 
hit hard now they can rejoice because now is the time when 
we will be able to reach the fruits of our erforts. 
BecaUse we have been wise or lucky in ensuring. that we • 
have this economic stability which has been brought about 
in, Gibraltar: But I say. we must thank' God because it . 
has been luck, or if the people were overtaxed last year 
at. least the people, can say, thank God we were, because if 
they were not nvertexedilast year we would find ourselves 
today with cap•in.hand, -Butt today we can put our tongue 
oUt.we can put our tongue out, Mr Speaker. Although 
£5m may not be excessive I only hope to had ZlOm•reserve, 
41..r Speaker. ' 

• 
• 

'zNaw,-Mr'Speaker, If I am going to. be interrupted I sin 
afraid I will- be here unt • 

. • 
146,0 must. be sensible about this, Mr Sneaker, but' as I say 
4T-.- have never in my, experience in the House ever,-ever,  
4rrespective of have taken had the support of 
the Opposition. One expects that; Mr Speaker. What one 
does not expect is the Opposition to mislead the people 
by giving the impression that we can give away our E5m 
reserve because we give back whet we have takeh away from 
them. No, it is their money, it is not our money, 
Mr Speaker, it is not the Government's money, it.is  the 
individual's, it is the GibralteriF,a's money, and the more 
Prosperous the Government is the more prosperous the • 
community is. So, Mr Speaker, two things have come out 
in this particular budget. - One is the inconsistency of 
the: senior members who have been here for a number of • 
Years - I.  would have.unrIerstood of course the ju.uor 
members - the inconsistency throughout the pest liudgets 
and in particular this one. But as I say my reason for 
this is that they have been embarrassed in modelling the - 
minds of people during the.election campaign and during 
the Party Conference of the. Democratic Party of British' 
Gibraltar,into modelling- the minds of the. people: 'you 
wait.until.the bUdget:Comes alohg9 they are going .to hit 
you.so hard yop.'are going to. lament having• voted for them. 
But alas they have failed. They have failed-end failed 
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dismally, and of course we have been lucky, Mr Speaker, 
that we cannot deny. We have been lucky with.these 
Estimates that the surplus was there before we even knew. 
they were going to open the frontier. So we can look 
forward to the opening of the frontier with'strength and 
with vigour, and we will ensure that next year, God 
willing,, we. can. have £20m reserve much to our satisfaction 
and nc doubt, Mr Sneaker,. much to the dismay of the 
Opposition. 

Thank you, Sir. 

MR. SPEAKER 

Wellr if there are no.other contributors, and in accord-
ance with the Standing Orders, I will now call on the 
Chief Minister to exercise his, right to reply. 

HON .'3141EF MINISTER 

Mr Speaker, .1•Shall try not,to be very long. think.. 
this debate has gone on-much,longer then the circumstances 
warrant. But it' is quite obvious from the opening by the 
Leader of the Opposition that he showed considerable 
disappointment at the good results that we have obtained, 
and the fact-that it has proved that quite a number of the 
contentions that they had been holding regarding tIlt • is a 
elections and subsequently have all been wrong. 
fact that at the time of the last election, Sir, the-
position was gloomy. .Sa.it was put to us. And so we saw 
it. And it is precisely'because it was necessary to take 
remedial action that remedial action was taken, and I'  
think it is a proof of the, necessity of that that the: 
remedial action has been effective and that in fact we 
find ourselves now in a much more comfortable situation 
thanenybody Could have thought of. But that is not'to 
the Govornment's creditor its fault. It is the fact  
that the,  economy has been able to stand it'for a number 
of other reasons and that in fact it has responded in such. 
a way that this is the practical result. 
• 
A humbei. of isolated points have been made which I will 
dal. with rather than a long speech. The fact that this 
will weaken our position at development talks is absolUte 
nonsense. 'The opposite is'ekactlythe case. •Every time 
we have been to Britain for help, every time we have shown 
that we were taking remedial action for our own sakes -
because it-is the policy of the ODA that they help-better 
those who .help themselves. In 'fact.  at one stage the 
question. of rent was- one on which we were under great ' 
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nreseure to revise because otherwise the grant for housing 
might'have been endangered becausethey felt the people 
were paying too low rents and that costs were too high. 
Indeed the reply to-my original letter for a reqUest for 
certain items of education and so an by way of once and 
for all budgetary assistance which went at the time before 
the cuts were started by.the'new Goverment, and the reply' 
came after the anew Government, did refer to the fact that 
they had taken note that we had taken eteps to correct 
the situation sad suggested some other steps. That was 
tneir privilege to suggest, we have done what we thought 
right. But the paint that I want to make is that it 
strengthens the position of negotiations with the ODA to 
show that we have taken measures to remedy the situation. 
TOG oftere itis thought by people who do not like us, and 
there are many people who do not like us much as we - would 
like them to like 12.2 in certain spheres,-to say: well, 
here you are, they are having a very easy time, they pay 
whisky very cheap, they pay cigarettes very cheap, and so 
on they want us to pay for their houses and fOr their .. 
schools. Wellr  if by our performance we show that we are 
courageous, that we have put the necessary taxesthet are 
reouired to make our own day to day economy viable theft 
so puch more therespect-that•theyhave for us andthe 
better Chances:we have for continuing to. get,helle es , " 
before,. or subject te whatever' charges may oeme:abOut-es 
a resulteteg thechancdesituation.- 

• • • • . 
one-point.made by `Mr Scott,. with wheseecentribution'I.  • 
would.. aot:gtlarreli was that. I said. that there. was• 
relief in this budget. Iethink that either he misread 
that or he did not understand what I meant: I said that 
overall, taking all the measures both the beneficial and 
the ones that bit into the incomes, overall, there was a 
I.% relief, which takes account of all the budgetary 
measures. But it was not just an isolated l% relief but 
overall. After the budget the people will not be worse 
off than they were before the budget because of the 
package.. 

One Paint mat le by the Honourable Mr Restano about the fact 
that had we purchased tne generators earlier they would 
have been cheaper. The answer is the opposite. 
Generators are cheaper now because there is an overeaupply. 
It is well known that in England there is an overesupply 
of capital expenditure on electricity and indeed our 
information is that generators nowadays are cheaper. 
a2unny as that may sound they are cheaper than two years 
ago- because of.. overproduction and lack of orders and 
finance to take them over. And whereas it is well-known 
that in -Prance there is -a low supply of power overall 
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nationally, it is well known that in England in fact one 
of the papers was saying the other day how disappointed 
the. Gentral 'Electricity Authority was about the lack of 
demand on electricity. So in fact in England the problem 
ie that there is the supply, there is the power available, 
avt there is not the demand because of the element of 
depression in industry and other aspects. 

Now Mr Haynes in-his original contribution in the 
Appropriation Bill raised the question of gas, the 
question of alternative supply. Now I think he should 
have given us credit for the fact that all these matters 
are looked into, but fair enough, it was a new point by a 
new member and I took it .seriously and I had a brief 
prepared and I -explained in my reply the details of all 
the alternative sources of supply and why they are not. 
feasible in Gibraltar. And whereas I share the concern 
of the whole world of what is going to happen when oil is 
at en end, we cannot pioneer in this respect, and in fact 
come places where they are pioneering such as solar heat, 
I did explain in great detail for his benefit and the 
benefit generally, the difficulties in these matters. 

Yet he thought fit in his speech on this Bill to raise the 
matteragain and-.say that we had not taken,any note and 
deecribed us,eand really - T. think it,istthe first time-..we 
hale aeen: this 7  "Bully•Bos", • I have never heardee more 
inept description. eI do noteknow what we do: about being 
Bully Boys when we censtandeandalisten-tothe -Honourable . 
and Gallant Major Belize. for hours -and%hourseand:not:even 
attempt to stop him. 

But there is one thing that has been. produced as a result 
of all his ideas,-and that is a lot of gas from the other 
side. Unfortunately it will not produce any energy at 
all. 

The measures we have had to take, the money we have to find. 
We looked for things that we felt would not unduly cause 
hardship to the average working meet in. Gibraltar, and so 
telephones had to go up. I do not say it is a luxury, 
but it is something that at a pinch you could do without, 
although I am sure that the amount we are putting up is 
not that much. prom telephones we went to water. Now, 
everyone who is careful with the water will not have to play 
all that much money. There again it is a question of good: 
housekeeping, not just by the Government but also good 
housekeeping in- he family. Water as you know is quite a 
drain- on our resources. We have to find the money for it, 
we have to find about Z15,000 more this year and I would 
tell the-people of.Gibralter.generelly that as well as 
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keeping.  Gibraltar tidy they should keep their taps shut. 
Hotels of course will have to pay .sli tly more and this' 
is inevitable. ,Te cannot subsidise hotels to any large 
extent. - 

Increasing import duty on carsjand increasing the petrol ' 
are of course directud to one thing.'. . In making sure that 
Gibraltar4_ans will be able to enjoy cars in Gibraltar, • 
because really we are reaching the stage when unless we 
do something about, our circulation., and I do not mean our 
body circulation - perhaps our body circalatian as well - 
it might do a lot of good for some. people start walk-

- 

.But. of course he was then Chief Minister now he is in 'the 
Opposition. . • • 

• 
He went on further, now that the secret haebeen disclosed, 

yard in the traffic. circulation, unless: We do something' 
c drastic about our-parking, end we are not afraid of grasp- 
i.'aing the nettle,. this Government is sever afraid of greap-
.4ng any nettle, unlesewe do something draa-0.0 about it, 
.then people literally will not be able -to bring a car and 

4gthose who bring it will not be able to enjoy it. So,. . 
,itlierefore, I think, to copy the words of my friend the 
-.Pinancial and Development Secretary, "a,atitch in time' 
saves nine". Since 1972'how many thousanda of cars have. 
come, have circulated -and enjoyed:-themselves in Gibraltar) 

'Mr Speaker, I was reading from the Hansard of the 1972' 
Budget, pages 170 and 171, Major Peliza's intervention in 
the budget about water, about eleTtricity, about 
telephones Which heeaid we could do without, we' do not • 
say that. We do not say that, we say that-the telephone. 
can pay for themselves but we do not say that people can 
do, wl:thout. Now of course pensioners should have - them 
free or cheaper, but we at the time,this is not t luxury. 
you can do without. 

Nowt. Mx Speaker, this Is really not the way policies. should 
be approached, saying one thing one day and another when 
YOU are in a different place. This reminds me.of.a-paint 
made by Major Peliza about thequeation•of the wayleave t 
that has been put with regard' to spirits-and so on'-that 
the sale might drop.L -Mr-Speaker, it is not,soLlongago 
since to heard when the original duty free shop was intro-
duced at the Airport-hilliding, the then Members of the 
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OppositionM,r• Caruana .saying that the introduction of the 
duty free_shop'whichwe were going - to put at the Airport • 
would meararuin to the whole of 'the trade in Main Street. 
Andbecause itwas , our idea it-was bad, andtha whole of 
Main strept was going to be ruined. Well, we seem to 
have. survived, one as. well, Mr,Speaker. I think what- 
ever people may say about us, our power of survival. is.
unequalled, certainly in political terms. 

.1,, will not say much about what Mr Bassani° said except that
gave, the Oopositicn the hardest beatihp they have 'ever 

had frat:fheir own aide for a very long tfme. And 'I. think 
it was fully deserved. 

There are two-corrections, Mr Speaker.' Major Peliza was 
-talking last night-about comparative tables of income tax 
and he gave one or two examples which are'completely wrong. 
He talked about 6 married couple with two children on 
P...6,760 total, tax total income tax together. He said that 
in the UK the tax payable would be £972, the family allow, 
Emcee. would be £494, and, that, therefore, the balance that. 
he would have to paywould be £.478, and that in Gibraltar • 
the tax would be £1,360, the family allowance £260, and 
then it would be £1,100. In fact in UK the tax payable 
'would not be £972, but £1,384.50p, and the.femilyallow,- 
ances were correctly staged. So his position. there 
would be £890 tax. In.Gibraltar the tax payable is more 
than what he said, because if we are talking figures we 
cannot forget the correct figures -when it suits us,- was 
£1,604, the family allowances £260, tnd.the final amount 
of. would .be £1,344. 'But he miscalculated by over. 
£4.00,the amount of texthat a family in U1 would pay. 

. , . 
The main point about this budget, I think, in terms was. 
generally.agreed - by the Leader of the Opposition at some 
stage. I forget whether in this debate or in the. first 
debate, and that is that overall our differences about 
taxation, overall our differences about approach to the 
econom, there is one big problem which we must tackle, 
and I tnink that the difficulties that have to be encount-
ered in the ooming month are perhaps more serious and more 
dangerous then any that we have had to encounter since the 
restrictions started, or since the action on the part of 
Spain, the positive action,. that was started initially in 

.1954 after the Queen's visit, and then from 1963 onwards 
at the United Nations and by practical restrictions at. 
the frontier- . 

The. frontier is going to beopened, we have to meet that 
challenge, and we have to meet it mindful that there are 
many pitfalls.  and many. difficulties that have to be looked 
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haw all this is what Major Peliza said in 1972 these are 
. my words today, they are taken from the' Hansard of 1972. 

.They. were not my words today, they are taken from Hansard 
• of 1972. ' 



after and cared for above all else.. I have just been 
given on coming into the House, a note which will be 
circulated to members and other people concer2aed by the 
Chamber of Commerce on a number of probleMs that they want 
to raise which is consequent on the invitation we gate them 
et the meeting of Representative Bodies following on our 
return from Strasbourg the other day and .1 hope other 
people who have views on these matters will do so, because • 
it is essential that we  stand together on the approach to 
the measures which will have to be taken following on the 
Liston Agreement. It is against that background that it 
is necessary to -feel completely unembarrased by financial 
constraints of a local neturo. And it is because of that 
more than anything that we should look forward, not only to 
having handsome Consolidated Made Balances and reserves, 
but to enhance them and increase- them in order that we can 
meet .that cilellenge which I think overrides all other.  
considerations. 

• Thank y=, Sir. 

- MR SPEAt3R 

I will then call on. the Honour,able.the.Financial and 
Datelopment Secretary to. exercise his rights to reply.. 

HON FINLNCIAL -AND DEVEIOPMENT:ZEORETARY 

Thank you.;, Mr Speaker. 

First of all, Sir, 2 should I think be appearing in a white 
sheet with a candle this morning, because I misled the 
Hansa in my speech on the Finance Bill on the telephone 
rates. br.Portugal the rates are the same as I gave, but 
to Spain, the Campo Area, I said that for.3 minutes or part 
thereof the increase would be from 30p to 33p. In fact it 
should be from 30p to 39p, end Spain other than the Campo 
Area the change is from 45p to 54p and not 48p. I will be 
circulating to Honourable Members these amendments. For 
Morocco other than Tangier it is from -GGP to 75p,  not 69p 
as I originally stated, and to Tangier from 45p to 54p 
and not 48?, as I originally stated. The rates were drawn 
up by the TelecommUnication Department, there was an amend-
ment which was received in the Treasury, but I am afraid it 
did not get itself into my final speech. ..7t is the 
Treasury's fault that the wrong figures weregivenand I 
accept fall responsibility and I apologise for misleading 
the House. 
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MR.SFEAZER 

There are vlo consequential amendments, these are regula-
tions. 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY 

No, sir, these arc regulations and not int-the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr Resteno asked why the rates to Portugal 
were so high. Normally, if possible calls ere routed 
through Spain which is cheaper, but-this depends on the 
availability of lines and if.they are not available they 
have to be routed via the satellite to London and then to 
Portugal. This pushes up the cost .and we have to charge 
an average cost. • The department concerned ere aware of 
t.his anomaly and in the general review of all rates which 
le being undertaken and depending on the negotiations with 
Coble and Wireless and possibly. the.CT.N3, it is hoped to 
eliminate this anomaly. 

-•- 
The'diacussions, in debate indicatestas if we had jumped 
from.aaprojected outturn of <C1.3m to 45.4m .overnight and 
I_wau/d like to• correct this .impression as a matterof:fact. 
The.. real comparisons aaprojeetion 'ofZ1.3mat, 31 March . 
1980-to a revised estimates of £3im that date. The. - 
reasonsfor,these.were-explained:in myabudget speech end I 
shall juetbriefly touch.on them. A•major•reasonawes,tho 
improvement of £600,000 in .the. outturn in 1978 -.1979 main.-. 
ly due to; expenditure falling short, and then in. 1979 
1980 the increase in revenue of somewhat over £2m, over half 
of which was because of the higher cost of the pay settle-
ment and the private sector income tax which we had not 
taken into accountr  and which was painted. out last year, 
and the balance from other departmental earnings and import 
duties, and the fact that increases in. expenditure were 
retained, to some Lim. 

• 
The full details, Sir, are et pages 11 to 13 of the budget 
speech. 

j)Le point was made I think by the Honourable Mr Loddo that 
bunkering prices had gone up. •This is not so, Sir. There 
is on increase in the export duty, it is merely that we 
have metricated and instead of, one long ton at 55p, it is 
on metric tons 54p. In fact this is the case where, if 
my celculatcars tell me true, we have in fact rounded down 
because the exact figure would be 54.13., 

Finally, Sir, the Honourable the Leader of the Opposition, 
who unfortunately is not here at the moment, questioned the 
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The follxwing Honourable,Members•wers absent 'from the 
Chamber: 

-The Honourable I Abedasis 
The Honourable Major F X Dellipiani 

The Bill was read :a second time. 

Committee Stage . 

A J Canepa 
M K Featherstone 
Sir Joshua Hassan_ 
B Perez ..' 

Dr R G.Valarino 
H J Zammitt 
D Hull 
RJ" Wallace • 

wisdom.-of- my mentioning the•need for Gibraltar todeMan, 
strateits creditworthiness to potential lenders., -  The 

▪ suggestion:wee not.that Gibralter.is not creditworthy, it, • 
is merely e'fact of life, that when one wants to borrow 
money one has to give a:  lot .of details, to banks the same as ' 
if one is going along to get a personal loan from the banks, 
and when the Treasury or the Government goes to a Merchant 
Bank to raise something like El2m or £13mfor the 
Gavernment•we are asked detailed questions about•ourGross- . 
Nations]. Income, how it is made up, what we 'spend our 
revenue an, what our revenue is, the makeup of it, the debt 
servicing charges, the public debt, and what.is the size 
of our reserve's. • This is a fundaments/ question which is 
pu-t,rto us andthey compare•it with the size of—the reserv'es 
for normal Government expenditure. 

those .are the only points which I wish' to make. 

I:neg to move. 

'Mr SPeeker then put the question and. on a divielo:i. being , 
taken the following Honourable Members 'moted in favouen •• 

• 

•:• 

The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable.  
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
,The:Honourable, 
The Honourable 

The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable. 

A J Haynes 
P X Isola 
A T Loddo 
Ma jar R.J Pellea 
'G T Restano 
W T Scott  

The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The,Honoureble 
ThaHono'4rable 
The:.:Honanrable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable  

A.J Canepa 
M.K Featherstone 
Sir Joshua Hassan. 
A'J Haynes.  
P J Isola 
A T toddo 
Major RA-  Peliza 
J B Perez 
G T Restano 
W T Scott - 
Dr R G Isis rind 
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The'following Honourable Members voted against: 
• 

The•following Honourable Member abstained: 

The Honourable .J Bossano 

''"••• 
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HON FINANCIAL AND DETELOPMSNT SEUE..,TARY 

'sir, I be to. move that.this:House should resolve itself 
into Committee to consider the Finance Bill, 1980, clause 
by clause. 

The House in Committee. 

MR CHAIRM.:.14 

Well, perhaps gentlemen I will explain that the Way we do' 
things nowadays is that.there is the Finance Bill, which is 
divided into the aMending legislation tor each particular 
Ordinance, and, therefore, Members have an opportunity to 
vote on each particular amendment to the revenue raising 
measures, without•having to vote as a whole against the 
whole' of the Bill. 

THE FINANCE BILL, 1980. 

Clause 1' 
• 

Om a vote being taken on Clause.), the following HonOUrable 
Members voted in favour: 



The Honourable H- J Zsmmitt 
The Honourable D Hull 
The Honourable R J Wallace. 

The following Honourable Member abstained: 

The Honourable J Bossano 

the Opposotion. The accounting period does not mean the 
period during which the meter .is read, it means the period 
far whiCh the meter is read.. • So that in my view the Bill 
affil not'cover increase electricity for the month of April, 
it will increase electricity actually used during the month 
of May,; 

HON P J ISOLA 

• The• following Honourable'Members were absent From the 
Chamber: 

The Honourable I Abecasie 
The Honourable Major P.: DellIpiani • 

Meuse I stood part of the Bill. 

.Claube.9  

HON P J. ISOLA  

So that the new charges will not apply to electricity 
consumed daring April. Is that certain? 

HON ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Mr Chairman, that is the effect of the Bill, yes. 

HON P T ISOLA 

Mr Chairman.: as you know this part of the. 'Opposition any 
way are vo4ing against the Bill ase whole. • 

Mr Chairman could;I ask the significance of the tariffs 
andopricesin respect of the.accOunting ue::iod including 
1st May, -1980.;- Doesthat-meao that-electricity consumed' 
prior to today, erprior-to the%annoUncement.of the . • 
measures, will-inofact be charged at the new rate? - 

• WIR CEALW.Par 

May I say that that-will be in the thigd reading, perhaps. 
Here you have to vote on each clause. 

HON PINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY 

Nor Mr anairman, at the former rate. 

MR CEAIPMAN 

The accounting period is the lot of May. 

HON P .3 ISOLA 

So that readings made dtbing May will bc. charged at the old 
rate? If that is not the case then. electricity consumed 
during April, will be charged at the new ratei. 

HON _ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Chairman, may I just answer the Honourable the Leader of 

On. a vote being taken on Clause 2, the following Honourable -
Members voted in favour; 

The HonoUrable A J Caneps 
The Honourable M. IC Yeetherstons 
The Honourable Sir Joshua Hassan 
The Honourable J B Perez 
The Honourable Dr 'R G Valarino.  
The Honourable H a" zammitt 
The Honourable D HUll 
The Honourable R J Wallace 

The :Following Honourable Members-voted against 

The. Honourable A J Haynes 
The Honourable 2 J Isola 
The Honourable A T Loddo. 
The Honourable Major R J 
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The Honourabie G T Restano 
.The Honourable W T.Scott 

. - 
The following Honourable Member abstained% 

The Honourable J Bossano 

The following Honourable Members were absent •from the , 
Chamber: 

. The Honourable I Abecasis 
The. Honourable. Major P 3 M011140.iani 

Clause 2 stood part of the Bill. 

The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 

Ho'aourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 

• MR...CHAIRMAN 

This is the Income Tax.. 

.• 
HON ATTORMY GENERAL 

Mr Chairman •I beg tO,move an amendment to this clause, -  It 
is a drafting amendment for.condistency In the-proposed • 
new section 8 (5)(b).  on. page 5 of the Bill, in the third 
line of that page, I move that the word "priory,  be changed - 
to "previous". 

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolVed in the 
affirmative and the amendment was accordingly passed, 

On a votebeing taken on Clause. 3, the following Honourable 
'.Members voted in favour% 

A J a Cnna 
M K Feat

e
herstone 

Sir Joshua Hassan 
A J Haynes 
P J Isola 
A T Loddo . 
Major R J Pelize 
J B. Perez ' • 
G T Restano. 
W T..Scott , 

Honourable- Dr 'R G Valarin0- 

The Honourable H.J Zatmmitt 
The Honourable D Hull 
the Honourable R- J Wallace 

The following Honourable Meiber abstained% 

The Honourable J Bossano 

The following Honourable Members were absent from the 
. Chambers 

The Honourable I Abecasis 
The Honourable Major P J.Mellipiani 

Clause. 3 as amended, stood part of the Bill.. 

Clause 4 • 

HONPJ ISOLA 

Mr Chairman, we are supporting this clause in so far as.it 
does bring some alleviation to the position of old aged 
people, but as I. have. said . . . 

MR SPEAKER. 

Because it does, because you can only. vote for or against 
without qualifications. 

HON P J ISOLA 

Yes. say we are voting for this because, it brings 
alleviation to the position, but as I have said,spd there 
is na need for me to repeat it, as we have said in the 
general debate we do not think the Government has gone far 
enough in the position of old aged people. • , 
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The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honnurable 
The Honourable 

A 3 Canepa 
M K Featherstone 
Sir Joshua Hassam 
A 3 Haynes 
P 3 Isola 
A T Loddo 
Major R J Peliza 
J•B Perez 
G T Restano 
W T Scott 
Dr R G Irelarina 
H J Zammitt 
D Hull 
R3 Wallace 

The. following Honourable Member abstained: 

' The ilanourable J Bassana 

The following Honourable•Members were absea., tram the • 
Chan here. 

The Honourable I Abecasis 
The Honourable Major P J Mellipiani 

CI-Anse 4 stood. part of the Bill. 

Clause 5  

HOZ P J ISOLA 

Mr Ceeeirman, I have an amendment to ClaUse 5:a.ad that is, 
I beg to. move that Clause 5 of the Bill be amended by the 
substitution of the figure "Z8501' for the figure °Z7501: 
where the same appears. 

C,7-1, A117.11All 

Are yoU seyfeng anything in favour of the amendment? 
On a vote being taken on Clause 4 the foilowing Honourable 
Members voted in favour:

' HON P J ISOLA 

Yes, Sir. Mr Chairman, this amendment if accepted would 
of course alter our whole attitude of the Finance Bill. .s 
we have said lathe general debate on the'Bill we.feel that 
the increases in the Personal Allowances in Income Tax that 
the Government is proposing are too small and we feel that 
the increase of £100 should be £200.' Now, there have been ' 
a lot of red herrings thrown into this. House in the course 
of discussion to resist this `proposals The impression has 
been given that the Oppesition are irresponsible in asking 
for the personal allowances to be increased. The 
Honorable Mr Featherstone and other Members on the • 
Government side have thrown in the question of the dignity 
or. Gibraltar in support of their resis/ance to these • 
measure;. And our proposal that personal tax allowance 
should be increased is based on the premise that the out—

. turn of. the. year for the Governieent has: Peen extremely godd, 
and that,  he . prospects for next year are equally good. And 
we have been reinforced-in this.attitude by the appeerance .  
last .nip-ht pn'televie,on of the Canepa and 
the Honourable Mr Boesenoe  who expresee.degreat.optimism 
.forethafinences of Gibraltar. Sbweare not - gembling;:-
an the.Honourable Mr,ZamMitt wouleelikeepeople tobelieve, • 
with the finances of Gibraltar or with the future Of . . 
Gibraltar. W are making gains suggestion -in the sure 
knowledge that the Government, on ita own estimating end as 
a result of all the measures they are proposing In this 
House, expects a surplus of Z5.4m next year as against 
£1.5m that they estimated at the end of the year We are in. 
And without taking into account the beneficial effects 
about which Mr Canepa has spoken and the Honourable 
Mr eossano has spoken. And here, much as it might -worry 
each of them, I must put them in together as they make the 
same stead en this, this despite their optimism and not 
taking into account these revenues which the Government will 
receive as a result of Pay settlement in the private sector. 

'So without taking into account all that the position of the 
Government at 31 March 1981,. if they accept this emenddent, 
would still be ea surplus of £4.6m, and with the recent 
increases of revenue expected as a result of wage settle—
ments in the private sector and other factors like the 
opening of the frontier and things like that, and the 
spending by the Government of the ZlOm on the Development, 
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Programme as expected, the surplus could well be over:e5M.. 

As for the question of the British Government, I would say 
this: if I were Chief Minister — which I am not 7  the 
Honourable Member opposite is, and he is the one who' has to 
negotiate with the Bretish Government, I think that if- he 
were to tail the British Government, look we have 'got a 
surplus of.A'..5m as a result Of the imposition by us on our 
people of heavier taxation than you yourtelf have in: 
England, I think the British Government wou:4 give the help . 
that is required. I do not think it it a question of 
dignity. • I think:it is a queitian of•GibralLer having . 
done'more to,put its economy right than anybody else,. with 
serious consequences for the population in the taxes that 
they have to pay,'eSo when we are proposing. this amendment 
of an increase of £100' over the amount suggested by the. 
Gaverhment, we are not Putting Gibraltar in a state of 
danger or in a state of -jeopardy, as the.  Honourable Members 
on the Government side supported by the_ Honourable.  
Mr Bossano would lead us 'to believe,. we are seeking 8. 
duster system of taxation, ' We are seeking that. the,Poblio 
gets retUrned'to them part only of what-was taken 0'ff- them 

-last year on the basis'that even with all those'taxes there 
'wouldonly'be a surplus of Elimthis year, and in fact it• 
''was £3.8m. So the' taxation measures 'all—went to build Up' 
the- surplus. 

. , . . 
saying.that the Government did this deliberately. 

haVe• not madeetUggestionz of this. .. Apparently they 
*eremisled—as :their as We were by the figures that were 
Produced then which have been proved to betotally wrong. 
I am not.  blaming them for this at this stage, That I do 
say, looking at.it'in the context of the budget presented 
toYus, what we do say-  is that the Government can., make a 
greater move towards having in Gibraltar the same income 
tax allowances as they have 'in England. fie. have-got a 
.long_way to go, a figure of £3m was mentioned for us to 
have exactly the same tax system as in England.... Well, 
with a surplus envisaged of £51m that should not be 
altpgether impossible in the course of the next three Fearer. 

Well, to the toot, toot, of the Honourable Mr Zemuitt. may' 
I remind him that the Government was quite content lest 
year. with all theirhudget measures in. having a surplus of 
£1.5meat the end of this year: ' And if•they were to give -
the full allewance„I'am not suggesting we thould„. I am not 
going that far, buteif,they did they would. still have at 
the end of next year a higher surplus, than they expected 
and ._with whienthey were content last yearfor 31,March • . 
1980;_- But what we. are :sayingis.that a £100 increase in.., 
personal-allowance, as the H000urable'llrBostano -has raid,. • 
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do not know whether he is right, let me'for a moment 
accept that he is right, he is merely ensuring, because of 
inflation, that people do not pay any more tax than last 
year: But even then I amenot sure that he is right 
becase result of the pay settlement of.1979, and as 
a result of the pay settlement of 1980, because of our 
narror bands of taxation, a lot of people in the lower 
income groups, or middle income group, or lower middle 
income groups,, will be moving4nto higher brackets and will, 
therefore be. paying more tax. We think that it is 
perfectly possible and perfectly feasible for the 
Government to increase the personal allowance by a further 
£100, and thus giving some relief to*the heavy taxation.  
that I think all sectors ..of the. community has to pay. And 
I think that to bring in, as-  has been hinted at end 
suggested, the higher income group as. this being a measure 
to benefit the higher income groups, I think that has to be 
treated with the obvious contempt that it deserves. 
Because the beneficiaries of our :proposal would be by and 
large the lower middle income group-end people with fami16. 
ies who rare going to have to pay, Mr Chairmen, increated 
water and electricity charges. • 

They will have to pay it, it is obvious, £850,004 ln 
personal allowances'and £850,000 in the Funded 'Services. 
The one cancels the other out in terms of money. I am not. 
saying that the same people would pay. We think that the 
Government should work towards alleviating the'income. tax 
position in Gibraltar. we are overtaxed and to support 
this ci.)es not mean, I know it is very difficult for the 
Honourable MrThssano to support any measure that would.... 
appear to support the philosophy of Mrs Thatcher and 'her 
Government, I know it is very difficult for him, but I 
think that the Labour Government in England, had they been 
returned to office, would have ameliorated the income tax 
position in England, not for the top groups I concede, but 
certainly for the middle and lower income groups. And the 
measure that we are propoting of an increase of Jaw:  in the 
personal tax allowances is meant to alleviate the position 
generally of all the tax payers in Gibraltar. 'We say the 
Government can do this and I would ask the Honourable 
Mr Bossano to bear very much in mind on his attitude to 
.thin amendment the attitude I think of people that he 
represents in other places, if I may put it that way, who 
have been pushing for increases in personal allOwances. I 
do not know whether they are happy with just.an increase of 
£100, I certainly would not be, I certainly would.. not 
consider that to.be a'geod concession on the part of the 
Government, especially bearing in mind the financial _ . 
.position of the,Government, in which they are showing a 
much healthier surplus than they expected — at least so • 
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they told U.Se- and likely to.shaw-a•stillomuch.healthier 
surplus at 31st March 1991, if I am to believe, if. I am to. 
take seriously, the optimism expressed by the Honourable. 
Mr Canena and the Honourable Mr Bossano on television last. 
night. That you see, Mr Chairman, that was speaking to:a 
broader public and I think that thetpublic as a whole will 
be happy that the Government has alien a large :surplus. 

7T share that happiness but we believe that that large 
surplus:has come abc!it as a result of the severe measures 
of last year. sor  ,er Olisirmen,'I would commend this 
amAndment to the.Houes. 

Par Chairman then proposed the questiom 

HON J BOSSANO 

Mr Chairman, perhaps I can start off by explaining to the 
Honourable and Learned Leader of the Opposition exactly what 
it•is that he has invited me to do in asking me to take 
into consideration the views of my friends in other places. 

•MR_CHAIRMAM 
. . 

Kay I suggest thatethe other placea,'Parliamentarywise, ia 
the- House of Lords... It is . not being suggested,thatayou• 
have friends in that august body!. 

HON J•BOSSANO 

Well, that might be a suitable solution for future ProbleMs, 
to create a House of Lords, because he nay not be fully • 
aware of the thinking in some quarters of the - Trade Uriiom 
Movement as to haw best to protect the 1pwer income groupsr.• 
arli-basically,.I think, the thinking there is that Oct 

• only would tme Government proposal not be considered 
enough,. the amendment of the Honourable Member would not ,be 
considered enough, and the system in UK would not be 
considered enough. I think the, thinkirg there is for 
example that the section. of thecommunity represented by 
the people who are making that stand should be paying no 
tax at all, and that all the tax should be carried by &he 
business community and ty professional people like Mr ..!:sole. 

Now if he thinks that I should be influenced by that sort 
of thinking, well, themperhaps it is not sa difficult to 
achieve es I thought it was if he is that sYmpathetie to 
that,motion. But I think that certainly when.the Trade 
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Union Movement is talking about substantial reductions in 
income _tax it is talking about an ideological commitment 
to shift the burden from one sector of the community on 
to another sector oftthe -community. 

Now I believe that Our tax structure is ineanitable, that 
it requires a fundamental restructuring and that what is 
being done in this Budget is not. a reduction in income tax, 
I have already said that. I do not consider that the 
increases in the allowances is anything other than restor-
ing them to their previous value, and to take up the paint 
made by the Honourable and Learned Member about moving from 
one. tax band to another, effectively what this measure does 
is to put you back in the tax band that you were in before.• 
So that if your top rate was 35% and as a result of 
inflation your income in money terms goes up by l5, then 
you move into the 40%:• if your allowance then goes up 15% 
then you move back into the 35%. Now, to the extent that 
there is ran. improvement in your income over end above 
inflation, you will pay moretax,-but that is perfectly 
just since everybody else who is getting en improved 
standard of living isomaking a higher contribution, and 
that is the whole essence of a progressive 'tax system. 

What isowrong that. :you ehould.pay more tax oatoofthe . 
,sime real-income merely-becauseinflation has pushed you 
...to a higher money income in. purely illusionary money terms. 
Sa I think the 15% measure does not reduce taxation and• • . 
should-  nat be presented as-a reduction intexo•• all it: does •. 
is it restores the status. quo •Whioh would have been • - 
disturbed by inflation and which would have Leant an 
increase in. tax. • 

Now,. the. measure proposed by the Honourable and Learned 
Member represents for the average working man 60p a week, 
and that, in. terms of relieving people who are grogsly 
overburdened by taxation, 60p a week would enable them to 
buy a packet of cigarettes! In terms of the effect on the 
resorve it will mean a difference of £900,000. Now we 
have got to see that in any organisation where there are a 
lot of people contributing to a common kitty the impact on 
the kitty is dramatically out of proportion to the: benefit 
of what you can give each individual. 

One ce-the fundamental problems in any-sort of equalising 
tax system is that if you have got one very rich man in the 
community you can take all his wealth away from him and 
still be able to -give very little to everyone else. And 
if that is a valid criticism of people who •think that 
progressive ideas omtaxation can be defended ideologically, 
even if in financial terms their impact is mirimAl, well it 
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is a valLd criticism ofthat stand. , I accept it is a 
validariticisM'but it apblies to anything we try taddin 
our tax stricture with the composition of.the caaiributors 
to that tax system. If' I Were to be g:7.ven a choice es a 
taxpayer, not as a member of,this House, as a taxpayer, Aof 
either paying 60p less a week myself and having the 
Government borrowing the Eim to invest at 20% and I.woUld 
then have to be taxed the future to iepay the ElM,and the 
20% profit that is being made on it, then I would rather 
pay the 60p and have that £lm invested in capital projects 
out of my current income. And I generally support that 
capital expenditure should be funded, I have already said 
that in the current circumstances of these enormous 
interest rates it would be wiser and better, economically, 
to use.our own money, at this stage because that would 
enable us in the future to give more relief to People. If' 
wa:are able. to give them 60otoday_then by using the money 
wisely now we may be able to give them £2 or £3 inane 
year ar twayears' time. That is my honest analysis of 
the' situation which is not in' fact politically motivated 
at all. . I mean, if'I:was-takfng a purely .ideological 
stand On this matter, then my argument would be that we 
Should not raise the personal allowances in fabi. The 
_proposal 'that I would put if I was looking at it from the . 
•;paint of view of helping the lower paid,. Mr Chairman, 
;would be that. -the paao::_e whaare paying the first £500 at 
,i4,p-rt should pay 1% or 5%, and that would concentrate the 
0,-eriefit et the bottem and would give nothing to the top. 
Or if that we increase the personal allowances by £100 we 

'pay for it by increasing the topo rate to 60% or 70%. Now 
if the Hcinoureble Member wishes to pursue this amendment, 
coupled with an amendment that will"Increasethe top rate 
of:tax and not take it. out of the reserve, then I will • 
support it. 

EON,CHIE.7 MINISTER 

Mr Chairman, it is the easiest thing in the world for the 
OppoSition to Move for the. abolition of.taxes, or the 
increase of allowances, but there is a vast difference • 
between being in the Opposition and being it Goverrntent 
because we have the responsibility. . We are now told that • 
we have 'mare money than we should have had and that is just 
as well. What would. the position hare been if in' fact 
the:result had been bad? .The Governmeat,would'have been 
blamed for 1-tand,papple would have Suffered. It is_very 
popular to be able to say'that we wanted to give. you more; 
it is. vote catching even four years ahead. It is easy. 

The other thing that.  IS cOmpletely:illogical :!.s'this idea; 
and I thought we had killed:this one yesterday but of 
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course reason sometimes-"does not t'ake'.us anywhere, this 
idea 'of rquating to the •UiC income tax. • This is where the 
question of the higher income groups came into it and the 
Honourable Mr Bossano:mentioned the fact that the UK'tax 
as itlis now is less fair then it was before. And. 
beeause the taxation measures of the Conservative 
Government haVe, as is clearly stated in all the papers, 
shifted the burden from the people at the top perhaps, for 
incentiVa, -perhipa'with the idea of getting money 'into 
investments,. Perhaps to make the econothy tick in another 
way, it may be right, it may be wrong, but it will still . 
have to be proved that the monetory policies will survive 
or .not survive. The fact is that being tied inevitably 
to UK tax has no virtue at all for as long as we have a 
tax system that can produce the money that we want, and 
that perhaps is more equitable in the circumstances of • 
Gibraltar. At this stage it is less fair because in 
fa ,7:t the tax rate is so small and because there are no 
landed people, there are' no people with great income and 
so on except a few,-and that, therefore, going Up td-the 
ay. of the Labour Party policies in the past would not • 
produce that much at that level. 

One other thing that has to be mentioned in connection with 
trying to tie up to the present system of income tax- is 
that people in the United Kingdom are paying VAT at 154. 
They are being clobbered with indirect taxation. 154 on" 
the mark-up price: not'the 12% that we put. on- Prices*at 
source, on invoice prices. That is a vast difference; 
not only of three percent, it may be of 25;;or.304, by the 
time the price is marked-up:, apart from all the 
complications in its collection and in its proper admin, 
istration. 

• 
• • 

The Opposition well knoWe that this amendment is going to 
be defeated. These 'measures have been the result of many 
weeks of Serious' discussions, many alternatives have been 
put before Ministers on what could be done with the Money 
that we thoUght in fairness could be•given.away'by way 
a package, many of them. All have been considered, and 
these are the one's that our consideration of the matter, 
our discussions, our sense of responsibility, our future 

how we see 'the matter, was' decided. But. 
a new dimension has been added 'to that, because when the 
budget was prepared we did not know the frontier was going 
to be-Opened. And:I hear all sorts.of things about now . 
money is going to flow with the open frontier. I still 
have to see what-it is going to bring tous. I am not 

'afraid of it, but I think this is the most cruoial'period 
in the history of Gibraltar and we have to be careful. - 
And the first thing that we have to do is to have aatrong 
finanoial paisit3on s5' that `come what may we' can 
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Therefre-this amendment will of eourse be opposed end 
defeated:. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA 
• 

Mr Chairman, it is incredible that .082 of Lim, of :which 
part is coming back, because obviously the people, who are 
going to get this allowance will be spenfiing, I imagine, 
most of the money here in Gibraltar and thateis going to: 
create more economic, activity here. The point is that all 
is not going to be lost. It is going to create more 
economic activity. - It means that more of that money is 
coming back Latex through indirect. taxation, through 
direct taxation or whatever, however the money flows 
areepti  the economy, so really Mr Chairman, when you come to 
—think about it, it ds even going to be less. In actual 
fact it is going to be less than .082 of Lim,. and I think 
the people deserve, after having been clobbered last time 
unnecessarily with money this little easement. 

MR ci-lAimug 

If there are no other contributors ask.the -
Honourable the Leadereof the Oppostein-to reply. 

HON P J ISOLA  

included in the Tables., The, amendment of the Honourable 
Member has got nothing ''to do with children. 

HON J BOSSANO .  

• The difference in the column in the Tables is the 
difference of all the measures proposed by the Government, 
• as I understand it. If one is talking about helping,the 
lower paid then, one is presumably talking of those people 
who are in the margin between paying 3054 and 35.'c 'Now, 
'It is probable that most single people are paying 35% and 
;hat mast married couples with children in the income 
bracket of average earnings are paying 3Q%. 

MR CHAIRMAN 

Would the consequences of such an amendment be fair to 
merr:ed couples without children? 

HON J BOSSANO 

deN12  J ISOLA. . 

But it would bring, Mr Speaker, if I follow this, a greater 
benefit than. £30e  

Mr Chairman, I find it very difficult to follow the 
argument of the Honourable Mr Bossana about Jf you give 
another £100 allowance it means 60p a week.. That is if e 
person is at an income of £2,000 a year and is a single 
person: the benefit is £30, but if a.person is earning 
£3,000 or £4,000 it is 35,. and if he has got a family 
earning £3,000, it is £75 a year. A ldt more than 60p. 
At least if I am to believe these papers that the 
Government have been giving out. . 

. . 
The Honourable Member has been less unfair in saying it is 
only 60p a week.. It is 60p a week fora single person au 
£2,.000 a year, of whiCh fortunately there are few around. 
If you take amarriedcoup/e with one child earning Z3,00De  
which is less than average earnings, it is £75 according to 
the Government paper here. 

HON A J CANNA . 

If the Honourable Member will give way. With one Child, 
the childrens allowance is being increased from £200to 
£250 in the Government proposals and, therefore, i it s 
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When we are talking about the average indUstrial worker, 
a married couple with no children, I think that they are 
probably at the top of the rates of the 30% banding; they 
may just make it into the 35% marginally, but they are 
more likely to be at the top of 30%. Andy therefore, 
£100 will giye them £30 a year- It is quite possible that 
in some oases Z10Q would give him £35 a year in which case 
instead of getting 60p a week they may get 67 or 68p a week, 
but they could not possibly be getting a benefit of 75p a 
week, Mr chairman, unless they were paying 50% income tax. 

• • TiON P J ISOLA 

Well, Mr Chairman, in the case of a married couple es you 
have rightly said, the difference is greater, but whatever 
it may be it is difficult for me to follow the logic of 
the Honourable Mr Bossano who wants as an aim of policy 
the reserves to go um and up, because then he should even 

'oppose the present clause because that would give the 
Government another £900,000 at the end of the year. 
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HCN j i3OS,r. 
• 

Mr Chairman,. if the Honourable Member will give way. The 
difference is thatd at not suggesting that we should 
increase taxation in order to increase the reserves. •The 
amendment of the Government in my judgement does not reduce' 
taxation and does not •increaselt, it'simply retainathe 
same proportion ofincome,geing in. tax this year as we were 
paying last year. Now,if We are going to use up reserves to 
change the tax structure then this requires a more 
fundamental exercise than Jost giving everybody 60p a week. 

HON P J ISOLA 

Whichever Way the Honourable Member puts it, money is being , 
used to reduce the tax burden and consequently the 
reserves.  suffer, That is quite clear to me and that is a • 
fact. Whatever he May say all the Government is doing is 
that people pay the same taxes, but in order"that the people' 
pay the same taxes Government is taking £900,000 out of the 
reserves to achieve that purpose. So, logically, the 
Honourable Member should not even support the,increase 
personal tax allowances by £100. 

. . 
I, `cannot follow-hiSaigtmont here. It . oeems to me,• the 
feeling I got is, that the Honourable Member is opposing-
this amendment because it comes from the Democratic Party. 
of British Gibraltar•• - Thst is the final determining 
factor in his:vote.. Furthermore, Mr Chairman, we do not • 
believe inqtaneceSSery taxation. The Honoura0leMember I knom 
has„ different viewsr the Honourable Member would probably 
likethe• Government to 'take all the money that is in 
Gibraltar and then. to'have it distributed in accordance with 
his social or economic or left wing or whatever principles. 
We do not agree with that, let me say that Straight away. 

We believe that the individual should have a right tn 
deciding how. he spends his own money, subject to the needs 
'of the community. That is our position,'and I believe it 
is the Government's oosition, and if it is not the 
Government's poSition then I am not quite sure what a lot of 
them are. doing there» 

The GovernMent will defeat this amendment, of course it will, 
but I hope that thisestendment haesucceededia showing the. 
people of Gibraltar that the money is there, that the 
Government-has the money - to -give the extra £100 - in persoTel 
allowance, that the economy will not suffer one bit rasa 
result,. and.that the amendment is being refused purely trnd -
sitply,,' looking at it from the Gaiiernmentaide purety'and - . 
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simply because they are going to giVe it next year. - •. 
Instead of this year they ere going to give it next year 
and then -t will come from them. And the following year, 
leading up to the elections as far as the Honourable • . 
Mr Dossano- is concerned, he will just wait I suppose until 
we have this.fantastic restructuring of our income tax 
system which will bring a luster redistribution of wealth. • 

I hope if it does we will agree with it.. If it does not 
we will not. But we believe, Mr Chairman, that these 
increases in personal allowances can be taken in their 
stride by the Government and that opposition to them is 
only there because we have suggested'it. I only wish we 
could have seen their budgetary measures before they 
brought them to the House and had had.a quiet talk to them. 
and said, pleaser  why, do you not make it double, £200 and 
theh perhaps they might have' done it. .We see no basis for 
opp;isitien to this amendment, Mr Chairman. 

Mr Qa,skirr4ah 'Urn put the question and on. a divisida being 
taken the following Honourable Members voted 'in favour: 

The Honourable A J Haynes 
The Honourable P J Isola 
The Honourable A T Loddo- 
The Honourable Major R J 
The Honourable G T Restano 
The Honourable W T Scott 

The 'following Honourable Members voted against: 

The Honourable A J Canepa 
The Honourable M K Featherstone 
The Honourable Sir Joshua Hassan 
The Honourable J B Perez 
.Che Honourable Dr R G Valarion. 
The Honourable H J Zamititt 
The Honourable D Hull - 
The Honourable R J Wallace' 

The following Honourable Member abstained: 

The Honourable Bossano 
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The following Honourable Members were absent from the 
hamber: 

she Honourable I 11')ecesis 
The Honourable Mar F T 

The amendment was accordingly defeated.. 

Om, a vote being taken.  an Clause 5 the following,Bonouzable 
Members voted in favour: 

Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Konoiaable 
Honoerable 
Henourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 

A J Canapa .  
M b 3eatherstone 
Sir Joshua Hassan 
A J Haynes 
P 3 Isola 
A T Loddo 
Major R J Peliza .  
• Perez 
G T Restano 
W T Scott 
Dr G 
H 3 Zammitt 
D Hull 
• J-  Wallace 

The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 

The 
The 
Tne 
fne 
The 
The 

• The following' Honourable Member abstained2 

The Honourable J Hossano 

The following Honouxable Members were absent from the 
• Chamber; 

The Honourable I Abecasis 
The "Honourable Major P 5 Dellipiani 

Clause 5 us amended, stood part of. the Bill, 
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Clause  6  

HON P J ISOLA 

Mr chairman, I am not going to put the amendment again 
because it will only be defeated. I am not going to put 
any more amendments cn any' of the tax measures es opposed 
to increasing the aliewances, because I presume that the 
Government, if I were to propose an amendment under Clause 
6 (3)(a) changing. £250 to Z300, I would be opposed as well, 
so, therefore, I will not put it. . 

Mr Chairman, I will just make a comment on section 6; apart 
from the tax side, and that is on th.4 question of the 
earned income of a Wife. This has been put forward as. a 
means of, I think the words were, "evasion" of tax • 
"avoidance" of tax and the Commissioner of Income Tax is 
being vested with a discretion to decide whether a salary 
given to a wife is a reasonable amount of salary for the • 
wox'a that she has done or not. In this way the 
Government hopes to avoid abuse. 

Well, Mr Chairman, whether they do' er not I do not know, 
because it does not say who you cannot give a son a salary; 
it does not say you-cannot give amistress a salary: So 
that youeerein the. poaition-that a married woman is being 
.discriminated against in law, and heforee we vote .in favour 
of sach a mcasure,ehaving had previous experience and 
unconstitutional. measures passed by this'House, I would 
like to know. whether the Ittorney-General is satisfied - that 
this ia in accordance with the Constitution. Because the 
effect of this is that it sets up.ru2es fOr deciding what 
is and what is not earned income in the hands of a married 
woman, whereas these rules will not be applicable to single 
women and men. And it discriminates against women-as 
compared with men in this sense: the Commissioner could 
decide that e Director's fee paid. to a married woman does 
not satisfy the new definition of "earned income", whereas 
if the pameat were made to a man he would be in no 
position la challenge it. 

Now, Mr Charmah, the S:otion 14 of the Constitution says: 
"sub:lect lo :.he provisions of subsection 4, 5 and 7", none 
of whinh are pertinent, "no law -ohali make any provizion 
taaa es discriminatory either of-itself or in its effect"o 
jnd we have the position that fees paid tp a Director for 
example who is a married woman can be challenged by the 
Commissioner of Income Tax because she is a married wraan,' 
end for no other reason, but fees paid. to a man, or a 
single woman, or a mistress, 'or whatever, cannot be 
challenged by the Commissioner of Income Max or. the basis 
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set out in this law. 

So in my vie if the section is not to be discriminatory, 
then a discretion has to be given to the Commissioner of 
Income Tax - and God help him if that is the case - to : 
decide whether any fees paid to an body, any taxpayer, are 
earned income or not. And I would certainly like to hear 
t'ae Attorney-General an the matter. '  

because I am saying, that I hope that as a result of this 
law the. Government is not taken to court, and that in 
accordance with Section 14 of the Constitution the Court 
roles that it is discriminatory in the effects that I have 
mentioned, that the salary or fee paid to a married woman 
can be queried but not those paid to a man, or a single 
person, or a mistress. 

About two years ago we had an 'Ordinance passed here, I think 
it was the 'Equal Pay Ordinance 41975, and I think that was 
passed in "The Year of the Woman" I think it was. Last 
year it was the "International Year of the Child", - was 
there not an International Year ef the Woman?. I think 
there was. I do not know whether 'it was in 1975 or not, 
but when. that'was passed we Went through legislation to 
ensure that men end woman were treated equally. Equal 'pay 
for equal work and so on, the principle being that a woman • 
is the same as a•man. and.the job should be - I do • 
necessarily agree with all this -.but this. is, Mr.Chairman, 
the basaa on which our legislation goes, and nowama have a 
piece of legislation that discriminates: It is discrima. 
inatory in its effect with regard to a married ,woman, and 
would certainly like  to have reassurances froMAhe ! 
Attorney-General that a:married womands not going to. take 
the Goverament. to court oaths grounds that thislawitg .  
unconstitutional. . 

ILL13. CHAIN 

I am delighted you said that,. You. are insinuating  

HON A g' CANEPA 

Mr Chairman, there is one thing I think the Honourable 
Member has misunderstood. This subsection only applies 
taa case where a working wife phooses.to have her earned 
income considered as part of her husband's or the claimant's 
total income.. A working wife has an option: she can 
ehoomsto be taxed separately as a single person, or she can 
choose tc have her income aggregated to her husband's, and • 
the clamaat, the husband, would get an additional allow-
ance in respect. of .the wife, and he would be the one wile 
is assessed. That only happens in the case of a wife. It 
does nut -happen lathe case of a mistress, because the 
mistressaieaa=assed separately to her lover, and it does not 
hapaen in the cape of a son. A son who is working is tax-
ed separately from his father. So I do not think the 
Honourable. Member has quite understood what is behind this. 
There cannot be discrimination as between a wife and other . 
people. 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL 

HON P eT ISOLA 

I notalaking the Chair to rule an 

MR CHAIRMAN 

No, no, even if you are not. I would not give you a ruling - 
straightaway, but you. are not :insinuating thatthe House is 
inhibited in passing a law because it maybe unconstit-
utional. It is for the courts to decide whether the law 
is unconstitutional. 

HON P j ISOLA 

That is how I look at it, Mr 0.4irmanl.as  fix.r as I  an" 
cancerned I am putting the question to the 4ttorneyGenera1, 
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I have been asked to consider whether the measure is 
unconstitutional. That the principle that special 
provision may be made in respect of wives; I realise this 
does not necessarily answer the question or demonstrate the 
answer, I should say, the principle• that married women may 
ba treated separately is of course already established in 
the Income Tax Ordinance. This provision is not new in 
that respect but in any event my opinion is that this law is 
not unconstitutional for the reason giVen by the Honourable. 
and Learned the Leader of the Opposition. That is'of 

'course only an opinion. I cannot stop married women going 
'ta. court.to seek a declaration that an Ordinance or a law 
is unconstitutional, but I would certainly oppose it.. 

MR CHAIRMAN 

I am interested in this. Z think.  what the- Honourable the 
Leader of the Opposition.has said is that this particular 
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thinks 'that it isttoolowo. So.I.do not think there is any-
thing extiaordinary in this at all. 

.ON J ISOLA 

Yes, but, Mr Chairman, there is one big difference between 
the Gibraltar position. and the English position in this 
respect. And that is that we do have a written 
Constitution.. here and we do have a clause in the 
Constitution that prohibits the passing of a law that is 
discriminatory in its effect. It may not be a bad idea,. 
it may be a good thing-. I myself am not terribly happy 
with the idea of vesting in the Commissioner this sort of 
discretion, but that. is the past, one would accept that if 
it Is meant to be a tax evasion measure of whatever you 
would like.to call it. But it does seem to me, as a 
matter of principle that married women are being discrim- 
inated against under the section of the Constitution. If 
the Constitution section was not there that would be• 
another matter possibly.. One could argue that it is unfair. 
and you either agree with it or you disagree with it; but • 
that the Commissioner should be able to say'aIl theSe fees 
are OK, but yours I am entitled to query, I can treat you 
differentlyt  seems to me to'. be. discriminatory. 

HON J BOSSAND 

I think the Honourable Member is in fact focusing the. 
section from a completely unjustified. angle because the' 
Commissioner does not have the right to query the. fee at 
all, for the married woman Or for anybody else. If some-
one chooses to claim an.additional. £750' tax free allowance 
under this section, then'he can only claim it under certain, 
conditions. If he meets the conditions he gets•the 
allowance and if he does not meet the conditions he .does 

7 • not get the allowance. 

It does ecit say anything about the fees, so if the 
Commissioner gets a return from a-  company with 10 Directors, 
one of whom, is a married woman, and the 10 Directors are 
each getting £1,000 the Commissioner cannot' say that the 
married woman/Director-cannot getj1,000, but if the • 
husband of that woman wants £750 of that £1,000 to be tax 
free as an additional allowance, then it can only be tax 
free_if it is earned income from employment as opposed to 
nn earned. income from investments. And, therefore, the 
Commiseloner has got to satisfy himeelf that it is earned 
income. That is what the section. says. 

• 

section will give the right to the Commissioner te 
exercise his discretion in certain circumstances egainst a 
particular part of the community. To that extent I would 
be interested to hear what members have to say. The 
section gives the Commissioner, no nonsense about it, the 
right"to exercise a discretion against a particular part 
of the community. 

HON A J CANSPA 

Only if, Mr Chairman, with all due• respect, she wants to 
• he treated as her husband. If she ant's to be treated as a 
single person there can be no discrimination. But then it 
might not be in the interest of the husband that the wife 
should be treated as a singlepersombecause then they do 
not evade the provision of the tax. They will have to pay 
the full whack. 

• 

HON P J ISOLA 

I think the problem, Mr Chairman, is - I em not talking 
as a lawyer.  Perhaps. I will find somebody to test it if I 
investigate'...it further, 1. have had veey short notice eiece 
yesterday. 'Lam not oiYinga legal epinion at all, but it 
does seeatone that. if directorsfees, for example - I do 
not think it would apply to anyone else - if' the Copmission-
er of Income Tax gets accounts which show directors fees, 
John Smith, John Noodle, John Whoever, the only thing that 
he 'can do with regard to Mr John Smith and Mr,  O'ehn Snots . 
eir Mrs Snoots or whatever, is to say that the directors fees 
they have been paid have got to be allowed by law, but i2p 
comes a married woman and in her case, what work has she 
been doing? It seems to me to be discriminatory. 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEtELOPMHNT SECRETARY 

Mr Chairman, it is some time now since I have dealt with 
British income tax, but certainly when I did so Her 
Majesty's Insp:ctor of Incothe Tax in the United Kingdomehad 
a similar right and exercised his administrative judgement 
particularly where professional wives are concerned or the 
wives of farmers. They would put in that thee wanted to 
pay their wives this or that amount for,work done 
doctor, a surgery booking appointments, and the like, and 
Her Majesty's Inspector of Taxes had a right to say "Look 
here I think the enount you are claiming, you have not 
proved it, I think' it is too high, I am allowing so much". 
And of course there is always a right, as :there. will be. 
here,. for thee husband to. challenge the assessment if he . 
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The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Ho on- 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Hanjurable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 

A J Canepn 
M X Featherstone 
Sir Joshua Hassan 
A J Haynes 
P si Isola 
i•T• Loddo 
major R J Peliza 

B Perez • . 
G:  T Restano 
.T Scott 
• Dr R G Valarino 

HG P T-1SOIA 
•, • 

With all due rclsoect to the Honourable Mr Bossano it is not - 
the husband who gets the allowance, it is the married woman 
who gets it. • 

HON J ROSSANO 

"Jiherethe total income of any claimant includes earned 
income of his wife the deduction to be allowed shall be 
increased by'k750". 'That is £750 on top of the.Z1,500 
that he already has. If I were in that situation, for 
example Mr Chairman, I would have £1,500 allowance against 
my earned income as a married man: if my wife was in 
employment for somebody else I would then be able to add 
her,rincome to my income and deduct fromit £750 in respect 
of additianal.allowance under this Clause, and that £750 
allaWance would be either.-disallowed or accepted in part 
a.:Capted n full to. iheextent that the.Commissioner was 
satisfied that. my wife eras really. working. That is .all 
the section says. 

HOtt P J ISOLA 

Well, having had all these assurances we Ifill'suppart the 
measure but I am not at all convinced. 

H34NI.ATTORNBY—GE4ERAL -: 
. , 

MQSPeaker; I "would not like to be equivical about this-.  
matter. As_far as"the law is concerned I want to be quite 
clear, I do not - conaidertbis provision as unconstitutional. 

On a vote being'takea on clause 6 the f011owingHopourable 
Members voted in favour: 

TheHonourable,H-J Zammitt— 
• •The'Honourable.D Hull 

The,7Hanwarable•R J Wallace 

The following Hondurable Member abstained: 

The Honourable J Bossano 

The fallowing Honourable Members were absent•fram the 
• Chamber: 

The Honourable I Abecasis 
The Honourable F J Lellipiani 

Clause 6  stood part of the Bill.. 

Clause 7 

HON ATTORNEY GENERAL' 

Mr Chairman, I have two' drafting amendments- to propose in 
this Clause. In the proposed new Section 46D(2), on page 
9, in the third-line there appears the word "exemption" 
and I. beg to move that this be changed to the word ' ' 
"certificate" which is the correct word, that was'en. error. 

If I might refer to the second amendment at the'same time, 
under new Section. 46 .(a) on the same Page; in the fourth 
line I move that the word "building" be made "buildings" 
plu:ml, to ensure consistency in that provision. 

Mr Chairman put the question which was resolved in the 
affirmative and the'smendments were accordingly passed. 

HON P J ISOLA 

jv.st make' a,small, point on this section. notice 
it affects Subcontractors. Having regard to the evil that 

.this section is:Meant to remedy,-would it not be more 
logical to have also an ameadmeat dealing with payments to 
'Main contractors, because. are there not main contractors 
who come and ga. And  wauld it not be advisable to have 
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On. a vote being taken. on Clause 7 the followIng Honourable 
Members voted in favour: 

The ainciurable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable.  
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
Tea Honourable 
The Honourable 
rle Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 

A'J,Canepa 
M K Featherstone 
Sir Joshua Hassan 
A J Haynes 
P J Isola 
A T Loddo 
Major R J Peliaaa 
J B Perez • 
G T Resta= 
W T Scott 
Dr R GValarina 
H gammitt 
DIDill 
R J Wallace 

a"clausb under which payments to main bontractors: suffer 
the same reductions, and as there are saving sub-. 
paragraphs in this section which woulA enable a main 
contractor who did not want a reduction to satisfy•and 
give security to the Commissioner of Income Tax about 
that tax, I would have thought that there should be 
provision of main contractors too. I.think there'aise.a 
number of main contractors are there not, small ones, wio 
do a.  job and disappear. 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY 

We have had no trouble whatsoever with main contractors. 
In fact we find them rather better at paying their income 
tax than certain other companies. What we axe tyring to 
remedy here is the chap who does:a:hunk:a as we have had it 
is the UK which is beginning to spread here, a man coming 
over for a holiday, doing the job as a sub-contractor, 
getting his money and pushing off and we cannot get him. 
That is the sort of person we are. after. We have had s -
number of instances and it seems to be on tne increase 
We did not want to move too much,. inst sufficiently, to 
catch the people who are abusing or taking unfair 
advantage. 

The following Honourable Members were absent from the 
Chamber 

The.  Honourable I Abecasis 
The Honourable Major F J Dellipiani 

Clause 7, as amended, stood part of the Bill. 

_Clause 8 

HON P J ISOLA 

Mr Chairman, again this introduces more discretion for the 
Commissioner. I cannot Quite see the reason why, 
obviously there. must .have been. some trouble lathe past, 
whytax has to be paid before the determination of an 
appeal. Is it that appeals take very long? Is it that 
the people after an. appeal have not paid? What is the 
reason behind this? 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL 

It,is not quite the effect' of this section_ that the tax 
must be paid before the appeal. What the amendment will 
say that if tax is due then the appeal shall not be a 
reason for delay in mayment, and the reason for that is as 
the Honourable and Learned the Leader of the Opposition . 
must know, that. appeals .do  take time under the present law 
and there.is provision which says test tax goes into 
abeyance pending the outcome. And the reason is fo ensure 
a flow of revenue without undue delay, but it does. not say 
he must pay talc even though it is not otherwise due before 
you can b, ?in; an appeal. 

On a vote being taken oa Clause 8 the following Honourable 
• Members vctel in favour: 

The following Honourable Member abetainad3 

The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 

' The Honourable 
The Honourable 

A J Canepa 
M K Featherstone 
Sir Joshua Hassan 
A J Haynes 
P J Isola 
A T Loddo 
Major ri'J Belize 

The Hanoureble.J Rossano 
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The Honourable J.B Perez • 
The Honourable G T-Restano 
The Honourable W T Scott • 
The Honourable Dr R G Valarina 
The Honourable H J Zammitt 
The Honourable D Hull 
The Honourable RJ'Waileoe 

The following Honourable Member abstainelv 

The Honourable 3 Bossano 

The following Honourable Members were absent from the 
Chamber:. 

The Honourable I AOsecasis 
The. Honourable Major 7! 3 Dellipiani 

. • 

Clause 8  stood part of the Bill. 

On a vote being taken on. Clause 9 the following Honourable 
Members voted in,favour:. 

HonoUrable 
Honourable 
kenaurable 
Honourable 
HOnburable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Eonourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 

• 
A 3 Cenepe 
M K Featherstone 
Sir Joshua Hassahi. 
A'J Haynes ' 
.P3 Isola 
A T.Loddo 
Major R J Peliza 
J B Perez 
G:T Resiana 
W T Scott 
Dr R G Valarino 
H J Zammitt 
D Hull 
RJ Wallace 

The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 

The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The,Honourable 
The Hondurable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
TheHonourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 

A J Canepe 
M K Featherstone 
Sir Joshua Hassan 
A J Haynes 
P J Isola 
A T Dodd° 
Major R J Peliza 
J B Perez 
G T Restano 
W T Scott 
Dr R G Valarina 
H J zammitt 
D Hull 
R J Wallace 

The following Honourable Members were absent from the ' 
Chamber: 

The Honourable I'Abecesis • 
The Honourable .Major F J DS1lipiani 

glause 9 stood part of the Bill. 

Clause 10 

On.a vote being taken on. Clause 10 the following Honourable 
Members voted in. favour: 

The following Honourable Member abstained: 

The Honourable J Bossana 

The -.;!ollowing Honourable Members were absent from the 
Chadbe::: 

The Honourable I Abecasis 
The Honourable Major F J Dellipiani 

Clause 10 stood part of the Bill. 

The following Honourable Member abstainedt. 

The Honourable cT Bossano 
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A J Cenepa 
M K Featherstone 
Sir Joshua Hassan. 
A J Haynes 
P j Isola 
A T Loddo 
Major R J Peliza 
J B Perez • 
G T Restano 
W T Scott 
Dr H G Valarina 
HeT Zemmitt. 
D Hull 
R e3 Wallace 

The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honoureble 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The HonOUrable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 

'The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 

• r: 

The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable  

A T Loddo 
Major R J Peliza 
J B Perez' 
G T Reetana 
T Scott 

Dr R G Valarino 
H J Zammitt. : 
D Hull 
.R J Wallace 

Clause 11-- 

on. a vote being taken on Clause 11 the following Honourable 
Members voted in. favour: 

The following Honourable Member abstained: 

The Honourable Boa:same 

The following Honourable Member abstained: 

The Honourable a' Bossano 

The following Honourable Members were absent from the 
Chamber'. 

The Honourable I ALecasis 
The Honourable MajOr F J. Dellipiael. 

'Clause 12 stood part of the Bill. 

Clause 13  

The following Honourable Members were absent from the 
Chamber: • 

The Honourable I Abecasis 
The Honourable Major P J Dellipiani 

Clause 11 stood part of the Bill 

Clause 12 

On a vote being taken on Clause 12 the following Honourable 
Members voted in favour' 

The Honourable A J Oanepa 
The Honourable M K Featherstone 
The Honourable Sir Joshua Hassan. 
The Honourable A J Haynes 
The Honourable P .3" Isola 
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On a vote being taken on Clause 13 the following HonoUrable 
Members voted in favour: 

The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable.  
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 

A J Canepa 
M K Featherstone 
Sir Joshua Hassan 
A J Haynes 
P J Isola 
A T Loddo 
Major H J Peliza 
J B Derea 
G T Restano 
W T Scott 
Dr R G Valarino. 
H J Ziammitt' 
Daull 
• wa1lacse 
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The following Honourable. Members were absent from the 
Caamber: 

The Honourable I Abecasis 
The Honourable Major P I Dellipiani 

• 

Clause 13 stood part of the Bill. 

Clause 14  

. , . 
.'On a vote being taken on Clause 14 the followind.Honourable 

. Members voted in favour: 
. _ 

Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
HOnourable 

A J Canepa 
M K Featherstone 
Sir Joshua Hassaa 
J B Perez 
Dr R G Valarizio 
H J Zammitt 
D HUll' 
R I Wallace 

The 
The 
The 
The 
The .  
The 
The 
The 

The following Honourable Members voted against: 

The Honourable A J Haynes 
The Honourable P J Isola • 
The Honourable A T Lod'. • 
The Honourable Major R:3 Pelfize 
The Honourable .G T Reotano 
The Honourable W T Scott 

The following Honourable. Member abstained:. 

The Honourable 3 Bosse= 
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The following Honourable Members were absent from the 
The fallowing Honourable MeMber abstained:. Cnambere 

' The Honourable .3 Bossan0 The Honourable I Abeessis • - 
The. Honourable Major F J Dellipiani 

Clause 14 stead:part of the Bill 

Clause 15 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL 

Mr Chairman, I beg to move, two amendments to this Clause 
and again I apologise to the House for the minor drafting 
correctiine that are necessary. 

On new Section 48D, Subsection (2) on page 13, the word 
"or" has •ce'ept in unnecessarily and it shoelld come cut; and 
in Section 48D, Subsection (4), on the same page, I move 
that the word "is" be deleted and the word "are" be 
substituted. 

Mr Chairman, whilst I ad speaking on this,point, may I also 
draw yoUr attention to the fact that when theBill was 
typed, inadvertently the paragraphs have been run together 
and by the leave of the House I would like to separate them 
when I come to printing them. ' 

Mr Chairman put the question, which was resolved in the 
affirmative and the amendment was accordingly carried. 

hON J BOSSANO 

It seems to me, Mr Chairman, that there is in feet a 
potential loophole in this section in that dt must in 
practice be very difficult to control, particularly *hen 
we are talking about plant and equipment that has to be 
used ca a site, that the equipment Is brought in for use on 
a site on a Government contract, and can subsequently be 
moved to other sites and used on. private sector contracts. • 
The law may say that you cannot do it, and the Financial 
and Development Secretary has gat to satisfy himself that 
it is being used solely on a Government contract, but short 
,of the Financial Secretary being permanently.statiened on 
the site I do not. see how he is going to achieveehis 
obligation under the Ordinance. 
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HON FINANCIAL AND DTVELOPMENT SECRETARY 

Mr Chairman, , Sir problems can arise, I agree, but the 
point is that before such plant or motor vehicle is 
imported weacen.attach conditions to it. have known 
this provision to operate elsewhere. One can if 
necessary have a special number plates or some identifyi.ng 
sign so that it can be picked up if it does begin to work 
outside. I think in fact that the difficulties are less 
real than one might imagine. 

HON P I ISOLA 

As far as ClaUse 48D (2) is concerned the plant and motor .  
vehicles Imported are- exempted frCm duty as well. It 
seems to me:. is that entirely fair, in the general context 
of Gibraltar where you have got transport contractors and 
you have got other people, that a big company comes in and 
brings in, 10 lorries. I can understand in certain kinds 
of plant but even there,:athat.he can bring in, gfts 
exempt ,.from duty and is in.a better position than. any- 
body else, and. then at the end of the &ay,-  he can take it.  
out., . I do not see why that .should not pay duty. I can ' 
understand that building materials and so forth for a 
contract with the plant, but 1:em not.  sure. about this 
Plant-.and 7iihereeis-theenefit thereto.  
the economy? Isthebuildingeoontrector who:tendered* " 
he has egiven his price; 'it is a benefit that he is going' 
to get, not the Crown surely. 

HON FINANCIA.L AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY 

Mr Chaireasn, Sir, first of all clearly in letting a 
contract one would make quite sure that plant and equip* 
meat that could be obtained locally would be obtained 
locally. This is only for plant end equipment that wa-a 
not available locally. The benefit to the economy is 
that any tax which you require the contractor to pear on 
importing would be built into the price and he would then 
put his profit margin on that cost as well, so that it is 
money coming into one's packet, but •a bit more going ott 
of the other. So that is a benefit to the economy 
terms of the contract. 

HON.? J ISOLA 

Yes but that would only- be the case surely if The 
GoVertment puts a -condition in the contract that he must . _ 

6ote. 

bring a particular'type of equipment but not otherwise. 
Have we got the assurance that if a contractor has a 
contract with the Crown end after he hes signed the . 
contract he needs a particular plant then no relief would 
be given? Because it seems to me that it is unfeir an 
other contractors and there is a lass of revenue. with na 
profit to the Crown. If it is done on the basis of what 
the Financial and Development Secretary has mentioned, that 
is part of the contract that he imports 3 vehicles, or he 
imperes a bulldozer. I accept that is,andther matter, 
but the section,does not read that way, the section seems 
to me to read in a verywide manner. I will give an 
example. The contractors could say, well, I need two 
lorries, he goes to a local contractor and the local 
contractor quotes a pricer and does tot agree; decides it 
is better if he brings one in himself. He does not have 
to pay duty - I am not talking before theaward, after 
the aweved - and all we would be doing really is giving the.  

.contraceor who has already got hisrprice, based on what-,  
ever it is he based itoigetting extra benefit at the 
• expense of the revenuev 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY 

I think in practice this is .not likely to happen,. 
Mr bilairman, because what happens-at the' moment is that 
administratively wherefnuipment and goods are allowed' in 
for a Crown contract -is that ire the course 'of negotiations 
on the contract the Government or the PSA agree that 
certain materials and certain quantities are going to be 
required for this contract end these will be coming in 
duty-free, or that eertain vehicles will be required 
because they cannot be obtained locally and they will be 
brought in duty-free and, the contract price is then fixed 
on that basis. Then either the Government Department, 
the PWD, or FSA, gives to the Collector of Revenue a list 
of the items which are being. imported for the' contract and 
those are checked by the Collector of Revenue_ Anything 
else that is not on the manifest given to him pays duty 
automatically. 

HON P J ISOLA 

Could :c be assured that the position is that'there will 
net be a relief against payment of duty after.tender'.is 
awarded, if the particular plant and vehicle were not in 
the contract, as it.  were. 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY 

Yes. C 
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HON G . T RESTANO 

What happens at the end of the contract, once the oontraot 
is completed? 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY 

The contractor is required to export it. • 

On a vote being taken on Clause 15 the following Honourable 
Members voted in favour: 

The 
- The 

The 
• The 

The 
The 

• - The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 

Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable.  
Ho no urab 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Ho no 4.table 
Honourable 
Honourable 

A J Canepa • ' 
K Featherstone 

Sir Joshua Hassan 
A J Haynes 
P J Isola. 
A T Loddo 
Major H J Peliza 
J B Perez 
G T Restano 
W I' Scott 
Dr R G Valarino 
H J Zammitt 
D Hull 

I`rallaee 

The fo3.1oWing Honourable Member voted against: 

• • 

The following Honourable Members ware absent from the 
Member: • . 

The Honourable I Abecasis 
The Honourable. Major -2 J Dellipiani 

The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
Vie Honourable 

The following Honourable Members voted against: 

The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable.  
The Honourable 

The Cfmmittee resumed at 3.45 p.m. 

9lause 16  

On. a.vote being taken on Clause 16 the following 
Honourable Members voted in favour. 

A J Can.epa 
M K Feathersto ne 
Sir Joshua Hassan 
• B Perez 
Dr R G Valarine 
H 3 Zammitt 
D Hull - 
.R J Wallace 

• 

A J Haynes 
P J Isola 
A T Lodde 
Major R J Peliza 
G T Restano 
W T Scott .. 

The Honourable J Bossano 

• Clause 17  

The following Honourable Members were absent from the 
• Chamber: 

The Honourable I Abecasis 
The Honourable J Bossano 
The Honatirable Major F J Dellipiani 

• 

Clause 16 stood part of the Bill. 

Clause 15, • as amended., stood. part of the Bill. 
• On a vote being taken on Clause 17 the following Honourable 

• The Crowlittee recessed at 1.00 p.m. •
Members .voted in favour: 
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The Honourable A J Cgnepa 
The Honorable M K Featherstone 
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The Honourable Sir Joshua Hassan. 
The Honourable J B Perez 
The Honourable Dr R G Valarino, 
The Honourable H J Zammitt 
The Honourable D Hull 
The Honourable R J Wallace 

The following Honourable Members voted apainst: 

Honourable 
Honourable 
Hon:Diu-able 
Honourable 
Honourable 
Honourable 

The 
The 
Toe 
The 
The 
The 

The following Honourable Members were absent from the 
Chamber; 

The Honourable I Abecasis 
she Honourable J Bosse= 
The Honourable Major F.J.MeIlipieni" . 

Sir Joshua Hassan 
J.BPerez 
Dr R G Valarino 
H J Zammitt 
D Hull 
R. a Wallace 

The following Honourable Members voted against: 

The Honourable 
The Honourable, 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 

A J Haynes 
P 
A T.Loddo 
Major R.J. Peliia 
G T Restano 
W T Scott 

The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 

A J Haynes 
P J Isola , 
A T Loddo 
Major R J Peliza 
G T Restanb' 
W T  Soott 

Clause 17• stood part of the Bill.* 

Meuse' 18 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL 
• 

If I may apeak on this Clause, I understand that the 
question has been raised whether or not Customs duties 
are applicable to supplies delivered on board H.M. ships 
and also on board .foreign government warships. Perhaps 
I can take the opportunity•to give my-view ot the 

▪ position in relation to those two questions. My view is 
that Customs daty is not payable in. respect of supplies 

• to such ships. 

On a• vote being taken on Clause 18 tha.folicwing Honourable 
MLimbers voted in favour: 

The Honourable A J Canepa 
The Honnurable M 3 Featherstone. 

The following ,Honourable Members. were absent from the 
Chamber: 

The Honourable I Abecasis 
The Honourable J Bossano 
The Honourable Major .P J 

Clause 18 stood part of the Bill. 

Clause,12 

HON G T RESTANQ 

Mr Chairman, I just have One point•on this. Is it. • 
normal that 'requests or enquiries to the exchange from a 
person who has finished a telephone conversation with 
someoely abroad should ask for the amount of the cost of 
that communication should be charged to be told how- much 
that particular communication has cost. 

HON DR R G VALARINO 

The answer to that is, yea. In fact, I believe the 
Honourable Member had already rang up the Superintendent 
on*this question, and let me quote to you from the Post 
Office External Communications pamphlet which says: 
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qAcivice of DuratiOn and charge of a- call" to which' 
he is referring. "The cost of a:particula-2 call 
made via the Operator will be notified on ite.  
completion only if the Operator ie asked tO'advise. 
the cost at the time of booking. An additional 
charge. of 25p. will. be  Made 

HereWe do make a charge but the charge has been increased 
through the'Budget frOm 17p to 20p. So it is still 
cheaper than the actual GPO cost. 

HON G T RESTANO 

IS the Minister saying that if advice tie requested before 
the call is made that there will not be a charge of  250 

HON DR.R G VALARINO 
•• . 

-Let me read this again: "The cost of a particular call 
- made via the Operator will be notified ouits'complettoh. 
fonly if the Opdrator is asked to advise the cost at the 
time of booking". 

HON G T RESTANO 
• 

I would just like confirmation ofthia. Therefore, if 
.the subscriber asks beforehand, when he places the call, 
-:that he wants to be notified after the call has been made 
what the charge-is going to be, he is not charged the 25p. 

YR CHAIRMAN 

The charge is made if you require to know the cost of the.  
call and you will only be 'given the cost of the call if.' 
you request so at the time you are asking for the call. 

HON MIEP. MINISTER 

In practice, occasionally, when one requires to know this 
for the purposes of charging the fees to a particular ' 
client, I find that if in practice one has got requested 
this at the time of booking, if you ask for this later, • 
the inforMation is given. - 
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HON G T RESTANO 

It is question of whether- they would tell you or not, 
it is the tact that we are being charged for that 
particular service. do not know whether this.is the 
normal practice outside. I am told that it is not the 
normal practice outside in:other places. If it is I 
would certainlyllike.ponfirmation if for example this 
happens in England.: 

HON DR R G VALARINO 

I have just qubted from the Official' UK pamphlet. The 
GPO charges 25p.. Thiais wbat.the konnurable Member is 
asking. .'.4e are.having a'phatcoopy of the'page made for 
the Honourable Member.  

HON P J ISOLA 

There is'a'charge of £3 for tracing annoying or malicious 
calla. IS that fee charged when the tracing is success-
ful or as a result of a request to trace? Do they charge 
it to the person who made the malicious call or'the 
person who is enquiring? 

HON DR R G VALARINO 

It usually happens that this involves considerable time 
element and effort on the part of the PI es manning.  the 
Exchange. £3 is Charged:to the pe:!!son who requests that 
the call be traced, because very often we find that the 
request is a frivolous one and not one of a real.nature. 
The £3 isayable by the person Who asks for the 
investigation to be carried out. . 

HON P J ISOLA . 

What happens if they cannot trace it; does he still pay? 

1.,!0N DR R G VALARINO 

The,moment he requests the call he has the 
appropriate document and he has to pay whether or not the 
request is or is not successful. In a small percentage of 
cases the request'is successful and we are able to do some-
thing about it. But inmost cases one finds that the 
request may be frivolous..:: 
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HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL 

Ira ChairMan, mar I speak on this. The point having been 
raised by tae, Honourable the Leader of the Opposition, 
think there is an element of ambiguity in. paragraph as 

'drafted. I hope there will be objection were- I to 
suggest an upment. 

would propose that the "caller" be changed to. 
!,person requesting .thezervice'l and then that puts it 
beyond doubt. 

Mr chairman put the question which was resolved in the 
• affirmative 'and the amendment was accordingly carried.. 

MR CHAIRMAN picture calls? 

Ia it possible to trace a call or is it that you. give a 
service to see whether you can trace a future call? - 

HON DR fl G TALARINO 

It is not possible to trace calls except in times where 
people dial people like the Fire Brigade, because every 
call to the Fire Brigade goes through tke TUephone 
Exchange, it goes into the line and one is aisle to trace 
malicious calls to the Fire Bricade thereby solving that 
problem. Rut otherwise we are not able to trace calls 
and this takes approximately 4E3 hours of a PTO's time in 
wiring the apparatus ready so that thecall in this 
particular instance is traced. •  

HON CHIEF MINISTER 

I have seen it done myself, some years. ago. The 
jcurialiet goes along, it is an adaptable machine which 
brings out a picture in'dots and wen the machine is 
added to the station by impulses the dots. are transferred 
to the other side as if it were'a telegram and the picture 
can be transmitted nn. the telephone like that. 

HON G T RESTANO 

Is this like a telex,  tape? 

HON CHIEF MINISTER 

No, it is different. It is like revolving drums. 

On a Vote.being taken.on Clause 19.  the following. Honourable 
Members voted In favour: 

Honourable A S Canepa 
Honourable 
Honpurable :Sir Joshua Hassan 

T. E Featherstene 

J P. Perez Honourable- 

n117eGit riP7.  
Honourable 

mitt Honourable 
TIZ Hull Honourable 

Honourable 

The 
The 
The. 
The 
The 
The 
The 
The 

HON g T RESTANO The °flowing Honourable Members voted against: 

I am asking for clarification on, the Z3 charge in 
connectida with the picture calls. 

HON DR R G VALARINO 

Yea, this is for journalists, so that one is able to 
obtain a telephonic picture call on this end. It is 
quite a complicated procedure end this is why we pharg& a 
specific amount of £3 for this., 

The Honourable A J Haynes 
The Honourable P S Isola 

Honourable A '2 Loddo 
The Honourable Major R J Peliza 
The - Honourable G T Restano 
The Honourable W T Scott 

The following Honourable'Members were absent from the 
chambers 

HON G T RESTANO 
The Honourable I Abecasis,• 

can the Minister give us details 'of what ,in :fact occurs on The Honourable S Bossano 
• 
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The Honourable Major 11- a' Dellipiani 

Clause- 19, as amended stood. part of the Bill. 

Clause 20  
• 

HON T laSTANO 

Could the Government say what is the highest operating 
costs for water from all available sources at the moment? 

HON M IC FEATHERSTONE 

.C3...61 per tonne. 

HON G T HESTANO 

Per 100 litres may I ask please? 

HON M. g FSATHERSTONE• 

• 36.1p. from .5istillation on the ITTE.*:  

On. a Vote-being taken on. Clause 20 the following Honourable 
• Members voted .in favolar?; 

The Honourable 
The Honourable. 
The Ho nourable 
The Ho nourable 
The Ho nourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 

A J Canepa 
M K Featherstone ' 
Sir Joshua Hassan 

B Perez 
Dr R G Valarino 
H J Zammitt • 
D Hull - 
R J Wallace • 

The Honourable 
The Ho nourabl e 
The Ho nourable 
The Ho nourable 
The Honourable 
The Ho nburable 
The Honourable 
The Honourable 

A J Canepa 
M IC Featherstone 
Sir. Joshua Hassan 
J B Perez 
Dr R G Valarino 
H J Zammitt 
D Hull 
R J Wallace 

The fo llowing Honourable Members voted against: 

The following Honourable Members were absent from the• 
Chamber: 

The Honourable . I Abecasis 
The Honourable 3 Hassan° 
The Honourable Major F J Dellipiani 

Clause 20 stood part of the Bill. 

The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill. 

The House resumed. 

EON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPIMNT SECRETARY 

I have the honour zo report that the Finance Bill 1980.  
-has been considered-in-Committee and agreed to, With 
amendments, and I now move that it be. read a third time 
and passed. 

Mr Spaaker then. put the question. and on a division.being 
taken the following Honourable Members voted in faveUr: 

The Honourable A J Haynes 
The following Honourable Members voted against: The Honourable P J Isola 

The Honourable A T Loddo 
The Honourable Major R J Pelita 

The Honourable A J Haynes The Honourable G T Restano 
The HonoUrable P J Isola The Honourable W T Scott 
The Honourable' A T Loddo 
The Honourable Major R J Peliza 
The Honourable G T Resta= , 
The Honourable W T Scott ' 
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The following Honourable Members were absent from the 
Chamber: 

The Honourable X Abecasis • The Honourable J Bosse.=  
The Honourable major P'J Dellipiani' 

The Bill was read a third 'time and passed. 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL 

Sir, I have the Honour to move that the House resolve itself 
into Com7flittee to the Trade Licensing (Amendment). 
Bill 1980, clause.by clause. 

This Was agreed to and the House went into CO7mittle. 

The House in Committee 

THF TRADE LICENCING (AMENLMENT) BILL 

Clauses 1 and 2 ware agreed to and stood part of the Bill. 

Clause 1 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL 

Mr Chairman, I beg to move the following amendment to this 
Clause: 

To renumber, this clause as subclause (1) thereof. 

To add, :slier aUbalause(1), the following sUbclauses: 

"('2) This section shall not apply to en 
applicant who under the provisions of 
this Ordinance is entitled as of right 
to a licence." 

"3) The principal Ordinance is consequently amended- 

"(a) in section 3 (6),'by omitting the words, 

of such application under section 11, 1 
'without the neoessity of giving notice.  

"(b) "by repealing section 19 T.,' 

Mr Chairman, in speaking to this amendment I would also 
like to refer in anticipation to the following amendment 
because they are indeed part of the one object. Under the 
present -provisions of the Trade Licensing Ordinance and . 
also lender the new provisions as it is proposed to amend 
the Oronnance, certain personee are entitled as of. right-to 
a licence. At the same time the machinery. in the . 
Ordinance provides that applicants for licences must give • 
notice to enable objections to be made. And there is' 
also a provision which says that an applicant must give 
at least three months' notice. In relation to existing 
persons.Whe are entitled as of,rightetOelicence the 'e" 
first of these provisions, the reqUireMent to give public 
notice, is modified. In fact it is waived and I.think it 
is appropriate, it has been drawn to my attention, 
that really if one is entitled as of right then there is no 
paint in advertising. And so the amendment proposed by 
this Clause and amendments to other clauses consequential later 
on, provides that wherever a person is entitled es of 
right to a licence has no need to advertise. 

Mr Chairmen, I move accordingly. 

• 

.1.ft Chairman put the question which was resolved in the 
affirmative and Clause 3 was amended accordingly. 

laeseeel, 'as amended, stood part of the Bill. 

"(2) Section 11 of the principal Ord ranee is 
further amended by adding, after subsection 
(2), the following subsection: 
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To• insert after Clause .3, as Clause 4, the following new' 
Clause, and to renumber the existing ClaUses.4 to 7 as 
Clauses 5 to 8 accordingly: . 
"AMeadment 4. Section 13 of the principal Ordinance is 
of Section 
13.. 

amended, lathe provlso to subolause (3) -. 

New a'-ease 4  amendment: to add after subelause.2 the following sub-. clause:3:;. 

"(3) C,,ection 8 of the principal Ordinance is con-
sequently' amended by omitting from subsection 
(1) the expression,'(f)', and substituting the 
expression .(g)"." • 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL. 

Mr Cnairman may I before we reach Clause 4 propose -a • 
further amendment. I beg to. move in the following.  termst ' 

"(a) by deleting from paragraph (b) the word "or";• 

(1:)- by deleting the full stop in paragraph (c),: 
and sUbstitutingtheekpression "or",„ end 

"(o) by adding-  after paragivh (c) the following. 
paragraph: • 

'(d) a pecsm who under the provisions 
of this Ordinance is entitled as 
of right to a licence.'" 

"To omit from subelause 1 (b) the words "the items 
'Printing' and 'Welding", and substitute the 
words "the item 'Welding,'". 

• Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the 
affirmative and new Clause 5, as amended, was agreed to and 
stood part of the'Bill. 

.New Clauses 6 and 7 were agreed to and stood part of:  he 
Bill. 

.N;..tw-  Clause 8  

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL 

Mr dhairman, I beg to move the following amendment: 

Sir,-whennOvedthe previous" amendment I eXplainedto.the 
Co-Imitteethat-  where a person is entitled as' oaf right to a 
licence there is no PArpaSerequiring him "to advertise. 
Equally I think there is no purpose requiring him to wait 
three.months before he May have an application heard. The 
effeet of this proposed new Clause is to.implement the 
relaxation of that requirement. 

Sir, I move accordingly. • 

Mx Chairman,put the question which  was resolved in the' 
affirmative. New Clause 4, was agreed to.  and stood part 

.of the Bill. 

New Clause 5  

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL • 

Mr Chairman, I beg to move to this Clause the following 

"To omit from subclause (2), (3) and (4) respectively 
the words "printing or welding", and substitute in 
each case the word "welding"." 

HON CHIEF MINISTER 

This matter'wae raised at the last meeting when,. following 
.on representations•fram all the printing businesses in 
Gibraltar, :we included printing, and the Honourable and 
Gallant Major Peliza raised the very interesting point that 
it might be thought that'this.could be an attempt to 
interfere with the freedom of expression of opinion etc. 
It was not intended as that, it was intended on represent- 
ations made by printers and printing, we have been try-
ing to devise..El definition of a printing business which 
would exclude the media bat we have not been'able to find 
it. In any case the representations that were made in the 
old situation,where they were afraid that there was going 
to be intrusion from across. the border here. I imagine 
maw that with an open frontier they could easily print in 
Spain and bring it here, and that'is one of the many 
problems that will have to be looked into. 
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Therefore la deference to the point which was not thought.  
of but which was made, and which I thin7r. was valid in a 
way, unless there are pressures of a di:2ferent kind tact we 
can find a definition that will satisfy the safeguards that 
are required; we prop&se to remove it from the Ordinarce. • 

Mr Chairman put the question which was resolved in the. 
affirmative.. Clause 8 was agreed to and stood part of the 
Bill. 

• The Long Title was agreed to and a-;ood part of the Bill. 

The House rearmed. 

• HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL .  

Sir, I have the honour to report that the Trade Licensing 
(Amendment) Bill, 1980, has been considered in. Committee 
and agreed. to,.. vath amendments, and I now move that it'be.  
read a third time and passed. 

Speaker . put- the question which was resolved Lathe .. 
..affirmatiire. 

;'The Bill was read a third time and passed. 

Mr Speaker 

we have come to the end of public business. There is only 
• one further item which is the motion of which notice was give 
given. by the Honourable Mt apssano. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER 

Mr Speaker, I should say that Mr Bassano 'poke to me be? are 
lunch about the question of timing. I was not:particularly 
keen to' take this motion this afternoon, this suited him 
very well because he had other business to attend to: and I 
suggested that we deal with the private site of the Agenda . 
on Monday morning if possible.' 

SPEAKER 

Yea, I have no objections. 

HON P j ISOLA 

We do not mind fitting in with the private arrangements of 
members, because that.is all it is. 

MR SPEAKER 

May I be very clear on this one. It is my prerogative to 
recess the House for short whiles. For obvious reasons I 
always try and get the feelings of the House as to whether 
one Should or one should not so that I can at least make 
sure that what I am doing is acceptable to the majority of 
the House. If there is any doubt as to whether we should.  
or•sho.uld not then theanswer is that there should be a' 
motioa•for: the adjournment of the House which can be voted 
on. I say this so that there.  is no misunderstanding as . 
to what my position is. 

HON P J ISOLA 

What I was saying, Mr Speakers was that'we did not:mind 
fitting in with arrangements of Honourable Members, their 
private arrangements,- because the business of the House 
should come first. we: would have liked a bit of notice 
-that we were going to adjoUrn this afternoon because it' 
does upset other peoples' arrangements on this side of the 
House. But we are quite. content to recess in the special 
circumstanoes. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER' 

I would like to.seY, Mr Speaker, that this is only for the 
convenienoe of ;V:r Bossaac, that I had thought that I would 
require sime consultation with the Honourable the• Leader 
of the Opposition about the motion and I thought that as 
1hiags developed it was better to deal with this in'a more 
:elaxed manner rather than in. a rush. 
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n i3 SPEAMR.  

Since we are going to meet onnndsy exclusively for .this 
particular motion I do not think there is a. need to start 
as'early as 10.30. a.m. If this meets with approval all 
round we will now recess until Monday. at 11.00 8.n6 

• 

2he Rause recessed. at 4.15 p.m. 
• . • 
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MONDAY THE 28th APRIL, 1980. 

The House resumed at 11.10 a.m. 

MR SPEAKER: ;. 
. . , 

Well, Gentlemen, on Friday evening_ws finished all the Govern-
ment 1:,.isinesa and can now go to the private member's motion. 
There is one on the Order Report on which the Honourable 
Mr Joe Bossano gave notice and I will therefore now call an 
Mr Bossano to move his motion. 

Private Member's Motion. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, I beg to move that this House considers the ques-
tion :of Gibraltar's decolonisation and its future status, to 
be a matter to be decided exclusively by the British Government 
and the people of Gibraltar•and that it further considers that. 
this view reflects the freely and democratically expressed 
wishes of the people of Gibraltar. • 

In the light of this, the House considers that Her Majesty's 
Government. should exclude this question from-the subject matter. 
of any negotiations.that may take place in the.future.as.a 
rearlt of' the recent agreement reached. in Lisbon.between Lord 
Carrington and Sr Dreja. 

Mr Speaker, there are two. elements in the motion: the.first_ 
is.a 'statement .of what the'-House considers to be the prevalent 
view in Gibraltar regarding Gibraltar's future constitutional 
development; the second part of the motion seeks to have this 
view reflected in what Her Majesty's Government negotiates or 
does not negotiate with Spain.. - 

The motion arises fundamentally out of the agreement reached 
in Lisbon which came as a surprise to most of us in Gibraltar 
and. which for many of us was a reversal of the position of Her 
Majesty's Government for so many years of not negotiating with 
Spain. ' 

It would a/pear on the surface, on the reading of the text of 
the agreement, that essentially the Spanish Government has 
agreed to suspend the restrictions, not to remove them, in 
exchange for, obtaining the agreement cf Her Majesty'a•Govern-
ment to neEot:ate with Spain the decolonisation of Gibraltar 
innonformiY with the,UN Resolutions. I think the agreement 
and commnique that came out gave rise to concern in Gibraltar 
and this was reflected by the number of people attending the 
meeting called by my.Party inCasemates where a statement was 
read effectively containing the,same text as the motion, and • 
that statement was subsequently incorporated in a letter to 
Lord Carrington and transmitted to London. 

As regards the position whether Gibraltar's decolonisation 
should be negotiated with Spain, I would remind the House that 
the stand taken in 1976 by the Gibraltar Democratic MoveMent, 
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some of whose members are still in the House, that the stand 
to which those members subscribed in 1976 is in fact very 
similar to the stand in this motion. 

There were three elements in the constitutional popition of 
the Gibraltar Democratic Movement and those three eleMents 
reflected a commitment that it was the basic human right of''. 
the people of Gibraltar to decide their own future; that ' 
Gibraltar's decolonisation was necessary becateee a colonial • 
situation was'aut affront to the dignity of.the people; and that 
the Territory,  and the 'people of Gibraltar were an inseparable 
entity, and therefore this reality should be given constitue 
tional form. • The stand contained in the election manifesto, 
and the basic, principles upon which the Pdbraltar.Democractic 
Movement was founded, read as follows: "The present colonial 
status of Gibraltar is an affront to the dignity of the people ,  
of Gibraltar and the Movement will press for the decOlonisatiOn. 
of Gibraltar and the creation of a new. status which will secure 
the future of the Territory and the people of Gibraltar' The 
territory 'of Gibraltar and the people of Gibraltar are en• inee-
parable entity and the Movement will seek.to give this  
constitutional form., The future of Gibraltar must be secured' 
without delay and it is a fundamental human right of the people 
of Gibraltar to decide this future."' 

That stand, regretably, was not translated into any praetical 
results because immediately after the•Election there was a 
Constitutional Committee with representative bodies set up 
which met once and has not produced anything practical. At 
the .time some of us felt- that-4e .should be moving on the 
constitutional' front to-pre-empt aesituattolt :where there would 
be.movement by. Spain'and loy•Britain,hand.we•would find our-• 
selvesemith,  the 'initiative taken out of our hands. And I 
think that,  that issa situation we could be facing as a result' 
of the agreement reached in Lisbon between Lord Carrington and 
Sr Oreja. 

I think it is important to realise that notwithstanding all 
the assurances that have been given, and there is no doubt 
that same of the statements made in answer to questions in the 
House of Commons and House of Lords have been the most clear-
cut and the strongest statements of respect.for the wishes of. 
the people.of Gibraltar that have ever been made by any British 
Government. I do not think there is any question that this is 
the case, but there is also no question either that when Sir' 
Ian Gilmour was preesed by Mr Peter Shot e, the Labour s'aokes.e 
man on'17oreign Affairs, on rhether sovereignty would form part 
of the negotiations the answer 'was that nothing was exeluded 
from those negotiations. The fact that the Word sovereignty 
has not been mentioned end the motion does not mention the 
word sovereignty anyway,. it mentions Gibraltar's.decolonisatian 
• without entering into the area of the existing sovereignty 
and the future sovereignty. - 

Te.have already passed a motion in this Houke'seying that the 
• sovereignty Of Gibraltar is not a matter for negotiation 

between Britain and Spain. That motion should not be-inter-' 
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preted tco rigidly in terms of saying that as long es theword 
"sovereignty" does not crop up during the course of the nego-
tiation, therefore, the motien is being reslected, ecause 
that would be a way of sticl:ing to the letter of the motion and 
evadihetheepirit of the-motion, and, therefore, effectively 
when we saythat Gibraltar's decolonisation, and Gitraltar's . 
future should not be negotiated 'between Britain and Spain., we 
are again saying that Gibraltar's sovereignty should not be 
negotiated, but we are not using the word sovereignty. I 
think we need to do that because we need always to err on the 
side of safety when it comes' to securing our future. I do' not 
think we can go wrong by being over-zealous in trying to' close 
all pcstible loopholes in this matter. 

The position that we as a people should take in saying that • 
Gibraltar's decolonisation and its future status is exclusively 
a matter to be .decided between ourselves and Her Majesty's 
Government is not, in my view,-a position that we can'be 
attacked on by anyone because that is the normal constitutional 
development in every colony. To my knowledge there is no 
colonial situation where the colonising power has discussed the 
decolonisation of that territory with that territory's neigh-
bour and not with the people of the territory. 

In the Unitoi Nations the reality is, that the majority view 
has 'oeen 'o-give precedence to Spain's territorial claims over.. 
our right tmself-determination, and the. United Nations has 
consistently stated. thet our interests must be protected but 
'ias always gone on to say that the territorial integrity of 
the nation. should not.be interferred with as a result of 
applying the normal process of decolonisation.-  I think it is 
-important that the question of-Spain's rights under the Trentye• 
of Utrecht should be divorced from the question of' our right 
as a colonial people to pursue the normal process of decoloni-
cation which is inevitable in Gibraltar. It is something that 
people must be conscious of. That what cannot happen is that 
Gibraltar should be the last remaining colony'in the whole 
world when every other colony has disappeared. Therefore, we 
need to find a way of remaining linked to Britain, which is 
what most people want, but not as a British colony which is 
something the rest of the world cannot accept and something 
which the British Government itself is committed to changing. 
as a result of its commitment to the principle of decolonisa-
tion in the United Nations. 

It must also be remembered that the United Zia-Lions has passed 
a number of resolutions and that in particular there was a reso-
lution passed on the 19 December 1967 which said two important 
things. "Considering that any colonial situation v.hich partly 
or completely destroys the national unity and territorial 
intesrily of the countries incompatible with the purposes and 
principle of the charter of the UN and specifically with para-
graph 6 of the General Assembly Resolution 1514/15 regrets the 
interruption of the negotiations recommended in General Assembly 
Resolutions 2070/20 and 2237/2i." That resolution was a very 
important one adopted by the General .Assembly on the 19th Decem-
ber 1967, because it regretted the interruption of negotiations 
and it referred specifically to the colonial situation in 
Gibraltar being one which destroyed the national unity and 
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territorial integrity of Spain. It went on to say then:, 
dealares the holding of the Referendum of 10 September -

1967 by the Administering power to be. a contravention of the 
provisions of the General Assembly Resolution 2231731 and those 
of the.Resolution adopted.on 1 September 1967. SpeCial 
Committee on.the situation with regard tc. the imilementation, 
of the declaration on the granting of'independence to 'colpiliai 
territories and peoples." 

Therefore, in December 1967, the United Notions General 
Assembly regretted the fact that negotiatinnawere not taking 
place, by implication, to restore Spain's territorial integrity. 
by making Gibraltar an integral part of Stain, and declared " 
the Referendum that was held in Gibraltar, that Referendum.to 
which so many of us looked upon as a free expression of the 
wishes of the people, declared that to be in contravention of"' 
the provisions of the General Assembly ResOlutions. 

The first paragraph in the agreement in Lisbon says that 
Britain and Spain have agreed to negotiate to resolve.the 
problem of Gibraltar in conformity with United Nations • 
ResolUtions. I cannot accept, and I .do not think that Many 
people ihGibraltar would-be prepared to accept, that any 
negotiations should be in conformity with a resolution that 
declared that the ReferendUm held in'September 3,967 was in 
contravention with General Aspembly'ReSolutions and•Conse-; 
quently by implication was'invalid,-because effectively the 
stand of Her-Majesty'a Government throughouthas been chat 
that Referendum was-the free expression of the Wishes af the ' 
people'and would berespez-tsiand that stand is still being 

1-1
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maintained .d, therefore, there -appears to'be a'fundamentai 
incompatability betWeen a conmitMent'to negotiate on the basin 
of the United NatiOnS Resolutions, and a commitment to stand 
by the people of Gibraltar.  and respect their,  Wishes and ensure 
that-those wishes-are respected by the rest cf the world, • 
which is:a fundamental i'espOnsibility that Her.Majesty's 
Government has got. . 

It has been argued, Mr Speaker,. that because Her Majesty's 
Government is 'responsible for our foreign affairs, then it is 
their prerogative to hold'talks with the Spanish Government 
on the question of Gibraltar and even presumably now to ' I 
negotiate. Let us make no Mistake. There is a fundamental. 
difference between negotiations and. holding discussions or. 
talks. Negotiations mean to any rational unbiased outsider • 
a commitment to resolve a problem by a willingness to make 
concessions on both sides. If one side or the other is' 
prepared to give nothing then no negotiation is posSible.' 

If we ask ourselves where the repponsibility of Her Majesty's 
Government lies in respect of the constitutional division 
between domestic add foreign affairs, I'would put-it to the 
House that our future and Our rights to 'the territory of , 
Gibraltar are not,foreign affairs, they are purely domestic.' 
They are purely an internal matter'between ourselves' and the - 
administering power, which is Her Majesty's Government,-
because effectly if we say. that 'discussing Gibl'altar'S-: 
constitution-, discussing .how we run our t:rain society, -is some- 

something in which Spain has got a say, or on which Spain has 
got to baconsulted, we are effectively 'recognising the 
Spanish claith to Gibraltar and virtually admitting it. 

To me it *Ls perfectly legitimate that commercial relations 
between Spain and Gibraltar, traffic between Spain and ' 
Gibraltar, air communications between Spain and Gibraltar; all 
those things 'should come within the ambit of relations with 
another state, *d, therefore, clearly under•our present 
constitutional"relationehip it is 'a matter for Her Majesty's 
Government to negotiate; with Spain. And there is nothing 
wrong with doing 'that. There is nothing wrong with Gibraltar 
and, Spain reaching agreement on,for example, the question of 
air communications between Spain and Gibraltar, and the 
landing rights for Spanish airlines' in Gibraltar, and the 
landing rights for British airlines operating between Gibraltar 
and Spain, because these would be no different from the sort 
of negotiations and'arrangeMents that Spain must carry out 
with Prance* and Portugal and every other neighbour. There is 
no reason why we should not have negotiations on things like 
that. 

But it would be totally unacceptable, for example; for 'the 
Portuguese Government to discuss its own internal constitu-
tional relationship with Spain just because they happen to be • 
next to eachother. . We cannot accept that Gibraltar in any 
way being anything other-than Spanish, breaks' up Spain's terri 
tonal integrity any more than Portugal does, because effec-
tively if we look at the Iberian Peninsula then the Iberian 
Peninsula consists at the moment of two nation states and a 
colony and we', the -people of.Gibraltar, are not Portuguese and 
are not Spanish. We'areGibraltarians and we have .got our own 
sense of identity, and that sense of identity which-we'have can 
only receive' genuine constitutional recognition the moment that 
our.right to Gibraltar is recognised as a de facto right because 
we have existed longer 'as a people.than the United States has. - 

It is, therefore, important in trying to achieve the long-term 
security that has been missing in Gibraltar ever since the 
Spanish Government mounted its campaign in earnest t6 take us 
over, it is important that we should be absolutely united, in 
our sense of identity as a people, and on our determination 
that our future is a matter exclusively belonging to us, and 
that we will brook no interference from Spain in the decisions 
that have got to be taken in this area. 

I accept that Her Majesty's Government has entered into an 
agreement which excludes nothing and that the motion is seeking 
to modify that agreement. There is no question about what the 
motion is trying to do. I believe that we should try to do 
that because.thereis'e,conflict within the agreement which is 
inexplainable,' because there appearato be a commitment on the 
part of Her.- Majesty's Government to us, to respect our wishes 
in'this matter, and a commitment to the Spanish Government to 
negotiate in conformity with the United Nations resolution to 
resolie the prbblei of Gibraltar and of course, IAlm one' of 
those who maintains that there is not a Gibraltar problem that 
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there is e Spanish problem. 

in my view the lifting of the restrictions should have been a ' 
completely unilateral act on the part of the Spanish Government 
without any reciprocal measures, not even the reciprocal 
measure of agreeing to negotiate, because if-there was no 
justification for putting those restrictions on, and if 'th.c 
restrictions were put on nniginally becaase of our refusal to • 
negotiate away our.ftture, then effectively, the removal of 
the restrictions by being linked - to a willingness to negotiate 
goes some way in justifying their original'. imposition. 

Her Majesty's Government, of course, has, repeatedly said that 
they will respect the wishes of the people of Gibraltar, as 
set out in the preamble. to the Constitution,' which says that 
we will not pass.•underethe.sovereignty of another state 
against our freely .and democratically expressed Wishee. I 
think in an-ewer to Questions in the House, in the recent debate 
on the statement made in both the House of Lords and the House. 
of Comeons, the answers given appeared to go beyond that. 
Beyond in fact-the strict wording of the preamble to the • 
Constitution.  In answer to a ouestion by Sir .Derek Walker-
Smith, asking Sir Ien•GilmoUr whetherdt was"correct that • 
under. the 'interpretation of the Treaty of Utrecht- any.chenga 
in the status of Gibraltar would necessarily involve reversion 
to Spanish. sovereignty, and asking Her Majesty's Government 
whetherthey. accepted or rejected this vie*,.the.answer was:: - 
"Our position is as Iehavestated..• Three can be no change in 
the position. of.Gibraltar.:W4thout the freely and nemocrati-
cally stated wishes .'of the .peepleeof Gibraltar."' That is a- 
clear-cut statement-which. I. interpret as meaning that' there:  
can 'be. no change noteeust •in-the nuestionnf- whether we come 
undelethesovereignty -of-another state, which might theore-
tically mean no change in our nationality but not necessarily 
no change in anything else. when it is .put as treadly as 
saying that there can be no change in the position of Gibraltar, 
for me that means no change in anything affecting Gibraltar , 
unless we are in favour of this change. 

But that clearecut statement seems to :naval date the conwit-
ment to negotiate"-with Spain, and it is impoetant that that .  
apparent conflict should be r esolved. and .that it should be 
made clear that if the negotiations are going to take place, 
and there ie no doubt that they .will take place, then when-
ever the matter of Gibraltar's future comes up, the eonflict 
will be resolved by our views taking precedence over, shy argu-
ment that Spain might. put. For me it would have been a ouch 
more acceptable situation if Spain had effectively recognised 
our right to Gibraltar and acceptedthat we are the sole 
arbiters.  of Gibraltar's destiny. Mr Speaker, if the.situat.ion 
is that. that would have been as desirable for every member:Of 
the House then that must be the objective we sat ourselves, 
however difficult it may seem, because.  after all Spain 'has got 
a very clear-cut. objective, to take Gibraltar:over. And not-
withstanding the fact. thst,people on the Spanish side may.. say 
that the best thing would be for the Gibralteriana to want to 
be Spanish, and -that looks an impossible aim, the fact that it  

looks an impossible aim. to the Spaniards does not prevent the 
Spaniards fnom trying to achieve it. Therefore, if from our 
side, getting the Spaniards to recognise our right to 
Gibraltar looks 'an impossible aim, it should not prevent us 
from having it as an aim, and for working towards achieving 
that aims' because we 'must attack the problem with the same 
determination, with the same.energy, with the seme. consistency 
of purpose that the Spaniards-are doing. And we must be as 
determanee not to give an inch as they are determined not to 
give an inch. Because if we are in any way weaker in our 
determination, weaker in our - faith, in our Own strength in 
achieving our objectives, then effectively any weakness on our 
part strengthens the hand of the Spanish Government and the 
hand of virtually every political party in Spain who, whatever 
nuances nf emphasis they may put on the situation, fundamen-
tally'ere all' of the one view that Gibraltar is part of Spain, 
that this is Spanish soil, and that we are here basically on 
borrowed time. 

If we look at the difference in Spanish attitudes. across the 
political spectrum we-find that those differences. effectively 
can be put down to people who are less intransigent, than others, 
who are prepared to give us more time to adjust or, more time to • 
adapte. oneore time to change our minds, but the objective at 
the end of theeday is still the same. And our objective at 
the end of the.day must. still be the sameee  Our objective must.  
be - that:it must be "recognised, inthe first' instance. by Her, 
Majesty's Government, b secondlyy the..Snanish Government 
subsequently byethe..International• Communityn that we are no 
differentefrom. theepeople•efeany other colonialterritonYa -and 

-that aurnights.mustebe._eespected and defended,theaame:as the 
rights.of.anynther community-in.eny other-part of the world.' 
Weniustonrselves take.a -very.strong,standon.the:iesue. bedause 
we cannot expect other people to do the work for:us. We can . 
only expect,.hopefullyn to influence the opinion of others, if 
we show ourselves the strength of feeling we have.annthis 
matter. 

t commend the motion to the. House. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, I ao not think there is anybody in this House that 
does not share the feelings expressed by the Hon Mover in 
respect of our position, end our future. This is unaftimoup. 
It was shown at the Referendum. It-wss shoWn in the 1976 
Election, ard et has been shown over and over,egain. 

However, as has been pointed out on one, or two occasions in 
the past, the only difficulty one finds in sharing completely • 
not the sentiments but the method in whiCh the Honourable 
Member wishesto achieve that, is slightly in conflict. . First, 
of all it is a bitovere-simplistic motto recognise-that 
Britain, which is responsible for our foreign affairs, has got 
wide international. responsibilities which.covenmemhership of 
the United Nations, membership' of the European Economic 
Community, membership of NATO,•and. generally speaking, has 
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relations. with the rest of the countries in, the world and, of 
course, she has a very.  big and a very, determined responsibility 
towards the, people of. Gibraltar and towards,the position of. 
Gibraltar. 

Unfortunately, the Motion seeks, as the Honourable Mover 'has, 
rightly taid at the 'end of his speech', there is no dotbt,that 
the Motion. seeks to, modify the.Lisbon Agreement. I wishthat 
could be done and that that were possible,.. that we were in a 
position to modify the. Lisbon Agreement as.it has been signed, 
because Britain in the nursUance of her foreign affairs has 
entered into that communique, but has in pursuance to her 
commitment to the people of Gibraltar, set out what her position 
toethepeople of Gibraltar is.' So really, whether there is any 
conflict. in the terms of the agreemeht in Lisbon within itself, • 
having regard to the fact that thetwo psitions, have been ex-
plained, 

 
is another"mattsr. But that that Agreement safeguards., 

the people of Gibraltar is very clear,. and I am glad that the 
Honourable Member has referred to thetetemenis made in the 
House. of Commons and in the House of Lords, particularly the - 
former,. and will put an end to. this dithering though thatthe 
preamble to the constitution divides the people froth the terri-
tory. The statements made,. and not, only the ones that he'has 
mentioned, but'various.other. statements in: thobe xel.liee, make 
/t very.clear '- at some stage they say that the'"seveeeIgntyl 
of the Rock will not be negotiated without the consent of the 
people. 

So I think that the spirit:which we always understood was the 
purpose to-the- preamble .to the,00nstitution is •very clearly 
explained and as the Honourable Member'has seid has gone far 
beyond anything else that has been said before in this matter. 

. . 
The Honourable Memberehas Deferred to United Nations Reaolution 
and the one of DeceMber 1967. The"United Kingdomettitude in 
reepect'of the commitments to'the people of Gibraltar were 
reiterated in the 1967 debate in the United Nations when it had. 
not been incorporated into the preamble to the constitution. 
The preamble to the constitution set out, very well and, gave 
great satisfaction to the people of Gibraltar, the position, 
but it is only fair to say that the British Government from the 
very beginning, from 1.963 on'vards, since the matter was raiped. 
in the UnitedNatiOns, has always maintained that the-wishes . 
of the people of Gibraltar were 'paramount in accordance, not 
with resolutions of the United Nations but With the Charter of 
the United Nations, which is much more ithportant because that 
is the one that set'up the organisation. 

• 
But not to recognise that Britain has got responsibilitie.a and 
to pass resolutions that attempt to directt other than to e' 
Influence - particularly when there is a guarantee to maintain 
that commitment, to attempt by a resolution of this House. to.. 
modify a commitment of the Foreign Secretary could have the same 
effect as so manyhafthe'resolutions of the United' NatiOnS that.. 
are not'honoured because theY'are outside the ambit of what they: 
were dOne. I would like to:say-that t6'my understanding the 
British.Government. has very-:-rrely, if at all, except on.the 
question of the resolutions on Gibraltar, disregarded reoommen 
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dations of the General Assembly. I think the question of.  
Gibraltar is the only one on which the British Government, • 
which has always had great respect for the United Notion - 
and of, course this ise General Assembly Resolution end not a 
Security-Counci1 Resolution, where the.matter would -be much. 
more serious, and.indeed where the British Government have got 
a veto. .But in the General Assembly theResolutioneof the 
UnitedeNations-have always been observed by the British 
Government except in the case of Gibraltar becausepeit has its 
commitment to Gibraltar; and because it said that that was not 
its function. The function of the'General Assembly was not to 
determine or to make any recommendations that impinged on the 
question of sovereignty. And that is. the basis On which the 
British Government have not taken note of the Resolution of • 
the United Nations in respect of Gibraltar. 

I accept that the agreement gave rise for concern initially - 
and that that concern has been'greatly allayed by the reitera-
tion of the British Government's commitment to us personally 
and in Parliament, and by the fact that they have.insisted that ' 
Gibraltar's leaders should be present at these discussions, - • 
negotiaticns, talks, whatever they may be. I do not want in 
any way to attempt to water down the 'fact that the•word 
!'negotiation" is there, we made it 'very clear from: both 

.:that we were against the' use-of that term 
but se' had. tu'realise"that that was something that hsd been 
explained as being open and that anyone could raise anything. 
It is true, and let there be no misunderstanding about it, 
that the 'Spaniards Will raise that at the very first possible 
practical opportunity, but it will depend whether they are 
prepared to accept that the attitude of the British Government 
will be that this is a natter on which the peopleeaf Gibraltar 
must.havea.say or .not. If they eccept that and they do not 

.insist. on pursuing that matter, then, whereas I do not agree 
with the Honourable.Member:that by having. these. talks it is.an 
acceptance of Spain's claim, that in fact that .is their - 
argument,in support of. that, then there is a counter-argument 
by accepting that the people of Gibraltar will be represented 
and that by accepting that the wishes of the people of Gibraltar.  
are incorporated into-the Lisbon Agreement, they themselves are 
accepting for their part that we have a say in this matter. 
And'though that may not be any achievement on the part of any-
body .who takes that simplistic view, that this is a matter 
purelyebetween Britain and.Gibraltar, for the wider approach to  
the matter,.it is something which is much more significant than 
it has been before. 

Therefore, if there was concern about the agreement, and there 
is relief beCause of the commitment, there is also a consi-
derable desire, in my judgetente  on the part of the people of 
Gibraltar that the repreSentatives of the people of Gibraltar 
should be present at these talks. This is not, set have said 
so Many timea," in order to ensure that the. British Government 
carries'out its commitmenteto the people of Gibraltar.. If it 
were for that alone then perhaps it would. not be necessary 
becaUse otherwise it"would mean an attitude' of distrust. .It is 
precisely to be eble.to tell the•  Spaniards what,the people of 
Gibraltar feel and'the leaders of- the people of Gibraltar are 
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the ones best qualified to tell the Spaniards rather than. the 
British. We have had periods in variots negotiations froM 
time to time in the' days of the 'Lopez Bravo and Sir Alec.  • 
Douglas.Home talking. together and in fact occasionally you get 
some organs of the press that mention that the BritinhGovern—
ment used the people,  of Gibraltar. As receetly as two weeks . ' 
ago we heard that. from Sr Lopez Rodo in another context. Be 
is out ofotouchnwith the situation.,,-  and he is still hankering 
after thenFranco era in which he was a Minister'. That can no 
longer be the position of a democratictGoVernment in Spain • 
which accepts the condition that the people of Gibraltar must 
be present at any talks. whether we area third party or not 
we are with the British Delegatioh, part of the approach of 
the British Government's attitude to Spain in respect of the 
question of Gibraltar. 

' As I say. it is very difficult to differ from the sentiments 
expressed. by the Honourable Member, but unfortunately the way 
he has put the motion, as he says, seeks- to amend something- to. 
which.the British Government is bound and would be really a 

. non—event in the sense that it would not have any practical 
effect and I think that this House loses strength and loses 
influence if it nasses resolutions which it, cannot see imple‘- 
•mented. In addition, it would maks it-blatently impossible 
• for us to be present at these talks if this solution were 'to be 

passed 'in the form in which it has been drafted. • 

For thisereasonI regret. that I-have to  propose -anamendmen%,,. . 
not because .our, views are it spirit. any, different from-thdso 
heldebytheEnnourebie Mr .2nssano, or :indeed bar every -single 
individual in Cibraltsr, but because it is most important that 
this- sekriteshonichbeeexpressed in-a verbal framework which 
will aceordwithethe constitutional relationship between Britain 
and Gibraltar. . 

The Hon Member said that henthought that this was the only case • 
in which there was any question of a third party being involved 
in the decolonisation of any territory. I would remind him of 
the fact that there are a number of such cases, and we need only 
concern ourselves with those in which. Britain has been involved, 
and there is Belize where there is a resolution of the UN by 
supported by all the countries other than Guatemala and one 'or 
two of the other right—wingers to the effect that independence 
should be given to Belize.' They have the territory, they have -
the whole set—up there, but it is impossible to give indepen—, 
dente to lh,lize because Britain will not undertake it's defence 
and its soyereigny as the people want, if she withdraws on 
independence because Belize is so small that it could be easily 
swallowed up by Guatemala. There again, on the opposite side, 
the resolution of•the United rations calling for its independence 
has not been observed-precisely because independence will leadn  
the= to be swallowed up by Guatemala, and that 'is what the people 
do not want, and the British Government continues-to undertake , 
onerous defence.duties. It is well known that'when there are 
movements in Guatemala they also reinforce .the British prebence 
there, not because it is going to be a,war betweer. Britain and. 
Guatemala in the continent, but because the presence of British 
troops there is a detriment to Guatemala tQ. pursue its •inten— 

tions to inlade the territory. 

The.other problem that Britain has as a relic of the old 
empire is the ,question of the.  Falkland Islands. There:, there 
is a conflict eith Argentina, and there again even though 
there was aboln; 5 or 6 years' ago an agreement Which went 
much further than -this one, in that Britain and Argentina, 
agreed to talk - about 'the sovereignty of the Falkland Islands, 
five years of fruitless talks have led to maNhere, because 
the people of the' Falkland Islands, small as they may be, —
and what is wrong with being small — still stand by their 
determination to stand with Britian. 

As I say, we must put the motion that expresses the wishes and 
the sentiments of the people of Gibraltar in a verbal frame—
work which will accord with the constitutional position. That 
is the constitutional relationship between Britain and 
Gibraltar. I feel that in that way our Views will be listened 
to with greater respect and they will have greater force in 
Britain and elsewhere. Whilst no less firm, clear and consis—
tent,,they are stated in the context of and in compliance with 
the formal relationship between Britain and ourselves. 
Conversely I believe that there is some danger of our being. 
taken somewhat less seriously, in a very serious Matter, if 
our.yiews Fre stated in a manner which ignore that relation—
ship, ignbres that situation. 

The essence of our position is a simple one. our desire 
thatnsoveeeignty over. Gibraltar should be British, and that 
Britisinsonereignty should not.beMegotisted4n.The most formal 
statements•pfhthese two views are'of caurSe„the 1967 
Referendum andetheresolution-proposed. by the-Honourable Mover. 
in November .1977 and adopted unanimously by this. "House. 
Therefore, I think that it is essential and most valuable that 
in any restatement of our basic position we shonldmake 
Specific reference to the verdict of the Feferendum and.to  the 
1977 Resolution, and I nropose,'when I pecduce My draft athend,.. 
ment, that this will be covered. And if I may say so, having 
regard to the comment of the Hon ember himself that the 
Referendum was rejected by the•United Nations, it is the more 
necessary to incorporate it into an amendment now in order 
that we reiterate the result'of this Referendum. A lot of 
people•say that it is already about 13 or lb years' old and ask 
what would the position be .new/ And I say well, instead of 44 
it might be 23 or 62, bUt it makes no difference basically to 
the result •of the Referendum if another one were held now. 

I thf.tk it is also necessary that we should express our firm 
confidence in Her Majesty's Government ana I propose to include 
a reference to that in my amendment. Britain is responsible 
for our foreign affairs and this is explicit if nowhere else 
in. the terms of the choice of the Referendum which I propose to 
quote in my amendment. We must allow the British Government to 
use-an element of judgement as to how they are conducted. 

Speakel.,' it is for this reason and, as I say, in no way 
belittling the efforts of the Honourable'Member, watering down 
the sentiment of the Honourable Members feelings, that after 
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considerable thought I propose an amendment which I have 
discussed with the Leader of the Opposition and which I think . 
covers all the points that' the Eon Member has put; makes it 
possible to pursue the matter further and makes'it 'also 
possible for us to be present - and it is no easy Metter to 
be present in these circumstances I Can aesure you =but the'' 
more necessary for that.  

Mr Speaker, I beg to move that the MOtion.be'aniended,bY the 
deletion of all the words after "this House- and the substitu-
tion therefore of-the folloWing: 

!(1) Reiterates the views of the people of. 
Gibraltar,.freely and democratically 
expressed in the 1967 ReferenduM„ that. 
they wished to retain•  their link with 
Britain; with democratic local insti- 
tutions and with Britain retaining its 
present ,responsibilities; 

(2) Reiterates the unanimous view of this.. 
.House; eXpressed 4n- a Resolution 
adopted 'an the 8th November, 1977, 
the-tit is opposed to any negotiations 
on sovereignty;'ind 

e  . 
expresses its full confidence in the 
British Government's commitment, as • , 
most recently reiterated in the state-
meet issued, in LisbOn on 10 Apeil, 
1930, to 'honour the freely and democra-
tidally.eXpressed wishes of the people 
of Gibraltar.' 

(3)  

Yr Speaker, as I say, it is:s matter of approach and nothing 
else, and it is also a matter that will carry and give a 
et:ranger position,. a Stronger situation, if we' pass a resolu-
tionewhich we can fight for and which in no etay attempts to 
inhibit the British Government in carrying out these:responsi-
bilities to the people of Gibraltar while at the same time 
carrying out its responsibilities in the wider concept of the 
international community. 

.Mr Speaker then proposed the question'in the terms of the Hon 
the Chief Ministeroaamendment. _ 

EON P d ISOLA: 

Mr Speaker, you'will have eppreciated from the applause given 
from this side of the House that we aee in agreement with the 
amendment to. the motion proposed by the Honourable the Chief 
Yinister., on which we have' had consultation following, of 
course, the coemuniques.that were issued after the-Lisbon 
Agreement of trying to obtain a united stand oh the future'ofe 
Gibraltar among the electe.denembers.of the House. e_ 

. . 
I•a4 sure that .the Honourable Mover will' agree that the senti- 
ments expressed in the proposed amendMent gives the Houiein  

opportunity to unite under an amended motion which I think • 
brings out the salient points on Gibraltar and on which there 
is unity among the people :of Gibraltar. and I am really 
talking heee -on.the'decision of the people of Gibraltar that 
Gibraltar should.  stay British and that there should - be British 
sovereignty over the Rock. I think, if one heard or one . 
appreciated -the concern that was. expressed after the Lisbon 
ennoUncement, it 'was the possibility that British sovereignty 
over the Roqk was being cr eight be negotiated, not. really the 
possibility that Gibraltar might never be:granted independence 
or something like thdt. It was the issue of British sovereignty 
over the Rock that expressed concern and I think that the 
amendment can leave nobody in any doubt as to how the people 
of Gibraltar feel an this', as to how the elected members feel 
on this, and indeed how we will act ourselves, that is the 
leaders of Gibraltarian opinion, in any discussions or 
negotiations that take place. 

Mr Speaker, the.first object of my PartYds to maintain 'the. 
people and territory'of Gibraltar as an inseparable entity 
according to their wishes, so naturally immediately after the 
Lisbon Agreement:we did come out with a press release on the 
11 April 1980, in which we welcomed the statement by the British 
GOveenmert that it would maintain fully its commitment to honour 
the. freely- and democratiCally expressed wishes of the people 
of Gibraltar as set but in the preamble' to the Gibraltar 
Constitution. And that whilst we maintained that the soverei-
gnty Of-Gibraltar was not negotiable and, therefore, could not 
agreetu negotiation but could include the negotiation of such 
sovereignty, the DPBG nevertheless reiterated its confidence in 
the BritisheGoveenment to maintain its commitment-to the people 
of Gibraltar. we'said that it would be the people of Gibraltar 
who would decide their future, and we appealed to all political 
parties represented in the House of Assembly to make a united 
stand in maintaining the wishes of the people as far as. their 
future and the future of Gibraltar was concerned.. .We ended 
up: "that Gibraltar's vital interests must now have absolute 
priority over every - Other domestic issue and the DPBG is - 
prepared to play its full part in maintaining a strong and 
united solid front of Gibraltar's status." 

Mr Speaker, because of this'statement we later joined in a 
joint press release with the Chief Minister, the governing 
party in which again the aims were set out of protecting and 
safeguarCing 'our British sovereignty. It'seems to me that the 
amendment to the motion presents a unique opportunity to bring 
unity amongst all sedotrs of the House, andeetherefore, amongst 
ail sectors of the population of Gibraltar to be united on 
fundamental issues. I would certainly ask the Honourable Mover 
to look at the amendment in this light. As a genuine attempt 
by the two main political parties to bring a measure of unity 
to the pebple of Gibraltar. • 

Only 2 .oe 3 days ago the Honourable Mover was speaking on the 
economic 'situation of Gibraltar and the need to bring every 
possible brain working on dt because the question of survival  
was at stake. Well, a fortiori, Mr Speaker, on this question 
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of the status of Gibraltar and of British sovereignty for. 
Gibraltar, on which•my Party is certainly not prepared to 
compromise nor is any .otherParty.in Gibraltar represented 
this House, it is essential that it shouid:be put in' a• Motion 
of the whole HaUse. I think that the real problems which the 
Honourable Mover has brought out in his opening statement are 
real problems. and we recognise what he 'says. We always" 
recognise the logic of what the Honourable Member says,.but 
the question of saying frankly that there is no Gibraltar 
problem, there is a Spanish problem, is, I am afraid, to over-
simplify the situation. 

There is a Gibraltar problem because the Spanish Government and 
people do not recognise British sovereignty 'over the Rock. 
That is our problem. But i2 the Spanish Govelrmentand the 
Spanish people recognised the right of the people of Gibraltar.  
to self-determination, then there would not be a•Gibraltar • 
problem as such but there is one precisely because our • 
neighbours do not recognise our right to self-determination. 
And when you are talking of decolonieation, Mr Speaker, you 
are talking of a right to eelfecleterminatian. The problem is, 
Es I see it for the people of Gibraltar at the moment and I. 
hone this will change in, time, that the word "decolonisation" 
is really a .United Nations word, it is - contained in:the United 
Naticas.Charter and it spelt out there: independence, integra-
tion or free association, and the United Nations,.fer reasons 
best known.-to themselves,. hove brought oL. resolutions from 
time to. time. saying that 'the right. to self-determination .doba 
not .applytcterritories which -really form part of another 
territory, dn.theiroviewte -Therpfore, ybuocannOt break up the . 
territorial integrity ,of estate in orderetc. give' selfedeter-.  
mination. .These. are theproblems-thatwe /:ave been faced with 
because the United'Fations.seecto have agreed, I. think for 
reasons-entirely outside the Gibraltar, Issues mainly because 
of.anti-Briiish• feeling in the United, Nations, and I think the. • 
Rhodesia .UDI had a lot to do with this, because the United 
Nations expected the British Government to move troops into . 
Rhodesia and.settle Mr Smith within 12.months cf him declaring, 
independence. Those sort of.problems, and the problems that 
at that time: there were problems of other British Colonial 
territcries, it was all that sort of problem that militated 
against us in Gibraltar. There is no question about it. 

The Honourable Mover is quite right, there was a resolution,. 
passed - in the United Nations rejecting the. Referendum. This is 
true. And there was a resolution, passed suggesting that 
Gibraltar should be decolonised on 1 October 1969 by incorpora-
tion with Spain. That is also true. But that is the internee. 
tional body dealing with decolonisation. And that international• 
body said, wrongly in mr view, that the•euestion. of deceloni-
cation is no:, a matter. bacween Gibraltar and Britain, it is' a 
matter between Gibraltar, Britain and Spain. And this has been 
our struggle and it will continue to be .our Struggle. 

Fortunately ror us the British Government, Vaere decolonisation 
of any of her territories is concerned has stood by the .funda-
mensal principle-  of the right of people to self-determination ' 
however small they may be. Obviously British relationawould 
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be much better if they were to do. what Spain did, for example, 
with the Sahara,to hand it over. It would be much easier for 
Britain'e :Lniiernational relations if they did that with 
Gibraltar, if they did it with the Falkland Islands, or they 
did it with Belize. But that is not the history'of Britain as 
a colonial Power, and the commitment, our biggest guarantee in 
Gibraltar, is and will continue to be the British Government's 
record in respecting the rights of a people to decide their 
futureo'and the British Government's record in upholding' 
through thick and thin. And, of course, the most recent 
example was Rhodesia, where Britain lost enormously as a 
countr7 to economic terms and SO on, to maintain the principle 
of self-determination for the Rhodesian people, almost against 
their own peopla,„because• a lot people in Rhodesia had 
fought in the war for Britain, were - actually Englishmen who had 
emigrated to Rhodesia, and they stood by that principle until • 
it was achieved. r t5' 

Therefore, Mr Speaker,. for our Party, the British commitment to. 
Gibraltar is above every other consideration, and .we accor-
dingly plane great reliance on that because unfortunately 
other courr!:rres do not seem to interpret the rights of people 
to selfecleterminationin the same way as Britain does. When 
the Honourable Mover said that 'if Spain were to reocgnise the 
right of t'ie people of Gibraltar to. self-determination all would 
be well, I ai-,reed entirely, and *I think that the:struggle of ' 
.the people of Gibraltar"vis-a-vis Spain is to get precisely 
tLat, to get- them to recOgnise.  that. • 

Mr Speakero I doenotthink for.oneMementthat thaeHonourable 
the Chief Minister or, myself are going to. be able to persuade 
the.Spanish, Governmentte recognise us. :7,ho:knows, we might, 
eventually, Irthinlirthe people of GibralterOmight.eventually 
as Spain becomes more and more democratic, but it•is very much 
an uphill task. At. least if we can getthemAoredognise that" 
they cannot expect a.change in the status of Gibraltar without 
the consent of the, people of Gibraltar, in a sort -of negative 
way, perhaps that would be going'some way. But I think, and 
1 am - not saying that we did not fall over the Lisbon communique 
as a wonderful thing, we did not, but I think that the accep-
tance by Spain of a re-statement of the British Government's '-
position in that coMmunique was a very important qualificstion 
to the agreement to enter.into. negotiation. Because Spain 
recognised as from that minute that the British Government 
intended in any negotiations to honour their commitment to'the'' 
people of Gibraltar. 

That is very important because I am not one of those people 
who thiok that the preamble to the Constitution can be 
interpreted in the way' that it seems to have been interpreted 
by some people inGibraltar, that that means that we can keep 
our nationality but. the territory can pass to Spain. That is 
not what the preamble says. That is•in my view entirely an 
incorrect interpretation of the. preamble and it was a bit sad 
to me, Mr Speaker, 'on the morning we saw, the Foreign Secretary 
in London to read English newspapers - I think it was the 
Guardian and the Telegraph- putting that interpretation- over 
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as coming from Gibraltar. That the correspondents concerned - 
had-been given that interpretation in Gibraltar. I do not • 
know who gave it, but I think it is wrong to give that'inter- :• 
pretation.  It is wrong for us to concede that our comstitu-e  
tionrallows for that possibility. Let'the Spaniards argue', 
that point if they wish, or let somebody else argue At, but 
fOr 'us to concede it - first'of all I do not think it tears 
that interpretation; bu', even if it did,,or.even if' there was 
a Possibility of it, we are the last people who Should - pro 
claim it. • 

That.. preamble to the Constitution was obtained after a. lot of 
arguMent and struggle, and let it •be said that it was:put in 
by the British Government of the day because they said that it • 
was. their policy, this is what they hat told us since 1963.  hen. 
the restrictions started, these were their public pronoundements. 
in.Parliamentand they had-no hesitation in putting it in a 
• formal way in our constitutional document.' Following the 
announcement of the Lisbon Agreement I think that ,in'the H6uses 
of. parliament, if there could have been any possibility of 
misinterpreting what the preamble said. on the partofthe 
B44i'tish Government, that the possibility of aawrong interpre-
tyaion must have been completely. expunged by what Sir. Iam 
Gilmour said, not just in, the answers' cited by the Honourable 
Kover, but later on- when he:said there Wasano ouestion of any 
'giving up of Britisheaovereignty over Gibraltar... It -could:only 
.Make place after thefreely and democratically expressed wishes 
of the people of Gibraltar has been stated; and then later on - 
ahesaid, "Britian, sovereignty will not be alta?ed without the 
"expressly and wishes of tha Gibraltarians. 
'Surely that is as'tiear as it can be." This is, to my.  mind, 

- fundamental to the people of Gibraltar, because, let us not - 
have •any illusions about this, the question - of Gibraltar 
• ,staying British under- British.  sovereignty-can only occur if 
the British Government fulfill's its commitment to the people 
'of Gibraltar. Ve Cannot of'ourselves.do anything to Protect-
our'position. 

'If the' British Govertment•were tomorrow to say,' "self-
determination, the United Nations'have said time and again,' 
:which they have, so if the.Unitel Nations were to say self-
determination 

 
means independencs,°here you' ere Gibraltar, here 

ia your independence," and we got it, we know for a fact that 
thate independence would be short--lived. unless it was recognised 
and 'respected by Spain. Therefore, the British connection, 
apart from the fact that we want it, that connectaon and no 
other connection is, therefore, all'-important to ue, and that 
is why I hope that the Honourable Mover, lacognising this sort 
of argument, will recognise the need .of passing a motion in 
the House that expresses ho* people feel, and not a-motion, 
whidh, with respect:although it also expresses what the 
people feel,-nevertheless is a crticism of tk.e British-Govern-
ment, I think shows a certain amount - of lack of confidence. in. , 
the British Government, and, more important of all, is one that 
is ineffective because, the_Britiah Government has made its 
decision. It has committed itself in its international. 
relations'with another country and,- therefore, this will 

And I think 'that the' message that has to go from. 
this House.is a message of confidence in the British Government's' 
coMtitment to the people 'of Gibraltar so far as the sovereignty 
of Gibraltar is concerned:reiterating our view that the Chief 
Minister and myself•have no mandate either from the,House or 
frOM the people of Gibraltar to negotiate the sovereignty of 
Gibraltar. I certainly will not, and I am sure the Chief 
MiniSter will not. either: to are very Conscious of that, and • 
then expeesseSalsb the wish of the people of Gibraltar to 
retain their link with Britain and. confidence in the British 
Government's commitment. 

These are the matters that are important, that'are of vital 
importance to the-Security of our people, of vital importance 
to getting them to go about their ordinary day's business 
with confidence and not with concern. lie cannot take away 
concern from people because obViously 'when they are talking 
abOUt one, one must be concerned, and one must be worried, but 
let:themabe calm and confident thatwe all know Where We stand 
and that - Our stand will be respected. 

I think that if we can agree toanction in these terms, and the 
people know that this is something' that all the parties dn the' 
HOUse agree,pthen I think that will help enorthously to obtain 
a' climate of confidence among thp people aboUt their future, 
about theiratability, and their-security, whieheisall-
important, 

Mr Speaker, my Party certainly- will vote in favour. of the 
amendment. 

HON MAJOR R J PBLIZA:
I  

'I would _.eke to say a - few words on this amendment to the motion 
and also on the original one becatse I do not intend to speak 
again. 

• • 
I feel duty-bound to say so because my sentiments are well 
known and the strength of ay views on this issue are also common 
knowledge in Gibraltar and I feel I should make a contribution 
to this debate perhaps starting by saying that I do intend to 
support the amendment. So whatever I say should not be misin-
terpreted 

 
_xi any way. I have given my support to the bi-

partisan approach of this House to this very important issue. 
I was also very pleased to see that'by and large the two 
speakere share the spirit of my Honourable'Friend, Mr Bossano, 
whilst at ''he- same time not accepting the practical advantage 
of., adopting his views)  which to some extent is my feeling, 
perhaps a little more inclined to a atrpng approach rather than 
to the more diplopatic. approach which .I think .the bi-partisan 
approach is taken. I say so because otherwise I wouldhe a 
hypocrite. 

• . 
I made it quite clear in 1976, when I stood for elaction as an 
Independent, that Lfelt that the House should pursue an aim of 
decolonising Gibraltar in .relaticn with the United Kingdom and . 
nothing else. 4Cfeeling that is generally accepted in this 
House except, again, that I think the two speakers expressed 
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in one way. or another, or implied, that it might he an.. 
impossible task to do so. I think personally that we should 
set our aims sooner or later in which way we should proceed:an4 
that perhaps maw it is not timely to do so) One of the reasons 
why I accept the amendment, perhaps this is not the time to 
pursue it in those lines, the sin should still be to. try and do: 

I - 
away with the status ouo. 

• 
• The position as I see it is that for reasons better known to 

Her Majesty's .  Government than to ourselves, over the years,the 
' British Government has had to give .way on the public stand they 

...t66k on the issue of,Gibralter. One was that there would be no .  
talks under duress. Then regretfully Her Majesty's Government 
decided to talk under duress. Hew', my Way of ssing it, there 
is no doubt that whether they are going to negotiate or not, 
publicly they have agreed to negotiate with Spain, on 'sovereigntyS 
This is my honest opinion and it id. only fair that I should, make 
it known here. Mother because of the- presence of our elected 
members there, when the time comes, no progress will be .wade on 
that issue, that is a matter that we shall hsve• to wait and see. 

• MK.' I say that that is one of the reasons why-  I personally 
• sussort it, that the Chief Minister and, the Leader of the 

'Opposition should participate in the so-called Strasbotrg 
prbcess, because I felt - that although nothing wea•said as to ' 

. Whether or not sovereignty was. going to be 5:iscusseu•there,lt 
was important that we should have our representatives there • 
present to.  put a-  stop to it from Gibraltar's point- of view,' to. 

. -express. a point'ofvl'ewfrom Gibraltar,:shouId - the situation,  
arise. As. we knoW.little or no progress was made in the. • • • 
Strasbourg Procsas, and now we have started asain on a different 
one which, to my mind, is even more serious than before. . 

We car. see-from the' intereat -that members of•thesHoUse of 
'Commons took on this issue by. the number of•questions that were 
asked, and certain replies that were given, that it is consi-
dered' that we have now reached a crucial situation, which is 
.perhapsin the long run and I hope it will be,'if not in the • 
short, better for Gibraltar than it has been in the past. We 
just do not know what the outcome of these long and protracted 
negotiations are going to be but whatever, in the short term it 
might be, we shall certainly have our two representativespresent 
there to express the GibraltariPsspoint of view if the need arises .  
and perhaps.to take' any.necessary .  action if the situation' Comes 
to the point where that should be taken, to make kncsWn:diet the 
position of the elected members is in relation to these talks. • 

we have seen in the answers given•to questions in the Hasse of 
Commons that the Chief Minister and the 7.,eoder of the Opposition,. 
after having seen the ForeSgn Secretary cn'i  Sir Ian Gilmour, 
were quite satisfied with:the position. Well, I hope that that 
is so and that at least the Chief Minister and the Leader of the 
Opposition are quite satisfied with the situation- That,. • 
think, is- a Matter which Is of great satisfaction to us, if . 
that. is the case and does away, to some extent, with the. 
aPnrehension.that people may have in th,j.s connection with 
regard to the, coming negotiations. - . 

However, I think, Mr Speaker, that it is the duty of this 
House, end the duty of every individual elected member to try 
and make setae that'thePe is' no erosion of the stand that 
Gibraltar has - always-  taken'on this matter. In that respect 
I will certainly try and play a part at the other end, and to 
be able'tnput a case which is clearly seen it'is necessary 
in some 'instances to be absolutely blunt about the situation, 
as not "calling a spade a spade" can sometimes be Misinterpre- 
ted and perhaps the full, significance of the Otuation may not 
be apparent to people Who-for instance saw, with the opening • 
of the frontier, - I certainly heard people: congratulating us 
for the great victory. I do not believe it is.a question of 
victory;  t think the lifting of restrictions iS a Question of 
justice but they obviously -did not see the other •side of the 
coin which verybody in Gibraltar sees as-a matter that one . 
has to show a -certain amount of concerns and'to be absolutely 
sure that in the process Gibraltar doLe not come out the loser. 
I am pleased to say that it seems to me that in that respect 
the House is fully united; and I would like to see my Hon 
Friend, Mr Bossano, accepting this amendment for what it is. 
One has to reelise.that in the pPesent circumstances I do not.. 
believe, that whatever the-resolution of this House may be, ve. 
are likely to change the posture of the British Government in 
'this respect. It is obviously counter-productive to act in a .  
manner which Ls•going to be totally ignored, and' indeed per-.  
haps even dangerous for. morale in Gibraltar if they were to 
see:thet. the stand of Gibraltar is not, for; reasons better. 
known, thesBritishoGovernment, themaeIVers perhapSa matter, 
of fislomatic.approach the'sitnations, they could snot no with 
.us.. One has to.aceeptnbaeibaily,thatSvdiether ve like•it.oressot.  
it,  is the British Governmentwhich'de.  responsible- for our'''. 
foreign-affairs. • 

I-.have•always said before in this House that foreign affairs 
is a question of horse trading, and we have no .horses to give 
away. Her Majesty's.  Government bab got many and may not:need 
Gibraltar at all, but there are many' other parts.they can ,play 
to bring about a solution to our problem without any Concessions' 
coming from Gibraltar if we know. how to play our•pant of the 
game. And I believe that facing the British Government et 
this particular moment with an imposible situation is not • 
going to be of our advantage. I would urge my Hon Friend Mr 
Joe Bsssano, who is well aware of my sentiments, that perhaps 
he could drop his motion and agree with the amendment presented 
by the Chief Minister, and obviouSly fully supnorted by my 
Leader and by myself and. by my Party. 7.e should all go together 
on this one and present a united front on this occasion, es 
think we have always done before. I believe it is becaUse it 
can do no harm in the United Kingdom particularly to see how • 
strongly . 11.e•people feel on the question of sovereignty. 'That 
is something that . I well understand, people responsible in the • 
negotiations cannot say or do, 'people who are not themselves 
participating in the'negotiations are quite free to act in the 
manner that they-think is best for Gibraltar. 

We have lots "of friends In the United Kingdom. The Gibraltar 
Lobby is strong, and-the reaction of.  the Oibraltar Lobby has 
been seen by the questions that were asked.* It is possible, if 



tore-support is wanted from them, that is available. I 
certainly, if my position in England will be acting_ as 
watchdog, and obviously my services in -my humble way _are 
available just as much to my Party as to the GoVerment, or to 
any party in Gibraltar that feelat can be of an;ynae. 'Of . 
course I would be more than willing to see what I Can do at' 
the pther end in support of any view that is the unanimous 
view of this House. 

YrSpeaker, having said all this, I feel that because of the 
strength of Gibraltar, the fear of eroslenwhich is the only 
one. that I believe exists, I am absolutely certain that the 
undertaking of the preamble of the Constitttion will be fully, 
•honoured by Her Majesty's Government. I have no dotbt about. 
that. I have never had, but in the long process what will 
happen is that if this question of sovereignty is lying on 
the table, and is going to lie on the table there for ever 
more, the uncertainty in Gibraltar will be present as well, 
and it is because I believe that this uncertainty has got to 
bedone away with once andfor all if we are going.. to look to 
the future with absolute .confidence nt believe that it.is in 
th a;nattre of, things that we should pursue, perhaps in the long 
germsi a way 'of attlining what we.  callself-determination in 
some respects. But if-it is not full self-determination 
0Cause of other matters thatamay be affecting-that final out-, 

Ooae, saenas treaties-that are compelling to Her Majesty's 
eGovernment, ifathatiS not possible, then the wishes of the 
people cf Gibraltar!hich in some way are being used in a' ' 
negative way at .preaen'tf  ehould be used'in a positive way in 

• 5'tthe sense taat we shouldbe - able to establish a permanent • 
indisputable relationship with Her Majesty's Government which ' 
is not for everMore.oPen to any forms of vieiSsitudes in inter-
national affair's, of which I recognise we have little or no say. 

• 
`It is in that respect that whilst fully supporting the motion I' ' 
Cannot but reserve my view,' which I started by saying at the 
t.eginnihg, that it ia'vital that the GOverhment of.Gibraitar 
end all the Parties in Gibraltar should strive to get a 
P*manent relationship with :Her Majesty's Government which is 
neuestionable either internationally or with any other nation 
in the world. 

HON J BOSSANO: 
' • 
Yr Speaker, The Honourable and Learned 'the Chief Minister's 
amendment in fact does not amend my motionlit completely 
eliminates the notion and replaces it with a new one. • It takes 
out everything after the word "House" away and substitutes a 
new.  motion.. Therefore, I,would ask members to bear in„mind • 
that my reactions to the .new motion areì bound tc be the reactions 
of• the time I have had to'look at the heW'motion, becaUse.if.  
what had happened was that, an amendment had been placed on the 
second nart of the motion, which was clearly 'what I was „antici-
pating and what I indicated•I was anticipating when 't said that 
there: were two parts to the motion;'the first one was sstate-
ment'of our views; the second one was an attempt- to modify the : 
LishonAgreement.bysaying thdt in the light of our views on 

the subject, the agreement in Lisbon should. be limited by • 
excluding from any negotiation with.Spain thecuestion of,: 
Gibraltar's future, which I Said was in a. way an extension or 
are-phrasing of the November 1977 motion.' . 

. . • • . 
The'new.metion, in any vie*,• reflects little or nothing of the 
original motion, which we are, told.  expresses sentiments 
shared by all the members of the House. Let me say that of 
the three parts in the motion there is no difficulty, as far 
as I 'am 'c'oncerned, iii' supporting the second part which states 
once again the unanimous view of the House expressed in the 
resolution of 8 November 1977, logicallY ,beciuse I moved that • 
motion. on 8 November 1977.. the third part as regards the full 
confidence in the British. Government's commitment I can support 
without difficulty because.the fact that I may be critical of a 
decisioh taken by thei  British:GovernMent is not and should hot 
be interpreted as an indication that I.think the.Britiah 
Government is about -to' sell'us down the river. .But because I. 
believe that the essence of saying that we want our wishes to 
be respected must involve our right to express those wishes 
and notaonly the wishes- that may be palatable to  HMG, if we are . 
goiL.g to, condition our-expression of our wishes to only those 
things that we know the British Government likes to hear,• then.  
their commitment to respect our wishes is really worth very 

'little. Therefore, I feel free to express dissastisfaction 
withoUt-im:4ying that that dissatisfaction -carries lack of;.  trust 
in the 'British Government. FUrthermore, I think•it is•important 

.and worthwhile to statei.as the third part does, that we express 
confidence in the commitment stated in Lisbon to honour the 
freely-and deMocratically-expressedwiShesof the people of • . 
Gibraltar and that there should be a full-stop there, because 
in the Lisbon Agreement there was not •a full-stopf ,it went.on 
to say, "as stated in the preamble to the Constitution", and 
although the Honourable and Learned Member, the Leader of the 
Opposition has made it clear today and on previous OccesiOns 
that he did not share the view' that the preamble tp.the- . , 
Constitution was not as, watertight as it should bey although he 
is of that view; the fact 'is that I certainly think it is 
worthwhile stating in the House that the interpretation we put • 
on the agreement is that the commitment is to respect our 
wishes without qualification. Therefore, I am in full support 
of that as well. • 

As regards the first part 'there is one element an it which I • 
think may not have been intended in the way that I. interpret 
it, but that. is my interpretation on the reading of it with 
the time I have had to think about what it means. And that is. 
the sentence ending that first paragraph. Because the first 
part reiterates the view of the people of Gibraltar expressed 
in the 1967 Referendum,.which I support fully, our wish to 
retain our link with the. UK, which is,theoverwhelming view in 
Gibraltar, and- then.goeaon to say with Britain:retaining 
itapresent-responsibilities", which seems to imply that we.  
wish to stay as a colony without any' change of the responsibi-
lities e Her Majesty's Government in Gibraltar at any point 
in time. 
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My Party committed to Gibraltar's decolonisation. It 
stated so in the Manifesto, and in tae-  1976:Election the - 
Gibraltar Democratic Movement was clearly committed to the 
process of decolonisation which is defined in even stronger 
languaae as "an. affront to the dignity of the people of 
Gibraltar". The colonial status being an affront to the dignity 
of the people of Gibraltar was one of the things on-which three 
other members of this House stood, beside myself, and, there-
fore, I would propose, in order to introduce into this new-
Motion at least a reflection of the commitment to self-
, • determination that was the essence of the spirit of my•original 
motion, and in Orden to clear:beyond doubt that, for example,the 
view expressed by Her Majesty's Government 'in at Hattetsely • 
Memorandum that it was not possible to alter. our relationship • • 
with:Britain in any direction, that we had to retain the status 
quo in pernettity or Until things change in Spain,'Which was 
unacceptable to most of us at 'the time, I would.sey that the 
way that we .can have that reflected in the motion proposed by 
the Honourable and Learned thaChief - Minister would be to .add 
as an amendment to this amendment the words. after "responsibi-'-n 
lities at the end of 'paraf(1)3"... any alteration of which is 
a matter to be exclusively decided between Her MajestY's .  
Government and the peOple of Gibraltar". 

With that proposal I am 'not saying that we are seeking an alte-, , 
ration, but T am saying that that alteration cannot.be initiete4 
by Soaina  it- hasto. he' initiated by eitheraourselvea 
Majesty7s .Government,•and.thatit is namattarfornagreementnn 
between the two. of us,.. which is-essentiallyawhst the:first part 
ofmy MoticarWasYstating,; , Becauat'essentially.for me if we are 
committed-to the-aeplication -of the principle-of. selfdetermina,r 
tion in full to theapeople and the territory of"Gibraltar, and - 
'. all recognisethatthat is the fundamental stumbling :block 
in our relations with Spain and in the approach •to.the Spanish 
Government, as the Honoorable and Lammed leaden of the 
Opposition has said, that if Spain recognised:the right of self-
determination then we would have no problem, and I accept that. 
The fact that Spain.does not recognise it does not mean that we, 
must not be constantly asserting it. It is important for us to 
assert it and it is 'important for us the motions of t.iis • 
House that that should be there as our view, although I recognise 
the'difficulty of the House of Assembly of Gibraltar deciding 
policy foa Her Majesty'aGovernment. 3ut at least we can make 
clear.  to Majesty's Government what our views are, and , to do 
so in a motion that ends by saying 'that we have full confidence 
in their coomitment to respect our wishes to my mind, comes 
close enough to the spirit of the original motion which. I have.  
been told s:ie all share. 

It would appear, Mr Speaker, that the spirit is willing but the 
flesh is weak as regards the original motioa.. Well, at least 
let us retain some of the spirit and give iat some flesh in the 
proposed amendment. 

MR SPEAKLR: 

Has .the Hon Mr Rossano finished his intervention so that'I can 
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propose the question? 

HON J ROSSANO: 

Yes, Mr Speaker. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, I wonder whether we could have a little time to look 
at this. I do not want to exercise'my right of reply now, but 
there are one or two obvious things that I would like to say in 
any case. I would like to make.  one thing clear, and that Is 
that what I did say was that I entirely 'agreed with all the 
sentiments expressed. 'I had various reservations about the-
terms of the motion. 

MR SPEAKER:, 

The pOsition now, is that I would'have to the amendment 
to the amendment which would then open further debate On this 
particular issue exclusively and then he would have the right 
of reply on the amendment to the amendment and then the Hon the. 
ChiefaMinaster would have the right to reply on the amendment 
and ultimately, if we carry the thing to its logical Conclusion, 
the Hon Mr Bossano would'have the last word on the qucation„as 
amended, if it is.carriedto its logical conclusion, the Hon 
Mr Boasano,will'havethe last word on,the.qoestionaas amended, 
if it is carried. So whatLintendte do' low is to propose the 
amendment to the and then perhaps it wouid.be time to 
recess. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Unfortunately,,Mr Speakern  not thinkingthat it would:take this., 
long, I have an official commitment at 3.30 p.m. I do net.  
know whether members would like to meet earlier and finish 
or .'.. 

MR SPEAKER: 

How long would this engagement take? 

HON. CHIEF MINISTER: • 

Not more than hair' in hour. 

MR.SPEAKER: 

'We'41, perhaps, anticipating, before I propose the question, 
Once I propose the amendment to the amendment, we should recess 
until u..00. p.m. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

If it suits membereopposite. 
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MR SReAELR: 

If we know.the' debate is not going to last more than ono -tour, 
there is no reason why we shodld not meet at 2.50'p.m. I am 
just snow trying to gauge members' 'dews in the matter. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, I anderstand the position that I have just 
produced an amendment Which obiouvsly the Chief Minister and 
the Leader of the Opposition would want to give some, thought to' 
before they decide how they are going to react to it. But the 
Hon'Members must understand that that is my own.nosition 
earlier-on. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: ' 

I khow, and if the Hon Member had asked for an adjournMent, 
he would certainly have been justified. 'Mr Speakereproposed 
they question. 

MR 'SPI..:A)e-R: 
• , 

I*ve%proposed the amendment to the amendment and we shall noel 
reoess until-4.0C. o.m. when-the amendment to the amendment will 
be considered. 

The House recessed at 12.55 p.m. 
e.: 
The House• resumed at 4.05 p.m. 

MR SF'eArER: 

I. will` remind the House that when we reused for lunch we were 
alithe point when. the Honourable Mr bossano had m...)ved an 
adadment to the amendment. And I had 'proposed the question; 
that words, as follows, should be added to the last word in the 
firat oaragraph of the -first amendment: "Any alteration of 
which is a matter exclusively to be decided between Her 
Majesty's Government and the people of Gibraltar." We are now 
open to debate on this particular amendment to the amendment. 

HONT,HIEF MTNISTER: ' 

Yr Speaker, I think the luncheon adjournment has%givet us an 
opportunity of looking at this more carefully, whilst I agree 
that the Honourable Mover had not had much earlier on to 
look at jour own amendments, I have also been in consultation 
with'the Hon Leader of'the Opposition.- 

First Of all I weuld like to say that the purpose of phrasing 
the first part of my amendment was really and purely, historical 
in order to reiterate the r eault of the Referendum and there.  - 
wasf.in itself any limitation for the futi4e, it was a statement 
of fact. Perhaps the statement of fact could have stopped at 
expressionaftbe1967 Referetuth. The reason why it is there is 
not because we hope to continue the same limitation but because  

it was a complete statement of the result of the Referenddm 
Therefore, they-do not-in any way..limit-any fUturetaction that. 
may be decided. 

Secondly, I feel that if these words were to make any sense in-
the terms which the Honourable Mover proposes them they would 

'have to'come after the word "Britain" and thereat should be 
omitted litt then we would'be interfering with the statement 
of the fact as they have been put out already. feel'also 
that it dilutes the result of the Referendum by introducing 
in the same paragraph something which is alien to what was 
decided there and, thirdly, and the most difficult one is, 
that it reiterates exactly the terms of his original motion 
and introduces into it that element to -Nhich I referred this 
morning,' made it impossible to accept, which meant that'if'that 
really was as much an intention, as he -said 'in his own words 
this morning, to modify the Lisbon Agreement, it is as much a 
pOssibility of being considered as modifying the Lisbon Agree-
ment as the rest of the motion. 

HON J BOSSANO:: 

If the Honeursble Member would give way. I would remind the 
Honourable and Learned the Chief Minister that what I.said this 
morninge.and what- I 'repeated in the context of *mSi..amendment,, 
was that .my original motion as l'savit had two different 
elements: one element which was our own view on how Gibraltar's 
future should be decided and that there should be only two • 
parties to taking that decision; and the second element was 
that:in the-light of this Her Majesty's Government should agree 
to exclude this question from the ne-otiations, and - in .asking.' 
Her Majesty's Government:to agree to this in the second part we 
were effectively asking Her Majesty's GOvernffient to modify the 
agreement, since the- agreementexclUdes.nothing.-  So -if we were 
asking that something should be excluded and-the present agree-
ment does not exclude anything then it is in the second part 
that we are seeking to.modify the agreement. 

/-,s far as I am concerned we certainly-need to take .a decision 
in this House and we certainly need to make -it clear whether it 
is the view of all the members of thisHoueeethat Gibraltar's 
fdture and its decolonisatiOn is a matter exclusively for us 
and Britian, or whether it is a matter which we accept Spain 
has .got a'say in. That is fundamental and I do not think one 
should evade that issue, one should clearly state whether one 
supports that ,:tared or does not support that stand. 

HON aiI3P MINISTER: 

I do not want to be unnecessarily controversial about something 
when we are trying to.bddge the gap, but with the greatest of 
respect to the Honourable Member the first part of his motion 
was trying to-put into it something that has not been decided 
by the people of Gibraltar. And that is because in fact in the 
1976 Election the Honourable Xemter and his Party did not get a 

'majority or a mandate on that, nor did he in the last election 
despite the personal support that he found. So really we are 
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trying to have a Referendum in this House on . sotething that e 
really has not been. fully accepted in those terms, not because 
it dilutes the principle or the desire of the -people to 
continue, and I know the Honourable Memner's ability co be able 
to establish something that he has been fighting for for a long 
time, and on which I respect him, but he cannot carry as with 

this matter on Which he has not been able to carry a vast 
majority of the people. And whereas I eeatirely agree that it 
is primarily - I will put. it that way for the .purposes. of 
answering the last point - a matter,for the people of. Gibraltar 
.and the' people of.  Britain, but when you put the word, . 
"exclusively", you cone up egainst the difficelties I explained 
this morning, why the terms of the original e'estion in that 
respect. wad unacceptable and why, deseita the short time, the 
honourable Member has had enough signato,realise . that-he was 
trying, to repeat here What has been put aside for-the sake. of 
something else here, 

Per that reason, Mr Speaker, we are.not able to support the 
amendment to the amendment. 

HON P J ISOLA: • 

Mr.Speaker the amended motion - not the present amendment, the' 
last amend4ent - in 'my view is the collective -view of all .. 
opinione in this House on thia matter, ,and was the. collective 
view* the things that ;I thinkeareeof•great.importance-. 

Whet convingesmeetevm .cannot tgoyelong 'with- the aeteateaMend-
ment by the_Hone4reble. Membeeeds,•, of course, thefactthat it 
chansestwhat wneedeeidedeintthe Referendtimel• mean Whatparat 
graehldnesiatreiterate•what-was,:expreasedebythe peopletof "-- 
Gibraltarte the .I.9677eReferendum and. what was.expreased-it • 
there.` `Po talk o17. changing, or the possibility of changing, 
what was expressed there is to dilute the effect of the 1967 
Referendum. which, as far as the people of Gibraltar are concerned, 
was a decisive answer.. Accordingly, to amend that proposition 
to my.  mind goes against what was democratically expressed:by .  
the people of Gibraltar' at the time. 

I am not going to repeat the arguments put forward frouethis 
side of the House this morning as to the reason why. we felt that' 
tae :roper motion to pess was tb.p amended motion which, in fny 
view, mu-,t reflect the wishes, of the people of Gibraltar must. 
reflect the stand of all the political parties in Cebraitar. 
It is my view that the amendede motion puts forward tee 
eeeentials to the Gibraltar position. Of course, Gibraltar 

'being .a Crown Colony, it mill be a matter for Gibraltar and 
London to decide aey future constitutional status. That goes 
without saying. But what we are infect putting forward here 
is a reiteration of the Referendum, a reiteration -of what was.  
the unanimous view of the House On the cueoteon of British 
sovereignty over Gibraltar, and an expression of•full confidence 
in the British Government's commitment to honour the freely • 
and democratically expressed wishes 'of the people.  of Gibraltar.. 

• . . 
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Those are the three vital factors in the equation, and, 
accordingly, this side of the House cannot go along 'eith an 
amerpent that seeks to wittle down any of these - three ftnda-
mentalTfactors. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, it is absolute nonsense to say that the amendment 
seeks to wittle down. anything. All that the amendments seeks 
to doe  Mr Speaker,' is to reintroduce the important element in 
'the original motione and in fact I. have no difficulty in . 
supporting the motion before the House now, all I am saying is 
that the motion'that was breught. before the House .by me was a 
clear and categorical statementof the view that Gibraltar'S 
future is a matter for us and Britain, and members of this 
House must have the courage of their,convictions and either 
state olearly and categorically that they subscribe to that view 
or that they do. not so that people know where they stand. It .  
is no good tryingete say that'. to reintroduce that element is 
to wittle down the result of the Referendum. If the lion Member 
thinks I have made a mistake in drafting the amendment then I 
am quite happy to withdraw my amendment and have an addition . 
introde‘ed into the new motion which specifically says-what he 
has j1* raid is obvioUs. It is obvious that Gibraltar is a 
Crown Colony an'd, therefore, it is for Gibraltor and London to, - 
Oe'.!ide its .future. Well, if it is.obvious will thg honourable, . 

_Member,subscribe and support a motion that says . prociseIy that. 
and nothing more than that? Just. a-motion that says that . 
Gibnaltar's•fut:are is a. matter Lonon.and•Gibraltar eand no t  
one:, else: will he subscribe to that-if it,  is. obvious? Andtehttie 
he tdoes not, havento say that it is- wittling:(ion enything,else, 
It is. no good saying in an aside that one subscribes to thattand 
not being willing to put it to.the . test by voting in. thiSeHoUse. 

I recognised from the beginning, Mr Speaker; that that view 
might not be acceptable or •palatable to Her- Msjesty's Government, 
and I said that I recognised that my Motion'Wes teyine to do two 
things: one was to state what the views of the members of this 
House on the matten were and; secondly, to ask Her 'Majesty's 
Government to modify the agreement with Spain. in the light of 
the exprees:on of such views. I accept that in trying to get 
the second I maybe trying to carry with me other members of 
the house farther than they are prepared to go, when it comes 
to actually having the audecityns a mere colony to suggest 
that we can tell Her Majesty's Government how they should 
conduct o' af:airs, but. I certainly did not'anticipate that 
there woue,9  pe any reluctance by any member of this House to 
aubacrihe without reservations to the view that the British 
Government and the people of Gibraltar are-the only ones .who 

decide Gibraltar's future and its decolonisation. I' think 
it is important that there should be a categorical statement 
either way. We are entitled to know in Gibraltar how the 
members of the House. feel and that,the issue shoUld not be 
avoided. 

.1 understand that the Spanish Radio has said at lunchtime that 
in answer to. the question by the radio, Yr Parsons has just 
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'said on the other side of the frontier that Her Majesty's. 
Government does riot-accept the view put forward by my Party 
thai Gibraltar's decoionisation is a matter•for us and Britain 

• alone. That is a matter for Her Majesty's GovernMeat to say, ' 
but I am sayinc: that we aarepreSentatives of the people 'of 
Gibraltar should take that stand. The Honourable Member said 
earlier in his contribution in support of the-Fonourable and' 
Learned the Chief Minister's amendment,,that it was a matter 
for Gibraltar,.Britain'and Spain. do not agree that 
f„t is a matter for Gibraltar, Britain and Spain and there -are ' 
members who were eleCted to this House in 1976 who subscribed 
to'the view that the constitutional development of•Gibraltar, 
that Gibraltar's future status was a matter excluaively'for 
Gibraltar and Britain, and if they haye changed their mind they 
should stand up. and say so, they shOuld say that they no 
longer believe that. And I do not think it is right, 
Mr Speaker, to say that unity should be attained by avoiding 
iSsues or 'brushing thingS under the carpet. I.belieYe it is 
important for all of us to be united in defence of Gibraltar's 
interest, but I cannot act against Irj conscience on this,-  and 
I do hot think that if the noint of unity is that one should 
et. contrary to ones strongly-held belief and contrary to 

the pub7:ic .commitment-One has entered into with the electorate, 
one sho re those things for the sake of unity. u:ed sacrifice . • , • • 

7!
. 

,'4a I said, Mr Speaker. I have no objection, I have-no 
in suporting the.motion put forward by tne Honourable Member 
because I do not think that the motion is in conflict with the 
one that I put.. To state that-we all accept the Referendum 
Teaults isn't:ineOnflict with the statement that any future 
dedisionsehenging:ourrelatiOnShiP with the UniteCKingdom.  
must be ours end theUnited Kingdom's along,. . There is no 
conflict:between that end the- Referendum results.' There is 
certainly rio conflict between this and the motion to which 

'.,ev-erybcdy subscribes, that sovereignty was not a matter for 
. 71Spain-and Britain to negotiate. I would have thought,'Mr 

.Speaker,' that was implicit-in the commitment of every 
-:-Irli.era-of this House that Gibraltar's sovereignty-  should not 
be negotiated with Spain.:"It' was implicit that Gibraltar's 
decolOnisation should not bp negotiated with Spain and . 
Gibraltar's future shbuld not be negotiated with Spain. Or 
.perhaps some member in this Hbuse who ,professesto know more 
about this than I n  o can explain to me how one can discuas 
Gibraltar's decalonisation;.and negotiate Gibraltar's depolo-
nisation, negotiate Gibraltar's future status, and yet not 
negotiate sovereignty. 

• • 
Al]. that we have had so far, as a result of pressure frog 
thiaHouse of Assembly is an acceptance from Spain that 
sovereignty is a sensitiVe•isaue and that.  itahoUld:be ;avoided. 
We 'must got further now, and we must-  at i said earlier, Mr 
Speaker,estabIish the strength of feeling that, there is:in 
Gibraltar of our right to self-determinatipn,• just like there.  
is. that sense of.  feeling in Spain, and I'do.not think that.  
that requires that we should in any way appear tube anti--
Spanish,lor in anyway be in conflict-with then although we. 
can be in profound disagreement with. their approach, in 
profound disagreement with their attitude that Gibraltar is 
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Spanish soil and belongs to Spain. 

Ii%we confider that Gibraltar-is a British'Colony and'should 
remain'd. British Colony, ntil we and Britafh decide otherwise, 
then let' ta 'put our name to that, let-US subscribe to that 
philosophy, but' let us-do:that quite clearly and categoriCally 
and not try and wash over the issue and pretend 'we -are doing 
one thing when we are' doing something else. . 

I commend the amendment to the House, Mr Speaker..- 

Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken the-
folloving: Hon .Member voted in favour: 

The Hon J Bossano, 

The -fallowingHon Members voted against: 

,The Hon A J Canepa 
The.Honler. K Featherstone ' 
'The Hon Sir JOshua Hassan 
The Hon A J Haynes 

• The Hon P J Isola • 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The-Hon Major R J Peliza• 
The Hon J B Perez 

-The Hon G T. Restano 
The Hon W T 'Scott 
The Hon H J Zammitt 

- • ' 
The follewifig Hon Member abstained: 

The Hon D 

The following-Hen Members were. absent frOm the 

The.  Hon I AbeCasis 
The Hon Major F J.Dellipiani 
The Hon Dr R G Velarino 
The Hon 1/ .0" Wallace 

The Hon J Bosaano's amendment to 'the Hen the Chief Minister's 
amendment was accordingly defeated. 

MR S1Y9AKER: 

Well, gentlemen, we have before us how, the amendment moved by 
the Honourable the Chief Minister to the original motion to 
Which the Chief Minister has already spoken in moving it and 

.that thc,Hog Mr 1601a and the Hon and Gallant Major Peliza have 
also spoken. , 

• 
. Anyone else who may- wish to speak to the amendment may do so of 
course. 

• 
- Since there is no other contribution, I shall call on the Chief 

Minister to reply to the amendment. . 
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HON CHTSF MINISTER : 

I am,sorryO Mr Speaker, that it has not been. possible to reach 
agreement .in this matter, because it looks as if the fact that, 
we have not. agreed on this matter on the positive side of the 
statement of the Moveron.theaamendment to the amendment, as 
if. we are in favour of the opposite proposition which VB'....ETe 
not. That is the difficulty, of putting.  something thatia not 
acceptable in those terns and the question of accepting.  it in 
those terms it looks as if you agree to the.opposite.. Wedo..• 
not agree to the opposite. We do not subscribe - I am sure 
the Bxnurable Member oppOsitedm not subscribe - to.the fact 
that there should be an interference on the:oaot:  of. Spain in 
deciding our future, but it is a fact of lift, that in the 
carrying out of the international replonsfbilities of Britain 
in respect of her membership of the United Nations and member-
ship of'E-orope, that maybe a fact. Whether it is., desirable 
or not is another matter. That is why it is regr-A.Atable 
because if you do not mention anything you.do not put to. the 
matter to the test?  You do it,. and you don't agree, and it 
looks as if you agree to the opposite. I would say that where 
the political situation comes in,is where. you put in the word 
."exclusively", because for. other reasons than for the purposes 
of Gibraltar, .Britain cannot !'exclusively".-  decide this without 
reference to her.other.obligations which need not in any way 
affect. the basic principle,which is set out in the Lisbon 
communique, which is that- they will abide by the provisions of 
the.preamble to•the Constitution. • 

Self-determination was our.  nain plank in Strasboirg only two 
weeks' ago,: Of course we- subscribetootheright-aelf- o-• 
determination.. With regards to that, to-that has been .des-
cribed as that simplistic viewoof,the.Honourable Member's 
approach to the international matter, I would remind the 
Honourable Member that we had an election on the 6 February. 
and. that that was his plank and he did not car.:.  Gibraltar With 
him on that at all. There was io opposite view and, therefore, 
whatever vote'he had he can abscribe to whichever way he wants 
to, and he is free to do that. That is the freedom of our 
democracy that we can discuss this matter, but let there be no 
mistake that the failure to accept those words in that oontext• 
in no way means that we su'Jsoribe.to the opposite. 

I coMmeni my Motion and I hope that for the lesser of the evils 
the Honoorable Member will be able to subscribe in voting in 
favour of the Motion as it now appears. 

. . 
ER SREAKR: 

Now, I want to make clear to members so that they know what they 
are voting for: They are voting now on .the amendment by the . 
Honourable the Chief Minister to the origizia), motion amended 
by the Honourable Mr Bossano, 

Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote-being taken the 
following Hon Members voted in favour: 

The following Hon.' Members abstained: 

'The Hon j Bossano 
The Hon D Hull 

.The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber': ' 

The Hon I Abecasis 
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani 
The Hon Dr R G Valarino 
The. Hon It J Wallace 

The Hon the Chief Minister's' amendment was accordingly passed. 

HON J BOSSANC: 

I am abstaining for the obvious reason that I co. not want my-
Motionamended,...andjWant to makeothatoquiteelar,:beeauseI 
do , not, want. anybody,else Sayino-afterwardathut*do-:not ;o 
respect,the restate cf,the R.efers:dupthaV,I amoa6ain.st my: o' 
Motion of November 1977, ,or. anythingiels What..1 do not vent' 
is mY. Motion amended. . 

MR SPEAKER: 

Again, since it 'is my duty, I will remind the House that what 
we have before us is the. Motion as moved by the Hon Mr Bossano, 
as amended by the. Honourable the Chief Minister and to this 
motion we have had contributions by the Mover, and from the 
HonoUrable the Chief Minister. and that whoever wishes to speak 
to the me tit as amended now. is free to do so. . 

HON MAJOR R J.PELIZA:a  

Mr Speaker, I would like to say that for the same reasons I 
explained earlier, that I accepted the Motion as amended by 
the Yon Chief Minister, I think that more or• less the same 
points that I made apply to the amendment.' In other words, if 
this.were to. be a matter that had to be put to. the British 

. Government today'in the circumstances prevailing, perhaps I.am 
inclined to believe that they could not go with that amendment. 

- FOr the sake of making a. proposition from- this House that can 
be acceptable not only to the British Government but to 
public opinion in Britain and particularly to the House of 

The Eon A J Canepa 
The Eon M K Featherstone 

.The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan 

.The Hon A J Haynes 
The Hon P J Isola 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The. Hon Major R J Peliza 
'The Hon J. B Ferez 
The Hon G T Restano 
The Hon W2 Scott 
The .Hon Ummitt 
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Parliament;. all members of the House should.:•\Toteein favour. 

I am very pleased that notwithstanding.his strong views•on this 
matter - which I concede -• but as I explained before one has to 
see-it in the light of balance, without at all giving away the . 
point, which I do not think that by voting for the amendment of 
the honourable the Chief Minister ore.; is giving.away the point 
unless 'one stated so categorically, I certainly am not givingh 
sway the point, and I do not believe that any member in this 

. House to my knowledge is prepared to give away that point, but 
I think for the sake of being effective in the decision that 
this House is going to take as you saw I voted in favour of the 
amendment and I.aM very pleased, Mr Speaker, that my Hon Friend 
Mr Bossano saw the situation, and even if he could hot vote in 
favour at least he did what I think Was second best and that • 
was to abstain.. 

MR SPEAReR: 

:Before'I put.  the question ti the HoUse I will ask Mr Bossano 
vhether he has' anything further to say. He has the right to 
,re

._:•-  

'MtN J BOSSANO: 
• 

I haVe got a lot more to say, but I will hot say .it all now, • 
J.-  Mr-Speaker. 

• 
tt Mr Speaker, I am noWespeaking effectively on,whateis a totally 

differentmotion • frem the one that I brcu.ehe to the House. 
Le:tMeeaak•that- Ihink*thatall thate the motion before. the 
House does now.  .is 'tterestate our well-known position on the. 
matter., and that my;motion was seeking to do more than just 

erestate our well . known position on the matter, because I thdnk 
l'''th.s.Lt the implications of the present 'situation are different 
'̀from' anything that re have ever faced before. in all our 
.''dealings with Her Majesty's Government and in all the proble6 of 
"the -Spanish claim to Gibraltar since its inception. 

-It is the first time that there are going to be aficially 
5...ecognised negotiations to resolve the Gibraltar problem and we 
all know, I am not telling members of the House anything they 
do not know themselves, we all know, as the Honourable and 
Learned Mr Isola said, that the fundamental thing on which we 
have to take a decision and if the House had not been prepared 
to. take a decision, on this occasion I can assure the House 
that I shall make it my job to give them plenty of future 
opportunities to decide,.the issue has been avoided, in ey view, 
by the motion before the elnnse not decoded definitely ene' way 
or the other, because the Honourable and Learned-the-Chief -
Minister himself said that in rejecting support for this parti-
cular statement it did not imply support for the opposite view. 

We cannot sit on the fence 'on this one, we cannct say: we are 
notsayinn.  that ie is a matter- just for us an Britian, nor 
are we saying that it ise matter fez. Spain, Britain and us. 
What are we saying then? We are saying nothing. We need to 
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say soriething. If we say nothing if we do not say that our 
stand is that Gibraltar's future is a matter for us end 
Britain, teen it will be a matter for Britain and Spain,- 
behauee we are-.not objecting to that. And even if our objec-
tion is unacceptable to the British Governmient we must be 
prepared to put it. It is absolute nonsense, Mr Speaker, to 
make sueh.a tdg.song and dance about. Her Majesty's Government's 
willingness to respect our wishes if every time we,have to 
express our wish we have got first of all to clear itwith them. 

HON CHIEF MINISTE: • 

Mr Speoker, if the Honourable Member will give way. What we 
.want to make sure is that we are in a position to carry on 
getting the British Government to continue to support the 
peopleof Gibraltar. It is not a question. of clearing things 
with them. We do say things that they may not like, but there 
are certain things 'for which they are responsible and for 
which we are.responeible, and for as.long as we can keep that 
parallel feeling we have the main safeguard which is their 
commitment to abide by our feelings. 

HON J B.OSSANO: 

I accept, Ar Speaker, that this particular. amendment, as the 
Honourable Member has put it, has-hot. been cleared with the 
Foreign,Office, but it seems to me that the approach and 
reaction of members has been conditioned and influenced at • 
least by what they anticipate to be Her Majesty's Government's 
reaction to the sentiments expressed in the original motion. 
Are members saying that if Her Majesty's Government had been 
happy to accept a statement to the effect that Gibraltar's 
future and its decolonisation was a'matter for us and them-. 
exclusively there would have been no problem in passing the 
motion in the.House? Of course, there would have been no 
problem. 

• 
HON P J ISOLA: 

Mr Speaker, if the Hon Member would give way. I do not, know 
that the Honourable Member is trying to imply about the 
influence of Her' Majesty'S Government. Her Majesty's Government 
does have an influence, obviously, in our affairs, but the 
staid that, certainly. my Party has taken on this is to form a 
judgement on the situation,' it has formed a judgement on what 
is best for Gibraltar, and the result of that judgement is 
that we Come down overwhelmingly in passing a motion in the 
terms of the, amendment of the Chief Minister. There is no 
question of getting clearance from anybody as far. as my party,. 
is concerned On any motion. -We haVe to keep in mind the first 
object of. our party- which is to keep the territory and the 
people Of Gibraltar British as inseparable entities, and the 
judgement we have to• make is: what is most likely to achieve 
this result? We do not have to. ask anybody about that. I 
want the Honourable Meber.tobe absolutely clear on this 
point because I would not like to be misquoted at all. We are 
not being influenced in any way by what anybody else may say.,  
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HON J BOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, before I gave way to the-Honourable and Learned 
Member I asked a rhetorical question. Woull any member of 
either party have had any difficulty in supporting this motion 
if it also enjoyed the support of Her Majesty's Government?'.,  
And I• do not think there is any doubt ebout that. So whether 
they have consulted the British Government - and I accept thgr 
have not - and whether they have- been-influenced or not,ln— 
arriving at the judgement of what they think is beat, one • 

primary factor in exercising that judgement has beehev,that they 
know to be Her Majesty's Government's attitude to this matter. 

And that has been nade absolutely elear,..beccuse•in the Houthe 
of Commonss- I said earlier-on, there were some very clear-.  • 
cut and-very welcome statements about the commitment' that•  the 
poSition of Gibre;Itar and the status of Gibraltar would not be .. 
altered againet.,our.wiehes. But at the same time there was• 
also. a:clear ;:'.ndication that nothing woula he excluded from the • 
negotiations. And .yet we hove got a motion in this House3 to 
which we are all committed, that says, that tne negotiations ' • 
should not include sovereignty. • 

I have attempted to do two things with my motion: one was to 
extehdethat.commitment of this House which -in itselP is 
undoubtedly in' conflict with the Lisbon Agreement. 'The,Notion . 
of..November 1977 in itself' is a-Modification of the Lisbon - 
Agreement. Let there. be.nce.doubt at 'all about that, because 
we have said in our motion-here that severeignty is not a 
matter for •discussion.betWeen-Britain and Spain, and .when asked 
that ouest ion by the LeboUr.spokesman on Fcre-gn Affairs,. Mr 
peter Shore, the. answer :vas that. nothingewase-xclUded.' And 
nothing-meens -that not even . sovereignty is'excluded- -and we • 
sought tohave it excluded. My motion. attampted'to extend that • 
to a more specific definition of the problem.; the definition 
of Gibraltar's status and its •decolonisation, but I thought 
that even if the second part would not be acceptable the first, 
part Of the motion was acceptable and was not in conflict with. • 
any of the .  fundamental policies advocated by any of the. three 
parties during their Election campaign. 

I was honesty Convinced, Mr Speaker, that the first part- of . • 
the motion, which.was that Gibraltar's future was a matter for' 
us and Britain alone, was•something that Was acceptable to ovary 
member' of the House, that was acceptable to the three p'  
parties and that:reflected the msj-wity view in Gibralt'ir,' •I 
sincerely felt this was the case and I am certainly very sur-
prised to find thateven if the feeling is there,there aceels 
to be some reluctance to express it. • 

Mr Speaker tlen put the question and on a vote being taken the 
following Hon Members voted in favour: 

The Hon A- J Canepa - 
The Hon H K Featherstone.  

.The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan.  
The Hon A J Haynes •  

The Hon P J Isola 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon Major R J Peliza 
The Hon J B Perez 
The Hon G T Restano 
The Hon Vi T Scott 
The Hon H J Zammitt 

• -; , 
The-following Hon Members.abstained: 

•.The Hon J Bossano 
The Hon D Hull 

The fallowing Hon:Metbers.were absent. from the Chamber: 

The Hon.,' Abecasise.e. 
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani 
The Hon Dr IR .G Valarino 
Tne Hon R J Wallace 

The Hon J Boslanolamotion, as. amended by the Hon. the Chief 
Minister, las .accordingly passed. 

ADJObRNMEN'T -. 

'The Hon the C;ief Minister moved the adjournment of the House 
• sine dip. . 

Mr Speaker pui, the question which was resolved in the affirma-
tive•-and the House, adjourned. sine- died 
• - e . 
The adjournment .of the House :sine die- was,taken at 4.45 pRon,, 
Monde; the .24th APril, 1980.

. , 
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